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Introduction 

The title of this thesis, ―Cultural Interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros‖, 

geographically covers Assyria and the Northern Zagros and historically a period from the 

early second millennium until the fall of Nineveh in 612 BCE. It focuses on Assyrian 

interaction with the Northern Zagros (or vice versa), an immediate neighbour, which 

constituted a natural boundary against Assyrian expansion to the north and the east.  

 The mountainous terrain east of the Lesser Habur at the Turkish-Iraqi border is considered 

as a north-western extension of the Northern Zagros. Then there are the ranges northeast of 

Lake Urmia, southwards to the River Diz in the Kirmanshah valley inside Iran, and the ranges 

east of the Sirwan/Upper Diyala river inside Iraq. Among the mountains are valleys and 

narrow plains. The main rivers are the Lesser Habur, Upper Zab, Lesser Zab and 

Sirwan/Diyala with their tributaries (see sections 1.1. and 1.2). 

The landscape, flora, fauna, natural resources and climate of lowland Assyria were 

different from those of the Zagros highlands, which led to complementary economical 

activity. The Northern Zagros was the nearest place for Assyria to obtain raw materials, 

horses, grain and manpower. Assyria often conflicted with the Northern Zagros peoples to 

obtain their goals. But there were also peaceful (commercial and diplomatic) negotiations 

between them, which led to cultural interaction of various kinds. 

In this thesis, the Northern Zagros has been distinguished because it is that part of the 

Zagros in direct contact with Assyria, while the Central and Southern Zagros were in direct 

contact with Elam and Babylonia. It was an intermediary for any Assyrian contact with the 

Central Zagros and beyond. The author‘s experience as a local archaeologist during a decade 

of field work and excavations in joint projects and in his own field work has shown that 

further investigation about the nature of cultural interaction between Assyria and the Northern 

Zagros is needed. Recent field work and excavations by foreign and local teams in the 

Northern Zagros, have produced new materials and new texts. Moreover, until now no 

comprehensive study of Assyrian cultural interaction with the Northern Zagros to include 

textual, visual and archaeological evidence has been made. I hope to find answers to questions 

about the cultural interaction and to expose as complete a view as I can of the culture of the 

Zagros.  

As for the material culture, much evidence comes from results of archaeological 

excavations and field surveys. The first discoveries in Nineveh and the Northern Zagros 

were made in the early and mid-19
th

 century and the most recent ones discussed were 

published in late 2015 and early 2016. These include recent excavations and surveys in the 

Iraqi Zagros (the mountainous area of the southern Kurdistan), and important discoveries 

from Iron Age sites in the Iranian Zagros. Special attention is given to the author‘s own 

fieldwork in different areas between the Upper Zab and the Sirwan/Upper Diyala, the areas of 

the Iron Age territories of Musasir and Zamua. Some reports were published in local 

languages (Kurdish, Persian, and Arabic) in the mid-20
th

 century onwards, most of which are 

not known to specialists outside Iraq and Iran. 
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Material culture is dealt with in Chapters III-IV, and it includes the visual evidence of 

the depictions of several victorious battles at cities in Media, Mannea, Musasir, Ukku, and 

Urartu on Assyrian palace reliefs. Assyrian artists accompanying the army on campaign 

depicted details of the architecture of cities under siege so that individual cities can be 

distinguished. They did not depict them as stereotypes. Towers, walls, temples, and plundered 

objects are shown with appropriate backgrounds. Zagrosians bringing tribute to the Assyrian 

court also appear on Assyrian reliefs. The visual evidence, sometimes supported with 

captions, often corroborates and explains written records in Assyrian annals. Visual evidence 

is dealt with in Chapters III-IV. 

The evidence from ancient records can be described as immaterial culture, in contrast to 

archaeological finds, and is the second important source for this study. Most records are 

Assyrian, but there are a few local ones, from Shemshara (Šušarra), Bakrawa/Bakr-Awa, Satu 

Qala (ancient Idu), Rabat Tepe, and Media (in Akkadian), and the Urartian bilingual steles (in 

Urartian-Assyrian using cuneiform script), and the Aramaic stele of Bukan. In the Bible 

Media, Mannea, Scythia and the Cimmerians are briefly mentioned on different occasions, as 

well as peoples deported from the Levant to the Zagros. Classical sources, especially 

Herodotus, mention peoples from the Zagros, such as Medes and Scythians, but these records 

have less historical value than Assyrian ones. In them we find trustworthy details about the 

history, geography, beliefs, mythology, art, architecture, climate, landscape and daily life of 

the peoples of the Zagros. Contemporary Babylonian records also provide some historical and 

cultural knowledge about the Northern Zagros. For the immaterial culture see Chapters I and 

II, and for it explaining the material culture see Chapters III and IV. 

Previous studies by archaeologists and philologists on the archaeology and culture of the 

Zagros date from the early nineteenth century, following the important discoveries in Nineveh 

and Khorsabad. Around 1820 Schulz studied the Urartian bilingual stele of Kile-Shin 

(between Urmia and Sidekan, in ancient Musasir). The trilingual inscription of Behistun 

(Bêstūn) in the Zagros was the first key for decoding cuneiform script and Akkadian. It could 

be argued that the beginning of Assyriology was involved on discoveries about the Zagros. 

In the Northern Zagros several important sites from the Late Bronze Age and the Iron Age 

are known, the most famous being Hasanlu. A most important study of interaction between 

Assyria and the Northern Zagros and of the intermediary role of Assyria in interaction of 

Hasanlu with Syria and Anatolia is Marcus, Emblems of Identity and Prestige--The Seals and 

Sealings from Hasanlu (1996). We also have Muscarella, The Catalogue of Ivories from 

Hasanlu, Iran (1982). Other works deal with broader aspects of contacts between 

Mesopotamia and Iran, covering the Prehistoric period, Bronze Age and Iron Age. These 

include Levine, Young and Cuyler, (eds.) Mountains and lowlands: essays in the archaeology 

of greater Mesopotamia (1977); Curtis and Lukonin (eds.), Later Mesopotamia and Iran: 

tribes and empires, 1600-539 BC (Proceedings of a seminar in memory of Vladimir G. 

Lukonin) (1995). They both report the proceedings of conferences and deal with many periods 

and sites and subjects, with some articles dealing with the subject of our study, if only 

indirectly. Continuation and change in political systems of three empires was discussed at an 
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International Meeting, published in Lanfranchi, Roaf and Rollinger (eds.), Continuity of 

Empire(?) Assyria, Media, and Persia (2003, Padua). These papers are an important 

contribution to our subject. Some deal with specific points of religion in texts from the 

Northern Zagros, and other issues related to archaeology and ceramics.  

In Eidem and Læssøe (eds.), Th  Sh mshār  Ar hiv s 1: The letters (2001) light is shed on 

important cultural and political links between the Zagros and the Kingdome of Shamshi-Adad 

I. An important contribution is the dissertation Ahmed, K., The Beginnings of ancient 

Kurdistan (c. 2500-1500 BC): a historical and cultural synthesis (2012). It covers the last part 

of the Early Bronze Age and the Middle Bronze Age for the Zagros and its foothills, focusing 

on the peoples of the Zagros and North Mesopotamia and their contacts and conflicts with 

Sumer, Akkad, Babylonia, and the kingdom of Šamši-Adad I. It touches many cultural 

elements and political relationships between the peoples and kings of the Zagros with the rest 

of Mesopotamia. He studies the kingdom of Simmurum, the temple of their national deity 

Nišba and the stele of Haladini. The study of a royal inscription of Iddi(n)-Sin was presented 

there for the first time.  

In Mallowan, M., Nimrud and its remains (1966) many Assyrian objects are compared 

with objects from Hasanlu and Ziwiye, especially the discovered ivories. In Porada, E., 

Ancient Iran: the art of pre-Islamic times (1965) light is shed on local styles and foreign 

influence on the art of the Northern Zagros. Recently the area has attracted more attention 

following the publication of Mühl, S., Siedlungsgeschichte im mittleren Osttigrisgebiet: vom 

Neolithikum bis in die neuassyrische Zeit (München, 2013). It surveys results of previous 

excavations and re-evaluates these results from various sites. It concentrates on the Assyrian 

heartland and areas between the Lower Zab and the Upper Sirwan, mainly in the so-called 

Trans-Tigris region, and covers all periods from the Neolithic to the Neo-Assyrian. This study 

is important for understanding the distribution of settlements, and the architecture and 

ceramics from sites covered in her study. 

For ethno-linguistic studies the works of Zadok are the most important, especially his 

monograph The Ethno-linguistic Character of North-western Iran and Kurdistan in the Neo-

Assyrian Period (2002). He categorises toponyms and personal names according to their 

location. Prosopography is covered in NPN, NPA, and the PNA volumes, which include 

names from the Northern Zagros mentioned in Assyrian records. Speiser (1928), Nashef 

(1982), Levine (1973, 1974), and Liverani (ed.) (1995) and many others also treat toponyms 

of part of the Zagros but some results of those studies are out of date. Parpola and Porter 

(2001) have now succeeded to identify many of these toponyms but further work is necessary. 

Because of the author‘s familiarity with the landscape and local dialects and languages of the 

area, what we know about these toponyms can be amplified. More recent studies include 

Radner, Kroll, Roaf, Muscarella, who in several papers shed light on cultural aspects of the 

Northern Zagros and Assyria in specific cultural and political aspects (see the bibliography).  

Because no previous study has covered the area from all perspectives of cultural 

interaction further investigation of the relevant available immaterial and material culture from 

the early second millennium to the fall of Nineveh in 612 BCE is needed. Archaeological 

excavation reports, the objects discovered and architectural elements identified are not usually 
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presented in a way to appreciate cultural interaction. The material presented there will be 

supplemented by relevant details from my own field work.  

Even Assyrian records about the Northern Zagros are not always studied from the 

perspective of cultural interaction. Here what is available from Assyrian royal inscriptions, 

administrative letters, legal documents, religious and literary texts, as well in the local records 

of the Zagros, will be examined with this in mind. 

Several important research questions arise from this subject. While it is clear that there was 

cultural interaction between Assyrian and the Northern Zagros, the extent of interaction in 

immaterial culture and in material culture may have been different, and therefore further 

investigation of the relevant available immaterial and material culture is needed.  

Then there is the question of what the links for cultural interaction between Assyria and the 

Northern Zagros were. When I discuss the cultural interaction of immaterial culture (Chapters 

I-II) and material culture (Chapters III-IV) the way these interactions were facilitated will be 

presented. The roles played by Assyrians, Zagrosians and others in this interaction will be 

dealt with in sections (1.3., 1.4. and 1.5., in 2.1., 2.4., 2.5, 2.7. and 2.8, in 3.1., and in 4.1., and 

in 4.11). For reasons for cultural interaction, see Chapter I and Chapter II, sections 2.7 and 

2.8.2.  

Some subordinate questions also arise. The extent to which military conflict and political 

tension affected cultural interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros (or vice versa) 

is dealt with in sections (2.7. and 2.8., in 3.1. and 3.2, and in 4.1). And more importantly, the 

extent to which peaceful contacts, or more precisely, how the commercial and diplomatic 

relations facilitated cultural interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros, is dealt 

with in sections (1.3., 2.7, 2.8, 3.5., 3.6., and 3.9).  

Another question is how Assyria and the Northern Zagros acted as intermediaries in 

cultural interaction further afield. What is relevant here are the direct and indirect contacts of 

Babylonia with the Northern Zagros and with Assyria, as well as the contacts of the Hurro-

Mittani culture of Nuzi, Arrapha and Hanigalbat with the Assyrian heartland and the Zagros. 

For discussions of these subordinate questions see sections (1.3. and 1.4), especially (2.4., 

2.5., 2.7., 2.8, and also 2.4., 3.5., and 3.7).  To summarise: 

Chapter I deals with the landscape, climate, flora, and fauna of the two territories. By 

showing the diversity between the Assyrian heartland as lowland and the Northern Zagros as 

highland. I also present the peoples and groups there as the actors in these theatres, with their 

different political states and their limits of power. Their movements as migrants, immigrants, 

runaways and deportees are also discussed. 

Chapter II deals with immaterial culture: languages and writing systems, literature and 

mythology, personal names and toponyms, religion and festivals in war and peace, social 
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structure, political and administrative relations, postal services, dynastic marriages, economy 

and trade. 

Chapter III deals with certain material culture, specifically arts and ceramics, rock reliefs, 

reliefs, steles, seals and sealing, ivories, metalwork, mosaics, glass, pottery, glazed bricks, 

wall paintings, and textiles and costumes. 

Chapter IV deals with other material culture, specifically the architecture of palaces, 

temples, cities and towns, fortifications, private houses, tombs, roads and passages, canals, 

dams, and ditches. 

In each chapter, textual, visual and archaeological evidence is combined to find elements 

of interaction. Each chapter is provided with several tables, explaining many aspects of 

cultural interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros. 
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Chapter I 

 

The landscape and the Peoples  

of Assyria and the Northern Zagros 

 

Introduction 

In this chapter I shall deal with the topography, landscape and peoples of Assyria and the 

Northern Zagros. I shall discuss the topography and natural sources of lowland Assyria as 

well as those of the highlands of the Northern Zagros. Both were areas where the indigenous 

populations mixed with groups who had migrated or had been deported. These peoples 

stimulated cultural interactions between the different landscapes of Assyria and the Northern 

Zagros. There were also some foreign individuals who lived in Assyria and in the Northern 

Zagros, functioning as merchants, scribes, translators, and craftsmen; some were runaways, 

individual migrants, or slaves; they will all have played a role in stimulating cultural 

interaction. 

Our evidence about the landscape and the natural sources of these two areas comes from 

ancient records, visual art, and other material evidence. The evidence from ancient records 

mainly depends on Assyrian sources, but extra hints come from the Babylonian chronicles, 

Uraratian documents, and few records from the Zagros itself. I shall supplement previous 

published studies with my personal observations about the landscape as it is today. This will 

involve discussing the location and identification of certain lands and peoples in the Northern 

Zagros, based on my familiarity with routes through the mountain passes and along the rivers 

and their tributaries. 

 

1.1. Assyrian Landscape, topography and its peoples        

The Assyrian heartland is located in the northern part of Mesopotamia along the Tigris. 

Its western limit begins on the banks of the Tigris, reaching the Jazirah to the west of the 

Tigris and the banks of the Lower Zab in the east.
1
  Its southern limits begin at the Jabal 

Hamrin and the Makhul Mountains south of the city of Ashur stretching to the north of the 

Nineveh plain to the hills in the first lower ranges of the Zagros.
2
 

In the Assyrian heartland the historical capital and holy city was Ashur, but it only served 

as a political capital in the Middle Assyrian period. Even then there was a small interruption 

to its importance when Tukulti-Ninurta I started to build a new capital nearby which he called 

                                                           
1
Altaweel 2008: 10. 

2
 Saggs 1984: 2f; Oates 1968: 19f; Altaweel 2008: 9ff; Fales 1995: 203ff. 
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Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta, modern Tulul-al-‗Aqr, to the east of the Tigris.
 3
Nineveh (Ninua) was 

the capital most used by the Assyrians, especially during the Neo-Assyrian period.
4
  

The Middle Assyrian city of Kalhu (Calah/Nimrud) was rebuilt by Ashurnasirpal II to be 

used by him as his capital, and continued to be an important city until the reign of Sargon II, 

who built a new capital, which he called Dur-Sharrukin, at modern Khorsabad.
5
 After he died 

unexpectedly, his successor Sennacherib made Nineveh again the capital, and it maintained 

this status until the fall of Nineveh in 612 BCE.
6
 Of the other important Assyrian cities to the 

east of the Upper Zab there were Kilizi/Kilizu and Arbail.
7
 Arbail was the cult-centre for 

Ishtar, the goddess of war, and Shalmaneser I built a ziggurat for her there.
8
 At Kilizi there 

was an important temple for Adad, and it functioned as the eastern arsenal and the departure 

point for some Assyrian campaigns to the Zagros, for it is located between Kalhu and the 

Zagros.
9
 

Assyria outside the Assyrian heartland was bound to the west by the Middle Euphrates. Its 

northern boundary was the same as that of the Assyrian heartland, the lower Zagros ranges 

north of Nineveh and Arbail and Idu (Satu Qala).
10

 To the east it extended beyond the 

Assyrian heartland, across the Lower Zab to include Arrapha.
11

 

The extent of Assyria and of the Assyrian empire varied from one king‘s reign to another, 

and even during one reign, depending on whether or not there was any rebellion. Assyrian 

annals continually refer to Assyrian campaigns against specific lands.
12

 

The landscape of the Assyrian heartland is low compared to the highlands of the Zagros, of 

which the foothills mark its boundary to the northeast. It includes diverse topographical 

features in the plains of Nineveh, Erbil, Qaraj and Kandênawa, and the plains between the 

Tigris and the Lower Zab east-northeast of Ashur, with many ravines. The western boundary 

consists of semi-desert west of the Tigris. There is some higher ground, such as the Makhmur-

Qarachugh ranges south of Arbail and southeast of Kilizi, continuing eastwards as far as the 

west bank of the Lower Zab, and north of Nineveh near Khorsabad, to Mount Maqlub. There 

                                                           
3
Cancik-Kirschbaum and Johnson 2013: 87-152; Deller, et al., 1994: 459-468. Archaeological evidence shows 

continuous settlement in Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta after the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I until the Neo-Assyrian period 

and later, in the ―Median or Babylonian‖ period; for details seeBeuger 2011: 189. 
4
 Nineveh was first inhabited in prehistoric times and Nineveh V (in the early third millennium BCE) it‘s well 

known layer. During the historical periods it was first called ‗Ninua,‘ a name assumed to be Hurrian. SeeLayard 

1853a; Layard 1853b; Rova 1988; Russell 1998; Ahmed 2012: 202; Cancik-Kirschbaum and Johnson 2013: 87-

152. 
5
Llop 2011: 600; RIMA I p.231. 

6
Gadd 1923: Tablet B.M. 21, 901: lines 23-29. 

7
 Radner 2011a: 321-329. 

8
RIMA I A.0.77.16: iii 11-12. Also seeLlop 2011: 600; Cancik-Kirschbaum and Johnson 2013: 87-152; Russell 

1991. 
9
RIMA II A.0.101.17: ii 107b-109; Russell 1991. 

10
RIMA III A.0.103.1: iii 19; Waters 2005: 523; van Soldt, et. al, 2013: 218f; van Soldt 2008; Ahmed 2010. 

11
Arrapha was occupied by Shamshi-Adad I (seeRIMA I A.0.39.1001), and during the Middle Assyrian period 

the Hurrian kingdom of Arrapha was destroyed by Tukulti-Ninurta I (see RIMA I A.0.78.10: 79; Llop 2011: 

597; Saggs 1973: 156; Saggs 1984: 2ff; Liverani: 1992: 103). Then, during the Neo-Assyrian period, Adad-

narārī II says that he brought back Arrapha ―into the boundaries of Assyria.‖ (RIMA II A.0.99.2: 29). Arrapha 

had become one of the eastern provinces annexed to Assyria.  
12

ARAB II 10, 12, 23. Also seeLie 1929. 
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is also Mount Makhul to the west of the Tigris south of Ashur, and the range of Jabal Himirin 

(Hamrin) to the east of the Tigris which mark the southern limit of the Assyrian heartland and 

of Assyria (Map 1.1 and 1.2).
13

 

Many rivers with their tributaries flow into the Assyrian heartland from the Zagros of 

which the most important are the Tigris, the Upper Zab and the Lower Zab. As for the 

tributaries, to the north east of Erbil the Khanzad meets the Upper Zab northeast of Kalak 

town, northeast of Nineveh the Khazir meets the Upper Zab, and the Upper Zab itself meets 

the Tigris around 30 km. southeast of Mosul and 10 km south of Kalhu (Nimrud). The Lower 

Zab River meets the Tigris southeast of Ashur.
14

 There are also other seasonal rivers.
15

 

The fertile plains of the Assyrian heartland produce crops of cereals, pastoral grazing and 

are rich in fauna. Perhaps sometimes surplus cereals were marketed outside Assyria,
16

 but we 

have to bear in mind that there were years of drought and times when locust swarms disrupted 

agriculture so that foodstuff would have to be imported from outside Assyria.
17

 Moreover, in 

the Assyrian heartland during 7
th

 century mass deportations would have swelled the 

population and led to pressures on food supplies. Cereals could have been produced in 

territory conquered outside Assyria and military campaigns aimed to satisfy any shortfall.
18

 

The climate of the Assyrian heartland was moderate compared to Babylonia and Sumer 

elsewhere in Mesopotamia. The hot summer starts in June and ends in September, when 

temperatures can reach around 45-48 degrees Celsius. Autumn and spring are short. The 

autumn rains start in October and persist until the spring rains end in mid-April. Winter is 

cold but mostly sunny. There is rarely any snow, even in mid-winter, but in places like Arbail 

and in the plain north of Nineveh it can fall in December-February. The cold snowcapped 

ranges of the Zagros can be seen from the plains of Nineveh and Arbail, and also from the 

capital cities of Nineveh and Dur-Sharrukin, which makes winter and early spring nights feel 

much colder.
19

 

Assyria also faced arid years. Several Assyrian administrative letters refer to destruction by 

locusts to be reported to the king.
20

 Recently it has been proposed that Assyria experienced at 

least two climate changes, first in the 11
th

-10
th

 centuries BCE,
21

 the time when the limits of 

the Middle Assyrian Empire were reduced. In the Middle Assyrian records there is no direct 

evidence for that, but such a change could have led to the famine mentioned at the time of the 

Aramean penetration of the Assyrian heartland, when the citizens of Assyria fled to the 

                                                           
13

Altaweel 2008: 9ff; Liverani 1988: 81-98. 
14

 Saggs 1984: 3; Mason 1944: 81-82; Altaweel 2008: 9ff. 
15

Altaweel 2008: 9ff; Oates 1968: 20; Fales 1995: 203ff. 
16

 Radner 2014b: 102. 
17

Grain was produced at Hiptunu (Tell Haudian/Tell Haftun) in the midst of the mountains for Kalhu to the east 

of the Upper Zab. However, the reason for that trade is not clear. It could have been to buy a specific type of 

grain or because of scarcity in the Assyrian heartland. For further details seeParker 1954: 44-45; Postgate 1976: 

No.29, Rev.12; 29 B; Zadok 1978: p.170. Rev.11, p.137; Marf 2015: 127-140. 
18

 Radner 2014b: 102. 
19

For further details about the weather and cold temperatures in Assyria and the Zagros, see Saggs 1973: 159-

160; Van Buykaere 2009:  295-306; Olmstead 1923: 14; Marf 2014: 13-29. 
20

SAA 1 103, 104. 
21

Neuman and Parpola discussed the possibility of a climate change in the late Middle Assyrian period, for 

further details, seeNeuman and Parpola 1987: 161-182. Also, seeReade 1995a: 41ff. 
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Northern Zagros, to the land of Kirruri, as recorded on a fragment of a Middle Assyrian 

Chronicle:
22

 

[At th t tim ?,   f min  o  urr d, so th t p opl]   t  on   noth r‘s flesh [to (save 

th ir) lif ?]. [Lik ? A flood‘s? r ]ging ([ x]-zu-ti) [w t r?] th  Ar m  n ‗hous s‘ 

[increased], plundered [citizens of Assyria t]o the mountains of KIRriuri to (save their) 

life [fled]. They (the Arameans) took their [gold], their silver, (and) their property. 

At that time other places faced similar situations. A record from the reign of Tiglath-pileser 

I tells us that the Arameans invaded: ―[The lands of GN1, GN2], Idu, the district of Nineveh, 

the land of Kili[zu they plundered]. [In that year, Tiglath-pile]ser, king, of Assyria, [marched] 

to the land of Katmuḫu.‖
23

 

Ashurnasirpal II refers to Assyrians who went northward to the land of Nirbu to Tušhan 

(modern Ziyaret Tepe east of Diyarbakir (Amad) because of a famine in Assyria. He 

renovated the ruins of Tušhan and settled the exhausted Assyrians there. ―I brought back the 

enfeebled Assyrians who, because of hunger (and) famine, had gone up to other lands to the 

l nd Šubru.‖
24

 On both occasions the Assyrian citizens left Assyria for the mountains north or 

northeast of Assyria, an area which was perhaps unaffected by famine, because it had better 

sources for agriculture and fruit with a climate more moderate than that of the Assyrian plain. 

The second climate change is assumed to have happened in the late 7th century BCE, and 

this, according to Schneider and Adali, was one of the reasons for the fall of Assyria.
25

 They 

made many examinations of samples taken from the shores of inland natural lakes and the 

banks of rivers in Anatolia, Syria, and also samples from Lake Zrêbar (Zeribar) in the 

Northern Zagros. The results of their geological and geochemical examinations show that 

from the mid-8
th

 century BCE the climate of the Near East was tending towards drought and 

aridity. No samples were taken from Assyria itself, but they propose that the samples they 

studied from the Near East and the Zagros prove that the intervening area of Assyria faced 

similar years of drought. According to them the trouble, which faced Assyria was exacerbated 

by the expanding population of the Assyrian heartland, for Nineveh was the capital of the 

greatest empire in the world of that time and many thousands of deportees and captives 

arrived in the Assyrian heartland.
26

 Their theory needs substantiation with evidence from the 

Assyrian heartland, and from geological and geochemical studies related to the climate of 

Assyria, as well as from the written records.  

There are several Assyrian administrative letters to the king containing information about 

natural disasters relevant to climate change. Men were also appointed to supervise gangs to 

destroy swarms of locusts that were threatening agricultural production and as well the flocks. 

Unless an immediate solution was found people and animals would starve. Locusts swarmed 

                                                           
22
Na‘aman 1994: 34, lines 2-9; also seeLipinski 2008:189f. 

23
Na‘aman 1994: line 12-13. 

24
 RIMA II A.0.101.1: ii 2b-12a. 

25
Schneider & Adali 2014: 435-446.  

26
For further details seeSchneider & Adali 2014: esp. 436ff, map 1, and fig.2. And also seethe used bibliography 

concerning the studied samples from the lakes and rivers. 
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into the Assyrian heartland as far as the mountain ranges of the Zagros to the northeast of 

Assyria, and Sargon II gave orders to kill them.
27

 

In most areas of the Assyrian heartland agriculture depended on rainfall. Most agricultural 

produce there consisted of cereals, especially barley. There were diverse varieties of natural 

and cultivated flora, of trees, shrubs and grasses. Pastures are at their best from late winter to 

late spring. In summer the ground is parched. Most plants die and grass becomes yellow, 

except in areas of semi-desert and irrigated land.
28

 

In irrigated plains orchards of fruit trees occur in Assyrian art and texts from which we 

know of date-palms, vineyards, pomegranates, pine trees and cotton plants.
29

 The Assyrian 

kings were proud of their water projects, designed not only to supply water to the cities but 

also to irrigate orchards and gardens nearby. Sennacherib describes his park in Nineveh on his 

octagonal prism in detail:
30

 

A great park, like unto Mt. Amanus, in which all kinds of herbs (and) fruits of the 

orchards, trees such as grow on the mountains and in Chaldea, as well as trees bearing 

wool, were set out, I planted by its side (i.e. beside the palace). 

The animals living in the Assyrian heartland included many mammals: wild bulls, wild 

assess,
31

 lions, deer, gazelles, rabbits, hyenas, jackals, leopards, pelicans, and flamingos,
32

 

foxes, hares.
33

 Among the birds were ostriches,
34

 and a cock is depicted on some Neo-

Assyrian seals.
35

 Many types of fish are found in the Tigris, the Upper Zab and the Lower Zab 

today.
36  

Assyrian reliefs depict animals being brought to the Assyrian court as gifts and 

tribute. These include Indian and African monkeys, elephants from Egypt, and camels with 

two-humps from the Gilzānu.
37

Assyrian kings could also enjoy what we may call a ―safari 

park‖ or a kind of zoo. Ashur-nasir-pal says, ―I caught animals alive. I collected in my city 

Calah, herds of wild oxen, elephants, lions, ostriches, male and female donkeys, wild asses, 

g z ll s, d  r, b  rs, p nth rs‖. They were even on public display: ― ll th  b  sts of pl in 

and mountain, and I displayed them to all the people of my land.‖
38

 

                                                           
27

For further details seeSAA 1 103, 104. Locusts on a skewer prepared as food by Assyrians, depicted on 

Assyrian reliefs, seeSAA XIX: fig.30. 
28

 Oates 1968: 3; Saggs 1984: 3ff; Altaweel 2008:12ff. 
29

 Altaweel 2008: 12,14; Saggs 1984: 163. For more details, seeBaqir 1953: 3-44; Fales 1989: 53-59; Saggs 

1984: 163. Also for the Assyrian reliefs which are depicted orchards and fruit trees in the Assyrian heartland, 

seeSmith 1938: pl.LXVIII. 
30

Heidel 1953: 1167; col.VII, l. 60-63. For further details seeChapter IV, 4.10. 
31

Reade 1983: 60. 
32

Reade 1983: 35. fig.46; Altaweel 2008: 15. 
33

Bleibtreu 1980: 113, Abb.41.  
34

Collon 2001: 171, fig.334; Reade 1983: 60. For the scene of hunting lion, bull and wild asses, scenes of 

hunting of many of these animals are depicted on the Assyrian reliefs and on the Assyrian seals, for instance 

seeHall 1928: Pl. XLVII-XLIX, and pl.LI – LII; Reade 1983: 35, fig.46. 
35

Collon 2001: 109-111, fig.207. 
36

Pallis 1956: 16; Mason 1944: 204f. 
37

 Barnett, et al., 1975: plates.7, 46, 49. 
38

Saggs 1984: 267. 
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On Assyrian reliefs there are many scenes of Assyrian kings in chariots followed by guards 

hunting lions, wild bulls, wild asses, rabbits and birds.
39

 Lion and bull hunts end with rituals 

and celebrations, with the corpses of the animals being collected and libations being poured 

out in front one of the Assyrian deities, a ceremony called by Reade an Assyrian 

―thanksgiving.‖
40

 

It seems clear that the Assyrian heartland was self-sufficient economically to provide for 

the daily life of the people there, and perhaps to produce a surplus for external trade.
 41 

Assur was the supreme deity of the Assyrians.
42

 Ashur was a personification of the hill on 

which the city of Ashur was built.
43

 Lambert has been followed by others in assuming that 

Ashur was seen as the divine presence (numen) of the holy hill of Ashur and the region 

around under its administration.
44

 Lambert says that the Assyrian sense of identity was based 

on their worship of Assur and their distinctive Assyrian dialect.
45

 Assyrian royal inscriptions 

indicate that this Assyrian sense identity when Assyrian kings annexed foreign lands. They 

called these conquered peoples Assyrians, provided they were ready to submit to Assur and 

pay taxes. Otherwise they were seen as enemies of Ashur and Assyria. Sargon II says ―The 

people of the province of Musasir I reckoned with the people of Assyria; tax and task work I 

imposed upon them as upon Assyrians.‖
46

 even though there were no Babylonian soldiers 

among them. Plundering the holy city of Musasir would have been a great task, for it was 

regarded as the third most important temple after those of Marduk in Babylon and Ashur in 

Ashur. So he may have mentioned Marduk with Assur to legitimate an unexpected plundering 

of a holy city. 

The Assyrians were one of the Semitic groups which had immigrated into northern 

Mesopotamia during the late third millennium and the beginning of the second millennium 

BCE. They spoke an Assyrian dialect of Akkadian. Scholars call the Assyrians ―immigrants 

and not indigenous‖ people of Assyria.
47

 They first settled in Ashur and elsewhere in the 

Assyrian heartland. Their first rulers in Ashur did not bear the title of king. The first known 

ruler of Ashur was Ititi who during the Akkadian period called himself a ―PA,‖ to be 

translated as ―ruler.‖
48

 Ṣilulu, the ruler of Ashur in the 19
th

 century BCE, was the first to call 

himself ÉNSI a-šùr.KI ―vice-regent of Ashur.‖
49

 

                                                           
39

The Mesopotamian lion was smaller than the African variety with which we are most familiar today. For more 

details seeReade 1983: 53-57, 60; Marf, et al., 2011: 30-34. 
40

Reade 1983: 60. The Assyrians used a type of dog (Gadd 1936: pl.33), this type in modern times survived in 

Pishder valley beyond Rania plain and Dukan lake in the Zagros, the dog locally known as Haushar, the biggest 

known type of dogs in modern times in the area, and they are very strong, in modern times they are mainly used 

by shepherds and rabbit hunters. 
41

Pallis 1956: 15. 
42

Saggs 1973: 157; Frame 1999a: 7. 
43

 Lambert 1983: 82f; Frame 1999a: 8. 
44

 Lambert 1983: 82-83; Radner 2014a: 64. 
45

Lambert 1983: 82-83. 
46

ARAB II 175. 
47

Saggs 1984: 5-6.  
48

 RIMA I A.0.1001. 1:1; Veenhof and Eidem 2008. 
49

 RIMA I A.0.27.1:4. 
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Before the Semitic Assyrians arrived there were other national groups in the Assyrian 

heartland. In the third millennium BCE the people there probably mainly spoke ‗Subarian‘ 

and or Hurrian, and from the late third millennium to the late second millennium most spoke 

Hurrian.
50

 Lewy and Ahmed state that there seems to have remained a Subarian or Mittanian 

or Hurrian ―ethnic substratum of the land for a long time afterwards.‖
51

  Ušpia (Ušpija) and 

Kikia (Kikkija), the names of the rulers of Ashur in the 19
th

 century BCE, are considered to be 

Subarian or Hurrian.
52

 It was in the late 3
rd

 millennium BCE that the Semitic Assyrians 

arrived in Assyria, and in the late second millennium the Semitic Arameans penetrated from 

the west.
53

 Later, in the mid-eighth century BCE, the Aramaic script and language competed 

for attention in the Assyrian culture of the Assyrian heartland, until in the 7
th

 century BCE 

Aramaic was formally spoken at the Assyrian court and more generally spoken than Assyrian, 

among Assyrians.
54

 

Several smaller communities or individuals can be identified as living in Assyria. These 

were mainly groups of deportees from all around the empire, from the Zagros, Anatolia, 

Syria, Levant, Egypt, Babylonia and Elam.
55

There were also individual immigrants, 

merchants, hostages, traders, soldiers and auxiliaries, deserters and slaves. Non-Assyrian 

individuals can be identified by their names, and sometimes a person‘s homeland was 

recorded.
56

 Although a person‘s name may not correspond to his ethnicity, studies suggest 

that there were many purely Aramaic or mixed Aramaic-Assyrian names, as well as Egyptian, 

West Semitic, Urartian, Zagrosian and Iranian names of people living in Assyria, serving at 

court or in temples in Assyria, or active in commercial activities.
57

 
 

                                                           
50

However, these hypotheses are mainly based on studying available prosography, and there are controversial 

views about considering Subartu as geographical name, or called its people as a group of people as Subarian. For 

further details see Lewy 1971: 732f; Ahmed 2012: 58; Astour 1987: 3-68; Michel 2011-2013, RIA XIII: 225-

227. 
51

Ahmed, 2012: 58. For further discussion concerning the cultural influence of Subarian (also Hurri-Mittani) on 

the Assyrians, especially in their art and religion, for instance, see Lewy, 1971:731f. 
52

Gelb 1944: 5; Ahmed 2012: 58; NPN, p.185; Læssøe 1963. 
53
Na‘aman 1994: lines 2-9, p.34; Nissinen 2014: 273-296. 

54
For further details about ―the Aramization of Assyria‖ see for instance, Tadmor & Cogan 2011: 179-203; Fales 

1991: 99-117; Millard 2008: 267-270. 
55

See Oded 1979; and PNA volumes. Further details will be discussed in this chapter. 
56

There are several Assyrian documents which are related to foreigner communities, for instance concerning the 

Kummean merchants in the Assyrian heartland see SAA V 100; also, see SAAS IV 66; SAA V: p.11. And for the 

Median Hundurean deported to the city of Assur by Sargon II, the family lived in Assur and hold commercial 

and trade acitivities and in addition of holding poistion in the temple of Assur in Assur. For further details see 

TCL III 270; Radner 2007: 196, see Chapter I, 1.4., and Chapter II, 2.8.. 
57

For further details about the proper names of peoples in Assyria see Talqvist 1910; PNA I-III series. And 

Chapter II, 2.2. 
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Map.1.1. Topography of Assyria and the Zagros.
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1.2. The Northern Zagros‟s landscape, topography, and its peoples 

The area of the Ancient Near East on which this study will focus is located in 

Southwestern Asia known by archaeologists and Assyriologists as Assyria and the northern 

part of the Zagros Mountains. The geography, flora and fauna of the Assyrian heartland and 

the Northern Zagros will be discussed. 

The Zagros is the largest mountain range in Southwestern Asia, extending from north-west 

to southeast.
58

 Mostly it constitutes the entire western borderland of modern Iran,
59

 and there 

is a small part in southeastern Turkey. The mountains of northeastern Iraq (i.e. almost all the 

mountain ranges in Iraqi Kurdistan except Maqlub, Qarachugh, Sinjar, and Hamrin, which are 

in or bordering the Assyrian heartland) are part of the Northern Zagros.
60

 Approximately the 

length of the range is 1600 km. (see, map.1.1), and the width from east to west varies between 

200-350 km, the widest point is south of Qum about (350km), and the narrowest southwest of 

Isfahan (200 km),  in area the Zagros is roughly 332000 sq. km.
61

 

Geographic distinguish several sub-ranges in the Northern, Central, and Southern Zagros.
62

 

Other terms that are used include ―the Iranian Zagros/Zagros Mountains proper,‖
63

 ―the 

Mountains of Kurdistan,‖
64

 ―the Iraqi/Iraqi-Kurdistan Zagros,‖ ―the Southern Kurdistan 

Mountains,‖
65

 ―the Mountains of Kurdistan‖ (usually referring to the Northern Zagros in Iran, 

from the Mahidasht south of Kermanshah to Lake Urmia).
66

 Most of these terms are based on 

modern political areas or those defined by demographic/ethnic or linguistic divisions, such as 

Kurdistan, Luristan, and Hawraman. 

I prefer the neutral geographical subdivisions, used by most archaeologists who work 

there: Northern, Central and Southern.
67

 These coincide with natural boundaries, for example, 

the Diz River (in the Kirmanshah/Kirmashan valley) separates the Northern from the Central 

areas, and Dalkhan River (northeast of Shiraz) separates the Central from the Southern areas, 

and the Southern Zagros extends to the Hurmuz strait east of the Persian Gulf.
68

 

The Northern Zagros covers an area between the Tigris and its tributes in the west, and the 

Iranian plateau in the east.
69

 This is the area on which this study will focus. The ranges in Iran 

start west-north-west of Lake Urmia, where the borders of Iran, Iraq, and Turkey meet.
70

 The 
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northern limits stretch from the modern Armenian frontier as far as east of Tabriz. The 

Northern Zagros extends east of Lake Urmia to the Qazvin (Caspian) and south to Hamadan 

and Kirmansha, then southeastward to the Diz River south of Kermanshah, the southern 

frontier of the Northern Zagros.
71

 

The north-western point of the western Zagros, according to the ―Helsinki Atlas of the 

Ancient Near East‖, joins the Eastern Taurus Mountains inside the Turkish border south of 

Lake Van,
72

 so that the Taurus and Zagros chains meet.
73

 According to Levine the North-

western Zagros border is roughly defined by the Upper Zab,
74

 but he does not specify, which 

area of the Upper Zab. In Iraq several parts of the Northern Zagros are west of the banks of 

the Upper Zab, such as the Matin ranges south west of Amêdi (al-‘Amadiya), and the Bêhêr 

ranges in the Akrê (Aqra) district north east of Nineveh plain (fig.1.1). 

 
Fig.1.1. A view of the northern limits of the Northern Zagros, on the Iraqi-Turkish border 

to the south west of the Hakkari-Daǧ inside the Iraqi border (photo by the author). 

 

Only rarely do sources refer to the extension of the Zagros in Turkey south of Lake Van. 

Sometimes they refer to the Hakkari-Daǧ as a separate range in the southeastern corner of 

Turkey, together with the Eastern Taurus, west of Hakkari-Daǧ.
75

 The Hakkari-Daǧ can be 

considered as a separate range from the Zagros or the Taurus, or it can be considered as an 

extension of the Zagros ranges. Other ranges west-southwest of the Hakkari-Daǧ can be 

considered as an extension of the Northern Zagros. The Northern Zagros ranges extend 

westward as far as Zakho east of the Tigris, then to the east of Sirwan/Upper Diyala river the 

Bamo range extends across the western border of Iran to Sar-Poli-Zahaw and Behistun 

(Bêstun), where it overlaps with other parts of the Northern Zagros inside Iran. 
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The other western ranges are not so high. They get lower and lower as they reach the 

foothills of the Zagros westwards, linking the Assyrian plains to the Northern Zagros ranges,
76

 

These ranges start in the north-west at Mount Zawa, then south of Dohuk, east of the Tigris, 

including the Akrê ranges east of the Nineveh plain, and the Harir, Safin and Khanzad, 

Bawaji, Haibat Sultan, Khalkhalan, Bazian, Baranan and Qaradag ranges, the Bamo ranges, 

Sar-Poli-Zahaw, and Behistun. In the Iraqi Zagros the Halgurd (3607m. above sea level) is the 

highest peak in the Hasarost range.
77

 
 

The Central Zagros occupies a central western area of present day Iran. It begins at the 

southern end of the Northern Zagros, on the south bank of the Diz in the Kermanshah valley
78

 

and then extends to Kashan,
79

 to the ranges of Luristan, Pishti-Kuh, Bakhtiyari, Khorramabad, 

and to the Highlands of Elam, which is also part of the Central Zagros.
80

 The Khuzestan plain 

is not part of the Zagros.
81

 The Central Zagros extends south to the Dalkhan River north east 

of Shiraz. Zard Kuh (4548m) is the highest peak of the whole Zagros.
82

 

The Southern Zagros occupies the southwestern part of Iran. It starts at the southern edge 

of the Central Zagros, on the south bank of the Dalkhan River, then extends from northeast of 

Shiraz
83

 southeastwards to Bandar-Abbas and the Hurmz Strait, exception for the Fars Plain, 

most areas between Shiraz and Hurmz Strait fall are part of the Southern Zagros, with Kuh-e 

Farenghan (3240m) as the highest peak.
84

(See: Map.1.1) 

In contrast of the Assyrian lowland the weather of the Zagros Mountains is cold in 

autumn, winter and early spring, and moderate and hot in late spring and summer. Late spring 

and summer are dry, but autumn, winter and early spring are wet and cold. The rain starts in 

late September or early October and lasts to early May. The annual rainfall in the Zagros is 

different in the high ranges and its foothills, varying between 400-1100 mm, while in Assyria 

it is between 50-500 mm.
85

 Snow starts falling in November, and in December and March 

large amounts fall in the mountains, blocking the roads. In February and even in April snow 

can fall.
86

 In April-May most snow melts, except for the snowcapped peaks, where it remains 

cold for the whole year, until the old snow is covered with new snow.
87

 

The heavy snow in the mountainous area of the Northern Zagros blocking the roads and 

passes was one of the reasons that the Assyrians were never able to control the Northern 

Zagros territories for a long time. Most of the Assyrian kings had to campaign regularly to 
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recontrol territories which had been controlled by them earlier or by their fathers. Sometimes 

campaigns were repeated year after year. Assyrian campaigns usually began in late spring or 

summer, at other times the mountain roads were blocked by as much as 1 metre of snow. In 

Assyrian administrative correspondence several times roads blocked by snow are 

mentioned.
88

 Not only the Assyrian campaigns but perhaps also those of the Ur III king 

Shulgi against the Zagros kingdoms and cities of Simmurum, Lullubum, Urbilum were 

affected by snow.
89

  Assyrian kings were given news about the weather and the harvest from 

the Northern Zagros. A letter sent by the Assyrian deputy Mannu-ki-Ninua from Kar-Šarrukin 

in Media to Sargon II says ―th  h rv st h s sprout d, (but) th  …is b dly r v g d …. nd it is 

raining and snowing continually.‖
90

 

 In the Northern Zagros there are two major natural inland lakes, and both without an 

outlet and located in Iran. Lake Urmia
91

 is called in Assyrian records A.AB.BA šá KUR na-i-

ri, ―the sea of the land of Nairi.‖
92

 Lake Zrebar is located ca. 15 km outside Iraq, 160 km 

north-west of Kermanshah,
93

 and identified with A.AB.BA šá KUR za-mu-a šá be-ta-a-ni, 

―the sea of the interior of the land Zamua
‖
, which Shalmaneser III records in his campaign on 

the land of Lullubi.
94

 

Many rivers have their source in the Zagros and cross the Zagros valleys. The principal 

source of the Lower Zab (Akk. Z b  š plīu)
95

 is about 20 miles south of the edge of Lake 

Urmia,
96

 It cuts southwestward through the Zagros chain and meets the Tigris south of Ashur. 

There are many small tributaries of the Lower Zab. In the Sharbazhêr plain the Kanarwê is fed 

by the Qalachwalan.
97

 Other tributaries of the Lower Zab are in the Peremegrun valley, where 

the Chermaga
98

 and Tabeen tributaries flow into the Chami-Razan which flows into the 

Lower Zab at the Dukan dam (see fig.1.2.).  
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The Upper Zab (Akk. Zāb   līu) rises south east of Lake Van and joins the Tigris south 

of Nineveh. Its tributaries include small rivers and seasonal streams, such as the Khazir, the 

Gomel on the west bank of the Upper Zab, and the Khanzad/Bastora north-west of Arbail.
99

 

The River Sirwan (Akk. Radanu?)
100

 rises near Sanandaj (Sina) inside Iran east of the 

Sharaezur Plain. Its main tributary is the Tanjero, which flows from the western part of the 

Sulaimania valley below the Baranan range to merge with the Sirwan in the Sharezur plain. 

The many smaller rivers and seasonal streams provide water for the Zagros. After crossing 

Lake Derbandikhan they flow southward as the Diyala (Akk.Turnat),
101

 and then from the 

Zagros inside Iran the Alwand meets the Diyala after crossing Qasri Shirin. 

In the Northern Zagros ranges there are many plains and valleys, used for agriculture as 

well as for housing, such as the basin plains of Rania, Sharezur, and Urmia, and the 

Ruwanduz, Musasir, Qaradagh, and Hawraman valleys. The mountain ranges separated 

groups of peoples who formed their own small kingdoms and territories. Most spoke different 

languages or dialects. This isolation led to diverse communities, and they never united as one 

state until at least the fall of Assyria. There are hundreds of tells in the plains and valleys, the 

remains of ancient Northern Zagros towns.  

These valleys and plains have the mountain ranges as protective walls and they are linked 

together by mountain passes and gorges. These were the main passage ways for merchants, 

migrants, pastorals, and armies. In some of the passes the Assyrians or local Zagrosian kings 

carved commemorative reliefs or inscriptions on the rock faces, such as at the passes of 

Gundik, Gal-I Ali-Beg, Bazian, Basarra, Ahmadawa, and Tang-i Var (fig.1.3. a-d).
102

 As well 

as the valleys and plains the mountain slopes and tops were occupied by the ancient 

inhabitants. Musasir was built on a mountain slope.
103

 The Zagros Mountains contain many 

ancient fortifications.
104
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Fig.1.2. A view, of the Lower Zab from Satu Qala (Ancient Idu), with the high ranges of the Zagros in the 

distance and the foothills in between. 

a.  b.     

c.   d.  

Fig.1.3.a. A view, from the Qamchugha pass that links the Sharbazhêr plain and the Iranian border with the 

Lower Zab basin south of Dukan, then to the plains of Erbil and Kirkuk. (Photo by the author). 

b. A view of the Basarra pass where the damaged local Lullubean carving carved. The pass links Zamua 

with Arzuhina. (Photo by the author). 

c. A view of the Gundik Pass. In the cave beside the pass several rock reliefs were carved. The pass is in 

the Akrê ranges to the west of the Upper Zab northeast of Nineveh. (Photo by the author). 

d. A view, from the Ahmdawa pass that link Hawraman and the Iranian Zagros with Sharezur plain. 

(Photo by the author). 
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The woodland and steppe of the Zagros with its Mediterranean weather has varied 

vegetation according to altitude.
105

 The Northern Zagros is very rich in flora and fauna, with 

thousands of types of plants, shrubs and trees, most of which grow naturally.
106

 In the 

mountains, valleys and plains with its cold autumn and winter and moderate spring and 

summer we find pine, oak, dara-ban (gum-tree)
 
and poplars,

107
 as well as blackberry, pear, 

grape vine for edible fruits.
108

 The plains and valleys produce grain.
109

 

The mountain slopes are cultivated for vineyards and fruit trees, which ripen in summer 

and early autumn. Cultivation of grain starts in the autumn and the harvest is in late spring or 

early summer. 

There are dozens of types of fruit trees naturally growing in the Northern Zagros as well as 

cultivated grain and plants, especially wheat, barley, and corn. Most of the agriculture and the 

vineyards depend on rainfall without irrigation. 

Barley, wheat and seed-corn from the Northern Zagros are mentioned several times in 

records of trading grain from Hiptunu in Nimrud.
110

 Barley from Zamua was bought as 

tribute, and barley and straw from the surrounding lands of Dur-Ashur (Atlila) was stored by 

Ashurnaripsal II in Zamua.
111

  

The vineyards in the Northern Zagros were also recorded in Assyrian records, such as 

those of the royal city of Ulhu (identified with Hatevan III), the capital of the Urartian king 

Ursa/Rusa I, near Lake Urmia. Ulhu had important vineyards and plenty of fruit trees and 

stores full of wine (perhaps made from the grapes).
112

 These vineyards in the district of 

Zamua were referred to in the Assyrian records.
113

 Archaeological excavations in the 

Northern Zagros prehistoric sites give details of the first domesticated flora, and have found 

bones of goat (also goat horn-core), roe deer, gazelle, sheep (also sheep horn-core), fox, 

leopard, cat, lion?, lynx, common otter, badger, beech marten, polecat?, onager, hare, and pig. 

Some of these animals were wild and others were domesticated.
114

 Excavations at Jarmo 

(Charmūu) yielded the remains of plants, including wheat and barley.
115

 

We also know about the ancient flora and fauna of the Northern Zagros from Assyrian art 

and texts, mostly arising from Assyrian campaigns. Sargon II on his way to Mannea, Zikirtu 

and Andia mentions tree covered mountains: ―Between Mount Nikippa and Mount Upâ, high 

mountains, covered with all kinds of trees, whose surface was a jungle, whose passes were 

frightful, over whose area shadows stretch as in a cedar forest, the travelers of whose paths 
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never see the light of the sun, I marched.‖
116

 Sargon II on the mountains Sinahulzi and 

Biruatti saw ―vegetation consisting of sweet smelling karshu (cherry) and sumlalu.‖
117

 

Ashurnasirpal II lists the plants he brought from the mountains, some of them probably 

from the Zagros:
118

 

In the lands through which I marched and the highlands which I traversed, the trees 

(and) plants (lit. 'seeds') which I saw were: cedar, cypress, šimišš lû, burāšu-juniper, 

..., d prānu-juniper, almond, date, ebony, meskannu, olive, susūnu, oak, tamarisk, 

dukdu, terebinth and murr nu, m hru, ..., tīy tu, Kanish-oak, haluppu, (45) sadanu, 

pomegranate, š ilūru, fir, ingir šu, pear, quince, fig, grapevines,  ng šupear, ṣumlalû, 

titipu, sippūtu, z nz liqqu, 'swamp-apple', h mbuququ, nuhurtu, urzīnu, and kanaktu. 

The canal cascades from above into the gardens. 

In the Zagros Mountains many mammals, birds, fish, and reptiles are found. The mammals 

include bear, leopard,
119

 wolf, fox, jackal, wild-cat, goat, sheep, deer, boar, hare, oryx, wild 

ass, and horse.
120

 From east of the Zagros during the Iron Age Zagrosians brought Bactrian 

camels (with two humps) to Gilzānu (Hasanlu) and to Media, and the Assyrians received 

these camels as loot or tribute from the Zagros.
121

 

Many of these animals were hunted for meat and others for their skins, and as such 

functioned as an economical resource, leopard skin cloaks are shown on almost all ancient 

Zagrosian populations, including the Lullubeans, Musasireans, Manneans, and Medes.
122

 The 

horses obtained by the Assyrians as tribute are mainly from the Zagros, especially from 

Gilzānu in the 9
th

 century BCE and later from Media.
123

 

There are many birds inhabiting the mountains but not the plains, and many fish swimming 

in the rivers of the Northern Zagros, they are mainly similar to those fish which are swimming 

in the rivers in the Assyrian heartland, even though those same rivers flow down from the 

mountains.
124

  

Our knowledge concerning the peoples of the Northern Zagros comes mainly from the 

Assyrian records. There are other contemporary records such as the Urartian steles, which 

were erected between Musasir and the Urmia basin,
125

 and a few local records from Idu (Satu 
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Qala),
126

 and Media.
127

 Later records, such as the Bible and the Classical sources, refer to 

them also.
128

 Archaeological evidence includes ceramics, artistic impressions and architecture 

which show the material culture of some groups (for further details about the peoples of the 

Northern Zagros, their kingdoms, capitals and their cities (see, Table 1.2.;1.3 and 1.4, in the 

appendix).
129

 Also, for the general location of the mentioned kingdoms and districts (see map 

1.2). 

 

Map1.2.  Map of the major cities and capitals in the Assyrian Heartland and the districts, kingdoms in the 

Northern Zagros districts. 

Middle and Neo-Assyrian records name several groups, lands and districts in the Northern 

Zagros, but there was not necessarily a specific people living in a specific place. They spoke 

various languages.  Physical geographical features such as a valley, rivers or mountains could 

separate one group from another and passes and bridges facilitated communications between 

them. From the Assyrian records we learn that the population of the Zagrosian cities was not 

so big, perhaps in each city only a few thousand people were living, for instance, the largest 
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number we know of is for Musasir; Sargon II counted 6210, and other records have 6110, or 

6170.
130

 In Andia, there were 4200.
131

 Tiglath-pileser deported 1200 Medes from Bīt-

Sangibūti, and 6208 from several other Median tribes.
132

 Apart from the capital cities there 

were smaller cities, especially mountain strongholds. Assyrian annals are prone to referring to 

towns and villages as cities.
133

 Most of the rulers of the Zagros have no honorific title, simply 

the male determinative, as in 
m
Araštua,

134
 but some were called sheikhs (nasiku). In Zamua, 

Nūr-Adad (
m

ZÁLAG-
D
IŠKUR) the sheikh of Dagara led the revolt against Ashurnasirpal 

II.
135

 

Assyrian records refer to the districts of the tribes of the Medes with the prefix Bīt-, 

perhaps as a translation for a Median term for House. We find Bīt-Zatti, Bīt-Hamban,
136

 Bīt-

Sakbat, and Bīt-Kabsi.
137

 In Assyrian the ―chieftain‖ was called the LÚ.EN.URU. Esarhaddon 

names Uppis of Partakka, Zanasana of Partukka, and Ramateia of Urakazabarna.
138

 In the 

Assyrian records which deal with the Zagros, KUR determinative was used as a determinative 

for mountains, lands and also for districts, which can cause confusion, for instance, 

Ashurnasirpal II mentions the districts of Dagara, and Sipirmena in the land of Zamua, all 

with KUR determinative.
139

 Similarly URU was used as determinative for cities, strongholds, 

towns, and even villages. When Šamšī-Adad V describes Ušpina as the ruler of 200 ―cities‖ (2 

ME URU.MEŠ) in the land Nairi
140

 he clearly indicated towns and villages. 

Urartian is the only language recorded from the Northern Zagros in the Middle and Neo-

Assyrian periods. But we know Aramaeans had emigrated to the west of Zamua, on the banks 

of the Lower Zab, they were living there with the Lullubeans, and other Arameans also later 

deported to Mazamua.
141

 In Mannea the Aramaic stele of Bukan was discovered, perhaps 

recorded by a Mannean king.
142

 

Other languages will have been spoken. From toponyms and personal names in the 

Assyrian and Urartian records linguistic elements can be identified. Urartian records are 

contemporary, but only cover the northern limits of the Northern Zagros. Hurrian is also 

relevant. This language was spoken in the Bronze Age in the Habur region and Assyria.
143
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Later, in the second half of the second millennium, Hurro-Mittanian influence can be seen in 

the Nuzi texts.
144

 Hurrian suffixes have been identified in toponyms and anthroponyms from 

the Zagros. Iranian elements in Neo-Elamite and Persian (Achaemenid) records are found in 

Media and Mannea and other smaller districts in the Northern Zagros.
145

 Elements from other 

languages or specific dialects can perhaps be found in names of cities or mountains or 

rulers.
146

 

The main rivers and their tributaries marked linguistic boundaries as did mountain ranges. 

The main spoken languages and their dialects identified in the Northern Zagros in the Middle 

and Neo-Assyrian periods would be Urartian, Hurro-Urartian, Gutian-Lullubean, Iranian, and 

Aramaic; Assyrian was perhaps used for formal political correspondence and trade. My 

analysis of the campaigns described in the Assyrian royal inscriptions and administrative 

letters have led me to distinguish six main groups of peoples and their languages in the light 

of previous scholarly publications. 

The first group are the peoples who lived in the area, which covered the entire 

mountainous lands of the western part of the Northern Zagros from the Tigris (in the area of 

Zakho) to the western banks of the lower Zab and Lake Urmia. They spoke Hurro-Urartian 

dialects. These districts and lands which laid under this category were the lands and 

kingdoms of Muṣru/Muṣri,
147

 Kumme/Qumenu,
 148

 Ulluba/Ullubu,
149

 Ukku,
150

 which laid 

in the area between the Tigris from the west and the Upper Zab from the east. Other lands and 

kingdoms which laid to the east of the Upper Zab were Kirruri,
151

 Habhu, Tumme, 

Enzite/Enzi, Daiēnu, Musasir,
152

 Nairi, and its capital Hubuškia. The land of Šurda, the 

peoples of Gilzānu, and the northern districts of Mannea may also have been slightly 

influenced by others in this category. Below in some details I refer to some of the peoples and 

lands of this first group: 

 Muṣru/Muṣri 

The land of Muṣru/Muṣri for the first time mentioned in the annals of Adad-

nirari I with Šubaru.
153

 It is located in the area to the northeast of Nineveh.
154

 The 

land of Muṣri also occupied by Shalmaneser I in the same campaign that he 

occupied the city Arinu (Ardini of Musasir),
155

 perhaps the Middle Assyrian land 

Muṣri was the same land/kingdom of Musasir of the Neo-Assyrian records. Also, 
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the mount on which Sargon II built his new capital Dur-Sharrukin (Khorsabad) 

was called Musri (modern Jabal Bashiqa/Bashik or Jabal Maqlub).
156

         

Ukku 

The city and kingdom of Ukku (URU/KUR.uk-ku) was one of the buffer 

kingdoms between Assyria and Urartu.
157

 The first known mention of Ukku came 

in the Assyrian intelligence reports/administrative letters in the last years of the 

reign of Sargon II, from there the Assyrians could be able to collect news about 

the Urartians. Maniye the king of Ukku was able to have a good relation with both 

Assyria and Urartu.
158

 But, after the reign of Sargon II the situation changed, and 

Sennacherib attacked ―the city of Ukku of the land of Daie‖ and burned the royal 

city of Ukku with 33 cities (towns or villages).
159

 

Habhu 

The lands of Habhu and Inner Habhu. Two areas along the Tigris as far as the 

Lower Zab banks were called Habhu in the Assyrian records. The main one was 

―Habhu beyond Kirruir east of the Upper Zab‖, Habhu beyond Kirruir, east of the 

Upper Zab. The other Habhu was mentioned in the Middle Assyrian annals of 

Tiglath-pileser I. This king mentions Habhu (―KUR.Hab-hi‖) as a land located 

beyond Kirruri with the lands ―Tummu, D iēnu, Himu , P it ru,  nd H bhu‖.
160

 

Another area was called Inner Habhu KUR.hab-hi šá b -ta-nu ―th  int rior of th  

land Habhu,‖ located before Himua and Paiteru.
161

 The land of Habhu was 

considered as a part of Nairi or on its border. Habhu was laid by Sargon II on 

Nairi and Musasir‘s border. On his way from Urmia passing Musasir he says that 

he crossed the Upper Zab, the river which is called Elamunia
162

 by the peoples of 

Nairi and Habhu (read by Luckenbill as Kirhi). 

 Tumme 

The land of Tumme (KUR.tum4-me/tu-um-mi/KUR.nim-me) was located 

beyond the Kirruri passes to the east of it, a neighbour of the land D iēnu, in the 

southeast of the Ruwanduz valley. It was mentioned for the first time in the annals 

of Tiglath-pileser I and considered as one of the lands of Nairi.
163

 After that it was 

mentioned in the annals of Ashurnasirpal II and Shalmaneser III.
164

 Tumme 

perhaps laid to the southeast of Diana and the Ruwanduz plain and valley, perhaps 

modern village Tutmê‘s name is derived from that ancient toponym at its folk-

etymology as proposed first by Al-Qaradaghi.
165
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 Enzite/Enzi 

In the Middle and Neo-Assyrian royal inscriptions several times the land of 

Enzatu (KUR.En-za-tu), and the city of Enzi (URU.En-zi), and the passes of 

Enzatu (KUR.en-zi-te)/Enzi are mentioned.
166

 It is the toponym always mentioned 

with/within Urartu and/or within the lands of Nairi. The River Arṣania separated 

Enzite from the land of Suhme (its capital/fortified city was Uaštal), and 

Suhme/Suhni (KUR.su-uh-ni) bordering on the land/city Daiēnu, and Daiēnu 

bordered on the city Arṣašku(n), the royal city of Aramu, the Urartian king.
167

 The 

eastern neighbor of Enzite was Hubuškia. In his annals Shalmaneser III speaks of 

―the passes of the land Enzite,‖ ―(and) came out through the passes of Mount 

Kirru[ri] before Arbail.‖
168

 In another record from Enzi more directly to Arbail, 

he says ―I entered the pass of the land Enzi and came out before Arbail‖.
169

 

Tiglath-pileser III conquered two cities of the land Enzi, the cities Anganu and 

Benzu, which are called ― s fortr ss s of th  l nd Ur rtu on th  K ll … 

River.‖
170

 Very probably the land Enzatu/Enzi was located in the area to the east 

of Kirruri and southeast of modern Ruwanduz. There are passes in that area that 

lead to many directions. Moreover, there is a modern village called Ênzê, a name 

that does not have any meaning in the modern Kurdish language. Therefore, 

perhaps it is a volksetymologie which remained till now. Al-Qaradaghi reached a 

similar conclusion.
171

 

Daiēnu 

For the first time the land Daiēnu is recorded in the annals of Tiglath-pileser I. 

The king of Daiēnu, together with 23 united kings of the lands Nairi, including 

kings of the area, prepared 120 chariots for the battle, but Tiglath-pileser I claims 

that he defeated them.
172

 He considered all the area of the lands of Nairi to be ―the 

extensive lands [Nairi], from Tummu to the lands Daienu, Himua, Paiteru, and 

Habhu.‖
173

And he captured 30 kings.
174

 The land Daiēnu mentioned in the 

Assyrian annals has to be located at the modern Diana plain beyond Kirruri.
175

                

Nairi 

The lands of Nairi was a very broad geographical term for the tribes who lived 

in the area from the Upper banks of the Tigris to the lake of Nairi (the Urmia 

basin). In Middle Assyrian records the mentioned lands and tribes of Nairi cover 

the tribes who lived from the area of the Upper banks of the Tigris to the area 

below the Lake Van, as far as the Upper banks of the Upper Zab. However, the 

Neo-Assyrian records locate Nairi and its lake in the area from Kirruri to the Lake 
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Urmia. In the annals of Shalmaneser III the lands of Nairi covered the lands of 

Daiēnu, Himu, Hubuškia, and the area of the Nairi sea. However, Husbushkia 

itself was called a land and a city, but sometimes it was called the capital of Nairi. 

During the reign of Sargon II it becomes clear that Nairi was located in the area 

east of Musasir, to the southwest shores of the Lake Urmia.
176

 This is also support 

for the first mention of Nairi in the annals of Tiglath-pileser I. He considered the 

whole area as ―the extensive lands of [Nairi], from Tummu to the lands Daienu, 

Himua, Paiteru, and Habhu.‖
177

 

Hubuškia 

The city and the land of Ḫubuškia (KUR/URU. Hu-bu-uš-ki-a, URU.hub-uš-ki-

a, Hubuša (ḫu-buš-a-a) and Hubhušna, the city of the Hubuškeans (URU ḫu-buš-

ka-a-a).
178

 For the first time it is mentioned in the annals of Ashurnasirpal II. 

When he camped in Zamua he received tributes from many lands and cities 

including Hubuškia and Gilzanu.
179

 Its location was to the area southwest of 

Kilzanu and the Lake Urmia, to the west of Mannea. Shalmaneser III conquered 

and captured the Šilaia headquarter, the stronghold of Kāki the king of the land 

Hubuškia. Then he went back through the passes of the land Enzite to the passes 

of Mount Kirruri and went out before Arbail. Zaba-iqiša was another city in 

Hubuskia.
180

 In his annals Sargon II regarded the stronghold of Hubuškia as the 

headquarters of Ianzû, and he calls Ianzû the king of Nairi.
181

 

Šurda 

The land Šurda and its king Adâ are mentioned only once in the annals of 

Sargon II, it was located between Karalla and Media.
182

 If the Adâ of Arzizu, 

mentioned in the annals of Ashurnasirpal II during his campaign on Zamua, was 

the same as Ata the ruler of Arzizu mentioned on the glazed brick of Rabat Tepe, 

then perhaps Rabat Tepe was the ancient city Arzizu. It belonged to Zamua, or it 

was located at its northeastern border, at least during the reign of Ashurnasirpal II. 

The Adâ (Da-da-a) mentioned in Assyrian administrative letters was not the ruler 

of ―Šurda?‖ as Parpola and Lanfranchi proposed with a question mark
183

.  

However, the Adâ mentioned in a letter (SAA V 190) was the ruler of a city, 

either in Ukku or in Kumme on the Urartian frontier, because the letters deal with 

issues related to the area of the Upper Zab and the Lesser Khabur, not the area of 

the Lower Zab (between Zamua and Mannea). According to the letter (SAA V 

190) Adâ was active in Ukku: ―[N]ow Adâ [h s … d] B ziy , th  s[on of] th  

Ukk[ean].‖
184

 But, the Adâ mentioned in SAA V 168 is the author of the admini-
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strative letter that deals with the ―Urartian Camp‖ on the Assyrian frontier.
185

 On 

the other hand, according to Haidari the Adâ mentioned in the inscription on the 

glazed brick of Rabat Tepe was the ruler of Šurda.
186

 

     Gilzānu 

The land and the city of Gilzānu KUR gíl-za-ni,
187

 and the city of the 

Gilzaneans (URU gíl-za-na-a-ia)
188 

 bordered from the east on the Nairi sea (the 

Lake Urmia), from the north-west on the land of Nairi and Musasir, from the 

southwest on Hubuškia, and from the southeast on Mannea, as mentioned for the 

first time in the annals of Ashurbanipal II. At the time of Shalmaneser III the king 

of Gilzanu was called Asua/Asû.
189

 Gilzanu and Hubuškia never fought against 

the Assyrians. They paid their regular tributes to them, consisting of horses, 

camels with two humps, cattle, sheep and metals. Salvini identified Hasanlu with 

the city of Mešta of the Urartian records.
190

 On the other hand, Reade identified 

Hasanlu with Gilzanu, and Kroll and Muscarella supported this identification.
191

 
 

The second group consisted of the Urartians and their land Biainili,
192

 and other groups that 

spoke Hurro-Urartian dialects. The Urartians originated in the area between Musasir, 

Hubuškia, Nairi, and the area to the northeast of Kirruri. There were the first Urartian capitals 

and the strong cities Arzashkun, Sugunia (see fig.1.4.a-b).
193

 It is possible that from the 

ninth century to the eight century BCE the royal family of Urartu originated from that area. 

Even later, the royal family of Rusa either originated from Musasir or from Nairi to the west 

of Lake Urmia. Sargon II called Arbu ―th   ity of th  f th r‘s hous  Ursâ.‖
194

 Perhaps the 

Urartian royal family originated from the area of Musasir, and probably that was one of the 

reasons to consider Haldi as the supreme deity of Urartu. Zimansky assumes that it was 

perhaps ―because of ancestral ties to that area.
195

 

 In the 9
th

 century BCE Musasir was probably in the Urartian heartland, and the first royal city 

Arzashkun was not far from Musasir.
196

 But the Urartians left that area because of Assyrian 

pressure, it is during the reign of Aramu that Shalmaneser III destroyed two of their capitals, 

Arzashkun and Sugunia. Arzashkun was located near Musasir, probably to the southwest of it, 

and Sugunia was located to the east of Musasir, between Hubuškia and Nairi, to the west of 
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lake Urmia.
197

 Sarduri I moved its capital to Turushpa (in Van). However, the people of the 

area of Musasir, such as the Nairians, Ullubeans, and Habhu perhaps all spoke a Hurro-

Urartian dialect. Perhaps it was close to the dialect of Musasir and the language that was 

chosen by the Urartian kings for their inscriptions.
198

 The first known Urartian king Aramu 

was mentioned in the annals of Shalameser III in the 9
th

 century BCE, but Uruaṭri (Urartu) 

was first mentioned in the annals of Shalmaneser I (1274-1245 BCE).
199

 It was also 

mentioned in the annals of Ashur-bel-kala (1074-1056 BCE), in the annals of Adad-nerari II 

(911-891 BCE) and those of Ashurnasirpal II.
200

 Moreover, the 40 Nairi kings mentioned by 

Tukulti-Ninurta I (1244-1208 BCE) and the 23 kings and other 60 kings of Nairi mentioned 

by Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076 BCE) are considered by scholars as a continuation of Urartu, 

the Urartu that is meant by Nairi.
201

 However, this is not clear, because during the reigns of 

Shalmaneser III (1274 BCE) and Sargon II the lands Urartu and Nairi were both mentioned in 

their annals.
202

 

a.  

b.  

Fig.1.4.a-b. Two scenes depicted on the Bronze Gate of Balawat. It shows Shalmaneser III‘s campaign, 

the Urartian capital Arzashkun (a) (After: King 1915: Pl.XXXIX, Band VII.3) and the Urartian city Sugunia 

(b) under heavy sieges and flames (after King 1915: Pl.III, Band. I.3).  

The third group spoke the Old Zagrosian languages and its dialects. These languages were 

spoken by groups known from Sumerian and Akkadian records since the mid-third 

millennium BCE in the Early Dynastic, Akkadian, and Old Babylonian periods, and the local 

records (which are mainly recorded in Akkadian).
203

 These groups appeared also in the 

Middle Assyrian records and some of them even in the Neo-Assyrian records. Some names 

were contemporary but a few were historical names for specific geographical areas.  
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The group includes the Lullubeans. Zadok and others say that the Lullubeans did not have 

their own ethnic language, but from a geographical and linguistic perspective they are distinct 

from their neighbours, being neither Semitic, Hurrian nor Iranian. They were an ancient 

people with a specific language and dialects, although no common elements have been 

identified in their names.
204

 This is the area between the Lower Zab and Upper Diyala/Sirwan, 

on the modern map from the plains of Koya and Rania, from the west bank of the Lower Zab, 

the plains of Chemchamal, Sangaw and Garmian, between modern Kirkuk and Sulaimania 

governorates, as well as the area administered by the Sulaimania and Halabja governorates to 

the border with Iran. In that area there were the Lullubeans (in Zamua/Mazamua and the 

interior Zamua)
205

 and other peoples. The Gutians perhaps lived from Kirkuk on the eastern 

banks of the Lower Zab to the mountain ranges near Dukan.
206

 Then there were Kassites who 

after the fall of Kassite Dynasty lived in the mountains of Qaradagh and in Namri.  In Namri 

were various groups of Kassites, Hurrians, Babylonians, and individual Medes.
207

 The people 

of Kakmum,
208

 and Turrukkum lived somewhere on the banks of the Lower Zab near the 

Mannean border. There were also Aramean
209

 immigrants and deportees. The immigrants 

settled in the land of Ladānu on the west bank of the Lower Zab
210

 and in Arzuhina
211

 and 

Zamua.
212

 Below in some details I refer to some of the peoples and lands of this third group: 

Turukkum  

The Turrukeans of the land Turukku (KUR.tu-ru-ki-i) were one of the ancient 

peoples of the Northern Zagros. According to Læssøe and Eidem the Turrukeans were 

one of the Hurrean speaking groups that lived on the Upper banks of the Lower Zab. 

The Turrukeans were very active in the events of the 19
th

 century BCE on the banks of 

the Lower Zab.
213

 Turukku is only once mentioned in the Middle Assyrian records, 

Adad-narari I called himself the conqueror of Turukku (KUR.tu-ru-ki-i).
214

 

 Guti/Quti 
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The Gutians 
 
were one of the first known groups of the Zagros in the Sumerian and 

Akkadian records. They struggled against the Akkadians, attacked Akkad, and ruled 

Mesopotamia. They were first mentioned by Sargon of Akkad, and the last Akkadian 

king Šar-kali-šarrī named one of regnal years ―the year Gutium was defeated.‖ The 

name is written Gu-ti-um
ki

/Gu-tu-um
ki

. The first known king of the Gutians is Erridu-

pizir. He ruled a vast area of Mesopotamia and the Zagros, including the Assyrian 

heartland.
215

 The Gutian dynasty that succeeded the Akkadian dynasty is recorded in 

the Sumerian King List with forty rulers. Their last king was Tirigan who was 

defeated by Utu-hengal, the Sumerian king of Uruk.
216

 

In Ashur, some of the first known ENSI governors left commemorative 

inscriptions, names of some of them are considered as Gutian and/or Lullubean. The 

governors were Ushpia, Kikia and also Ititi, son of Iakulaba.
217

 These names were 

considered as names of rulers who ruled Ashur during the period of the ‗Gutian 

dynasty‘, the period when the Gutians and other peoples destroyed the Akkadian 

empire, the plains of Mesopotamia and the foothills of the ‗Iraqi Zagros.‘
218

 In the 

Shemshara letters, there is a mention of Gutian soldiers crossing the river (probably 

the Lower Zab) to participate in the conflicts of the kingdoms along the banks of the 

Lower Zab, and between these kingdoms and Šamši-Adad I.
219

 Moreover, after Šamši-

Adad I, Hammu-rāpi says that he defeated the armies of Gutium, Subartu and 

Eshnunna.
220

 

During the Middle and Neo-Assyrian periods the Qutu and their land (KUR.Qu-

tu/Qu-ti) were mentioned in two different ways, the first and most common way was 

considering the highlanders as Gutians, it did not matter for the Assyrian scribes that 

these peoples were Urartians, Gutians or Medes, they were called Qutu/Gutu.
221

 And 

in some times the Assyrian scribe refered to the Qutu meant by the Gutians of the 

historical records of the Middle Bronze Age. On the other hand, in some of the 

Assyrian records the Gutians were mentioned as a contemporery group of people 

living in the area on the east bank of the Lower Zab in a district beside or with the 

Lullubeans during the Middle and Neo-Assyrian period. Moreover, the Assyrian 

records refer to Gutians in Media.
222

 

The Gutians were mentioned first in the annals of the Middle Assyrian king Adad-

narari I, who called himself a defeater of the army of ―the Kassites, Qutu, Lullumu, 

 nd Šub ru.‖
223

, and as ―conqueror of the land‖, ―all rulers of the mountains and hills 

of the extensive district of the Qutu.‖
224

 Tukulti-Ninurta I called himself the ―defeater 
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of the princes of the Qutu.‖
225

 He claims that he destroyed the Gutian cities.
226

 

Mentioning Gutian cities here may be used as an indication that at least not all the 

Gutians were nomads at that time. Tukulti-Ninurta I mentions another area of 

Guti/Qutu, and he called them ―the land of the distant Qutu‖. Perhaps that land was a 

rough moutanous area, and for that reason it is described as follows: ―the paths to 

which are extremely difficult and the terrain of which [is unsuitable] for the movement 

of my army, ….‖
227

 The land of Qutu with the land of Lullubu are mentioned together 

as lands located ―on the opposite bank of the Lower Zab, in its mountanous area‖.
228

  

From that record of Tukulti-Ninurta I it appears that the Gutians were living in the east 

of the Lower Zab river, the same area that was considered as the land of Lullumu. Its 

border is described as follows: ―(Th  r gion) b tw  n th   ity Š sil  ( nd) th   ity 

M šh ṭ-š rri on th  opposit  b nk of th  Low r Z b, from Mount Zuqušku  nd Mount 

Lallar – the destrict of the extinsive Qutu.‖
229

 

After Tukulti-Ninurta I, there is no known mention of the Qutu in the Assyrian 

records as far as the reign of Shalmaneser III. After mentioning Shalmaneser III‘s 

plundering of the Urartian capital Arzashkun the scribe ends with the following 

details: ―I [Shalamneser] poured out my lordly splendour over the land of the extensive 

Guti. I entered the pass of the land Enzi and came out before Arbail.‖ Here are 

mentioned ―KUR.qu-te-e DAGAL-ti at-bu-uk‖, and ―the land of the extensive 

Guti.‖
230

 Then it says ―I slaughtered the extensive Guti like the god Erra.‖
231

 Here 

Shalmaneser compared himself with the god Erra, and the Urartians with the Gutians. 

In his annals, Adad-nirari III says that the Urartian king Argištu (Argišti I) ―rebelled and 

 ss mbl d th  p opl  tog th r  t th  l nd of th  Guti.‖
232

 In Tiglath-pileser III‘s annals the 

Gutians were meant by some of the tribal ‗highlanders‘ of Media, he deported them to the 

Mediterranian coast in Syria.
233

 Diakonoff called these Qutu people ―the local aboriginal 

population of the still not-Ir niz d v ll ys of th  Z gros.‖
234

 Sargon II in his annals refers to 

occupying ―all of Gutium,‖ he mentioned them beside the great known lands Amurru, Hatti, 

the distant Medes, and Elam.
235

 There was a lunar eclipse on the evening of 24 October 714 

BCE, when Sargon II was in the Northern Zagros on his eighth campaign. That was an omen 

which encouraged him to plunder Musasir. The Assyrian priests interpreted it as ―the god 

M gur, lord of th  disk,   m  to r st  t th  ―w t h‖ (port nding) th  ov rthrow of Gutium.‖ 

(Magur was ―The moon‖ god).
236

 However, that omen and other omens with sacrifices to 
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Shamash did not lead Sargon to Gutium, but to Musasir. Here Gutium was used as a general 

name of the ‗mount in dw ll rs‘. In another inscription, Esarhaddon mentions the Gutians 

beside the Manneans and the Scythians, as ―qu-tu la sa-an-qu‖ ‗undisciplined Gutians.‘
237

 

The Elamites and the Gutians/Qutu sent messengers to Assyria for peacemaking: ―they sent 

their messengers (with messages) of friendship and peace to Nineveh, before me, and they 

swore an oath by the great gods.‖
238

 After the fall of Assyria, the Gutians and Guti people are 

mentioned in the Babylonian Chronicles and in the Cylinder of Cyrus.
239

 

Kassites and Namri 

After the fall of the Kassite Dynasty in Babylon, part of the Kassites went back to 

the Zagros, most of them settled in the area between Arrapha and Diyala in the 

mountain ranges of Qaradagh. Sennacherib in his second campaign in 702 BCE 

attacked the Zagros ranges east of Arrapha to the west of Diyala, he captured the 

fortified city Bīt-Kilmazah that was inhabited by the Kassites and Yasubigallians. 

They were deported and resettled in the cities of Hardišpu and Bīt-Kilmazah, the 

territory under the control of the governor of Arrapha.
240

 Sennacherib only mentions 

one city, Bīt-Kilmazah, and he refers to ―smaller settlements, which were without 

number.‖ Also, he says that he burned with fire ―the pavilions (and) tents‖ and among 

the booties he only mentions ―horses, mules, donkeys, oxen, and sheep and goats‖
241

. 

Therefore the Kassites and Yasubigallians probably were both semi-nomads living in 

difficult mountains of the Zagros somewhere to the east of Arrapha in the Qaradagh 

range, but there were also Kassite people in Namri, and several names of rulers in the 

Zagros, in Mannea, Media, Namri, etc.
242

 

The fourth group were peoples in the Urmia basin and east of it as far as Qazvin, the 

Manneans with district names as Andia, Zikirtu, Surikash and Missi.
243

 The Gizil-

bundeans
244

 were also there. In these districts the linguistic influence of Hurrian, Urartian, 

Kassite, and Iranian languages can be seen in different degrees. Some local unrelated 

linguistic elements are also seen. Manneans and Gizilbundeans who are not mentioned in the 

Middle Assyrian or the Bronze Age records were not the Newcomers, but perhaps remnants 

of ancient groups. The Cimmerians and Scythians were the Newcomers who crossed the 

northeastern frontier of Urartu and destroyed the Urartian fortresses on their way to the Urmia 

basin from Caucasia in the late 8
th

 century BCE.
245

 The Cimmerians attacked the southeastern 
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Urartian provinces and fought the Manneans. The Scythians arrived in Media and under 

Kaštaritu, ruler of the ‗Median?‘ city Kar-Kašši, they attacked the Assyrians.
246

 

Many scholars attribute the evidence of destruction and burning of Urartian forts and 

fortifications along the route from Armenia down to the Urmia basin to the penetration 

of the Cimmerians and the Scythians into these areas. Kroll says: ―It is now evident that 

major centres of the kingdom of Urartu were destroyed around the middle of the 7th 

  ntury BCE,….. Pl   s lik  K rmir Blur, Arm vir, Altint p , B st m, Ay nis w nt up 

in flames.‖
247

 Moreover, Horom was abandoned,
248

 Ziwiye was burnt down.
249

 Zendan-i 

Suleiman was destroyed.
250

 Kroll concludes that ―The attackers may have been 

Cimmerians, Scythians, or Medes.‖
251

 Zimansky reached a similar conclusion that ―the 

destruction of the major Urartian citadels in the mid-seventh century may have been 

Scythian work, although the details are elusive.‖
252

 But, the Medes have to be excluded, 

because there is no direct textual or clear archaeological evidence to support Median 

penetration into that area. 

Similarly, Musasir faced the same destiny, and it was destroyed by the Scythians 

and/or Cimmerians.
253

 We can now add other Iron Age sites in the Iraqi Zagros to the 

list of those plundered and burned in Scytho-Cimmerian invasions. Recently discovered 

architectural remains of some houses of Musasir show they had been abandoned, burned 

and destroyed in the area of the villages of Sidekan-Topzawa. According to Danti these 

are buildings of Musasir and other scholars assume that Musasir ―must have been 

destroyed shortly after 24th October 714 BC.‖
254 

That was the date of a lunar eclipse in 

the Zagros. The Assyrian priests advised Sargon that it was a good omen leading him to 

attack Musasir and plunder it.
255

 But in fact Sargon does not claim to have destroyed 

Musasir, only to have plundered the city and its temple. The reliefs of Khorsabad 

confirm this. On his way to Musasir he proudly claimed to have besieged, burned and 

destroyed Mannean and Median cities.
256

 Therefore any destruction in the late 8
th
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century or early 7
th

 century BCE in Musasir was caused by Scytho-Cimmerian 

invasions into that area. This fits Assyrian intelligence reports,
257

 and the evidence of 

other contemporary destruction east and northeast of Musasir, between Lake Urmia and 

Lake Van. 

The life-size burial statues that were discovered in the area of Musasir are identical 

with Scythian burial statues discovered north of the Black Sea and the recently 

discovered Scythian burial statues in Shandukha in the Dohuk valley north of 

Nineveh.
258

 The iconography is similar. As grave-stone monuments on sloped mound 

burials they date to the period of the Scythian penetration in the 7
th

-6
th

 centuries BCE.
259

 

The fifth group were living in the area south of Mannea, south of the Urmia Basin as far as 

Luristan/Central Zagros and the banks of the Diyala/Sirwan, as well to the south east of 

Mannea as far as Qazvin and the Iranian plateau. It was in this area after the ninth century 

BCE that the Newcomers had settled. They came from the so-called Iranian groups, who 

mainly spoke Median,
260

 with its different tribal dialects. The whole area to the south and 

southeast of Mannea and east of Lullubu included several Median tribal districts mentioned in 

the Assyrian records. Other small kingdoms and districts included Allabria, Karalla,
261

 

Parsua
262

 and Ellipe.
263

 In and around the Median areas Kassite, Hurrian, Akkadian and 

sometimes Old Iranian and Elamite elements occur in personal names and place names, 

although Median was the dominant language. I refer to Allabria and its neighbours in this 

group in some detail: 

Allabria, the land and city of Allabria (KUR/URU al-lab-ri-a), the neighbour of Karalla 

was bordered from the west with Lullume, from the north with Mannea, and from the south 

with Parsua, its fortified/capital city was Paddira, plundered by Shalmaneser III. At the time 

of Shalmaneser III the king of Allabria was Ianziburiaš.
264

 Later, Ittî, the king of Allabria 

revolted against the Assyrians, and became an Urartian vassal. Consequently Sargon II 
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deported Ittî and his family.
265

 After him, the new king of Allabria Bêl-apal-iddina gave 

tribute to Sargon II.
266

 Latashê was the name of a river and land called ―a district of Allabria‖ 

by Sargon II.
267

  Also, the land of Lâruete was another district of Allabria on the border of 

Izirtu.
268

 

The sixth group consisted of small communities, including foreign individuals, Assyrian 

governors and administrators, military men, and merchants. They had taken up residence in 

vassal districts as is clearly mentioned in Assyrian texts.
269

 The places in the Northern Zagros 

with Akkadian names could be translations of local toponyms by Assyrian scribes. 

Alternatively they may have been given new names. Assyrian records sometimes give the old 

name as well as the new name they gave to a place. There was an Assyrian policy to rename 

occupied cities.
270

 This group also includes deportees from other lands and kingdoms who 

were brought to the Northern Zagros; others were taken from the Northern Zagros to Assyria 

and beyond as deportees.
271

 Deportees and runaways will be discussed later. 

In the Bronze Age and Iron Age some groups of peoples of the Zagros are recorded as 

living in more than one geographical area. These areas are sometimes far away from each 

other. Sometimes it seems that Assyrian scribes (or in case of the Bronze Age, the 

Akkadian/Sumerian or Babylonian scribes) recorded these groups at the places where they 

met them during military expeditions. Some may have been  semi-nomadic and therefore 

recorded in two different areas. Looking at the distribution of some modern tribes in the 

Zagros we see clans with the same name in very different locations. The Jaf, the biggest 

Kurdish tribe, mainly live on the banks of the Upper Diyala/Sirwan. Earlier they were based 

at the sources of Sirwan between Mariwan and Sanandaj, but moved later to the southwest to 

the banks of the Upper Diyala near Kalar. They were semi-nomads, and their chieftain built a 

castle on top of Shêrwana Tell. Today there are Jaf clans living in three different areas, far 

away from each other and separated by several non-Jaf tribes. One lives on the east bank of 

the Lower Zab, east of Dukan, another in Iran at the sources of Sirwan (their homeland), 

while the main one is in Kalar on the banks of the Upper Diyala.
272

 

Similarly, we find a clan of the Goran tribe living in an area north of Nineveh in the ranges 

to the west of the Upper Zab. But most of the Goran are living in the Iranian Zagros east of 

Upper Diyala between Sanandaj and Kermanshah. The Kurdish dialect called Gorani is 

spoken by the Goran and other tribes as well. The Cimmerians first attacked and defeated the 

Urartians in their vassal district of Guriania, which was the most northeastern vassal border of 

the Urartians in Caucasia between Urartu and Cimmeria.
273

 D. Potts in his recent published 
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paper discusses the similarities between the modern Kurdish Guran (locally pronounced as 

Gorān), with Guriana, and says the Kurdish Gūrānī dialect is ―North-west Iranian or 

Median.‖
274

 According to him the Gurani (Gorani) dialect is not a Kurdish dialect, but a pre-

Kurdish dialect. This hypothesis is cautionary in the absence of Median records. Moreover, in 

his paper there is no mention of the other Kurdish tribe of Goran, who are living in the 

Nineveh plain between the Upper Zab and the Tigris. Also, they speak the Gorani dialect, not 

the Kurmanji dialect, the common dialect in that area. Moreover the main Kurdish dialects in 

Iraq are Sorani and Kurmanji, the Sorani which is also called Gorani (Sorani is a name with 

political overtones, added after the Kurdish principality of Soran, between the Lower Zab and 

the Upper Zab, it was destroyed in 1835 AD by the Ottomans.
275

 Therefore most Iraqi Kurds 

are speaking the Gorani dialect. In his paper Potts could not trace linguistic relationships 

between modern Gorani and the Median language to strengthen his argument. 

Even today outsiders unfamiliar with the people and the landscape of the area find it 

difficult to draw a distribution map of the Zagros tribes. Similarly the Assyrian scribes who 

followed the Assyrian kings in their campaigns must have found it difficult to record the 

names of all the peoples, cities and tribes in their correct locations. The Guti/Qutu are 

mentioned with the Urartu, Musasir, Lullubu and Medes, in a vast area from the upper banks 

of the Upper Zab to the east banks of Diyala/Sirwan.
276

 Habhu is mentioned in two different 

places. The main one was Habhu in the mountains east of Kirruri, west of Nairi and 

Hubuškia.
277

 The other is Habhu near Ullubu on the banks of the Lesser Habur.
278

 A tribe may 

have lived in one area when the Assyrian annals were written, but later that same tribe could 

have moved to another area, following the Winter-Summer migration pattern (garmiyan & 

quêstan
279

) of pastoral semi-nomads. 

Although Assyrian records record the names of so many districts, kingdoms and peoples of 

the Northern Zagros, we cannot be sure that in any one place a certain people lived. There 

were far less languages spoken than the numbers imply. Several places will have used the 

same language or a dialect of that language. Some groups had their own language and culture 

such as the Urartians who ruled the north-western part of the Zagros. Their royal family may 

have originated from Musasir or Nairi. They had their own language and type of cuneiform 

script, and had distinctive styles of pottery, art, and architecture. But for the rest as yet we 

have no record of their languages or distinctive architecture, though some ceramic is 

distinctive. From an archaeological prospective Manneans, Musasirians, Medians and 
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Potts 2014b: 566ff. 
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For the Kurdish dialects see Allison 2007: 135-158; Sykes 1908: 451-486; Nebes 1970; Mohammad 2007. 
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RIME 2 E2.1.5. iv:n. p.183; RIME 2, E2.2.1: I-3, p.220ff; RIME 2, E3/2.1.1.d. p.11; Hallo 1957-1971: 708-

720; Parker  2001: 59, note.255).  
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See above. 
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The Habhu on the bank of the Lesser Habur, that Habhu was neighbours of Ulluba and Kumme, its mentioned 

by Tiglath-pileser I, Adad-narari II and Shalmaneser II, as well Tiglath-pileser III (SAA 1 45: 9-12). Adad-nariri 

II occupied ―KUR. Hab-hi š  b t ni‖ ‗inn r H bhu,‖or ―th  int rior of th  l nd H bhu.‖(RIMA II A.0.99.2: 

30-32; Postgate 1973b: 58; Parpola and Porter 2001: map.4). See Chapter I, 1.2.3. 
279

Garmiyan & quêstan a Kurdish terms used for description of the seasonal movements of the semi-

nomad/black tent tribes who move and follow the pastorals in two main movements annually, in early spring up 

to the mountains and in autumn down to the valleys, plains and foothills of the Zagros. For further details see 

Chapter II, 2.8.c. 
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Lullubeans dressed similarly in the fur cloaks.
280

 Mannea had glazed bricks and ivories as 

distinctive;
281

 Media had distinctive architecture; the Scythians had distinctive graves and 

statues.
282

 

While some Bronze Age peoples are mentioned only in Old and Middle Assyrian records 

and not in Neo-Assyrian records, such as the Turukkeans and the Subareans, far more new 

names appear in Neo-Assyrian records. Some may be remnants of ancient groups, such as the 

Manneans, but most were Newcomers: Medes, Cimmerians, Scythians, etc. Occasionally we 

find mention of a Middle Bronze Age group, for instance the Kakmum, who after the Old 

Babylonian period are not mentioned in Middle and Neo-Assyrian records until Sargon II 

mentions them living in northeastern Mannea.
283

 A confused Assyrian scribe may have 

connected the ancient Kakmum with that group or in fact the Middle Bronze Kakmum had 

moved from the banks of the Lower Zab far northeast to northeastern Mannea. 

Adad-nirari I was the first Middle Assyrian king mentioning Šubaru, with the land Muṣru 

to the north of Nineveh east of the Tigris.
284

 Shalmaneser I called himself as conqueror of the 

Lullubu and Šubaru, and Qutu.
285

 In the annals of Tuku1tī-Ninurta I it became clear that 

Šubaru was meant by the same Neo-Assyrian Šubaria province and its surrounding to the east 

of the Upper Tigris. Later there was an Assyrian vassal and its capital was Tušḫan (Ziyaret 

Tepe/Tepe Barava).
286

 

1.3. Immigrants and Migrants 

Emigration and migration are part of human life and history on earth. Among the many 

groups that migrated to the Northern Zagros during the Iron Age, most from northeast and 

east, were Iranian speaking groups, Medes, Cimmerians, and Scythians, and from the west 

Arameans came and settled on the banks of the Lower Zab.
287

 The Kassites from Babylonia 

returned there and settled in the mountains to the west of the Upper Diyala/Sirwan and to the 

east bank of the river in Namri.
288

 Smaller groups will also have migrated, but these are 

hardly mentioned. 
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For further details see Marf, D.A. (forthcoming), 2016 ―Back to the Land of Musasir/Ardini: preliminary 

report on fieldwork (2005-2012),‖ in: Kopanias, K, and J. MacGinnis, (eds.) Forthcoming. The Archaeology of 

the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and Adjacent Regions. Conference Proceedings, Athens, November 1st-3rd 2013, 

Oxford : Archaeopress; Marf 2014: 13-29. 
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Röllig 1976-1980: 289; Frayne 1999:171; Eidem and Læssøe 2001: 23f., and no.69: 32; Ahmed 2012: 492; 

ARAB II: 118. 
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RIMA I A.0.76.1: 27-32. 
285

 RIMA I A.0.77.4: 14-16; A.0.77.17: 1-5. 
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RIMA A.0 78 1: iv 24-31; MacGinnis 2012: 13-19; Kessler 2011-2013: 239-241. 
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RIMA II A.0.100.5: 30-40. 
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RINAP 3/1: 20-26. Also, see above, the Kassites and the Namri; 
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1.4. Deported peoples from and into the Zagros 

Kings in the Middle and Neo-Assyrian periods followed a policy of deportation in the 

lands they occupied to make them submit. Mass deportations changed the demography of 

some areas, including the Northern Zagros.
289

 Thousands from different groups were deported 

to the Assyrian heartland, and to Syria, Phoenicia, the Levant and Anatolia. Within the Zagros 

people were also moved from one city to another (see, table: 1.1.a), and outsiders were 

brought into to the Northern Zagros (see, table: 1.1.b). 

There is no record of any Assyrians deported to the Zagros by the Medes or any other 

Zagrosians at the fall of Ashur or Nineveh in 614-612 BCE. But earlier Assyrian deportees 

mentioned in the Urartian records were taken to Urartu to dig canals and work on construction 

projects.
290

 

The peoples, groups and lands are identified in Table 1.a-b, and further discussion about 

their professions and their social and political positions is required. Some of the royal families 

were deported. Diaukku, a ruler of one of the Mannean districts, was pro-Urartian. Sargon II 

in his eighth campaign in 714 BCE captured Diaukku and deported him with his family to 

Hamath.
291

 In a mass deportation Sennacherib sent the Kassites and Yasubigallians, their 

―people, young (and) old,‖ from the mountains to the east of Arrapha (west of Upper 

Diyala/Sirwan). He destroyed their fortified city Bīt-Kilmazah and sent their semi-nomads 

away from their tents and pavilions to the plain in Arrapha, to Hardišpi and Bīt-Kubatti. He 

then settled unnamed people in their city after restoring it.
292

 

Some towns were destroyed and the people brought to the capital city of their kingdom. 

Tiglath-pileser I attacked Muṣri (later called Musasir) and ―d stroy d th ir  iti s.‖ As for the 

people, he ― onfin d th m to on   ity, th   ity Arinu‖ and he says―they submitted to me (and) 

I sp r d th t  ity. I impos d upon th m host g s, tribut , ( nd) impost.‖
293

 

Oded discussing Assyrian deportations notes the terminology used by the Assyrian kings in 

their annals, ―I carried,‖ ―I brought out,‖ ―I brought away,‖ ―I uprooted‖ concerning peoples 

deported to the Assyrian heartland or elsewhere.
294

 

The Assyrian kings had various reasons for deporting people from defeated kingdoms and 

lands. The main reason was to make them submit. They punished those who had revolted and 

not paid tribute with deportation by the Assyrians, and this apparently justified their acts of 

destruction, plundering and deportation. On this the stability of the Assyrian empire was 

based, to discourage revolt in neighbouring places. Otherwise the might of the Assyrian 

empire would be weakened in a short period. That is why kings and their families and parts of 

the population were deported. Mass deportations were followed by replacements of the 

population from other areas, because they did not want areas denuded of people. That would 

be bad for the economy and balance of the empire. 
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Assyrians also needed deportees to work on building constructions.
295

 Ashurnasirpal II 

deported peoples from different lands and kingdoms. Including people from Zamua, to Kalhu 

(Nimrud) as corvées to construct the city and to dig the Patti-hegalli canal.
296

 Sennacherib 

deported peoples from Mannea, soldiers from Que, Chaldea and Hilakku to Nineveh and says 

―I made them carry baskets (of earth) and they made bricks.‖
297

 The skilled craftsmen among 

them were probably assigned to workshops in the Assyrian palaces, especially experts in 

mining metal and ivory carving. Ivories found in Assyria and the Zagros were made by Syrian 

and Phoenician craftsmen, probably deportees.
298

 Those able to fight were assigned to the 

Assyrian army as foreign auxiliary units. Some are depicted on Assyrian reliefs wearing 

traditional costumes and holding traditional weapons.
299

 Deportation enabled the Assyrians to 

assert control in the Near East. 

Not much evidence is available to estimate the role of the deportees in any cultural 

interaction. What is clear is that the Assyrians did not impose a cultural uniformity, but were 

content to allow cultural diversity. Ivory and metal art work show the influence of different 

cultures: Syrian and Phoenician and even Egyptian elements appear.
300

 The foreign auxiliary 

army units add to the diverse picture. Aramaic came to be used with Assyrian.
301

 The 

Assyrians were proud to depict such diversity on their reliefs.
302

 

The Assyrian heartland became a multi-cultural and multi-lingual area through 

deportations.
303

 Some deportees held important positions in the Assyrian heartland. The 

Hundurean family, deported by Sargon II from Hundur in Media to Ashur, within a few 

decades rose in status to serve in the temple of Assur in Ashur, and to supervise overland 

trade with Media (their homeland).
304

 It has been assumed that that family also joined the 

battle which led to the fall of Ashur to the Medes in 614 BCE, since houses of the Hundureans 

with their archives were discovered inside the city of Ashur near the Tabira Gate.
305

 

Culturally exchange will also have occurred between the deportees themselves. That Aramaic 

was used by Manneans on the stele of Bukan shows the influence of Arameans deported to 

Mazamua, they became the western neighbour of Mannea, or perhaps Aramaic used by the 

Manneans may have been a direct Assyrian influence.
306
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Oded assumes that there were a few cases of deportees being enslaved.
307

 Identifying non-

Akkadian slave names in Assyrian documents needs care. Slaves and deportees are different. 

In the Middle and Neo-Assyrian periods slaves were bought and sold in Zamua,
308

 and slaves 

from the Assyrian heartland were taken to the Zagros to the area under the Assyrian palace 

herald (nāgir  kali) in commercial activities.
309

 Assyrian kings did not enslave deportees, for 

instance when Tiglath-pileser III deported the Qutu and Medes he says ―I considered them as 

inhabitants of Assyria, (and) [imposed upon them corvée labor like that of the Assyrians.‖
310

 

The Assyrian reliefs do depict defeated enemies being killed and impaled, but an Assyrian 

letter shows that it did not always happen. An Assyrian commander told captured Urartian 

solders on the Assyrian frontier ―you are subjects of the king, my lord; you are no longer 

subj  ts of th  U[r rti n]!‖
311

 

In the vassal treaty of Esarhaddon with the Medes he cautions the citizens of Assyria and 

the foreigners not to revolt against Ashurbanipal if ―DUMU KUR  š-šur TA ŠÀ-bi DUMU 

KUR šá-ni-tim-ma ú-š k-pa-du-ka-nu-u-ni ―(or any) one of the citizens of Assyria, (or) any 

foreigner, involves you in a plot.‖
312

 The reference to ―foreigner‖ is not clear. It could mean 

those peoples living outside Assyria, or deportees living in Assyria. If they were those living 

outside Assyria, then ―the citizens of Assyria‖ could apply to deportees in the Assyrian 

heartland. 

We know something about the daily life of Zagrosian deportees from the Hundurean 

family, who held positions in the temple of Ashur and traded with their homeland.
313

 The 

Tabalians were deported to Media. No local record suggests that deportees faced social and 

religious trouble in exile, but according to 2 Kings 17:26-27 deportees from Samaria who 

were not familiar with the ―custom of the land‖ sacrificed ‗  lion‘, so that the Assyrian king 

sent a priest to Bethel to teach them how ―to fear th  LORD.‖ In fact deportees from Samaria 

would have been different from those from the Zagros, who worshipped many deities, like 

their Assyrian neighbours. Only the names of their gods were different. Sometimes the 

Assyrians deported the statues of the gods of the deportees and put them beside the gates of 

Assyrian temples as servants of Assyrian deities.
314

 

A series of actions preceded deportations. The Assyrians attacked, destroyed and burned 

the cities of their enemies, deported its people, then restored these cities as new administrative 

centres. They brought in people from other defeated places and re-settled them there. Tiglath-

                                                                                                                                                                                     
prepared the way for cultural unification of the whole area. And this affected the whole subsequent history of the 

Near East. It provided a substratum of homogeneity which made possible the hellenization of much of the Near 

East after Alexander. Hellinization, in turn, was an important factor in the rapid spread of Christianity across 

the region, and, half a millennium later, of the spread of Islam.‖ Saggs 1984: 268. 
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pileser III did this at Nikkur in Media.
315

 Sennacherib did it at Bīt-Kilmazah, deporting the 

Kassite people to Arrapha.
316

 Some of the Tabaleans deported to Nikkur settled in houses, and 

received oxen, sheep and even women to marry. The Assyrian governor there wrote to Sargon 

II saying he did not know about these Tabalean runaways to Mannea. The letter suggests that 

some of the Tabaleans did not receive houses or other things, and so deserted to Mannea, 

probably to go back to their homeland via Urartu, and 20 men reached Mannea.
317

 Such re-

settled places were usually placed under the control of an Assyrian governor or official, often 

a eunuch, supervised by the king.
318

 

Perhaps the deportees did not lose their social ties and remained as a community in their 

exile. From an Assyrian administrative letter we learn that Kummean deportees in Assyria 

were visited by other Kummeans from their homeland (fig.1.4.c).
319

 

  
Fig.1.4.c. Zagrosian deportees on their way to exile. The women hold water skins. They and 

their nude children are bare footed (after Botta and Flandin 1972: pl.50).  
From Assyrian records we know from where most of the deportees came, except for a few 

unnamed groups. But for the majority of them we know nothing about them in exile, about 

whether they had the opportunity to go back to their homeland or not. There are few records 

that directly or indirectly indicate that the deportees tried to go back to their homelands. An 

Assyrian administrative letter mentions deportees who ran away to their homeland. In the 

reign of Sargon II Tabaleans from Anatolia were deported by the Assyrians and settled in 

Nikkur, the capital of the Parsua province, but twenty of them deserted to Mannea, probably 

to go back to their homeland via Urartu.
320

 

The people of Musasir were taken by Sargon II to a temporary camp outside Musasir, but 

there is no mention of actually deporting them to Assyria. Their gods were deported to 

Assyria, but later they returned to Musasir.
321

  
Many questions cannot yet be answered. Did deportees retain their mother tongues in 

exile? Did they ever go back? Did they keep their own names? Assyrian administrative and 

legal documents record some personal names which could refer to deportees, but we must 

remember that personal names do not always necessarily correspond to ethnicity.  
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Table: 1:1.a. Zagrosian deportees by the Assyrians. 

Assyrian king 

Campaigned 

against 

land/people ofcity 

Deportees by 

number 
To land and city of Sources 

Shalmaneser I 

(1274-1245 or 1265-1235 

BCE) 

 

Qutu 

Qutu/Gutu was a general 

name, at that time used by 

Shalmaneser I for  the 

mountainous peoples of the 

Northern Zagros and Urartu. 

the city of Ashur RIMA I A.0.77.1: 88-106. 

2, 000 captives, from the 

capital Hunusa. And 20, 000 

troops 

Assyria RIMA II A.0.87.2: 30-36. 

Ashur-bel-kala 

(1073-1056 BCE) 

the city Ershu in the land 

Habhu. 
3, 000 captives. ? RIMA II A.0.89.7: 16-17 

Ashurnasirpal II (883-859 

BCE) 

people from ―the entire land of 

Zamua.‖ 
 unknown Kalhu (Nimrud) 

RIMA II A.0.101.1: iii 132b-

136. 

Kiṣirtu uknown Kalhu  RIMA II A.0.101.1:I.58 

Shalmaneser III 

(858-824 BCE) 

city/land of  Bīt-Haban in 

Media 

Ianzû  man of Bīt-Haban with 

his daughters, his sons, and his 

numerous soldiers. 

Assyria 
RIMA III A.0.102.14: 125-

126. 

Shalmaneser III Parsua captives Assyria 
RIMA III A.0.102.14: 171-

174. 

Shamshi-Adad V (823-811 

BCE) 

Land Nairi 

 

Sons and daughters of Šarṣina 

son of Meqdiara 

(ruler/chieftain) of 300 cities 

(big villages). Assyria A.0.103.1: ii 16b-34a. 

Sons and daughters of Ušpina 

(ruler/chieftain) of 211 cities 

(big villages and forts). 

Tiglath-pileser III (744-727 

BCE) 
Eastern part of Media People of the city Nikur unknown ARAB I 766. 

Tiglath-pileser III 

 
Ullubu 

Ullubeans 

 

 

Some of their men were 

digging a canal in Kilizi (see 

SAA XIX 65. 65. Also see 

Chapter III and Chapter IV). 

RINAP I 37: 33-43. 

Media 

On the bronze plaque of the 

Median leader Šilisruḫ, there 

is a mention of Ullubeans. 

However, that is perhaps 

mispronunciation of the 

Lullubirs, that is in case if they 

were not the Ullubeans 

Highlanders (KUR.un-qi) 

Qutû (KUR.qu-te) of the land 

Bīt-Sangibūti, 

―1,200 people of the (tribe) 

Illilu‖ 

6, 200 people of the (tribes) 

the ‗chieftains‘ Nakkabu and 

to the cities Ṣimirra Arqâ, 

(and) Siannu, (cities) on the 

seacoast.‖ 

RINAP I 14: 5b-6a. 
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Assyrian king 

Campaigned 

against 

land/people ofcity 

Deportees by 

number 
To land and city of Sources 

Būdu   …‖, 

Tiglath-pileser III 

Tiglath-pileser III 

 

Qutu/Gutu and Medes of 

Media 

-588 people of the (tribes) of 

Būdu and Dunu chieftains … 

-252 people of the tribe Bilu 

-554 people of the tribe 

Bānītu. 

-380 people of the (tribe) the 

chieftain Palil-andil-māti 

(LÚ.dIGI.DU.an-dil-

KUR)―The god Palil is the 

protecting shadow of the 

land‖). 

-460 people of the (tribe) of 

the chieftain Sangillu, 

-[…. …] people of the (tribe) 

of the chieftian Illilu, 

-458 captive highlanders Qutu 

of the land Bīt-Sangibūti. 

-555 of Qutu highlanders  of 

Bit-Sangibuti ….the city Tīl-

karme. 

―province of the city 

Tu‘imme‖ 

RINAP I 14: 6b-8a. 

 

Sargon II (722-705 BCE) Qutu/Media 

Nahri of Šurgadia in the 

fortresses of the Quti. 

 

Assyria? 
Levine 1972: p.39, lines §II: 

34-35. 

Sargon II (or other previous 

Assyrian the kings). 
Kumme Kummeans Assyria SAA V 105, 11–23 

Sargon II 
Mannea 

 

Manneans, 

-Diaukku (the ruler of one of 

the Mannean districts), with 

his family deported. 

land of Hamath. ARAB II 23, 56. 

Sargon II Mannea Manneans Hatti and Amurru ARAB II 6. 

Sargon II 
Mannea (Manneans and 

Kakmum) 

people of the Mannean 

districts Šuandahul and 

Durdukka 

unkown ARAB II 6. 

 ―the people of the cities of 

Pâp   nd L llukn , …th  l nd 

of Kakmê..‖  

―Damascus of Amurru‖ ARAB II: 9; Lie 1929: II.77, 

p.21-13. 

―the people of the cities of 

Sukka, Bala and Abitikna‖ 

―Hatti of Amurru‖  ARAB II 6. 

Sargon II Mannea 4, 200 people  from the land 

Andia (the Mannean district).  

unkown ARAB II 13. 

Sargon II Land Karalla Ittī the ruler of Karall and his 

family. 

land of Amattu (Hamath). ARAB II 10. 

Sargon II Media Bêl-šar-uṣur (m.d.Bêl-šar-

uṣur) ruler of the Median city 

Kišesim (Kār-Nergal).  

Assyria Lie 1929: pp.16-17. Lines 93-

95; Levine  1972: 16-17.   

Sargon II Media Hundureans from the Hundur the city Ashur ARAB II 165; Radner 2013: 
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Assyrian king 

Campaigned 

against 

land/people ofcity 

Deportees by 

number 
To land and city of Sources 

near Kishessim and from 

Harhar. 

448; Fuchs 1994. 

Sargon II Ellipi Taltâ ruler of the land Ellipi 

with his people  

Assyria ARAB II 58. 

Sargon II The land and city of Musasir Urzana, his wife, daughters, 

and his sons, with 6,210 

people.  

taken to Sargon II‘s temporary 

camp outside Musasir then to 

Assyria? 

Kravitz 2003: 87ff, lines, 423-

424, p.89; ARAB II 172. 

 

Sargon II Media  ―people from the [countried] 

of the east which I had 

conquered‖ probably he means 

by ―the east‖ the Medes and 

others. 

cities of Ashdod. Lie 1929: 248-250, 258-262; 

Na‘aman and Zadok 1988: 

43f.  

Sargon II Peoples from the Zagros  unknown Settled near the Besor River 

(the Brook of Egypt)‖ i.e. the 

Nail/the Hebrew Nachal 

Mitzraym. 

According to Na‘aman and 

Zadok, basing on, 2 Kings 17: 

27-28. For further details 

Na‘aman and Zadok 1988: 46. 

Sennacherib (705-681 BCE) The land of the Kassites and 

the land of the Yasubigallians. 

―people, young (and) old,‖ of 

the semi-nomad Kassites who 

were living in pavilions (and) 

tents  and in the fortified city 

Bīt-Kilmazah of in the 

mountain ranges northeast of 

Arrapha.  

The cities of Hardišpi and Bīt-

Kubatti in eastern part of the 

province of Arrapha. 

RINAP 3/1: 20-26.  

Sennacherib Mannea? peoples from Menna, 

To Nineveh  Sennacherib says 

―I made them carry baskets (of 

earth) and they made bricks.‖ 

RINAP 3.1: 71. 1:70-72. 

Esarhaddon (681-669 BCE) 
―the land of the distant 

Medes,‖ 

The ―mighty cheitftians‖ Šidir-

parna and E-parna of the land 

Patušarri  ―with their people‖. 

Assyria RINAP IV 1: iv 46-52. 

 

Table 1.1.b. Deported peoples to the Zagros. 

Assyrian king  

 

Campaigned against 

land/people of  city  

Deportees by number  To land and city of  Sources  

Ashur-bel-kala Ershu - from Ershu deported 3, 000 

captives.  

unknown RIMA II A.0.89.7: 16-17. 

Tiglath-pileser III unknown lands ―…people of (foreign) lands‖ -Ulluba and Habhu   

-In Ullubia, the deportees settled 

in the city Aššur-iqīša, the newly 

built administrative city by 

Tiglath-pileser III. 

RINAP I 37: 25 b-45; 39: 25-

29. 

Tiglath-pileser III people from Hamath and 

others the, Medeteranian coast. 

1,223 people from Hamath and 

the other cities of Syrian on 

the Medeteranian coast. 

the land Ulluba RINAP I 13: 11b-12a. 

Tiglath-pileser III Arameans in Syria/Babylonia  5,000 of the Arameans Mazamua RINAP I 5: 4b-5a; SAAS XI: 

146. 

Tiglath-pileser III ―peoples f lands my hands had 

conquered 

Bīt-Abdadani and Bīt –Kapsi. Nikur ARAB I 766. 
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Assyrian king  

 

Campaigned against 

land/people of  city  

Deportees by number  To land and city of  Sources  

Tiglath-pileser III? or 

Sargon II? 

Syria?  ―Arameans of Arzuhina, of 

Arbela deportee unit‖. 

Arzuhina, Arbela SAAS XI: 153-154. 

Sargon II Tabal (in Anatolia) Tabaleans deportees in Nikkur 

(the capital of Parsua 

province). 

Fortress of Nikkur, Tizu, Kiguhtu 

and Kizahasi. 

 SAA XV 54 ri: I 7-16. 

Sargon II unknown lands  ―peoples of the land my hand 

had conquered‖  

Ellipi ARAB II 11. 

Sargon II Ashdod on the Mediteranean 

shore southwest of Jerushalem  

People from the cities of 

Ashdod 

East (to Media?) Lie 1929: 248-250, 258-261, 

pp.39-41; Na‘aman and Zadok 

1988: 43f. 

Sargon II  Samaria (Shomron/As-Samira) 

capital of the northern 

Kingdom of Israel. 

Israelits people 

 

 

Halah on the Habur river, and ―in 

the cities of the Medes‖ Media. 

2 Kings: 17: 6, and 18: 11); 

Diakonoff 1991. The Biblical 

Hara compared with the 

‗Median‘ city on the border of 

Elam which is mentioned few 

times in the Assyrian records 

which is recorded as URU. 

Har, or as URU. Harā, harê 

māday (‗the mountains of 

Media‖). MacGinnis 2014: 

154-156. 

Sennacherib unknown ―peoples of the lands my 

hands had conquered.‖ ―The 

people, great and small, male 

and female.‖ 

The royal city Elenzash (Kar-

Sennacherib) and Harhar in 

Media. 

RINAP 3/I 4: 29-30. 

Sennacherib unkown lands ―People of the lands that I had 

conquered.‖ 

city Bīt-Kilmazah the capital of 

the Kassites in the mountains 

northeast of Arrapha. 

RINAP 3/1: 20-26. 
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1.5. Runaways 

A few Assyrian letters refer to fugitives from and to the Northern Zagros. Some runaways 

arrived in Hubuškia from an unknown location. A letter, perhaps sent by the Assyrian 

commander, refers to news from the mountainous area in Hubuškia, Musasir and the Urartian 

governors. He tells Sargon II that the Hubuškians had told him that the foreigners in Hubuškia 

were not spies but runaways from Nuraea (URU.nu-ra-a-a) who had come there from 

somewhere else (broken GN),
322

 probably from Urartu. We have already mentioned the 

Tabaleans who deserted to Mannea from exile in Media,
323

 who wanted to go back to their 

homeland via Urartu. And Sargon II deported Diaukku, the ruler of a Mannean district, with 

his family to Hamath in Syria.
324

 ―Daiaukku, together with his family, I snatched away; I 

restored quiet in the disrupted Mannean land.‖
325

 Herodotus says that the founder of the 

Median dynasty was Deiokes (Deioces).
326

 If he was Diaukku of Mannea would mean that 

Diaukku went back to the Zagros from exile in Hamath.
327

 But Deiokes may not be the same 

as Diaukku, because the story of Herodotus was recorded more than two centuries later, and 

there are doubts about what Herodotus wrote concerning Mesopotamia and Media.
328

 Even 

so, we know there was a tribe named KUR Bīt]-Da-a-a-uk-ki in Media [KUR Ma-]da-[a-a].
329

 

On the other hand Daiku (Da-i-ku) was ruler of the  Median city Šapardâ, Sargon II received 

tribute from Daiku in 716 BCE.
330

 According to Fuchs and Schmitt, that Daiku probably was 

the mentioned Deiokes by Herodotus, which considered by Herodotus as the founder of the 

Median kingdom.
331

 

In the reign of Sargon II people called ―Sargon II‘s subjects‖ from Carchemish went to 

Arzizi, a town in Mazamua/Zamua on the Mannean border. Šarru-emuranni, later to become 

the Assyrian governor of Zamua, wrote to Sargon II:
332

 

I am not the son of the city lord of [Qunbuna]; I am a house-born slav[e], a servant of 

the king, my lord! Th  king, my lord,  ppoint d m  in Qunbun .‖ 

There was apparently a political issue between Dadâ, the local Zamuan ruler of Arzizi 

(Rabat Tepe) and Šarru-emuranni the Assyrian appointee on the city Qunbuna. It arose when 

a group of people from Carchemish arrived Arzizi and Šarru-emuranni arrested them and took 

them to the Assyrian court. They were probably runaways. Šarru-emuranni tells Sargon in a 

letter that:
333

 

I tell everything that I see and hear to the king, I do not conceal anything from the king. 

As to th  king [my lord]‘s subj  ts who   m  to Ar[zizi] from C r h mish,  bout whom 

                                                           
322

SAA V 11. 
323

SAA XV 54. 
324

ARAB II 56. 
325

ARAB II 12. 
326

Herodotus, Book I 95ff. 
327

ARAB II 23, 56; Hawkins 1972-1975: 67-70; Herodotus, Book I 95ff.; Helm 1981: 85; Diakonoff, CHI 2, 

1985: 80.  
328

For instance see Helm 1981. 
329

For further details see ARAB II 56, 23; Helm 1981: 85; Diakonoff 1995 CHI 2: 80; SAA V 242, 245. 
330

Levine 1972: p.40, line 47; Kristensen 1998: 127. 
331

Fuchs & Schmitt,1999c, PNA 1/II: 369-370.  
332

 SAA V 243: 4-7. 
333

 SAA V 243: 8-17, e.18-20, r.1. 
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I wrote to the Palace, I have now had them arrested and am herewith handing them 

over to the king, my lord. From this act, it should be understood in the Palace that I 

speak earnestly with the king. 

Dadâ and Šarru-emuranni both came to the Assyrian court and perhaps stayed for a few 

days and met the king separately. They wrote to the king separately. Perhaps Dadâ needed 

more evidence to support himself in front of Sargon II, so he sent messengers back to Zamua. 

Šarru-emuranni reports that he had brought the people from Carchemish he had arrested:
334

 

Now, Dadâ does not have a lawsuit against me; [there is noth]ing belonging to him in 

[my] possession. [He has]now [gone] to the Palace in order to [litigate] against me; let 

the king, my lord, investigate whether there is anything belonging to him in [my] 

poss ssion. His m ss ng rs  onst ntly g[o b  k]  nd forth to th   ity […]   rly in th  

morning; [……] of th  p opl  of my  ountry [……] th  p opl  of my  ountry [……]. 

During the reign of Esarhaddon, the crown prince Ashurbanipal sent a letter to his father 

Esarhaddon about deserters at fortresses on the Assyrian northeastern frontier:
335

 

As to the guards appointed to the fortress of Urartu, Mannea, Media (and) Hubuški , 

 bout whom th  king, my lord, wrot  to m : ‗Giv  th m ord rs  nd m k  th m th t th y 

must not be negligent in their guard duty. Moreover, let them pay attention to the 

deserters from their surroundings. Should a deserter from M[annea, Medi]a or 

Hubu[ški]  f ll in th ir h nds, you  r  to put him imm di t ly in th  h nds of your 

messenger and send him to the crown prince. And if he has something to say, you will 

tell it to the crown prince accurately. 

Perhaps the main aim of the runway deportees was to go back to their homeland. There 

were other runaways mentioned in the letter of Ashurbanipal. They may have left their 

homelands because of political reasons: perhaps military leaders were preparing to revolt,
336

 

or they may have been criminals. In the reign of Esarhaddon especially the northeastern and 

eastern frontier was not safe, because of the Scytho-Cimmerian threat. Kaštarītu, the ruler of 

Kar-Kašši had also prepared troops of Zagrosians to attack the Assyrians, intending to lead 

Scythians, Cimmerians, Medes and Manneans against Esarhaddon.
337

 The Assyrians needed 

to keep a close eye on this frontier. They feared that Zagrosians from this area would kill 

Assyrian messengers or raid Assyrian fortresses. Esarhaddon consulted Shamash about his 

messenger who wanted to go to Hubuškia to see if he would be attacked by Scythians, 

Cimmerians, Medes and Manneans.
338
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SAA V 243: r.2-r.17. Further details concerning Arzizi and that issue see Chapter II, 1.2., 2.8.2.b.. Also, see  

Chapter IV, 4.2. 
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SAA XVI 148. 
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After that when Ashurbanipal campaigned against Mannea, he says that the people of Izirtu revolted against 

Ahšêri the Mannean king, and they killed him on the street of the city, ARAB II 851. 
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SAA IV 41-46. 
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Conclusions  

In conclusion, the Assyrian heartland was lowland, very different from the Zagros 

Mountains with different weather, flora, fauna and natural resources (metal, stone and 

timber). The two neighbours complemented each other economically and materials 

unavailable with the one were brought to the other. Access to the mountains was through 

passes which acted as gates to the Zagros and beyond. Invations, migrations, deportations, and 

runaways had important role in the process of cultural interaction between Assyria and the 

northern Zagros and beyond. 

The deep valleys and high mountains separated the population groups of the Zagros into 

small political units with diverse languages and dialects, each developing separately. This 

ensured there was no central state in the Zagros. In contrast, the Assyrians in the lowland soon 

expanded and absorbed the Mittanian kingdom into their empire. For a short time in the late 

12
th

 century the Arameans were a threat to Assyria. Some of the Zagros kingdoms were 

considered by Assyrian kings as a threat, and the Assyrians had to deal with these threats, and 

from the continuous conflicts cultural interaction was initiated. 

These two factors, the contrasting natural sources and the military threats, provoked 

regular Assyrian campaigns to the Zagros, but they were never able to sustain control over the 

whole area. After 714 BCE, Sargon II and Sennacherib controlled parts of it and built several 

kārum in the Median cities. But that lasted only until the early reign of Esarhaddon, who 

controlled Media east of the Zagros. Then soon the situation rapidly changed, with 

Cimmerians and Scythians invading Media and the Assyrian frontier. 

The conflicts in the Old, Middle and Neo-Assyrian periods led to political interaction and 

cultural interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros, and with other peoples outside 

Assyria and the Zagros. Emigrants, migrants, runaways and deportees were also involved in 

these interactions, and further details will be given in the next chapters. 
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Chapter II 

Immaterial Culture 

Introduction 

In this Chapter I deal with the immaterial culture. I try to identify interactions in the 

immaterial culture between the Zagros and Assyria, mainly based on the ancient records from 

Assyria, Zagros, Urartu, the Bible, and elsewhere in the Near East. 

The Assyrian records give valuable knowledge, particularly the correspondence with the 

Zagros. These letters show broad cultural and political interactions between Assyria and the 

Zagros.
339

 

I shall also discuss some of the material culture from Assyria and the Northern Zagros, 

including representations on reliefs, seals and metalwork, etc. which give us evidence of 

material no longer actually preserved. In some cases those involved with field work show a 

special familiarity with the landscape of the Northern Zagros which they use to analyse 

aspects of local topnyms and topography. 

 

2.1. Languages and writing systems 

2.1.1. Introduction 

Few written documents of the peoples of the Northern Zagros have survived. There was no 

ethno-linguistic unity in the Northern Zagros or even in the Zagros in general. 

Generally speaking, the Middle Bronze Age marked the end of the prehistory and proto-

history of the Northern Zagros. The oldest known record from there is the bronze stele from 

Bassetki (north of Nineveh and west of Duhok) with an inscription of King Naramsin of 

Akkad.
340

 However, it may not have been produced in the area but may have been brought to 

Bassetki from somewhere else.  

The oldest known local records are the royal inscriptions of the Lullubean king Anubanini 

(Nubanini) on the Sarpul Zuhab rock reliefs,
341

 and the inscriptions of Simurrum.
342

 These 

and the Old Babylonian tablets from Shemshara and Bakrawa/Bakr-awa are all written in 

Akkadian.
343

 At this time we have to describe most areas of the Northern Zagros as belonging 

to a proto-historic period, for as yet we have no evidence that any languages spoken there in 

the Bronze Age and Iron Age were ever written down. Future discoveries may reveal local 

records in local languages. It could also be that local records were written on perishable 

materials which have disappeared. From the kingdom of Mittani in Nuzi and Arrapha and the 

Zagros foothills Akkadian was used, including Hurrian terminology and personal names.
344
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SAA V: p. xxiv. 
340

Ayish 1976: 26-62. 
341

Ahmed 2012: 249-254. 
342

Ahmed 2012: 254-285; Shaffer & Wasserman 2003: 1-52; Al-Fouadi 1978: 122-129. 
343

For the Shemshare texts see Eidem & Læssøe 2001; Eidem 1992; Matous 1961: 17-66.  
344

For instance, Diakonoff discussed the Hurrian dialects according to its geographical divisions, with mainly 
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We know almost nothing about Pre-Hurrian or Subartian substrata.
345

 The only possible relics 

of Gutian and Lullubean are some toponyms and personal names in the texts written in 

Akkadian, the only known recorded language in northern Mesopotamia and the Northern 

Zagros since the third millennium BCE, coexisting with lost languages from earlier times.
346

 

According to Læssøe, the Middle Assyrian records in the Northern Zagros, with ―the 

formula of introduction used in the Bazmusian texts as well as the style of writing‖, are 

parallel to the Middle Assyrian texts of the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I (1260-1232 BCE) 

discovered in Ashur.
347

   

Assyrian royal inscriptions in the Northern Zagros on rock reliefs from the Iron Age 

include those from Mila Mergi,
348

 Shikaft-i Gulgul,
349

 and the inscriptions of Sennacherib for 

the Khinis and Bastora water projects.
350

 

   We know of the local rulers of Idu from their brick inscriptions, some on glazed bricks, 

in Akkadian (Assyrian dialect).
351

 Rabat Tepe also produced some glazed bricks with 

Akkadian inscriptions.
352

 Assyrian also figures on the legal document from Tell Sitak 

northeast of Sulaimania.
353

 Apart from Akkadian records an Aramaic stele was found at the 

Mannean capital Izirtu, dated to the later 8
th

 century BCE.
354

 Also, in Hinis a fragment of a 

Hittite Hieroglyphic inscription was found, and it was not the product of a local scribe in the 

area to the west of the Upper Zab, northeast of the Assyrian capitals. Perhaps it had been 

taken from Syria to Hinis.
355

   

The only known local Median record is the inscription of Šilisruḫ, king of the Median city 

Abdadani, an Akkadian inscription on a small bronze plaque, 11.4 x 9.2 mm with an image of 

the king carved on the plaque. What remains of the text is in ―Babylonian language, but 

betraying Assyrian influence‖
356

 and is translated as follows:
357

 

Šilisruḫ utt r d    urs , (sp  king) thus: ‗Two good t xtil s ( nd) on  […], this is th  

ilku oblig tion of th  king‘s m n, b  th y build rs or thos  who plu k th  king‘s go ts. 

M y Išt r, Š m š  nd Bēl-mātāti b  th  witn ss s! Th  king h d   dr  m  nd fr  d 

them. If in the future Iasubeans,
358

 men of Abdadana, (or) Assyrians hereafter appear or 
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346
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347
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Lake: Eisenbrauns, forthcoming. 
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either Elamites or Ullubeans arise,
359

 (th n) Išt r, L dy of th  City, will   rry (th m) 

downstr  m lik    riv r. B  it   futur  king, or [prin  s], or  ity lords, or […] who s y 

thus: ‗Th y  r  not fr  ,‘ m y Išt r, L dy of th  City,   rry his hous  ( nd) his seed 

away, and may a war predestining non-existence angrily arise against him!‖ 

Among the Urartian royal inscriptions discovered in Mannea and Musasir, some are bilingual 

Urartian-Assyrian, such as the Kelishin (Kêle-Shin) and Topzawa steles.
360

   

   Among the written records from the Northern Zagros there is nothing in any local 

Zagrosian language, the languages assumed to have been spoken there during the Middle 

Bronze Age and the Iron Age. All we know about these local languages are the toponyms and 

personal names recorded by Assyrians and Urartians, and therefore these names have been 

recorded with an imprecise pronunciation.  

We cannot know how many local languages there were, or how many were lost, or how 

many of the indigenous population understood Akkadian and or Urartian, either in the 

Assyrian or the Babylonian dialect. There is no record of Mannean, but from personal names 

and place names in Assyrian and Urartian texts scholars have detected Kassite, Hurrian and 

even Iranian ethnolinguistic characteristics.
361

  

We know nothing about the language of the people of Hasanlu but the excavators of 

Hasanlu and others have tried to identify them and their rulers. Much debate has led to 

controversial views about Hasanlu V and IV. In different articles the excavators present 

different views about the origin of the Iron Age people of Hasanlu, identifying the people of 

Hasanlu V and IV as ―Hurrian speakers or an unknown, unidentifiable polity,‖ Manneans, or 

―Indo-European-Speaking Iranians‖.
362

 Most of the Iron Age people of Hasanlu were 

probably Manneans, certainly before the destruction of Hasanlu IV, but the absence of local 

records means we do not know whether Mannean was a dialect of Hurrian or an independent 

language.  

   As for Urartu, there is no clear evidence to what degree and to what extent Urartian or 

other dialects in the Hurro-Urartian family were spoken. Hurrian was spoken during the third 

and second millennium BCE in the Northern Zagros in the Rania plain (Shemshara), Arrapha, 

Nuzi, among the Turukkeans, Musaserians, and among the Manneans.
363

 Also, during the first 

half of the first millennium BCE the so-called Hurro-Urartian dialects were used by the 

                                                           
359

Diakonoff assumes that the ú-lu-ba-ia means the Lullubeans, probably written mistakenly (Radner 2003b: 126 
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about from the texts is that some Ullubeans were deported to the city of Kilizi and they  worked there digging 
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peoples of the mountainous area in the kingdoms and and districts between the Lower Zab 

and the Tigris. 

  Akkadian was probably not used in daily life as a spoken language, but as an official 

language in Assyrian administration palaces in the Zagros, for the hundreds of the studied 

correspondences in the Northern Zagros between the Assyrian court and the Assyrian deputies 

and the local governors, all of them written in Akkadian in cuneiform script on clay tablets. 

The Assyrian versions of the Urartian bilingual steles on the road between Musasir and the 

Urmia basin and the Assyrian inscriptions on the rock reliefs of Milamergi, Khinis, Bastora, 

and Najafabad all show that Akkadian was used in the Northern Zagros by priests, the scribes 

of the local Zagrosian kings, merchants, soldiers serving as auxiliaries in the Assyrian army, 

and interpreters.
364

 Slaves who traded between Assyria and the Northern Zagros, prisoners 

and others deported to Assyria and returned to their native land, some of the high officers in 

the local armies in the Zagros, and the spies, will all have contributed to an admixture of 

languages. We know that the Assyrians took princes (usually the great sons of the kings, i.e. 

the crown princes) as hostages from the Northern Zagros and the other occupied areas of Near 

East to educate them in Assyrian language and culture. Ultimately they were pro-Assyrian 

when they became the kings of their countries, well accustomed to Assyrian language and 

culture, facilitating easy communications with the Assyrian leadership. Good relations with 

the crown prince served Assyrian policy in the long term.  

From the Middle and Late Bronze Age and the early Iron Age toponyms and personal 

names of the Northern Zagros contain some elements considered by scholars to have 

originated from two main languages: Urartian, bordering Assyria, and the Northern Zagros on 

the north, and Kassite, on the south. In the buffer zone between Assyria and Urartu in the 

Northern Zagros, in the kingdoms of Musasir, Ukku, Kumme and Nairi, probably dialects of 

Hurrian and or Hurro-Urartian were spoken.
365

  

   Surprisingly the Urartian bilingual steles and the seal of Urzana and other letters were 

never written in the language the Musasirians spoke. Since it is not even in the bilingugal 

steles we conclude that literate Musasirians understood Assyrian and Urartian, including 

Urzana and or his scribes. That there were scribes in Musasir who could write and read 

Assyrian well is evident from several letters between Urzana the ruler of Musasir and Sargon 

II. Even the seal of Urzana has an Assyrian inscription.
366

 

Every individual population group mentioned in the Assyrian annals may not have had 

their own language. Sometimes just beyond a mountain range or a pass another population 

group is mentioned, but they were probably tribes or clans speaking different dialects of one 

language. Assyrian scribes attached to the Assyrian king and his army in their campaign 

against the Northern Zagros recorded many details about daily life and architecture. They 

even commented on the accents of the Zagros people. The annals of Ashurnasirpal II and 

Shalmaneser III mention many lands and cities in the land of Lullubi and Zamua which 
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365
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probably all spoke Lullubean in different dialects. An interesting note about the languages of 

the people of one of the lands is recorded in the campaign of Ashurnasirpal II on Zamua who, 

returning to his camp at the foot of the mount Nišpi, observes:
367

 

 I returned to my camp. At that time I received bronze, bronze ..., bronze rivets, (and) 

beams, the tribute of the land Sipirmena whose (inhabitants) do their hair like women 

(KUR si-pir-me-n  šá GIM MUNUS.MEŠ). 

   The description of the inhabitants can also be translated by Luckenbill ―…Sipirmena 

who(se inhabitants?) speak like women.‖
368

 Later, Grayson translated the same expression as 

―the land Sipirmena whose (inhabitants) do their hair like women (KUR si-pir-me-n  šá GIM 

MUNUS.MEŠ).‖
369

 If we accept Luckenbill‘s reading then the Assyrian note about the speech 

of the people of Sipirmena does not mean they had a different language, but that their 

language was a Lullubean dialect noticeably different from other dialects, suggesting to the 

Assyrians the ―twittering of women‖. 

In Media, Esarhaddon refers to two local names of one of the geographical names, he says 

that Barnaki [Paranki] (KUR.bar-na-ki) in the land Tīl-Ašurri called Pitānu ―[in the languge 

of th  p opl ] of th  l nd Muhrānu.‖
370

 Median words can be traced through anthroponyms 

and toponyms in Assyrian and Persian records, as well as observation by Herodotus on 

Media.
371

  

   From this we see that the peoples of the Zagros spoke different languages, some of them 

closely related to each other. Some terms probably refer to tribes or tribal groups, and they 

can be compared with modern societies who in reality spoke different dialects of one 

language. Someone familiar with modern dialects of Kurdish can see in the Northern Zagros 

different dialects of that one language. Someone less familiar may easily consider these 

dialects to be different languages. Some Kurdish speakers find it hard to communicate with 

speakers with other Kurdish dialects.  

This division would have been more obvious in earlier times because of the topography of 

the Northern Zagros. The high mountain ranges and deep valleys, the rivers and their 

tributaries all formed natural barriers between neighbouring communities. A mountain pass or 

river presents such a barrier. The Upper Zab river separates the two main Kurdish dialects, 

Sorani and Badini/Kurmanji. Kurds west of the Upper Zab speak Badini/Kurmanji, and those 

to the east speak Sorani. Where the river meanders tribes such as the Surchi and Harki speak a 

mixed dialect. The division persists in Modern Aramaic (and Jewish) dialects, known as 

Transzab Jewish, where the Upper Zab separates the modern Aramaic dialects.
372

 

   Similarly, the end of the Sharizur plain and the beginning of the mountainous area east of 

the plain separates people speaking a distinctive Kurdish dialect called Hawrami. All the 

surrounding peoples in the plains and the valleys in both Iraq and Iran speak the Sorani or the 
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Gorani dialect, but in this mountainous circle we find the Hawrami dialect, a dialect spoken in 

the mountains between Halabja, Sinnadej and Mariwan. This dialect is very much different 

from the Sorani and Gorani dialects, spoken from the Transzab and along banks of the 

Diyala.
373

  

   The Assyrian language was one of the strong points which unified the peoples of the 

Assyrian heartland. This sometimes provoked a comment on the language spoken by a 

foreigner. Ashurbanipal, describing the arrival of an ambassador in Nineveh from a distant 

country (assumed to be Lydia), says:
374

 

He reached the border of my land. When the people of my land saw him, they said to 

him, ‗Who  r  you, str ng r? From    ountry no m ss ng r  v r s t foot on th  ro d 

(hith r)?‘ Th y brought him b for  m  in Nin v h, my   pit l. But of the languages of 

east
375

 and west, over which Ashur had given me authority, there was no one who 

commanded his language. His language was strange. And they could not understand his 

sp   h. H  brought with him from th  bord r of his l nd…  

 

2.1.2. Bilingual and trilingual records in the Zagros, Multilingualism in the Zagros 

In the Northern Zagros the oldest known bilingual inscriptions are the Urartian-Assyrian 

inscriptions of the Urartian kings Menua and Ishpuini on the stele from Kelishin (Kêl-e-Shin). 

Three other Urartian-Assyrian inscriptions are of Rusa, the Topzawa, Mergeh Karvan and 

Movana steles. These bilingual inscriptions were aimed at locals and foreigners who passed 

by them. The four bilingual Urartian inscriptions along the way from Musasir to the area of 

the Urmia Basin and its west shores also demarcated that area and the main routes as Urartian, 

with the Assyrian version aimed at the Assyrian kings and their armies, as well as caravans 

travelling between Assyria (and beyond) and the Urmia basin (and beyond).
376

 

   Assyrian kings and their scribes would probably have read the Urartian inscriptions in 

the Urmia basin. The Urartian inscription of Rusa in the royal city Ulhu near the Urmia basin 

was probably read by Assyrians during Sargon II‘s eighth campaign. When they crossed these 

passes they would have seen these steles commemorating local history. Roaf notes that ―it is 

surprising that the Assyrian king Sargon II should have devoted so much space in his 

inscription to the building activities of his Urartian enemy‖.
377

 He also agrees with 

Zaccagnini‘s suggestion that this passage was based on an Urartian royal inscription.
378

 

   Moreover, I observed that Sargon II on his campaign on Musasir in 714 BCE read the 

bilingual steles at Movane or Topzawa, erected by Rusa in both Assyrian and Urartian 

versions. Sargon quoted from one of the steles in his annals when describing the coronations 
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of one of the Urartian princes in the temple of Haldi in Musasir. He was chosen among his 

brothers, and gifts and sacrifices were given to Haldi. Sargon says:
379

 

(H ldi )…who b for  him h d not born  s  pt r  nd  rown, th  insiginia 

(?)……prin  , sh ph rd, th  p opl  of Ur rtu…….bring him (or to him),  nd on  

among his sons, as (?) heir (lit., seizer) of his throne, together with (?) gold and silver, 

all kinds of precious treasure from his palace
380

 they brought in before the god Haldia, 

in the city of Musasir, and presented (as) his gifts. Heavy cattle, fat sheep, without 

number, they sacrificed before him. For the whole of his city they spread a banquet. 

Before Haldia, his god, they crowned him with the royal crown and gave him the kingly 

scepter of Urartu.   

   This part of the text shows that the Assyrian scribes had read an Urartian text and 

transcribed the events of the coronation and the accompanying festivals. This prince was 

probably Rusa who was crowned in the temple of Haldi in Musasir and is reminiscent of a 

paragraph in Rusa‘s Movane stele:
381

 

[14/15 days in] the city of Musasir I stayed and all [the sacrifices] I sa[crified] to the 

 ity of Mus sir. [For th  p opl ] in th   ity of Mus sir..[…] [….]  v ry d y for th  

banquet I entered. I am [Rusa], [the servant of God Ha]ldi, the true shepherd of the 

pe[ople], [he who] approached to the House (temple) of Haldi, he who does not fear the 

fight. Haldi gave (to me) might and strength [and joy].          

   What is interesting is that Sargon probably read only the Assyrian version of the 

Topzawa stele, for he quoted only that one. It also shows that Rusa erected the Topzawa stele 

before Sargon II‘s campaign. There may have been two steles, one from before 714 BCE 

destroyed by the Assyrian army, and the other, the Topzawa stele, erected after 714 BCE. 

Another text of Rusa in Musasir was inscribed on his bronze chariot:
382

 

1 statue of Ursa, with 2 of his horsemen, (and) his charioteer, with their shrine, cast in 

bronz , on whi h w s  ngr v d his own h ughty (ins ription), ―With my two horses and 

one charioteer, my hand attained to the kingdom of Urartu‖. 

   In the Zagros some cuneiform inscriptions show that the sculptors had an inadequate 

knowledge of cuneiform. They may have copied the text inaccurately on to the rock relief or 

stele from a properly written clay tablet. The Middle Bronze Age rock relief of Horên-

Shaikhan (also called Bêlule) is dated from the iconography to the 19
th

 century BCE. I have 

inspected the inscription on the rock face and seen that the sculptor who carved the inscription 

was not able to read or write cuneiform script properly. Assyriologists have noted several 

mistakes and unclear signs in that inscription.
383

 

Another example, an inscription on a glazed brick from Rabat Tepe, dates to the 

ninth/eighth century BCE, according to Reade and Finkel:
384
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It is probable that we are dealing with a formulaic connected text along the lines 

of ―B longing to RN, king of GN, pri st of DN1  nd DN2 …‖,  lthough th  ord r of 

th  bri k ins riptions is provision l. Th  pr s n   of th  r l tiv  pronoun š  b for    

king‘s n m  on   building ins ription would b  unusu l, but this f  tur  and any 

defective signs might be attributed to the likelihood that the person writing on the 

bricks was not a professional Akkadian-speaking scribe but was copying the text 

from th  ins ription on som  oth r obj  t in th  king‘s poss ssion. 

   Another example dates to the Neo-Assyrian period. In Kani-Derbend/Kani Darband 

village northeast Erbil (Arbela) farmers found a stele inscribed in cuneiform but the mistakes 

show that the text was written locally by someone incompetently quoting other texts.
385

 

Assyrian governors, deputies, and eponyms needed in the Zagros Assyrian scribes in these 

vassal territories of the Zagros. The governor of Der requested a scribe in a letter to Sargon II 

for his office in Der:
386

 

To the king, my lord: your servant Sin-n ‘di. Good health to the king my lord! I have no 

scribe where the king sent me to. Let the king direct either the governor of Arrapha or 

Aššur-belu-taqqin to send me a scribe.   

   Radner has noticed that ―the governor was able to write this letter himself, exhibiting 

command over a good range of cuneiform signs, although a bit rusty in regard to the spelling 

conventions, and successfully adhering to the formal and linguistic conventions governing 

state letter writing.‖
387

 

After the fall of Nineveh in 612 BCE Akkadean and Aramaic languages and scripts had been 

used in the Zagros, for instance the trilingual inscription of Behistun (Bêstūn) of Darius I in 

522 BCE in the Zagros was the first key for decoding cuneiform script and Akkadian.
388

 

 

2.1.3. Writing systems 

In the mid-8
th

 century and during the 7
th

 century BCE Aramaic became the language for 

international relations, competing with Assyrian not only among the population of the 

Assyrian heartland but also among the peoples under Assyrian domination and in some areas 

of the Northern Zagros. On several reliefs and wall paintings Assyrian and Aramaic scribes 

stand beside each other recording the royal events. For the Assyrian campaigns they are 

accounting for the tribute, looted objects, captives and deportees. On the wall painting of Til 

Barsib there are two scribes, one holding a clay tablet and the other a scroll. Two similar 

scribes are seen on Assyrian reliefs of the military campaigns against the Northern Zagros 

recording the loot from Musasir (fig.2.1.a),
389

 and two scribes recording Zagrosian prisoners 

in front of a camp in the Zagros (fig.2.1.b).
390
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b.   c.  

fig.2.1.a. Details of the depicted scenes of the looting of Musasir by Sargon II, on a relief 

from Khorsabad (after Botta & Flandin, 1972: pl.141, Room VIII, slab 4). 

b. Recording Zagrosian prisoners by Sargon II‘s scribe in front of a camp, details of a relief 

from Khorsabad (after Botta & Flandin, 1972: Vol. II, pl. 146, no.10-11, Room XIV).  

Sargon II communicated with what we assume is the besieged Mannean city Pazzaši in 

their own language. The Assyrian relief from Khorsabad shows an Assyrian ―official, reading 

from a parchment scroll, urging the inhabitants of a besieged Mannean city to surrender.‖ 

(fig. 2.1.c)
391

. That figure ―was regarded as a scribe reading in Ar m i , turning to ‗th  

p opl  on th  w ll‘  nd simult n ously tr nsl ting th  t xt into th  M nn  n l ngu g .‖
392

 

Eph‗al interprets the scene differently, saying that ―the officer is indeed speaking in Aramaic, 

and not in Mannean, but his words are not dire t d to ‗th  p opl  on th  w ll‘, but r th r, to 

th  l  d rs of P z ši, who  r  f mili r with this l ngu g .‖
393

  

However, the scene gives no clear details of that Assyrian soldier/officer. The scenes show 

that he leads the Assyrian advance of the ‗tank‘ on the city walls, with the additional duty of 

pouring water over the tank to extinguish firebrands thrown by the enemy. What he holds in 

his hands could be a water skin. Because the original relief was lost in the Tigris when Botta 

was on his way to the Gulf, we only have to rely on details in the drawings. A scroll was 

usually used by Assyrians for writing Aramaic, so this text was being written in Aramaic or 

some other linear script suited to a scroll and not cuneiform.
394

 After all, Aramaic became the 

official international language in Assyria from the reign of Tiglath-pileser III, which is why 

we think the two scribes on the reliefs were making duplicate records of the booty. 
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Fig.2.1.c. Details of the Assyrian siege of the Mannean city Pazashi depicted on a relief 

from Khorsabad. Inside the Assyrian tank, an Assyrian soldier read a scrole or threw water 

from a skin on the thrown flamed bundle of grasses (after Botta & Flandin 1972: pl.145). 

   

 In Assyria Aramaic personal names or names with Aramaic elements are more common, 

as can be seen from the lists in APN and PNA. Aramaic names, especially in the 7
th

 century 

BCE, were more common than Assyrian names in the Assyrian heartland. Nissinen assumes 

that the majority of West Semitic personal names in the Assyrian heartland were Aramaic.
395

 

Also, Parpola assumes that in the 7
th

 century BCE Assyria two major languages were spoken: 

―Speakers of Aramaic — in practice the entire population of the country — and speakers of 

Akkadian, including the largely bilingual inhabitants of the Assyrian heartland and the fully 

bilingual ruling class.‖ He adds: ―This dichotomy was, however, largely social, not cultural, 

and it came to an end with the fall of the Empire‖.
396

  

   The scarcity of cuneiform inscriptions from Tepe Qalaichi (Izirtu), Ziwiye and Hasanlu 

may mean that in these cities another script, such as Aramaic or one similar, was used for 

documents, and the scrolls and writing boards have perished. The Aramaic stele of Bukan in 

Tepe Qalaichi, in an area far removed from where Aramaic and other Semitic languages were 

spoken,  according to Eph‗al ―indicates that the spread of Aramaic did not necessarily reflect 

demographic changes, which were mainly the consequence of massive deportation.‖ Eph‗al 

continues, ―(th t) this is a royal inscription suggests that Aramaic was used among the upper 

class of the Mannean society, which seems to have lacked a script of its own.‖
397

 Eph‗al 

assumes that Aramaic was adapted in the royal inscriptions as early as the mid-eighth century 
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BCE, and that the inscription of Bukan dates to the late 8
th

 century or early 7
th

 century BCE, 

when Aramaic ―started to become a lingua franca.‖
398

 The Aramaic stele of Bukan is the 

oldest known Aramaic record in the Northern Zagros. One of two Mannean kings, Aza and 

Ullusunu, or a Hubuškian king may have been the author of the text. Ullusunu is considered 

the most likely by Lemaire.
399

  

   As for Urartu, we have many royal inscriptions on rocks and steles by Urartian kings but 

surprisingly few Urartian tablets.
400

 Urartians may have used scrolls for everyday documents. 

What we do know is that Urartians mainly used cylinder-stamp seals, clear evidence that 

another way of writing was used apart from clay tablets and stone steles and rock inscriptions. 

Perishable writing material such as scrolls for stamping have not survived. All we have are 

clay tablets for which cylinder seals were used.
401

 

 

2.1.4. Interpreters 

When Ashurnasirpal II rebuilt Kalhu, his capital city, he conscripted corvée workers from 

Zamua and other areas of the Zagros. So many people were deported to the Assyrian capital 

that the population could have been described as an ethnic mosaic. Many non-Assyrian names 

are attested in the legal documents from the Assyrian capitals. Among the names in the wine 

ration lists many population groups recognized, who were needed as interpreter 

―t rgumān‖.
402

 These foreign workers would have needed interpreters in the Assyrian 

heartland, for most of them would not have been able to speak Assyrian or Aramaic. Over 

time they would have learned some basic Assyrian words, especially those related to their 

work.  

An Assyrian letter from the reign of Esarhaddon mentions ‗[Man]naean scribes,‘ or inter-

preters.
403

 According to Eph‗al even the mention of the weather god as Hadad in the Aramaic 

inscription on the stele of Bukan does ―not necessarily reflect local religious and linguistic 

reality‖, but rather ―they may point to the existence of scribes who were trained in foreign 

languages and literary traditions.‖
404

 Similarly, Sokolof assumes that the Aramiac epigrapher 

of the Bukan stele was not a native speaker of Aramaic,
405

 but he was probably a local 

Mannean scribe.  

Sargon II asked Šarru-emuranni to find a local interpreter in Zamua. He assured the 

Assyrian king that ―I h v  now s [nt] (word),  nd I sh ll find  n int rpr t r in […],   quir  

him for the king, my lord, and send him.‖
406

 Another letter, very badly preserved, mentions an 

interpreter in Zamua.
407

  

   One interpreter in the Northern Zagros is named in a letter sent by Adad-issiya the 

Assyrian governor of Zamua to Sargon II, reporting on preparations for war on the Mannean 
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border. He was called Kubaba-ila‘i, EN li-šá-ni šú-u, ―masters of language‖, Adad-issiya sent 

Kubaba-ila‘i to the city Tikriš, and he gave the Assyrians a ―detailed report‖.
408

 Such an 

interpreter would have been needed in this war on the Mannean border. Perhaps he knew 

more than two languages, and was an important person for the Assyrians, which is why the 

governor of Zamua sent him to the city of Tikriš (a city in Mannea).
409

 He came back with a 

detailed report which he may have prepared as a spy in that city:
410

  

The king, my lord, knows that Kubaba-il ‘i is   m st r of l ngu g . I s nt him to (th  

 ity of) Tikriš,  nd h  g v  us this d t il d r port. W   r  h r with s nding it to th  

king, my lord.   

Another Assyrian letter mentions a Mede who sent a letter from Media to the Assyrian 

governor of Zamua Nabû-hamatua, but we do not know what language or script he used:
411

 

The forts of the king, my lord, are well. A Mede forwarded me the (attached) letter 

from th  gov rnor, s ying: ―L t your m ss ng r bring it to th  P l   .‖ I h v  spok n 

kindly with the countrymen of the son of Bel-iddina and encouraged them. The son of 

Bel-iddin  (hims lf) is    rimin l  nd   tr itor; h  do s not ob y [th  king‘s ord rs]. 

[I s id]: ―Do your work,    h in [his house and] field, and be glad; you are now 

subjects of the king. They are peaceful and do their work. I have brought them out 

from six forts, s ying: ―Go! E  h on  of you should build (  hous ) in th  fi ld  nd 

st y th r !‖  

   The Assyrian campaigns in the Northern Zagros always needed local support. Individuals 

were paid for their loyalty, pro-Assyrian rulers and the elite ensured their control of their land 

with Assyrian support. Of the Mannean rulers some were pro-Assyrian and others were pro-

Urartian. Among those needed were local Zagrosian quislings to work as guides or translators. 

They are mentioned in Assyrian inscriptions and administrative documents but seldom by 

name to determine if they were Assyrian or indigenous. Most probably they were local 

individuals who served in the Assyrian army. These points all led to formal interaction by the 

elite and informal by other individuals. 
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2.2. Personal Names 

Our information about the Assyrian personal names mainly comes from Assyrian letters, 

administrative and legal documents, and other records. But the majority of non-Assyrian 

names occur in Assyrian royal inscriptions, which usually do not mention many Assyrian 

names. Usually they deal with foreign enemies, international issues and Assyrian territorial 

expansion. Some letters and administrative and legal documents include the names of 

foreigners who were deported or migrated to Assyria. There, during their daily lives, they 

were named as buyers, sellers, witnesses or slaves.  

   Zagrosian names are mainly recorded in Assyrian royal inscriptions, administrative 

letters and legal documents. The very few local sources are the Shemshara letters, the royal 

brick inscriptions of Idu (modern Satu Qala) in Akkadian,
412

 and the inscription of the Median 

king Šilisruḫ.
413

 Some Nuzi personal names give important details for understanding Hurrian 

personal names.
414

 Very little is known about female names in the Northern Zagros. Rēmūte-

Allate /  Remutti-Allati has an Akkadian name. She came from Dara-ahuya, a town in the 

mountains,
415

 she was a priestess prophecying in the temple of Ištar of Arbail and was trusted 

by Esarhaddon to read omens.
416

 

  Apart from the Akkadian names, in the Zagros most other names do not have a divine 

element. Even the royal names of Idu do not include theoforic names.
417

 The one name which 

may be regarded as an exception is the Lullubean name Erishtienu in Zamua, ―Desire of the 

gods‖.
418

 Except the Hurrian names, no conclusion about the Zagrosian names is yet possible, 

because the data is scarce, and we do not know the meaning of most names, especially of non-

Semitic and non-Iranian names. 

   Of the many publications dealing with Assyrian personal names and contemporary 

names, the APN and PNA volumes are most important. They deal with Assyrian personal 

names and prospography. Zadok‘s publications are best for the personal names of the 

Zagros.
419

 Here I do not deal with all the Assyrian and Zagrosian personal names or 

prosopography but only personal names which provide information about cultural interactions 

between Assyrian and the Zagros. 

 

2.2.1. People in the Zagros with Assyrian (Akkadian) names 

Of the Akkadian names in the Northern Zagros attested during the Middle Bronze Age 

records we have the énsi of Lullubum called Waburtum (wa-bur-tum). There is no 

information about his origin, and we do not know if he was a local ruler or an 

Akkadian/Sumerian one appointed by the Ur III king Šū-Sîn as ―[é]nsi of [Lu?]lubum.‖
420
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   From the fragments of the Middle Assyrian tablets of Tell Basmusian in the Rania plain 

two proper names are preserved, Warad(?)-Enlil (
d
BE) and Kiribtu (

m
Ki-rib-te). They are 

probably Akkadian names found also elsewhere.
421

  

   One of the kings of Idu is called Ba‘auri.
422

 Also, a Lullubean Ba-IA-ú-ri (Bayuri or 

Bayauri), who acted as a seller of a slave girl, is attested in a Middle Assyrian sale 

document.
423

 That person originated from the Land of Lullubu, and an Urartian suggestion 

about the etymology of the name is possible.
424

  

   In Zamua Nūr-Adad (
m

ZÁLAG-
d
IŠKUR) is the name of the sheikh who revolted against 

Ashurnasirpal II. It could be read as Akkadian Nūr-Adad, or locally it may have been 

pronounced differently. Scholars use logograms (
m

ZÁLAG-
d
IŠKUR) to keep the question 

open.
425

 During the Neo-Assyrian period there are some Akkadian names in the Northern 

Zagros. Ashur-le‘ (the king of Karalla) is a very rare Assyrian name in the Northern Zagros, 

only attested once. Information about the origin of that king comes from an interesting and 

politically complicated Assyrian letter in SAA V, entitled by Parpola and Lanfranchi 

―Ullusunu Brib s Aššur-l ‘i of K r ll ‖.
426

 The Assyrian deputy in Zamua, Nabû-hamatua 

informed the writer of the letter that ―Aššur-le[‘i] is going to Ullusunu,‖ and that ―Ullusunu 

(at the time king of Mannea) had given five horses to Ashur-l ‘i.‖ It seems that Ashur-le[‘i] 

wanted to play a political game and received the horses from the Mannean king Ullusunu, but 

then gave the horses to the Assyrian deputy Nabû-hamatua, as is stated in the letter: ―Nabû-

hamatua has itemized the horses; he gave him by colour in a clay tablet (which) he (also) sent 

me.‖
427

 Then the Assyrian author of the letter ―forwarded the letters of Nabû-hamatua to 

Nineveh, and they will have read them to the king (by now).‖
428
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   In Media there are some Akkadian names. The ruler of the city of Kišesim, deported to 

Assyria during the reign of Sargon, had an Akkadian name, Bêl-šar-uṣur.
429

 Bel-iddina 

(
md

EN-SUM-na, ―Bel [‗the Lord‘] has given‖) was a local ruler with an Akkadian name in 

Media during the reign of Sargon II.
430

 Another Bel-iddina (
m

EN-SUM-na) from Zamua is 

recorded in an administrative letter from the reign of Sargon II. He was an Assyrian ally, but 

his son did not want to go with the troop. That name is also attested in several Assyrian 

letters, showing that it was a name for many individuals in Babylonian and Assyrian cities, 

but mainly in Babylonia.
431

 The use of these Akkadian names shows Babylonian and or 

Assyrian influence on Median culture. 

 

2.2.2. People in the Assyrian heartland with Zagrosian/Iranian names 

In the Assyrian heartland many personal names before the rise of the Assyrian power were 

Hurrian/Subarian. Hurrian personal names are preserved in the tablets dated to the first 

quarter of the second millennium BCE in the Tell al-Rimah archive, indicating that Hurrian 

culture was strong there.
432

 And, even the ensi of Urbilum in the late third millennium BCE 

bore a Hurrian name, Neriš-ḫuḫa in the inscriptions of Erridu-Pizir of Gutium.
433

  

Not only in Assyria but similarly during the Bronze Age in the foothills and the mountains 

of the Zagros Hurrian culture was dominant, and the majority of the personal names were 

Hurrian, as can be seen in the tablets of Shemshara, Arrapha, Nuzi, and Simmurum.
434

 

   Some individual names recorded in the Assyrian capitals and neighbouring cities are Old 

Iranian, or more probably Median. The name of the man Barzî (
m

bar-zi-i) is derived from 

Median ―high‖.
435

 People with that name are attested in some Assyrian legal documents as 

witnesses, two of them from the reign of Tiglth-pileser III, one from Kalhu and the other one 

from Imgur-Illil. Another person with the same name was the son of Sili from Ashur in the 

reign of Ashurbanipal.
436

  

Another name considered as Old Iranian is Se-na-in-ni, but according to Zadok it may be a 

Hurro-Urartian name, derived from Hurrian š n- ―brother‖, and originally Š -en-na-ni.
437

 It is 

assumed that Hurrian was spoken in and around Kumme, Musasir, and other neighbouring 

provinces of northeast Assyria during the Iron Age.
438

 

 

2.2.3. Some aspects of local names in the Zagros 

The prosopography of the Northern Zagros is based on the names of the rulers of the cities, 

provinces and kingdoms. There are no specific group names for a particular area. For most of 
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the names the origin is not known. Local personal names came from unknown languages, or 

contain obscure elements from known languages. Even in a particular kingdom, the names are 

not related to a specific language. The names of the kings, princes and rulers of Mannea 

belong to different languages. The name Aḫšēri, the king of Mannea during the reign of 

Esarhaddon/Ashurbanipal, is assumed to ―belong to the widespread group of Hittite 

names.‖
439

 Other Mannean names are considered Hurrian or Kassite, for instance, Ianzu, 

Ullusunu and Aḫšēri considered as Hurrian.
440

 For instance, the name of the Mannean 

princess Eresene is said to have a Hurro-Urartian origin, to be compared with Hurrian Iri-

š nni ―he has given the brother‖ and with Hurrian Ariseni.
441

 In other areas of the Zagros we 

find ―Kassite anthroponomy (though originally a title)‖ for the name of some Zagrosian 

rulers, such as Ianzu of Mannea, Ianzu of Hubuškia, Ianzu of Bīt-Hamban; the ruler of 

Allabria was called Ianzi-Buriaš.
442

 Tallqvist considered the names of Artasari of 

Šurdira/Batri (Batir), Data/Dadi of Hubuškia and Upu of Gilzānu as the earliest known 

Iranian names of the ninth century BCE.
443

 Recently, Dadi of Hubuškia was considered an 

Akkadian by Mattila.
444

 Among the known names from Mannea are some Iranian names, 

including Bagdatti, the Mannean ruler of the city Wišdiš/Uišdiš in the district of Zikirti. His 

name is considered Iranian. This is the first attestation of the name Bagdatti, which later 

became frequent among the Zagrosian and Iranian peoples.
445

  

Futhermore, the ruler of Larbusa in Zamua (a contemporary of Ashurnasirpal II) was called 

Kirtiara  (
m

ki-ir-te-a-ra), a name considered by Tallqvist as an Old Iranian name, from krta- 

―made‖ with suffix /-(a)ra/.
446

 But although the root is Old Iranian, it has a Lullubean suffix /-

(a)ra/, for there are other Lullubean rulers with similar suffixes. Shalmaneser III in his annals 

names Nikdēme 
(m

nik-de-me) and Nikdêra (
m
nik-de-e-ra), as two Idean city rulers from 

beyond the pass of Bunais (KUR.bu-na-is) within Zamua (Z mu  š  bit ni).
447

 The names 

may have been Lullubean titles for city rulers, or the root /nikde/ with suffixes /me/ or /ra/ 

could have had specific meanings in the local language. Another ruler has a similar name, 

Meqdiara (
m

me-eq-di-a-ra) of Nairi.
448

  Nikdera‘s name is similar to Meqdiara (
m

me-eq-di-

a-ra), the father of Šarṣina, ruler of 300 localities in Nairi in the reign of Shamshi-Adad V.
449

 

Mount Nikippa in Mannea and the Median city of Nikkur both begin with /Nik-/, which may 

be or not linked linguistically.
450

  

Kakia is a well known Hurrian personal name attested in the records of Tell Fahar 

(Kurruhani) in the Mittani kingdom.
451

 The ruler of Hubuškia was called Kāki/Kaiki/Kakia 
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(Ka-a-ki).
452

 Kakuli, the queen of Rusa I/II who is named on a gold handle of a fan, may also 

have orignated from Nairi.
453

 These names sound like the names of the Hubuškian king, 

Kaki/Kakai.
454

 And of a capitan, Kakkullānu (
m

Kak-kul-la-nu) in the Assyrian heartland, 

who is named in an Assyrian legal document when he purchased slaves.
455

 In Media a similar 

name occurs, Kakī (Ka-ki-i) king of Bīt-Zatti and the city Ušari during the reign of Tiglath-

pileser III.
456

 Sound /-kki/ attested in the name of the city Tikki (URU.ti-ik-ki) on the border 

of Hubuškia, the city where the Assyrians obtained horses.
457

 

   Since we know of local Zagrosian names only from Akkadian records, we do not know 

exactly how they were pronounced by a native speaker of one of the local languages or 

dialects, which were non-Akkadian and non-Semitic. The language of the written record is 

different from the language of names themselves. The sounds of proper names, which were 

new for an Assyrian/Akkadian scribe, could be represented in cuneiform only approximately. 

A logogram is used for the name of the Urartian King Sarduri  
d
XV-BÀD and the Urartian 

toponym Sārdauriana, suggesting a pronunciation Issarduri (= Išt r-dūri).
458

  

The logogram LUGAL is used for Aramaic milk and Akkadian š rru or other unkown 

local epithets.
459

 The Median/Iranian word for King is recorded as Ḫa-š -at-ri-it-ti and Ka- š-

ta-ri-ti and differently in other languages, Tallqvist noticed that Iranian Xš can be transcribed 

as hš, kš, or as š.
460

 

The name of one of the rulers of Idu is read as Ab-bi-ze-ri/Ab-bi-NUMUN, which is 

hesitantly considered as Semitic,
461

 but Zadok says that it is hardly Semitic.
462

 Bel-aplu-iddina 

the ruler of Allabria during the reign of Sargon II has one of rare Babylonian styled names 

from the Zagros in the Neo-Assyrian period.
463

 Bêl-apal-iddina may not have been native to 

Allabria. The native ruler Ittî was deported with his family by Sargon II (ARAB II 10), and 

afterwards Bêl-apal-iddina became king of Allabria.  

Recording names and toponyms from foreign languages necessitated approximating the 

local pronunciation. The name Ni-bi-e of Ellipi could be assumed to have originated from 

Iranian naiba ―handsome‖, but also could be compared to the Kassite name Nibi-Šipak.
464
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Some common elements occur in many Median personal names. The names of four 

Median rulers who gave tribute to Sargon II all have the suffix /–ukku or -ukka/; Paiaukka of 

Kilambate, Mašdaiaukku of Kingaraku, Pâukka of Bīt-Kabsi, Zardukku of Harzianu.
465

   

Some names begin or end with /akku-/: Akkussu of Usi, Birtatu of Siburâ, Mašdakku of 

Aradpati, Satarpanu of Barikanu, Karakku of Urikaia, Mašdakku of Andirpatianu, 

Mašdakku of Aradpati; Kitakki of Uriangi ends with /-akki/.
466

 Part of the name of the 

Median ruler Mašdaiaukku is similar to that of the Mannean ruler Daiaukku, a pro-Urartian 

deported by Sargon to Hamath in Syria.
467

  

Another suffix in Median names is /-anu/: Satarpanu of Barikanu, Mašdakku of 

Andirpatianu.
468

 There are Median chieftains whose names include the element /satar-/: 

Satarešu and Uksatar were chieftains of ‗the river (country)‘ in Media, and another chieftain 

was called Uzitar of Kantâu.
469

 The suffix /-parna/ was a common suffix in Media, attested 

in the names of several chieftains: Šidir-parna and E-parna of Patušarri; in an Assyrian 

administrative we find the names Baga-parna attestes, and another Median chieftain with a 

similar name, Bagb/pararna of Zakrute.
470

 The name of the Cimmerian king B/Partatua and 

of the Median city Partakka begin with /Parta-/.
471

 In Media, also, two rulers which are 

Uakirtu of Nappi and Makirtu of Bīt-Sakbat both names include /-akirtu/.
472

 The name of 

the Mannean ruler Ullusunu (
m

ú-li-su-nu) in the reign of Sargon II,
473

 is similar to Šulusunu 

(
m
šú-lu-su-nu) of Harna (Hir/Kin/Murna) between Mannea and Paddira and Parsua; its capital 

was Masašuru.
474

 Ulušia (URU.ú-lu-ši-a), the name of a city on the Mannean border was 

similar.
475

  

In his annals Shalmaneser III says that he received horses as tribute from the Hubuškian 

king Dada (
m

Datâ). He also received tribute from Datana (
m
da-ta-na) king of Hubuškia.

476
 

Shamshi-Adad V mentions Dadî (
m
Da-di-i) as ruler of Hubuškia, who may have been a son 

with a name like his father‘s. In Habhu another king had almost the same name as his father. 

Ashurnasirpal II mentions Būbu (bu-ú-bu) son of Babua (ba-bu-a) as rulers of Ništun.
477

 And 

Babû was a city lord in the mountain, whose son met Mannu-ki-Adad.
478
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2.2.4. Personal names with a divine element (theoforic names) 

In the contemporary Assyrian personal names, hundreds of theoforic names contain the 

names of deities, such as Ashur, Nabû, Ištar, Ninurta.
479

 But in the Northern Zagros only a 

few personal names have divine elements. In Zamua, the sheikh of the city of Dagara, a 

contemporary of Ashurnasirpal II, was called  Nūr-Adad (
m

ZÁLAG-
d
IŠKUR). However, his 

name may not have been pure Assyrian/Akkadian, because the logogram for the god can be 

read in different ways. If we read the name as Nūr-Adad, then probably the Akkadian element 

/Nūr-/ was borrowed by the Lullubeans from the province of Arrapha. One reason for this 

suggestion is that Arrapha-Nuzi was closer to Lullubi than Assyria and Babylon, particularly 

the city of Dagara where Nūr-Adad was sheikh. It was directly beyond the pass of Babiti, not 

far from Arrapha. Another reason is that the Akkadian element /Nūr-/ is well attested in a 

commercial document from Nuzi (Late Bronze Age), where a certain merchant called Nūr-

Kūbi, returning back to Nuzi, borrowed copper and bronze, probably from the Zagros.
480

 In 

the Assyrian heartland names with /Nūr/ as an element occur frequently in Nimrud legal 

documents, such as Nūr(LÁḪ.)-damiq, Nūr(LÁḪ.)-Ištar (XV), and Nūr(LÁḪ.)-(d)Ša-

maš.
481

 This name was also common during the 9
th

 century BCE. In the Habur area there was 

another ruler named Nūr-Adad in the reign of Adad-nārārī II.
482

 Nūr-Adad of Zamua and 

Nūr-Adad of Habur were contemporaries. The name of the Zikritian ruler Bagdatti (a 

contemporary of Sargon II) begins with /Baga-/ the well known Iranian word for lord and 

god.
483

 

 

2.2.5. Personal names in the Assyrian heartland with of the element Haldi 

Several pesonal names are attested with Haldi, including an intelligence officer from the 

reign of Sennacherib called Ḫaldi-ahu-uṣur, ―O Ḫaldi, protect the brother!‖ an Akkadian 

name with a Hurrian/Urartian divine element.
484

 A gate-guard from Ashur in the reign of 

Esarhaddon was called Ḫaldiāiu, ―The one belonging to Ḫaldi‖, also an Akkadian name with 

a Hurrian/Urartian divine element.
485

 A man from Kalhu was called Ḫaldi-aplu-iddina, 

―Haldi has given an heir.‖
486

 The most interesting and important example is within a family 

living in Ashur after the reign of Ashurbanipal. Members of this family appear in legal 

documents. The father had an Akkadian (Assyrian) name, Mannu-ki-Aššur, as well as two of 

his sons, Aššur-duri and Aššur-matu-taqqin. But his third son had a mixed Assyrian and 

Hurrian/Urartian name, Ḫaldi-da‟‟inanni, ―O Haldi, strengthen me!‖
487

 Personal names with 

Ḫaldi as a divine element are attested from the reign of Sargon II to the reign of Ashurbanipal 

and even later, in the legal documents from the Assyrian capitals, Nineveh, Kalhu and Ashur.  
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   Probably Urartian or Musasirian people or those from other areas between Assyria and 

Urartu also worshipped Haldi, since several proper Akkadian names with the divine element 

Haldi can be seen in the Assyrian records. Some of the men with these names lived in major 

Assyrian cities. 

   A father with Ashur as an element in his name and with a son with Haldi as an element  

could mean that the son was adopted and that he kept his original name, or that the boy‘s 

mother was from outside Assyria and a worshipper of Haldi. There is no other evidence for 

the ‗worship‘ of Haldi in the Assyrian heartland. 

 

2.2.6. Toponyms as personal names 

Assyrian records name many peoples and individuals after their homeland, usually with the 

suffix /a-a/.  Sometimes a city name was used, and Arbail in Assyria features in many names, 

such as Arbailāiu (
m

URU.arba-ìl.KI-a-a), ―The one from Arbela‖ Arbailītu (Mĺ.URU.arba
!?

-

ìl-i-tú), ―The girl from Arbela‖ denoted various slaves in Ashur and Nineveh.
488

 Kalhu, Ashur, 

Nineveh, and Bīt-Dagan are toponyms that occur in other personal names. Some of these men 

served in the Assyrian army, or as witnesses, deputies, or shepherds.
489

 The š ngû of Kurbail 

was called Dayyān-Kurbail denoting his office and his location.
490

 The Zagrosian toponym 

Hubuškia occurs as a personal name in a sale document dated to the mid 8
th

 century BCE 

from Nimrud. 
m

AD-ul-ZU and his brother Hubuškaia, the sons of Šamaš-še[…], were selling 

their land in Salimanu near Kalhu.
491

 Hubuškaia had probably come from Hubuškia, a land 

and city in the Northern Zagros. The slave-girl Subaritu (Šubrītu), ‗The Subarean‘ was also 

called after her homeland.
492

 The geographical name Lullubum occurs in the name of an Old 

Assyrian king, Lullāiu 
(m

lu-ul-la-a-a ―The Lullean‖,
 
someone not  from the royal family and 

considered a usurper who ruled six years.
493

 In the reign of Sargon a ruler from the Northern 

Zagros was called Lullupāiu (
m

lu-ul-lu-pa-a-a ―Born in Lullubi‖). Lullāiu was mentioned in 

a letter sent to Sargon by the deputy of the Palace Herald Shulmu-beli.
494

 Someone called  

Lullubean (Lu-ul-lu-pa-[A+A]) was ―a commoner active northeast of Assyria proper‖.
495

 The 

Median land P/Barnaki (KUR.bar-na-ki) includes elements of the names of two Median 

chieftains, Šidir-parna (and) E-Parna.
496

 and the same suffix appears in the city 

Urakazabarna, where Ramateia was the chieftain.
497

 Other Median chieftains whose names 

end with /-parna/ suffix were mentioned above. 
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2.2.7. The proper names of the Zagrosian deportees 

Deportees will have influenced the local population, which will in turn have been 

influenced by them. But without documents from the Northern Zagros we have no direct data 

on which to base a conclusion. But we can infer something of the situation that would have 

arisen by observing the influences between minority and majority groups in the population of 

the Northern Zagros of today. Similarly, some Kurdish Jews in the Northern Zagros were 

given Kurdish names, some of which had been introduced into Kurdish from Turkish, Persian 

or Arabic. Examples from the first half of the 20
th

 century include the male name Darweš and 

the female names Khatun, Zakiya, and Ṣabriya.
498

 These are names that were common among 

the people in Iran and Iraq and elsewhere in the Middle East, but clearly at least not Aramaic 

or Hebrew in this form. 

   In Ashur two well-known families were called Hundurāya. They had been deported to 

Ashur in 714 BCE from their city Hundur in Media. Their archives in Ashur cover the years 

681-618 BCE. It has been assumed that they were culturally assimilated into Assyria and gave 

their children Assyrian names.
499

  

 

2.2.8. Personal names and ethnicity 

A personal name may be a sign of ethnicity provided there is other support, such as the 

name occurring in a specific context, area and period, extra information about the names of 

family members. But when the name occurs in a multi-ethnic context, it gives no clue to a 

person‘s ethnicity. Such a context is the Assyrian heartland during the 8
th

 and 7
th

 centuries 

BCE, when the Assyrian capitals and major cities and their rural areas were crowded with 

tens of thousands of deportees from all over the empire, from Media and beyond in the far 

east to Egypt in the far west. This means that we have to be careful with any decision about 

the ethnicity of a person based on his/her name, especially on Aramaic names in the Assyrian 

heartland, because it will not be certain in most cases.  

   The Assyrian imposition of their power and their culture resulted in the Assyrian 

language becoming the lingua franca and Aramaic with its simple script as its young Semitic 

sister, was welcomed in the Assyrian court and by the peoples of the Assyrian heartland, of 

Assyria in general and even of the Northern Zagros from the middle of the 8
th

 century BCE. 

 

2.2.9. Assyrian Eponyms in the Northern Zagros 

Many Assyrian eponyms of the vassal lands and provinces of the Northern Zagros are 

mainly Akkadian, with no local Zagrosian name among them (see. Table.2.1). For 

administrative efficiency Assyrian personnel were sent by the Assyrian kings to act as 

deputies or governors of the vassal territories. Some of them moved from one province to 

another, such as Nabû-bela-uṣur, who was governor of Arrapha in 745 BCE, and governor of 

Se‘me (a province near Arrapha) in 732 BCE.
500

 Šarru-emuranni was appointed as governor 

of Zamua during the reign of Sargon II, and before that Sargon II had appointed him as 

governor of Qunbuna (perhaps it was located somewhere in Zamua near Mannea). He was a 
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―house-born slave,‖ as he tells Sargon in a letter: ―I am not the son of the city lord of 

[Qunbuna]; I am a house-born slav[e], a servant of the king, my lord! The king, my lord, 

 ppoint d m  in Qunbun .‖
501

  

   Even though all the Assyrian eponyms are Akkadian (Assyrian) there might have been 

among them some local personnel with Akkadian names. Probably they were administering 

pro-Assyrian provinces and the eponyms were in reality only titular names,
502

 but that 

remains speculative until more written evidence is available. Table 2.1. below lists the 

eponyms of the vassal provinces in the Northern Zagros and of some of the Assyrian 

provinces at the foothills of the Zagros during the reigns of Shalmaneser III, Adad-narari III, 

Shalmaneser IV, Tiglath-pileser III, Sargon and Sennacherib.
503

 

It seems that Zamua during the reign of Esarhaddon for the first time after the reign of 

Shalmaneser III had a local ruler, who was called La-ar-ku-ut-la. He was announced as city 

lord of KUR.Za-mu-u-a.
504

 Most of the vassal provinces and lands are not far from the 

Assyrian heartland, such as Arzuhina, Mazamua, Kurbail, Kirruri, situated directly over the 

eastern and northeastern borders of the Assyrian heartland. Karalla, which was annexed to the 

city of Lullume (URU lu-lu-[m]e) by Sargon II, is an exception.
505

 Nai‘ri occurs once in the 

eponym list. It probably later came under the direct control of Assyria, and then the area came 

under the control or political influence of the Urartians. The position of Nergal-ilaiia the field 

marshal, recorded as governor of Media in 808 BCE, is uncertain, and it is not clear which 

city and province of Media was governed by him.
506

  

Another example from the Assyrian inscriptions is the Assyrian field marshal Shamshi-ilu 

(ca. 800-752 BCE). He seems to have been more than a field marshal, for in some of his 

inscriptions he mentions his military activities, but not the name of the Assyrian king. He 

claims to be not only the ―field marshal‖ but also ―the governor of the lands Hatti, Guti, and 

Namri.‖ Grayson says that this means that ―he claims to have governed the lands stretching 

all the way from central Anatolia, through Armenia, Kurdistan, as far as the East Tigris 

region around the Diyala River. Thus, this is an unusual case of someone remaining in the 

s m  position.‖…―h  go s on from th r  to b  om    virtu l king in pr  ti  , if not in 

title.‖
507
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Although he did not have the title of king in practice he held power as the strong and 

trusted authority. He lived during a period when some Assyrian kings were not as strong as 

the kings before 800 BCE and after 750 BCE. The field marshal Shamshi-ilu could have been 

governor of Hatti, Guti, and Namri in different years, not all at the same time, or he could 

have been turning the spotlight on himself against the shadow of a weak king. 

 

Table 2.1. The Assyrian eponyms in the vassal provinces of the Northern Zagros 

mountains and its foothills  

Year Limmu/Eponym province/city 

 

Reign of the Assyrian king 

 

849 Hadi-lupušu Nai‘ri Shalmaneser III 

839 Šulmu-beli-lamur Arzuhina Shalmaneser III 

839/837 Ninurta-ilaiia Arzuhina Shalmaneser III 

838 Ninurta-kibsī-uṣur Na‘iri Shalmaneser III 

837 Q/Kurdi-Ashur Kirruri Shalmaneser III 

835 Šepa-šarri Kirruri Shalmaneser III 

829 Hubaiia?? Arrapha Shalmaneser III 

828 Ili-mukin-ahi ? Mazamua Shalmaneser III 

813 Mušekniš Kirruri Šamši-Adad V 

811 Shamash-kuma Arrapha Šamši-Adad V 

810 Bel-qata-ṣabat Mazamua Adad-nārārī III 

808 
Nergal-ilaiia 

(field marshal) 
Media Adad-nārārī III 

801 Ninurta-ilaiia Arzuhina Adad-nārārī III 

802 Ashur-bašti/balti-ekurri Arrapha Adad-nārārī III 

798/796 Aššur=bela/u-uṣur Kirruri Adad-nārārī III 

787 Ṣil-Ištar Arbail Adad-nārārī III 

784 Marduk-šarra-uṣur Arbail Adad-nārārī III 

783 Ninurta-naṣir Mazamua Adad-nārārī III 

769 Bel-ilaiia Arrapha Aššur-dān III 

768 Aplāya/Aplaia 
(Mā)zamua, Amedi/ Arakdi, 

and Aššur/ Dūr-Aššur
508

 
Aššur-dān III 

759 

 
Pan-Ashur-lamur Arbail Aššur-dān III 

765 

 

Ninurta-mukin-niši 

 
Kirruri Aššur-dān III 

                                                           
508

Assur stela 34 reads Aplāy , Š -kin KUR.Za-mu-u-a URU.A-me-di URU.Aššur, ―Aplāya, governor of 

(Mā)zamua, Amedi, and Aššur‖. Reade and Finkel comment on the context and the translation of the text, and 

assume that he had ―an extraordinary range of responsibilities‖, since Māzamua was in northeastern Iraq (the 

Sulaimania region) and Amedi was in southeastern Turkey (Diyarbekir). Because ―the text is abraded‖ they 

suggest another reading for the second name: URU a-
┌
rak

┐
-di; see Reade and Finkel 1998: 248-254; Grayson 

1993: 42-45. That is more likely, since Arakdi was also mentioned by Assurnasirpal II as one of the cities in 

Zamua: ―I went down to the city Tuku1ti-Aššur-asbat which the Lullu call Arrakdu.‖ RIMA II, A.0.101.1, ii 77). 

Radner assumes that probably the last mentioned toponym in the last line is the same Dūr-Assur/Atlila of 

Zamua. This is also mentioned in the annals of Assurnasirpal II, see RIMA II: A.0.101.1ii 84b-86a. For further 

details about the cities and the eponym see SAAS XI 251; PNA I/1. 
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757 

 

Ninurta-iddin 

 

Kurbail 

 

Aššur- nārārī  IV 

 

759 

 

Pan-Ashur-lamur 

 

Arbail 

 

Aššur- nārārī  IV 

 

745 

 

Nabû-bela-uṣur 

 

KUR.ul-lu-ba 

 

Tiglath-pileser III 

 

735 

 

Ashur-šallimanni 

 

Arrapha 

 

Tiglath-pileser III 

 

733/732 Aššur-da‘inanni Mazamua Tiglath-pileser III 

732 Nabû-bela-uṣur 
Si‘me/Simme (near 

Arrapha)
509

 
Tiglath-pileser III 

729/728 Liphur-ilu Kirruri (Kìr-ru-ri) Tiglath-pileser III 

714 Ištar-duri Arrapha Sargon II 

712 

 

Šarru-enyrabbu/emuranni 

 
Mazamua 

Sargon II 

 

712 

 
Šarru-emuranni Lullume (KUR.lul-lu-mi-e) Sargon II 

710 Šamaš-belu-usur Arzuhina Sargon II 

708 Šamaš-upahhir Kirruri Sargon II 

702/701 Nabû-le‘i Arbail Sennacherib 

699/698 Bêl-šarrani Kurba‘il Sennacherib 

640/635? 

 

Ashur-gārūa-niri 

 
r b šāqê 

Ashurbanipal 

 

 

640? 

 

Šarru-metu-uballiṭ 

 

Mazamua 

 

Ashurbanipal 
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2.3. Toponyms and Geographical names 

2.3.1. Toponyms and Geographical names in the light of the Assyrian records. 

Hundreds of toponyms and geographical names of the Northern Zagros are mentioned in 

the ancient records of the ancient Near East in Sumerian, Akkadian, Babylonian, Assyrian, 

and Urartian inscriptions.  

The kings of the Zagros who mention local toponyms in their inscriptions record them in 

Akkadian in cuneiform. The Bukan stele is the only known Aramaic record to mention 

toponyms, Zi‘tar which probably stands for the Mannean capital Izirtu/Zirta, and Musasir, 

which occurs several times in the Assyrian annals. No toponym or geographical name is as 

yet recorded in a local language. In fact no text in a local language of the Northern Zagros is 

known. Nevertheless, from the known inscriptions we have the names of lands, countries, 

kingdoms, provinces, districts, cities, towns, villages, with geographical features such as 

rivers, seas, lakes, mountains, and passes. 

 

2.3.2. Toponyms marked with the determinative URU 

The names of cities, towns, forts, strongholds and villages are prefixed with the 

determinative URU/ālu, but some cities have KUR or URU. In the Assyrian inscriptions ‗the 

interchange of KUR and URU is well attested.‘
510

 URU can also refer to villages in general 

which are not specifically named in the Assyrian annals, when the Assyrian kings occupied or 

destroyed them. Some were named with the determinative URU but many remain anonymous, 

probably to exaggerate. When the Assyrian annals refer to villages in the western empire and 

the Assyrian heartland, kapru is the term translated as ―village‖, for a settlement in the open 

country or a suburban settlement.
511

 Shalmaneser III campaigning in Raṣappa, Laqê, Anat, 

Suhi, and the Mount Sangar often refers to villages in general as URU kap-ra-ni-šú.
512

 

Postgate assumes that URU.ŠE is the writing for the Akkadian kapru, ―village‖.
513

 

 

2.3.3. Zagrosian cities prefixed with Bīt/É 

The names of some Zagrosian cities, especially in Media during the late 8
th

 and 7
th

 century 

BCE, begin with the prefix Bīt, it is translated as ―house of-‖.  a common Semitic 

(Babylonian, Assyrian and Aramaic) designation for a city or tribe title. The Median cities 

named in that way include Bīt-Zatti, Bīt-Abdadani, Bīt-Kapsi, Bīt-Sangi, Bīt-Uzakki, Bīt-

Ištar, Bīt-Hamban, Bīt-Bagaya/Bīt-Bagaia (renamed to Kār-Ištar), Bīt-Parnakki, Bīt-Ḫamba, 

Bīt-Kari,
514  

(Bīt-) Ramatua of 
m

Ra-ma-te-ia,
515

 Bīt-Sagbat, Bīt-Ḫirmami, Bīt-Umargi, Bīt-

Kilamzah (
uru

É-
m

Ki-lam-za-ah)  and Bīt(É)-
m

Ku-bat-ti etc.
516
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   Its use in Media may have been influenced by Kassites or Babylonians, since these cities 

were not far from the Babylonian frontier. Zadok assumes that ―n m s b ginning with Bīt  r  

continuing the Middle Babylonian practice of naming regions after Kassite and other 

tribes.‖
517

 The Assyrian scribes when using Bīt may well have considered the Medes a tribal 

society,
518

 ruled by chieftains, where every city was the main settlement of a tribe (a Bīt). It 

could also be that Bīt was the Assyrian translation for a Median term with similar meaning. 

 

2.3.4. Rivers, seas and waters of the Northern Zagros in the Assyrian records 

Rivers and seas (inland lakes) related to the Zagros and Assyria are also mentioned in the 

records, with the same determinative for both. For a wide stretch of water in a river, such as 

Idu (modern Satu Qala) and the Sea of Zamua, the Assyrian scribe uses mû. In the Lower Zab 

boats and calaks were used, where modern scholars translate as ―sea‖, because they located 

Idu near Lake Zrêbar.
519

 Now we know that Idu was located on the west bank of the Lower 

Zab, ca. 250 km to the southwest of Lake Zrêbar.
520

 Therefore, when Shalmaneser III 

mentions mû he did not mean ―sea‖ but the water of the Lower Zab river near the city of Idu, 

where the river becomes wider. 

   When rivers and tributaries are recorded both are prefixed with the determinative ID2.
521

 

Sargon II in his eighth campaign in 714 BCE on his way from Nairi to Musasir refers to the 

Upper Zab river, and says that the local people of Nairi and Kirhi (Habhu) called it 

Elamunia:
522

 

...I set out and took the road to Musasir, a difficult road....... The Upper Zab, which 

the people of Nairi and Kirhi called the Elamunia, I crossed,.... 

In the annals of Tiglath-pileser I, in Habhu, Alamun (KUR.A-la-mu-un) is mentioned as 

the name of a land or mountain in the same area as the land Habhu.
523

 Names of rivers and 

mountains remain unchanged or have slight changes for many generations and feature in folk-
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Zadok 2013: 413. 
518

Usually in the Assyrian inscriptions which deal with the Zagros Medes and Scythian are mentioned only as 

tribes, see Zadok 2013: 416. 
519

The name of the lake is incorrectly recorded by Speiser as Zeribor, see Speiser 1928: 19. 
520
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521
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and reached Musasir. The first mention of Habhu is on a boundary stone of Merodach-Baladan I: ―the ruler of 

the land Habhi crossed  over the river Zaban and engaged in plundering‖ in the area of Arrapha (Lambert 2011: 

Col. I 6-10). Lambert says the Zaban river is not the Lower Zab but the Upper Zab (Lambert 2011: 15), In my 

opinion, from that text and other Neo-Assyrian records we may conclude that the Zaban was a name for the 

Lower Zab with one of its tributaries, or for two tributaries of the Lower Zab in the mountainous area north of 

Arrapha. For further details and similar opinions see Al-Qaradagy 2008: 86, 122, 127, 136. Also, see Chapter I, 

1.2.3. 
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etymology. We find in the land of Namri (KUR.ZÁLAG) the River Namritu (ID nam-ri-

te).
524

 

 

2.3.5. Renamed cities  

Some cities faded away, but after centuries were reoccupied and given a new name. Gasur 

was used as the name of one city in the Akkadian period, but later during the Mitanni period it 

was given the Hurri-Mittanian name of Nuzi.
525

 When the Lullubean city Atlila was rebuilt by 

Ashurnasirpal II it was renamed Dur-Aššur.
526

 Sometimes Assyrians used different names 

from Urartians. Gilzanu in the Assyrian records, to be identified with modern Hasanlu, is 

referred to in Urartian inscriptions as Mešta.
527

 Similarly, the holy city Artini/Ardini in the 

Urartian inscriptions was referred to in Assyrian inscriptions and in the Neo-Assyrian 

versions of the Urartian bilingual inscriptions as Musasir. But during the Middle Assyrian 

period Assyrians called it Arinu, KUR Arini, the indigenous name.
528

 The Mannean capital in 

the annals of Shalmaneser III is Zirtu (URU.zi-ir-ta),
529

 in the annals of Sargon II Izirtu,
530

 

and in the Aramaic stele of Bukan as Za‘tar.
531

 

 

2.3.6. Two cities, one name! 

In the Assyrian empire two cities share the same name. Dûr-Aššur (URU.BÀD- š-šur) was 

the name given to a city in the land of Zamua by Ashurnasirpal II, and also of a city in the 

land of Laqê in Syria mentioned in the annals of Adad-nārārī III.
532

  

Dur-Enlil (URU.Dūr-
d
BE) is a similar case.

533
 In two of the omens of Esarhaddon, it is 

mentioned as a town on the Mannean frontier, not far from the town Šarru-iqbi. Esarhaddon 

wished to capture it.
534

 However, it is confused with Dūr-Enlil to the west of Kirruri, on the 

west bank of the Upper Zab, under the control of the r b šāqê (‗the Chief Butler‘).
535

 On the 

basis of an Assyrian record from the reign of Sargon II, Kessler shows that Dūr-Enlil was 

controlled by the r b šāqê.
536

 Following Kessler‘s suggestion, Postgate assumes that if there 
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is only one Dūr-Enlil under the r b šāqê it is ―lo  t d   st of  b r kku‘s provin  .‖
537

 But 

this could be an example of the Assyrian policy of renaming cities. They renamed several 

cities in the Zagros mountains with Assyrian names, and so the Assyrians may have renamed 

a city as Dūr-Enlil, with only one of them under the r b šāqê. Postgate says that the city of 

Dūr-Enlil ―presumably had a different non-Akkadian name earlier in its existence.‖
538

 A city 

on the Mannean border, located by Postgate approximately in the area of Aqra/Akrê, would 

be far from the control of the r b šāqê. Dūr-Enlil is suggested by Postgate as the capital of the 

administration of the r b šāqê instead of Šabirē-šu, previously proposed as the capital. That 

city is located by Kessler in the Silopi plain in southeast Turkey near Zakho and the Lesser 

Khabur, but by Postgate as Uweinat in the area of the Jebel Sinjar.
539

 

   Because the Mannean border never reached the banks of the Upper Zab, and Kirruri, 

Gilzanu, and Hubuškia were in between the Upper Zab and Lower Zab rivers, probably there 

were two different towns both called by the Assyrians Dūr-Enlil, but which might have had 

other indigenous names. 

 

2.3.7. Local linguistic elements in toponyms 

In the names of some of the Lullubean cities and lands indigenous linguistic elements are 

preserved, for example, when Shalmaneser I occupied the land Ḫalila (KUR.ḫa-li-la).
540

 

Later, in the land of Zamua, the Late Bronze and Iron Age city of Atlila (URU.at-li-la) was 

recorded by Ashurnasirpal II, and Shalmaneser III occupied and destroyed the city of 

Kinabilila (URU ki-in-ab-li-la) to the south west of Atlila.
541

 Kinabilila (URU. Ki-in-ab-li-la) 

was said to be located in Media, near or on the way to the Median city Ḫarḫar.
542

 These three 

toponyms, Halila, Atlila and Kinabilila, are similar in type and are all located near the banks 

of the Upper Diyala/Sirwan river. That they all end with /-lila/, may not be an accident. It was 

probably a local suffix or had a specific meaning in the local language. Similarly, several 

names in Zamua end with /-du/ or /-tu/, such as Idu/Itu, Parsindu, Iritu, Suritu, and some 

other Lullubi names end with /-ru/, such as Zamru, Ammaru, or with /-ku/, such as 

Arasidku.
543

  

To the west of the Lower Zab, and east of Kirruri, in the land of Tummu, some toponyms 

began with /Aru-/, such as Arura, Arubê, and Arunu mountain.
544

 In the same area names of 
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mountains had /-nu/ ‗suffixes‘, such as Urinu, Arunu, and Etinu.
545

 Some mountains have 

similar endings, /-unu/ or /-inu/: Urinu, Etinu and Arunu.
546

  

To the east of the Rania plain and the Lower Zab is Mount Kullar,
547

 and in one of the 

Shemshara letters Kularum occurs as a personal name that is possibly related to Mount 

Kullar.
548

 It was mentioned by Sargon II in his eighth campaign as Kullar (KUR Kúl-la-

ar).
549

 Tukulti-Ninurta I in his annals refers to the mount Lalar (KUR la-la-ar) in the same 

area.
550

 Kullar and Lallar are both located on the Lower Zab, and both end in /-la-ar/.
551

  

In Zamua beyond Mount Nispi are two cities with names beginning with /ár-/: Arzizu 

(URU ár-zi-zu) (Rabat Tepe) and Arsindu (URU ár-si-in-du).
552

 In Lullubu the cities 

Paranzi, Parsindu (URU pár-sin-du) both begin with /Pár-/, as does Parsua (URU pár-su-a 

a) to the east of Lullume written with the same sign.
553

 Two Median cities  begin with /Par-/ 

and end with -kka/: Partakka and Partukka.
554

 The suffix or sound /ndu/ is found in 

Parsindu, Arsindu and Hualsundu toponyms in Zamua.
555

 

In the land Daiēnu the first known Urartian capital Arzašku(n)/Arṣašku(n) existed, and to 

the south east of it the River Arṣania bordered the land Daiēnu. Both the capital Arṣašku(n) 

and the river Arṣania begin with /Arṣa/Arza-/.
556

 

Ništun has the Hurrian suffix /-un/ like other toponyms in that area beyond the passes of 

Kirruri, including Hiptunu the centre of the office of the Palace Herald (nāgir  k li), Mount 

Išrun (KUR. iš-ru-un),
557

 the cities of Birdunu, Kipšuna, Bargun, Uuadkun  nd Arz škun 

(the Urartian capital during the time of Aramu) and Hudun (URU.hu-du-un, a city near 

Hibushkia and Gilzanu).
558

 Also, the city Barzaništun has the same Hurrian suffix /-un/.
559

 

Three lands end with the Hurrian suffix /-un/: Uadkun, Bargun, Zingun, not 

coincidentally.
560

 All these toponyms have /-un/ or /-unu/ as suffixes.
561

 The capital city of 

the nearby land of Qumeni, URU.Kib/p-šu, Ki-ib/p-ša (URU.Ki-ib/p-šu-na) also, has the 

Hurrian suffix –un.
562

 Another element was /Hab-/, its attested in name of two lands in the 
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same direction one after another, which are the KUR.Hab-ru-ri (Habruri) and KUR.Hab-

hu.
563

  

Some ‗Median‘ cities and tribes mentioned in the annals of Tiglath-pileser III have specific 

suffixes. Sangillu (LÚ.sa-an-gi-il-lu) is linked to people from Illilu (il-lil-a-a), and it has the 

same element /Sangi-/ as in Bīt-Sangi-būti.
564

 In Parsua two fortified cities had the same 

suffix /-hamānu/: Šalahamānu (URU šá-la-ha-ma-nu) and Kinihamānu (URU ki-ni-ha-ma-

nu) which were occupied by Shalmaneser III.
565

 

 

2.3.8. Zagrosian city-names prefixed with Akkadian Dūr/BÀD  

The Sumerian logogram BÀD in Akkadian is translated as Dūr (du-ú-rum), ―city w ll,‖ 

―fortifi  tion,‖  nd  s ―fortr ss.‖
566

 Several names in the Northern Zagros have this 

Akkadian prefix to mean it was a stronghold. We have Dūr-Ashur in Zamua,
567

 and in Zamua 

there is a mention of Dūr-Lullumê, also, two Zamuan postal stages are recorded in an 

administrative letter from the reign of Sargon II. They are mentioned in the course of 

organizing and improving postal services between Arzuhina and Zamua and beyond as Dūr-

Taliti, Dūr-Atanate, and Dūr-Lullumê.
568

 Also, we have Dūr-Enlil on the Mannean border, 

as well as Dūr-Enlil, the capital of the district office of the r b šāqê. /Dūr-/ may be the 

translation of the Assyrian scribes for a local term with a similar meaning, or the term was 

borrowed from Assyria or Babylonia. It was well known to the Kassites, who called their 

capital Dūr-Kurigalzu, and in the same period there was Dūr-Kadašman-Enlil.
569

 

   Sometimes scribes preferred using archaic names. In some Neo-Assyrian inscriptions we 

find Karduniaš, a name used first time by the Kassites in the second millennium BCE for 

Babylonia. Similarly Neo-Babylonian scribes called Assyria Subartu, the name of the land 

before the Assyrians
570

. References in Neo-Assyrian annals to Guti (KUR. Gu-te9-e) fail to 

recognise that this land and people
571

 probably did not survive into the Iron Age as a distinct 

group and state. 
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2.3.9. The Assyrian policy of re-naming Zagrosian cities 

When assyrianising the people of the occupied lands the Assyrians left themselves open to 

the cultures of those they had made vassals. Deportees and emissaries and auxiliary foreign 

units in the Assyrian army were depicted on Assyrian reliefs in their traditional dress, for 

there were no uniforms in the Assyrian army. The Assyrian influence on toponyms of the 

Zagros and other areas of the Near East which they occupied is clear. Perhaps it is more 

noticeable in the Zagros because there, unlike Syria or Babylonia, they did not speak Semitic. 

Akkadian, Aramaic, and Hebrew are all Semitic languages and close to each other, but the 

Zagrosian languages were not Semitic and very different from Akkadian.  

   The Assyrians processed re-naming toponyms in two ways. The first and most common 

way was shaping the local toponym to a meaningful term in Assyrian. The pronunciation of 

some names or toponyms changed from one period to another, often through folk-etymology. 

Urbilum was a city from the Bronze Age until now. The third millennium city Urbilum 

(modern Erbil) was called Urbēl (ma-a-at ur-bi-e-el) during the second millennium BCE.
572

 

In the Neo-Assyrian records it was called Arbail. Later the /l/ of Arbail was changed into /r/ 

in the Achaemenid period, and so we find Persian Arbirā.
573

 Arbera/Arbaira (A-r-b-i-r-a) 

became Arbela in the classical records.
574

 Eventually Arbil/Arbir changed to Hawler, through 

a long proces of folk-etymology, with /A/ changing to modern Kurdish /Ha/, and /b/ changing 

to /u/ or /w/. By consonantal metathesis il/ir changes to /lêr/, giving the sequence Urbilum-

Urbel-Arbail-Arbira-Arbela-Erbil, and nowadays Hawlêr or Arbil/Erbil. 

Some toponyms are recorded with signs indicating Akkadian and Semitic sounds such as 

/ṣ/ or /ṭ/. Probably these sounds did not exist in the languages of local Zagrosian groups, 

because they did not speak Akkadian or any other Semitic language which are typified by 

these sounds. Local Zagrosian languages may have had sounds like /ṣ/ or /ṭ/, but not the same 

as in Akkadian. Without local records, this cannot be proved.  

   The Assyrian scribes probably recorded the Hurrian sound /ž/ of some of the Hurrian 

toponyms as /z/ or /s/ or even /ṣ/. But there is no contemporary evidence of such a recording 

of the Hurrian toponyms by the Hurrian themselves, because we have no indigenous Hurrian 

records. When transliterating some of the toponyms the cuneiform signs chosen by one scribe 

were different from those used by another scribe. Musasir could be a name given by 

Assyrians in the Assyrian versions of the Urartian inscriptions, or a local name pronounced 

locally probably in a Hurrian dialect as Musasir (not Musasir), Muzazir, or even migh be 

pronounced locally as Mužažir.
575

 We have to bear in mind that one of the suggested readings 

for the name of Musasir on the seal of Urzana suggested in Collon 1994 is šàr URU.Mu-šá-

sir, ―king of ‗th   ity‘ Mus sir.‖
576

  

Sometimes the tomponym was not written as a logogram, but phonetically, such as the 

Gutian city ―M šh ṭ-š rri on th  opposit  b nk of th  Low r Z b.‖
577

 Perhaps locally it was 

pronounced differently. 
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A second way Assyrian scribes recorded Zagros toponyms was to follow the Assyrian 

policy of renaming Zagrosian cities with names of Assyrian deities or kings.
578

 Other 

Zagrosian toponyms were renamed by the Assyrian kings intentionally for a specific purpose. 

This Neo-Assyrian policy of renaming starts with Ashurnasirpal II, who renamed several 

cities. After Ashurnasirpal II‘s campaign on Ḫabḫu, occupying its capital the city of Ništun, 

he claims to have made an inscription and probably renamed Ništun, he says ―I erected (it) on 

th  ēqu-mountain in the city (called) Ashurnasirpal II at the source of the spring.‖
579

 In his 

annals there is an indirect indication that after Ashurnasirpal II captured the city of Ništun 

beyond Kirruri in the land of Habhu, he renamed it ―the city of Ashurnasirpal‖ (URU 
m
 ššur- 

PAB-A).
580 

  

Assyrian kings referring to some cities said ―I renamed it‖ but for others they said that the 

local people called it another name. Ashurnasirpal II when at Zamua refers to Tukulti-Aššur-

aṣbat and says, ―I w nt down to th   ity Tukultī-Aššur-aṣbat which the Lullu call Arrakdia.‖
581

 

But for the Zamuan city Atlila he says ―I renamed it Dur-Ashur‖.
582

  

   Sargon II renamed six Median cities, all prefixed with Kār followed by the name of an 

Assyrian god or king name. Radner translates the prefix as ―trading quay‖.
583

 Harhar became 

Kār-Šarruki.
584

 Kišešlu became Kār-Nabû,
585

 and Kišesim became Kār-Nergal.
586

 

Sennacherib renamed the Median city Elenzaš as Kār-Sen-ahhe-eriba (trading quay of 

Sennacherib or ―S nn  h ribburg).‖
587

 This renaming was for political and economic 

purposes.
588

 

Elenzash I turned into the royal city and stronghold of that district. I changed its former 

n m ,   lling its n m  Kār-Sennacherib. Peoples of the lands my hands had 

conquered I settled in it. To my official, the governor of Harhar, I handed it over. Thus I 

extended my land. 

  Even toponyms in the Central Zagros in modern Luristan were renamed. Esarhaddon 

mentioned Til-Aš(š)urri which was called Pitānu by people from Meḫrānu in Media.
589

 

Tiglath-pileser III in his annals mentioned several cities in the land of Ulluba. One of them 

had an Assyrian name, Aššurdāya, although the local population may have pronounce this 
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name differently. Ulluba, a buffer province between Assyria and Urartu and an ally of Urartu, 

Tiglath-pilseser III occupied and annexed it to Assyria:
590

 

I  nn x d to Assyri  th  l nd of Ullub  in its  ntir ty, th   iti s of Bitirru, P rīsu, 

T šuḫa, Manṭun, Sardaurrianan, Diulla-ana-N l, Sikibs , Aššurdāy , B butta, Luisa, 

(and) Tapsia, fortresses of the land Urartu that (are located) behind Mount Nal. 

Tiglath-pileser III continues: ―I built    ity in th  l nd Ullub  ( nd) I n m d it Aššur-iqīš . 

I placed a eunuch of mine as provincial governor over it.‖
591

 He is supposed to have used it as 

an administrative post.
592

 

    During his campaign to Mannea, Tiglath-pileser III claims that the Mannean king Ianzu 

came to the city Dūr-Tiglath-pileser (URU.BÀD-
m 

tukul-ti-A-é-šár-ra ―Fort Tiglath-pileser‖) 

to submit, and that Ianzu brought tribute of horses, mules, oxen, sheep, goats and military 

equipment.
593

 Dūr-Tiglath-pileser was not in the Assyrian heartland, but somewhere in the 

Zagros, to the west of Mannea and to the east of the Assyrian frontier. We do not know if the 

city was built by Tiglath-pileser III himself or if it existed already and was renamed by 

Tiglath-pileser. Table 2.2. lists the Zagrosian toponyms renamed by Assyrian kings from the 

9
th

 to the 7
th

 centuries BCE. 

There are some cases where the local name of a river or mountain was first preserved and 

later renamed. In the Middle Assyrian period, Tiglath-pileser I campaigned against the land of 

Musri (Musasir) and mentioned the Elamuni mountain near the city of Arinu/Ardini.
594

 But 

later Sargon II in his campaign in 714 BCE says that Elamunia is the local name of the Upper 

Zab river: ―The Upper Zab, which the people of Nairi and Kirhi[Habhu] called the Elamunia, 

I crossed.‖
595

 Also, Ashurnasirpal II says ―Mount Niṣir which the Lullu call Mount Kiniba.‖
596

 

Sometimes Assyrian scribes could not record names properly because they could not 

pronounce them properly. During the plundering of metal objects at Musasir, the Assyrian 

scribe wrote ―120 great and small bronze objects (udî), of the workmanship of the land, 

whose names are not easy to write.‖
597

 Luckenbill comments on that expression and he says it 

is ―an interesting touch. The difficulties the Assyrian scribe encountered when trying to 

render foreign proper names were many and were variously met.‖
598

  

   From what we have said about the toponyms of the Northern Zagros, it becomes clear 

that our knowledge about them during the Iron Age mostly comes from the Assyrian 

inscriptions, where they are recorded in Akkadian. These records do not give an accurate 

representation of local pronunciation. But it is all we have for understanding the languages of 

the Northern Zagros, and these toponyms provide only fragmentary information. The 

Assyrians, in seeking to control the Northern Zagros militarily, followed a policy of renaming 
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the Zagrosian cities to assimilate their culture, religion and political control over the land, the 

people, the economy and trade. This culminated in the annexation of the occupied territories. 

 

 

Table 2.2. Cities in the Northern Zagros renamed by the Assyrians 

Indigenous 

name 
Renamed to Land/Province Renamed by Source 

Atlila 

 

Dûr –Aššur Zamua Ashurnaripal II RIMA II A.0.101.1 ii 84b-86a. 

Arrakdia Tukultī-Aššur-aṣbat Zamua Ashurnasirpal II RIMA II A.0.101.17  101-102. 

Ništun Ašurnasirpal 
Habhu beyond 

Kirruri 
Ashurnasirpal II RIMA II A.0. 101.1: i 58b-69a 

Ulluba Ashur- iqīša Ulluba 
Tiglath-pileser 

III 
RINAP I 39: 28b-29. 

? 

Dūr-Tiglath-pileser 

(URU.BÀD-
m 

tukul-ti-A-é-šár-ra 

On the border of 

Mannea-Assyria 

Tiglath-pileser 

III 
RINAP I 47:39b-41. 

Harhar 

 
Kâr-Šarrukēn Media Sargon II ARAB II 11. 

Kišešlu 
Kâr-Nabû 

 
Media Sargon II ARAB II  14. 

Bīt-Bagaia 
Kâr-Ištar 

 
Media Sargon II ARAB II 10, 11, 14. 

Kindâu Kâr-Sîn Media Sargon II ARAB II 14. 

Kišesim 
Kâr-Urta/Kār-

Nergal 
Media Sargon II ARAB II 14. 

Anzaria Kâr-Adad Media Sargon II ARAB II 10. 

Elenzaš Kâr-Sin-ahhe-eriba Media Sennacherib RINAP III/1 3:32. 

Pitānu Til-Aš(š)urri Meḫrānu/Media Esarhaddon RINAP IV 18 iii 56-58. 
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2.4. Literature and mythology  

Ancient Mesopotamian literature in its early period dealt with the Zagros mountains and 

beyond, both geographically and mythologically. The Zagros foothills were on the eastern 

frontier of Sumer, Babylon and Assyria. These were the heights seen far to the east from some 

of the main ancient Mesopotamian cities. It was the place where the Sun (UTU/Shamash) 

rises every morning. It was one of the places which supplied Sumer, Akkad/Babylonia and 

Assyria with raw materials and with human resources (slaves, corveé labour, and captures). 

Therefore, it was treated as a place to be conquered, as a place from which devils and a threat 

of destruction and occupation came, a place where some of the events and scenes of epics and 

myths happened. The earliest example in Sumerian literature are the Epic of Enmerkar and the 

Lord of Aratta. An important part of the story of the Epic of Enmerkar is set in the Zagros 

ranges and beyond, and so are the references to economic relations between the Zagros and 

beyond, and Sumer.
599

  

   Assyria inherited the culture and literature of Sumer and Akkad/Babylonia, so most of 

these epics and myths were well known to the Assyrian scribes of the temples and the court, 

sometimes they were quoting friom the available literature when they record the Assyrian 

annals. Some were copied by the Assyrians, and there are Assyrian versions of most of the 

Sumerian and Akkadian/Babylonian originals, such as the Gilgamesh Epic, the Epic/Myth of 

Anzu, and the Creation Myth Enūma Eliš.
600

 

   The Assyrian annals sometimes include literary descriptions of the landscape of the 

Northern Zagros. For instance Sargon II describes the road that he took to Musasir:
601

 

…I  ross d,  mong Sh i k, Ardikshi, Ulâiau and Alluriau, high mountains, lofty ridges, 

steep mountain peaks (?) which defy description, through which there is no trail for the 

p ss g  of foot soldi rs,  mong whi h mighty w t rf lls t  r th ir w y…. A n rrow 

road, a straight passage, where th  foot soldi rs p ss d sid w ys, I pr p r d (―m d  

good‖) for th  p ss g  of my  rmy b tw  n th m. 

Such a poetic description indicates that the king‘s scribes joined his campaigns in the 

mountains and were interested in recording many details. 

 

2.4.1. The Mount Niṣir/Nimuš of the Gilgamesh Epic where the Ark landed 

In the story of the Flood in the Epic of Gilgamesh the name of the mountain where the Ark 

landed is recorded as Niṣir/Nimuš in Zamua.
602

 One reading of the toponym is Niṣir (KUR.ni-

ṣir), and the other one is Nimuš (KUR.ni-MUŠ). The modern name is Pir-e-Megrun, east of 

the Lower Zab, about 40 km north-west of Sulaimania.
603

 Finkel prefers reading Niṣir instead 
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of Nimuš.
604

 Mount Nispi (KUR ni-is-pi) in Zamua is mentioned as a ―rugged mountain‖ in 

the annals of Ashurnasirpal II in ca. 882 BCE.
605

 According to Ahmed this is Mount Nisbe, 

the same as Nišba of the Middle Bronze Age when it was sanctified and deified as the 

supreme patron deity of the Simurrum kingdom.
606

 Speiser identified Mount Nišpi with the 

Hawramān Mountains southeast of Sulaimania on the Iran-Iraqi border, but that is less 

probable.
607

 Nišpi is identified by Ahmed with Middle Bronze Age Mount Nišba and with 

modern Pir-e-Megrun.
608

 According to the inscription of Ashurnasirpal II, the capital city 

Bunasi of the land of Lullubi in Zamua was located on Mount Niṣir/Nimuš, where the Ark 

landed according to the Epic of Gilgamesh.
609

 Ashurnasirpal II gives the local name of the 

mountain, ―which the Lullubeans call Kinipa.‖
610

 In that area also the mount Sabbu(m) (Sa-a-

bu) mentioned in the Old Babylonian and Assyrian records. The Mount called as ―mountain of 

Enlil‖.
611

 

   Parpola called the place where the ark landed and where an offering was made by 

Utnapishtim (the Babylonian Noah) on a rock of the mountain a ‗ziggurat‘ or ‗church‘. 

Parpola explains this assumption by interpreting several terms from ancient, medieval and 

modern stories about the flood in Aramaic, Akkadian and other ancient and modern 

languages. He discusses different elements from stories about the Flood, and when referring 

to the place as the ‗church‘ or ‗ziggurat‘ he tries to find a link between the religion of the 

ancient Assyrians and the modern Nestorian/Syrian Christians of northern Mesopotamia and 

the Zagros. Calling them modern Assyrians is a rather weak suggestion. Parpola‘s assumption 

is based on interpreting an expression from the epic which he translated as ―a church built on 

rock, against which the gates of hell shall not prevail.‖
612

 Parpola called this a ―prototype of 

the Assyrian church,‖ by which he means ―Assyrian church‖ of modern Nestorians. But in 

early Christianity, in the medieval period, as late as the late 19
th

 century CE, they themselves 

never had any notion of a link to the ancient Assyrians of the first millennium BCE.  

 

2.4.2. Gilgamesh and Enkidu killing Humbaba 

The iconography of the depicted figures in the art of the Northern Zagros include 

depictions of some well-known motifs from Mesopotamian mythology and epics. One scene 

on the golden bowl of Hasanlu seems to come from the Epic of Gilgamesh, showing 

Gilgamesh and Enkidu killing Humbaba (fig. 2.2. a.).
613

 According to Muscarella the 
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―Humbaba‖ motif in Hasanlu art was inspired by North Syrian art.
614

 However, that is not 

clear. A similar scene from the epic of Gilgamesh was depicted on a bronze beaker said to 

have come from the Ziwiye treasure.
615

 

 

Fig. 2.2. a. A scene from the epic of Gilgamesh on the golden bowl of Hasanlu (drawing 

by M. de Schauensee, after Porada 1965: fig.63-64). 

 

   On an Assyrian cylinder seal some figures are depicted.
616

 A figure who holds a bow and 

a quiver is probably Gilgamesh, he is killing a bearded lamassu. The goddess standing behind 

him is probably Ištar/Innana, unhappy about the killing of the lamassu/the bull of heaven. 

Another hero, probably Enkidu, pulls the tail of the lamassu to help Gilgamesh kill the 

lamassu. Calmeyer comments that the style of the dress of Gilgamesh is second millennium, a  

―slightly old-fashioned outfit of Babylonian royalty, and Enkidu has the curly hair of a half-

civilised creature from the steppes.‖
617

  

   Gilgamesh in Assyrian art killing Humbaba is seen on Neo-Assyrian cylinder seals. 

Some details here are similar to those on the bronze beaker of Ziwiye. In both Humbaba 

wears a short skirt, Gilgamesh wears the headdress of a god and a long robe open at the front 

over a short skirt. Enkidu in a short skirt joins Gilgamesh in killing Humbaba with short 

swords or daggers and they both have quivers on their backs.
618

 

   Gilgamesh is also depicted on an Assyrian relief-sculpture in the palace of Sargon II in 

Dur-Sharrukin. That depiction is the biggest known depiction of Gilgamesh in the known 

Near Eastern art, measuring 5.52 m height. It shows a huge hero with curled hair, identified as 

Gilgamesh, holding a lion.
619

 According to Battini, sculpting an image of Gilgamesh in the 

palace of Sargon II was related to Assyrian kingship.
620

  

The question which is raised here is whether the scenes on the Zagros objects were carved 

under a direct Babylonian influence or whether an influence transferred from Assyria 

indirectly to the Zagros. There was Babylonian contact with the Northern Zagros, but the 

contact with Hurrians and Mittani in the second millennium BCE was also significant. 
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Gilgamesh figures in the Mittanni art of Nuzi, and Nuzi had strong economic relations with 

the Northern Zagros, since it was located in the Zagros foothills. (fig. 2.2.b.).
621

 This may 

explain why the epic was known in the foothills of the Northern Zagros, and probably also 

among the Hurrian speaking peoples in the Zagros. There is no doubt that Hurrians after the 

fall of the Mittani Empire were part of the population of Assyria in the Northern Zagros towns 

and kingdoms. This might probably be the reason that the epic appears in the Iron Age art of 

the Northern Zagros.  

 
Fig. 2.2.b.: A Mittanian seal impressions from Arrapha (Kirkuk). The right scene shows 

Gilgamesh and Enkidu killing Humbaba with daggers (after Frankfort 1939: p. 184, Text-fig. 

53). 

 

2.4.3. The story/epic of Etana 

The epic of Etana is an interesting story in ancient Mesopotamian literature, about the 

Sumerian king Etana, who had to fly to heaven to visit the god Anu, to ask for a child. It is 

well recorded in cuneiform records, including a Neo-Assyrian version of the story.
622

 But in 

Mesopotamian art it is recorded in visual art only on some Akkadian and contemporary 

Elamite seals.
623

 Both depictions select the part of the story when Etana departs on the back of 

the eagle (fig. 2.3).  

 
Fig.2.3. A scene from the golden bowl of Hasanlu, showing a person (lady) on the back of 

an eagle (after Porada 1965: fig.63). 
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In the Northern Zagros this scene is not depicted, but there is a depiction of a lady on the 

back of an eagle on the golden bowl of Hasanlu. Here perhaps the queen is flying to Anu 

instead of the king Etana. If so, it shows that in the Zagros the epic was adapted. The depicted 

lady would represent the wife of Etana, so that his wish be granted and he would have a 

successor for his throne. The child on the back of the eagle is meant to be the result of Etana‘s 

request to Anu for a child. Alternatively, the people of the Iron Age in the Northern Zagros in 

the area of Urmia basin might have had another version of the story, different in detail from 

the Sumerian and Akkadian versions. At the moment, this speculation unprovable, but it 

would fit in with folklore related to the mountains, the habitat of the eagles.  

 

2.4.4. Capturing Anzu  in the „Zagros‟ mountains 

The Sumerian epic of Anzu is about a bird born on the mountain and taken by Enlil to be 

his door keeper. But Anzu stole the Tablet of the Destinies of the Universe from Enlil and fled 

to the mountain. The Sumerian pantheon chose a brave god to fight Anzu and bring back the 

Tablet of Destinies from the mountains (probably the Zagros). 

After Anzu had stolen ―th  insigni  of Enlilship‖ he went to the mountain, which is 

assumed to be the same Šaršar mountain where Anzu was born:
624

  

On, th  high mount in […] in h r bosom Anun[n ki…] Anzu w s born […] A s w 

w s [his] b  k […].
625

 

 Ninurta was appointed to fight, and he killed Anzu with a flood in the midst of the 

mountains:
626

  

He flooded, brought mayhem to the mountain meadows, 

He flooded the vast earth in his fury, 

He flooded the midst of the mountains, he killed wicked Anzu. 

   The Akkadians seem to have had another version of the story, not known from any text 

but reflected in their art. On several Akkadian cylinder seals Anzu was not killed but was 

captured and brought before Enki.
627

 Anzu threatened the gods by stealing the tablet beause 

this would lead to disorder. In the Sumerian version of the myth, Lugalbanda (the Sumerian 

king of the First Dynasty of Uruk) did not fight Anzu, but invited Anzu to a feast. There he 

made him drunk and he captured him and retrieved the Tablet of Destinies. It was in the 

Assyrian version of the epic that the pantheon chose Ninurta to fight Anzu. Ninurta captured 

Anzu and brought him back before Enki.
628
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   This story spread to other cultures of the Near East. Several copies have been found in 

Babylon, Susa, Sultan Tepe (in Anatolia), and Assyria.
629

 Ninurta‘s capture of Anzu is 

described as flooding the mountains, ―He flooded the midst of the mountains, he killed wicked 

Anzu!‖
630

 Scholars have noticed that in the Neo-Assyrian royal inscriptions, some ―literary 

allusions‖ to mythical texts including the Anzu Epic and the Babylonian Creation Epic. 

Annus suggests that Shalmaneser III compared himself with Ninurta when he ―sl w  ll his 

 n mi s  nd  nnihil t d (th m) lik    flood.‖
631

 In choosing the term ‗flooding‘ in the 

Assyrian annals for attacking their enemies in the Zagros the Assyrian kings, like the 

Sumerian and Akkadian kings, used a literary allusion to give themselves the role of Ninurta 

fighting Anzu in the mountains. If their enemies were to take control of Assyria, the power of 

the Assyrians and their deities would fall into disorder and their universe would crumble, as 

Anzu had threatened to do. The Sumerians similarly described the Gutians and the Lullubeans 

as barbarous, wild rams, and fanged snakes in the mountains. They considered the Gutian 

period as a period of chaos, conforming to the bad image of the Gutian people in Sumerian 

literature.
632

 In that way the Sumerian king Utu-ḫeĝal, in his inscription about defeating the 

Gutians in Sumer, describes the Gutian control of Sumer.
633

 

Gu[tium], the fanged serpent of the mountain, who acted with violence against the 

gods, who carried off the kingship of the land of Sumer to the mountain land, who 

fi[ll] d th  l nd of Sum r with wi k dn ss, … 

That type of the Sumerian records are considered by Ahmed as Sumerian propaganda against 

the mountain people.
634

 

This quotation from the inscription of Utu-ḫeĝal shows that Anzu is the mythical image for 

the mountain people of the Zagros in the Sumerian view. As Anzu stole the tablet of destinies 

and fled to the mountain, also the Gutians ―carried the kingship of the land of Sumer to the 

mount in l nd,…‖
635

 leading to disorder in Sumer, and ―fi[ll]ed the land of Sumer with 

wi k dn ss,…‖.
636

 The Assyrian kings in their royal inscriptions called some of the leaders 

and peoples of the Zagros the ‗wicked‘ enemy. Referring to the mountainous lands as Guti 

relates to the traditional equation of Enzu with the Guti, who were contemporary with 

Akkadians and the Ur III period. A passage from the literary composition ―Lamentation over 

the Destruction of Sumer and Akkad,‖ recorded during the reign of Ibbi-Sîn, the last Ur III 

king, describes a Gutian attack on Ur and equates them with Anzu:
637

 

Enlil then sent down Gutium from the mountains. Their advance was as the flood of 

Enlil that cannot be withstood. The great storm of the plain filled the plain, it advanced 

before them.  
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The Assyrians were influenced by these records. Ashurnasirpal II in one of his campaigns 

to the Northern Zagros says: ―I thundered like the god Adad, the devastator, against the 

troops of the lands Nairi, Habhu, the Shubaru, and the land Nirbu.‖
638

 Adad-narari III 

described the troops of the Urartian king Argištu as: ―whose forece is huge like a thick 

cloud,‖
639

 then he says ―he (Argishtu) rebelled and assembled the people together at the land 

of the Guti. He put his (forces for) battle in good order (and then) all his troops marched into 

the mountains for battle.‖
640

 And then Adad-narari II attacks them: ―with the great roar of 

drums (and) weapons at the ready which reverberate terrifyingly, he rushed forth like terrible 

strom. He left fly the strormy steeds, harnessed to his chariot, against him (Argishtu) like the 

Anzu-bird and defeated him.‖
641

  

Such a description and metaphor is seen in many Assyrian royal inscriptions. The royal 

scribes may have had in their hand Sumerian, Akkadian, or Babylonian records, and they 

adapted some expressions to equate them with the Urartians and the Assyrians. The mention 

of the Guti sometimes may simply be quoted from an older texts. The scribes of the Assyrian 

kings would have been familiar with motifs from the epics and myths and would have been 

able to quote these texts. A scribe of Shalmaneser III in his narrative of the campaign against 

Aramu of Urartu and his capital Arzashkun compares the Assyrian king‘s aggression towards 

the Guti with that of Erra and Adad.
642

  

…. To s v  his lif  h  (Ar mu)  s  nd d   rugg d mount in. I slaughtered the extensive 

Guti like god Erra. I thundered like the god Adad, the devastator, against (the territory 

stretching) from the city Arzashkun to the land Gilzānu ( nd) from th  l nd Gilzānu to 

th  l nd Hubuški . (Thus) I l id my lordly brilli n   ov r th  l nd Ur rtu. 

The scribe alluded to ancient mythology as a literary device. Furthermore, as S. Adali has 

suggested, during the Neo-Assyrian period the Guti referred in general also to other peoples 

such as the Urartians and the Medes.
643

 

The Urartians were considered to be as rebellious as the Guti using the well known Anzu-

bird as a metaphore.
 
Sargon II called Urzana ―a wicked mountaineer‖.

644
 Sargon II also called 

―…the people of the land of Kakmî/ê, wicked enemies.‖
645

 He also, called ―the armies of 

Urartu, the wicked enemy….‖
646 

   The birth of Anzu brought with it flood and dust storms,
647

 as the one responsible for the 

flood produced by Ninurta.
648

 Probably this meant the flood which came from the rivers 

flowing from the mountains (the Tigris, Diyala, Lower Zab and Upper Zab). They usually in 
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the spring season bring unexpected floods to the Mesopotamian plains producing destruction 

of fields and cities in the plains.
649

  

   Demonizing peoples of the mountain in Mesopotamian literature is normal. Linking 

mountainous enemies with Anzu continues that theme. According to the epic Anzu was born 

on the mountain, Mount Šaršar, probably in the Northern Zagros.
650

 Anzu lived in the 

mountain and was appointed as ―th  doork  p r of Enlil‘s thron  room.‖
 651

 But in the 

Sumerian Epic of Lugalbanda, when Lugalbanda met Anzu on Mount Zabu, Anzu said to 

him:
 652

 

My father Enlil brought me here. He let me bar the entrance to the mountains as if 

with a great door (
giš

ig gal-gin).  

Sumerian and Babylonian myths make the heads of some devils in the Netherworld similar 

to the head of Anzu. The head of another devil is described as a lion‘s head, but its hands and 

legs are like Anzu.
653

 Anzu was considered one of the deities of the Netherworld. Probably 

that was after his defeat and capture and as punishment he was killed and went to the 

Netherworld.
654

 In the Epic of Gilgamesh, Enkidu in his fourth dream saw Enzu/Imdugu: ―I 

saw a Thunderbird in the sky, up it rose like a cloud, soaring above us.‖
 655

 

   The epic of Anzu is well attested on Akkadian seals. There the depictions focus on two 

events. One is the fight with Anzu as a normal bird (perhaps an eagle) in flight (see fig. 

2.4.a),
656

 and the other is Anzu before Enki. Anzu appears with a human head, and a bird‘s 

legs and tail. He is chained and guarded by deities including Ninurta (see fig. 2.4.b).
657

 

In the Northern Zagros an Akkadian style cylinder seal has recently been accidentally 

discovered inside a jar in one of the passes east of Ruwanduz in the direction of the Urmia 

basin near the Iranian border (fig.2.4.c-d).
658

  

a.  b.     
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c.  d  

Fig. 2.4. a. Ninurta and other deities fighting Anzu, depicted as an eagle, and trying to take 

a plant from Ninurta. Impression of an Akkadian cylinder seal (after Frankfort 1939: Pl. 

XXIII g). 

Fig. 2.4.b. Anzu captured and presented before Enki (after Frankfort 1939: Pl. XXIII f). 

Fig.2.4.c-d. Impression of a cylinder seal discovered east of Ruwanduz near the Iraqi-

Iranian border. (Photo by the author, with permission, from Ismail Shkak).  

The seal depicts several scenes of battles between gods. One of them is probably Ninurta 

fighting Anzu. The bird is depicted as a normal eagle, and is similar to an Akkadian seal 

published by Frankfort.
659

 

   The discovery of this cylinder seal in the Northern Zagros is of some interest. Firstly the 

area of Ruwanduz and the Urmia basin during the Akkadian period was used by merchants 

from Mesopotamia, for the seal is carved in a standard Akkadian style of iconography. 

Secondly this mythological scene and other scenes of fighting gods may tell us that some such 

scenes were related to the gods of the Zagros, those who are considered as deities of the 

mountains in Akkadian and Sumerian mythology. Anzu is the creature especially related to 

the mountains, stealing the Tablet of Destinies and fleeing there, and captured there.  

   The eagle in the Mesopotamian records, including Assyrian records, is usually connected 

with mountain peaks. In the Assyrian annals the Zagrosians who fled to the mountains were 

pursued by the Assyrian kings and their armies to peaks where even eagles cannot reach. 

Tukultī-Ninurta II (890-884 BC), fighting the Aramaeans and the Lullu on the bank of the 

Lower Zab, describes an attack in a mountainous area:
660

   

…. I  s  nd d  ft r th m on foot up th  hills of Mount Išrun,   rough  r   wh r in  v n 

the winged eagle of the heavens [cannot go].  

   An Assyrian relief from Nimrud from the reign of Ashurnasirpal II depicts Ninurta/Adad 

fighting Anzu (fig. 2. e).
661

 The depiction of Anzu here is similar to the Akkadian Anzu in 

some details, with the legs, tail and wings of a bird. But it differs in other details, for instance 

instead of hands and a human face it has lion‘s paws and a griffin‘s head. 

  In the contemporary Assyrian Iron Age art of the Northern Zagros there is no depiction of 

Anzu. The Assyrians considered Ninurta as the god of battle, and politically his flags and 

epithets symbolise the Assyrian army.
662

 The Assyrian annals dealing with the campaigns 

against the Northern Zagros show the Assyrian kings using symbols and names of deities 
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differently for each stage and in each province in their campaigns. Sargon II at every stage of 

his Eighth Campaign mentions a group of Mespotamian deities, who he claims supported him 

against the peoples of the Zagros:
663

 

Whereupon I caused the armies of Shamash and Marduk to jump across the Lower 

Z b….In th  Sumbi distri t….With th  strong support of Ashur, Sh m sh, N bû  nd 

Marduk. For the third time I directed the line of march into the mountains. Against the 

lands of Zikirtu and Andia I guided the yoke (i.e. the chariot) of Nergal and Ad d…. 

   The attacking demon depicted on the Assyrian reliefs is considered by Green and Black 

as Asag (Asakku) from the Sumerian poem Lugale. In Sumerian mythology Asag was a 

monstrous demon defeated by Ninurta/Ningirsu or Adad (Ishkur).
664

 According to the 

Sumerian poet Anzu was born from ―the mating of Anu and Ki, and Asag himself mated with 

th  Kur (mount ins) to produ   offspring. H  h d  n  rmy   ll d ―ston   lli s‖ (th  ston s of 

the mountains)‖
665

 and he fought with Ninurta. According to Green and Black ―the defeat of 

Ninurta in this myth of the Asag and the stones expresses the unease felt by the inhabitants of 

the Mesopotamian plains about the inhabitants of the Zagros mountains.‖
666

 According to 

Green and Black the slab relief, which was erected at the side of the entrance of the Ninurta 

Temple at Kalhu, dated to the reign of Ashurnasirpal, represents the battle between Ninurta 

and Asag.
667

 The demon Asag is considered as the demon ―who attacks and kills human 

beings, especially by means of head fevers, sometimes called ―Seven As kkū.‖
668

 Both 

Asakku and Anzu were killed by Ninurta.
669

 

   In the Assyrian records, Assur takes the role of Marduk of Babylon and Ea of Sumer, and 

he sends Ninurta to kill Anzu. In the Ashur version of the Marduk Ordeal, Assur takes the role 

of Marduk:
670

 

Wh n Aššur s nt Ninurt  to v nquish Anzû, N rg l [……]  nnoun  d b for  Aššur,‖ 

Anzû is v nquish d.‖ Aššur [s id] to th  god [K kk ]: ―Go  nd t ll th  good n ws to 

 ll th  gods!‖ H  giv s th  good n ws to th m,  nd th y r joi    bout it [ nd go].  

 And in the Nineveh version of the Marduk Ordeal Anzû, Ashur and Ninurta are named:
671

 

[Wh n Aššur] s[ nt Ninurt  to v nquish] Anzû, Qingu  nd As kku, [N rg l  nnoun  d 

b for  Aššur, ―Anzû, Qingu  nd As kku  r  v nquish d.‖  

 

2.4.5. The monstrous bird Imdugud 

Many mythological creatures are carved on Iron Age metal objects from the Northern 

Zagros and beyond. The well-known Sumerian mythological creature Imdugud features in the 

art of Marlik, on a golden bowl dated to late second millennium BCE. The lion headed bird 

―Imdugud‖ is attacking two sheep.
672

 This is similar to the iconography of Imdugud on a 
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contemporary Middle Assyrian cylinder seal of King Niqmepa (dated to the 15
th

 /14
th

 century 

BCE).  Impressions of this seal are found on tablets of King Ilimilimma, the son of Niqmepa, 

from Tell Atchana (Alalakh IV) in Turkey. According to D. Collon the seal was ―most likely 

made in Assyria.‖
673

  

   The oldest known depictions of Imdugud occur in Old Sumerian art from the Uruk and 

Sumerian dynastic periods. They occur also in the late Akkadian hoard from Tell Asmar in 

the Diyala region, where there are three figures of Imdugud made with lapis lazuli, gold and 

silver.
674

  

   This Sumerian monstrous bird Imudugu is equated with the Akkadian Anzû in the 

Sumerian poem of Lugalbanda, at the time when the Sumerian hero Lugalbanda wandering in 

the Zagros mountains found the Imdugud as a fledgling in its nest.
675

 

   The first depiction of Imdugud in the art of the Northern Zagros is on the rock relief of 

Gundik west of Akrê to the west of the Upper Zab. The rock face of the cave bears three 

different rock reliefs, which have mainly been compared with scenes in early Sumerian 

Dynastic art. Among these is a depiction of Imdugud in its Sumerian iconography which dates 

to the Sumerian Dynastic period, indicating that Imdugud was known to the people of the 

Zagros from the Early Bronze Age and the Sumerian Dynasty Period.
676

 Also, in Gasur (the 

Mittanian Nuzi) Imdugu is depicted on a cylinder seal dated to the Akkadian period.
677

   

 

2.4.6. The demon Pazuzu 

The Assyrian demon Pazuzu, who was a genie of sickness and fever, is well recorded in 

Assyrian art.
678

  

In Tepe Nush-i Jan, a small bronze head of the ‗Assyrian Pazuzu‘ was discovered. 

According to Stronach, it is a ―fully modeled head of the Assyrian demon Pazuzu‖. About its 

origin Stronach assumes that it ―is not at all unlikely to have been looted from Assyria.‖
679

 

Excavations at Tell Shamlu revealed ten levels
680

. The first level dates to the late Islamic 

period, and the rest to the second millennium BCE. There a rare type of ceramic was 

discovered and it is named Shamlu Ware.
681
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In level IV a small fragment of a black stone plaque was discovered (fig. 2.5). It is 

described by Al-Janabi, the head of the team, as ―a fragment of a black stone 2.5cm x 3cm. 

found in the affiliation of square 4 south of the trench. There are three lines of inscription that 

bear a personal name. On the other face/side there is an image, a person like, with a 

mythological face, in his left hand is a throttling bird, and below his arm there is an animal 

with mouth, it looks like a dog, Jackal or a wolf.  It seems that the object accidentally reached 

that level from the upper levels, because we did not find any other inscribed objects, or 

similar objects with images.‖
682

  

  
Fig. 2.5. Photos of both sides of the amulet (After: Al-Janabi 1961: plate: 17b). 

  

The image shows a typical Lamashtu with a lion‘s head throttling a snake, not a bird as Al-

Janabi assumed. The head of the dog or jackal, always in scenes where a Lamashtu attacks, is 

also preserved. Among the missing details were perhaps a snake in his right hand, a pig to his 

right, and probably the Lamashtu was on a horse, but we have only a fragment of the amulet, 

which was probably originally around 5 cm. in height. Some such Lamashtu amulets in 

addition of the incantation have a rounded image of Pazuzu depicted on the top, but that is 

missing from the amulet discovered at Tell Shamlu. The head of Pazuzu may or may not have 

been there.
683

 

The ‗incantation‘ on the other face of the plaque is written in Assyrian script. At least one 

line is missing above and two or more lines below. That inscription awaits further discussion 

by specialists.  

Discovering that amulet in the Northern Zagros was important and it indicates that the 

people of that area were also influenced by the social beliefs of the peoples of Babylonia and 

Assyria, especially since it is probably an Assyrian object. Similar amulets with an image of 

Pazuzu throttling snakes and with dogs were discovered in Nimrud and other Assyrian 

sites.
684

 

The Mesopotamian influence in that area of the Zagros began in the Old Babylonian 

period, and the Old Babylonian tablets discovered in Tell Bakrawa to the northeast of Shamlu 
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indicate that the people of that area, called the land of Lullubum, adopted many Mesopo-

tamian cultural aspects, as well as their language and script for their records. According to Al-

Janabi, the amulet perhaps came from the upper levels. He also discovered Assyrian style 

pottery there, but no clear Assyrian level. It is not easy to date that object, but generally, from 

the iconography of the depicted images and the script we can suppose a late Middle Assyrian 

or more probably a Neo-Assyrian date. 

On glazed bricks from the Mannean site of Rabat Tepe near the banks of the Lower Zab in 

the Iranian Zagros images of demons and mythological creatures are depicted. On two of 

them the lower part of their body is like that of a Lamashtu, with eagle‘s legs, but human 

heads, not a Lamashtu‘s lion‘s head.
685

  

 

2.4.7. Three headed dragon on the golden bowl of Hasanlu 

On the golden bowl of Hasanlu a ‗Mountain Throne‘
686

 on a lion can be seen, and from 

behind the mountain itself, a dragon with three heads (fig. 2.6.a).
687

 On an Akkadian cylinder 

seal from Eshnunna in the Diyala region a dragon with seven heads is depicted. The deities 

fighting this dragon have killed four of the heads but the other three heads are still alive (fig. 

6.b).
688

 The large recumbent lion on the bowl of Hasanlu was compared by Mellink with 

similar iconography of a lion under the throne of a deity on a Neo-Hittite relief.
689

  

a.  b.  

Fig. 2.6.a. A scene on an Akkadian seal, depicting the killing of a dragon with seven heads 

and seven tails (after Frankfort & Jacopsen 1955: pl. 45, no. 478). 

Fig. 2.6.b. Details of the three headed dragon on the golden bowl of Hasanlu (after Porada 

1965: fig.64). 

 

2.4.8. Deities dwelling in the Zagros mountains 

In the Assyrian inscriptions on several occasions deities are identified with specific peaks 

of the Zagros. In his eighth campaign, when he reached Mount Simirria in eastern Mannea, 

Sargon II called the mountain the residence of the goddess Bēlet-ilāni, and says that the lower 
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part of the mountain reaches the Netherworld. Such a literary description shows the cosmic 

dimension in which the Assyrians viewed the landscape:
690

 

Mount Simirria, a large mountain peak, which stands out like the blade of a lance, 

raising its h  d  bov  th  mount ins wh r  th  godd ss Bēl t-ilāni r sid s, whos  

summit reaches to the heavens above, whose root strikes downward into the midst of 

Arallu (the lower world); where, as on the back of a fish, there is no going side by side, 

and where the ascent is difficult (whether one goes) forward or backward; on whose 

sides gorges and precipices yawn, to look at which with the eyes, inspires fear; --its 

road was too rough for chariots to mount, bad for horses, and too steep to march foot 

soldiers (over it). With the quick and keen understanding with Ea and Bēl t-ilāni h v  

endowed me, (the same are the gods) who have freed my limbs (i.e., given me strength) 

to   st down th   n my‘s l nd, -I had (my men) carry mighty bronze pickaxes in my 

equipment, and they shattered the side of the highest mountain as (one does in 

breaking) blocks of building stone, making a good road. 

 

2.4.9. The Netherworld and the Zagros mountains 

Mountain ranges were an important part of the landscape of the Netherworld according to 

the ancient Mesopotamian literature. In the Sumerian records we find words for the foot, 

peak, edge, bottom, and midst of mountains. Some of these records probably refer to real 

landscapes and mountain ranges in the Zagros.
691

 This is supported by the statement of Sargon 

II, during his campaign in the Zagros in 714 BCE when he had reached Mannean territory, 

saying that deities lived on Mount Simirria, and that ―its root strikes downward into the midst 

of Arallu (the lower world)‖.
692

 Adali has linked the Netherworld and the deities mentioned in 

connection with Mount Simirria with their role in Mesopotamian literature, for Ea and Bêlit-

ilâni figure in ancient Mesopotamian mythology.
693

 

From this brief description of Assyrian and Zagrosian literature it appears that the 

Assyrians and the Zagrosians inherited the literature of Sumer and Akkad, and Babylonia. The 

Zagros was one of the important arenas for circulating the epics and myths which deal with 

the mountains of the east/northeast and beyond.  

 Although the Assyrians were familiar with most of the Sumerian and Babylonian records 

(epics and myths) and they borrowed and copied them in Assyrian versions, by contrast in the 

Zagros there is as yet no mention of Mesopotamian literature. But in both Assyria and the 

Zagros iconographic motifs from Sumerian, Akkadian, Babylonian and Assyrian epics and 

myths occur. They usually depict a crucial moment of the epic or myths and they are usually 

considered as reflections in art of the literature and religion of the people. Probably the 

Northern Zagros directly interacted with the southern plains of Mesopotamia, even in the later 

Middle Bronze Age. Later, probably from Nuzi and then from Assyria, artistic elements were 

borrowed in the Northern Zagros. The Zagros was part of the stories and events of these 
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literary records. In the periphery of Mesopotamia it was influenced by this literature and 

reflected in its art. It is still too soon to see how far this affected its literature, for we have no 

literary records from the Zagros. What we do know is that the Zagrosians expressed 

Mesopotamian literature in their art. Assyrian art, which borrowed elements from the 

literature, epics and myths of Mesopotamia, certainly influenced the art of the Northern 

Zagros, especially those elements which are related to Mesopotamian literature.  
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2.5. Religion and Festivals in war and peace 

The known available data about the religion of the Zagros cannot compare with the huge 

data about the religion of Assyria. The Assyrian deity names, rituals, festivals are well 

recorded in the Assyrian inscriptions, and the available archaeological evidence tell us much 

about the temples, ziggurats, statues of gods and their symbols. However, in the Northern 

Zagros records and archaeological evidence is scarce, and usually gives no clear view about 

religion, pantheons, or rituals. On the other hand, in the process of looking for the links of 

interaction we have some evidence of Assyrian religion influence at the Zagros, and of 

Zagrosians participating in rituals, festivals and offerings in the Assyrian heartland.  

  Assyrian religion can be considered as a continuation of Mesopotamian religion of the 

third and second millennium BCE, a continuation of Sumerian, Akkadian and Babylonian 

religion. The only notable change was putting Ashur at the top of the Assyrian pantheon, 

instead of the Babylonian Marduk or the Sumerian Anu or Enlil. 

 

2.5.1. Assur: the deity by which the city, the kingdom and the people were named 

From the Assyrian records we learn that the Assyrians worshipped the main deities of 

Sumer, Akkad and Babylonia, and they added Assur at the top of the Assyrian pantheon. 

Assur was the main and the supreme deity of the Assyrians, and their first capital city, their 

state and the people were also called after name of Assur.
694

 The first record of Ashur as a 

deity dates back to the late third milllennium BCE.
695

 Lambert assumed that the god Assur 

was the personification of the hill on which the city of Ashur was built,
696

 because Ashur is 

also described as a mountain ―The god Aššur, the great mountain‖.
697

 Assur had several 

divine symbols. One was the winged disk as represented in Assyrian art. The simple winged 

disk is depicted at the top of the mythological scenes on the seal of the Middle Assyrian king 

Eriba-Adad I, impressed on tablets from Ashur (fig.7.a-b).
698

  

a.        b.   

Fig. 2.7.a. Two examples of the Assyrian winged-disk (after: Herzfeld 1941: fig. 360, 

p.254). 

Fig. 2.7.b. The depiction of the winged-disk on the rock relief of Behistun from the reign 

of Darius I (after Herzfeld 1941: fig. 359, p.254). 

 

   The origin of the winged disk is not clear, but generally, modern scholars agree that the 

first known attested winged disk dates back to the Mittani period in the mid-second 
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millennium BCE.
699

 However, the Assyrian winged disk is considered also to be a symbol of 

the sun-god Shamash, or even of Ninurta.
700

 E. Herzfeld explained that when the winged-disk 

is depicted ―without the divine figure, it is the symbol of Shamash, the sun-god; with the 

figure, that of Ashur. In types belonging to the period of Ashurnasirpal, the god stands inside 

the disk; later he always rises from the disk.‖
701

  

    The winged-disk was later borrowed in the Zagros and is found in the art of the Medes 

and Persians in the 6
th

 century BCE as a symbol of ‗Ahuramazda‘.
702

 Although, the Assyrians 

occupied most of the Near Eastern kingdoms, including a big part of the Zagros, generally it 

is noticeable that they did not impose the cult of Assur outside the Assyrian heartland. Even in 

the Assyrian heartland it was only in the city of Ashur that Assur had a permanent temple, one 

which already existed and remained until the fall of Assyria. Later the temple was rebuilt 

during the Parthian period (138 BCE-224 CE).
703

 The temple was renovated several times 

during the Middle and Neo-Assyrian period. Another temple of Assur was built in Kār-

Tukulti-Ninurta, but there is no temple of Assur in the Assyrian capitals of Kalhu and Dur-

Šarrukin. When Sargon II built his new capital Dur-Šarrukin, he mentioned building several 

temples for several deities including minor deities, but no temple or shrine for Ashur. He says 

―substantial shrines for Ea, Sin, Shamash, Adad and Urta I constructed therein with (artistic) 

skill.‖
704

 He introduced the statues of Assur and other deities into his palace in Dur-Šarrukin, 

probably for a short visit. ―I invited them into Ashur, the great lord, and the gods who dwell in 

Assyria.‖
705

  

   Ashur remained the god of the Assyrians. Worship of Assur did not spread to the non-

Assyrian peoples outside Assyria. Ashurnasirpal II called Assur the―Assyrian god‖ (ilu 

Aššurû). Similarly Ištar was called the ―Assyrian Ištar‖ (Išt r Aššurītu), but the worship of 

Ištar spread outside Assyria. This is interpreted by Karlsson as an indication of a need to 

distinguish between different cults rather than to signify a national deity.
706

 Ashur is called 

once by Ashurnasirpal II ―Assyrian Enlil‖ (Ellil Aššurû),
707

 indicating that Ashur took over 

the role of Enlil. The wife of Enlil, the goddess Ninlil, is called the wife of Assur in the 

Assyrian records. In mythology and in the Assyrian art she was depicted with Assur.
708

 Ištar 

and other goddesses are called wife or concubine of Assur.
709
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   In the Assyrian version of the Creation Myth Assur took over the role of Marduk.
710

 

Little evidence about the cult of Assur outside Assyria is known from Babylon, Syria or 

Anatolia. The attestations we have relate to Assyrians on duty outside Assyria.
711

 The 

Zagrosians from Idu and Kiṣirtu did send offerings to the temple of Assur in the city of 

Assur.
712

 The people of Idu (modern Satu Qala) on the bank of the Lower Zab during the 

Middle Assyrian period sent offerings to the temple of Assur in Ashur,
713

 and the deported 

Hundureans (from Media to Ashur) served in the temple of Ashur in Ashur during the 7
th

 

century BCE.
714

  

As yet there is no evidnece of worship of Assur in the Zagros itself, but when Sargon II 

occupied the Median city Harhar, and he renamed it Kār-Šarrukin, he said ―The weapon of 

Ashur, my lord, I  ppoint d  s th ir d ity….I s t up my im g  in Kār-Š rrukin.‖
 715

  

According to Radner erecting the weapon of Assur ―as their divinity‖ (a-na DINGIR-ti-šú-un) 

refers ―to the installation of a new cult.‖
716

 But it is not clear whether Sargon II wanted to 

force the Median people of Harhar to worship Assur, or he was only adding a symbol of 

Assur to the deities of the city. We have to take in consideration that Sargon II deported 

peoples of the defeated lands to Harhar: ―Peoples of the lands my hand had captured I settled 

therein,‖
717

 and that the city became multinational and multicultural, thus making the worship 

of Assur desirable to the king. The divine weapons of Assur were considered by Holloway as 

―standards of the Assyrian state pantheon used in the administration of loyalty oaths.‖
718

 This 

is more probable, because in the same inscription Sargon II claims that he carved a rock relief 

or stele of himself there: ―(ṣa-l m š rrūti
ti
-ia) the statue of my m j sty I  r  t d in Kār-

Š rrukēn.‖
719

  

 Sargon II deported the ruler of Kišesim, placed Assyrian deities there, and erected a statue 

of ‗his majesty‘ there, probably a statue of Ashur:
720

 

Bêl-š r-uṣur of th   ity of Kiš sim my h nd   ptur d  nd hims lf together with the 

property of his palace to the land of Ashur I brought, and my functionary I placed as 

prefect over his city. The gods who advance before me, I caused to dwell in it, and 

Kār-Nergal I named its name.  A statue of my majesty, I erected there.  

The Assyrians adopted Marduk in Assyria, for they controlled Babylonia, but the cult of 

Assur was not adopted by the Babylonians. They never worshipped Assur, but rejected 
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him.
721

 Usually, there is no attestation of Assur in deity lists in the foreign lands, except for a 

mention of Assur occurring in an Urartian inscription of Keșiș Gӧl, where Ashur is mentioned 

with the other Urartian deities in the list, not at the top of the list but with the minor Urartian 

deities.
722

  

   The Assyrian kings renamed some occupied foreign cities, or renovated them in the 

name of Assur. The Lullubean city of Atlila in the land of Zamua was renovated and renamed 

Dur-Ashur by Ashurnasirpal II,
723

 and Esarhaddon renamed the Median city Pitanu as Til-

Aššuri.
724

  

 

2.5.2. The Assyrian holy war 

The foreign lands and peoples, who submitted to Assyria, according to the Assyrian royal 

inscriptions, remained under the protection of the Assyrian deities. Even foreign auxiliary 

units in the Assyrian army were protected by Assyrian deities like the Assyrian soldiers, for 

they were serving in the Assyrian army and participating in the Assyrian holy war against the 

enemies of Assyria and Assur.
725

 But, if they revolted, they not only revolted against the 

Assyrian king or the Assyrian army but against Assur and the other Assyrian deities:
726

 

Urzana of the city of Musasir, a worker of sin and iniquity, who broke (transgressed 

against) the oath by the gods and recognized no rule, a wicked mountaineer, who 

sinned against the oath taken by Ashur, Shamash, Nabû and Marduk and revolted 

against me, halted the return march of my expedition (he failed to come bringing) his 

ample gifts, nor did he kiss my feet. He withheld his tribute, tax and gifts, and not once 

did he send his messenger to greet me.  

   When the Assyrian kings invaded Zagros, their military movements were generally 

conducted in the name of a deity, not always of Assur, but also for the campaigns against the 

Northern Zagros of Ištar, Ninurta, Nergal, Marduk and other deities, according to the Assyrian 

annals. Tiglath-pileser I occupied the city of Hanusa and permanently destroyed the walls and 

the houses of the city. On an inscription in situ he claims that:
727

 

… th  l nds whi h with th  god Aššur, my lord, I  onqu r d (with   w rning) not to 

occupy that city and not to rebuild its wall. 

   Ashurnasirpal II in his campaign on Zamua, mentioned Assur as his great lord, and 

Nergal as his leader, the two main deities who supported him in his campaign on Zamua:
728

 

With the support of Ashur, the great lord, my lord, and the divine standard, which 

go s b for  m , (ii 85) ( nd) with th  fi r   w  pons whi h Aššur, (my) lord, g v  to 

me.  
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Fig.2.7.c. Two Assyrian emblems depicted on a royal battle chariot from the reign of 

Sargon II, (Botta and Flandin 1972: pl. 158 ). 

 

 Tiglath-pileser III, after controlling Parsua, Bīt-Zatti, Bīt-Ad-dadani, Bīt-Kapsi, Bīt-Sangi, 

Bīt-Uzakki, and Bīt-Ištar, in the land of the ―mighty Medes‖, set up the ―divine weapon of 

Aššur.‖
729

 He also erected a metal inscription at Bīt-Ištar. ―At the time, I made a pointed iron 

arrow (mulmullu parzilli zaqtu). Thereupon, I inscribed the mighty deeds of Ashur my lord 

 nd s t it up in front of th  ―w t r hol ‖ (i-na muḫ-ḫi áš-ṭur ina UGU nam-ba-‘i) of Bīt-

Išīt r.‖
730

 

    Radner identifies the ‗w t r hol ‘ of Bīt-Ištar with the Ravansar water spring and 

pond.
731

 If the water hole was a sacred place, probably Ištar was worshipped there, because 

the city was called Bīt-Ištar, and Tiglath-pileser III added the symbolic ―iron arrow‖ of Ashur 

there. The worship of Ištar in that area was probably not under Assyrian influence. While it is 

true that Ištar for the Assyrians was an important deity, in particular the Ištar of war, ―Išt r of 

Arbela‖, in that area of the Zagros Ištar had also been worshipped as one of the main deities 

during the Iron Age and also the Bronze Age. Not far from Bīt-Ištar, the Lullubian king 

Anubanini, early in the second millennium BCE, carved an inscription with the image of Ištar 

on Mount Batir (Iron Age Paddira near modern Sarpol Zahab). Ištar for the people of the 

Northern Zagros had been the deity of war since the Middle Bronze Age. Perhaps her name 

locally prononced differently. 

   During the reign of Tiglath-pileser III Ištar was also known and worshipped in Media, 

and her symbol, a star with eight-rays was depicted on the bronze stele of the Median ruler, 

Šilisruḫ. This Median ruler mentioned Ištar in an inscription with other deities: ―M y Išt r, 

Š m š  nd Bēl-mātāti b  th  witn ss s!‖
732

 And in a curse he says ―Išt r, L dy of th  City, 

will   rry (th m) downstr  m lik    riv r…. m y Išt r, L dy of th  City, carry his house (and) 

his seed away, and may a war predestining non-existinence angrily arise against him!‖
733
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   Sargon II, in his annals against the eastern districts of Mannea, describes the roads, 

passes and by-ways in the mountainous area: ―Against the lands of Zikirtu and Andia I guided 

the yoke (= the chariot) of Nergal and Adad, (whose) emblems go before me.‖
734

 

   According to Assyrian theology, the Assyrian deities can punish Assyrian enemies by 

encouraging the servants of their king to revolt. In his fifth campaign, Ashurbanipal (ca. 660 

BCE) refers to the role of Ištar of Arbail in encouraging people of Mannea in a revolt against 

their king Aḫšêri:
735

 

―(Aḫšêri) who did not f  r from my sov r ignty, [Ashur  nd Išt r
┐
delivered (lit. 

counted) him into the hands of his servants. Into the street (streets?) of his city they 

cast his body, leaving his corpse.‖
  

 

2.5.3. Peaks, cities and rivers called with deity names 

The Assyrians believed that some of the Zagros mountains were holy, the residence of 

deities. When Sargon II reached Mount Simirria, near the district of Andia in eastern Mannea, 

in his detailed description of the mountain assumes the Assyrian goddess Bêlit-ilâni dwelled 

there.
736

 

―Mount Simirri ,"……―wh r  th  godd ss Bēl t-ilāni r sid s, whos  summit r   h s to 

the heavens above, whose root strikes downward into the midst of Arallu (the lower 

world).‖ 

    Several cities of the Zagros were renamed with apparently Assyrian divine names, such 

as Dūr-Enlil, Dūr-Ashur, Dūr-Ištar, Kār-Nabû, Kār-Sin, Kār-Nergal. In these cities temples 

for these gods may have been built by the Assyrians. Or perhaps there were temples 

previously built by local inhabitants, since Ištar and Nergal were worshipped in that area 

before the Assyrians came. Some of the local deities may even have been equated with 

Assyrian deities.  

   The Sumerian deity Nergal had been worshipped by the Hurrians since the Middle 

Bronze Age. The area of the Diyala as far as the Zagros ranges was known as one of the 

centres for the cult of Nergal.
737

 A river southeast of Der was called Nergal in the Assyrian 

records.
738

 The only known temple of Nergal in the Assyrian heartland was in Tarbiṣu 

(modern Sharif-Khan).
739

 

 

2.5.4. Nabû, god of the scribes in Babylonia, Assyria, and the Zagros 

Deities were usually mentioned in the introductions to Assyrian letters with words such as 

―To…, M y th  gods N bû  nd M rduk bl ss …‖
740

 Smilar expressions are seen in letters sent 

from the Northern Zagros to Assyria. Local scribes from the Northern Zagros may have been 
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trained by the Assyrian scribes, or Assyrian scribes had been brought to the Zagros to worke 

for Assyrian governors or for local rulers. The letters sent from Urzana to Sargon do not 

mention Haldi but they do mention Assyrian deities. But letters from Mazamua to Sargon II 

do not mention deities. They begin with ―…good, h  lth to th  king, my lord.‖
741

  

   Nabû was supremely the god of the scribes and of writing and is therefore naturally 

invoked in the introduction to a letter. The only mention of Nabû in an indigenous record 

from the Northern Zagros is on a glazed brick from Rabat Tepe. It has been read by Reade 

and Finkel as ―Belonging to Ata(?) sangû of of Bel/Marduk and Nabû ―SANGA 
d
EN

!
 
d
PA,‖ 

[King(?) of the city of Arz]iz[u].‖
742

 

Reade and Finkel in the light of this record assume that ―It seems likely that the Rabat 

installation was dedicated either to Bel/Marduk and Nabû, both originally Babylonian gods, 

or to local gods identified with them.‖
743

 As for the rare attestations of Marduk in the Assyrian 

annals, they notice that only Sargon II in his eighth campaign on his way from Zamua to 

Mannea mentions Marduk, which for them indicates that Sargon II either ―visited or passed 

near Rabat‖.
744

 They conclude that ―he did so, apparently unopposed, at the beginning of his 

 ighth   mp ign in 714 BC. S rgon‘s form l ins riptions r gul rly n m  Ashur, Bel/Marduk 

and Nabû, as his principal gods. A Bel-aplu-iddina was ruler of the kingdom of Allabria, in 

Iran just east or southeast of the Rabat region, during the reign of Sargon.‖
745

 Perhaps the 

mention of Marduk in that campaign is not related to Bel of Arzizu (Rabat Tepe). In the last 

stage of his campaign in Musasir he called his special soldiers who plundered Musasir ―the 

people of Ashur and Marduk.‖
746

 Even if the name Bel-aplu-iddina of Allabria relates to a 

temple of Bel/Marduk, the ‗temple‘ of Bel/Marduk in Tīl-Aššuri in Media mentioned by 

Tiglath-pileser III is more probable.
747

 However, the name Bel-aplu-iddina (if we accept that 

Akkadian reading) indicates influence of Babylonia. On the other hand the mention of Bel and 

Nabû together on the glazed brick of Rabat Tepe shows the influence of the Assyrian letters. 

Because Marduk was the father of Nabû they were usually mentioned together in letters. It 

does not indicate a pre-existing cult of Marduk and Nabû in Rabat. Bel was one of the names 

of Marduk in the first millennium BCE in Assyria.
748

 Nabû becomes one of the most popular 

deities in Assyria, as can be seen from dozens of personal names, in which Nabû is the first 

element. For these men, Assyrians and foreigners alike, the cult of Nabû was significant.
749
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   Some letters sent from the Zagros have no mention of Nabû. One is a letter sent from 

Kurbail, a Northern Zagros city to the west of the Upper Zab river, north of the Assyrian 

heartland, the centre of the cult of Adad. Adad of Kurbail was called Bēl-Kurba‘il, and the 

name of the city Kurbail
 
(URU kur-ba-ìl).

750
 However, this reading is provisional. Kurbail had 

good relations with the Assyrian capitals and with Arbail. In the temple of Adad of Kurbail, 

the Edurhenunna, the  kītu festival, was performed. In a letter, perhaps sent to Ashurbanipal, 

the š ngû of Kurbail asks about the clothes to be sent from the temple of Ištar of Arbail to 

Kurbail. There they were given regularly to the weavers of the temple of Adad. The priest did 

not mention Nabû and Marduk in the introduction to his letter, but instead he mentioned the 

deities of his city and his temple:
751

 

To th  king, th  lord of kings [my lord], your s rv nt ApIāy , th  š ngû of Kurbail. May 

it be well with the king my lord. M y Ad d, Š l  ( nd) Š rr t-n k nti‘, th  gods who 

dwell in the Edurḫenunna, pray for the king my lord (and) cause (him) to live. …‖ 

Another letter sent from the governor of Der to the Assyrian king, asks the king for a 

scribe, and there is no mention of deities in the introduction. The writer was not a professional 

scribe and he was unfamiliar with the conventional format for letters.
752

 

 

2.5.5. The main deities in the Northern Zagros 

In the Northern Zagros, there was no main deity rival to Assur as a deity of a nation and 

state, because the Zagros was never united under one local power, at least not before the fall 

of Nineveh. Therefore, in each small province or kingdom there was a different main deity. In 

the land of Musasir Haldi was considered by the Urartian kings as the supreme deity of the 

kingdom, and they put him at the top of the Urartian pantheon. Haldi was worshipped in 

Musasir and the neighboring kingdoms in the Northern Zagros, such as Mannea, Kumme, as 

well as in Urartu, but the worship of Haldi had not spread to other provinces of the Northern 

Zagros, such as Zamua and Media.  

    The city of Arinu (Ardini) had been a holy city even in the second millennium BCE, 

known as such even in the annals of Shalmaneser I.
753

 Probably the Urartian royal family 

originated from this place, and they wanted to imitate the Assyrians. Haldi was venerated like 

Assur in some aspects. In Musasir Haldi with his wife Bagbartu and other deities were all 

worshipped, but the only temple was that of Haldi. It was there that the Urartian coronation 

was performed. Sargon in the Eighth Campaign refers to Urartu and to Musasir, ―the abode of 

his kingship, the abode of Haldi his god‖.
754

  

    In Arrapha the main deity was Shawushka, and from the Diyala to Media it was Nergal. 

In Zamua and the rest of the land of Lullubi the names of the main deity and any other 

Lullubean deities are not known. What we do know is that the Lullubean word for god as 

recorded in a late Assyrian vocabulary was ki-ú-ru-um corresponding to Akk. ilu. This is the 
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only Lullubean word of which we know the meaning, although in Zamua it is said that the 

Lullubean name Erishtienu means ―Desire of the gods‖,
755

. 

    In Mannea, the Aramaic inscription on the Bukan stele mentions the two deities Haldi 

and Hadad. Haldi occurs as Haldi who is in Izirta/Zirta (Z'TR) and Haldi who is in Musasir 

(MTTR). Another possibility suggested by Fales is to read the names as Zikirtu and its king 

Mettati.
756

 

   Haldi was worshipped in Mannea. Hadad, the Aramaic chief deity, was a weather god, 

probably the Aramaic equivalent of the Urartian weather god Teišiba (the Hurrian Teššub), 

his cult centre was the city of Kumme.
757

 Hadad was a later phase of the West Semitic deities 

Dagan and Adad, and was mainly worshipped by Western Semitic groups, in particular by the 

Arameans. The Arameans reached the Lower Zab in the territory of Idu and Zamua but it 

seems that they did not reach Mannaea as a group of migrant.
758

 That Hadad is an equivalent 

of Teišiba is supported by the inscription of Išpuini and Menua at Qalatagah both [Hal]di and 

and T[eišeba (
d
I[M-i-ni) occur together, as in Aramaic. Qalatagah was on the Mannean 

border, but controlled by the Urartians, so probably Hadad on the Aramaic stele refers to 

Urartian Teišiba.
759

  

   According to Eph‗al, because of the war against Mannea from both the Assyrian and the 

Urartian sides, and the mountainous nature of the road between Mannea and Musasir, he 

assumes that the ―Mannean Haldi worshippers would have been prevented from reaching the 

temple in Muasasir, which was 150 km west of Bukan, as the crow flies.‖
760

 He assumes that 

―Z‗tr w s th  sit  of   t mpl  in M nn   prop r.‖
761

 That would be the the Mannean capital 

Izirtu. Though Eph‗al asks ―whether the metathesis tr/rt is justifiable.‖ 
762

  

   Some Urartian deities originated from the Northern Zagros and were added to the 

Urartian pantheon. One probable reason is that the Urartian royal family originated from the 

Northern Zagros, either from Musasir or from one of the lands between Musasir and 

southwest of the Urmia basin. Another reason is that the Urartians controlled these areas and 

added the local deities to the Urartian pantheon. Among the deities that originated from the 

Northern Zagros are Haldi and Bagbartu.  

   The mountain Andaruttu/Andarutta (modern Hendrêen mountain) in the Northern Zagros 

between Musasir and Hiptunu was a deified toponym in the Meher-Kapisi inscription, which 

gives a long list of Urartian divinities.
763

 Ba-ag-BAR/MAŠ-tu, the wife of Haldi in Musasir/ 
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Ardini is mentioned once by Sargon II. Sargon II deported her to Assyria with Haldi. Her 

name is considered by modern scholars as Iranian in origin, but this is opposed by Schmitt.
764

 

   The Bronze Age rock reliefs and steles recorded by the rulers of the local kingdoms in 

the Northern Zagros were written by scribes trained in the Sumerian or Babylonian tradition. 

These inscriptions usually start by praising their beloved deities and conclude with curses 

against those who dare to destroy, erase or add to the image or the inscription. There is no 

mention of any local deities, or if there are, they have been translated in Akkadian. The 

inscription on the relief of Anubanini mentions Ištar and depicts her in the curse at the end. 

―Anum  nd Antu, Enlil  nd Ninlil, Ad d  nd Išt r, Sîn  nd Š m š,…Ner[gal] and 

Er[ škig ]l,…‖ are also mentioned,
765

 a typical Sumero-Akkadian list. Sumerian or Akkadian 

names were being used except in the inscription of Iddin-Sin the king of Simurrum who 

mentions Nišba, the supreme deity of his kingdom. Nišba was a deified mountain, identified 

by Ahmed with the modern Pir-e-Megrun Mountain.
766

 The same mountain was called Niṣir 

in the Neo-Assyrian records, and according to Ashurnasirpal II the Lullu people called it 

Kiniba.
767

 

   In the tablets discovered in the Rania plain, the Shemshara tablets, many names of 

deities, rituals, offerings and the sending of gifts to distant temples in Arrapha and Ninua  are 

recorded. The ruler of Shemshara, Kuwari, sent a bronze vessel to Ištar ( š4-tár) (Šawuška) of 

Ninua (=Niniveh) and another one to Adad (Teššub) of Arrapha.
768

 That indicates that 

Shemshara had a direct contact with Nineveh and Arrapha and their temples. The temple of 

Adad in Arrapha was an important religious centre at that time (the Old Babylonian/Assyrian 

period). Even Shamshi-Adad, when he occupied Arrapha, submitted to Adad, kissed the feet 

of (the statue) of Adad, and made a festival for about two weeks in Arrapha in the month of 

Adaru.
769

 

   In his campaign against Mennaea and Gizilbundu, Sargon II refers to organizing a 

banquet of the Assyrian and the local peoples, and he says that they worshipped Ashur in the 

presence of the deities of their land:
770

   

Before Ullusunu, their king and lord, I spread a groaning (lit. heavy) banquet table, and 

exalted his throne high above that of Iranzu, the father who begot him. Them (i.e., the 

people of his land) I seated with the people of Assyria at a joyous banquet; before Ashur 

and the gods of their land. They did homage to my majesty. Zîzî of Appatar, Zalaia of 

Kitp t i,  ity gov rnors of th  l nd of Gizilbundu.‖ 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Hiptunu,‖ Paper presented in the Zagros symposium, organized by the NINO in Leiden, December 1

st
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2.5.6. Palil (Nergal), the protecting tribal god in Media 

Tiglath-pileser III in his campaign to Media mentions the Median tribe of Palil-andil-māti 

(LÚ.
d
IGI.DU-an-dil-KUR‘). The name is translated by Tadmor and Yamada as ―Palil is the 

protecting shadow of the land‖,
771

 and this is the only occurrence of Palil as a local deity in 

Media.
772

 

 

2.5.7. Tiglath-pileser III sacrifices to Marduk in the land Tīl-Aššuri in Media 

In his annals, Tiglath-pileser III says ―I offered pure sacrifices to the god Marduk, who 

liv s in th  l nd Tīl-Aššuri (KUR.DUL-áš-šu-ri).‖
773

  

 

2.5.8. Adad-narari II made sacrifices before Teššub of Kumme 

Adad-narari II calls the Hurrian Teššub of Kumme his lord, and when he went to the city 

Kummu he offered sacrifices to Teššub: ―I made sacrifices before the god Adad of the city 

Kummu, my lord.‖ Then he burned the cities of the land Habhu, and called them ―enemies of 

the city Kummu.‖
774

 

 

2.5.9. Vassal treaties with the rulers of the Northern Zagros and swearing oaths by 

the Assyrian deities 

One of the earliest known treaties between Ashur (the kingdom of Šamši-Adad I) and the 

Northern Zagros was recorded indirectly in one of the letters from Shemshara. The letter sent 

by Šamši-Adad I (ca. 1813-1781 BCE) to Kuwari, the ruler of Šušarra, mentions the enmity 

of the Aḫazean ruler, Jašub-Addu
775

. Šamši-Adad says ―h  [J šub-Add] swore an oath to me 

in th  t mpl  of T ššub of Arr phum.‖
776

 From this letter we understood that the temple of 

Adad/Teššub in Arrapha was used as the temple of peace between the Zagros and Assyrian 

kings and for making vassal treaties. 

   Later, the Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser I, who probably did not trust the kings of Nairi, 

after defeating them and controlling Nairi he brought them to Assyria, and he forced them to 

swear by the Assyrian gods. Then he released them to go back to their country, Nairi:
777

 

I captured all of the kings of the lands Nairi alive. I had mercy on those kings and 

spared their lives. I released them from their bonds and fetters in the presence of the 

god Š m š, my lord,  nd m d  th m sw  r by my gr  t gods  n o th of  t rn l 

vassaldom. I took their natural, royal, sons as hostages. I imposed upon them a tribute 

of 1,200 horses (and) 2,000 cattle. I allowed them to return to their lands. 

                                                           
771

 RINAP 1, 14: 7.  
772

RINAP I 26: 5-7. The tablet Tr. 40001 discovered in the late Neo-Assyrian layer in the temple in Tell al-

Rimah has a seal impression of Palil-ēreš (
m.d.

IGI.D]U.└KAM), the owner of a land in the village of Sangari 

(
m
Sa-an?ga?-ri?). (See Postgate 1970: p.31, 1-4). Postgate prefers not to identify the IGI.DU with Nergal, saying 

that ―it therefore seems safer to retain the known reading, Palil.‖ Postgate 1970: p.33, note.2. 
773

 RINAP I 16: 11-12. 
774

 RIMA II A.0.99.2: 91-93. 
775
The land of Ahazum is located somewhere between Šušarra (Shemshara) and Arrapha (Kirkuk) at the west 

bank of the Lower Zab northeast of Urbel (Arbela). Its capital was Šikšabbum; for further details see Eidem & 

Læssøe 2001: 1.5; 5.12; 7.13; 42.20; Ahmed 2012: 265ff; Betwati 2009: 30-59. 
776

Eidem & Læssøe 2001: 1:1-20, pp.70-71. 
777

RIMA II A.0.87.1: v 9-21. 
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Similarly, the Medes swore by Assyrian deities in the vassal treaty with Esarhaddon.
778

  

2.5.10. Divine names in personal names 

Most names of Assyrian kings names include a divine name. Several have Assur, such as 

Aššur-nārārî (
d
a-šùr-né-ra-ri), Puzur-Aššur (pit-zu-ur-

d
a-šùr), Aššur-bēl-kala (

md
a-šur-EN-ka-

la), Ashurnasirpal (
m
 š-šur-PAB-A), Esarhaddon (

m
Aš-šur-PAP-AŠ), Ashurnabipal (Aššur-

bāni-apli). Other names have other gods, such as Tukultī-Ninurta, Puzur-Sîn, Šamši-Adad, 

Enlil-nāṣir
779

, etc.   

   There are only a few of the personal names of the Northern Zagros for which we know 

the meaning, but several include an element which is a divine. One is Ashur-le‘u, the ruler of 

Karalla.
780

 Some names with Haldi are mentioned in Assyrian administrative and legal 

documents from the Assyrian capitals.
781

 These persons may have been deported, or had 

migrated, or were foreign merchants living temporarily or were settled in Assyria. They 

probably came from Musasir, the Northern Zagros, or one of the provinces of Urartu. 

Some names combine Iranian and Zagrosian elements. A Median city lord of Zakrute 

(URU.zak-ru-te) mentioned in Sargon‘s Eighth Campaign was called Bag-parna (written 
M

ba-

ga-pár-na), ―With th  gods‘ spl ndour of fortun ‖.
782

 In a letter sent to the Assyrian king, 

someone identified as the son of Asrukani, one of the nobles of the Zagros, mentions that ―the 

house of Bagaparna‖ (
M

ba-ga-par-n[a]) in the context of building activities in Kar-

Šarrukin.
783

 As mentioned earlier, the name of the Mannean ruler Bagdatti, written 
m
ba-ag-

da-at-ti, reflecting Old Iranian Baga-dāti, ―Given by [the] god[s]‖, is Iranian, derived from 

baga, ―god, lord‖, and dāti, ―to give‖. He was the governor of Uišdiš in Mannea and was 

flayed by Sargon II in 714 BCE (fig. 2.8).
784

 The name of a Hurro-Urartian deity is combined 

with Iranian baga in Bag-Tešub.
785

 Tešub is found also in other names, such as Ḫu-Tešub 

(―… T šub‖); The Hurrian/Urarṭian man whose name was written 
M
ḫu-te-šub was the vassal 

ruler of Šubria under Sargon II. Another Ḫu-T ššub wrote some Assyrian letters dealing with 

Mannea and Zikirtu and Hubuškia.
786

  

 

                                                           
778

 For further details see 2.7.7. in this chapter and also see Wiseman 1958 
779

See RIMA I, II, III. 
780

SAA V 218; ARAB II 10. 
781

 Fuchs 2000: 441-442; SAA 6 130 r.7. 
782

Fuchs & Schmitt 1999a, PNA 1/II B-G: 251; SAA XV 91: r.1-9. 
783

 Fuchs & Schmitt 1999a, PNA 1/II B-G: 251. 
784

 Fuchs & Schmitt 1999b ―Bag-dāti,‖ PNA 1/II B-G: 251. 
785

Olmstead 1908: 153, n.21; Tallqvist 1966 APN: 50. 
786

Baker 2000: 483. 
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Fig. 2.8. A scene on a relief from Khorsabad; it depicts flaying a Zagrosian leader during 

one of the Sargon II‘s campaign on the Zagros (after Botta & Flandin, 1972: pl.120). 

2.5.11. Deporting deities from and into the Northern Zagros by the Assyrians 

The Assyrians deported many deities from the Northern Zagros to Assyria, and they also 

deported Babylonian deities to the Northern Zagros. The Assyrian tradition of deporting the 

deities of their defeated enemies and sending them into exile during a military occupation is a 

well known tactic, and it had happened in the Zagros since the Middle Bronze Age. A clearly 

documented instance is the deities of Qabra deported by Dadusha of Eshnuna, a contemporary 

of Shamshi-Adad I.
787

  

During the Middle Assyrian period Tiglath-pileser I deported many deities from Hunusa at the 

west of the Upper Zab river in the Zagros ranges, and from the city of Murattaš in the land of 

Lullumu near the banks of the Lower Zab river (for the list of the deported deities see, Table 

2.3.).
788

 Also, Tiglath-pileser I donated the 25 deported deities from the land of Sugu in Nairi 

―to be door-k  p rs of th  t mpl  of th  godd ss Ninlil, b lov d  hi f spous  of th  god Aššur, 

my lord, (the temple of) the gods Anu (and) Ad d, (th  t mpl  of) th  Assyri n Išt r, th  

t mpl s of my  ity, Aššur,  nd th  godd ss s of my l nd.‖
789

  

  Deported deities were sometimes distributed among Assyrian temples, just as captives 

were distributed among the temples and given to the deities as gifts. Tiglath-pileser I 

conquered the land of Lullumu and deported 25 deities and their properties and gave them to 

the deities of Assyria:
790

 

I conquered the entire land of the Lullumu. I gave 25 of their gods [to the deities 

Ninlil, Anu, Adad, and the Assyri n Išt r], th  gods of my  ity Aššur  nd th  

goddesses of my land. I gave [their]property to the god Adad, my lord. 

Aššur-dān II attacked the cities in Mount Kirruri and beyond its passes, and he deported the 

gods of those defeated cities to Assyria as gifts for Ashur:
791

  

… I m r h d [to Mount Kirr]iuru. I  onqu r d th   iti s Šuhu, [...], Sim rr , th  l nd 

Lu[...], cities of Mount Kirriuru. I brought forth their booty, possessions, property, 

[h rds ( nd) flo ks] ( nd) took (th m) to my  ity Aššur. I g v  [th ir gods]  s gifts to 

Aššur, my lord. [...] whi h I   rri d off, I g v  [...] to Aššur, my lord.   

Aššur-dān II‘s successor, Adad-narari II, occupied the land of Qumānu and ―I gave their gods 

as gifts to Ashur, my lord.‖
792

 During the Neo-Assyrian period Adad-nerari II deported deities 

from the land of Qumānu,
793

 and Shalmaneser III deported deities from Bīt-Ḫaban and 

Namri.
794

 Shamshi-Adad V later deported deities from cities in Nai‘ri.
795

 In Media, Sargon II 

deported the deities from Ḫarḫar. In 714 BCE Sargon II deported the statues of Haldi and his 

                                                           
787

Qabra was the centre of the province, located to the west of the Lower Zab in front of the province of Arrapha. 

Urbel/Urbilum at that time belonged to Qabra; for further details see MacGinnis 2013: 3.  
788
For further details about Murattaš see Chapter IV, 4.1. 

789
 RIMA II A.0.87.1: iv 19-39. 

790
RIMA II A.0.87.2: 23-24.  

791
RIMA II A.0.98.1: 54-59. 

792
RIMA II A. 0.99.1: 10-19. 

793
RIMA II A.0.99.1: 10-19. Qumānu is located west of the Upper Zab, in the mountains of the Northern Zagros 

in modern district of Akrê. 
794

RIMA III A.0.102.6: iv 7-25. 
795

RIMA III A.0.103.1: ii 16b-34a. 
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wife Bagbartu, and in 713 BCE Urzana, the ruler of Musasir, went to Assyria with tribute and 

gifts, and brought back Haldi and Bagbartu to Musasir.
796

  
3
 [But shou]ld you s y: ―L t [th  king my lord] giv  [my gods] b  k to m  […],‖ (th n) 

quickly [gather and send me] information (and) [I will] soon [gi]ve your gods back to 

you.  
7
[…] the city of Muṣa[ṣir]; st y th r ! Th  s iz[ing…] of your gods [……] this […] of 

min  [……]. Why [would] you not [……. (r st d stroy d).  

From the context of that letter it becomes clear that Urzana was obliged to spy on the 

‗Urartians‘ to exchange information with the Assyrians to get back the deported statues of his 

gods Haldi and Bagbartu.
797

  

   Sennacherib deported six Babylonian deities to Issēte/tu in the Northern Zagros, north of 

Arbail, east of the Upper Zab, including a statue of Bēl/ (Marduk). Esarhaddon gave the order 

to return these statues.
798

 A Neo-Assyrian letter probably from the reign of Esarhaddon tells a 

story about a visit of a royal commission to the province of the office of the rab-šāqê, to the 

city of Issēte/tu.
799

 The inhabitants informed the Assyrian commission that six statues of 

deities of Akkad had been transported there and kept in one building, the temple (É). The 

Assyrian scribe with the commission wrote to Esarhaddon describing what he saw and 

advising him to have the statues returned to further diplomatic relations with the people of 

Babylon. The deities were ―Mār t-Sîn of Eridu, Mār t- Sîn of Nēm d-L ngud , Mār t-Eridu, 

Nergal, Amurru, Lugalbanda.‖
800

 

What happened in Arbail during the events between 614 and 612 BCE is not known. The 

Assyrians may have withdrawn without conflict or the city may have been captured. The only 

relevant material and textual evidence is a small bronze statue of Adad-Nerari I, now in the 

Louvre, which was found in the Urmia basin at Hasanlu. The inscription states that the statue 

had been taken from the temple of Ištar of Arbail.
801

 

Deporting divine statues facilitated deporting the people of the defeated countries. The 

defeated peoples would be prepared to follow their deities into exile. Disappointed in defeat 

they realised absent deities could not solve their misfortune. The text ‗A letter to Ashur‘ was 

written after the campaign in which Haldi was deported to Assyria, and so may tell us why 

deities of defeated countries were deported. Calling their worshippers ‗godless‘ reminded 

them that they had no more divine protection. The statue of Haldi was returned to Musasir a 

                                                           
796

SAA XVII: 3-11. 
797

Esarhaddon returned statues of deities to the Arabs which his father Sennacherib had deported to Assyria 

when invading the city Adumutu, a fortress of the Arabs: ―Hazael, the king of the Arabs, came to Nineveh, my 

capital city, with his heavy audience gift and kissed my feet. He implored me to give (back) his gods, and I had 

pity on him. I refurbished the gods Atar-s m yin, Dāy , Nuhāy , Ruldāwu, Abirillu, ( nd) At r-qurumâ, the 

gods of Arabs, and I inscribed the might of the god Assur, my lord, and (and inscription) written in my name on 

them and gave (them) back to him.‖ RINAP IV 19: iv 2-26. 
798

Fales 1980: 151f; Lanfranchi 1995: 131-133; Postgate 1995: 17, fig.5; Holloway 2002: 139-141. 
799
Issēte is located to the east of the Upper Zab and modern Shaqlawa, north east of Arbail; for further details see 

Lanfranchi 1995: 131-133; Parpola & Porter 2001: map.4; Marf 2015. 
800

Fales 1980: 140.  
801

 MacGinnis 2014: 57. For further details and the text see Chapter IV, 4.2. 
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year later in 713 BCE.
802

  The term godless may mean that Urzana did not care for any oaths 

sworn by the gods but desired to play Assyria and Urartu against one another. Deporting 

deities may also have helped deported people to continue worshipping their deities in their 

exile. But Holloway has called such deportation Assyrian ―aggression against foreign 

cults.‖
803

  

Ashurnasirpal II once invited the deities of ‗the entire land‘ for an inauguration ceremony 

for completing the new capital Kalhu. At the inauguration of the renovation of the new capital 

Kalhu, he says he ―consecrated the joyful palace, the palace of full of wisdom, in Calah (and) 

invited inside Ashur, the great lord, and the gods of the entire land.‖
804

 We do not know if he 

included deities from the Zagros and other subjugated territories. Perhaps only Assyrian 

deities from the Assyrian heartland were invited. But he did invite delegations from Musasir 

and Gilzanu, but without any mention of the deities of these kingdoms. The expression ―the 

entire land‖ could have included subjugated territories controlled by the king. 

 Assyrian soldiers sometimes smashed the divine statues. For instance Sennacherib did not 

deport all the deities from Babylonia, but destroyed the temple and ziggurat of Babylon, and 

his soldiers smashed the statues:
805

 

….Th  h nds of my p opl  l id hold of th  gods dw lling th r   nd sm sh d th m; th y 

took their property and goods. ... I destroyed the city and its houses, from foundation to 

parapet; I devastated and burned them. I razed the brick and earthen work of the outer 

 nd inn r w ll (of th   ity), of th  t mpl s,  nd of th  ziggur t….  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
802
There is no direct mention of returning Haldi to Musasir by the Assyrians. The statement that ―th  god […] 

entered his new temple, to Musasir‖ could mean any god. But Haldi was the main god of Musasir; for further 

details see Tadmor 2011: 291ff; Glassner 2004: 175; Ungnad 1938, RIA II: 433; ARAB II: p.437. 
803

Holloway 2002: pp.109, 118, 123. 
804
―DINGIR.MEŠ šá KUR gab-bi šá ina lìb-bi iq-ra-a-ni.‖ RIMA II A.0. 101.44:102-106.  

805
Brinkman 1973: 94. 
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Table 2.3. The deported deities from and into the Zagros. 

Deity 
Origin 

city/land 
Deported to Assyrian king 

Return-ed 

to 
Sources 

anonymous 

gods ? 
Qabra Eshnunna ? 

Dadusha? King 

of Eshnunna 
? MacGinnis 2013: 3. 

anonymous 

gods 
Qumānu 

Given to the 

temple of 

Ashur in 

Ashur 

Adad-nārārī I ? 
RIMA I A.0.99.1: 11-19. 

 

anonymous 

gods 

The land of 

Sugu of the 

land of Habhu 

east of Kirruir 

Assyria Tiglath-pileser I 

Erected as 

door 

keepers of 

the 

Assyrian 

temples. 

RIMA II A.0.87.1: iv 7-

31. 

anonymous 

gods 
Hu/Hanusa Assyria Tiglath-pileser I ? RIMA II A.0.87.1: v 99. 

anonymous 

gods 

Murattaš city 

in the land of 

Lullubu 

Assyria Tiglath-pileser I ? 
RIMA II A.0.87.1: iii 92 

- iv 4; iii 92 - iv 4. 

25 anonymous 

deities 

 

Of the land 

Lullum 

Given to the 

temples of  

Ninlil, Anu, 

Adad, and 

―the Assyrian 

Ištar], the gods 

of my city 

Aššur and the 

goddesses of 

my land.‖ 

Tiglath-pileser I ? 
RIMA II A.0.87.2: 23-

24. 

25 anonymous 

deities 

 

Land of Sugu 

in Nairi?, 

Ninlil, Ashur, 

Anu, Adad, 

the Assyrian 

Ištar, the 

temples of 

Ashur and 

Assyria. 

Tiglath-pileser I ? 
RIMA II A.0.87.1: iv 32-

39. 

anonymous 

deities 

at the Mount 

Kirruri and the 

cities arround 

it such as  

Šuhu, [...], 

Simerra, the 

land Lu[...]. 

Given as gift 

to Aššur (in 

the city of 

Aššur) 

Aššur-dān II ? 

RIMA II A.0.98.1: 54-

59. 

 

anonymous  

gods 

The land of 

Qumāni/u 

Given as gift 

to Ashur, in 

the city of 

Ashur 

Adad-narari II ? 
RIMA II A. 0.99.1 10-

19. 
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Deity 
Origin 

city/land 
Deported to Assyrian king 

Return-ed 

to 
Sources 

gods of 

Marduk-

mudammiq, 

the  Kassite 

king of Namri 

The land of 

Namri 
Assyria 

Shalmaneser 

III‘s eunuch 

Mutarris-Aššur, 

who led the 

Assyrian army 

at that time. 

? 
RIMA III A.0.102.14: 

125. 

gods of Ianzû 

(the son/ruler 

of Bīt-Ḫaban) 

who appointed 

by 

Shalmaneser 

III himself 

after Marduk-

mudammiq 

had been 

removed from 

his throne in 

Namri 

Bīt-Ḫaban Assyria Shalmaneser III ? 
RIMA 3 A.0.102.14. 

121-126. 

anonymous  

gods of the 

rulers 

Sarṣina/Hirṣin

a and Ušpina 

the cities in 

Nai‘ri 
Assyria 

Shamshi-Adad 

V 
? 

RIMA III A.0.103.1: ii 

16b-34a. 

Haldi and 

Bagbartu 

Musasir/ 

Ardini 
Assyria 

Sargon II 

In 714 BCE 

Musasir/Ar

dini 

713 BCE, 

by Urzana 

SAA I 7: 3-11; ARAB II: 

p.437. 

gods? Ḫarḫar Assyria Sargon II ? 
Holloway 2002: 281; 

Lie 1929: 96-100. 

Bēl/ 

(Marduk)? 

Mārat-Sîn of 

Eridu, Mārat- 

Sîn of Nēmed-

Languda, 

Mārat-Eridu, 

Nergal, 

Amurru, 

Lugalbanda 

Babylonia Issēte/tu Sennacherib 

to 

Babylonia 

by 

Esarhaddon

? 

Fales 1980: 151f; 

Holloway 2002: 139-

141. 

 

Anunit 

goddess 
Sippar Gutium ? 

By 

Nergilissar 
Wiseman 1956: 38. 
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2.5.12. Zagrosian priests in Assyria; Assyrian priests in the Zagros  

Assyrian records show that some Zagrosian priests worked in Assyrian temples. Some 

members of the Hundurian family
806

 held positions at the temple of Ashur in the city Ashur 

during the 7
th

 century BCE. According to Radner it was a position mainly held by the 

‗notables/nobles‘ of the city.
807

 The Hundurean family‘s main profession was far distance 

trading. They hired merchants and workers for their business. The name Hundurean 

originated from the name of their city in Media.
808

 We have many documents about their 

business, but no details about their role in the temple of Ashur, and no idea how Medes could 

convert to worship Ashur and become his followers. 

    The prophets received messages from the gods and relayed them as oracles. An oracle of 

Esarhaddon concerns a priestess, Remutti-Allati, who had an Akkadian name and originated 

from a Zagrosian city called Darahuya/Dara-ahuya, which according to the text was located in 

the mountains.
809

 She gives the oracle to Esarhaddon in the temple of Ištar of Arbail. This text 

indicates that priests went to and or came from the Zagros and Assyria. She says:
810

  

 I rejoice with Esarhaddon, my king! Arbela rejoices! By the mouth of the woman 

Remutti-Allati of Dara-ahuya, a town in the mountains.  

   These two examples of a Zagrosian priestess or prophetess reflect interaction between 

Assyria and the Zagros, how people integrated and interacted, even in the field of religion. 

The Median example indicates that there may have been other lucky families among the 

deported peoples who found an important position in the Assyrian heartland. Rēmūt-Allati 

was probably trusted because she knew so much about the Zagros, her homeland. What she 

said was accepted by the king simply because she was from the Zagros. Esarhaddon‘s main 

concern at that time was the threat of Median, Mannean, and Scythian penetration over the 

Assyrian eastern frontier to the east of Arbail in the mountain passes. He easily trusted a 

prophetess from there because she would hear from her relatives information about any 

Scythian and Median penetration over the mountain passes.
811

 

   Esarhaddon was one of the Assyrian kings who expressed his fear about Zagrosian 

penetration over the eastern frontier in several omens to Shamash. Some of the omens include 

details of city names and passes, indicating that these events actually happened. Dur-Enlil, an 

Assyrian city on the Mannean border, was probably occupied by the Manneans, and the 

Scythians/Aškuzâ (KUR  š-ku-za) reached the pass of Harania.
812

 Also, the Northern Zagros 

groups were probably united under Kashtariti, the Median leader of the city Kār-kašši.
813

 This 

news was recorded as oracles by the Assyrian priests for political reasons, whether or not 

Esarhaddon was informed.  

                                                           
806

They are considered as one of the deported Median families from the city of Hundur in Media to Assur, see 

Radner 2013: 448ff; Parpola 2004: pp.5, 10, note. 13; TCL III 270. 
807

Radner 2013: 448ff. 
808

Radner 2013: 448ff. 
809

Unfortunately, the location of Darahuya is as yet unknown. 
810

SAA IX 1.3: 11-13. 
811

SAA IV 31; Lanfranchi 1995: 131ff. 
812

SAA IV 31. Harania was probably somewhere between modern Rania and Hiran; for further details see 

Lanfranchi 1995: 131ff. 
813

SAA IV 41. 
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2.5.13. Assyrian rituals in the Zagros 

Assyrian priests followed the Assyrian king and his army during military campaigns, as 

can be seen from the reliefs. They performed rituals when a rock relief was carved on the rock 

relief of Shalmaneser III at the shore of Nairi sea (Lake Urmia).
814

 The scene depicted in one 

register of the Bronze Gates of Balawat Shalmaneser III seems to be at a rocky face at the 

shore of Nairi, sacrificing meat which is being thrown to animals in the lake.
815

 The offerings 

and rituals were performed in front of the king‘s triumphal rock relief. In this register we see 

two depicted standards, a table, an altar, rising flames, and a jar holder, all placed in front of 

the rock relief. In front of the tables are the Assyrian king with some priests, with a procession 

of musicians (see, fig. 3.1.b).
816

 These rituals in the camps involved slaughtering animals and 

inspecting livers (see fig.4.9.d).
817

 

The annals state that the priests with the Assyrian kings specialized in reading omens. 

Sargon II was in Mannea in his eighth campaign, when a lunar event occurred on October 24, 

714 BCE. The priests interpreted that event as a good omen for attacking Musasir and 

plundering it.
818

 Assyrian kings and their armies in the Zagros performed rituals and made 

offerings and sacrifices to the divine statues in front of the rock reliefs in the Zagros 

Mountains. Tiglath-pileser III, on the rock relief of Mil-mergi expects future Assyrian kings 

to maintain the tradition:
819

 

May [a future ruler read aloud] this inscription, [wash (it) with water], anoint (it) with 

oil, (and) [make an offering]. (Then) those gods [will hear] his prayers! 

 

2.5.14. Assyrian and Zagrosian festivals, Akītu festivals 

Shamshi-Adad I was one of the first kings from Assyria to participate in a festival at the 

Zagros foothills in Arrapha. In one of his inscriptions he claims:
820

   

I entered his fortress. I kissed the feet of the god Adad, my lord, and reorganized that 

land. I installed my governors everywhere and in Arrapha itself I sacrificed at the 

F stiv l of H  t to th  gods Š m š  nd Ad d.  

It seems that Shamshi-Adad I stayed in Arrapha for about two weeks, because he arrived 

on the seventh day […], and he left the city on the twentieth of Adar:
821

   

On the twentieth day of the month Adar I crossed the River Zab (Zaiba) and made a 

r zzi  in th  l nd of Q br . I d stroy d (li. ‗stru k down‘) th  h rvest of that land in the 

month of M grānum (lit. ‗Thr shing-Floor‘).  

This is the oldest known festival in the foothills of the Zagros where a king from Assyria 

participated. Later, during the Middle Assyrian period, people from the Northern Zagros went 

to the Assyrian heartland and participated in festivals and offered offerings to Ashur and other 
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deities. Huburtaeans and Kiṣirtians participated in rituals in Ashur, according to an Assyrian 

text from Ashur.
 822

 This text is considered by modern scholars as a ―late copy of a decree of 

Tukulti-Ninurt  for th  T mpl  of Š rr t-nipha.‖
823

 It has been assumed that the text was 

recorded during the reign of Tukultī-Ninurta I, and when the temple was restored by Shalma-

neser III, at that time, the text was copied from the original inscription of Tukultī-Ninurta I.
824

 

The text mentions in detail a decree of Tukultī-Ninurta for the Temple of Šarrat-nipha, the 

preparation of wood, meat (sacrifices) and beer and wine. Priests, singers, the governor and 

people of the city of Kār-Tukult[ī-Ninurt]a and people of some of the provinces northeast of 

the Assyrian state participated. They included Huburtaeans (URU.hu-bur-ta-a-a) and 

Kiṣirtaeans (URU.ki-ṣir-ta-a-a), people from Adia, and from Kār-Tukultī-Ninirta. The 

preparation for the festival was made by people of the city Kār-Tukultī-Ninurta together with 

priests of the temple and the Huburtaeans and Kiṣirtians. They gave ―sheep in Sivan (III) and 

Tammuz (IV).‖ then together prepared food for the feast:
825

 

Th  pri st of Š rr t-nipha wipes clean a vat of bronze and fills it with water. The baker 

gives porridge. The Huburateans and Kiṣirtians stand by and burn wood beneath the 

bronz  v t. Th y sh ll h v  th  usufru t of th  thigh, skins, sin ws,  nd hoof t ndons.… 

    From the Zagros and its western foothills gifts and offerings were sent to the temple of 

Ashur in Ashur during the Middle Assyrian period from the cities of Idu and Zaqu on the 

Lower Zab. An administration text of gināʾu-offerings to the Assur temple in Ashur lists Idu 

among the cities which delivered honey, barley, emmer, parcels and fruit by boat downstream 

along the Lower Zab river.
826

 

During the Neo-Assyrian period Akītu festivals were celebrated in different cities in 

Assyria, such as Nineveh and Arbail, and also at the western ranges of the Northern Zagros, in 

the city of Kurbail to the northeast of Nineveh plain. The festivals occurred in different 

months, and in each city the festival was made for a specific deity and a specific month. The 

Assyrian records show that in the month Nissanu (the first Assyrian/Babylonian month) the 

festival was made in Ashur for the god Assur, at the same time as the Babylonian festival for 

Marduk. In Dēr there was one for Anu in Nisannu or Tašritu (the first and seventh months).
827

 

In Nineveh there was one for Ištar of Nineveh in Ṭebētu (the tenth month), but the  kītu for 

Ištar of Arbail was celebrated in Ulûlu (the sixth month). The  kītu for Adad occurred in two 
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cities, in the Assyrian heartland in Kilizi in the month of Ajjaru (the second month), and in 

Kurbail in the foothills of the Zagros north of the Nineveh plain.
828

  

    More details about the  kītu festival of Arbail are interesting for our purposes, because it 

was situated at the very northeastern corner of the Assyrian heartland in direct contact with 

the Zagros. 

The oldest known reference to the  kītu-house (bīt  kīti) of Ištar of Arbail comes from the 

reign of Shalmaneser III, after his campaign on Urartu on his way back to Assyria ―[he 

arranged] the festival of the Lady of Arbela in Milqia.‖
829

 Also, during the reign of Esar-

haddon the temple was (re-)built in 671 BCE near Milqia, a town near Arbail, and subse-

quently rebuilt by Ashurbanipal.
830

 A military procession before the king at Arbail is depicted 

on reliefs from Nineveh.
831

 The  kītu festival of Arbail was performed in the month of Ulûlu, 

and Ashurbanipal mixed together a secular military victory procession with religious 

activities. The statue of the goddess Šaru-ištar left Milqia and entered Arbail in the presence 

of Ashurbanipal, and he used the occasion to execute some of his enemies there:
832

  

H ving p rform d th  f stiv l of th  bīt- kītu,  nd h ving t k n hold of th  r ins of (th  

 h riot of) Išt r, I, Ashurb nip l, king of Assyri , triumph ntly  nt r d th   ity of 

Arb i‘l with Dunānu, S mgunu, Aplā  nd th  s v r d h  d of T umm n, whom Išt r, 

my lady, had surrendered to me. 

In another inscription, Ashurbanipal says:
833

 

 I  m Ashurb nip l, king of Assyri . Aft r I h d off r d s  rifi  s to th  godd ss Š tri 

and had celebrated th   kītu f stiv l,  nd  ft r I h d s iz d th  r igns of th   h riot of 

Išt r, I  nt r d Arb l   midst r joi ing with Dun nu, S mgunu, Apl y ,  nd th  

s v r d h  d of T umm n, king of El m, whi h Išt r my l dy d liv r d into my h nds. 

Ashurbanipal‘s  kītu festival at Arbail was different from the traditional Mesopotamian 

one in the Bronze Age, as celebrated by Sumerians and Babylonians, where the focus was on 

a sacred marriage of the king and one of the priestesses, not military activities.
834

  

 

2.5.15. Sacrificing on the Assyrian-Mannean border 

Sacrifices are mentioned in an interesting but badly damaged letter, which [Adad-issiya] 

the Assyrian governor of Mazamua sent to Sargon II. He says that a Mannean emissary (or a 

king) had arrived at the Assyrian border, made sacrifices and returned home:
835

 

… s to wh t th  king, [my] lo[rd, wrot  m ], ―Why h v  you [not s nt m ]  [ny n ws] 

of th  M nn  n th t you h v  h[  rd]?‖ [H  h s  om ]to our bord r, [m d ] his 

sacrifi  s,  nd r turn d (hom ); [th …h v  gon ] to gr  t him. The messengers 

o[f…h v   om ] from B r[…. nd pr s nt d him] th  gr  ting of […]….  
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The identity of that Mannean and the deity to which he sacrificed remain unknown. It may 

have represented an act of submission by Manneans to the Assyrians. 

 

2.5.16. Building a dam in Urartu and sacrificing to the Urartian deities and to Assur! 

The god Assur is mentioned in the Urartian inscription of Keșiș Gӧl. The text deals with 

collecting water and building a dam in the mountain range east of Van, and mentions 

sacrifices to several deities. The list starts with Haldi and later Assur is found among minor 

Urartian deities. These deities received sacrifices and worship when the dam was built.
836

 

Scholars are curious to know why the name of Assur occurs in a text ―in this rural area‖ in 

the Urartian heartland. Zimansky suggests that:
837

   

Perhaps he was revered by some small population of Assyrians, who had been settled 

here for one reason or another by the rulers of Urartu. In any case, the god Ashur was 

important enough to receive sacrifices at the waters of a small dam came and went, 

but not important enough to have received any other notice in Urartian royal 

inscriptions. 

This rare attestation of Assur in the foreign, hostile land of Urartu is important, for it 

probably indicates that Assyrian deportees were among the population there, who participated 

(or were forced to participate) in building the dam. The Urartians may have been more 

tolerant than the Assyrians, who did not respect the Urartian deities. They deported Haldi and 

his wife to Assyria, and plundered the main temple of Haldi in Musasir. Another possibility is 

that the scribe had been trained in Assyria, so mentioning of Assur, reflected his own style 

and not the personal disposition of the Urartian king or of the people of that area. 

 

2.5.17. Omens and curses 

The oldest known omens in the Northern Zagros are on Old Babylonian tablets from Bakr-

Awa (Bakrawa). They deal with several subjects concerned with Gula, Shamash or Sin.
838

 Of 

the different types of omens and curses, first we consider formal omens and curses recorded 

in the royal inscriptions and vassal treaties related to both Assyria and the Zagros. Some of 

the Assyrian omens concern the events and issues between Assyria and the Northern Zagros 

kingdoms and leaders. The Assyrian kings sought omens and divine guidance before 

campaigning against the Zagros or elsewhere. Three omens supported Sargon II to attack and 

plunder Musasir.
839

 Esarhaddon asked Shamash several times about the Scythian, Cimmerian, 

Mannean, and Median (Kashtaritu, the Median leader) plans to attack Assyria, about where 

they would start and which roads and passes they would use.
840

 

[I  sk] you, [Š m š, gr  t lord, wh th r th  troops of th  S ythi ns ( nd) th  troops of] 

the Cimmer[ians] will mov  out, … 

The Assyrians and Medians agreed about the omens and curses in the vassal treaty between 

Esarhaddon and the Median leaders. This means that they both were culturally prepared to 

accept the terms of the omen and oath by the Assyrian deities, and that the omen applied to 
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both sides, even though it was mainly directed against the Median leaders and their people. If 

they neglected to do what they had promised the Assyrian king to do in the treaty, they could 

expect to face the curses and the revenge of the gods.  

   The curses of Esarhaddon‘s vassal treaty with the Median chieftains include many details 

about Assyrian religious concepts towards their enemies. They were expected to support the 

Assyrian crown prince Ashurbanipal, but we do not know to what extent the Median 

chieftains or the Assyrians believed this would happen. Did the Medes really take these curses 

seriously, as threats to prevent them doing anything against the crown prince? This is not 

clear. We generally assume that the people of the Near East, the victors and the defeated, 

treated curses seriously, which is why they appear on many steles and rock reliefs erected in 

enemy territory. The Medes would have believed these curses at least in a general sense. The 

curses in these vassal treaties mention only ‗Assyrian‘ deities, proving that the Medes were 

not treated as equals, since they swore to the deities of Assyria, and there is no mention of 

‗Median‘ deities.  

The clay and wax figures of Median chieftains are cursed.
841

  

Just as they burn an image (made) of wax in the fire and dissolve one of clay in water, 

just so may your figure burn in the fire and sink in water.  

Among the deities, the Assyrian fire god Girra, is invoked if the Medes will not support the 

crown prince, Ashurbanipal:
842

  

May Girr , who giv s food to [sm ll  nd gr  t,] [burn up] your s  d  nd your (s  d‘s) 

seed.  

Šilisruḫ king of the Median city Abdadani, in his inscription on the bronze plaque, 

mentions several Mesopotamian deities, including Ištar, Šamaš and Bēl-mātāi,
843

 and curses 

the land and the weather of the Medes:
844

   

May they make your ground (hard) like iron so that [none] of you may f[lourish]. Just 

as rain does not fall from a brazen heaven so may rain and dew not come upon your 

fields and your meadows; may it rain burning coals instead of dew on your land.  

The inscription on the Aramaic stele of Qalaichi ends with curses:
845

 

May seven cows suckle a single calf, but let it not be sated; and may seven women bake 

in a single oven, but let them not fill it. And may the smoke of fire, and the sound of 

millstones be removed from his country. And may his land become as a salt-field. And 

against him, may the commander in chief (?) revolt, and that king, who will write upon 

this stele, may his throne Hadad overthrow, with Haldî, and for seven years may he not 

provide the grass of pasture in his country. And may all the curses of this stele strike 

him (together). 

The context of this omen is compared by Fales with the similar western Aramaic stele of 

Tell Fakharyah, and also with the Biblical curses. Seven cows and other elements occur also 
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in the story of Joseph when interpreting the dream of the Pharaoh in the Book of Genesis.
846

 

Such a text reflects Mannean interaction beyond Assyria with Syria and the Levant. Assyria 

probably had an intermediary role here. It could be linked with the Assyrian deportation of 

Aramaeans to the Lower Zab basin in western Zamua, east of Kirruri. That would have 

resulted in interaction between the Aramaic deportees and the Zagrosian peoples. The 

Assyrian palace adopted Aramaic as a second language from the mid-eighth century BCE 

onwards. 

In conclusion, the peoples of the Northern Zagros were like most others in Assyria and the 

Near East in being polytheistic. In Urartu, Musasir and some parts of the Northern Zagros 

Haldi was the supreme god, corresponding to the importance of Assur in Assyria. 

   There is little evidence about how Zagrosian deportees practiced their religion away from 

home. They probably became integrated into Assyrian practices, bringing offerings to the 

Assyrian temples, and participating in Assyrian rituals. The Hundurian family even held 

office in the temple of Ashur.  

   The Assyrians, like the Sumerians and Babylonians, viewed the Zagros as part of the 

cosmos on the other side of their eastern and north-western frontiers and sanctified some of 

the mountains there. They considered the Zagros as the point where Shamash defeated 

darkness and rose victorious every day early in the morning in the east. They believed the Ark 

had landed on Mount Niṣir east of the Lower Zab.  
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2.6. Social Structure 

Many details about the society and social structure can be obtained from many economic, 

administrative and legal documents from Assyria.
847

 By contrast, in the Northern Zagros we 

have very few records, and what we have are mainly royal inscriptions recorded by Assyrian 

and Urartian invaders. The other records which deal with the Northern Zagros come from the 

Assyrian capitals and usually deal with administrative and legal issues, with little information 

on the social structure of the peoples of the Northern Zagros. Lack of evidence prevents us 

seeing what interaction happened between the Northern Zagros and Assyrian societies. 

   From the archaeological and textual evidence it become clear that in the Northern Zagros 

during the Bronze Age and the Iron Age there were different socio-economic societies. Most 

of the people were settled peoples, but there were also nomads, semi-nomads and semi-

sedentaries.
848

  

   The settled peoples lived in cities, strongholds or villages. The nomads lived on 

livestock, breeding horses, cattle, sheep and goats, which may explain the large amount of 

animal booty and tribute surrendered during Assyrian campaigns in the Zagros.
849

 

   We have few details about any change in the social structures of Zagrosian deportees in 

Assyria. Did they lose their social and family ties? Nor are there many such details about 

Assyrian deportees in Urartu, except hints about their material culture from ceramic deposits 

at some Urartian sites.
850

 

   It seems that the nomads and semi-nomads presented a point of weakness in the Northern 

Zagros. As pastoralists they moved from one province to another following seasonal change. 

In autumn and winter they were in the plains and the valleys and in spring and summer in the 

mountains. The local rulers derived no benefit from the nomads in resisting Assyrian 

aggression. From an economical perspective the nomads were seen as targets for the Assyrian 

military, and in Assyrian annals we read much about cattle, sheep, goats, cows, horses, and 

even Bactrian two-humped camels taken (from Gilzānu) as booty or tribute to Assyria.
851

 

Also, Tiglath-pileser III says that in Assyria he annually received Bactrian camels, horses, 

mules, oxen, sheep and goats from Mannea, Media, Ellipi, and Namri.
852

 

In the Bronze Age the Zagros was a main source of slaves for Sumerians, Akkadians, 

Babylonians, and for the Hurrians of Nuzi. The pictographic sign for a female slave in the 

earliest pictographic script of Uruk, in the late fourth millennium BCE, was SAL+KUR, a 

female person together with a mountain, to be read in Sumerian as GEMÉ, in Akkadian as 

amatu, and translated ‗slave girl‘.
853

 In reality most of the slaves were people captured from 

the mountains of the Zagros.
854

 This situation lasted during the Late Bronze Age, for the 

Hurri-Mittanians of Nuzi left many records that deal with slave trade in the Zagros, 
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particularly with neighbouring Lullubi. In the Nuzi texts the Nullu are assumed to be the same 

as the Lullu who lived in the mountains northeast of Nuzi in the modern province of 

Sulaimania.
855

 During the Middle and the Neo-Assyrian periods there are fewer records about 

slaves from the Northern Zagros, but what has survived suggests that trade in Zagrosian 

slaves persisted to a limited extent. A Middle Assyrian sale document concerns a slave seller 

named Bayuri or Bayauri (Ba-IA-ú-ri).
856

 According to an Assyrian letter he came from the 

city of Paranzi.
857

 He sold a Lullubean slave girl.
858

 From this document it appears that the 

Lullubi slaves were still desirable, and also from a Neo-Assyrian letter.
859

  

   The Assyrians state in their annals that they captured thousands of people from the 

Northern Zagros and took them to Assyria. From the legal and administrative documents we 

learn that in the Assyrian heartland there were thousands of slaves, some with foreign (non-

Akkadian or non-Semitic) names, some of whom were probably originally from the Northern 

Zagros. We also have evidence of dozens of female slaves or deportees from the Northern 

Zagros deported by the Assyrians to work in the so-called Bronze Palace in the vassal city of 

Tušḫan (Ziyaret Tepe/Tepe Barava). A Neo-Assyrian administrative list recording their names 

includes Akkadian, Hurrian, Luwian, and Iranian types.
860

 

   But from the Northern Zagros we have no record of slaves, and no archaeological 

evidence of enslaved people there. This may be because the population of the Northern 

Zagros was relatively small compared to Mesopotamian big-cities. In the Northern Zagros 

there was no strong state to unite the provinces and kingdoms, and the local potentates were 

weak and relied on local resources to survive.
861

 

   There are no details about the society of the Northern Zagros, but generally from what 

has been said above we assume that the population was relatively small because of the limited 

availability of cultivable land. Most were nomads or semi-nomads, and the others semi-

sedentary or settled in the cities.
862
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There are no records of marriages or other contracts for the general population in the 

Northern Zagros. Some royal or dynastic marriages between kings and princesses of the 

Zagros and Assyria are discussed elsewhere in this chapter (2.7.9).  

   There are no known records of laws in the Northern Zagros during the Iron Age, except 

for the ―law of the Medes and the Persians‖ mentioned in the Book of (Daniel 6: 12; 15). While 

the Book of Daniel refers to events in 6
th

 century BCE in Babylonia, it was written much 

later. This reference to the ―law of the Medes and Persians‖ was probably to a tradition of 

oral law which everybody followed and knew it by heart. 

All this shows that we do not yet have enough available data concerning the social 

structure and social interaction between the peoples of Zagros with the peoples of Assyria. 

Our knowledge about the social structure of the peoples in Assyria is vast compared to the 

imbalanced and scanty data for the people in the Northern Zagros. However, the societies of 

the ancient Near East shared many similarities in their basic structure, despite the effects of 

differences in weather, landscape, government and lifestyle of citizens, villagers, nomads and 

semi-nomads.  
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2.7. Political and Administrative Relations 

The Assyrian kings practiced certain policies which directly or indirectly led to cultural 

interaction between Assyria and other areas of the Near East, including the Northern Zagros 

as a neighbour of Assyria. Assyrian military campaigns and political administrations in the 

Northern Zagros produced policies for occupation, deportation, annexation, and the taking of 

hostages. 

2.7.1. Occupation and the military campaigns 

Assyrian policy in occupying the mountainous area of the Zagros involved economics. 

They aimed to control human and natural sources in the Zagros. Militarily they aimed to 

secure the Assyrian heartland, aware of the serious threat of Zagrosian groups. They were 

right for we know that the fall of Assyria was sealed by the Zagrosians. 

To deal with that threat they campaigned there militarily almost in the reigns of each 

Assyrian king to secure the submission of parts of the Northern Zagros, especially those in 

immediate contact with the Assyrian heartland. That included Zamua east of the Lower Zab, 

Kirruri east of Arbail, Kurbail west of the Upper Zab, and Ulluba east of the Tigris and north 

of Nineveh in the modern Zakho district. These areas became Assyrian vassals, while other 

areas remained independent kingdoms, but obliged to pay tribute to avoid Assyrian 

occupation.  

Any delay in payment at least resulted in plundering, as happened at Musasir. We learn 

from correspondence between Sargon II and Urzana, the ruler of Musasir, that the delay was 

due to roads blocked by heavy snow. This excuse was not accepted by Sargon, for even when 

he had reached the frontier of Musasir, Urzana refused to welcome him, show submission or 

produce tribute. The king of Hubuškia had done just that to save himself and his land in 714 

BCE. Sargon invaded Musasir and plundered it.
863

  

    Those areas that submitted became vassals of Assyria, ruled by Assyrian governors who 

were sometimes pro-Assyrian local governors. Their names are in the Assyrian eponym list 

for Zamua, Kirruri and for Media when it later became a vassal. In some areas the Assyrian 

kings built royal residences, palaces to use as administrative centres to assert their power in 

these occupied areas, and to collect tribute to be sent to Assyria. Ashurnasirpal II renovated 

Atlila/Dur-Ashur and built a palace where grain and barley from the neighbouring lands was 

stored.
864

 

2.7.2. The Assyrian titles for the occupied cities in the Zagros 

For some time during the Middle Assyrian period Idu lay under the control of the 

Assyrians. They governed Idu with provincial governors entitled bēl pāḫēt  (the lord 

                                                           
863

Probably the main reason of plundering the city and the temple of Musasir was not that. Rather Sargon II did 

not achieve the ambition of his campaign, to kill or capture Rusa/Ursa the Urartian king, and prevent him from 

engaging in any battle with Sargon‘s army. Sargon II found a way to cover up any news of his failure and had 

the text of the eighth campaign revised, to say that he plundered the temple of Haldi of Musasir, the holiest place 

for the Urartians, as  revenge on Ursa/Rusa, and Sargon II claimed that after the plundering of the temple, Rusa 

killed himself, ―Ursâ heard and sank down to the ground, he rent his garments and bared (lit., freed) his limbs, 

he pulled off his headband, tore his hair, beat upon his breast (heart) with his two hands, threw himself on his 

back; his heart stood still, his body (liver) burned, in his mouth were cries of pain. Over Urartu, to its farthest 

border, I spread mourning, and cast eternal weeping over Nairî.‖ ARAB II 175. Also see below, 2.2.8.d. 
864

RIMA II A.0.101.1: ii 53-56. 
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governor).
865

 Some of their names are recorded in Assyrian administrative texts as receiving 

tribute and offerings from Idu: Aššur-abuk-aḫḫē, Aššur-ēriš, and
 m

Ú-⌈ba?-sa-ia⌉ bēl pāḫete 

(EN.NAM) š  
uru

I-[di]. And in the annals of Shalmaneser III the title bēl āli (
m

EN-URU) was 

used for the rulers of Namri.
866

  

   The Medes were different from the Manneans, from the beginning they did not have a 

king. They had ―small principalities led by a hereditary ruler called ‗city lord‘ (bēl āli).‖
867

 

Sargon in his annals called the leaders of the occupied cities of Harhar and Kishessim in 

Media bēl āli ―city lords‖. According to Radner bēl āli is ―a term that in itself suggests the 

limited scope of their power. Rather than a translation of a local term, this title must be an 

Assyri n l b l origin ting from  n Assyri n  ss ssm nt of th s  individu ls‘ pow r.‖
868

  

Not only the Medes, but also all the rulers of these regions are called city lords. In some 

cases different possibilities have been suggested about translating
 m

EN-URU as a title, as a 

personal name or as a logogram for Bēl āli, especially in connection with Ṣibara.
869

 On the 

stele of Tiglath-pileser III, which is assumed to come from Luristan, there is a mention of 

EN.URU.MEŠ š  KUR.ZALAG, which is translated by Levine as ―the chieftains of 

Namri‖.
870

  

Kashtaritu was the ‗Median‘ city lord of Kār-Kaššî. He was mentioned in one of the 

Essarhaddon‘s queries/enquiries as the main threat on the Assyrian eastern frontier, the person 

who could unite the peoples of the Northern Zagros with the Medes, the Manneans and others, 

and direct them toward the Assyrian frontier.
871

 Moreover, it seems that the Medes had many 

chieftains, some of whom were mentioned in the vassal treaty with Esarhaddon, ca. 671 

BCE.
872

  

 

2.7.3. Annexation policy 

The dominant policy was annexation. The Assyrians annexed some kingdoms and provinces 

of the Northern Zagros to Assyria, such as Zamua and Arzuhina. After several crucial 

campaigns against the Lullubean rebel leaders during the reign of Ashurnasipal II, and as a 

result of the campaigns of Ashurnasipal II and Shalmaneser III, Zamua was annexed to 

Assyria by Shalmaneser III. It became an Assyrian vassal and remained under Assyrian 

control until ca. 614 BCE. For almost two and a half centuries Zamua was one of the 

                                                           
865

Prechel and Freydank  2011: 65.6, p.7; van Soldt 2013: 218; Postgate 1970: 31-35. For the meaning of pāḫutu 

and its translation as governor or satrap, see Postgate 1995:2; AEAD 78.  
866

RIMA III A.0.103.1: iii 19, p.185, Waters 2005: 523; van Soldt, et al., 2013: 16f. 
867

Radner 2013: 444. 
868

Radner 2013: 444; van Soldt 2013: 116f. 
869

see RIMA III A.0.103.1: iii 19, p.185, note. iii 19. 
870

Levine 1972: col.ii. 26, p.19. 
871

Waters 2005: 522. 
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Wiseman 1958: pp.4, 29; Lanfranchi 1998: 99-109. The Assyrian records of Shalmaneser III mention village 

managers, šāqiu r biu. According to Parpola, this Assyrian title was inherited by the Medians: ―The Median 

inherited …the symbols and the ideology of the royal court.‖ Parpola 2003: 340ff; for šāqiu see CAD Š II 2004: 
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th

-20
th

 centuries rulers of one or  more villages 

called Beg (or Agha) ―lord‖ in the Zagros. They controlled all economical affairs and social and political 

activities, in particular farming and taxes. 
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important front lines of the Assyrians, when other Zagrosian provinces or kingdoms had not 

submitted.  

         Usually the Assyrian eponyms in Zamua were taking care of administrative and military 

matters to the northeast, east and south east of Zamua.
873

 The province of Karalla was 

annexed by Sargon II,
874

 and later he annexed the western part of Media.
875

 

   The Assyrians did not follow this annexation policy with all the provinces and kingdoms 

of the Northern Zagros, but tried to keep some as independent allies. Some of the Mannean 

kings became Assyrian allies but not the rulers of Bagdatti and Daiaukku, who were pro-

Urartian.
876

 Sargon II annexed 22 fortresses of Mannea to ―the territory of the land of 

Ashur‖.
877

  

However, the Assyrians, even during the worst political and economic relations, tried to 

negotiate with the Manneans, and took Mannean princes as hostages to the Assyrian court to 

preserve the alliance. Ashurbanipal attacked Mannea, and probably the Assyrians had an 

indirect role in the revolt of the Mannean people against their king Ahsheri and his murder. 

According to Ashurbanipal it was ―Išt r of Arb il who  n our g d th  s rv nts of th  

Mannean Ualli to kill him on the streets of Zatar (Izirtu).‖
878

 

   At this time Sargon II invaded Mannea and beyond, but realized that he could not protect 

any border east and north of Mannea. So he kept Mannea as a barrier there. When tensions 

arose with the Manneans the Assyrians would usually invade and change the king of Mannea, 

but good relations were maintained until the fall of Nineveh, to the extent that afterwards the 

Mannean army went west to the area of Harran to assist a remnant of Assyrians in 610 

BCE.
879

  

    The annexation policy led to the provinces and lands which had submitted being ruled 

by Assyrian eponyms or vice-regents/deputies or governors. Those provinces had to provide 

men to serve in the Assyrian army, and to supply the Assyrian army with food, wine, and 

fodder for their horses, and guides and translators for military campaigns in lands and 

provinces to the east and northeast.
880

 The locals also paid tribute and gifts. When Sargon II 

arrived in Mannea to avenge the murder of Aza, a pro-Assyrian Mannean king, Sargon claims 

that Ullusunu the new Mannean king ―poured out flour and wine to feed my army just like my 

officials and governors of the land of Assyria.‖
881
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For instance see the administrative letters from the reign of Tiglath-pileser III and Sargon in SAA I; SAA V; 

and SAA XIX. 
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    Assyrian administration was imposed on the annexed provinces through palaces and 

forts which were built there. Annexation led to more cultural and political interaction, such as 

the postal link between Arzuhina and Zamua.
882

 The Assyrian kings and their marshals did 

not participate in every military action in the Northern Zagros. Some military expeditions 

were supervised by the governors of Mazamua, especially for issues related to the borders of 

Mannea, Karalla and Media or other provinces and lands in the east. In a letter to Sargon II 

the governor of Māzamua, Šarru-ēmuranni, informs the Assyrian king that in the ―last year 

th  son of Bēl-iddina did not go with me on the expedition but kept the best men at home and 

sent with me young boys only.‖
883

 The army of an annexed province in the Zagros became part 

of the Assyrian army, and was reorganized like an Assyrian army unit. It included men from 

various provinces together with Assyrian soldiers. This mix led to further cultural interaction 

in the troops, as happened with the troops of Mazamua, according to a letter sent to the 

Assyrian king Sargon II by Adad-issiya the Assyrian governor or eponym of Mazamua:
884

 
4.
[As t]o th  ord r th t th  king, my lord, g v  m : ―R vi w th  troops of M z mu  nd 

writ  m !‖ – (here are the facts): 10 chariots; 20 large-wheeled chariots, 10 (of them) 

horse-drawn, 10 mule-dr wn; 30  t  ms; 97 riding hors s; 11  h riot driv rs; 12 ‗third 

m n‘; [3]0  h riot fight rs; 53 grooms of th  [t]  ms, in  ll 106 m n  nd [30]  h riots. 

161   v lrym n, 130 grooms, 52…: in  ll 343 grooms. [18] l  k ys (LÚ*.GIGIR.MEŠ), 

12 tailors, 20 cupbearers, 12 confectioners, 7 bakers, 10 cooks: in all 69 domestics. 8 

scholars ((LÚ*.um-ma-ni), 23 donkey drivers, 1 information officer, 80 dispatch-riders. 

In  ll 630 Assyri ns. 360 Gurr  ns, 440 Itu‘  ns. All tog th r 1,430 king‘s m n, 

including the precious ones which have been here, plus the ones whom the royal 

bodygurad brought.  
r.1
[P rh] ps th  [ki]ng, my lord, (now) s ys: ―Wh r   r  th  r st of th  troops?‖ M[y] 

major-domo is delayed but will [la]ter bring the rest of the troops.  

The Assyrian kings directly supervised the governors and they report to him all the 

political, military and economical movements in their areas. Their letters provide details about 

the Assyrian policy in the Northern Zagros.
885

 Sargon‘s annexation of Allabria to Zamua was 

successful according to a letter sent to Sargon by the Assyrian deputy of the province of 

Zamua, Nabû-ḫamātū‘a. He was in charge of settling people from six Allabrian forts who had 

to build their own houses in the fields. In his letter he discusses this re-settlement of the 

Allabrian farmers from six forts.
886

 

During the 7
th

 century BCE the Assyrians sometimes made a strategic error when they 

annexed a state far away from the Assyrian heartland, which is why they found themselves 

directly confronting newcomers such as Scythians, Cimmerians, and Medes.
887
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SAA V 227; Radner 2014a: 76. 
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SAA V 210; in another letter the son of Bēl-iddina is descibed as a criminal, disobeying the Assyrian king‘s 

orders; for further details see SAA V 218; also see Dezső 2012: vol.1: p.76f. 
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SAA V 215. 
885

Many details are mentioned in these letters (most of which are republished in SAA I  and SAA V and SAA XV. 

For instance see the letters, SAA V 234-251. 
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The annexation policy was not always successful in a long term. That policy was one of the reasons leading to 

the Fall of Assyria in 612 BCE. Esarhaddon made a strategic error when he annexed Egypt and many other areas 
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2.7.4. Taking the princes as hostage 

Another Assyrian policy was using hostages to suppress revolt and to secure future good 

relations with new allies. They took princes as hostages to the Assyrian court. Taking 

hostages from the defeated provinces and kingdoms ensured their continued submission, and 

regular tribute. They would not consider revolting which would prejudice the safety of their 

crown prince in exile. Very probably these princes would be indoctrinated with Assyrian 

policy and culture, and they may have learned Assyrian. Such hostage taking of princes from 

the Zagros and its foothills has a long history.  

The first known example dates to the Old Babylonian period, when Dadusha, the king of 

Eshnuna, took the prince of Qabra to Eshnuna.
888

 In the Middle Assyrian period, when 

Tiglath-pileser I attacked the land of Muṣri (Neo-Assyrian Musasir) and the army of Qumanu 

went to aid the land of Muṣri, the Assyrian king occupied Muṣri and the capital of Qumanu. 

Kipšuna surrendered to the Assyrian king, paid taxes and tribute, and also gave hostages.
889

 

There were other reasons for taking hostages apart from stopping the occupied lands thinking 

about rebellion.
890

 The hostages brought to the Assyrian court came under the influence of 

Assyrian policy, learned Assyrian culture and language, became aware of the power of the 

Assyrian armies to threaten their homeland. They saw the Assyrian reliefs depicting the 

destruction and punishment of rebellious cities. Such propaganda discouraged the hostages 

from thinking about rebellion when they returned home and ruled as the new king. They 

would have been well-treated to ensure they remain pro-Assyrian. Hostages in the Assyrian 

court could also ―serve as a guarantee of regular payments‖
891

  

When the kings of Nairi went to the Assyrian court to pay homage they left the Nairi 

crown princes there as hostages.
892

 In Sargon‘s eighth campaign, as he approached the 

Mannean capital, the pro-Assyrian King Ullusunu with his military chiefs and a group of 

dignitaries went out to welcome him:
893

 

Ullusunu, together with the people of his land, their hearts bent on rendering service, 

awaited my expedition in Sirdakku, his fortress. As though they had been officials of 

mine, governors of Assyria, he heaped up supplies of flour and wine for the feeding of 

my army. He delivered to me his oldest son, together with a peace-offering, and to 

make secure his (son‘s su   ssion) to rul rship, h  provid d (for this in) his st l  

inscription.  

Because the Manneans were the only Assyrian ally at that time in the Zagros and had 

already lost their pro-Assyrian king Aza, they probably did not need to prove their sincerity.   

                                                                                                                                                                                     
in the east and west of the Assyrian empire. For further details for instance see Roaf 2003 b.: 13-22; Reade 2003: 

p.150ff; Al-Ahmed 1971: 109-128; al-Fahdawi 1977. 
888
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889
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During the Neo-Assyrian period, Sargon II took the prince of Hubuškia as hostage to Dur-

Sharrukin.
894

 He also reinstalled Urzana as ruler of Musasir, after taking him and his family to 

guarantee their loyalty:
895

  

As victor I caused him [i.e. Urzana] to sit before his (city) gate. His wife, his sons, his 

d ught rs, his p opl , th  s  d of his f th r‘s hous , I   rri d off. To 6,110 p opl , 12 

mules, 380 asses, 525 cattle, 1, 235 sheep, I added (counted them and brought them 

inside the wall of my encampment. (ARAB II 172). 

The people of the province of Musasir I reckoned with the people of Assyria; tax and 

task work I imposed upon them as Assyrians (ARAB II 175). 

….I w nt out through th  p ss of Mount And rutt ,   st  p mount in, tow rd th   ity of 

Hipparna (Hiptunu), and returned in safety to my land (ARAB II 176). 

   The hostages were usually the king‘s sons, the crown princes, or members of the royal 

families. Sometimes they also sent daughters of the king ―with a dowry‖ to the Assyrian court. 

A Mannean princess was sent to Ashurbanipal and remained in the Assyrian court.
896

 The 

Mannean crown prince Erisine and his sister, who became the concubine of Ashurbanipal, 

probably played a positive role in the Assyrian court.
897

 Good relations with the Manneans 

persisted after the fall of Nineveh, for they were the only people of the Northern Zagros who 

remained with the Assyrians. The Mannean army fought side by side with the Assyrian army 

against the Babylonian army near Qaplinu in 610 BCE:
898

 

He (Nabopolassar) did battle against the army of Assyria, and the army of Assyria was 

routed before him, and a great havoc was made of Assyria, prisoners in great number 

they took. The Manneans who had come to their aid and the chief men of Assyria were 

captured. 

That their loyalty endured was possibly related to the Assyrian influence on the Mannean 

crown-prince and the Mannean princess, the concubine of Ashurbanipal. The Manneans 

wanted to protect their princess.
899

 

It has been assumed that Arruku, the eldest son of the Kuraš king of Parsumaš, was sent to 

the court of Nineveh as hostage in 639 BCE.
900

 This Persian presence in the Assyrian capital 

and palace indicates that ―some Persians had personal knowledge of the art and practices of 

the Assyrian court.‖ This has been seen as a clue to the Assyrian influence on the art and 

architecture of the Persian palaces a century after the fall of Nineveh.
901
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2.7.5. Deportation/the forced migration 

The Assyrians also adopted a policy of deportation, forcing hundreds of thousands of 

people, including kings and royal families, to be sent to the Assyrian heartland and or to the 

remoter provinces which had submitted to the west, east, north and south of the empire.
902

 By 

settling them in new lands they would lose much of their culture and would adopt local habits. 

Their divine statues were also deported.
903

 This Assyrian policy aimed to weaken resistance 

and the potential to rebel by removing people to far-away foreign lands. This policy made 

them insecure of themselves for a long time, even when living as a group, and it mixed the 

peoples of the Near East irreversibly, leading to deep cultural and ethnic interaction.
904

 

 

2.7.6. Diplomacy, Assyria and the Northern Zagros 

Our knowledge concerning the diplomatic relations between Assyrian and the Northern 

Zagros comes from Assyrian royal inscriptions, administrative letters and reliefs which depict 

Zagrosian rulers bringing tribute and confirming their submission. The tribute they brought 

was mainly horses for the Assyrian court, but they also brought models of their strongholds 

and cities as gifts (fig. 2.9.a-e).
905

 For the inauguration of Kalhu Ashurnasirpal II invited 

thousands of his people and delegations from many lands and kingdoms, including the 

Northern Zagros, from Musasir and Gilzanu. Although he had forced people from Zamua and 

Kirruri to do corveé labour in building Kalhu, surprisingly he did not invite anyone from 

those provinces. Ashurnasirpal II says that ―when I consecrated the palace of Calah, 47,074 

men (and) women who were invited from every part of my land, 5,000 dignitaries (and) 

 nvoys of th  p opl  of th  l nds Suhu, Hindānu, P tinu, H tti, (145) Tyr , Sidon, Gurgumu, 

M lidu, Hubušku, Gi1zānu, Kummu, ( nd) Mus siru, 16,000 p opl  of C l h, ( nd) 1,500 

z rīqū of my palace, all of them - altogether 69,574 (150) (including) those summoned from 

all lands and the people of Calah — for ten days 1 gave them food, 1 gave them drink, I had 

them bathed, I had them anointed. (Thus) did I honour them (and) send them back to their 

lands in peace and joy.‖
906

 Among the list of delegations who participated in this celebration 

were two dignitaries and envoys from the Northern Zagros, which were Musasiru and 

Gilzanu. 

   Some Zagrosian kings and princes visited the Assyrian capitals at the head of 

delegations, including Urzana and his brother from Musasir.
907

 Urzana visited Assyria twice, 

once to deliver tribute and later to bring back statues of Haldi that had been deported.
908

 The 
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crown prince of Andia,
909

 the messengers of Hubuškia,
910

 and the king of Hubuškia visited 

Assyria bringing tribute.
911

 Among several messengers and emissaries from the kingdoms and 

provinces of the Northern Zagros who visited the Assyrian court were those from Zikirtu,
912

 

Labdudu
913

 with horses, cattle and sheep as tribute and the audience-gift (nāmurtu/ 

nāmuštu).
914

 Emissaries from Que (KUR. Qu-a-a) and of Mazamua
915

 went to Kalhu to see 

Tiglath-pileser III, bringing with them an interpreter and several equids.
916

 

 Zagrosian delegations sometimes received gifts from the Assyrian court. When Sargon II 

was occupied in Babylon, the crown prince Sennacherib received horses as tribute from a 

Mannean delegation. Sennacherib informed Sargon II that he had dressed the Mannean 

delegation in purple.
917

 Another Assyrian administrative letter, about the Assyrian tax 

collectors in Media says that the Assyrian deputy dressed the Median leaders in purple.
918

 

These diplomatic contacts led to exchanging gifts. Due to led to cultural interaction in both 

material and immaterial culture. 

Sometimes the Assyrians tried to solve diplomatic issues peacefully. From a fragmentary 

letter we understand that the Assyrian king sent [Ashur-alik-pani] and Nergal-ša[rrani] to the 

Median city Bit-A[bdadani] in peace:
 ―5

The king having s[ent us] for good relations [and 

peace] to Bit-A[bdadanu], [w  st y d] two d ys in […but no]body [… d] with [us]‖
919

  (Rest 

destroyed). 

a.  b.  

Fig. 2.9.a-b. One of the Zagrosian delegations brought horses as tribute to the Assyrian 

palace of the Assyrian court of Sargon in Dur-Sharrukin. They wear skin cloaks (after Botta 

& Flandin, 1972:pl. 151, fig.10; pl.125, fig.5). 
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c.  

d.   

e.  

Fig.2.9.a-c.  Scenes depicted on the Bronze Gate of Balawat, Shalmaneser III takes horses, 

cattle and two-humped camels as booty from Urartu and Gilzanu (after a. King 1915: 

Pl.XXXVIII, Band VIL.2. b. King 1915: Pl.XXXIX, Band VII.3. c. King 1915: pl. XL, Band 

VII, 4). 

 

Assyrians and Zagrosian leaders did not only come into contact militarily. Commercial 

activities between the Assyrians and the king of Zikirtu involved trading horses, as seen in a 

letter sent from Issar-šumu-iqiša to the Assyrian king:
920

 

The emissaries of the Zikirtean (king) are now coming; the messengers of the Urartian 

who had gone to the [Zi]kirtean are coming with them as captives. I have had money 

brought up and deposited in the stronghold, (relying) on the word of the Zikirtean, who 

s id: ―I sh ll s ll you th  hors s in P šš t .‖ Now l t it b  impr ss d upon th  

 miss ri s,  s th   miss ri s  r  trying h rd to b  k out of th ir word,  l iming: ―W  

have not heard about (su h   promis ) by our lord.‖ Th  king should  sk th  s  ond 

emissary; he knows that he gave the order to the commander-in-chief.   

The Assyrians treated the Medes differently, for in the royal inscriptions Tiglath-pileser III 

and Sargon II call the Medes ‗th  mighty M d s‘ (m d i  d nnūti).
921

  Widengren interprets 

the use of this title for the Medes as an indication that ―the Medes were respected enemies.‖
922
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2.7.7. Assyrian Vassal Treaties with Media, and Mazamu
923

 

a. Esarhaddon‟s treaty with the Medes 

One of the Assyrian policies was to make vassal treaties with defeated kingdoms. The most 

famous vassal treaty between the rulers of the Northern Zagros and the Assyrians was 

Esarhaddon‘s vassal succession treaty with the Medes. The expression ―the people of Assyria, 

great and small, from the Upper to the Lower Sea‖ is interpreted as an indication that the 

treaty was with all the Assyrian subjects and vassals.
924

 Recently, a treaty similar to the 

Nimrud treaty between the Medes and the Assyrians, a succession treaty of Esarhaddon, was 

discovered, not in the Assyrian heartland but in Syria in Tell Ta‗yinat (Tainat).
925

 The general 

context of the Nimrud and the Ta‗yinat treaties is similar, but some details are recorded 

differently. The Nimrud treaty refers to the Median city ruler (bēl āli) by his names and titles. 

Three Median chieftains or lords of cities or districts were pro-Assyrian: Zanasana of 

Partukka, Uppis of Partakka, and Ramataia of Urukazabarna.
926

 The Ta‗yinat treaty refers to 

the governor (bēl pāḫiti) of Kunalia anonymously. Other differences concern the deities. After 

mentioning the governor of Kunalia, the Ta‗yinat treaty continues:
927

 

The deputy, the major domo, the scribes, the chariot drivers, the third men, the village 

managers, the information officers, the prefects, the cohort commanders, the 

charioteers, the cavalrymen, the exempt, the outriders, the specialists, the shi[eld 

bearers (?)], the craftsmen, (and) with [all] the men [of his hands], great and small, 

 s m ny… 

Such details are absent in the treaty of Esarhaddon with the Medes, probably because the 

Medes at that time did not have such administrative organizations, and the city rulers probably 

continued to rule as chieftains. Therefore we do not hear about any deputy, scribe, military 

officer, etc. Instead, after the name of the Median ruler, directly there is a mention of 

unnamed ―sons and grandsons,‖ of the Median city ruler/chieftain:
928

 

The treaty which Esarhaddon, king of the world, king of Assyria, son of Sennacherib, 

likewise king of the world, king of Assyria, with Ramataia, city-ruler of Urakazabanu, 

with his sons, his grandsons, with all the Urakazabaneans young and old, as many as 

there may be with (all of) you, your sons, your grandsons who will exist in days to come 

after the treaty, from sunrise to sunset, over as many as Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, 

exercises kingship and lordship-(so) he has made the treaty with you concerning 

Ashurbanipal, the crown-prince, son of Esarhaddon, king of Assyria.  

The treaty requires the Medes when Esarhaddon dies to support Ashurbanipal to become king 

of Assyria:
929

 

When Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, dies, you will seat Ashurbanipal, the crown-prince, 

upon the royal throne, he will exercise the kingship (and) lordship of Assyria over you.  

                                                           
923

 For the oaths and the Assyrian vassals with the Zagrosians see 2.5.9. 
924
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If they do not support Ashurbanipal then many curses await them: ―May Girra, who gives 

food to [sm ll  nd gr  t,] [burn up] your s  d  nd your (s  d‘s) s  d.‖
 930

   

   The Ta‗yinat treaty mentions some local deities including ―Ar miš,  lord of th   ity  nd 

land of Qarnê….‖
931

 In the treaty with the Medes there is no mention of local Median deities. 

Therefore, it has been assumed that probably the Medes with whom Esarhaddon made the 

treaty served as bodyguards for the Assyrian crown prince, Ashurbanipal.
932

 Wiseman adds 

that ―these chiefs appear to have come voluntarily to Nineveh with their gifts which included 

fine breeding-horses, lapis-lazuli and rare stones (e.g. DAG.DAS stones).‖
933

 According to 

Waters the adê treaty was made with ―specific Medes (and other peoples) who swore loyalty 

and were bound to military service for the Assyrian crown prince.‖
934

  

The treaty was not only targeting the chieftains/leaders but also their subjects, the people 

and their children.
935

 Esarhaddon aimed to install his small son Ashurbanipal instead of his 

older son Shamash-shum-ukin. He made this treaty with the local leaders of the vassal areas 

to secure the Assyrian throne for his small son Ashurbanipal. 

 

b. Esarhaddon‟s treaty with Mazamua 

From an Assyrian administrative letter which was sent to Esarhaddon from Mazamua, it 

appears that Esarhaddon also made a treaty with the Zamuan emissaries. They met the 

Assyrian king but they did not finish the treaty. In the letter an Assyrian person in charge of 

finishing the formula of that treaty gives the necessary details:
936

 
2
[I have] also [sp]oken [with the emissari]es of Maz[amua]. (Perhaps) the king, my 

lord, will s y: ―My s rv nt h s b  n n glig nt; h  did not s nd (  r port)   rli r.‖ 

Those who (came for) the treaty had not yet finished leaving the presence of the king, 

my lord, wh n th  l tt r […] b for  […]. As soon  s Urdu-Iss r s w […], h  d liv r d 

it to hi[m].  
r.7

 […] whil  th  king, [my] lord […] […]-l šir. (R st d stroy d …) 

Esarhaddon seems to have made separate treaties with each province. There is no idea what 

the vassal leaders received from Assyria for their support of Ashurbanipal. What does become 

clear is that the Medes, Manneans, Babylonians and Urartians suffered from Ashurbanipal‘s 

campaigns and insults from the emissaries. 

 

c. The Aramaic stele as a vassal treaty, but between whom?  

Controversial views from scholars concern the Aramaic inscription on the stele of Bukan. 

Lemaire discussed the possibility of considering it as a vassal treaty between the Manneans 

and Urartians or Assyrian or even the Aramaeans. Lemaire excluded the Assyrians, because 

the text did not mention the chief deity Ashur. Also he did not see a possibility of a deal 

between Aramaeans and Manneans, for according to him there is no historical support for any 
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Mannean and Aramaean contact.
937

 This related to the assumption that the Aramaeans lived to 

the west of Assyria, so there would be no reason for a treaty with Mannea who lived to the 

east of Assyria. Although this is logical, there was some political contact between Aramaeans 

and Manneans through those Aramaeans who were deported or emigrated to the east of 

Kirruri to the banks of the Lower Zab in western Zamua. Tukultī-Ninurta II attacked the 

Aramaeans on the banks of the Lower Zab,
938

 and Tiglath-pileser III deported thousands of 

Aramaeans to Mazamua, and the Palace Herald (nāgir  k li), the lands of the Northern 

Zagros.
939

 

 

2.7.8. Postal services in Arzuhina and Mazamua 

The Assyrians linked the mountainous area of the Zagros with the Assyrian heartland by 

postal services (kalliu). The first station in the Northern Zagros was Arzuhina, at the 

crossroads between Arrapha and Mazamua and between Arbail and Mazamua. An 

administrative letter sent to Sargon II describes the system:
940

 
4
As to the express service (kalliu) about which the king, my lord, wrote to me through 

Arb il yu: ―Why isn‘t th r   ny  xpr ss s rvi  ?‖ Wh n h    m  to m  with th  roy l 

bodyguard Ubru-Harran, I harnessed before their coming two mules in Arzuhina for the 

use of Ubru-Harran. He took them to Arrapha. He harnessed two mules for the use of 

Arbailayu, and went on to Mazamua. Let the king, my lord, a[sk whet]her I did not 

station a team of [mules] in Dur-Taliti and another one in Taggalagi! When he 

departed from Arzuhina, there w r  two mul s for his us  from on  post st tion (bēt 

m rdēti) to  noth r,  s f r  s Arr kdi. As h  now   m , (going) to wh r  th  king, my 

lord, had sent him, I harnessed two mules in Arzuhina for [his] use as far as Dur-Taliti. 
r.4.

The king, my lord, knows that Arzuhina is situated at a crossroads; the stage 

(m rdētu) from Arzuhin  to Arr kdi is   str in for th   nim ls. Th  king, my lord, 

should give orders that a mule-express (kalliu) be stationed in Dur-Atanate, so we can 

str ngth n    h oth r…. (the rest of the letter deals with criminals on the roads). 

 

2.7.9. Royal/dynastic marriage cases between the Zagros and Assyria 

Dynastic marriages between Mesopotamian princesses and foreign kings and 

Mesopotamian kings and foreign princesses had a long history. Some involved rulers of the 

Northern Zagros districts and the Assyrians. The earliest known example happened in the 

time of the kingdom of Shamshi-Adad I. The Zagrosian chieftain, the Turukkean Zaziya, gave 

his daughter as a wife for the son of Išme-Dagan, the crown prince Mut-Aškur (1730-1720 

BCE).
941

  

During the Neo-Assyrian period in Anatolia Shalmaneser III married the daughter of 

Qalparunda, the king of Patinu.
942

 Also he received the daughter of Sangara the ruler of 

Carchemish, and the daughters of 100 nobles, probably as wives for the Assyrian royal family 
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or Assyrian commanders.
943

 Sargon II gave his daughter, Ahāt-abīša to Ambaris, the king of 

Tabal/Bit-Purutaš.
944

 Some of the queries of Esarhaddon concern giving his daughter Šērū‘a-

ēṭirat to the Scythian king P/Bartatua, when the Scythians were penetrating the Northern 

Zagros as far as the area of the Urmia basin, and southwards to Media and westwards to the 

Assyrian border.
945

In another enquiry Esarhaddon asks about a marriage for his daughter, but 

the name of the intended groom is lost. Probably it also relates to P/Bartatua and Šērū‘a-

ēṭirat.
946

 If the treasure of Ziwiye is genuine, considered to be related to an Assyrian dowry 

for the daughter of Esarhaddon. Saggs links the Assyrian royal marriage with Scythians to the 

threat to the eastern border by Scythian penetration into the Northern Zagros. The bronze 

sarcophagus said to come from Ziwiye would have been for the Assyrian princess who 

married the Scythian prince.
947

 If so, this marriage would have led to good relations between 

the Assyrians and the Scythians, and helped the Assyrians since the Scythians could weaken 

the Manneans, the Medians and the Urartians, previously weakened by the Cimmerians.
948

  

The Cimmerio-Scythian invasion into Urartu and the Northern Zagros threatened the northern 

and northeastern frontiers, disrupting economic activities.
949

 

a. Killing the queen of Habhu  

An administrative letter (SAA 5 108) was sent to Sargon II probably from one of the 

Assyrian intelligence officers (his name is missing) east of the Upper Zab beyond Hab/ 

Kirruri. Parpola entitled the letter ―An Urartian Woman on the Throne of Habhu‖. The first 

part of the letter is fragmentary, but we can see that it deals with messengers, interpreters and 

administrative issues in that territory. The second part of the letter reports disorder in the land 

of Habhu, a revolt in the royal family:
950

 

And th  things th t th  p opl  of th   ountry sp  k with him [th s ] d ys! ―Why did you 

do th[is]- kill the sister of your brother and the son of [your] brot[her]? From what you 

have done, we know well enough that you killed [her], a woman of Habhu; and 

 ft rw rds you ‗pour oil‘ upon it, s ying‖ ‗Th  [Ur rti ]n kill d [h r].‘ An Ur rti n 

wom n m y not sit upon th  thron !‖ Th y told [him  n unsubs]t nti t d rumor: ―Th  

king [……] W  […….] 

The details of that revolt are not clear, but the letter shows that a member from the royal 

family of Habhu revolted against the queen, a sister of his brother. He killed the queen and 

also the son of his brother, with ―sister‖ probably meaning ―sister-in-law‖ of his brother. 

Perhaps his brother was a brother in-law. The prince who killed the queen of Habhu accused 

an Urartian, saying ―The Urartian killed her. An Urartian woman may not sit upon the 

throne!‖ The expression is not clear, but probably means that the queen of Habhu killed by 

this prince was an Urartian princess. That would indicate that a dynastic marriage had been 
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made between an Urartian princess and a prince of Habhu, who subsequently became king of 

Habhu. The brother of the new king of Habhu killed the queen (in the letter he called her the 

sister of his brother‘s king) and the son of his brother to usurp the throne.  

b. A Mannaean royal marriage with Ashurbanipal 

An important point concerning political relations between Mannea and Assyria is that after 

several campaigns against Mannea during the 9th-7th centuries BCE, and the strong alliance 

between some of the Mannean kings with the Assyrians, Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal 

campaigned against Mannea. Ashurbanipal succeeded in his campaign, and defeated Mannea 

(ca. 660 BCE). He subjugated them further when he destroyed and burned most of the 

Mannean cities, and received tribute from Uallī (667-652BC) son of Ahšeri.
951

 Erisinni, the 

son of Uallī was taken as a hostage to the Assyrian court, and the daughter of Uallī was sent 

to Assyria to be the king‘s concubine:
952

 

In my fourth   mp ign …I inv d d (lit.,  nt r d) th  M nn  n  ountry  nd  dv n  d 

vi toriously….………. Erisinni,   son of his b g tting, h  disp t h d to Nin v h,  nd h  

kissed my feet. I had mercy upon him and sent my messengers of peace to him (to Uallî). 

A d ught r (of U llî), th  offspring of his lions, h  s nt to b  my  on ubin …. 

By taking the Mannean prince as hostage and the Mannean princess as concubine ensured 

good relations between Mannea and Assyria, which led to a new alliance. This alliance also 

reflected their common fear of the ascendant Medes,
953

 and the Mannaean fear of the 

ascendant Scythians and Cimmerians. The alliance lasted until after the fall of Nineveh in 612 

BCE, since the Mannean army assisted the remnant of the Assyrian army and the remnant of 

the royal family when they fled to Harran, east of the Euphrates near Qablinu.
954

 Perhaps the 

Mannean concubine of Ashurbanipal was with them as they fled. She may have had a child in 

the Assyrian royal family, and the Mannean army was sent to support this Assyrian prince 

whose mother was a Mannean princess.
955

 

   Dynastic marriages were generally arranged for making peace and accompanied by a 

treaty for military support. Furthermore, a princess sent to another country to become the 

mother of the crown prince could as queen and queen mother influence her husband and her 

son on important decisions. Usually foreign princesses and queens were followed by their 

retinue into the Assyrian palace for the marriage, bringing with them material and cultural 

traditions of their home country. Some will have worked as observers of their homeland for 

their country of exile. However, dynastic marriages were made mainly to make peace and 

good relations between two countries.
956
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2.8. Economy and Trade 

2.8.1. Economy  

The Assyrian plains were watered from the Tigris and its tributaries, and these fertile 

plains of the Assyrian heartland produced much grain and cereals. The Assyrian empire 

overwhelmed the ancient Near East and tried to control political, military and economic 

affairs. Economic relations between Assyria and the Northern Zagros were sustained during 

war and peace. In war the Assyrian army took booty and plundered many Northern Zagros 

cities. In peace times, tribute was sent to Assyria from the Northern Zagros, and trade 

flourished. In addition to the formal tribute the audience-gift (nāmurtu) was collected from 

the peoples of defeated lands.
957

 The Assyrians also tried to secure the trade routes in the 

Zagros and beyond, especially those to the Urmia basin and beyond, and the Khorasan Road. 

The administrative palaces they built in the Zagros and the Assyrian governors and deputies 

they appointed in the Northern Zagros had a great role in securing beneficial trade with the 

Zagros and further east. They built many fortress along the eastern Assyrian frontier in the 

Northern Zagros, to protect the Assyrian border, to ensure safe trade and to collect taxes from 

merchants and local farmers.
958

 

 

A. The main economical resources from the Northern Zagros 

Campaigning in the Zagros led to obtaining supplies of human labour (deportees, captives, 

slaves and corvée workers), animals (horses, cattle, sheep, goats, oxen, two-humped camels, 

birds, honey), foodstuffs (barley and wheat, fruit, orchards, wine, fodder), and raw materials 

(metals, wood and precious stones, marble, lapis lazuli, diorite, limestone). 

There is little in the Assyrian records about metal from the Northern Zagros, but 

archaeology and geology show that the Northern Zagros was rich in iron, copper, tin and even 

gold.
959

 Mining in the Northern Zagros had reached an important stage of development. 

Excavations have produced metal objects, and metal booty was taken from the Northern 

Zagros kingdoms by the Assyrians.  

Assyrian records show that their main sources of copper were in the Zagros. Several texts 

mention large quantities of copper coming from different kingdoms and provinces there.  An 

Assyrian administrative letter mentions 420 talents of bronze sent by the Assyrian eponym of 

Mazamua, Šarru-ēmuranni to Sargon II, apparently taken from the treasury of the palace, 

probably a residence palace in Mazamua:
960

 
2-13

On the 27
th

 day, at dawn, we opened the treasury of metal scraps at the entrance of 

the house in the palace upon the terrace. [We] weighed 420 talents of bronze scraps 
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and plac[ed] it in the storehouse [of] the cupbearer. We also weighed [x talen]ts of 

bronz  obj  ts […].  (Br  k) 
r. 1-8

[…..]  ity, […..of th  R] vi w [P l   ]. Alt rn tiv ly, w    n do th  (inv ntory) of 

the Review Palace on the 29
th

 and go in the remaining days to Dur-Š rruk n, to s  l 

those tunics.   

  Taking the Assyrian talent as 30 kg, 420 talents make 12,600 kg of copper, a very large 

amount, meaning there was a well developed mining industry in Zamua.
961

 The Assyrians also 

obtained copper and lapis lazuli from Media and beyond by trade, with the Medes acting as 

intermediaries between Assyria and the east.
962

   

The Assyrians had been using iron from the 13
th

 century BCE, first for ritual purposes. An 

iron lance habalginnu and an iron dagger is mentioned in a Middle Assyrian administrative 

text,
963

 Shalmaneser I (1274-1245 BCE) deposited iron (AN.BAR) in the foundations of the 

temple of Assur in Ashur.
964

 

  Lists of tribute and booty from the Northern Zagros, as far as I know, rarely mention iron.  

The land of Nairi may have provided ―possible sources of iron ore for Assyria during the I3th 

to 11th centuries B.C.‖
965

 Tiglath-pileser I claims that he brought obsidian (NA4.ZÚ), haltu-

stone (NA4 hal-ta) and haematite/iron ore (NA4.KA.GI.NA) from the mountains of the lands 

Nairi:
966

 

 At that time I transported obsidian, haltu-stone, and haematite from the mountains of 

th  l nds N iri, whi h I  onqu r d with th  support of th  god Aššur, my lord. I 

deposited (them) in the hamru-temple of the god Adad, my lord, forever  

Many natural iron sources were identified in the mountains of the Northern Zagros by 

travellers in the 19
th

 century CE, such as Layard and Badger, who speak of iron ores ―in great 

quantities scattered on the sides of mountains‖. It is in these mountains that the Assyrians 

probably found their iron.
967

 Much attention has been paid to the ‗iron mines east of Amadiya 

citadel near the west bank of the Upper Zab, near Dura.
968

  To the north of the Amadiya 

citadel in the hills of Sergusa a source of iron ore has also been recorded. The Barwari district 

near the modern Turkish border has been assumed to be one of the sources of iron for mining 

in ancient times, later abandoned.
969

 There are other sources in the mountains of Harir 

(ancient Habruri/Kirruri). During field work in the mountains east of the Lower Zab river/east 
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of the Dukan Town, on the mountain of Haruta and Tabeen pass near modern Surdash valley; 

I personally noticed much iron ore scattered on the mountain (fig. 2.10).
970

 

  
Fig. 2.10. Iron ore scattered on the mountain of Haruta and Tabeen pass. (Photo by the 

author). 

 

B. Human labour 

Men from the Northern Zagros laboured for the Assyrians as corvée workers from Hanusa, 

Zamua, Musasir, Bit-Sagabi, Harhar, Nairi, Tummu, Kirruri, Simesu, Simerra, Ulmania, 

Adauš, Hargaia, Ništun, and the land Harmasaia. Slaves, captives, and deportees came from 

many Zagros districts and kingdoms, as discussed in detail in Chapter I.
971

  

 

C. Agriculture and Animal sources  

The main source of horses, as well as cattle, horses, mules, donkeys and Bactrian camels 

with two-humps, for the Neo-Assyrian kings and for merchants from the Northern Zagros, 

from Gilzanu, Zamua, Media etc.
972

 In Sumerian the word for a horse is ANSHE.KUR, 

―mountain donkey,‖ these ―mountain donkeys‖ had been used since the early historical 

periods, by Sumerians, Akkadians, Babylonians and Assyrians, all coming from the 

mountains of the Zagros.
973

 

  For the Assyrians from the ninth century BCE horses were used in the cavalry and for 

pulling chariots and general transport. They appear first in the army in the reign of Tukultī-
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Ninurta II, presumably influenced by Gilzanu, then the main source of horses.
974

 Tukultī-

Ninurta obtained hundreds of horses from Subaru, Gilzanu and Nairi:
975

 

The praises of my pow r whi h Aššur, th  god Š m š, th  god [...] high mount ins from 

th  l nd of th  Sub ru to th  l nd Gilzānu  nd N iri [...] r v nu , whi h I  ontinu lly 

received. Altogether 2,702 horses in teams [and chariots], more than ever before, I had 

in harness for the forces of my land. 

With their cavalry the Assyrian army achieved important advances in penetrating the 

Zagros. Even the royal horses for the Assyrian kings were obtained from the Zagros. The area 

around Lake Urmia was a major source in the 9
th

 century BCE. But when the Urartians 

occupied part of that area the Assyrians turned south, to Zamua, Media, and to Gizilbunda in 

the far east.
976

 Many royal inscriptions list horses as booty, and Zagrosian delegations usually 

brought horses as tribute to the Assyrian court, according to royal inscriptions and reliefs. 

Assyrian administrative letters have many details about receiving horses from the Zagros, 

either as tribute or through trade. A letter sent to Sargon II from the governor of Mazamua, 

Nabû-ḫamatua, itemizes five horses to be sent with the letter for the Assyrian king. The horses 

had been collected by Ashurle‘u the ruler of Karalla from Ullusunu the king of Mannea who 

gave them to the Assyrian governor of Mazamua:
977

 

… N bû-hamatua wrote m[e] that Aššur-le['i] is going to Ullusunu, and that Ullusunu 

h s giv n fiv  hors s to Aššur-le'i. Nabû-hamatua has itemized the horses he gave him 

by  olour in    l y t bl t (whi h) h  ( lso) s nt m . … 

Most horses were used in the Assyrian cavalry. The best were used as royal horses. Some 

were sacrificed in rituals. White horses were sacrificed to Shamash in Assyria.
978

 

The Assyrian kings received many horses as tribute or booty from the Northern Zagros, 

from Gilzanu, Kirruri, Zamua, Mannea, Hubuškia, Media, Andia, Zikirtu, Musasir, etc.
979

 

Tiglath-pileser III lists the tribute he received:
980

 

[I received ] the payme[nt of the Med]es, the people of the land Ellipu, and the city 

rulers of all of the mountain regions, as far as Mount Bikni-[…], hors s, mul s, 

Bactrian camels, oxen, sheep and goats, without num[ber].   

  Sargon received horses as tribute from several cities in Media and the Northern Zagros.
981

 

Sometimes the Zagrosians delayed sending the annual tribute as an act of defiance or  

rebellion. The recapture of vassal lands that had rebelled were required to pay extra, even 

double tribute, as with Ashurbanipal and the Manneans:
982

  

The former tribute, which in the reigns of the kings, my fathers, they had allowed to 

lapse, they brought before me (once more). Thirty horses I added to the former tribute 

and imposed (it) upon him.  
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  The tribute collectors in the reign of Sargon II were asked to bring him special horses for 

his own use from Media in addition to the annual tribute.
983

 Assyrian texts and imagery show 

that horses were at the top of tribute demanded from the kingdoms of the Northern Zagros. 

Hubuškia sent equids, oxen and sheep,
984

 Urzana of Musasir sent 56 horses, many sheep and 

oxen.
985

 The crown prince of Andia brought more than 50 equids:
986

 

16 red horses; 13 irginu hors s; 14 bl  k hors s; 1 H rš  n hors ; 1 tu nu hors ; 6 

mares; 5 mules; in all 51 horses from the crown prince of Andia. 

Daily and monthly accounts were kept of horses and mules arriving at the gates of the palace 

in the Assyrian capital. Letters give some details about them, whether they were Kushite or 

Mesaean in type and where they had come from, or enquire how long they would stay and 

how they would be cared for. Probably some of these horses belonged to delegations, 

Assyrian employees or auxiliaries 47 horsemen arrived from Mazamua,
987

 and sometimes 

caravans arrived. The horses that arrived came from many different places including Parsua, 

Media, Mazamua, Arrapha, Guzana, Lahiru, Egypt, Arpad.
988

 

Idu sent grain and also honey to the temple of Assur in the city of Ashur as offerings in the 

reign of Tiglath-pileser I.
989

 We also have details about making a cake for a festival in the 

temple of Ashur at Ashur. Five litres of honey (dišpu) and four litres of white honey (dišpu 

paṣiu) were required. The ‗white honey‘ has been explained as ‗real honey from bees,‘
990

 but 

it could have been a special kind of honey made by the wild mountain bee of the Zagros, 

corresponding to the expression [L]ÀL.MEŠ KUR-e BAB[BAR]-ú, ―honey of the wh[it]e 

mountain [h]oney.‖
991

 Sargon II mentions offering l llāru, ―white honey‖, to the gods.
992

 

Honey is also associated with a drink, ku-ru-un-nu làl-la-ru bi-ib-lat KUR.MEŠ KUG.MEŠ, 

―kurunnu-drink and white honey, the product of the pure mountains.‖
993

   

Sometimes, the Assyrians obliged the defeated Zagrosians to work as “forced” labourers, 

to perform the ilku-duty or corvée.
994

 Ashurnasirpal II received Zamuan manpower as tribute: 

―I put  ll th  l nd (of Z mu ) und r on   ontrol…. nd for  d l bour I impos d upon 

them.‖
995

 When Zamua did not send corvée workers to Kalhu to participate in building the 

Assyrian capital, immediatly Ashurnasirpal attacked Zamua and burned, destroyed, and 

plundered their cities and killed the people. He claims his campaign against Zamua was 
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because ―Ameka and Arashtua had withheld the tribute and forced labour due unto Ashur, my 

lord.‖
996

 Sargon II imposed the corvée on the people of Musasir: ―The people of the province 

of Musasir I reckoned with the people of Assyria; tax and taskwork I imposed upon them as 

Assyrians.‖
997

            

Assyrians practiced a policy of destroying the economy of their enemies. Having 

plundered their cities they deported entire populations, or the craftsmen, the artists and the 

nobility. They smashed the city walls, burned the houses, cut down their orchards and 

vineyards to destroy the fruit. Sargon II describes destroying the vineyards of the royal city 

Ulhu of Rusa:
998

 

…gr  t qu ntiti s of his fruit, whi h  ould not b  m  sur d,   m  tumbling 

down……….th  trunks of all those trees which I had cut down I gathered together, 

heaped them in a pile and burned them with fire. Their abundant crops, which (in) 

garden and marsh (?) were immeasurable, I tore up by the root and did not leave an ear 

(by which) to remember the destruction.  

One of the reasons behind the Assyrian policy of building administrative palaces and forts 

in the Northern Zagros was to secure and maintain their control of the economy of the 

occupied provinces. They used these palaces as centres for collecting tributes and taxes to be 

sent to Assyria. In Zamua during the ninth century BCE Ashurnasirpal II built storage in 

Atlila/Dur-Ashur in Zamua for barley and fodder.
999

 A fragment of an Assyrian administrative 

letter from the reign of Sargon mentions Assyrian administrators waiting for the royal golden 

seal, to seal barley rations for Zamua:
1000

 

(B ginning d stroy d) W  [ r  r  dy] to s t out for th  r vi w, but Išm -ilu, the 

 ohort  omm nd r, brings us th  (king‘s) gold n st mp s  l  nd holds us up 

continually, s ying: ―Bring b rl y r tions to M z mu ! 
r. 2

 What does the king, my 

lord, s y? 4 […] hors s. (R st d stroy d).                                 

Barley and seed-corn came from Mazamua.
1001

 The Assyrian army supplies of barley, 

grain, wine, and fodder came from the Zagros. A garrison at Kār-Aššur divided the grain 

rations Sargon II issued in preparation for battle, ―fodder for pack-animals‖ and ―stored grain 

for the troops‖
1002

 Fales says the amounts ―are quite large, amounting to 57,800 liters a day 

for the animals and 70,500 liters a day for the men.‖
1003

 Similarly, the Assyrian army was 

supplied with food and wine when Sargon II arrived Mannea in 714 BCE.  

   Administrative letters show that the Assyrian kings personally watched the wheat crop in 

Media. A letter was sent by the Assyrian deputy Mannu-ki-Ninua from Kār-Šarrukin in Media 

replying to Sargon II:
1004
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As to th  h rv st  bout whi h th  king, my lord, wrot  to m : ―Why h v  you not 

writt n to m  how it is?‖– th  h rv st h s sprout d, (but) th  …is b dly r v g d …. nd 

it is raining and snowing continually.  

In another letter
 
he tells the king,

 
―…w   r   ultiv ting th   r bl  fi lds  nd doing our work. 

The king, my lord, can be glad.‖
 1005 Similarly, the governor of Arrapha, Issa-duri relays good 

news: ―It has rained a lot. The harvest will be good. The king, my lord, can be glad.‖
1006

 
 

   Hundreds of wooden beams were collected as tribute by the Kummeans, Ukkeans and 

others. In several cities 460 beams were collected when the Assyrian high official Gabbu-ana-

Aššur had been asked for them by Sargon to be brought to Assyria. The local people helped 

him in the first two stages of transport, but then he could not continue. He tells the king that 

the water of the Upper Zab river was too low:
1007

  

By the god of the king, my lord, th  d y th t th  b  ms   m  to m , th  […] (offi i l) 

did not l  v  m ; (I sw  r) th  [b  ms]  r  on th  [riv r] b [nk] …, but th  w t r in 

the river is [low], and the difficult spots of [the river are many. 

Another letter to Sargon II mentions transporting timber on the Upper Zab:
1008

 

On the 17
th

 I and Kiṣir-Aššur w nt to th  Z b riv r  nd insp  t d th  timb r; th  logs 

were many, [as many] as we could possibly desire.  

Other products, such as corn and barley for the Nusāhē-tax (corn-tax),
1009

 were transported 

by boat from the Northern Zagros. Some merchants used river transport for grain from 

Hiptunu in the reign of Sennacherib, probably after 684 B.C.
1010

 

Assyrians posted to the Zagros sometimes became involved in the local economy. A 

garden near the Median city Kišešlu/Kār-Nabū was sold by a chariot team of Emuq-Ashur, 

the Assyrian commander (š knu) of Kār-Nabū.
1011

 The relevant sales document was found in 

Ashur, but Radner correctly says that the garden was in Media, for the witnesses were mainly 

governors from neighbouring provinces or Assyrian employees in Kār-Nabū.
1012

  

Wine was part of booty from the palace stores of the Northern Zagros. Ashurnasirpal II 

took wine from Tummu, Kirruru and Simesu, Simerra, Ulmania, Adauš, the lands of Hargaia 

and Harmasaia.
1013

 Sargon II plundered wine and corn from Ulhu (modern Hatevan III),
1014

 

the capital city of Rusa near Urmia:
1015

 

 ….into Ulhu, th  stor   ity (lit.,  ity of prop rti s) of Ursâ I  nt r d triumph ntly;….‖ 

―… It‘s fill d-up granaries I opened and let my army devour its abundant grain, in 

measureless quantities. Its guarded (?) wine cellars I entered, and the wide spreading 

hosts of Ashur drew the good wine from (the skin) bottles like river water. 
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Esarhaddon used the ―wine of the mountain‖ beside normal wine, oil, butter, and honey when 

rebuilding the temples in Babylonia.
1016

 

Wine was sent as tribute also to Zamua. The Assyrian eponym of Mazamua, Šarru-

emuranni, assured Sargon II that the wine he had asked for was ready:
1017

  

As to the wine about which the king, my lord, wrot  m : ―S t  sid  200 hom rs for th  

g rrison!‘‘– I have set aside as much of it as the king, my lord, wrote.  

The expression DUG.šá-za-mu-u in offering schedules is translated as ―Zamuan-type wine 

jars‖ and as ―skin/jars of Zamuan wine‖.
1018

 Fales assumes that DUG.šá-za-mu-u and 

GEŠTIN me-zi DUG.šá-za-mu-u, GEŠTIN la-‘u-˂u˃ in Assyrian records were well-known 

wines in the Neo-Assyrian Empire.
1019

 

   Middle Assyrian food lists mention offerings for the deities, and the term zamru, is ―a 

regular presence in food lists for the gods and temples.‖
1020

  One text mentions vineyards and 

fruit groves, and ―100 (containers) of (a)zamru (za-am-ru sa-mu-hu)‖‗mix d fruit‘.
1021

Fales 

noted ―that the association/opposition between zamru and nuts occurs also in administrative 

texts.‖
1022

 GIŠ.za-ma-ri occurs alongside GIŠ.duk-di, ―almonds‖, as Fales noticed, in the 

Banquet stela of Ashurnasirpal II it‘s mentioned with nuts.
1023

 It could be that the word zamru 

was related to the Zamuan city of Zamru.
1024

 Also, a group of GIŠ.NÁ za-mar it has been 

recorded.
1025

 Fales translates  zamru/azamru sammuhu as ―mixed fruit trees‖.
1026

 

The Zagros was one of the richest areas of pastoralism during the Iron Age. The 

mountainous terrain is not the best for agriculture all through the year, but it provided good 

pastures. Its rich grass attracted shepherds and pastoralists.  

Thousands of sheep, goats and cattle are recorded among the booty taken to Assyria, 

showing how plentiful the livestock was in the Zagros. Taking this booty weakened the local 

economy. An Assyrian administrative letter mentions sheep in Mazamua.
1027

 

 

2.8.2. Trade and commercial activities between Assyria and the Northern Zagros and 

beyond 

Trading between the Mesopotamian plains and the Zagros has a long history. It was in 

progress in prehistoric times, especially during the Chalcolithic and it was organized by the 
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state from the Early Bronze Age.
1028

 Perhaps the best record about the commercial activities 

between Sumer and the mountains and beyond is in the epic of Enmerkar and the Lord of 

Aratta.
1029

  

   The landscape and economic resources of the mountains of the Zagros clearly differ from 

those of the plains and hills of Assyria. The different resources of raw materials encouraged 

Assyrian trade with the Zagros during the Old, Middle and Neo-Assyrian periods. But we 

have little data concerning commercial activities, especially when compared to the very 

detailed data for the Old Assyrian trade between Ashur and Anatolia, with the kārum of 

Kültepe-Kanesh, during the 19-18
th

 centuries BCE. The Assyrians travelled to many towns 

and cities in Anatolaia and, according to Veenhof the Assyrians ―had established ―colonies‖ 

(kārum) and ―trading-stations‖ ―(wabartum) from where they managed their trade.‖
1030

 

   The available Assyrian records showing that commercial activities were organized 

during the Neo-Assyrian period are a few Assyrian letters and the Assyrian annals. But they 

give a one-sided view about trade and economy. It has been assumed that the Assyrian 

sources of tin were in the Zagros and beyond.
1031

 During the Middle Assyrian period, 

commercial activities flourished between Assyria and the west as far as the Mediterranean 

coast.
1032

 But no such interest was shown east to the Zagros. It was not a neglected area, but 

the Assyrians and Kassites struggled to control the Northern Zagros, especially the area 

between the Lower Zab and the Upper Diyala/Sirwan. One reason why the Babylonian king 

Simbar-shupak attacked Zamua was competition with the Assyrians for control of commercial 

routes to the economical resources in the Zagros.
1033

 

 Assyrian trading with the Northern Zagros was to obtain goods which were insufficently 

or not at all available. Sometimes they acted as intermediary traders, as when lapis lazuli was 

brought along the Khorasan road and then sent to Assyria, and from there it reached Syria and 

beyond. Goods probably reached the Zagros through Assyrian intermediaries transported in 

overland trade.
1034

 Internal and external commercial activities both features in this overland 

trade. 

   Some merchants may have added political activities, by acting as government spies, to 

trading activities. Most of the overland merchants were conversant with other languages. 

Sargon II asked Nabû-ḫamātua the governor of Mazamua, to send a merchant to him:
1035

  

As to Bēl-ahhe, the merchant about whom the king, my lord, wrote, I shall secretly send 

word that they bring him to me, and I shall (then) send him t[o the king, my lord]. 

Probably Sargon wanted to meet the merchant to discuss something unrelated to commerce, 

which is why he uses the word ‗s  r tly‘ (šá-p l ŠU.2  -š p-pa-r[a] ú-bal-u-ni-šú).
1036

 He 
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may know information important to the king, or the king wants him to gather intelligence in a 

foreign land. We cannot tell whether this merchant was working as an Assyrian spy under the 

guise of a merchant, or working for other parties in Zamua or elsewhere, and Sargon II 

wanted to bring him in for investigation. 

Neo-Assyrian records show that even Zagrosian deportees were active in commercial 

activities. The Hundurian (Ḫundurāyē/ Ḫarḫarāyē) family, deported from Hundur in Media to 

Ashur by Sargon II,
1037

 supervised commercial activities with Media. Radner concluded from 

their archives in Ashur that their trade involved hiring caravans and manpower,
1038

 and that 

they probably introduced ―the art of hand-knotting carpets with a pile‖ into the Assyrian 

heartland.
1039

 No specific destinations for the caravans are mentioned, but Radner assumes 

that the ―staff were given contracts for seven to twelve months, which were to cover both 

lengths of the trip; it is clear that these were long-distance journeys.‖
1040

  

In addition to organized trading, smugglers operated between Assyria and the Northern 

Zagros. In an Assyrian administrative letter Aššur-reṣuwa reports to Sargon II that Kummeans 

were smuggling goods between Assyria and Urartu:
1041

 

 
1-12

[To th  ki]ng, my lord: [yo]ur [s rv nt] Aššur-reṣuwa. [Good] health to the king, 

my lord! Burê, Eziye, Gamalu and Ehiye, in all four (men) under Ariazâ; Kumayu and 

Biriaun, in all two (men) under Ariye — these six Kummeans go and stay in Bususu, a 

town in the domain of the chief cupbearer. The inhabitants of Bususu purchase 

Assyrian luxury items in Calah and Nineveh and sell them to these Kummeans. These 

Kummeans enter the town Aira of the house of Kaqqadanu, ruled by Saniye, a city 

lord subject to the governor of Calah, and bring (the merchandise) from there to 

Urarṭu. From over there they import luxury items here.
 
 

r. 6-9
The king, my lord, should write to [Sani]ye, the city lord, that he should arrest 

these Kummeans and send them to the king, my lord. The king, my lord, should ask 

them where they buy these valuables, where they sell them, who receives them from 

their hands, and who lets them pass (the border). 

Another interesting letter sent to Sargon II deals with merchants who brought slaves from 

Assyria to Kirruir and Hargu, the local Assyrian ruler, and the local merchants were unhappy, 

for the letter suggests that the slaves were sold cheap, which was a challenge against the local 

ruler and the local merchants. Two merchants who at that moment were in Arbail are 

mentioned by name at the end of the letter.
1042

 

 

A. The Assyrian kārums in the Zagros 

The Assyrians from the early second millennium BCE had showed eagerness in trading. 

One of their commercial achievements was establishing kārum trade centres in Anatolia at 

Kanesh and Kultepe. The Akkadian term kāru(m) means ‗trading quay, station, harbor.‖
1043
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And these kārums were the final destinations for trading products on the road from Ashur to 

central Anatolia.
1044

 Similarly, during the Neo-Assyrian period, the Assyrians started to 

establish or take over existing kārums for trading on the roads to the Zagros and beyond and 

on the roads to the Mediterranean coast. Ashurnasirpal II built a city near the banks of the 

Middle Euphrates called Kār-Ashurnasirpal (modern Tell Masaikh).
1045

 In the mid-eighth 

century BCE Assyrian kings established more Bēt kāri ―house of trade‖ in the Assyrian 

empire, such as Tiglath-pileser III at Gaza.
1046

  

 Sargon II and Sennacherib renamed several Median cities with the name of a deity or of 

themselves prefixed with kāru. Sargon II renamed six Median cities: Kār-Nergal (Kišessim), 

Kār-Šarruken (Harhar), Kār-Nabû (Kišešlu), Kār-Sin (Qindau), Kār-Adad (Anzaria), Kār-Ištar 

(Bīt-Bagaia).
1047

 Sennacherib renamed Elenzaš as Kār-Sin-ahhe-eriba.
1048

 These cities were 

located on the Khorasan trade road from Assyria and beyond the Zagros to Media. Gold and 

silver probably came from east of the Zagros along the Khorasan road through Media to 

Assyria. According to Brown these kāru towns were commercial centers for distributing 

goods.
1049

 Even before Sargon II and Sennacherib renamed them they may have been 

commercial centres with Media strategically located on the Khorasan road in Media. 

Renaming them may have been a sign that the Assyrians reorganized commercial activities in 

them to suit long-distance trade on the Khorasan Road from further east through Media and 

the Zagros to Assyria and beyond. Radner says that establishing bēt kāri in the Zagros and to 

the west of Assyria helped trade and commerce ―along the Khorasan Road via Media as far 

as the Mediterranean coasts.‖
1050

 Brown assumes that in Media they ―functioned, as the other 

Assyri n kārus did  ls wh r  in th  Assyri n  mpire‖, and that the large quantities of copper 

and lapis lazuli obtained in the Zagros indicates an ―ongoing long-distance trade in these 

commodities‖, using the cities ―as commercial entrepots.‖
1051

  

   As yet it remains unknown (future excavations may help) whether the Assyrians built 

trade houses outside of these cities apart from the Median ones, as happened before in Kārum-

Kanesh in the Old Assyrian period, or whether kārums were centred on the Median cities. In 

any case these Median cities flourished with the long-distance commercial activities. Radner 

says they ―must have profited enormously from the rich trade between Mesopotamia and 

Central Iran and beyond.‖
1052

 

In addition to the Median cities which were renamed with the prefix Kāru, there were three 

other Kārus in the Northern Zagros. One is mentioned in an Assyrian administrative letter 

from the reign of Sargon II dealing with slave-trading and merchants. An Assyrian merchant 

came to the territory of Kirruri, Hargu and the Palace Herald (nāgir  k li) office sold slaves in 

URU.ka-a-ri, a trade colony.
1053

 The second is further north in the land of Musasir, in the 9
th
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century Zapparia is mentioned by Shalmaneser III as the most important stronghold there at 

the time:
1054

  

H  (th  fi ld m rsh l D iiān-Aššur) m r h d to Z pp ri , th  fortifi d  ity of th  l nd 

Musasir. He captured Zapparia, together with forty-six cities belonging to the people of 

(the city) Musasir (URU zap-pa-ri-a URU dan-nu-ti-sú šá KUR mu-sa-si-ra a-lik URU 

zap-pa-ri-a a-di 46 URU.MES-M šá URU mu-sa-si-ra-a-a). 

Zapparia appears again in the Assyrian records as Kār-siparri ([KUR].Kār-UD.KA.BAR), 

a trade colony near Musasir.
1055

 The third one is Dur-Ashur, the Zamuan city of Atlila, which 

is assumed to be one of the important cities on the Khorasan road. This is not certain, though 

it was an important economic centre, and Ashurnasirpal II collected barley and straw there 

from the surrounding lands.
1056

  

 

B. The Karavanserai of Arzizi (Rabat Tepe)  

Recent excavations at Rabat Tepe revealed important archaeological evidence, most 

importantly glazed bricks. Some are inscribed, enabling the site to be identified as the 

Zamuan city Arzizi. The temple was dedicated to Bel (Marduk) and Nabû, and the ruler of the 

city was Ada. Excavations revealed important pebble mosaic ground cover for a caravanserai 

(trade center),
1057

 like the one at Ashur, ―the Karavanserai pebble mosaic.‖
1058

 Reade and 

Finkel drew attention to an Assyrian administrative letter which refers to Assyrian king‘s 

subjects who went from Carchemish to Ar-[zi-zi] in Zamua. Parpola and Lanfranchi say that 

that Arzizi is the same as Arzizi of Zamua/Mazamua.
1059

 Reade and Finkel say it is the Arzizi 

mentioned on the glazed brick of Rabat tepe, and that Rabat Tepe is ancient Arzizi.
1060

 

 

C. Traded goods and slaves 

Slaves and various goods were traded between Assyria and the Zagros. In the early 

pictographic inscriptions of Uruk the sign for a woman followed by the sign for a mountain 

indicated a female slave.
1061

 Since the Early Bronze Age the mountains of the Zagros have 

been one of the sources of slaves. They were mainly taken to the Mesopotamian plains, later 

to Nuzi, and to Assyria.
1062

 People taken into slavery, especially from the Zagros, had either 

been captured during the military campaigns or kidnapped or sold on the markets.
1063
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   The land of the Lullubeans was one of the sources of slavery, not only during the Bronze 

Age but also during the Early Iron Age. Nuzi slaves came mainly from trade with the 

Lullubeans. Sometimes slaves originally from Arrapha were bought from the Lullubeans/ 

Nullu and then brought to Nuzi. They were cheaper than the same slaves bought in Arrapha or 

Nuzi.
1064

 But we do not seem to have any data concerning trade activities between the 

Northern Zagros and Assyria during the Middle Assyrian period, except for the mention of a 

Lullubean who sold a slave girl. He was called Ba-IA-ú-ri (Bayuri or Bayauri), recorded in 

the archive of Urad-Šerūa, as coming from Paranzi.
1065

 

During the Neo-Assyrian period, the Assyrian and probably also Zagrosian merchants were 

trading in slaves. From an Assyrian capital such as Nimrud or from Arbail they ‗went up‘ to 

Kirruri to the Palace Herald (nāgir  k li) to do their business.
1066

 Recently an Assyrian slave 

sale contract was accidentally found near Gird-i Bazar, in the area of the mound (tell) of 

Qalat-i Dinka (Dinga) in the Pishder plain, near the basin of the Lower Zab. The contract was 

already published by Radner and is dated to the eponym year of Mahdê, i.e. 725 BCE in the 

reign of Shalmaneser V. This slave sale document and other Assyrian administrative letter 

(SAA V 150) are indicating that during the Neo-Assyrian period in the territory of the Palace 

Herald perhaps there was a slave market. The text of Gird-i Bazar was written ―in Neo-

Assyrian language and script‖ by a non-native writer. Radner considers the scribe to be one 

of the Assyrian scribes ―whose native language did not sufficiently prepare them to 

understand the Assyrian stative verbal forms.‖
1067

 The document records the purchase of a 

slave woman called Kablâ (kab-la-a) owned by Hazā, a person with a West Semitic name. 

She was bought by ―Urdî, s rv nt of Issār-dūrī‖ for ―28 minas of copper‖. The witnesses 

were Ninuāyu and Haruaṣu. Haruaṣu is a local Zagrosian name and he functioned as the 

―servant of the Palace Herald.‖
1068

 Radner says this fact ―strongly suggests that the 

transaction took place in the province of the Palace Herald,‖ and that ―th  P l    H r ld‘s 

province may well have been centred in the Raniya region.‖
1069

 This statement needs to be 

qualified, because there are other Assyrian administrative letters which confirm that the 

Palace Herald was located beyond Kirruri, somewhere between Musasir and Kirruri.
1070

 

Moreover, the recent sale document studied by Radner did not come from an archaeological 

excavation. It could have been carried by one of the parties from the place where the original 

agreement was made to another place far from the Palace Herald. Or at that time the area of 

Pishder and Rania was a territory under the control of the Palace Herald with its centre further 

north-west in the modern Ruwanduz valley.
1071

  

Another letter confirms that the territory under the Palace Herald was one of the flour-

ishing slave markets, therefore sometimes Assyrian merchants going up to the Northern 

Zagros brought slaves with them. In an Assyrian administrative letter (previously mentioned) 
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some merchants brought slaves from Assyria and sold them in Habruri/Kirruri, Hargu in the 

territory of the Palace Herald (nāgir  k li). The letter was sent to Sargon II from Atanha-

Šamaš, who was probably at the time the Assyrian ruler of Arbail:
1072

  
4-15

The Palace should hold back the merchant [Atarha]m (who) is [in Habr]uri. Earlier, 

b for  my tim , h  us d to go to H rgu  nd  oll  t his mon y […] th r . (Wh n) th y 

m d  […th ]r , I  rr st d him, s ying: [―Did not] th   rown prin  , our lord, rul  

[lik]  this: ‗Nobody sh ll put [bought] m n up for s l  in   tr d   olony?‘ [W]hy th n 

h v  you put bought m n up for s l  [ t on  m]in     h?‖ [L st y ] r, wh n th  king 

my lord was not yet enthroned, [he had already put a bo]ught man up for sale in a trade 

 olony. Th  king, my lord, [should   ll him] to    ount [……]  (break) 
r. 1-15

[NN],   subordin t  of Z m[i…; …] ‘,   s rv nt of [NN],  nd […] m,   sub-

ordin t  of H rmi[…] – these [three mer]chants are my [witnesses]; they are not 

involv d. [Wh n] At rh m th  m r h nt w nt up to […], I s nt     rt in {H b]si to 

Šulmu-beli, [the deputy of] the Palace Herald. As soon as he gets back through the 

p ss, h  will bring both Luqu  nd […] m [to th  ki]ng, my lord; [th  king, my lo]rd, 

should qu stion th m. I h v  b  n inform d [ s] follows: ―H bsi  nd M rduk-remanni 

are [in] Arbela. 

The letter raises some important points. All the Assyrian rulers of Kirruri and the Palace 

Herald were complaining about the merchant and were probably encouraging other merchants 

trading there to tell the Assyrian rulers and the king about him buying slaves in the Assyrian 

heartland to sell in Kirruri and Hargu. He was paying only one mina, less than the usual price 

for a slave. The deputy of the Palace Herald takes the merchant back through the pass, 

probably the Gali Ali-Beg pass east of the Upper Zab, which separated Kirruri from Hiptunu 

where the Palace Herald‘s office was based. The context of the letter shows that the 

merchants were supervised by the Assyrian king, and that probably rules applied to the type 

of trade and trading destinations, to which the merchants who acted as witnesses usually 

travelled. The mention of Arbail shows that such commerce took place in the Assyrian 

capitals with  Kirruri and the territory of  the Palace Herald. Atanha-Šamaš was responsible 

for watching and investigating commercial activities in this triangle. 

In the letter a ―trade colony‖ is mentioned twice, in the lines 12 (ka-a-ri) and 17 (URU.ka-

a-ri) in the letter as the place where the slaves were sold, probably an important market place 

for slave trading. Thus it appears that during the Middle and the Neo-Assyrian periods the 

Zagros remained a source of slaves, which is why some Assyrian legal documents note the 

price of slaves in the mina of the mountain (š  KUR-e).
1073

 

The man of Karalla sold his daughters, but t ll th m ―run away and come to me!‖ 

An Assyrian administrative letter indirectly sheds light on selling slaves and legal 

procedures in the Northern Zagros. The beginning of the letter is missing but the sender 

was perhaps the Assyrian governor of Karalla writing to Sargon II:
1074
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 ―……t]his [m n] h d so[ld his] d ug[ht rs for mon y i]n K r ll . (L t r) h  put […] 

salt in a bag and put his seal in it, went off, and sent it to his daughter(s), saying: 

―Run away and come to me!‖ An Itu‘  n whom I h d  ppoint d  s   …in th  fort,  nd 

who returned this salt, said it to a bodyguard, and the bodyguard wrote (about it) to 

the king, my lord. As to what the king, my lord, wr[o]te to me, no Karalleans remained 

(here so) I (could), not ask them, nor are there corn rations, win , …(or) kudimmu 

(salt) that they would be giving them.‖ 

Raw metals and metal objects obtained by the Assyrians from the Zagros and beyond, it 

included tin, copper, iron, silver and gold. There is uncertainty about the source of the tin at 

Karum Kanish traded in the colonies of the 19
th

-18
th

 century BCE. The Old Assyrian records 

in Kanesh make no mention of the origin of the tin brought to Kanesh by the Assyrians, it has 

been suggested that the tin shipped from Assur to Kanesh had been brought to Assur from the 

east, from the Zagros and beyond.
1075

 It seems that the nearest source of tin for the Assyrians 

was in the northeast, in and beyond the Northern Zagros in Azerbaijan (Iran). In the Karadagh 

mountains east of Tabriz there is a rich deposit of tin, which is linked by Aubet to the large 

quantity of tin mentioned in a letter of Shamshi-Adad I. Aubet assumes that probably 

Shamshi-Adad I got it from (or via) Šušarra (modern Tell Shemshara) in the Rania plain.
1076

 

Kramer also assumes it came via Šušarra, as a result of Shamshi-Adad I‘s campaigns on the 

Northern Zagros, in particular his activities at the Lower Zab.
1077

 Another letter in the 

Shemshara archive, sent by Pišendēn, the ruler of Turukku to Yašub-Addu the ruler of 

Ahazum, deals with tin and copper. The suggestion is that the letter was sent when the ruler of 

Ahazum was allied with the Turukkeans, and Pišendēn asks Yašub-Addu for tin, copper and 

other items:
1078

 

r v. All [I] w nt […]…....14 min s of pur  m t l,...….. I n  d th   opp r  nd th  tin for 

(the manufacture of) weapons. Have them delivered with all dispatch. These goods must 

not be lost! 

The ―ancient copper-tin mine discovered at Deh Hosein‖ in Luristan is considered ―a possible 

clue for the Enigma of Bronze Age tin.‖
1079

 Deh Hosein is only one of the known sites for 

mining, and there will have been other sites in the western Zagros much closer to 

Mesopotamia and Assyria. Shalmaneser III in his campaign on Namri says: ―I went up to 

Mount Tunni, the silver mountain, (and) Mount Mulû, the alabaster mountain, (and) erected 

my mighty steles on them. I carried away alabaster in quantities so large it could not be 

reckoned."
1080

  

   Burney assumes that one of the sources of Assyrian tin was in the area of Tabriz. In the 

tin trade the Assyrian merchants probably reached beyond the Zagros as far as Marlik.
1081

 He 
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supposes that the Mesopotamian tin trade with Trans-Caucasia started during the Sumerian 

period, and later extended to Anatolaia from north-western Iran.
1082

 Sevin says that the funeral 

statues of Hakkari (Ukku province) were probably made for rich local chieftains in the second 

half of the second millennium BCE. In that area they were pastoralists, participating in the 

overland tin trade from Central Asia and Caucasia to Mesopotamia via Alborz and the Zagros 

passes.
1083

 Sevin bases his argument on Nuzi Ware and Aras painted rhyta in the tombs of 

these chieftains, which show evidence of commerce.
1084

 But more evidence is needed. The 

style of the steles and the iconography show influence from the far north and east and some 

similarities with statues in the neighbouring province in Musasir, but the exact dating of the 

steles remains a problem.
1085

 The interruption of tin to Kanesh was linked to the abandoning 

and destruction of Šušara, presumably the eastern kārum for receiving tin from the Zagros and 

beyond.
1086

  

   The merchant Nur-kubi, perhaps returning from Zamua, borrowed copper and bronze.
1087

 

Assurnasirpal II (883-859 BCE) obtained tin from Nairi,
1088

 and a text from Tell al Rimah 

mentions tin traded from Nairi.
1089

 Iron, tin and copper were also probably obtained from the 

Northern Zagros and traded in Assyria.
1090

 Assurnasirpal II in his annals claims that he 

received gold and silver tribute from conquered places in Zamua: ―I put all the land (of 

Zamua) under one control; horses, silver, gold, grain (barley), straw, and forced labour I 

imposed upon them.‖
 1091

 

   Recently, a Zamuan Iron Age city or stronghold was discovered at Tell Sitak. The iron 

ore and iron objects as well as tin and lead discovered there led the excavators to assume that 

during the Iron Age iron smiths worked on the site.
1092

 Also, the Iron Age fort of Warraz in 

Sharbazher district to the north of Sitak was one of the Iron Age forts may protected the iron 

sources in the mount of Warraz.
1093

 The Assyrians plundered a huge amount of metal objects 

from Zagrosian cities, especially from Musasir: gold, silver, and copper from the temple, the 

palace and houses in the city, and even a huge statue of Rusa.
1094

 

Precious stones and wooden beams came from the Zagros and beyond. Lapis lazuli in the 

ancient Near East came from east of the Zagros, traded all the way along the Khorasan Road. 

Zagrosians, and especially Medes in the area where the road passed through Media to Assyria 

played their part. The demand for lapis lazuli was so big that comparisons are made with the 
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Silk and Spice Roads of later periods.
1095

 The main source was the Badakhshan Mountains in 

Afghanistan.
1096

 Precious stones came from Zamua, Kumme, Media to Assyria.
1097

 Parpola 

entitles SAA V 284 ―Carnelian from Kumme,‖ but it would be better to re-title the letter since 

the Ukkeans, not Kumme, are mentioned in what remains of the letter:
1098

 

 Th  […] of th  Ukk  n  r  […] with him. [… A]riy ṣâ h s brought   rn li n […] to 

Silim-Aššur […] good […] s  ond b st . (R st d stroyed). 

Tiglath-pileser III in his annals mentions a tribute of about nine tons of lapis lazuli from the 

Medes in Big/kni Mount (KUR.Bi-ik-ni), which he calls the ―mountain of lapis lazuli.‖
1099

 

Sennacherib, also mentions Bikni.
1100

  

 In the reign of Tiglath-pileser III there was also trading in antimony. According to an 

Assyrian administrative letter,
1101

 antimony was obtained from Zamua, four men were 

responsible for a ―consignment of antimony….‖
1102

 One of them named Sar-uarri probably 

originated from Mazamua. Modern geological studies show that the Zagros, particularly west 

of Hamadan to Sanandaj (Sina) and south to the Alvand range and the Iraqi border, was a 

source of antimony.
1103

  

Horses and mules were obtained by trade for the Assyrians as well as from tributes or taxes, 

from the Zagrosians. Some Assyrian merchants were ―horse-traders‖ (LÚ.DAM.GÀR 

ANŠE.KUR.RA), and
1104

 some were named. Nadin-Ea (Na-din-ia) was LU. DAM. QAR 

ANSE. KUR. RA. MEŠ.
1105 

One document records a trade of 730 horses,
1106

 and another 

mentions nine differently coloured horses. Adad-issiya, the Assyrian eponym of Mazamua, 

writes that merchants are coming with 70 and 200 horses.
1107

 Sargon asks a merchant to find 

him specially large and unusual horses in Media.
1108

  

    The king of Zikirtu sold horses to an Assyrian official, with delivery and payment in a 

fort. The letter sent from Issar-šumu-iqiša to the Assyrian king reports that transaction:
1109

 
3-13/5

The emissaries of the Zikirtean (king) are now coming; the messengers of the 

Urartian who had gone to the [Zi]kirtean are coming with them as captives. I have had 

money brought up and deposited in the stronghold, (relying) on the word of the 

Zikirtean, who said:  
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―I sh ll s ll you th  hors s in P šš t .‖ Now l t it b  impr ss d upon th   miss ri s,  s 

the emissaries  r  trying h rd to b  k out of th  word,  l iming: ―W  h v  not h  rd 

 bout (su h   promis ) by our lord.‖  
R. 4

The king should ask the second emissary; he knows that he gave the order to the 

commander-in-chief.   

High quality horses and mules from the Zagros came from Arzuhina, Mazamua and 

Media:
1110

 
4
As to th  m r h nts  bout whom th  king my lord g v  m  ord rs, I m t Š rî of K nnu‘ 

in Arzuhina. He had 70 horses. I asked him where the rest of his horses were, and he 

s id: ―[I h v  bou]ght 200 hors s ov r th r   nd will b[ring th m] (l t r).‖  
r.2

 [I  lso m t NN]  nd  sk[ d him]  bout [th  hors s]; h  s id: ―W  h v  bought [ ll 

of th m]; th y  r  on th ir w y tow rds yo[u…].‖ I  n ount r d 21 hors s  nd 2 mul s 

of Nabû-eriba of Calah, a subordinate of Sanî, in Arzuhina. 

The Assyrians even obtained Asian camels (some are depicted on the Balawat Gate) with two 

humps via the Zagros.
1111

  

   Horses were important for the Assyrians. Some tributes of horses were brought by 

Zagrosian messengers from Mannea or Medea to the Assyrian frontier or to the Assyrian 

court. In return they were given royal gifts and dressed in purple Sennacherib wrote:
1112

 

A messenger of the Mannean (king) has come to me bringing a horse as the audience 

gift and giving me the regards of the Mannean. I dressed him (in puple) and put a silver 

braclet on his arm.  

In the Assyrian records food and drink in relation to the Zagros attested. There is a 

mention of wine called š z mû. Scholars have supposed the word to mean a ―Zamuan wine 

flask‖ or ―š z mû wine containers‖
1113

 But š z mû could qualify the wine or the wine vessel, 

and its relevance to offerings.
1114

 

   An especially important foodstuff coming from the Northern Zagros and beyond was 

barley and other grain. A delivery contract for corn from the Hiptunu (Tell Haudian in 

Diana/Ruwanduz plain) to Kalhu via the Upper Zab river reads:
1115

 

The seal of IM.GAR-I ditto of Turṣi-Išt r th  son of th  H ru n. 56 sh k ls of silv r 

belonging to Enurta-aili-iddan, Batudani, Naby-n ‘id, th  Quti n, (whi h) w s  t th ir 

disposition. They shall deliver in Ḫiptunu grain according to the exchange rate of the 

province of the Palace Herald according to the measure of the Assyrians, 8 qa per sutu. 

If they do not deliver, the two of them shall bring the exchange value of 10 means of 

silver, the exchange value of Subartu.  
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(Left edge): IM.GAR-I shall put down the caravan goods (or money) he took from 

th m.‖ 6 witn ss s, d t d 14
th

 Sabatu, limmu of Nabu-š r-uṣur (Post-684 B.C.?). 

The letter elicits an explanation for buying corn from Hiptunu? However, the Assyrian 

heartland was known for producing corn. So did they import because of a poor harvest, or was 

corn from Hiptunu (perhaps a special type) particularly required? The reference to (pu-tu-ḫu 

SU.BAR.RIM) ―the exchange value of Subartu‖ includes the traditional name of the Upper 

Mesopotamian heartland and part of the Northern Zagros. They could not use river transport 

for the whole way because the tributaries of the Upper Zab near Hiptunu, in the Diana plain 

by the Balak/Ruwanduz river are not navigable for boats or kalaks.
1116

  

  Zagrosian barley and wheat sent to Assyria and beyond. We find that there was no 

direct contact between Syria and the Northern Zagros, but sometimes Zagrosian deportees 

were sent to Syria. In the Book of Ezekiel we read that Judah and Israel received wheat from 

Minnith: 

Judah and the land of Israel traded with you[i.e. with Tyre]; they exchanged for your 

merchandise wheat from Minnith, millet, honey, oil, and balm.
1117

 (Ezekiel 27.17). 

Minnith in the book of Ezekiel is identified with the Mannean kingdom of the Northern 

Zagros.
1118

 But transporting wheat so far, from Mannea to the Levant, would not have been 

easy and there are closer alternatives in between. If so, probably it happened only at a time of 

famine. Alternatively Minnith could be an Ammonite town mentioned in Judges 11:32, 

33).
1119

  

The province of Zamua was rich in grain, and an Assyrian administrative letter refers to 

waiting for the seal of the Assyrian king to transport barley to Mazamua:
1120

  

The cohort comm nd r Išm -ilī is bringing us   (do um nt s  l d with th ) gold n 

sign t ring of th  king  nd  ontinu s to d l y us, s ying: ‗Tr nsport b rl y to 

M z mū !‖ 

In a record from Sippar in southern Mesopotamia, there is a mention of some families from 

Mazamua and Urzuhina were active in private trade of barley with Sippar:
1121

  

[x] houses from Mazamua and three from Urzuhuna have c[ome] to Sippar. They are 

picking up all of their barley [which] they left there
…

 

In an administrative letter sent to Sargon II, there is a mention of trading seed-corn from 

Mazamua to Assyria:
1122

 
5
 Concerin[ing the ci]ty of the (land of) [M]azam[uans] about which the king, my lord, 

wro[t ] to m : ―Ho[w m]u h s  d-corn is there? 

D. Transportation and the roads 

Roads were crucial in facilitating the transport of goods and securing them fell to local and 

imperial authorities. Assyrian records give some details about roads. River transport was also 
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used, especially from the rugged mountains in the foothills. Offerings from Idu (modern Satu 

Qala) were sent to Ashur via the Lower Zab river.
1123

 As mentioned earlier SAA 5 117 refers 

to transporting hundreds of wooden beams via the Upper Zab, used also to deliver corn from 

Hiptunu downstream to Kalhu.
1124

 River transportation kept open commercial contacts 

between Assyria and the Northern Zagros.
1125

  

   Land roads through the Zagros ranges encountered many rugged mountains. Contact 

between the valleys through the mountains relied on the passes, which had been used since 

Prehistoric times as gateways between valleys and plains separated by mountains. In the 

Zagros there are hundreds of passes, some of which are mentioned in the ancient records. 

Rock reliefs and royal inscriptions or steles were erected at the passes recording royal 

victories. The passes in ancient times would have been like modern squares in cities or cross 

roads, where people coming and going saw commemorative monuments. Many cities were 

built where routes crossed. The site of Hasanlu, in the north-western corner of the basin of 

Urmia is at the crossroads linking the Northern Zagros with Urartu, Musasir, Assyria, and 

trans-Caucasia. 

 Erecting steles and carving rock reliefs, with monolingual, bilingual, or trilingual 

inscriptions, happened on the roads and in the passes of the Zagros. Travellers on the main 

trade roads would see them, such as the Urartian steles of Topzawa, Kelishin, Movaneh on the 

road from Musasir to the Urmia basin, linking the Urmia basin with Assyria via Musasir, and 

the main road of Khorasan through the Behistun range, the site of the rock relief and trilingual 

inscriptions of Darius I.
1126

 

   Marcus discussed the possibility of trade contact between the Northern Zagros and Syria, 

and she says that material evidence from Hasanlu raises questions, which cannot be answered 

because of the limited available evidence. Did Assyria control the trade routes to the Northern 

Zagros in the 9
th

 century BCE, or was there independent access from east to west?
1127

 Both 

are possibilities. It has been assumed that the Assyrians wished to control the sources for 

horse trade in the Urmia basin, especially in Gilzanu, one of the main sources for horses 

during the ninth century BCE. But later Media became a major source, and according to 

Reade this facilitated Urartian penetration in Musasir.
1128

 

Ancient passes were not always safe for travelers. When authority was weak marauders 

controlled the passes and road bridges between cities and states.
1129

 Criminals in Arrapha are 

mentioned in an Assyrian administrative letter colluding with criminals in the area of the 

Palace Herald (nāgir  k li) far away to the west near the Upper Zab. The letter says they were 

making raids together near Arrapha.
1130

 A crossroads such as Arzuhina was a favourite spot 

for criminals, and the same letter mentions criminals there:
1131
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The king, my lord, knows th t Arzuhin  is situ t d  t    rossro ds; th  st g  (m rdētu) 

from Arzuhina to Arrakdi is a strain for the animals. The king, my lord, should give 

orders that a mule-express postal be stationed in Dur-Atanate, so we can strengthen 

each other. As to the crimin ls  bout whom th  king, my lord, wrot  m : ―Th y h v  

fallen upon the menservants of the chief confectioner in [the pass/mountain] Babiti 

[KUR.ba-bi-ti]‖, I h v   sk d  nd  nquir d but th r  is nothing,  nd w  h v  not h  rd 

anything. The king, my lord, wrot  m : ―If you do not   t h th   rimin ls, b  sur  you 

will h v  to p y‖. Th   rimin ls of Arr ph  ( nd) of th  dom in of th  p l    h r ld 

have banded together and are making raids there. I have now moved [troops] up to 

keep watch; if they catch them, they will bring them t[o the king, my lord]. For now [I 

am sending] to the king, [my] lord, the criminals of the house of the [sartinnu] whom 

who fell (into my hands) near Arzuhina.  

Another letter says four criminals were arrested in Arzuhina, two Arzuhineans and two 

Arraphaeans. They were investigated and sent to the Assyrian king.
1132

 

Not only merchants but even Assyrian administrators faced troubles in the Northern 

Zagros. We read of Assyrian ―horse-tax collectors‖ were threatened to be kidnapped by 

Zagrosian groups before reaching the Assyrian frontier.
1133

 Elsewhere we read of the post 

stations supplying them with mules or horses from Arzuhina to the east of Zamua. Some 

stations in Zamua are mentioned: Arakdi, Dur-Talite, and Dur-Atanate.
1134

The express 

stations mentioned in the letter start at Arzuhina and then on to Dur-Atanate, Dur-Talite, 

Taggalagi, Azari and Arakdi.  

In war, the roads were not safe, and an additional obstacle in the Zagros was snow, which 

could block a road for weeks or months in late autumn, winter and or early spring. In an 

Assyrian administrative letter Urzana the ruler of Musasir tells Sargon II that he could not 

deliver his tribute of oxen and sheep because of snow:
1135

 

Snow has blocked the roads. (As) I am looking out now, it is impossible. I cannot go 

empty-handed to the presence of the kin[g]  

Urzana‘s excuse was probably genuine. The area of Musasir has the highest peaks of Iraqi 

Zagros. Halgurd is 3607m above sea level. Even now from late autumn to early spring roads 

are not easily passable. Snow is sometimes more than a meter deep. For Urzana perhaps the 

snow came unexpectedly early or late with cattle, sheep and equids through the mountains, 

rugged passes and rivers. Travelling if not impossible would have been extremely risky. Even 

so Sargon did not accept Urzana's excuse, for later that year, in late summer or early autumn, 

he arrived at the border of Musasir unexpectedly from the east, and attacked Musasir because 

Urzana had withheld tribute and had refused to welcome Sargon II, in his annals, Sargon says 

that ―Urzana failed to come bringing: his ample gifts, nor did he kiss my feet. He withheld his 

tribute, tax and gifts, and not once did he send his messenger.‖
1136

 

The real reason for the attack was that while Sargon II had succeeded in recontrolling the 

Mannean districts allied with King Rusa of Urartu, he had not succeeded in capturing Rusa or 
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defeating the Urartian army when they withdrew to avoid battle. He did not want to go back 

to Assyria without showing good results, and so plundered Musasir, its temple and palace. In 

this way he obtained a bigger booty than ever before, and took his revenge on the Urartian 

king and his people, for whom Haldi was a supreme god and the temple of Musasir his sacred 

site, where Urartian coronations and festivals were held.
1137

 

The commander of the Assyrian forts informs Sargon II in a letter that snow had blocked 

the roads on the northeastern frontier of Assyria,
1138

 and the Kummean leaders encounter the 

same problem―…There is much snow and ice, so they cannot be picked up yet.‖
1139

 

A lack of snow or rain disrupted for the transport of timber to Assyria. An Assyrian officer 

complains that the rivers were too shallow to float the wooden beams: ―…it h s n ith r 

r in d nor snow d […], th [r  is] no w t r in the river.‖
 1140

  

The main sources of timber during the Assyrian period were in Urartu and the buffer states 

between Assyria and Urartu, such as Ukku, Kurbail and Kumme, Hubuškia and Shubria.
1141

 

Different types of wooden beams are mentioned in a letter, probably coming from the 

mountains of Arzuhina or Mazamua and brought by the Arraphaeans:
1142

 

[As] to th  [……] mihru tr   [……] Arr ph   ns […..] th  b  ms whi h to […..] 

popl r tr   […..] I h v  f t h d 200 b  ms […..] …  

The Assyrian campaigns aimed to control these trade roads, and secure a supply of the 

goods Assyrian needed, as well as confirming their power and authority to collect taxes and 

establish kāru centres and forts along the roads. The aims of Sumerian kings in the Ur III 

period also included controlling trade routes in the Northern Zagros.
1143

 

 

E. Measures and currency in Assyria and the Northern Zagros 

External and internal commercial activities between Assyria and the Northern Zagros were 

not based exclusively on exchange but involved currency, such as the ―silv r of Išt r of 

Arbailu‖ mentioned in ND. 2336, or the ―pur  silv r of Išt r‖ of Arbail in another text. The 

temple of Ištar of Arbail may have produced a silver currency accepted generally as legal.
1144

 

Assyrian records also refer to several types of copper standard, such as ―the mina of Babylon.‖ 

One text mentions ―twenty minas of copper according to the mina of the mountain‖ (š  KUR-

e), a unit used in the Zagros mountains to determine the price of several slaves.
1145

 Although 

there is no precise record referring to money as such. It has been assumed that the silver 

objects of Nush-I Jan were used as money. At Nush-i Jan several groups metal ingots have 

been discovered. Some were ring shaped, and others were semi-regular. Bivar called them 
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―ingot-currency,‖ or ―ring-currency‖. The edges of one may have been inscribed in 

cuneiform.
1146

 Ádám Vér says this hoard of silver was utilised ―in long-distance trade.‖
1147

 

Also, the silver payment of the traded grain from Hiptunu to Kalhu made with (pu-tu-ḫu 

SU.BAR.RIM) ―the exchange value of Subartu‖.
1148

 

 

 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, as yet only limited records have been discovered in the Northern Zagros. 

They are mainly in Akkadian, and almost nothing is known about records in local Zagrosian 

languages. The huge amount of Assyrian records far outweigh the others, partly because 

Assyria was the centre of an empire which by the seventh century controlled most of the 

territories of Near East, and partly because the culture of writing in Mesopotamian influenced 

most of the Near East, including the peoples of the Zagros who used cuneiform script and 

Akkadian language for their limited records. Fortunately, many Assyrian records deal with the 

Zagros: annals, administrative and legal documents, and even ritual and literary texts. These 

at the moment have to fill the gap in Zagrosian records. I have used Assyrian records to gain a 

general view of the links between the immaterial culture of the Zagros and Assyria.  

The peoples of the Zagros may have spoken different languages and dialects. The only 

evidence of spoken Semitic languages in the Zagros would have been from Aramaic 

immigrants and deportees, Israelite deportees, and Assyrian and Babylonian merchants, 

administrators, soldiers and individuals.
1149

 But, the people of the Zagors used Akkadian for 

their records, together with some bilingual material. The Assyrians controlled part of the 

Northern Zagros. The rest paid tribute and or was continuously at war with Assyria. 

Administrators there used Akkadian in their correspondence with Assyria. The Assyrians also 

had access to local interpreters: scribes, merchants, officers and even auxiliary soldiers who 

had learned Akkadian. Some Zagrosian were given Akkadian personal names. 

Every use of Akkadian in toponyms and personal names does not necessarily show 

Assyrian influence in the Zagros. Babylonia had had an influence since the Middle Bronze 

Age, which continued during the Iron Age especially to the east of the Diyala in the areas of 

Namri, Media and Ellipi. The peoples of the Zagros were also subject to Aramaic influence, 

directly or indirectly through Assyria. Then there are the Urartian royal bilingual or 

monolingual steles on the southwestern and western shores of the Urmia basin and in Musasir. 

Mesopotamian literature was known widely among the peoples of the Near East during the 

Bronze Age and the Iron Age. It can be seen in literary and mythological elements from 

various sources, such as the Epic of Gilgamesh, the Myth of Creation, the Epic/Myth of Anzu, 

and the story of Etana. 

Sumerian and Babylonian famous works of literature and mythology were generally 

transferred to Assyrian writing and iconography. Some of these elements are linked with the 

landscape and the peoples of the Zagros. Assyrian kings in their annals sometimes allude to 
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ancient literary and mythological motifs to portray themselves as gods punishing the peoples 

of the Zagros with evil and destruction. Of course, without knowing the indigenous literature 

and mythology we cannot assess Assyrian influence on the Zagros or vice versa.  

The Northern Zagros was an important location in Assyrian mythology and literature, for it 

was on a mountain there that the Ark had landed, identified in the Gilgamesh Epic as Mount 

Niṣir/Nimuš in the land of Lullubi/Guti. Many events in the myth of Anzu and Imdugud relate 

to the Northern Zagros, and several Assyrian and Mesopotamian deities dwelled in the Zagros 

mountains, with roots reaching the Netherworld. 

   In their religion both Assyrians and Zagrosians, like most others in the Near East, were 

polytheistic. Religious interaction is evident in that many Assyrian deities were worshipped in 

the Northern Zagros, and they appear as elements in the personal names of some Zagrosians. 

Similarly some people in the Assyrian heartland had names with Haldi. 

The Assyrians imposed their religion in some places of the Northern Zagros, such as the 

city of Harhar, where they erected symbols of Ashur in Bit-Ištar. They also deported deities 

from the Northern Zagros to Assyria. Exceptionally Sennacherib deported some deities from 

Babylonia to Issete, northeast of Arbail. Deporting deities aimed to subdue the peoples of the 

Northern Zagros, and by keeping them in exile in the Assyrian heartland their offerings 

benfitted the Assyrian temples as well. 

   When subduing the Northern Zagros the Assyrian adopted an attitude of a holy war 

advancing to the attack with the emblems of different Assyrian deities. A victory for the 

Assyrian king and his army was a victory for Ashur and the other Assyrian deities. Assyrian 

deities were sometimes credited with making an enemy people revolt against their king and 

kill him. Ashurbanipal claimed that Ištar of Arbail had encouraged the people of Mannea to 

revolt against their king Aḫšêri, and she handed him over to them to kill him. 

Elite persons in the Zagros sometimes freely mentioned deities of Assyria in their 

correspondence with the Assyrian kings. That happens also in the omens in the Esarhaddon‘s 

vassal treaty with the Medes. This suggests that on the one hand probably the peoples of the 

Zagros worshipped similar deities but with different names, as happened elsewhere in the 

Near East. The Mittani Shaushka is equated with the Assyrian Ištar of Nineveh, and the 

Hurrian Teshub with Teisheba in Urartu, Adad in Mesopotamia and Hadad in Aramaic. But 

without records in the local languages for the Northern Zagros we do not know names of their 

deities, except for Haldi who was worshipped in Musasir, Mannea, Kumme and then 

considered as the supreme dieity of the Urartian state, and the concubine of Haldi who was 

called Bagbartu/Bagmaštu. 

People deported to Assyria probably continued to practise their religion, no doubt 

encouraged by seeing the statues and images of their deities that had been deported with them 

and placed at the entrance of the Assyrian temples. Probably the deportees would have been 

able to worship and sacrifice to these images, which would have been good for the Assyrian 

priests, for they would recieve the gifts and offerings the deportees brought there. The 

political effect was that the deportees would thus be motivated to continue their lives in exile, 

being led step by step also to worship Assyrian deities as well, if in fact they had not been 

forced to do that earlier. We find Zagrosian priestess serving in the temple of Ištar of Arbail, 

and the second generation of the Hundurean family, after being deported from Media to 

Ashur, holding office in the temple of Assur in Ashur.  
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Personal names do not necessarily prove ethnicity, but generally we see that groups of 

people in a land or province had commonly recurring names and name elements. In the 

Assyrian heartland most personal names included Assyrian or Mesopotamian divine names 

with corresponding Akkadian linguistic elements.  

All Akkadian proper names in the Zagros may not have arisen from Assyrian influence. 

Earlier in the Middle Bronze Age Akkadians and Babylonians were directly and indirectly in 

contact with the Northern Zagros, and in the Iron Age Babylonian influence persisted and 

directly touched Media. Assyrian annals and administrative documents record many local 

proper names of the people of the Northern Zagros. These names in most cases are the only 

remaining evidence of local languages and dialects which were never recorded, or records 

have not yet been discovered. In the Northern Zagros many Hurrian, Urartian, Kassite, 

Lullubi, and Median (Iranian) proper names are found in Assyrian records. The Zagrosian and 

so-called Iranian proper names recorded in the Assyrian heartland are mainly the names of 

officials and merchants who had migrated or had been deported.  

The Assyrians renamed several cities in the Northern Zagros either to include the name of 

an Assyrian kings or Assyrian deity. Assyrian names recorded in the Zagros, as in the name of 

Ashurle‘i the ruler of Karalla. In the Assyrian heartland some peoples had names containing 

Haldi. One such person had a brother whose name included Assur. 

Since the Zagrosian toponyms we have are mostly transcribed into Assyrian we do not 

know their exact pronouciation. The languages of the peoples of the Zagros were not Semitic 

with sounds that did not exist in Akkadian. The name Musasir was mainly used as the name 

of the land but sometimes as the name of its capital city Ardini. Musasir of the Assyrian 

records was probably pronounced locally in the Hurrian dialect as Musasir, with letter /s/ not 

/ṣ/, or Muzazir, or Muzhazhir. Zagrosian toponyms in Assyrian records helps us to understand 

the landscape and the political and adminstrative divisions of the territories, and provide us 

with little information we have about local languages in the Zagros. Many toponyms could be 

Assyrianized by using the local name pronounced like Assyrian, or incorporating an Assyrian 

suffix, or changing some letters. More directly was the Assyrian policy of renaming practised 

intensivly in the Zagros. Several Zagrosian cities were renamed to include the names of 

Assyrian deities or kings prefixed with Akkadian Bīt, Dūr or Kār.   

There is a little known about the social structure of the people of the Northern Zagros. 

Deportations had its effect on social structure and demography wherever it happened. People 

from Assyria were even deported there. Assyrian records show that the Zagros was a source 

of slaves, and slaves were also brought from the Assyrian heartland to one of the commercial 

centers near Kirruri.   

The Assyrian policy in the Northern Zagros started with occupation after military 

campaigns in the late spring or early summer. They then controlled or renewed control over 

those territories. If the controlling Assyrian king died, his successor restarted campaigning, 

claiming that his predecessors had never reached so far. Successive campaigns led to the 

annexation of several Zagrosian territories to Assyria, and others were accepted as Assyrian 

vassal territories. Through these polices the Assyrians first secured their plunder and then 

imposed regular annual tribute. Any rebellious Zagrosian land that withheld tribute and 

corvée works/manpower faced direct Assyrian military invasion under the supervision of the 
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Assyrian king himself or an Assyrian commander. Then they were enforced to pay extra 

tribute, and in some cases their crown princes were taken as hostages to Assyria.  

Taking hostages discouraged any further revolt, since the hostages, the crown prince and 

any others kept in the Assyrian court, could be threatened with death. In the Assyrian court 

hostages may have seen the Assyrian reliefs depicting plunder, destroying, and burning rebel 

cities and killing, impaling and deporting the people. The hostages were probably educated in 

Assyrian culture and language. The intention was to make a friend of the crown prince for an 

era of peace.  

If they did not succeed in re-conquering a territory, they resorted to the strategy of 

deporting the royal family and thousands of inhabitants with their deities to the Assyrian 

heartland and beyond. The Assyrians did not always assert their military might, but 

sometimes forgave the rebels. Sargon II told his deputies, delegations and emissaries to speak 

kindly with the kings, peoples of Media and Zamua.  

   Esarhaddon may have relied on support from the peoples of the Zagros to ease the 

progress of their chosen successor. Esarhaddon made vassal treaties with the Medes, Zamua 

and the western provinces and kingdoms of the Assyrian empire so that his small son 

Ashurbanipal would be known as the crown prince. 

To control the annexed and vassal territories Assyria appointed eponyms or deputies on. 

Their offices were linked with postal services to Assyria along the royal road, crossing the 

Lower Zab to Arzuhina and Mazamua. 

A royal dynastic marriage as practised by most ancient Near Eastern potentates marked an 

alliance, and the Assyrians practiced this in the Zagros. The Assyrians wanted to preserve the 

peace and to discourage revolt or a threat from elsewhere.  

A stable economy was an important base for the expansion of the empire. Assyria was rich 

in grain, but it lacked metals, stones, and fruit, and needed more manpower. Assyrian 

campaigns in the Zagros produced horses, metal, building stone, precious stones, corvée 

labour, auxiliary soldiers, and slaves. These campaigns deterred the peoples of the Zagros 

from threatening Assyria‘s eastern and northeastern borders. The need for these imports 

developed trade, and commercial relationships and communications led to cultural interaction. 

Zagros became linked with Assyria and beyond. The rich resources of the Zagros enabled the 

Assyrians to control commercial activities and reorganize the local Zagrosian commercial 

centers along the main Khorasan Road trade to fit their own economic strategy. Several 

Median cities were renamed as Kār(um) centres. Clearly there was much cultural interaction, 

even though the details come from Assyrian records and are one-sided.  

In the Assyrian annals there were exaggerations in the numbers killed and amount of the 

plunder. But there is enough reality in the Assyrian annals supported by facts in Assyrian 

administrative and legal documents for studying cultural interactions, as well as material 

evidences from the Zagros and Assyria, to show that occupation and annexation led to cultural 

interaction. Future discoveries will add to what has been stated here, especially for the 

Northern Zagros. Much still has to be discovered.  
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Map 2.1. Map of the Northern Zagros,and the important excavated Middle and Late 

Bronze Age and Iron Age sites mentioned in this chapter and the next chapters.
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Chapter III 

   Arts and Pottery  

Introduction 

In this chapter I deal with the interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros 

regarding the arts,
1150

 handicrafts and pottery, in particular movable items such as ivories, 

costumes and textiles, metalwork, glass, glazed bricks, and pottery, and immovable items 

such as rock reliefs and wall paintings. I shall examine motifs and ideas which were borrowed 

by or transmitted to one or the other culture. Military conflicts had an influence on elite and 

individuals in Assyria and the Northern Zagros and beyond (for the mentioned excavated sites 

of the Northern Zagros and its foothills, see, Map 3.1). 

Our evidence about the material culture of these areas comes from ancient records, visual 

art, and material objects. The Assyrian annals record the plundering of art and materials. In 

the iconography we see costumes, weapons, chariots and equipment. Some of the material 

objects we have are excavated or discovered in archaeological surveys, but others were found 

by local inhabitants. Many have reached museums through black markets having been said to 

come from the Zagros or Assyria, but there are also many forgeries. Naturally I deal primarily 

with objects which did not reach museums from the black market. Objects which can be 

traced to the black market have to be treated carefully.  

Scholars have viewed Assyria as the cultural centre and the Zagros as the periphery. 

Historically that was true, for in the Bronze Age the Zagros was in the periphery of Sumer 

and Akkad (later Babylonia and Assyria). Assyria inherited the culture and civilization of 

Sumer and Akkad, and merged it with Hurrian and other Upper Mesopotamian cultures under 

an Assyrian cover for the Assyrian state and empire. The various communities in the Zagros 

never united before the fall of Nineveh, but existed as small provinces and kingdoms. Their 

leaders resisted Assyrian occupation, despite their comparatively weak strength, and were 

defeated by them, as were many other kingdoms of the Near East. These conflicts and 

subsequent peaceful contacts led to cultural interaction, which influenced leaders and the 

citizens in different degrees and also the arts. I shall refer to many of the scholarly 

publications dealing with Iron Age art from the Northern Zagros, including reports of 

excavations and field surveys, and to museum collections, and some objects studied by the 

author in field work in the Iraqi Zagros. 

 

3.1. The Assyrian and local reliefs and steles in the Northern Zagros 

In the Northern Zagros there are Assyrian and also local rock reliefs. Rock Arts (rock 

carvings and incisions) is the oldest known type of art in the mountains of the Northern 

Zagros, where they depict everyday activities, especially hunting and rituals associated with 

hunting. They record individuals and social groups or tribes living in a prehisotoric or 

protohistoric age. All rock art may not be prehistoric times, for some may have been the work 

of nomadic groups in the Zagros in the Bronze Age and or the Iron Age.
1151

  

                                                           
1150

 By arts I mean works of art, some of which can be called craftwork. 
1151

Rock art represents animals, people, astral and geometric motifs in a simple and abstract style. Most is 

considered to be from Prehistoric Pastoral groups, first appearing during the Mesolithic period, but some is from 
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Within the historical periods the oldest known rock relief in the Northern Zagros is at 

Gundk (Gunduk), a village to the west of the Upper Zab in the territory of Akrê/‘Aqra. It 

dates to the Early Bronze Age. It shows hunting rituals and banquets as social activities. 

When compared with Sumerian art we see horned headresses distinguishing deities, Imdugud, 

and a bear feeding her cub.
1152 

From the Middle Bronze Age another type of rock relief appears in the Zagros. This type  

do not display rituals but were formally made for the king to commemorate victories and 

military expeditions against enemies. In the Northern Zagros several date to the Middle 

Bronze Age, from the Post Akkadian period to the Old Babylonian period: two rock reliefs of 

Anubanini, the Lullubean king, at Sarpol-e Zahab;
1153

 Bêlule,
1154

 Basara; and Ramakan. Most 

were made by local rulers of Lullubum and Simurrum.
1155

 The one at Derbend-i Gawir was 

incorrectly identified with Naramsin of Akkad and compared with his Victory Stele in the 

Louvre.
1156

 In fact it comes from the Ur III period. The king‘s headress is very similar to that 

of the Ur III Sumerian king Urnammu. Perhaps it commemorates a victory in a campaign of 

Shulgi or Amarsin over the Lullubeans, since the victims under the feet of the king are 

certainly Lullubeans, with the long braided hair of the Lullubeans on the Victory Stele of 

Naramsin.
1157

  

The Assyrians and the Zagrosians carved rock reliefs and steles to commemorate activities 

in times of war and peace. Most record a victory over an enemy or a building project, such as 

Sennacherib‘s hydraulic project for canals. The available data about the rock reliefs and steles 

made by Assyrians in the Zagros and by local rulers there, from the Middle Assyrian period 

onwards, needs to be assessed. As well as those that have been discovered there are others 

mentioned in Assyrian inscriptions but not yet discovered. Similar depictions can be found in 

official Assyrian art on bas reliefs in Assyrian palaces and on the Bronze Gate of Balawat. 

The Assyrians recorded their triumphs on rock faces at a mountain pass, near rivers, springs 

and pools, or at the gate of occupied cities (see table 3.1). 

From the Middle Assyrian period the only record of a victory is by Tiglath-pileser I. In his 

annals he says that he completely destroyed the ‗capital‘ city of Ḫunusu/Ḫunusa in the land of 

Qumānu,
1158

 and he turned that city ―into a ruin hill.‖ To seal that victory ―he strewed ṣīpu-

stones over it.‖ Furthermore, on a bronze stele he says:
1159

   

I made bronze lightning bolts (and) inscribed on them (a description of) the conquest of 

th  l nds whi h with th  god Aššur, my lord, I  onqu r d ( nd   w rning) not to o  upy 

that city and not to rebuild its wall. On that (site) I built a house of baked brick and put 

inside those bronze lightning bolts.
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
later historical periods (Bronze Age and Iron Age times). For further details about the rock art in the Northern 

Zagros see Lahafian 2005: 43-59; Marf 2006; Marf 2008: 63-69; Marf 2008: 63-69; Marf and Ghareeb 2011: 5-

12.  
1152

 For further details see Ahmed 2012:93ff. 
1153

 Ahmed 2012: 306ff. 
1154

 Postgate & Roaf 1997: 143-155. 
1155

 Ahmed 2012: 309ff.  
1156

Strommenger 1964: fig.122. 
1157

Marf 2007: 3-9. 
1158

RIMA II A.0.87.1; A.0.87. 2:30-36. 
1159

RIMA II A.0.87.1: vi 14 - vi 21. 
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Rock reliefs of several Neo-Assyrian kings have been found in the Zagros mountains and 

they erected steles in cities they occupied.  

 

Table 3.1. Steles and rock reliefs of Assyrian kings in the Zagros 

Assyrian king 
Rock 

relief 
Stele City/land Discovered in 

 

Sources 

 

Tiglathpilesr I  x Inscribed bronze lightning bolts 

on the ruins of Ḫunusu/Ḫunusa in 

the land of Qumānu 

 RIMA II 

A.0.87.1: vi 

14 - vi 21. 

Ashurnasirpal III x  ēqu-mountain in the capital city 

of Ništun (Ashurnasirpal city) in 

the land of Habhu 

 RIMA II A.0. 

101.1: 68-

69a. 

Shalmaneser III x  On a rock face at the shore of 

Nairi sea 

 King 1915: 

pl. LIX. 

Shalmaneser III X? x ―a colossal royal statue‖ on 

Mount Eritia, opposite the royal 

city Arṣašku(n) and Mount 

Adduru, with an inscription 

commemorating his victory over 

Urartu. 

 RIMA III  ii 

45-65a. 

Shalmaneser III  X The city of Daiēnu is in the land 

of Daiēnu, beyond Kirruri in the 

Diana plain. Asia the king of that 

city submitted to Shalmaneser 

III, and he erected his royal 

statue there. 

 RIMA III 

A.0.102.6: iii 

43-45. 

Shalmaneser II  x Harhar in Media  RIMA 3 

A.0.102.14. 

125. 

Shalmaneser II  X In the land Namri, on Mount 

Tunni, ―the silver mountain‖ 

 RIMA III 

A.0.102.40: ii 

2b-5. Shalmaneser II  X In the land Namri, on Mount 

Mulû, ―the alabaster mountain‖ 

 

Shamshi-Adad V  x Ṣibara city of the land of 

Gizilbunda in Nairi 

 RIMA III 

A.0.103.1: 

20-27. 

Adad-narari III  X Perhaps originally it was erected 

on the Urartian border, 

somewhere in Ulluba or 

Qumanu. 

 

A fragment of a 

black stone stele 

said to come from 

Dohuk to the 

north of Nineveh. 

The inscription 

describes a battle 

between Shamshi-

ilu the Assyrian 

field marshal and 

the Urartian king 

Argishti I. 

RIMA III 

A.0.104.2011

. 

Tiglath-pileser III x  Ulluba Mila Mergi RINAP 1: 37. 
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Tiglath-pileser III x  Tikrakki in Media  Botta and 

Flandin 1972: 

pl.64. 

Tiglath-pileser III  x Bīt-Ištar  RINAP I 

7:37-3. 

Tiglath-pileser III  x The Stele of Iran  Levine 

1972:11-24; 

RINAP I 35. 

Sargon II x  Karalla Tang-i Var Frame 1999b: 

40ff. 

Sargon II  x In the Median cities Kār-

Šarrukēn and in Kišesim (Kār-

Urta/ Kār-Nergal). 

 ARAB II 10; 

Lie 1929: II: 

99-101. 

Sargon II  x Ramand? Or Godding Tepe? In 

Media 

Najafabad Stele 

found in 

Najafabad 10 

miles to the west 

of Kangaver in 

Hamadan. 

Levine 1972: 

II: 72-75; 

Zadok 2000a. 

Sargon II  X A royal image erected in the 

Mannean capital Izirtu with an 

inscription. 

 ARAB II 13. 

Sennacherib  x Arrapha? Bīt-Kilmazah? 

Commemorates Sennacherib‘s 

victories on the Kassites and 

Yasubigallians 

 RINAP 3/1 

3:20-26; 

Levine 1973: 

313. 

Sennacherib x  Ulluba?/Assyria Maltai rock reliefs 

on Zawa range in 

Dohuk. 

Shukri 1954. 

Sennacherib x  Assyria/Kurbail? Hinis (Khanas) 

rock reliefs 

Layard 

1853a: 178ff; 

Debevoise 

1942: 76-

105; 

Wiseman 

1958: Pl.VII-

VIII. 

Sennacherib x  Assyria, northeast of Nineveh 

plain 

Sheru 

malktha/Bandawia 

rock relief 

Shukri 1954. 

Esarhaddon x  Ellipi Shikaft-i Gulgul 

rock relief in 

Luristan 

Grasyon & 

Levine 1975: 

30; Reade 

1977: 33-48. 

Esarhaddon? 

Sennacherib? Or 

Ashurbanipal 

x  To the way to Elam from Der Mishkhas Alibaigi and 

Alibaigi 

2012: 29ff. 
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Ashurnasirpal II occupied the ‗capital city‘ Ništun in the land of Habhu and renamed it the 

city Ashurnasirpal, according to a rock relief/stele there:
1160

 

I made an image of myself (and) wrote thereon the praises of my power. I erected (it) on 

th  ēqu-mountain in the city (called) Ashurnasirpal at the source of the spring. 

From the reign of Shalmaneser III we know three rock reliefs: on the shore of Lake Nairi 

(Urmia);
1161

 at the source of the Tigris in Turkey; a rock relief is also depicted on the Bronze 

Gates at Balawat,
1162

 showing the king and Assyrian priests performing rituals, and Assyrian 

soldiers throwing meat from the sacrificed animals to a ‗dog‘ by the sea where fish swim, one 

of which looks like a coelacanth.
1163

 Below that scene, in another panel Shalmaneser is 

depicted in his chariot leaving an Assyrian camp with his army for the Urartian stronghold of 

Sugunia.
1164

 (See fig.3.1. a-b) 

 

a. b.  

Fig.3.1.a. A scene on the Bronze Gate of Balawat showing an Assyrian sculptor carving 

an image of Shalmaneser III on a rock faces at the source of the Tigris River near 

Diyarbakir (after Madlhoom 1971: Pl.LII.1). 

b. A scene depicted on the Bronze Gate of Balawat, showing the rituals performed 

by Shalmaneser III in front of Assyrian rock relief with offering tables and a fire 

altar/censer. A rock relief of the king on the shore of Nairi sea (Lake Urmia) depicts 

an area in the land of Gilzanu (modern Hasanlu)  (after King 1915: pl.I, Band I.1). 

Shalmaneser III erected ―a colossal royal statue‖ on Mount Eritia, opposite the royal city 

Arṣašku(n) and Mount Adduru, with an inscription commemorating his victory over 

Urartu.
1165

 

In his campaign against Media, Shalmaneser III says ―I erected a royal statue in the city 

Harhar.‖
1166

 An epic poem of praise of Shalmaneser III refers to other rock reliefs: ―I set up 

images (recording) my might by mountains and seas.‖
1167

 

Shamshi-Adad V says that he erected a royal statue at the city of Ṣibara, the city of 

Gizilbundaeans in the land of Nairi:
1168

  

                                                           
1160

RIMA II A.0. 101.1: 68-69a. 
1161

King 1915: pl.LIX. 
1162

 King 1915: Pl.LIX; Madlhoom 1971: Pl.LII.1. Also, Tiglath-pileser III carved another rock relief at the 

source of the Tigris, at the caves of Birkleyn in Turkey, see Harmanshah 2012: p.69, fig.6.  
1163

See Kroll 2011:153. 
1164

 King 1915: Pl.LIX; Madlhoom 1971: Pl.LII.1; Kroll 2011:153. 
1165

 RIMA III  ii 45-65a. 
1166

RIMA III A.0.102.14. 125. 
1167

SAA III 17: 22-23.  
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I made my colossal royal statue (and) wrote thereon the victories of Ashur, my lord, 

praises of my heroic deeds, and all the things which I had achieved in the land Nairi. I 

erected (it) in Ṣibara, the fortified city of the Gizilbundaeans.  

Tiglath-pileser III set up two rock reliefs and a stele in Northern Zagros cities.  

Mila Mergi is located near the villages of Zinaneh and Gre-rash to the east of Zakho near 

the Turkish border north of Duhok and Nineveh. The image on the huge rock is identified by 

local people as Timur-lang or Genghiz Khan.
1169

 It is carved inside a frame with a rounded 

top, 135 cm high and 82 cm wide. The image is of Tiglath-pileser III, with symbols of several 

deities, and an inscription of about 54 lines (fig.3.2.a),
1170

 to commemorate his victory over 

the Ullubeans during his 7
th

 palu, in 739 BCE.
1171

 

 
Fig.3.2.a. The rock relief of Mila Mergi. Recently it was badly damaged by treasure hunters 

who thought the image of a king indicated there was treasure behind the relief. (Photo by 

Bekas Jamaluddin). 

 

The inscription starts by evoking several deities (lines 1-11), and then lists the titles of 

Tiglath-pileser III (lines 12-15). Afterwards details are given about the land of Ulluba and its 

cities and why he conquered that area (lines 16-45). He says he annexed Ulluba to Assyria 

and installed an Assyrian eunuch as ruler. It ends with curses against anyone damaging the 

rock relief, and a request for future ‗Assyrian‘ kings to pray in front of the symbols of the 

rock relief (in the lines 45b-54):
1172

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1168

RIMA III A.0.103.1: 20-27. 
1169

From a personal communication with the local archaeologist Bekas Jamaluddin. Also, see Al-Amin 1948: 

180-218; Shukri 1954; Postgate 1973a; Pfälzner and Sconzo 2015: 90-123. 
1170

 RINAP I 37; Postgate 1973a. 
1171

 RINAP 1: 37. P.89.  
1172

RINAP I 37: 45b-54. The discovery of this inscription at Mila Mergi which mentions Ulluba means we can 

correct the previous idenitification of Ulluba as the area east of Diyarbekir (Amad). It confirms that Ulluba was 

in the area east, south-east of the Lesser Habur, east of Zakho. For further details see Postgate 1973a. 
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I had a monument [NA4.RÚ-e] m d  on Mount I[lim ru(…)], h d my roy l im g  

 ngr v d on it,  nd m d  (it) [st nd] (th r ) for v r. [(As for) th  on  who…], d stroys 

(it),  r[ s] s (it), or sm sh s (it) with ston , […], or  ov rs (it) with   rth, m y th  

great gods who live in heaven (and) nether[world, all of those] whose names are 

invoked [in] this [inscription], remove [his] throne, [overthrow his dynasty], (and) turn 

his l nd into mounds of ruins [lit. ―mounds  nd ruins‖]. M y [  futur  rul r r  d 

aloud] this inscription, [wash (it) with oil, (and) [make an offering]. (Then) those gods 

[will hear] his pryaers.  

A relief from Khorsabad, which depicts Sargon II‘s attack on the Median city 

Tikrakki/Sikris, is at the side of the gate of the city, and depicts an earlier Assyrian rock 

relief on a rock face which touches the main wall of the city, it is still in situ (fig.3.2.b).
1173

  

 
Fig. 3.2.b. The city of Tikrakki depicted on an Assyrian relief from Khosabad, reign of 

Sargon, beside the gate of the city, copying a rock relief or stele probably recording the 

former occupation of the city by Tiglath-pileser III.
1174

 (after Botta & Flandin, 1972: pl.64). 

The rock relief depicts an Assyrian king in a rounded-top frame. He raises his right hand 

and points with his index finger perhaps to the symbols of the Assyrian deities which are 

usually depicted on the steles and rock reliefs at the top of the scene in front of the face of the 

king. We know that the rock relief of Tikrakki of Tiglath-pileser III was still in its place when 

Sargon attacked the city in 716 BCE. 

Tiglath-pileser III claims that he erected a ―royal image‖ (ṣ l m š rrūtiy ) at Bīt-Ištar.
1175

 

In his annals he says: ―I made stelae in all (?) the lands. The great gods, my lord, I engraved 

thereon. I depicted a likeness of my majesty on it.‖
1176

 Perhaps one of these steles is the Stele 

of Iran, which was found somewhere in the Iranian part of the Zagros. Two pieces of this stele 

have been acquired by the Israel Museum and a third one remains in a private collection.
1177

 

The stele is 81 cm high and 40.5. cm wide
1178

 The Assyrian king is standing and pointing with 

                                                           
1173

Albenda 1986: pl.120, Room 2, slab. 17. 
1174

 Holloway 2002: 154. 
1175

 RINAP I 7:37-3; Holloway 2002: 154. For further details about that image and its possible location see 

Radner 2003b, and also see Chapter III, 3.1.1. 
1176

Levine 1972: col.ii. 31-33.  p.21; Tadmor (in collaboration with Louis D. Levine) 1994: 91-110.  
1177

RINAP I 35: p.80ff; Levine 1972: 11. 
1178

 Levine 1972: 11-24.  
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the index finger of his right hand in an iconographic gesture of prayer to deities symbolically 

represented in front of him in the rounded top of the frame.
1179

 Seven deities are represented: 

Sin, the winged disk of Ashur or Shamash, Amurru, Sibitti, Ishtar, Adad and Nabû. Only 

important deities are symbolised, but others are mentioned by name in the long inscription, 

which has some lacunae from damage.
1180

 The inscription as usual starts with invocations to 

deities (I 1-20), followed by epithets and titles of the king (21-35).  We then read repeated 

details about his 1
st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
 palûs. In his second palû he refers to his campaigns and 

receiving tribute from Namri, Bīt-Singibūti (Bīt-Sangibūti), Ellipu, and Mannea.
1181

 It is in 

the first column that the deities are evoked and Tiglath-pileser‘s titles. In the second column 

lands and kingdoms in Anatolia, Syria, Levant, and Arabia are mentioned, with metals, ivory, 

garments and animals sent to Tiglath-pileser III as tribute. After a lacuna he mentions his 

campaign to the east and west of the empire (ii 1-17). After a hymn to the king (ii 18-24) we 

read of his campaign to Media during his 9th palû (ii 25-44). The tribute from the east and 

west of the empire comes in the third column (iii 1-30).
1182

 

I had a stele made in the vicinity of the mountains. I dep[icted] on it (symbols of) the 

great gods my lords (and) I fashioned my royal image on it. I ins[cribed] on it the 

mighty deeds of (the god) Ashur, my lord, and [my] personal achievements <that> I 

accomplished again and again throughout (all of) the lands.  

The text and the stele date to the 9
th

 palû of Tiglath-pileser III, 737 BCE:
1183

 

―In my ninth p lû, I ord r d (my troops) to m r h  g inst th  M d s. I  onqu r d th  

cities of city rulers who submissive. I defeated them (and) carried off their booty. I 

firmly pl   d my st l s in […], th   ity Bīt-Išt r, th   ity Ṣibar (Ṣibur), (and at) Mount 

Ariarama (and) Mount Silahzu, mighty mountains. 

As in the inscription of Mila Mergi this text ends with similar curses against those who 

would destroy the stele, and a request to future rulers to wash it with water and oil and pray 

for the gods aloud.
1184

 

From lines 24-28 he mentions his campaign to the Zagros, erecting steles everywhere on 

his way:
1185

  

As for Ir nzi of M nn  , T lt  (D ltā) of Ellipi, th   hi ft ins of N mri, of Singibutu, of 

all of the mountains of the high country (?) [KUR AN [KI]-te (?)] horses, mules, 

Bactrian camels. Cattle, sheep, I imposed upon them (as tribute). I received it yearly in 

Ashur. I made stelae in all (?)  the lands. The great gods, my lords, I engraved thereon. 

I depi t d   lik n ss of my m j sty on it. Th  str ngth of Ashur my lord  nd X …th  

l nds. Who ov r ……th  bord r, who to…. 
 

In his annals Sargon II claims to have carved rock reliefs and erected steles at several sites 

in the Zagros. Some have been discovered but not all. 
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 Levine 1972: 11-24. 
1180

 Levine 1972: 12. 
1181

 RINAP I 35: i 5-14; Levine 1972: 14. 
1182

RINAP I 35: iii 31-36. 
1183

 RINAP I 35: ii 25-29.   
1184

RINAP I 35: iii 1-10; also see RINAP I 37. 
1185

 Levine 1972: ii side: 24-36. Also see Tadmor 1994: 111-116. 
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In his eighth campaign in 714 BCE Sargon says the pro-Assyrian Mannean king Ullusunu 

welcomed him, gave his son as a hostage and provided a stele for him:
1186

 

Ullusunu, together with the people of his land, their hearts bent on rendering service, 

awaited my expedition in Sirdakku, his fortress. As though they had been officials of 

mine, governors of Assyria, he heaped up supplies of flour and wine for the feeding of 

my army. He delivered to me his oldest son, together with a peace-offering, and to 

m k  s  ur  his (son‘s su   ssion) to rul rship, h  provid d (for this in) his st l  

inscription. 

During his campaign in 716 BCE Sargon conquered the lands of Bīt-Ramatua, Uriqatu, 

Sigirs, Šaparda and Uriakku with other 6 unnamed districts and he says: ―the symbol of Ashur 

my lord, as their deity I established.‖…―The statue of my majesty [ṣa-l m š rrūtiti-ia] I 

 r  t d in Kār-Š rrukēn.‖
1187

 Also, he erected a stele at Kišesim (Kār-Nergal): ―My royal 

image I set up in its midst.‖
1188

 

Sargon‘s victory over Karalla is commemorated on a rock relief on a side of Mount Kuh-i 

Zinaneh at the pass of Tang-i Var 40m above the ground. The site is 50 km southwest of 

Sanandaj. Sargon adopts a standard Assyrian pose with a raised right hand. The inscription 

runs across his image and is badly worn.
1189

 When the rock relief was first reported in 1968 it 

was called the ―Uramanat relief‖, the name of the nearby village (fig. 3.4.a-b).
1190

 The relief 

and the inscription indicate that the area was part of the territory of Karalla at the time of 

Sargon, which supports Sargon‘s claim in his annals that he annexed Karalla with the city of 

Lulume in the land of Zamua.
1191

 The inscription begins with an invocation of several deities, 

then mentions name of Sargon and his titles. The focus is first on Sargon‘s campaigns in lands 

of the Near East, and then on his campaign to Karalla (in the lines 37-44), where the rock 

relief was carved. There are blessings and curses at the end.
1192

 On Karalla he says:
1193

 

―At th t tim  th  p opl  of th  l nd of K r ll …who …and were not used to respecting 

( ny) rul rship, trust d in th  st  p mount ins  nd …a eunuch of mine, the 

governor… ll th  l nd……th y  st blish d  nd pr p r d for b ttl …b   m   ngry  nd 

sl w th ir p opl . Hors s, mul s, … nd …th ir pr s n  …turn d  nd…They made the 

p ths through his l nd d sol t   nd…blo k d th  tr ils. My rēdû-soli rs…to 

in    ssibl  mount in  l fts lik    gl s. …th y  st blish d …th ir 

w rriors…mount ins. Th  r m ind r of th m … nd th y  ount d (th m)  s booty. I h d 

a commemorative monument made and engraved upon it image(s) of the great gods, 

[my lords]. I placed before them my royal image [(in an attitude of)] pr]aying to their 

gr  t divin  m j sti s. Th  vi tori s of th  god Ashur, f th r of th  gods, lord…[…]  ll 

I had] inscribed upon it.  

                                                           
1186

ARAB II 148. 
1187

 Lie 1929: II: 99-101. 
1188

ARAB II 10. 
1189

Sarfaraz 1969; Frame 1999b: 40ff, 
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 Levine 1972; Sarfaraz 1969. 
1191

 Levine 1972: 1-76, lines 31-32; also see ARAB II 208-209. 
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Kearton 1969: 186; Frame 1999b: 31ff; Kim 2002: 98ff.  
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 Frame 1999b: lines 37-46, p.41. 
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a.   b.  

Fig. 3.4. a-b. The rock relief of Tang-i Var. (Photos by Morteza Rahmati and Fereidoun 

Biglary). 

 

The stele found in the village of Najafabad 10 miles to the west of Kangaver in the 

Hamadan province (now in the Teheran Museum) measures 165 cm. high, 65 cm. thick. The 

inscription is obliterated. Sargon holds in his left hand a mace, and he points his right index 

finger towards symbols of Assyrian deities, including a crescent (Sin), horned crown, winged 

disk and the others which are not clear.
1194

 The obverse (= column I) of the text is badly 

preserved, and the reverse (= col: II) records Sargon‘s campaigns to Mannea, Karalla, Harhar, 

Kishesim and several other Median cities in detal.
1195

  

The introduction to this badly preserved text evokes the Assyrian deities and lists Sargon‘s 

titles, then turns to Sargon‘s victories in Syria and the tribute he received. It includes his 

campaign to Mannea, then Karalla, and that he annexed Karalla to Lulume.
1196

 After a long 

list of Median cities occupied by Sargon, the text concludes with curses a little different from 

other Assyrian curses on rock reliefs and steles in the Zagros:
1197

 

For th  futur . […] who Ashur, th  king of  ll th  Igigi, […] sh ll   ll to th  lordship of 

Ashur, this st l ……Ashur […] m y h   los ly h  d  nd […]. Who v r […this] st l  

[…] from th  pl    of […] [who v r sh ll] pil  it ov r s  r tly, or throw it in th  riv r, 

or X in dirt, or burn it in   fir , […] pl    it… m y th  gr  t gods who dw ll in h  v n 

and on earth gl[are] at him angrily, m y th y d stroy his s  d in [his] l nd…  

Unfortunately just where it mentions the name of the city where the stele was erected the 

inscription is damaged. Scholars assume that perhaps Sargon originally erected the stele of 

Najafabad during his sixth campaign in 716 BCE in Godin Tepe or on the way to the Median 

city of Rāmanda/Rāmend.
1198

  

The steles and rock reliefs of Assyrian kings outside the Assyrian heartland usually 

commemorate  miliatry events. By contrast Sennacherib‘s rock reliefs were set up where he 
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started his water canal projects, in the first ranges of the Zagros, north-north-east of the 

Nineveh plain, between the Tigris and the Upper Zab. These include the rock reliefs of 

Maltai, Bandawi and Hinis.  

The reliefs are repeated four times in different places not far from each other on rock faces 

of Mount Zawa south of Duhok. Zawa is the first mountain north of Nineveh, and Nineveh 

can be seen from its peak. On the relief sennacherib is shown standing on the ground, and 

raising his right hand towards a row of seven deities, all standing on walking animals, except 

for a goddess (the second one after Ashur in the row) who is sitting on a throne. The deities 

can be identified from their symbols (astrals, crowns, and animals) as Enlil, Ninlil, Ashur, 

Shamash, Sin, Adad and Ishtar.
1199

 Every animal is different, symbolising the deity standing 

on it.  The deities hold a circle ―Ring and rod,‖ a Mesopotamian symbol of the rulership in 

their right hands and raise their left hands to greet Sennacherib. Behind the last deity there is 

another person who looks like Sennacherib. Perhaps it is the crown prince Esarhaddon or 

Sennacherib himself may have been represented twice (fig.3.5. a-e).
1200

 

These reliefs relate to Sennacherib‘s water canal projects both at Maltai at the foot of the 

mountain down the rock reliefs in the valley of Duhok (now inside the modern city), and the 

Faida canal project has its own rock reliefs.
1201

 Depictions of deities on animals were 

common in the reign of Sennacherib, and Sennacherib‘s seal, as impressed on the vassal 

treaty between Esarhaddon and the Medes, shows him standing on the ground as he is on the 

rock reliefs of Maltai in front of Ashur. Ashur stands on two animals, perhaps combining the 

zoomorphic symbols of Enlil (lion) and Marduk (Mušhuššu) (fig.3.5.f-g).
1202

 Similarly, the 

naked ‗winged goddess‘ on the Hasanlu golden bowl stands on two rams.
1203
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Shukri 1954; al-Barwary 2002: 61-72. 
1200

The Iraqi team during their survey around the rock relief found the remains of fortifications and a paved 

roadway. For further details see Shukri 1954: 90. For further details about ―Ring and rod,‖ see Wiggerma RIA 

11, 2006-2008: 414-421. 
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of Maltai as its seen from the deity headresses, therefore, perhaps they are also carved in the same time during 

the reign of Sennacheirb. Recently, an Italian team since 2012 under the direction of Roberto Orazi doing 

archaeological survey at the area and also studying the rock relief of Faida. 
1202
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iconographies of Sennacherib and the deities see Fales 2015: 543-560.  
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a.  b.  

c.  d.    

e.  f.    

g.  

Fig. 3.5. a-e.fig. The rock reliefs of Maltai (photo by Bekas Jamaluddin). 

          f. Drawing of one of the rock reliefs of Maltai (after Wiseman 1958: pl.VIII-1). 

          g. Drawing of the seal impression of Sennacherib impressed on the vassal treaty of 

Esarhaddon with the Medes (after Wiseman 1958: fig.2).   

 

At Hinis, Sennacherib carved many rock reliefs, they are fall into diffrent groups: 

The biggest relief is carved within a large square frame at the rock where the canal of 

Gerwan starts. In the center of the scene are two deities. One is probably Ashur, standing on 

two animals, and the other, a goddess, is perhaps Ishtar (or other goddess) standing on a lion. 

There are two images of Sennacherib behind them, praying with his right index finger 
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pointing to the deities.
1204

 Around the relief there seems to have been some semi-rounded 

sculptures, for at the top we can see a lion, but its head is missing. Below it a semi-sculptured 

lamassu has fallen and two apkallu sculptures are carved on a nearby rock face. They had 

collapsed into the river perhaps in an earthquake. The sketch made by Layard shows two 

lamassu there but at the moment there is only one in the river. Sennacherib perhaps stayed 

there as a summer camp, and had the lamassu and apkallu sculptures carved near the entrance 

of this camp (fig.3.6.a).
1205

  

  
Fig. 3.6.a. Drawing of the rock relief of Hinis (after Wiseman 1958: pl.VII). 

 

Above and to the left of the big rock relief several divine symbols can be seen at the top of 

a frame, with a long inscription by Sennacherib, describing all his canal diggings in the area 

between the Tigris and the Upper Zab, north and north-east of Nineveh:
1206

 

At the mouth of the canal which I dug through the midst of the mountain of Tas, I 

fashioned six great steles with the images of the great gods, my lords, upon them, and 

my royal image, with face averted (in prayer), I set up before them. Every deed of my 

hands, which I wrought for the good of Nineveh, I had engraved thereon, to be a 

memorial (?) to the kings, my sons.  

These eleven images are similar to those on the rock reliefs of Tiglath-pileser and Sargon 

in the Zagros, in that they portray the Assyrian king in rounded-top frames. They are carved 

in different places high on the rock face, while below the Bavian River flows.
1207

 

A relief of Sennacherib carved on a rock face near the inscription was called the ―Rider 

Relief‖ at Bavian. It was first recorded by Layard and he called the headdress as in Assyrian 

style: ―the warrior wears the Assyrian pointed helmet.‖
1208

 (fig. 3.6.b-c). On the other hand, it 

is thought to be contemporary ―with the relief of Mithradates II at Behistun.‖
1209

 According to 

Debevoise ―the folds, particularly apparent on the arm holding the spear, are un-Assyrian 

 nd  pp  r to b  typi  l of th  P rthi n p riod, th  rid r‘s h t is roughly th  sh p  of   

                                                           
1204

It was in the early Christian period that the Assyrian rock reliefs were seriously damaged. When they carved 

into the rock to make chapels. 
1205

 Wiseman 1958: pl.VII. 
1206

For further details about the inscriptions of Sennacherib on the reliefs of Hinis see ARAB II 342; also see 

Chapter IV, 4.10. 
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 For the images and the details see Chapter IV, 4.10. 
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 Layard 1853b: 178. Also see Börker-Klähn 1982: 200-I a-c. 
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Debevoise 1942: 94, fig. 5; also see Layard 1853b: 178. 
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modern fez except that the top is slightly larger than the bottom. It is reminiscent of a hat 

worn by Darius the Great.‖
1210

  

No rider with a levelled spear is attested in Assyrian or Achaemenid art, which is a reason 

to think the relief comes from the Parthian period. Debevoise assumes that it was carved to 

commemorate the victory of the Armenian king Tigranes the Great, who defeated the Parthian 

king Mithradates II in Adeabene.
1211

 However the iconography of the horse rider on the reliefs 

of Hinis is similar to the iconography of the Assyrian rider on the wall paintings of Til Barsib, 

but the headdress is different.
1212

  

b.  c  

Fig. 3.6.b-c. The image of the horse rider on one of the reliefs of Hinis, perhaps recut on 

an erased relief of Sennacherib. (b. after Layard 1853b: 178), (c. after Debevoise 1942: 

fig.5). 

 

There is a relief of an Assyrian king (perhaps Sennacherib) as well as remains of a water 

project near the village Bandawia, about 7km from Alqush.
1213

 The name Bandawia in 

Kurdish means dam, and in this narrow pass the water of a small river had been collected for 

the canal project. In Alqosh, where the Christians speak modern Aramaic, the relief is called 

the Shir-u-malktha, ―the queen lion‖ (fig. 3.6.d-f).
1214
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Debevoise 1942: 95. 
1211

Debevoise 1942: 96. 
1212

For the rider on the wall painting of Til Barsib (Tell Agmar) see Parrot 1961: p.265, fig.340. 
1213

Shukri 1954: 12, figs. 10-16. 
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In traditional local stories told by the people in the area today relate it to Shamiram (Samiramis) the Assyrian 

queen; for further details see Edmon 2011: 44. 
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d.  e.    

f.  

  

Fig. 3.6. d-f. Two views of the rock relief in situ on the rock face (photo by Bekas 

Jamaluddin).  

Fig. e. The rock relief of Bandawi, and the carved basin (after Shukri 1954: fig.14). 

 

In the Northern Zagros there is no known rock relief or stele of Esarhaddon. But in the 

Central Zagros, we have the rock relief of Shikaft-i Gulgul, east of Pusht-I Kuh (Pishkoh) an 

area of Luristan south east of Dēr.
1215

 The Assyrian king is shown with his royal inscription 

carved in the spaces inside the frame. Van der Spek assumes that it was carved for 

Esarhaddon during his reign, or that Ashurbanipal had it carved for Esarhaddon to 

commemorate his campaign against Ellipi. The inscription does not help us to date it since the 

place where the name of the king was written is damaged.
1216

 

Another Assyrian rock relief was discovered in the Central Zagros in 2009, called the 

Mishkhas rock relief, with the image of an Assyrian king and an Assyrian royal inscription 

over the image and in clear spaces in the frame. It will come from the 7
th

 century BCE, from 

Sennacherib, Esarhaddon or Ashurbanipal.
1217
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There were no local Zagrosian rock reliefs contemporary with the Assyrian rock reliefs. 

But there were contemporay steles. In 1972, Erbil Museum (IM.75173) purchased a stele, 

which had been found in the village of Kani-Derbend/Kani Darband, ca. 70km north east of 

Erbil and west of Koya (Koysanjaq). It is 51.7 cm high, 34 cm wide, and 18.8 cm thick. The 

upper part of the stele is damaged but we may have an image of a person with only the lower 

part of his dress and his feet preserved. His dress and shoes are in a similar style to Neo-

Assyrian 8
th

-7
th

 centuries BCE dresses (fig.3.7.a-b).
1218

 It has several lines of inscriptions, but 

not in regular order and most of the signs incorrectly carved. The person who wrote it did not 

know cuneiform.
1219

  

a.  

b.  c.   

fig. 3.7. a. Photos of the stele of Kani-Derbend  (after Abada 1974: fig.5-7).  

      b. Copy of the inscription on the stele of Kani-Derbend (after Abada 1974: fig.9). 

      c. The panels of the inscription on the Horên-Shaikhan rock relief of  the five panels, 

three were filled, the fourth has only preparatory lines, and the fifth is blank (photo by the 

author). 
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The stele, found by men from Kani-Derbend village, was purchased by Erbil Museum in 1972 and sent to the 

Iraq Museum (accession no. IM 75173). See Abadah 1974:78. 
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Such a way of recording a text reminds the way of carving of the inscription on the Bronze 

Age rock relief of Bêlule, its carved by a sculptor who could not write cuneiform, so drew the 

signs prepared for him by a local scribe (fig.3.7.c).
1220

 Abadah says of the stone that it is a ―white 

y llowish bound ry ston  of not r gul r  long tion. On top som  p rts of   rving of m n‘s f  t  nd 

garment in relief still visible the type of shoes appeared is similar to that of Assyrian eighth and 

seventh century B. C.‖ And of the inscription: ―Many lines of cuneiform writings are to be seen. Some 

of the lines were not depicted according to the correct way. It seems that the scribe intended to change 

the main text. This is more clear[er] when we notice the deliberately made break parallel to the 

writing. But maybe the rewriting took place not after a long time.‖ Abadah 1972: 77-79.  

 

The Aramaic stele of Bukan is the oldest known Aramaic record in the Zagros and Iran. 

The text is dated to the late 8
th

 century BCE, and is attributed to Ullusunu, one of the 

Mannean kings.
1221

 The upper part is missing, but we have the last thirteen lines of the text, 

the curses.
1222

 

A Median bronze plaque has an Akkadian inscription and an image of a Median ruler 

called Šilisruh, the ruler of the city of Abdadani. The iconography of Šilisruh is like that of 

Assyrian kings on steles and rock reliefs (Fig. 2.1.a).
1223

  

Urartian kings installed several steles in the Northern Zagros. The oldest is at Keleshin 

on the road from Urmia to Musasir, erected by Ishpuini and his son Menua in the late 9
th

 

century BCE.
1224

 Rusa also erected several steles in the area to the west of Lake Urmia as far 

as Musasir, including Topzawa, Movane, Mergeh Karvan, and Qalatgah.
1225

 These briefly 

mention military actitvities of Urartian kings and also sacrifices, rituals and a festival in the 

temple of Haldi in Musasir.
1226

 

On Assyrian rock reliefs we generally find an image of the Assyrian king and symbols or 

images of deities. Kings are portrayed praying before their deities, represented as symbols or 

images. We do not see defeated enemies or military scenes. The Assyrian reliefs decorating 

the walls of the Assyrian palaces are different from the rock reliefs of the local Zagrosian 

rulers and Mesopotamian kings carved on rock faces in the Northern Zagros in the Bronze 

Age. These Bronze Age rock reliefs usually depict the king and his beloved Ishtar and the 

defeated enemies shown small under the feet of the king.
1227

 

The round-topped frames and divine symbols in the top corner of the frame are similar. 

Assyrian rock reliefs are the most important historical confirmation of what was claimed by 

Assyrian kings in their annals. Those discovered rock reliefs and steles in the Zagros prove 

they did what they said they had done.  
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The Bronze Age rock relief at Darband-i Bêlule (Horên-Shaikhan rock relief) carved at Bêlule pass to the east 

of Sirwan (Upper Diayla river) near the Iranian border. For further details see Postgate & Roaf 1997; Ahmed 

2012: 94. 
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Fales 2003. 
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 For further discussion about the text see Chapter II, 2.1, and Chapter III, 3.1.3. 
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Radner 2003b: 122. For the inscription of this plaque see Chapter II, 3.1.3. 
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 For further details see CTU A 3-11; A 10-5. Also, see Chapter III, 3.1.4. 
1227

 See Postgate & Roaf 1997: figs. 5-10. 
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Positioning the rock reliefs on the side of a pass between two mountain ranges ensured 

they would be seen as people passed between valleys and plains in the Northern Zagros. No 

soldier, merchant, migrant or individual could miss them. They functioned as a permanent 

reminder of a victory, perhaps a victory won in or at the pass and political propaganda by the 

conquerors.  

The Assyrians did not occupy these areas over a long period of time, for the Assyrian 

annals explain that the peoples of the Zagros never surrendered. That is why the Assyrians 

had to repeat their campaigns, and why more than one rock relief or stele appears in territories 

of lands and cities of the Zagros.  

The defeated populations do not seem to have attempted to destroy these monuments, 

perhaps because they knew that some of the rock reliefs end with curses deterring any king 

from destroying them. If he tried, he himself, his descendant, and his kingdom would be 

cursed. But since very few people in the Zagrosian cities would have been able to read the 

cuneiform and not every rock relief includes curses, that most of them remained in place 

untouched is noteworthy. Even the images were not harmed, so we conclude that vandalism 

against Assyrian rock reliefs in the Zagros in ancient times was rare.
1228

 Some monuments 

were also placed at the city gates, to be seen by everyone entering or leaving the city.  

Assyrian rock reliefs and steles prove that the Assyrians penetrated the heart of the Zagros 

and beyond to expanding their empire, imposing Assyrian power and culture there. The 

depictions of Assyrian kings influenced the art of Media, as can be seen by comparing the 

image of Šilisruh with that of an Assyrian king. The Assyrian inscriptions on the rock reliefs 

and steles in the Zagros primarily target the local rulers in the Zagros and their peoples, with 

detailed descriptions of Assyrian victories in their homelands. The curses are against the local 

rulers and peoples to prevent any damage or erasures. Most inscriptions expect future 

‗Assyrian‘ kings to wash them and oil them and to pray aloud in front of the images.  
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The Assyrian rock reliefs remained untouched until the first centuries CE, when some chapels and rock cut 

tombs were carved out of the rock damaging the rock reliefs of Sennacherib in Hinis and Maltai. With no 

pristine appearance left at the beginning of the 20
th

 century most of those in the Zagros were shot at. From the 

1980s and to 2012 some were completely or mainly destroyed by looters who tried cut out the reliefs, either  to 

trade them on the antiquity markets abroad, or to look for treasure behind the relief. They thought the frame of 

the relief represent a blind gate which could be opened to reveal a treasure. The Sassanian rock reliefs of Gali 

Zardik to the north-east of the Nineveh plain have been completely destroyed. One of the images of Sennacherib 

from one of the Hinis rock reliefs was cut away, but the looters were arrested and the image is now in Erbil 

Museum. Part of the inscription on the rock relief of Mile Mergi was destroyed by treasure hunters. 
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3.2. The Assyrian reliefs and the Northern Zagros
1229

 

The internal walls of the Assyrian palaces were decorated with many reliefs sculpted on 

limestone slabs. Generally speaking the reliefs are examples of pure Assyrian art. They come 

from the North-west Palace of Ashurnasirpal II at Nimrud (Kalhu),
1230

 the palace of Sargon II 

at Khorsabad (Dur-Sharrukin),
1231

 the Southwest Palace of Sennacherib, and the Southwest 

Palace and the North Palace of Ashurbanipal at Nineveh.
1232

 These reliefs are the best source 

for studying Assyrian art, in particular the depictions of the activities of the Assyrian kings. 

The scenes of military campaigns portray them destroying the enemy cities, impaling, 

executing, receiving tribute, performing rituals, celebrating the  kītu festival, hunting, feasting 

at royal banquets. We also find genies, Gilgamesh, and on the walls of Sennacherib‘s palace 

there is even a depiction of a lamassu being transported from its rock quarry to Nineveh.
1233

 

They decorated the internal walls of the palaces in a narrative sequence especially to illustrate 

victories over enemy cities: besieging, attacking and destroying them, and deporting or 

executing defeated enemies.
1234

 

These reliefs are also the best sources for depictions of Zagrosian cities and peoples. The 

costumes they wore, the tribute they offered, the landscape they inhabited are all shown, as 

well architectural features of city gates, walls, towers, temples, and houses etc.
1235

 These 

images are not stereotypes. Certain architectural features distinguish one Zagrosian place 

from another. Towers, gates, merlons and ditches, platforms and bridges are given in detail. 

Typical costumes of the elite and the military of the Zagros had been well known since the 

Akkadian period,
1236

 and features of the landscape of the Zagros are well recorded. They are 

not the result of the imagination of an artist after hearing stories about the mountains, 

orchards, rivers, valleys, animals, and birds seen on the journey. Assyrian scribes and artists 

will have accompanied the army on campaign to record these fine details. 

 Most of the reliefs have short captions identifying the cities and events depicted. One such 

is: URU mu-ṣa-ṣir al
!
-m   kšud (KUR-ud). ―The city of Musasir I besieged and captured.‖

1237
  

   The Assyrian king may have decided on these captions himself. In a letter concerning the 

campaign against Mannea Ṭab-šar-Aššur refers to a request from Sargon II to change a 

caption:
1238

  

                                                           
1229

My discussion of the architecture, peoples and landscape of the Zagros shown in these reliefs will be 

presented in other chapters under other subject headings. 
1230

See Paley & Sobolewski 1987; Paley & Sobolewski 1992. 
1231

Botta & Flanden 1972; Albenda 1986; Layard 1853b; Barnett 1976; Bleibtreu 1986; Watanabe 2014: 345-

370. 
1232

Layard 1853b; Brnett 1976; Bleibtreu 1986. 
1233

Russell 1999: 163-70; Reade 1998b: 81-94; for the banquets see the banquet of the Assyrian officers in the 

palace of Sargon II (Albenda 1986: Room II, slabs 81-19, pl. 121, and for the banquet of Ashurbanipal with the 

Assyrian queen in his garden, see Albenda 1974: 5-17).  
1234

Botta & Flanden 1972; Albenda 1986; Barnett 1976. 
1235

Botta & Flanden 1972; Albenda 1986. For instance Zagrosian leaders holding models of their cities at the 

Assyrian court in scenes depicted in the palace of Sargon II in Dur-Sharrukin; see Botta & Flanden 1972: pl.141, 

Room XIII, 4; Albenda 1986: 68-69, pl.29, Room 10, slab 6; pl.30, Room 10, slab 8. For further details see 

Chapter IV, 4.3.2.  
1236

Albenda 1986: Pl.33, Room 10 slab 13-14; Winter, 2004: fig.2; Albenda 1986: Pl.126, Room 2, slab 22. See 

this chapter Textiles and Costumes, 3.9., and also see Chapter IV. 
1237

Albenda 1986:110-111. 
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4
As to wh t th  king, my lord, wr[ot  m ]: ―Why  r  th  n m s of th  gov[ rnors] not 

fix d on [th  r li fs]?‖ – [the king, my lord], knows that our [previous] campaign 

whi h w  dir  t d to M nn   [… is d pi t d] o[n th  w lls of] th  Ol[d] P l   . We 

[……] (Br  k) 
r.2
[th  n ]m s of th  kings  nd th  […] offi i ls [di] d ms in fr[ont of…] 

th ir [n ]m s [….] (Rest destroyed). 

These reliefs clearly had a propaganda value for Assyria, whose king and army according 

to state annals were never defeated. They show us the events as they happened, confirming 

the destruction and burning, the killing, impaling and deportations, of the annals. As we see in 

other chapters, the depictions of Assyrian campaigns to the Zagros run parallel with the 

written records, and sometimes the one explains a detail in the other. Not every campaign or 

every occupation is depicted on the Assyrian reliefs or recorded in the annals. Failures are 

overlooked. Reliefs from the reign of Ashurnasirpal II to the reign of Ashurbanipal show 

cities resisting a major siege or a fierce battle, such as Pazashi in Mannea and Harhar or 

Kishesim in Media.
1239

 Only clear victories over Median and Mannean cities are mentioned in 

the Assyrian annals and or depicted on the Assyrian reliefs. Some cities surrendered without a 

siege or a battle, as was the case in the depiction of Musasir. It was the richest city to be 

plundered, and from it Assyria acquired its biggest treasure. That is why the artist focused on 

the plundering of treasures from the temple and the city with no depiction of fighting and 

killing and punishment.
1240

  

Russell found that the Palace of Sennacherib in Nineveh lacks scenes of Sennacherib‘s 

later campaigns because the palace was completed in 701 BCE. That is why the only reliefs 

shown feature the campaigns against Babylon in 703 BCE, Zagros in 702 BCE (in Room V 

and part of Court VI), and the Levant in 701 BCE.
1241

  

Obsolete Assyrian palaces could be reused by later Assyrian kings or crown princes. It has 

been assumed that the reliefs of the throneroom of Ashurnasirpal II in the North-west Palace 

were still there when Sargon II used it as his residence before building Dur-Sharrukin.
1242

 

The scenes of Assyrians killing and impaling their enemies, burning and destroying cities, 

and deporting peoples will have had their effect on foreign delegations. Defeated rulers and 

hostages arriving at the Assyrian court were perhaps welcomed in these rooms to see the 

reliefs. The scenes were threatening those who had now become Assyrian allies by 

psychological warfare not to dare to revolt; otherwise they would suffer the same fate.
1243

  

Albenda has observed that at the palace of Sargon II in Khorsabad reliefs for campaigns in 

the eastern territories are in the Room 2, while those for the western territories are in the 

Room 5.
1244

 This put the narratives in a sequence and particular delegations could be received 

in the appropriate room for their province. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1238

SAA V 282; SAA V: p. XXX. 
1239

Botta & Flandin, 1972: pl.55.7; pl.145. 
1240

For further details see Marf 2009c: 74; Marf, D. A, (forthcoming), ―Who Destroyed Musasir?‖ Proceeding of 

the presented papers in the 61
st
 Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale in Geneva, on July 22

nd 
2015, OBO. 

1241
Russell  1999:135. 

1242
Kertai 2013: 11. 

1243
Lunsden 2004: 359-385, fig.1-9; Albenda 1986: 68-69, Pl.29, Room 10, slab 6; Pl.30, Room 10, slab 8. 

1244
Albenda 2003: 9. 
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References to ancient vandalism on the Assyrian reliefs at the fall of Nineveh, when the 

faces of some of the defeated Zagrosians were spoiled, assume that it was done by men of the 

Zagrosian army who participated in that final battle. Reade thinks the face of a Mannean 

eunuch was perhaps damaged by the Manneans themselves since they did not want to see him 

publicly chained and punished.
1245

 Reade says:
1246

 

… d f   m nt sugg sts its lf b   us  th  r m ind r of th  surf    in  ontr st, is  l  r 

and well preserved. Possibly a soldier ransacking the palace in 612 BC wished to 

obliterate evidence of a humiliating death imposed on someone whose headgear he 

recognized and respected; there is plenty of evidence for similar behavior elsewhere at 

Nineveh. 

Subsequent generations kept most of the reliefs in situ. The North Palace at Nineveh seems 

to have been occupied in the Parthian period, and a Greek inscription was added to a relief 

from Room R there. That inscription is dated by Reade between the second century BCE and 

the second century CE.
1247

  

In the Zagros no bas-reliefs like the Assyrian ones have been found, for no important 

palace has yet been found. But Assyrian styles of art figure on Achaemenid reliefs and 

sculptures. Roaf supposes the Assyrians had a palace in the Zagros, similar to the one at Til 

Barsib, which may have been at Harhar in Media. If so, Roaf assumes Assyrian reliefs and 

wall paintings would probably have remained there after the fall of Nineveh and in the 

Median period, explaining their influence on Achaemenid craftsmen. Roaf says:
 1248

   

A gov rnor‘s p l    (lik  th t of Til B rsip) must h v   xist d in    ity lik  Harhar. 

Such an establishement might have been provided with reliefs, but in any case wall 

paintings are to be expected.  

Roaf‘s assumption may be based on an Assyrian administrative letter about restoring the city 

walls and covering the walls of the ―grand hall‖ of Harhar (Kar-Sharrukin).
1249

 

   Although we have no slab reliefs there, but there are scenes on metal and ivory plaques 

and on cylinder seals which were inspired by Assyrian reliefs but carved in a non-Assyrian 

style.
1250

 Some Assyrian reliefs were painted. The clothes were red, and beards and hair were 

black.
1251

 But no such painting was done on the Assyrian rock reliefs in the Zagros. The 

Medes may have borrowed this idea from the Assyrians, since symbols of deities on parts of 

the relief of the rock-cut-tomb of Qizqapan are painted red.
1252

 

Some reliefs of military campaigns show the Assyrian king and soldiers taller than their 

enemies. It is a known feature of Mesopotamian art to depict one‘s own bigger than 

outsiders.
1253

 On some occasions the sculptors did this to add depth to the image. The Median 
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 Reade 2001: 67. 
1246

Reade 2001: 69, also see Roaf 2003: p. 13, 15, note.6; also for a similar assumption about the possibility of 

decorated palaces in Media see Reade 1983: 23. 
1247

 Reade 2001: 69, also see Reade 1983: 23. 
1248

Roaf 2003: 15-16. For Tel Barsib see Fales 2014b, RIA 14 1./2.: 34-37 
1249

SAA XV 94: 10-15. 
1250

Dyson 1965b: 200. 
1251

For the depiction of parts painted red or black see for instance, Lion 1994: p.9; 8-11. 
1252

Personally observed during my visits to the cave and the tomb. For further details see Chapter IV, 4.3.e. 
1253

This feature appears in Bronze Age art in Mesopotamia and the Zagros, on several rock reliefs in the Zagros 

Mountains and on steles from Mesopotamian cities. Rulers of the Zagros and the Mesopotamian plains and their 
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chief from Tikrakki is depicted as the same size of his Assyrian superiors on a relief of Sargon 

II.
1254

 To show that he is outside the city walls, closer to the eye of the artist, who was 

watching the scene of destruction. 

At the scenes of the siege of Pazashi on the reliefs of Khorsabad, the Assyrian archers are 

similarly seen as closer and depicted bigger than the other Assyrian soldiers fighting the 

Manneans below the city walls. But the artist exaggerated the size of two Assyrian soldiers 

holding spears and attacking warriors on the walls, in contrast to other Assyrian soldiers on 

the other side of the walls who are sized like the Mannean warriors. (Fig. 3.8. a-b).
1255

  

a.  

b.  

Fig.3.8.a-b. Scenes on two reliefs from Sargon II‘s palace in Khorsabad; it shows two 

Zagrosian cities under heavy Assyrian siege, the artist exaggerated the size of Assyrian 

soldiers (after Botta & Flandin, 1972: pl. 70, pl.77). 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
armies are depicted bigger than their enemies. Similarly, deities and kings are bigger than their followers on 

Akkadian steles and Zagrosian rock reliefs. The king is clearly depicted larger than his soldiers and his enemies 

on the Victory Stele of Naramsin, the rock reliefs of Darband-i Gawir and the rock relief of the Lullubean king 

Anubanini at Sarpol-e Zahab. For further details see Darband-i Gawir (see Marf 2007: 3-9); for the Victory Stele 

of Naramsin see Winter 2004: fig.2; Ahmed 2012: fig.2a-2b. 
1254

Holloway 2002: 154; Botta & Flandin, 1972: vol. I, pl. 64. = Albenda, Palace of Sargon, pl. 120 Room 2, slab 

17; SAA IV: p.59, fig.22. For further details see Chapter IV, 4.4.e. ―The fortified city of Tikrakki/Sikris.‖ 
1255

See Botta & Flanden 1972: pl. 145. 
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One relief shows Sargon and Assyrian soldiers in chariots and on horses wielding bows or 

spears, with Zagrosian infantry, Medes or Manneans on foot wearing skin cloaks, depicted as 

big or slightly bigger than the Assyrians (Fig.3.8.c).
1256

 

 
Fig.3.8.c. A relief from Khorsabad, Sargon and his army defeat a Median leader. 

Khorsabad, Sargon‘s palace, slabs 18-19, Room 2 (after Albenda 1986: pl.121).  

 

Assyrian artists sought to exaggerate the acts of their soldiers and king. They also sought to 

add a third dimension, using larger figures to show how close they were in the foreground. 

The archers at the siege of Pazashi shooting in front, far away from the city illustrate this 

artistic device.
1257

 

Assyrian propaganda involved showing others as weaker than themselves, and that was 

directed at the Zagros as well as to other parts of the empire. We see it again on Esarhaddon‘s 

stele at Zincirli (ancient Sam‘al) in southern Turkey where his enemies are shown much 

smaller than himself.
1258
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Albenda 1986: pl.121; Botta & Flandin, 1972: vol. I, pl. 64; Holloway 2002: 154.  
1257

Botta & Flanden 1972: pl. 145. 
1258

Madhloom 1970: pl.XXXII, fig.3. 
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3.3. Wall paintings in the Zagros 

Wall paintings as a form of ancient Near Eastern art are found mainly on the inner walls. 

Many wall paintings have disappeared through meteorological and human interference. But in 

Urartu where the weather is not conducive for preserving wall paintings some were dis-

covered in Arin-berd,
1259

 Altin-Tepe and Ayanis,
1260

 though in general they are not well 

preserved.
1261

 

Archaeological excavations in the Assyrian capitals and in the main cities in Assyria have 

discovered many examples of wall paintings in temples or palaces, at Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta, Til 

Barsib, and etc.
1262

 Excavations in Iron Age towns of the Northern Zagros have not yet 

produced clear evidence of wall paintings. In Tepe Qalaichi the inner walls of the ‗Columned 

Hall‘ were lined with red mud plaster and the outer walls were decorated with glazed 

bricks.
1263

  

The lack of evidence from the Northern Zagros means or assessment of any interaction 

with the Assyrian wall paintings is limited to elements depicted on Assyrian wall paintings 

which were borrowed from other types of Zagros art such as glazed bricks and metalwork.
1264

 

We have very little information from Assyrian texts about decorated buildings in Assyria 

and the Northern Zagros. But there are two references which may perhaps refer to wall 

paintings in the Zagros. The first comes from Ashurnasirpal II, who rebuilt the second 

Lullubean city Atlila after it was turned into a ‗mound and ruin heap‘ by Sibir:
1265

  

I surrounded it with a wall, and I erected therein a palace for my royal dwelling, I 

adorned it and made it glorious and greater than it was before.  

This restoration may have involved decorating the palace with glazed bricks or wall 

paintings,
1266

 as suggested by Marcus: ―such language implies the presence of some sort of 

architectural decoration that may have repeated iconographic themes known from 

Nimrud.‖
1267

 He took this as evidence for the presence of ―Assyrian reliefs and/ or wall 

paintings‖
1268

 in the Northern Zagros, and in addition the probable presence of Assyrian 

reliefs and/or wall paintings in Atlila/Dûr-Ashur. However, we are two steps away from 
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van Loon 1966: pl. VIII-IX. 
1260

Ӧzgüç 1966: pl. I-III; Bašt rk, 2012: fig.18, p.15; Ingo, et al, 2013: 4283-4290, fig.2. 
1261

Schmandt-Besserat, 2007: 47. 
1262

Albenda 2005: 9-30; Parrot 1961: figs. 107-108, 336-347; Bunnens 2014: 38-42; Moortgat 1984: Abb. 39. 
1263

Hassanzadeh and Mollasalehi 2011: 409. 
1264

See below in this chapter, the part of glazed bricks, 3.4., and metalwork, 3.8.  
1265

Thompson 1940: 104; ARAB I 458. The Assyrians renamed many occupied cities/towns in the Northern 

Zagros and Near East. I discussed the Assyrian policy of renaming the cities, see Chapter II, 2.3. 
1266

It seems to be that the city survived after this rebuilding for at least two centuries. The name of the city 

appears in the itinerary of Ashurbanipal in ca. 660 BC during his fifth campaign against the Mannean king 

Aḫšēri. Ashurbanipal camped in Dûr-Ašur on his way to Mannea. For further details see Campbell Thompson, 

1940: p.104, No. 25, col. B, II. 15ff; ARAB II 851, 852; Grayson 1980: pp.235, 243;  Postgate 1987-1990: 341. 

Therefore, we should locate Dûr-Ašur in the north-east or northern part of Zamua near the Mannean border, not 

in its eastern part, because Mannea was not close to Sahrezur plain where modern Bakrawa exist. We should 

revise the identifications of Speiser for all the other Zamuan cities, for they were based on his misidentificiation 

of Atlila/Dur-Assur with modern Bakrawa.  
1267

Marcus 1996: 23. 
1268

Marcus 1996: 23. 
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knowing just what Ashurnasirpal did at Atlila. First we have to correctly identify the location 

of the city, then that site has to be excavated to reveal any evidence about palace decoration.  

When referring to the royal Median city Agbatana Herodotus describes the city‘s walls, 

which he says were built by the ‗first‘ Median king Deioces. The palace and treasures of the 

king were surrounded with seven circular walls on a hill in the plain, with each wall painted a 

different colour:
1269

 

He (i.e. the Median king Deioces) built the great and mighty circles of walls within 

walls, which are now called Agbatana (modern Hamdan). This fortress is so planned 

that each circle of walls is higher than the next outer circle by no more than the height 

of its battlements; to which end the site itself, being on a hill in the plain, somewhat 

helps, but chiefly it was accomplished by art. There are seven circles in all; within the 

inn rmost  ir l   r  th  king‘s dw llings  nd th  tr  suri s; and the longest wall is 

about the length of the wall that surrounds the city of Athens.
1270

 The battlements of the 

first circle are white of the second black, of the third circle purple, of the fourth blue, 

and of the fifth orange: thus the battlements of five circles are painted with colours; and 

the b ttl m nts of th  l st two  ir l s  r   o t d, th s  with silv r  nd thos  with gold.‖  

If these details recorded by Herodotus are true, inner walls and also outer walls of cities 

were painted in different colours, producing a rainbow effect. As yet, we have no 

archaeological evidence to prove or disprove Herodotus. His description fits better with 

colourful glazed bricks than wall paintings. While we have no wall paintings from the 

Northern Zagros to assess Assyrian influence there, we know that there are many comparable 

artistic elements and scenes in the Assyrian wall paintings.
1271
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Herodotus, BOOK I.98, 1975: 128-131; Also see Razmjou 2005b: 273.  
1270

The supposed length of the walls of Athens is about 8 miles. See Herodotus Book I.98, 1975, p.131, note.1.  
1271

 In the other sections of this chapter, the artistic elements on the Assyrian wall paintings with the comparable 

artists elements from the Zagros have been discussed, see 3.3. 
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3.4. Assyrian and local Glazed Bricks in the Northern Zagros 

The earliest examples of glazed bricks come from Nuzi, which have white glaze and were 

found in temple B. Starr says they were not used as decoration but had some other 

purpose.
1272

 The art of glazing was inherited by the Assyrians, who introduced vivid 

colours.
1273

  

Glazed bricks and wall knobs were used to decorate the floors and walls of public 

buildings in Iron Age cities in the Northern Zagros. We see this in the temples in Tepe 

Qalaichi and Rabat Tepe, and in the palace of Ba‘auri, the ruler of Idu (Satu Qala).  

An Assyrian glazed brick panel from the temple of Ashur in Ashur depicts an Assyrian 

king moving in a landscape in the Zagros. He appears in his royal chariot, riding a horse, then 

on his horse being pulled and pushed up a rough mountain by Assyrian soldiers. In the Late 

Assyrian period it was badly reconstructed by workers who reassembled the bricks with the 

scenes and the inscription in the wrong sequence (Fig. 3.9.a). The panel is dated to the reign 

of Tiglath-pileser I.
1274

 On the otherhand, Moorey agrees with Fridman in identifying the 

monarch as Tiglath-pileser III. Reade now dates it to Sargon II, and supported by Weidner on 

epigraphic grounds.
1275

 As such is resembles a Khorsabad relief depicting Sargon‘s eighth 

campaign.
1276

 In that text we find this description of the rough mountainous roads on the way 

to Musasir:
1277

  

…. with one of my chariots and 1,000 of my ―rough rid rs‖  nd foot soldi rs, who  r  

mighty in battle, over the mountains Shîak, Ardikshi, Ulâiau, and Alluria, steep 

mountains, where the terrain was favorable, I advanced on horseback, and where it was 

bad, on foot. 

 
Fig. 3.9.a. A panel of glazed brick below the façade of the temple of Ashur at Ashur 

(after Andrea 1925: pl. 6). 

 

A few Assyrian records and some recent excavations in Iron Age sites in the Zagros show 

that glazed bricks were also made in the territory of Zamua and Mazamua/Za-mu-a Šabītāni 
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Starr, 1937: vol. 1: p.412, pl.116A. 
1273

 For instance see Andrea 1925; Reade 1995b: 227-251. 
1274

 See Andrea 1925: pl.6; Parrot, 1961:  fig. 266; Reade, 1963: 38-47, esp.p.47.note.26. 
1275

See Andrea 1925: pl.6; Reade, 1963: 38-47, esp.p.47.note.26; Moorey, 1985: 171f. 
1276

For other details see Andrea 1925: pl.6; Parrot, 1961:  fig. 266; Reade, 1963: 38-47, esp.p.47.note.26. 
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ARAB II: 22. 
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(the modern Sulaimania and Halabja governorates).
1278

 During the reign of Sargon II, it seems 

that the Assyrians made glazed bricks in Mazamua. Nabû-hamatua, the Assyrian governor of 

Zamua/Mazamua province sent an administrative letter from Mazamua to the Assyrian king 

Sargon II,
1279

 which provides supporting epigraphic evidence:
1280

 
….

 Th  king, my lord, should not s y‖ ―H  is   n glig nt s rv nt: h  do s not do (his) 

work.‖
7
 I drive the servants of the king, my lord, day and night; they are glazing kiln-

[fir d bri ks]  ll d y long […]  nd bringing th m into […]. 

The context of this letter indicates that these glazed bricks were made under the 

supervision of Nabû-hamatua, the Assyrian governor of the province of Mazamua. The 

workers were denoted as ―servants of the king [Sargon II],‖ so they may have been local 

Mazamuans who were supervised by Assyrian artisans. The work was intensive, being done 

―day and night,‖ and ―all day long‖. Unfortunately, there is a lacuna at the point where the 

name of a place is expected, and that may have been the intended destination of the glazed 

bricks. They may have been ―bringing them into‖ one of the ―forts of the king [Sargon II]‖ 

which are mentioned in the beginning of the letter. They would hardly be sent far away 

because in transit the glazed coloured scenes would have been damaged so we assume that 

these glazed bricks were made for an Assyrian local administrative building in Mazamua,
1281

 

but we do not know more. At the beginning of the letter, Nabû-hamatua assured Sargon II 

that the ――for[ts] of the king, [my] lord, are well‖
1282

 This  means that there were several 

Assyrian forts in Mazamua, probably Assyrian administrative buildings built under the 

supervision of the deputy of the Assyrian king. The king obviously wanted to follow the 

progress building activities including the production of glazed bricks in Mazamua and 

required a report from his governor.  

 Satu Qala (Idu) has provided some archaeological evidence for glazed bricks. The 

itinerary of the campaign of Shalmaneser III suggests that Idu was part of Inner Zamua (Za-

mu-a Š bītāni) province.
1283

 

At Satu Qala several inscribed building bricks, glazed bricks, and a fragment of a wall 

knob were discovered.
1284

 The glazed bricks and fragments have cuneiform inscriptions of the 

kings of Idu and Ashurnasirpal II. Two of the glazed bricks bear scenes, and a third is T-

shaped. 

A partly preserved glazed brick (SQ 10-6) shows a glazed scene of a striding horse that is 

crowned with a ‗semi-circular‘ headstall, and a bearded man (a groom) leads the horse by its 

halter. The man‘s short robe reaches above his knees. The scene is painted on a pale turquoise 
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For further details concerning  Zamua/Mazamua/Za-mu-a Šabītāni, see chapter II (the people of the Northern 

Zagros during the Iron Age). 
1279

Kessler 2011: 833-834.  
1280

SAA V 211: r.2-11. 
1281

Mullazadeh assume that the big amount and heavy weight discovered glazed bricks in Tepe Qalaichi indicate 

that they are made locally in a workshop somewhere nearby Qalaichi, which is not found yet. (See Mollazadeh 
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1282

SAA V 211: 4. 
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RIMA III, A.0.102.2 ii 75b-78a; A.0.102.28; 42b—44a; A.0.102.8, iii 58 - iv 6; 8'b-l1 'a. 
1284

For further details see van Soldt, et al., 2013: 197-239. 
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background, with the images outlined in yellow-brown against the turquoise of the 

background (Fig.3.10.a).
1285

 The scene is framed above and below with two horizontal lines 

of yellow-brown cuneiform text:
 ―
P l    of B ‘ uri, king of th  l nd of Idu, 

2
son of Edima, 

also king of the land of Idu.‖
1286

 The iconography and colours can be compared to those on 

the glazed brick in the temple of Anu-Adad in Ashur, dated to the reign of Tukultī-Ninurta II 

(891-884 BC),
1287

 although the subjects, especially the horse, is different (see fig. Fig.3.10.b).  

The posture of the figures on the glazed brick of Satu Qala and the so-called ‗semicircular‘ 

headstall of the horse is in the style of the ninth century BCE, more precisely of the reign of 

Ašurnasirpal II,
1288

 but the posture of the horse is not identical. Other Assyrian examples 

show closer similarities to the groom and the horse. Striding horses and grooms in a similar 

posture are depicted on Assyrian reliefs and ivories from the 9
th

 to the 7
th

 centuries BCE, 

especially on the reliefs of Nineveh from the reigns of Sennacherib and Ashurbanipal (see fig. 

Fig.3.10.c-f).
1289

  

a.  b.  

c.  d.  e. f.  

Fig.3.10. 

a. Partly preserved glazed brick of Ba‘auri, king of the land of Idu (in the 9
th

 century BCE),  from Satu Qala 

(after van Soldt, et al., 2013, fig. 4). 

b. Partly preserved glazed brick found in the temple of Anu-Adad in Ashur, two striding horses pulling a 

chariot bears the inscription of the Assyrian king Tukultī-Ninurta II. (after Andrae 1925, pl. 7). 

c. Details of the striding horse with the groom, fig. 1. a. (after Van Soldt, et al., 2013, fig. 4). 

d. An Assyrian groom leading a striding horse on an Assyrian relief from Kuyunjik from the reign of 

Sennacherib (704-681 BC) (after Madhloom, 1970: pl. LIII, 7). 

                                                           
1285

van Soldt, et al., 2013, p.202. 
1286

van Soldt, et al., 2013, pp.212-213. 
1287

Andrae 1925, pl.7; van Soldt, et al., 2013: 202. 
1288

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 202.  
1289

 Madhloom 1970: pl. LIII, 7; Barnet,1957, Pl.CXV; Strommenger 1962: fig.247; Strommenger 1978. 
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e. A ‗Syrian‘ delegation bringing tribute. Two striding horses with semi-circular headstalls are depicted on 

one of the ivory plaques from Nimrud. The groom has a similar posture to the groom on the glazed brick of Satu 

Qala (after Barnet 1957, Pl. CXV). 

f. Assyrian grooms leading striding horses on Assyrian reliefs, from the North Palace of Kuyunjik from the 

reign of Ashurbanipal (668-630BC) (after Strommenger 1962: fig.247). 

 

The headstall of the depicted horse on the glazed brick of Satu Qala has been compared to 

two headstalls on the reliefs of Nimrud from the reign of Ashurnasirpal II (fig. 3.11.a),
1290

 but 

they (Madhloom 1970, pl. VIII) are not actually similar.
1291

 The one from Satu Qala is similar 

to those on the reliefs from the reign of Sargon II, on Northern Zagros horses brought as 

tribute by Medes to Dur-Sharukin (Fig. 3.11.b).
1292

 The only close parallel to the headstall of 

Satu Qala is one on an ivory from Ziwiye. (fig. 3.11.c-d).
1293

  

a.    b.     c.  

d.   

Fig. 3.11. 

a. Two Assyrian horses with feathered headstalls on a relief from Nimrud from the reign of 

Ashurnasirpal II (after Madhloom, 1970: pl. VIII 4-5). 

b. A Median horse with a headstall of semi-circle plumes led by Median tribute bearers, on 

a relief in the palace of Sargon II at Khorsabad (after Botta & Flandin, 1972, vol. II, pl. 126, 

Salle X 4). 

c. A horse with semicircular headdress depicted on an ivory from Ziwiye. (After, 

Ghirshman, 1979, pl. XXII, 3).  

d. Neo-Assyrian horse with its headstall, on a glazed brick from the temple of Ashur in/at 

Ashur. (After, Andrae 1925, fig.6.). 
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van Soldt, et al., 2013: 212; Madhloom 1970: pl. VIII. 
1291

The published report of Satu Qala excavation refers to (Madhloom 1970, pl. VIII), however the report did not 

specified the exact name of the figures in the plate VIII (see van Soldt, et al., 2013: 212). But in (Madhloom 

1970, pl. VIII) the only mentioned examples from the reign of Ashurnasirpal II are the (figures 4 and 5) in 

(Madhloom 1970, pl. VIII, fig.4-5). There are several examples of depicted headstalls from the Assyrian reliefs, 

also from the reign of Tiglath-pileser III, Sargon, Sennacherib and Ashurbanipal . For further details see 

(Madhloom 1970, pl. VIII, fig.1-11). 
1292

Botta and Flanden 1972, vol. II, pl.126, Salle X 4; Madloom, plate VIII, 6; Roaf, 1990, p.9.  
1293

 See Wilkinson 1975: fig. 38. T. 
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Another glazed brick shows a bearded human-headed striding winged lion (a sphinx) 

wearing ―a feathered conic polos,‖
1294

 (see fig. 3.4.a).
1295

 The brick comes from the palace of 

Ba‘auri and is made with the same technique and colour of the glazed brick of Satu Qala 

(fig.3.12.a), also with a royal inscription:
1296

  
Above: 

P l    of B ‘ uri, king of th  l nd of Idu, 
 Below: 

son of Edima, also king of the land of Idu. 

Not only from Satu Qala, but an inscription of Ba‘auri was also discovered in Hasanlu. It 

was carved on the cover of a stone bowl, and found in room 7 at the south corner of the burnt 

building II in Hasanlu IV.
1297

 The bowl is dated to the ninth century BCE:
1298

 ―Palace of 

Bauri[Qauri],
1299

 king of the country of Idu, dedicated to the sun-god Ušiši.‖
1300

 

 
Fig. 3.12.a. Reassembled fragments of glazed breaks from Satu Qala (after Van Soldt, et 

al., 2013, fig. 5). 

Muscarella wonders if the sun-god Ušiši mentioned on this bowl is the deity associated with 

the Burned Building.
1301

 There is no material or immaterial evidence to support that. 

Obviously, the bowl originally was the property of the palace of B ‘ uri in Idu; the 

inscription on it refers to the palace of this king in Idu, not to a deity or a temple in Hasanlu. 

Most probably, the bowl was taken from Idu to Hasanlu, but we do not know whether it was 

taken directly or indirectly as a gift or as tribute.  

                                                           
1294

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 202, fig.5. 
1295

 I would like to express my gratitude to Prof. W. van Soldt, and Dr. C. Pappi  who allowed me to use the 

some images of the discovered objects of Satu Qala Project. 
1296

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 213.  
1297

Muscarella 1971: 264. 
1298

Dyson 1965b: 202; Muscarella 2012a: 267f; Salvini, et al., 1984: 55-56; van Soldt, et al., 2013: 213. 
1299

The royal name was formerly reading by some scholars as Qauri (see Salvini et al., 1984: 55, note.8).  Qauri 

reminds one of the Hurrian name Kuwari (Ku-wa-ri), the ruler of Šušarra (modern Shemshara) (See Eidem & 

Læssøe, 2001: 17, 13, 18; 20, 11; 28 B,10-11; 43, 10, 53; Eidem 1992: 7, 3; 69, 14; 109; 6, 10, 12, 14, 16). It is 

also attested in the Nuzi texts as (Ka-ur-ri, Ku-ú-a-ri), (NPN p.89).  
1300

Muscarella, 1971, p.264; Salvini et al., 1984: 55-56; 
1301

Muscarella 1971: 264f. 
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Van Soldt and Hess noticed that the paleography of the text on the glazed bricks of B ‘ uri 

in Idu is similar to the paleography of the inscription on the bowl of Hasanlu.
1302

 In addition, 

they noticed that the sign BA in the name of Ba‘auri on the glazed bricks ―would indicate an 

early Neo-Assyrian rather than a Middle Assyrian date.‖
1303

 This date fits with the dating of 

the Hasanlu stone bowl of this king, which is dated to the ninth century BCE.
1304

 

There was a tradition of making parallel inscriptions frame scenes as seen on the glazed 

bricks of Idu and on the seals of the Urartian kings: the seal of Rusa I, son of Sarduri (ca. 

735–725 BCE?),
1305

 and Rusa III, son of Argishti (ca. 680–640 BCE?).
1306

 The inscriptions on 

both seals were carved horizontally above and below the scene.
1307

 The Satu Qala bricks are 

dated earlier than the seal of Rusa. Idu may have influenced Urartian art in the Urmia basin. 

Certainly objects from Idu reached Hasanlu in the Urmia basin, and the seal of Rusa was 

discovered in Bastam just to the north of the Urmia basin, north of Hasanlu. The text of the 

eighth campaign of Sargon II and archaeological evidence proves there was an Urartian 

presence in the area of the Urmia basin during the reign of Rusa.
1308

  

The iconography of the sphinx in the Northern Zagros is unique. It has been suggested that 

―the striding position and the shape of the feather cap of the sphinx is similar to one 

representation of a lamassu dating to Tiglatpileser III.‖
1309

 However, only the ‗striding 

position‘ is similar to that lamassu, since the sphinx of Satu Qala has no ‗f  th r   p‘, but 

something more like the ‗fez‘ of an Assyrian king‘s headdress.
1310

 Even so, an Assyrian 

king‘s headdresses ends with a small peaked point at the top, while at Satu Qala its top is like 

a crown.
1311

 What is called ‗f  th r   p‘ is not feather, but a decorated end of the headdress 

binding the two differently coloured materials. 

Among the glazed brick assemblage of Satu Qala, there are two fragments of an 

undecorated T-shaped glazed brick, re-used in the construction of one of the later walls.
1312

 

The face of the brick is blank with the same pale turquoise framed with yellow thick lines like 

                                                           
1302

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 213. 
1303

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 215. 
1304

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 213; Salvini et al., 1984: 55-56 
1305

Collon 1987: 87, fig.402. 
1306

Kroll 2009: 520, Abb. 4; Collon 1987: 87, fig.401). 
1307

Hellwag 2012: 207. 
1308

See Lie 1929: 84ff, 101ff; Mayer 2013: 84-109, for further details concerning the seal of Rusa see Chapter 

III, 3.5.2. 
1309

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 202, 212. The sphinx been compared with a figure (Layard 1853b: pl.95), but I found 

that the figure 95 in the book of Layard is a figure of embarking female sphinx column base, its iconography and 

style completely different from the sphinx of Satu Qala. Also, it referred to the (Madhloom 1970: pl. LVVIII) 

(but in the book of Madhloom there is no plate with number LVVIII). So that, it may be a wrong typing of pl. 

LXXIII, especially the fig. 1, of this plate showing a sphinx), even the headdress of that sphinx, which is 

compared with the one of Satu Qala is completely different from that (fig.3.d).  
1310

Most of the Assyrian kings were dressed a fez headdress. The fez headdress is one of the features in 

recognizing the Assyrian kings among others in the scenes on the Assyrian art. For example see the headdresses 

of the Assyrian king Assurnasirpal II, Tiglath-pileser III, Sargon II, and Ashurbanipal  (see Madhloom 1970: 

pl.XL, fig.1-4). 
1311

Mural crowns are usually worn by the depicted queens and elite women in the art of ancient Near East. For 

instance see Albenda 1998: 88-89. 
1312

See SQ 1047.303; SQ 1047.304+305, fig. 13, in, van Soldt, et al., 2013: 204. 
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others bricks of Satu Qala.
1313

 It indicates that there were glazed brick panels in the palace of 

Idu, where T-shaped bricks joined the merging edges of the panels. Future excavations may 

produce more such bricks (Fig. 3.12.b). 
 

During construction work in 2007 in the courtyard of a house in Satu Qala a complete 

wall-knob (or peg) was discovered accidentally. The glazed bricks and wall knob of Satu Qala 

found in the first and second season of excavations were not found in their original contexts 

(in situ) but reused in the context of Late Assyrian/‗Post-Assyrian‘ burials.
1314

 The fragment 

of the wall-peg from the reign of Ashurnasirpal II was also reused later.
1315

 

The scene on this complete glazed wall-knob is painted against pale turquoise background 

and shows a flower with ten petals in pale yellow alternating with pale turquoise (Fig. 3.12.c). 

The motif and colour can be compared with the flower on a small glazed jar from Kilizi, 

modern Qasar Shamamok.
1316

 From the Northern Zagros we find flowers with eight petals on 

glazed bricks from Qalaichi and Hasanlu, but those petals are thinner and smaller.
1317

 

 
Fig. 3.12.b. Partly broken T-shaped glazed brick from Satu Qala (after van Soldt, et al., 

2013, fig.13). 

c.   

Fig. 3.12.c. A wall-peg discovered accidentally in Satu Qala, with similar colours to the 

glazed bricks of Satu Qala (photo by the author, with permission of directorate of antiquities 

of Koya). 
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See van Sold, 2014: fig.4; van Soldt, et al., 2013: 204. 
1314

The glazed brick fragments discovered in the Square 1010/690, they bear (SQ 10-6 and SQ 10-10; SQ 10-11; 

SQ 10-13; SQ 10-46; SQ 10-47), see van Soldt, et al., 2013: 201. 
1315

Mr. Abdulqadir discovered the wall-peg and some inscribed bricks together in the courtyard of his house at 

the top of the Tell of Satu Qala, in personal communication he told the author that the pit that he dug in the 

courtyard of his house was not so deep.  
1316

Anastasio, et al., 2012: fig.45. 
1317

Kargar 2004:  fig.9:2-3, p.233; Winter, 2010, fig.19. 
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This was discovered during the second season (in 2011) of excavations at Satu Qala, from 

the time of Ashurnasirpal II and had been reused in a wall.
1318

 Only a quarter of the wall-peg 

remains. Such wall-pegs are usually decorated on parallel lines diverging from the centre to 

the edges, and this one is painted with geometric and plant motifs. Two pomegranates are 

depicted on the right and left of the pelmet, with the one on the right only partly preserved. It 

is framed with a zig-zag pattern in parallel lines suggestive of rippling river water. What 

remains of the circular knob in the corner is surrounded by an incomplete inscription which is 

surrounded by petals decorated with geometric motifs in black, white and yellow on a white, 

pale yellow, or ‗pale turquoise (blue/green)‘ background (Fig. 3.13.a). What remains of the 

inscription refers to a palace of Ashurnasirpal II in Idu: ―P l    of Aššurn ṣir[pal, king of the 

l nd of Aššur …].
1319

 This fragmentary text is important historical evidence for understanding 

cultural contacts. Many years before Idu was discovered Marcus correctly assumed that 

Ashurnasirpal II used Assyrian artisans to decorate his palace in Zamua in Atlila/Dur-Ashur.  

The motifs on the wall-peg of Satu Qala are very similar to those on wall-pegs from the 

palace of Aššurnaṣirpal II in Ashur and Nimrud,
1320

 such as flowers with chevron petals.
1321

 

Similar elements can be seen on an Assyrian style cylinder seal in Satu Qala, where we see a 

plant between a hunter and a griffin, similar to the ―leafy garland plant‖ on the glazed wall-

peg of Satu Qala and other Assyrian wall knobs and plates (Fig. 3.13.d).
1322

 The 

pomegranates resemble those on Assyrian wall-pegs.
1323

 The chevron petals in the centre of 

the knob are identical to ones on the knob plates of Balawat and Nimrud.
1324

 The zigzag frame 

is also seen on two Assyrian wall-pegs from Ashur.
1325

 This wall-peg was clearly made 

following the artistry of the Assyrian wall-pegs of Ashur and Nimrud made in the reign of 

Ashurnaispal II, but manufactured locally.
1326

 The inscription tells us it was made for 

Ashurnasirpal II himself,
1327

 like several other Assyrian wall-pegs with inscriptions of 

Ashurnasirpal II. Very probably Assyrian artisans came to Idu and made Assyrian style wall-

pegs and carved Assyrian style cylinder seals. 
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van Soldt, 2014: fig.11; van Soldt, et al., 2013: pp. 204, 213f, fig.14; RIMA III/II, A.0.102.28; 42b—44a. 
1319

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 213f. For further details about this palace which mentioned in this inscription see van 

Soldt, et al., 2013: 220-221. Also see below in this chapter. For further details concerning inscribed wall knobs 

with the inscriptions of Assurnasirpal II, see Albenda 1991: 52-53. 
1320

Bouillon & Denninger 2005: 51-55, fig.5. 
1321

Albenda 1991: fig.5d, e, pp.49-52; Mahmud 2008: fig.12 p,q, r. 
1322

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 15; Albenda, 1991, fig.5. d-f. 
1323

See Albenda, 1991, fig.2-4; Bouillon & Denninger 2005, pp.51-55, fig.5; Preusser 1955: Tafel.15, c. 
1324

Albenda, 1991, fig.6; Curtis, et al. 1993: fig.33. 
1325

Preusser 1955: pl.15, a-b. 
1326

In addition, an Assyrian cylinder seal with the 9
th

 century BCE style discovered in the same context, this may 

also support the presence of Assyrian administrative palace of Assurnasirpal II, or palace of a local pro-Assyrian 

ruler in Idu during the reign of Assurnasipal II (see van Soldt, et al., 2013: 208, 220-221). Also for further details 

concerning the seal see more details in the seals, in this chapter.  
1327

van Soldt, et al., 2013, p.204. 
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a.   

Fig. 3.13.a. Part of a wall-peg from Satu Qala with an inscription of Ashurnasirpal II (after van Soldt, et al., 

2013). 

The iconography of the figures and the motifs showing very close ties with Assyrian art, 

especially with Assyrian glazed bricks and glazed wall-knobs. Such strong Assyrian influence 

is not seen in other glazed bricks from the Northern Zagros. Some parallels to scenes and 

motifs on glazed bricks and glazed wall knobs from Rabat, Qalaichi, and Hasanlu can be seen, 

not on Assyrian glazed bricks but on Assyrian reliefs, seals, and especially on wall paintings 

and ivories, and metal objects. The direct contact and influence on the glazed bricks and wall 

knobs of Satu Qala came especially from Kalhu (Nimrud). The Assyrian penetration into the 

land of Idu in Inner Zamua and Zamua occurred in the reign of Ashurnasirpal II, not only as a 

political and military expansion but also bringing Assyrian architectural and artistic expertise. 

We note also the similarity between the dress of the male figure on the glazed brick of Satu 

Qala and the male figure depicted on the golden knife-handle of Hasanlu. They are both wear 

similar short dresses with fringed edges that reached above their knees, and with thick belts 

around their waists. Their long hair lies on their shoulders. Probably the golden knife-handle 

of Hasanlu came from Idu, as a gift or as tribute or booty.
1328

 An inscribed stone bowl with 

the inscription of Ba‘auri the king of Idu also found in the same level in Hasanlu supports 

this. There may well have been contact between Idu and Hasanlu in the 9
th

 century BCE. 

The headstall of the horse depicted on the glazed brick of Satu Qala is similar to one on the 

ivory plaque from Ziwiye. They are almost identical to those on the horses the 

Medes/Zagrosians brought as tribute to Assyria depicted on Khorsabad reliefs from the reign 

of Sargon II. In Assyrian and Zagrosian art headstalls are only fitted on royal horses, so the 

horse on the glazed brick of Idu could be Ba‘auri‘s royal horse, and that the Idu horses had 

their own style of headstall, as did Assyria and other parts of the Zagros. From the images we 

have the headstalls seem to have been made of metal and decorated with coloured fringed 

cloth or feathers. The Zagros was a main source for horses for Assyria, and their royal horses 
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A knife-handle with gold cloisonné uncovered in the Building II at Hasanlu. On the handle, outlines of a 

bearded male figure depicted. Edith Porada describes the figure in this way; ―The gold outlines describe a 

bearded man with shoulder-length hair and short-fringed kilt. His right hand is raised in a gesture of greeting or 

worship. From the wrist of the left h nd, whi h is brought  round th  body, h ngs   s  rf or  loth.‖ And she 

adds that ―…no for ign p r ll ls   n b   it d‖ for this obj  t.‖ Porada 1965: 116-118. 
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came from the Northern Zagros. Assyrian administrative letter refers to horses brought from 

Kishesim as tribute to Assyria, there is a specific mention of ―th  king‘s hors .‖
1329

  

The glazed bricks, wall-peg and wall-knob of Satu Qala are dated to the ninth century 

BCE, more or less contemporary with the glazed wall plaques of Hasanlu. This dating shows 

that the Idu glazed bricks are a century older than those of Rabat Tepe and Tepe Qalaichi 

which are dated to the 8
th

-7
th

 century BCE. Glazing in the Northern Zagros started in Idu. The 

location of the city of Idu, not too far from Assyria, that is allowed easier interaction with 

Assyria, and it came under political and cultural influence from the Assyrian heartland, not 

only in the Neo-Assyrian period, but even in the Middle Assyrian period when Idu was in 

direct contact with Ashur.
1330

 

Although the glazed bricks and the wall knob of Idu were not found in situ, but had been 

reused after the ninth century BCE for in new buildings, we suppose they belonged to a palace 

there. Some were found covering Late Assyrian/Post-Assyrian burials, after the fall of the 

dynasty of Idu, when the former city had become a village inhabited by others who wanted to 

mark their graves.
1331

 Once the palaces of Idu are excavated we can expect to find many more 

glazed bricks. At present we do not have enough to describe what were the general motifs and 

styles on bricks or wall-pegs and wall-knobs.  

The two tells at Rabat Tepe
1332

 lie beside the Lower Zab, 5 km east of Sardasht town, and 

ca. 30km east of the Iraqi border.
1333

 Iranian archaeologists worked there from 2004 to 

2008,
1334

 finding remains from the late 2
nd

 millennium, the early 1
st
 millennium BCE (Iron 

Age I) and Iron Age II-III periods.
1335

 At the level of the 8
th

/7
th

 centuries BCE Rabat Tepe 

like Ziwiye and Tepe Qalaichi was a city in the Mannean kingdom.
1336

 Inscribed bricks show 

that Rabat Tepe was Arzizu in Mazamua.
1337

 In 2005 the excavator Reza Heidari announced 

that Rabat Tepe was the long-lost city of Musasir/Ardini,
1338

 but he did not find support 

among specialists, and in subsequent papers he abandoned this claim.
1339

 

The glazed bricks of Rabat Tepe have geometric, zoomorphic, vegetation, anthropo-

morphic, and mythical designs and inscriptions. The scenes on some bricks are vague and 

some are plain.
1340

 

There were dozens of examples of geometric motifs, including braids, concentric circles, 

and rhombuses.
1341

 The Braids (guilloche) designs are painted on the sides of the bricks. 

Some show four ―intertwined small circles‖ in yellow and white, dark green centres (Fig. 
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See SAA XIX 91. 
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For instance see van Soldt, 2008: 72. Also, see Chapter I, 1.2.3. 
1331

See van Soldt, et al., 2013:202ff. 
1332

Rabat Tepe II locally called Bani-Doman (i.e. Hill of the gypsies), see Nubary & Afifi 2009: 49. 
1333

 Kargar and Binandeh 2009: 114. 
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Heidari, 2010: 149; Nubary & Afifi, 2009: 49. 
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Kargar &  Binandeh 2009: 114f.  
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Kargar & Binandeh 2009: 119. 
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 Reade and Finkel 2014: 594; for details see Chapter I, 1.2.3; and Chapter II, 2.2. 
1338

CAIS Archaeological & Cultural NEWS ―Musasir Temple May Rise from Rabat Tepe excavations‖ 

published in 22 October 2005, see http://www.cais-soas.com/News/2005/October2005/22-10-musasir.htm. 
1339

Radner 2012b: 252. 
1340

Heidari 2010: 149; Nubary & Afifi 2009: 55. 
1341

Afifi, & Heidari 2010: 153. 
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3.14).
1342

 From the Northern Zagros and Mannea itself there are examples of braid (guilloche) 

decoration, such as is painted on a glazed brick from Tepe Qalaichi.
1343

 On metalwork and 

ivory plaques from Ziwiye they frame scenes.
1344

 From Hasanlu north of Qalaichi a broken 

ivory plaque has braids framing scenes.
1345

 From the central Zagros braids frame scenes on 

the metal objects.
1346

 We see them also on several Urartian bronze objects.
1347

 

    
Fig. 3.14. Two braid motifs painted on the edges of quarter glazed bricks (after Nubary & 

Afifi, 2009: fig. 17; Kargar and Binandeh, 2009: pl. 6.b).  

        Braid elements in the Northern Zagros may have been borrowed from Mittanian or 

Assyrian art and adapted and then remained a long-lasting feature. Mittanian art reached the 

Northern Zagros, for Mittanian seals are found at sites such as Tell Bakrawa.
1348

 It may have 

been borrowed from Assyria during the Middle Assyrian period, for a Middle Assyrian seal 

from Ashur has a braid element.
1349

 Neo-Assyrian art has many examples of braids from the 

9th-7th centuries BCE on glazed bricks and wall plaques from the temples and palaces of 

Ashur, Nimrud, and Khorsabad.
1350

 On wall paintings
1351

 and on many Assyrian and Syrian 

styled ivories from Nimrud braids usually frame scenes and fill spaces.
 1352

  

Braids were one of the common artistic elements not only in Iron Age Assyrian and the 

Northern Zagros art but also on many Near Eastern art objects from the 3
rd

, 2
nd

 and 1
st
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The motifs are comparable with many examples from the Sumerian, Kassite, Nuzi and Arrapha art works, 

for further details see Afifi & Heidari 2010: 153; Kargar & Binandeh, 2009: 117; Bāqir 1946: Pl. XV, fig.8; 

See Starr, 1937: pl.129 d.; Collon, 1987: fig.257, 268; Postgate, et al., 1997: pl.76. fig.823; Frankfort 1939: 

Text-fig., 51-52. For further details see Afifi & Heidari 2010: 155-158, fig.13-20. I thank Reza Heydari who 

allowed me to use the published images of Rabat Tepe Project. 
1343

Kargar 2004: 233f., fig.10: 1-3; Afifi & Heidari 2010: 153; Kargar &  Binandeh, 2009: 117. Also see above 

in this chapter, Tepe Qalaichi glazed bricks. 
1344

Afifi & Heidari, 2010: 156; Ghirshman, 1979: pl.VIII, fig.5, pl.IX, fig.8. 
1345

Muscarella, 1989: fig.17. 
1346

Frankfort & Roaf 1996: fig.400 a).  
1347

As an example, the braid depicted as frame on a fragment of the bronze belt of Argishti II from Altıntepe, 

also a braid depicted on a stone box from Karmir Blur (8th century BC). (Azarpay 1968: pl.57.B; Afifi & 

Heidari, 2010: fig. 20.b-e). 
1348

For the discovered Mittanian cylinder seal from Bakrawa, which bears braid element see 

http://www.lisa.gerda-henkel-stiftung.de/content.php?nav_id=1513; also, concerning probability or 

improbability of influencing the Mittanian visual elements on the local style art of Hasanlu see Marcus, 1996: 

30, 34. note.200. 
1349

Orthmann, et al., 1975: vol.I: p., 352, pl..103-104 a; vol.II: pl.270 a. 
1350

Albenda, 2005: pl.34, 36; Reade, 1995: 225-236; Braids are used as a frame to the main scene on several 

Neo-Assyrian wall knob-plates from Assur. Andrae, 1925: 28-29, 31-32, fig.6. 
1351

Layard, 1849: pl. 84:15; 86: 3.  
1352

Barnett,  1989: pl. XIX s13, XXVI s20,  Nubary & Afifi, 2009: 56. 

http://www.lisa.gerda-henkel-stiftung.de/content.php?nav_id=1513
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millennia BCE.
1353

 During the Iron Age it can be seen outside Assyria in Neo-Hittite reliefs of 

Carchemish.
1354

 Very probably the elements were borrowed by the Assyrians from Mittanian 

art, and then were passed on to neighbours in the Northern Zagros and to westwards and 

north-westwards as well. The braids at Rabat Tepe were very probably derived from the same 

Mittanian and Assyrian ones that occur on Mittanian seals, wall paintings and Assyrian glazed 

bricks and wall knobs.  

  Concentric circles are painted on several glazed bricks and fragments from Rabat Tepe 

have concentric circle motifs at the sides of bricks in various styles (Fig. 3.15.a-b).
1355

 The 

most important parallels come from glazed bricks from neighboring Mannean city, 

Qalaichi.
1356

 Haidairy and Afifi refer to an Assyrian example, on the wall painting of Til-

Barsip, where the circles appear below the image of Tiglath-Pileser III on his throne, as 

parallel to the Rabat Tepe examples.
1357

 Other important parallels are the wall painting in the 

palace of Adad-Nirari III at Nimrud,
1358

 and the wall painting of Khorsabad, where they are 

used as architectural decoration for the gate of the palace, above the entrance, below the 

crenellations and below the merlons.
1359

 The royal bathroom in the palace of Sargon II at 

Khorsabad is decorated similarly.
1360

 A very important parallel to the row of circles row on 

the glazed brick of Qalaichi is seen in the wall paintings of Dur-Kalimmu.
1361

 Another 

important parallel is the glazed brick podium of Sargon II decorating the lower façade of the 

Ashur Temple at Ashur.
1362

 Moreover, rows of concentric circles occur on the Assyrian and 

Ziwiye ivories.
1363

 

a.  b..   

Fig. 3.15.a. Row of concentric circles on a glazed brick from Rabat Tepe, excavated 2005 

(after ?? ).  

     b. Three concentric circles on a glazed brick from Rabat Tepe (after Afifi & Heidari 

2010: p.154; Nubary & Afifi, 2009: 56-7.fig. 19). 

 

                                                           
1353

See above. 
1354

Woolley & Lawrence 1921: pl. 28: 1-3.   
1355

The concentric circle motif appeared on many examples in the art of the Zagros, Mesopotamia and Near East 

during the 3
rd

 and 2
nd

 millennium BCE. For further detail see Afifi & Heidari,  2010: 153f; Nubary & Afifi, 

2009: 56f; Collon, 1987: fig.292; Bāqir, 1946: Pl. XX, fig.15; Negahban, 1996: fig.50. For further details see 

Razmjou 2005a: 97-103. 
1356

Kargar2004: 233f., fig.10: 1-2; Shabazi, A. Sh., et al., 2001: fig.140. 
1357

Parrot, 1961: fig.266. 
1358

Hussein, M.M., et al., 2013: pl.XLIII b; fig.8. 
1359

Parrot, 1961: fig.107. 
1360

Loud & Altman, 1938: pl.I, fig.3; Albenda, 2005, fig.2. 
1361

Albenda, 2005: fig.5 –ac. 
1362

Andrea 1925: pl.6; Parrot, 1961:  fig. 266; Reade, 1963: 38-47, esp.p.47.note.26.  
1363

Barnett, 1957: pl.CXIX, fig.T22 b; Ghirshman 1979: Pl.XIX, fig.2. 
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These geometric elements probably had no religious or symbolic meaning, but were used 

simply for decoration, and to frame scenes. The circles on the brick of Rabat Tepe are like 

those on the wall painting of Til Barsib and on the wall painting of the façade of the temple of 

Ashur in the city of Ashur. Perhaps it shows the influence of Assyrian art. This element is 

attested later on Achaemenid glazed bricks from Susa and Takht-e-Jamshid,
1364

 probably 

directly or indirectly influenced by Assyrian and Northern Zagros art. 

The rhombus is one of the geometric artistic elements which appear on some of the glazed 

bricks of Rebet Tepe, usually on the sides of a brick.
1365

 As mentioned above, on one brick 

rhombus elements fill gaps between concentric circles. Another brick has interconnected 

rhombuses painted on its sides against an azure background in different colours: the yellow, 

turquoise and white glaze make each one distinguishable (Fig.3.15.c).
1366

 Rhombuses 

decorate architecture elsewhere in Rabat Tepe, on patterned pediments on the rubble floors, 

together with square and circle motifs.
 1367

 From the fourth millennium BCE onward we find 

the rhombus in the ancient Near Eastern art on many objects.
1368

 Later, Assyrian seals show a 

similar motif separating scenes, but on Kassite seals they are generally arranged vertically, 

and on Assyrian seals horizontally.
1369

 From the Northern Zagros a rhombus depicted on a 9
th

 

century BCE Assyrian cylinder seal from Satu Qala in the background.
1370

 Also, it occurs as 

an element on a Mannean shell.
1371

 On Assyrian 8
th

 century BCE ivories from Nimrud,
1372

 and 

on Urartian wooden boxes.
1373

 It decorated the Rabat Tepe brick, and was perhaps as a frame 

for scenes on other bricks. Rows of rhombuses occur on Achaemenid glazed bricks from Susa 

from the 6
th

 century BCE.
1374
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Afifi & Heidari, 2010: 157, 164.  
1365

Kargar &  Binandeh, 2009: 118. 
1366

 Kargar &  Binandeh, 2009: 117; Afifi & Heidari 2010: 154. 
1367

Heidari, 2010: 148. 
1368

The oldest example of depiction of the rhombus element (concentrated rhombus) in Mesopotamia in the 

Neolithic when it is depicted on the pottery of Samarra (6
th

 millennium BCE) (see Marf 2004: 243-270), also on 
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4th millennium BCE (Aruz & Wallenfels, 2003: 19, fig.4), and on cylinder seals from the Jamdet Nasir period 

(Marf, 2007: pl.18, fig.42), and on the Standard of Ur. (Woolley & Burrows, 1934: pl. 92, 110). Many Kassite 

cylinder seals (Collon 1987, fig. 239, 242, 244, 245). On the Kassite inlaid glass (Bāqir 1946: Pl. XX, fig.15). 

For the details and discussing and more examples of depiction of rhomb elements in the art of  Mesopotamia, 

Iran and Near East (see Afifi & Heidari, 2010: 158). 
1369

This element mostly appeared on these seals which bears hunting scenes. Also on some seals which bears 

mythological creatures during rituals. See Collon, 2001: pl. V, fig.47-48; Parrot ,1961: fig.214). 
1370

van Soldt, et al., 2013, p.204. 
1371

Botta & Flandin 1972: pl. 145.  
1372

Barnett, 1957: pl. XII G 4. 
1373

Afifi & Heidari, 2010: 159, fig. 27a; Heidari 2010.  
1374

Razmjou 2005: fig. 40; Afifi & Heidari, 2010:158. 
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c.     

Fig. 3.15.c. Glazed brick from Rabat Tepe (after Nubary & Afifi, 2009:fig. 20). 

 

Symbolically the rhombus can represent an eye or fertility and the goddess Ishtar,
1375

 but 

probably it was not used symbolically in Assyrian and Mannean art. It appears to be more of a 

decorative element, especially, on Assyrian seals, because rhombuses are not carved beside 

the more significant items of the scene on a seal.  

Geometric and plant elements are sometimes combined on glazed bricks. On a damaged 

brick two buds are preserved, depicted symmetrically in yellow, white and azure, separated by 

flower sepal in azure and in yellow. The petals are light green and the background is dark 

green (fig.3.16.a).
1376

 There is a similar pattern of geometric and plant decoration on a glazed 

brick from the neighbouring Mannean site of Tepe Qalaichi dated to the eighth century BCE 

(fig.3.16.b),
1377

 and on the Assyrian (9th century BCE) wall paintings of Til Barsib 

(fig.3.16.c),
1378

 on the Nimrud wall paintings, and on those of Dur-Sharrukin from the late 8
th

 

century BCE (fig.3.16.d).
1379

 An example from Urartu at wall paintings of Altin-Tepe is from 

the 8
th

 century BCE (fig.3.16.e).
1380

 Haidary and Afifi suggested that this decoration 

originated in the Assyrian wall paintings, which influenced the Mannean glazed bricks of 

Rababt and Qalaichi, which in turn influenced the Urartian wall painting of Altin-Tepe.
1381

. 

a.  b.   

c.     
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Afifi & Heidari, 2010: 158; van Soldt, et al., 2013: 204; Marcus 1996: 44f. 
1376

 Afifi & Heidari 2010: 154; Nubary & Afifi 2009: fig. 22 
1377

Afifi & Heidari, 2010: fig. 28b. 
1378

Parrot, 1961: pl.XLVI, fig. XXVI; Afifi & Heidari, 2010: 159. 
1379

Tomabechi 1986: 43-54; Parrot, 1961, pl. XLVI, fig. XXVI, 342; Afifi & Heidari, 2010: 159. 
1380

Özgüç, 1969: fig.14. 
1381

Afifi & Heidari, 2010: 159. 
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d.  

e..      

Fig. 3.16. a. A drawing of a pattern painted on a glazed brick from Rabat Tepe (after Afifi 

& Heidari, 2010: fig. 12). 

  b. Geometric plant decoration on a glazed brick from Tepe Qlaichi. (after Afifi & Heidari, 

2010: fig. 28b). 

c-d.  Patterns from the wall paintings of Til-Barsib (after Parrot, 1961, pl. XLVI, fig. 

XXVI, 342). 

d. A pattern from the wall paintings of the temple of Altın-Tepe, from the 8
th

 century BCE 

(after Özgüç, 1969: fig. 14). 

 

Among all the glazed bricks in Assyria and the Northern Zagros the crenellated bricks are 

unique. Unusually shaped bricks from Rabat Tepe are glazed with abstract foliate patterns 

suggesting sacred trees on a turquoise background. The stems are white and the flowers and 

petals white, turquoise and yellow.
1382

 Another fragment has a sacred tree with twisted stems 

on a turquoise background with buds and flowers with white and yellow petals. On a glazed 

merlon brick a similar tree appears with twisted stems and yellow flowers against a greenish-

turquoise background (see Fig. 3.17.a-h).
1383

 Probably this pattern was originally Mittanian, 

seen at Nuzi on wall paintings, on ceramics and on Mittanian cylinder seals (fig. 3.17.f).
1384

 

Later it was transferred to Middle Assyrian art, first in the wall paintings of Kar-Tukulti-

Ninurta (fig. 3.17.g).
1385

 Then varieties of this motif appear on Assyrian reliefs from Nimrud 

from the reign of Ashurnasirpal II,
1386

 parallel to the damaged brick from Khorsabad dated to 

the late 8
th

 century BCE (fig. 3.17.h.).
1387

 A similar motif is found on the fragment of a 

ceramic beaker at Hasanlu (fig.3.22.b),
1388

 and as a relief decoration on the Iron Age column 

base of Tepe Qalaichi.
1389

 Although the shapes of the crenellated bricks of Rabat Tepe are 
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Heidari & Afifi, 2011: 124, fig.2. 
1383

Heidari & Afifi 2011: 125, fig.2-3; Kargar & Binandeh, 2009:118. 
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Frankfort & Roaf 1996: fig.287. 
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Andrae, 1925: fig.2. 
1386

Bartl,  2014, Abb.13; Strommenger and Hirmer 1962: fig. 193; Strommenger and Hirmer 1962: fig. 193. 
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Porada 1965: 33. 
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 Malazadeh 2012: 77, fig.2. 
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unique, the ‗sacred trees‘ on them are comparable to many others on Iron Age objects of 

Assyria and the Northern Zagros. 

a.  b.  c. d.  

e.  f.  g.   h.      

Fig. 3.17. Depiction of the ‗sacred tree‘ element from the art of the Northern Zagros and 

Assyria.  

a-b. Two fragments of a painted sacred tree on a serrated glazed brick fragment (after 

Nubary & Afifi, 2009: fig. 21). 

c-d. Photo and drawing of a glazed brick fragment with a ‗sacred tree‘ partly preserved  

(after Afifi & Haidari 2011: fig. 2-3). 

e. Crenellated brick with ‗foliate pattern‘ (‗sacred tree‘) from Rabat Tepe (after Afifi & 

Haidari 2011: fig. 6).  

f. Nuzi wall painting fragment (after Starr, 1937: pl. 129 d). 

g. Wall painting from the palace of Kar-Tuklti-Ninurta (after Andrae, 1925: Pl. 2). 

h. Wall painting fragment from Khorsabad, the reign of Sargon II (after Botta & Flandin, 

1972: pl. 156, 13-15). 

The clay door nails from Rabat Tepe are decorated with flowers with 8 or 16 petals 

(3.18.a-b).
1390

 They are similar to those with 8 petals in white and yellow on a complete wall-

peg from Satu Qala (3.18.c). 

a. b.  c.  

Fig. 3.18. a. Clay door nails with white or turquoise petals (after Nubary & Afifi, 2009: fig. 

15).  

 b. Clay door nails with turquoise or yellow petals (after Nubary & Afifi, 2009: fig. 16, p. 

54). 

c.  Upper face of a wall-peg from Satu Qala (photo by the author). 
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On several bricks from Rabat Tepe human and mythological creatures are depicted. One 

brick fragment shows the head of a woman or a eunuch in profile (fig. 8),
1391

 known also in 

Assyrian wall paintings and reliefs. There is no beard and the hair is long. Earrings, bracelets 

and even headbands may be shown. The Rabat Tepe figure wears a necklace of flowers with 

petals in green and red. At that period women usually wore thick necklaces, presumably of 

precious stones, so probably this is a woman. 

 
Fig.3.18. d. Woman‘s head in profile on a Rabat Tepe brick fragment (after Nubary & 

Afifi, 2009: fig.23). 

  

Two bricks have winged lions (sphinx) with beardless human heads in an Assyrian style. 

On the heads are lateral horns, one emerging from the front. The one is yellow with black and 

white feathers on the wings, and the body of the other is red, outlined in black, with red and 

white feathers (fig. 9. a-b).
1392

 Glazed bricks from Qalaichy also have similar sphinxes but 

differently coloured and slightly different iconography, those on the ivories
 
of Ziwiye are also 

similar,
1393

 and the one decorating the the garment of Ashurnasirpal II on an Assyrian 

relief.
1394

 

 

e.    f.   

Fig. 3.18.e. Painted brick showing a winged human headed lion from Rabat Tepe (after 

Kargar, and Binendeh, 2009: pl. 7). 

f. Sphinx on a partly preserved glazed brick from Rabat Tapa (after Nubary & Afifi, 2009: 

fig. 26). 
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Kargar & Binandeh 2009: pl.118.  
1392

Kargar, and Binendeh, 2009: pl. 7; Nubary & Afifi, 2009: fig. 26. 
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Ghirshman, 1979: pl.XII, fig.3. 
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Wilkinson, 1975: fig.15 T; Reade, 1983, fig.21.  For further details see below, the glazed bricks of Qalaichy. 
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The two images on two partly preserved serrated (merlon) bricks are said to be winged 

nude „goddesses‟. The head and the legs of one of them is missing. They are entirely nude, 

with clear motherly breasts and a distinct navel (Fig.3.19.a-b).
1395

 They may have been 

wearing the horned crown of a goddess, but that is speculation because their heads are 

missing. They are Mannean in style, influenced by Assyrian art.
1396

 There are differences 

between these two figures. One shows her body from the front, while the other shows the 

head from the front but the lower body in profile body. She has the body of a lion with a 

typical tail and lions‘ legs moving to the right. The iconography of the hands the breasts and 

the navels is similar. Such nude goddesses appear in the art of Mesopotamia from the third 

millennium BCE. On Akkadian cylinder seals she stands on a griffin and holds trident 

symbols in both hands. Bulls pull a four wheeled chariot in which the weather god is 

riding.
1397

 On an Ur III jar are several goddesses like those from Rabat Tepe. The accentuated 

female features lead to her being identified as Ishtar.
1398

 On a large Old Babylonian terracotta 

there is a naked goddess called ‗The queen of the Night‘ who has been identified with Lilith, 

Ishtar or Erishkigal.
1399

 She has the legs and feet of an owl, similar to those of the owls on the 

right and left of this winged goddess. She stands on two lionesses, and holds in her hands 

sticks and circles. Naked goddesses also appear on Old Babylonian, early 2
nd

 millennium 

Syrian, Kassite and Syro-Mittanian seals, which are identified as Ishtar or Lama.
1400

 The 

goddess on Mittanian seal has twisted legs.
1401

  

Of two nude winged goddesses from Ashur, one is depicted formally from the front on an 

alabaster vessel (Fig. 3.19.c), and the other is on a partly preserved terracotta plaque. They are 

dated to the second millennium BCE.
1402

 Many appear in Assyrian and Zagrosian art of the 

Iron Age. In the Neo-Assyrian art, as in the Old Babylonian period, the female demon Lilith is 

depicted with four wings on an ivory plaque from Nimrud,
1403

 and another on a terracotta 

fragment from the temple of Ishtar at Nimrud.
1404

 In the Nimrud tomb treasures a golden 

crown has a female figure, separately cast in gold surrounded with leaves and fruit. It is a well 

dressed female with four wings.
1405

  From the Northern Zagros in the Iron Age we have the 

nude winged female on the golden bowl of Hasanlu. She stands on two rams (or one ram with 

two heads) spreading her wings (Fig.3.19.d).
1406

 This representation is like the Akkadian 
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 Kargar & Binandeh, 2009: 118. 
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Tepe Qalaichi, but in their published paper and the published articles concerning the glazed bricks of Tepe 
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1397

Frankfort,1939: Pl.XXII a; Frankfort & Roaf, 1996: fig.93. 
1398

She is called the ‗Queen of the night‘ by Collon in a monograph with that title. For further details see Collon, 

2005: esp. fig.6. 
1399

Moortgat 1982: 11; Collon 2005; Andrae, 1922: Tafel 28. 
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For further details see Pizzimenti, 2014: pp.135-147;  Otto 1998: fig.9. 
1401

Frankfort & Roaf, 1996: fig.287; Star 1937:pl.100.B. 
1402

Moortgat 1984:  Abb.32. 
1403

Mallowan, 1966: 105, fig.133. 
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Hussein 2008: 98, fig. 12-x. 
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Reade 2008a: 103, Pl.VI a, fig. 13-a. 
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Winter 1989: 90, fig.6. 
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goddess standing on an animal (perhaps a bull) with her arms outstretched from which rain is 

falling.
1407

 

a  b.   

c.  d.   

Fig. 3.19. Naked winged goddesses on bricks from Rabat Tepe and in the art of the 

Northern Zagros, Assyria, and Near East. 

a. Drawing a ‗serrated‘ glazed brick painted with a nude winged ‗goddess‘ (after Kargar & 

Binandeh, 2009: fig. pl. 9). 

b. A winged goddess with ‗lion‘s legs and tail‘painted on a glazed brick from Rabat Tepe 

(after Nubary & Afifi, 2009: fig. 25).   

c. Painted terracotta plaque from the temple of  Ishtar in Ashur, early second millennium 

BCE (after Andrae, 1922: Tafel 28.c). 

d. A naked ‗winged goddess, stand on two rams, depicted on the golden bowl of Hasanlu 

(after Mellink, 1966: Text-fig. I-b).   

 

It is noticeable that these goddesses occur in the art of ancient Mesopotamia during the 

third, second, and the first millennium BCE, including Assyria, in Ashur in the early second 

millennium BCE. The Neo-Assyrian depiction suggests Mittanian influence. The image on 

the golden bowl of Hasanlu was probably Ishtar or weather goddess. The example from Rabat 

Tepe was made under Mesopotamian influence, or more precisely adaptated from Mittanian 

art, reaching Rabat Tepe from Assyrian art. 

Some of the merlon shaped glazed bricks of Rabat Tepe have winged bearded creatures. 

One has eagles‘ legs and wings, and wears a leopard skin. His open arms are raised and he 

wears two bracelets. The image is painted in yellow, black, and white on a turquoise 
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background (Fig.3.20.a).
1408

 A similar image on a fragment shows the claw and wing of an 

eagle.
1409

 Two other damaged images of eagles legs and wings but without the upper part of 

the body may also have had bearded or beardless heads.
1410

 A stair-shaped brick fragment of a 

leg and part of a wing of an eagle is in white, green, and yellow (Fig.3.20.b),
1411

 but the rest of 

this mythological creature‘s body is missing.  

The earliest standing winged bearded male creature is on the seal of the Mittanian ruler 

Shaushtatar (fig.3.20.c).
1412

 A similar parallel came from the Northern Zagros. The upper part 

of the winged bearded creature of Rabat has a body and head similar to the winged genies on 

the Marlik bowl.
1413

 In Ziwiye north east of Rabat Tepe there was a bowl with a human 

headed winged bull (lamassu), with hands and wings similar to those at Rabat Tepe.
1414

 

In Assyrian art comparable examples are the legs and feet of Pazuzu, the Assyrian 

mythological winged lion, on an Assyrian bronze plaque.
1415

 There are also Assyrian cylinder 

seals with figures very similar to the Rabat Tepe ones. On a Middle Assyrian cylinder seal we 

see a creature with a naked human body, four wings and eagles‘ legs.
1416

 The Scorpion Man 

on Neo-Assyrian cylinder seals has eagles‘ legs and raised hands (fig.3.20.d).
1417

 

a.  b   

c.   d.    

 

Fig. 3.20. 

a. Photo and drawing of a winged bearded creature on a merlon shaped glazed brick from 

Rabat Tepe (after Nubary & Afifi, 2009: fig. 27). 

b. Partly preserved image of an eagle, only a claw and a wing of it the image preserved on 

the glazed brick (after Kargar & Binandeh, 2009: 118, pl.13.). 
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c. A winged bearded hero with a human head on the cylinder seal of the Mittanian ruler 

Shausatatar (after Collon, 1978, fig. 269). 

d. Impression of Neo-Assyrian cylinder seals (after Frankfort 1939: Pl. XXXIII e). 

 

Five glazed brick fragments from Rabat Tepe have short cuneiform inscriptions coloured 

white, two of which are poorly preserved.
1418

 The word [ḫa]-ba-[tu] ‗to plunder‘ is 

reconstructed on one fragment,
1419

 and a complete brick (33 X 22 X 9 cm) refers to a king, a 

city and two deities.
1420

 The script is Neo-Assyrian 9
th

-7
th

 century BCE,
1421

  which is 

confirmed by geomagnetic tests giving a dating between 830 BCE and 680 BCE (
+
128) 

(Fig.3.21.a).
1422

 

 
Fig.3.21.a. Inscribed glazed brick from Rabat Tepe (photo by Reza Heydari, courtesty of 

Rabat Tepe Project). 

 

In conclusion, Rabat Tepe provides an important assemblage of Northern Zagros glazed 

bricks, to be compared with those of Qalaichi and Satu Qala, the contemporary  lacol 

kingdoms there. An inscription on one of the glazed bricks shows that Rabat Tepe was ancient 

Arzizu in the Assyrian province of Zamua or bordering Mannea. Reade and Finkel described 

the culture of Rabat Tepe as ―indig nous … with   dis r  t Assyri n v n  r.‖
1423

 

Iconographically there are three styles: local, Assyrian, and ones which are common in the 

Northern Zagros and Urartu. In details and in colour they are distinguishable. The main colour 

at Rabat Tepe is a kind of turquoise for backgrounds and yellow, black, white, and red for 

images.
1424

 The scenes are mostly religious and mythological, framed by geometric patterns 

of braids, concentric circles, and rhombuses. Most of them will have decorated a public 

building, probably a temple of Bel (Marduk) and Nabû (see chapters II and IV). The merlon 

bricks with mythological scenes of human headed winged lions and the winged nude 

goddesses would have been placed high on the inner wall of the temple or the internal façade 

of the gate. The artistic elements of Rabat Tepe seem to have had a role in transmitting 
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Assyrian styles to Achaemenid art and architecture at Susa and Persipolis. Since Satu Qala, 

Rabat Tepe and Tepe Qalaichi have not been intensively excavated, we wait for results of 

future excavations to modify or substantiate these preliminary conclusions.   

Hasanlu is one of the few settlements in the Northern Zagros of which the material culture 

is well documented, and a small number of glazed plaques and bricks were found there, as 

well as a glazed bowl
1425

  and some wall-knobs.
1426

 Glazed terracotta wall tiles were found in 

the so-called ―Burned Building II,‖ and at this level in various places in the buildings other 

fragments were found.
1427

 Many of these glazed objects would have originally been attached 

to the walls of Burned Building II (BBII), the Iron II temple of Hasanlu.
1428

 Among the 

ornamental objects were ―a great many glazed wall tiles,‖
1429

 and these seem to have come 

off decorated walls on the second floor which had collapsed.
1430

  

Scholars have examined the scenes and artistic styles of the glazed bricks of Hasanlu to 

distinguish local elements from Assyrian influence. Some fragments of glazed wall tiles show 

features identical to those on Assyrian glazed bricks,
1431

 while others ―represent local copies 

of Assyrian and Elamite products.‖
1432

 Some local styles were marked with Assyrian 

elements.  

A combined fragment of a glazed wall-peg (HAS. 70.360) discovered in the Lower Court 

outside Burned Building IV.
1433

 It has a chevron frame. In each corner there is a flower with 

eight petals separated by concentric circles. The centre of the knob is missing, but it was 

surrounded by a painted thick circle.
1434

 Similar flowers can be seen elsewhere in Assyrian 

and the Northern Zagros art. A flower with eight petals appears in the centre of a glazed wall 

knob from Nimrud, not in the corner.
1435

 The flower on a vase from Ashur has twelve 

petals.
1436

 From the Northern Zagros there is a flower with eight petals on a glazed fragment 

from Tepe Qalaichi,
1437

 and a wall-peg from Satu Qala has a large flower with ten petals.  

Concentric circles occur on many glazed bricks and wall-pegs in the Zagros and 

Assyria,
1438

 as well as chevron frames on glazed bricks and ceramic in Assyria.
1439

 

Many incomplete glazed plaques and knobs, like those from Hasanlu, have no inscriptions. 

We have examples dating back to the 9
th

 century BCE, comparable to Assyrian specimens. 
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Their scarcity means that any attempt to distinguish local artistic elements is futile, except for 

the black dots which painted randomly on the plaques. We can assume Assyrian influence 

was strong, since essentially they replicate Assyrian examples. The circles, flowers and 

chevrons on Tepe Qalaichi, Rabat Tepe, and Satu Qala glazed bricks are noteworthy. 

From illegal diggings, and then archaeological excavations which began in 1985, we have 

hundreds of glazed bricks and fragments, from the Mannaean site of Tepe Qalaichi. Some 

have made their way to Iranian and Japanese museums.
1440

 Most are still under restoration and 

unpublished.
1441

 In 1999 an Iranian team discovered a monumental ‗Columned hall‘ 

(19x35m) with its outer walls covered with glazed bricks and its inner walls lined with red 

mud plaster.
1442

 Most of the glazed bricks came from here. They have various scenes and 

motifs: zoomorphic, anthropomorphic, geometric, botanic, and mythical. Some styles are 

unique and considered to be local. Hassanzadeh and Mollasalehi refer to 'Zagros Artistic 

Style' according to some identified elements.
1443

 Others are comparable with Assyrian, 

Urartian, Marlik, Luristan and other Northern Zagros specimens.
1444

 These glazed bricks, the 

Aramaic inscription, and the pottery from Qalaichi are dated to the 8
th

-7
th

 century BCE.
1445

  

Leaving aside the unique local styles, I shall consider in detail the many scenes and 

styles comparable with Assyrian ones. 

On one fragment we see a beardless human head,
1446

 probably of a eunuch or a woman. 

Among several different winged animals some have human heads.
1447

 The beardless ones 

are of eunuchs or women.
1448

 These mythological creatures are Assyrian. A female headed 

winged lion (sphinx) is like the one on the garment of Ashurnasirpal II on a relief from his 

palace at Nimrud ca. 856 BCE.
1449

 The difference is that the tail of the sphinx of Qalaichi 

is raised, but on the Assyrian relief it hangs low. A winged bull lamassu with a bearded 

head has a horned headdress,
1450

 like those of Ashurnasirpal II from Nimrud,
1451

 and on the 

golden plaque of Ziwiya.
1452

 Several winged genies appear on the glazed bricks of 

Qalaichi. One brick has an image of a female kneeling winged genie bending her head. 

She wears a headband, a long dress which exposes her right shoulder and her right leg, and 

bracelets. In her raised right hand she holds a mirror and in her left hand a branch with two 

‗pomegranate‘ flowers.
1453

 This genie is like one in wall paintings in the Assyrian palace at 
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Till Barsib.
1454

 They are both supported on their left knee with their right knee 

outstretched. They both hold in their left hands a branch with ‗pomegranate‘ flowers (she 

holds two at Qalaichi and three at Til Barsib), and pomegranate flowers feature in other 

Assyrian contexts.
1455

 They both wear a long two-piece dress: a tunic reaching above the 

knees, and a long wrap open at the front. At Qalaichi her right shoulder is bare. They both 

have one raised and one lowered wing and they both bend their heads. At Til Barsib she 

wears a diadem of ‗real‘ flowers. They both wear bracelets. There are some differences. At 

Qalaichi she holds a mirror in her right hand, and at Til Barsib she holds a lotus flowers, 

and they are painted in different colours. Other similar genies in wall paintings at Til 

Barsib have black hair, but the one at Qalaichi has white hair. At Til Barsib they all wear 

flowered diadems. The wall paintings of Til Barsib show genies like those at 

Khorsabad.
1456

 

The kneeling winged geni of Qalaichi holds a mirror.  In Assyrian, Zagros, and 

Carchemish art it is ―goddesses, royalty, and upper class women‖ who hold mirrors
.1457

 

From the Zagros, beside this example of Qalaichi, the famous golden bowl of Hasanlu 

shows a ‗‗goddess‘ who is ‗sitting‘ on a lion and carrying a mirror.
1458

 This ‗Great 

Goddess‘ appears on several Scythian objects from Southern Russia.
1459

 She is compared 

by Muscarella to the goddess or priestess holding a mirror a relief from Carchemish in 

North Syria.
1460

 Another slab from Carchemish (850-750 BC) shows the goddess Kubaba 

holding a pomegranate in her right hand and a mirror in her left hand.
1461

 The woman on 

the golden bowl of Hasanlu and the winged lady on the brick of Qalaichi are not likely to 

be goddesses. There is a well-known Assyrian example of a female holding mirror in her 

left hand on a bronze plaque fragment from the time of Sennacherib or Esarhaddon, 

perhaps showing Queen Naqī‘a .
1462

 Apart from the genie of Qalaichi, the others are 

holding their mirrors in their left hands. As far as I know the Qalaichi example is the only 

one in the art of the Near East of a winged genie holding a mirror. 
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One well preserved brick from Qalaichi shows a kneeling bearded winged genie (fig. 

3.21.b),
1463

 in general comparable to the kneeling genies on the wall paintings of Khorsabad 

and Til Barsib.
1464

 When compared to the one from Til Barsib both are shown in profile 

facing right, with curly hair, and supported on their right knee. But the genie of Qalaichi has a 

long beard in contrast to the beardless one of Til Barsib.
1465

 Their legs are outstretched at 

different angles. Both hold in their left hand a branch (with two stems at Qalaichi, and three at 

Til Barsib). They both have a long dress made from two pieces, one a tunic reaching above 

the knee, the other long and open at the front. What the Qalaichi genie carries in his raised 

right hand is unclear because the colours are damaged. The genie of Til Barsib carries in her 

(or his) left hand ‗a set of three wavy drooping stems‘ with round buds, and in the left hand of 

the one of Qalaichi are two wavy drooping stems. He is a bearded genie like those of 

Khorsababd, with similar wings. 

 

Fig. 3.21.b. A line drawing (by Hassanzadeh) of the kneeling 

winged genie depicted on a glazed brick from Qalaichi (after Hassanzadeh, and Mollasalehi 

2011: fig. 4-5). 

 

There are differences of detail. The Assyrian kneeling genie of Til Barsib is beardless, 

while the one of Qalaichi has a long beard. What the Assyrian genie holds in his raised right 

hand has been identified in other Assyrian examples as lilies (nymphaea) or lotus flowers.
1466

 

It is a lotus or pomegranate branch with three drooping stems in his left hand. On the Qalaichi 

glazed brick of holds in his left hand ‗a set of wavy drooping stems‘ ending with round 

buds.
1467

 A branch with two drooping stems apparently emerges from the left hand of the 

genie of Qalaichi through the bracelet (there is some damage preventing an accurate 

description).
1468

 Other differences are the horns on genie of Qalaichi,
1469

 and he faces left 

while the one of Til Barsib faces right.  
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A damaged brick has the remnant of a scene of two rampant caprids (ibexes). They face 

each other antithetically with their heads are turned away (fig. 3.22.a).
1470

 Hasanzadeh and 

Mullasalihi see in the iconography of these ibexes parallels with neighbouring styles of 

Hasanlu, Ziwiye, and with Assyrian art.
1471

 At Hasanlu two ibexes are depicted on a vessel, 

separated by a stylized tree, dated to the 9
th

 century BCE.
1472

 At ‗Ziwiye‘ they appear on a 

golden object dated to ca. 700 BCE.
1473

 These antithetical motifs appear in Mittanian art, 

especially on the Mittanian seals.
1474

 An Assyrian example which Hassanzadeh and 

Mullasalihi could also see as  like motifs of Qalaichi is found on a Neo-Assyrian seal of the 

8
th

 century BCE, where a hero is in combat with two ibexes, like a relief from Nimrud.
1475

  

a.  
Fig.3.22.  

a. Line-drawing of antithetical rampant ibexes on a glazed brick from Qalaichi (after 

Hasanzadeh and Mullasalihi 2011: fig. 9-10). 

 

A serrated tower depicted on  fragment of a brick from Qalaichi,
1476

 its similar to an 

Assyrian element on the walls of the gate towers of the palace of Sargon II in 

Khorsabad.
1477

 Another example is painted on a vase from Ashur in a scene of natural 

landscape, with an antelope and trees, framed above with a line of serrated elements.
1478

 It 

appears again on wall paintings of Altintepe in Urartu.
1479

  

The brick from Tepe Qalaichi with a row of concentric circles is interestingly similar to 

glazed bricks of Rabat Tepe.
1480

 A glazed brick from Tepe Qalichi also has a braid 
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element.
1481

 In Assyrian art concentric circles and braid elements often appear on glazed 

bricks and wall paintings.
1482

 

The Assyrian motifs appearing on glazed bricks of Qalaichi include winged genies, 

generally similar but different in detail, but although there are several parallel scenes, motifs 

and styles with Assyrian art, Assyrian influence on the glazed bricks of Qalaichi is not so 

strong when compared to that on the glazed bricks of Satu Qala and Rebat Tepe. Scenes and 

motifs of Qalaichi include many local styles, some of which are comparable to elements in the 

art of the Zagros (Qalaichi, Ziwiye, Hasanlu, Luristan and even from Marlik). Some Qalaichi 

elements were borrowed from Achaemenid art.
1483

 

It has been suggested that glazed bricks were made locally by ―Mannean artists‘, who they 

borrowed Assyrian motifs and added local elements. Epigraphic evidence confirms that they 

were made locally by order of the Assyrian kings for public buildings in the Northern 

Zagros.
1484

 This was necessary because transporting glazed bricks too far would cause 

damage to the art work, and would make loads too heavy for mountain tracks. Assyrian wall-

pegs and plates of Ba‘shiqa (Tell Billa), Nimrud, Arban, and Ashur were made locally. 

Albenda says they were made ―in diff r nt   r mi  workshops…under the supervision of a 

master ceramist.‖
1485

 Artists and manufacturers of glazed bricks may well have travelled to 

the Zagros, but we have no epigraphic evidence.
1486

  

The Assyrian deputy Mannu-ki-Ninua in Media wrote to Sargon II saying:
1487

 

[…Th  l nd of th  king my lord i]s w ll. [Con  rning wh t th  king], my lord, wrote 

m : ―[Go] to M di  [wi]th th  m gn t s!‖ – I went with them. [The god]s of the king 

provided peace, and we returned [s]afely. I am (now) here in Kar-Š rrukin, I am 

building the grand hall with whatever bricks have been glazed, and we are cultivating 

the arable fields and doing our work. The king, my lord, can be glad. Also, on the first 

day the magnates fetched from outside whatever bricks were left there, and delivered 

them to me. The outer city-wall is finished and plastered. They [came c]lose to it and 

[pla]stered it from boats.      

This letter shows that the Assyrians glazed the inner walls of a public building called the 

‗grand hall‟ (É dan-nu) in the Median city of Harhar/Kar-Šarrukin. Probably it was the 

reception hall in the residence palace of the Assyrian deputy, who supervised the work and 

informed Sargon II about progress. Assyrian magnates sent by Sargon delivered bricks from 

outside. A large renovation project was ongoing in Harhar, which Sargon renamed Kar-

Šarrukin, at the same time as the rebuilding in the Neo-Assyrian capital Dur-Šarrukin. Sargon 

may have wanted this Median city as an important centre of operations in the easternmost 

province of his empire. Future discoveries there may show the level to which public buildings 
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were adorned with Assyrian glazed bricks, reliefs, and ornamentation. Roaf proposes that 

Assyrian reliefs and wall paintings, such as at Til Barsib, probably remained after the fall of 

Nineveh and influenced Achaemenid art and architecutre.
1488

 But that palace was not like Til-

Barsib. If it was built by the Assyrians, it was like Dur-Šarrukin, and therefore called Kar-

Šarrukin. Nevertheless, the palace was used during the seventh and sixth centuries and may 

have influced the Achaemenids, as Roaf suggests. 

A glazed brick fragment from the palace of Sargon II in Khorsabad names the city of 

Harhar, probably on a panel commemorating one of his campaigns to Media (fig.3.23.a.).
1489

  

However, excavations at ‗Median‘ sites tell us little about the use of glazed bricks in Media 

during the Iron Age. Tile-shaped bricks from Baba Jan in the Central Zagros have several 

monochrome geometric motifs. They were not glazed, and decorated the Painted Chamber, 

covered with red plaster.
1490

 The paintings and the motifs there are considered local in style, 

with some influence from paintings on the pottery from Sialk.
1491

 Similar designs are on 

Assyrian glazed brick fragments from Khorsabad with geometric designs. In general the 

glazed bricks of Khorsabad are like the tiles of Baba Jan, with a ―Chequer Board‖ pattern of 

squares (fig. 3.23.b).
1492

 The tile-shaped bricks of Baba-Jan are seen to echo painted tile 

decorations from Media.
1493

  

We know much more about glazed bricks from Mannea and inner Zamua and Mazamua, 

than from Media. Only the painted tiles of Baba Jan can be matched with an Assyrian 

example from Khorsabad, but the squares there are smaller than on the tiles of Baba Jan, 

which are not glazed. 

 

a  b  

Fig.3.23.a. The name of the Median city Harhar on a glazed brick fragment from 

Khorsabad (after Botta & Flandin, 1972, Tome II, pl.156, 9). 

b. Some glazed brick fragments painted with geometric designs (after Botta & Flandin, 

1972, Tome II, pl. 156, fig. 1-3). 

 

3.5. Seals and Sealing 

A few Assyrian records indirectly refer to seals in the Northern Zagros. Assyrian adminis-

trative letters were legalized by royal seals in the Northern Zagros. 
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Among the booty that had been taken by Sargon II from the temple of Haldi in Musasir 

was a golden seal ring of the goddess Bagbartu: ―1 s  l ring of gold (used) for validating 

(lit., completing) the decrees of Bagbartu, the spouse of Haldia, was completely covered (full) 

with pr  ious ston s.‖
1494

 

This record might indicate that in the temple of Haldi deities had their own seals. 

In a badly preserved letter which is sent to Sargon II, perhaps by the Assyrian governor of 

Mazamua Šarru-em[uranni], is a list of precious stones including milhu and nukur stones. 

Partly preserved signs suggest the word ―[en]graver‖ and at the end of the letter he mentions 

the city of Cal[ah], where he could meet Sargon II.
1495

 But the letter is so badly preserved that 

these stones and the engraver may have or not have belonged to Mazamua.  

The Assyrian crown prince Ashurbanipal sent a letter to his father Esarhaddon. The letter 

deals with the Assyrian north-eastern frontier and the fortresses of Hubuškia, Mannea, Media 

and Urartu. Part of the letter deals with the attitudes of protecting the border:
1496

  

They [the garrisons] must not be negligent in their guard duty. Moreover, let them pay 

attention to the deserters from their surroundings. Should a deserter from M[annea, 

M di]  or Hubu[ški]  f ll in th ir h nds, you  r  to put him imm di t ly in th  h nds 

of your messenger and send him to the crown prince. And if he has something to say, 

you will tell it to the crown prince accurately. Make your report good!  

Ashurbanipal gave a command to the mesengers to send a better report and seal it with a 

specific seal:
1497

 
r.9-17

 ―L t on  […] s rib  …[who] gu rds[…]s writ  it down from his di t tion, let it 

be sealed with the cross-shaped (stamp) seal, and let Ahu-dur- nši, th   ohort 

 omm nd r of th   rown prin  , qui kly bring it to m  by  xpr ss d liv ry.‖ 

In the letter there is mention of a specific stamp seal NA4.is-pi-lu-ur-te (ispillurtu) 

translated as cross-shaped (stamp) seal. Interstingly the letter itself is sealed with four 

stamps with crossed-form decoration, the same cross-shaped style of the seal mentioned in the 

letter.
1498

  

Some of the administrative letters which are sent from the Northern Zagros to the Assyrian 

court are sealed. For instance, Ṭab-šar-Ašur, in a letter informs Sargon that he received a 

sealed message in the city of Anisu (of the land Habhu): ―A cohort commander of the Chief 

Eunu h d liv r d m  th  king‘s s  l d m ss g  in the city of Anisu on the 27
th
.‖

1499
  

Sometimes the royal seal was sent to the Northern Zagros for validating shipments. In a 

letter to Sargon II, Šamaš-belu-uşur the governor of Arzuhina received the seal ring of the 

king: ―Th   ohort  omm nd r Išm -ilī is bringing us a (document sealed with the) golden 

sign t ring of th  king  nd  ontinu s to d l y us, s ying: ‗Tr nsport b rl y to M z mū !‖
 1500
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The letter suggests that the seal was not sent separately at speed but with the cohort 

commander. 

As in Mesopotamia, stamp seals were used in the Zagros from Prehistoric times,
1501

 and 

cylinder seals were used in the Zagros from the Uruk period, when for the first time cylinder 

seals were invented in Sumer. They were soon adopted by the peoples of the Zagros, who 

developed local styles.
1502

 There are a few Middle Bronze Age cylinder seals from the 

Northern Zagros, an Akkadian cylinder seal made from lapis lazuli was found in a pass near 

the Haji-omran district to the west of the Urmia basin inside Iraq. The seal bears scenes of 

combating deities, and also killing or capturing the bird Anzu.
1503

  In Tell Kunara, in the 

Tanjero valley in Sulaimania, an Ur III/Gutian cylinder seal was discovered.
1504

 An Ur III seal 

style was discovered in Bakrawa.
1505

 In Shemshara, some Old Babylonian cylinder seal 

impression fragments have been discovered.
1506

  

   Also, Mittanian seals and seals of Mittanian style and iconography were found in 

Bakrawa, in Hasanlu,
1507

 and also, beyond the Zagros at Gegharot in the South Caucasus two 

Mittani style cylinder seals were discovered.
1508

 It proves interaction between the Zagros 

foothills, Mesopoatamia, especialy with Assyria and beyond the Zagros, made via the 

Northern Zagros, perhaps through commerce. Even in Central Asia a cylinder seal was found 

with local motifs compared to the iconography of the figures and scenes on the Mitannian 

seals from the Mediterranean shores of western Syria.
1509

 Discovering these seals in the 

Zagros and beyond proves that old roots of commercial and cultural contact were getting 

intensified during the Bronze Age. 

 More intensive interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros concerning seals and 

sealing happened during the Iron Age period. Many Assyrian and Assyrianized style seals 

were discovered in several sites in the Northern Zagros. These seals were used by the 

Assyrians and by other peoples of that time. Seals from several Iron Age sites in the Northern 

Zagros will be discussed below. 

The biggest number of Iron Age seals in the Northern Zagros came from Hasanlu; twenty-

one seals were discovered there.
1510

 They were studied and classified by Marcus. She 
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classified the seals and seal impressions into three main styles according to the sources of the 

scenes and elements and their carved styles: local styles, other Iranian styles,
1511

 Syro-

Palestinian Style stamp seals, and two stamp seals considered as Urartian styles.
1512

 

   Some of these seals are identified as Assyrian (Middle and Neo-Assyrian) products by 

Marcus.
1513

 She classifies the Assyrian style seals into two main types: ―Central Assyrian 

style‖ seals, and ―Provincial Assyrian style‖ seals.
1514

 Some of them are typical Assyrian 

cylinder seals of the ninth century BCE, especially in the iconography of the archer hunting a 

stag/wild goat.
1515

 On two Assyrian style seals from Hasanlu is the scene of an archer hunting 

a snake coil; its head is similar to the head of the Babylonian mušhuššu.
1516

 It has comparable 

scenes to those on the seals from Assyria. For instance two seals with a very abstract scene 

show the archer hunting the coiled-snake resembling the mušhuššu head.
1517

 And recently 

from the Zagros another similar seal was discovered in the Iron Age Graveyard near 

Sanandaj.
1518

 The scene of hunting coiled-snake was also depicted on many seals from 

Nimrud, and on a seal from Halaf.
1519

 The two seals were attributed by Dyson and then by 

Marcus to the period Hasanlu IVB, but recently attributed to ward Hasanlu IIIB, and dated 

by Collon  to the 7
th

 century BCE.
1520

 

The Assyrian and Syrian seals from Hasanlu prove a cultural contact between Hasanlu, 

Assyria and beyond Assyria. If such interaction was made by merchants from Assyria and 

Hasanlu it proves commercial contact between them and the Urmia basin. 

   Among the Assyrian elements depicted on the seals of Hasanlu is the winged disc found 

on many Assyrian seals. It does not always represent Ashur, but sometimes Shamash or a 

foreign deity. The winged disc is also depicted on an Assyrian style seal from Hasanlu.
1521

 

Later the winged disc was also depicted on many Achaemenid seals.
1522

 It has been assumed 

that the winged disc originated from the Egyptian uraei, then depicted on the Mittanian seals 

and then borrowed by the Assyrians.
1523

  

A cylinder seal impression of the Urartian king Rusa II has been found at Ziwiye, and 

other impressions of this seal in Bastam and Toprakkale.
1524

 The scene shows Rusa walking 

or standing. He raises his right hand, and holds a ‗mass‘ in his left hand. In front of him a lion 

is walking, raising its tail up to its back and opening its mouth, apparently to roar. Behind 

Rusa, a servant holds an umbrella for him, which has edges decorated with several textiles 
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like plumes. Behind him is a big trident. The lion and the trident are both symbols of Haldi. 

The scene is framed horizontally with two lines of inscriptions, above and below, which 

reads:
1525

 

Above: i-ni KIŠIB 
I
Ru-sa-a- ,,di s ist d s Si g l ˂d s˃ Rus … [This is the seal of 

Rusa] 

Below: 
I
Ar-giš-te-hi-ni-i ,,d s Sohn s d s Argišti― [the son of Argišti]. 

The trident and lion symbols on the seal have been suggested as hieroglyphic characters. 

The seal is compared to a stamp seal of Sennacherib, which shows Sennachrib standing and a 

servant holding an umbrella. In front of the king instead of a lion there is a horse, standing on 

its hind legs.
1526

 

   The stamp-cylinder seal impression in Bastam has a very similar or even the same scene. 

It is inscribed with two horizontal lines which frame the scene above and below: Of Rusa, son 

of Sarduri, seal of the ‗prince‘.
1527

  

   The iconography of the king and his servant who holds the umbrella is similar to the 

iconography of the Assyrian kings who are depicted on the Assyrian reliefs and ivories. 

Perhaps the Urartians borrowed the idea of the umbrella from the Assyrians. Umbrellas were 

used for the Assyrian kings since the ninth century BCE, in their chariots, on their thrones, 

and during their campaigns, to protect them from the heat of the sun. The umbrella is usually 

held by a beardless servant. The umbrella of Rusa is slightly different with its plumes, though 

such a plume is seen on Assyrian umbrellas since the reigns of Ashurnasirpal II, Tiglath-

pileser, and Ashurbanipal.
1528

  

   On a relief from Khorsabad Sargon II is depicted on his chariot in a mountainous area, on 

his way from Mannea to Musasir. He has an umbrella held by a servant in the chariot. It is 

more advanced than the umbrella of Rusa, since Sargon‘s umbrella is foldable, with two 

stretchers (arm supports), and the outer surface of the canopy is decorated. Some motifs may 

represents decorated textile. It has a top cup, and the edges of the canopy are decorated with a 

saw-tooth motif. Perhaps the umbrella of Rusa was Assyrian in style, especially since the area 

was under Urartian control from Lake Van to Lake Urmia an area with mild weather 

compared to the hot summers of Assyria. Sargon‘s servant on the way to Musasir used the 

umbrella to protect the king‘s face from the sunlight
1529

 

Six cylinder seals were discovered in grave A12 in the so-called Iron Age 

graveyard/Zagros Cemetery. They date to the Iron Age and most of them are in Assyrian 

style. The Assyrian style standing archer is one of the motifs on Neo-Assyrian seals found on 

three seals of the Zagros Cemetery. On one the archer hunts a wild goat/ibex, with a sacred 

tree in between.
1530

 This is a well known Assyrian style and comparable to the scene of an 
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archer hunting on one of the Assyrian style seals of Hasanlu.
1531

 On the second seal the archer 

hunts a horned serpent/coiled snake (mušhuššu head), again with a sacred tree.
1532

 This is a 

common scene on the Assyrian seals, and one found on a seal from Hasanlu. On the third seal 

the archer hunts what seems like a winged horse.
1533

 Hunting winged horses by archers is also 

depicted on Assyrian seals, such as one from Layard‘s excavations at Nineveh (BM ME 

89419) with an archer hunting a single-horned winged horse. The seal of the Zagros Cemetery 

shows the horse turning around about to flee, different from the seal from Nineveh.
1534

 A 

fourth seal shows a galloping horse standing on its hind legs and an ibex. Above them there is 

a crescent and a star with eight points. The motifs and iconography are similar to the 

iconography and the motifs of the seal impression of Yasin Tepe in Sharezur (Yasin Tepe is 

ca. 200km away from the Zagros Cemetery, see below). The fifth seal has a row of ostriches 

spreading their wings, and can be compared with several Assyrian seals with this motif, and 

the different ostriches on the seal of Urzana (see above).
1535

 The sixth seal has a geometric 

design like some Hasanlu seals,
1536

 and simply decorated Mitannian seals.   

A local stamp seal discovered in grave no.10 in Kul Tarike is decorated with an abstract 

bowlegged creature in a frame. The back of the seal is carved with a head of a dancing person 

who wears what might be a crown.
1537

  

The well-known cylinder seal of Urzana, king of the land of Musasir, till now is the only 

known cylinder seal from Iron Age Musasir. The seal was acquired at the end of the 18
th 

century by the Austrian ambassador Count Josef Peter von Schwachstein/Graf von Schwach-

heim in Istanbul, and then by Dr. Wilhelm Dorow. In 1825 the seal was purchased by Baron 

van Zuylen van Nijevelt.
1538

 It is one of the earliest Near Eastern seals to have reached 

Europe.
1539

 It reached the Cabinet des Médailles in The Hague in the Netherlands,
1540

 and 

then became part of the Koninklijk Penningkabinet‘s collection at The Hague.
1541

 After that  it 

was stored in the Geldmuseum in Utrecht, and now its exhibited in Rijksmuseum van 

Oudheden‖ the National Museum of Antiquities of the Netherlands at Leiden.
1542
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   A cylinder seal in Neo-Assyrian style of unknown provenance has become one of the 

well known seals among scholars, not only because of its Assyrian iconography.
1543 

But also 

because it bears a long inscription proving that it was the seal of Urzana, the king of 

Musasir.
1544

 On the basis of its design and appearance Collon suggests that it is likely that the 

seal had been acquired by Urzana in Assyria. According to her it may have originated in a 

workshop of a seal cutter at Nineveh.
1545

  

   The seal of Urzana is one of the few Neo-Assyrian style seals of this type which bear an 

inscription. Collon says all Assyrian uninscribed seals in this category are dated on the basis 

of the inscribed seal of Urzana. A rare exception is an Assyrian cylinder seal in the British 

Museum, which according to Collon ―is very likely to have originated in the same workshop 

 s Urz n ‘s s  l.‖ She adds ―This workshop is probably to be situated at Nineveh where a 

 los  p r ll l for Urz n ‘s s  l h s b  n found‖. 
1546 

The rarity of inscribed Neo-Assyrian 

cylinder seals supports the idea that the Assyrian style seal of Urzana was later inscribed for 

him in Musasir, perhaps by a local seal cutter who had poor experience in adding a cuneiform 

inscription to a seal. The inscription is not written in the correct format for seals. 

   By contrast the iconography of the seal of Urzana is of the ―highest quality‖ Neo-

Assyrian style.
1547

 It shows a standing four-winged bearded genie, facing right, 

clutching/throttling two ostriches. Each ostrich turns its head back and opens its beak. The 

genie wears a fringed tunic tied with a belt, its lower part opened from the front, and 

decorated with dotted squares in a ―criss-cross pattern.‖
1548

 (Fig. 3.24.a).  

   A closely parallel ostrich scene is on the seal from Nineveh, IM 67880, a scene of 

winged genies capturing ostriches that open their wings, but their tails are larger. The genie on 

the seal of Nineveh is taller and has a longer beard than the one on the Urzana seal. There is 

less detail of his dress and he is throttling the ostriches high on their necks but on the seal of 

Urzana the genie grasps the middle of their necks.
1549

 Another seal shows a winged genie 

fighting two winged single horned horses.
1550

  

These types of seal date to the 8
th

 century BCE. Interestingly, the measurements of both 

seals are similar; the seal of Urzana is 4.85 x 2.2 cm; the seal of Nineveh is a little smaller, 4.2 

x 2.0 cm.
1551

 There are not many Neo-Assyrian seals with measurements around 4.0cms x 

2.0cms. The similar measurements and similar iconography though differing in several details 

persuade Albenda that perhaps they originated in the same seal-cutter‘s workshop at 

Nineveh,
1552

 with the inscription added later in Musasir.  
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a.     

Fig. 3.24.a. The seal of Urzana and its impression (photo by Janneke van Esch, 

Geldmuseum, Utrecht). 

   That the iconography of the seal is completely Assyrian is generally agreed,
1553

 a good 

example of Assyrian craftsmanship.
1554

 But different opinions are proposed concerning its 

origin. One is that it ―may have been an official Assyrian gift to Urzana‖.
1555

 However, Roaf 

proposes that the seal later in 714 BCE ―might have been amongst the booty taken by Sargon‖ 

to Assyria.
1556

 There are objections to this suggestion. We know from the annals of Sargon, 

that the Assyrians had taken much booty from Musasir, so they would hardly frisk the pockets 

of Urzana for his seal, especially one with an inscription making him the only owner with no 

attempt to erase it. The eighth campaign of Sargon II records that Urzana‘s family was taken 

hostage and thousands of his people were deported to Assyria, but Urzana was allowed to stay 

in position, reinstalled by Sargon as ruler of Musasir.
1557

  

   There is no evidence that relations became deeper between Assyria and Musasir after the 

eighth campaign had started, but now Urzana owed his position to Sargon.
1558

 It has been 

suggested that the seal of Urzana was not used as a royal seal, but as a jewel or symbol of 

rank or an amulet.
1559

 This theory is based on the fact that the text on the stone of the seal is 

carved like an inscription, not as a mirror image. Rolling this seal onto wet clay would 

produce a mirror image of the intended text.
1560

 Nevertheless, the iconography of the seal 

shows that it was carved by an experienced Assyrian seal cutter. The inscription is placed in 

the space between the two birds, strong evidence that it was added later.
1561
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The layout of the inscription on the seal is ―somewhat anomalous.‖
1562

 The seven lines are 

in two framed panels. According to Collon the inscriptions of the two panels might have been 

―incised at the same time,‖ and ―cut by the same hand.‖
1563

 Although, there is agreement 

among the scholars, that probably the inscription had been cut by a specialist craftsman, they 

do not mention whether the craftsman cut the outlines of the frames or not.  

According to Collon the inscription was not completed as originally planned. A panel had 

been widened by erasing the line of a frame to accommodate longer lines of text, and in the 

second panel the last line is left blank, although the break between the two panels in the 

inscription comes in a logical place.
1564

 Very probably the inscription was added to the seal 

later by local Musasirian seal cutter, who had no good experience in adding long cuneiform 

inscriptions to a seal with restricted and irregular space. That is why he failed to stretch the 

text into the eighth line. 

Collon says it is one of the longest and most informative seal inscriptions of the period.
1565

 

The first panel has three horizontal lines, and the second also has three lines, with what may 

be the fourth line between the panels outside the frames near the ostriches‘ tails, and cut by 

the same hand as the other lines.
1566

 Radner considers that this line was carved before the two 

framed inscriptions.
1567

 It was because the frames were carved before the inscription, that 

there is a blank space at the end. There is no evidence that the unframed line was added before 

the other three lines above it in the first frame. Very probably this line was added after the 

other lines by the same seal cutter. There is no reason for choosing the narrowest space 

between the tails of the birds to add what Radner considers the first line, but can be taken as 

the fourth. The seal cutter had other spaces available, so why choose the one between the tails 

of the ostriches. This line was not inscribed before the two framed panels, that it is not the 

first line. It is actually the fourth line, or even perhaps added later.  

Collon noticed that ―there are differences in the way the sign -sir- has been cut in the 

second and fourth lines but the craftsman had a higher space available in the second line and 

had space for four horizontals, whereas in the fourth line he had to title the initial wedges to 

fit them into the narrower space available‖
 1568

 The other irregularity in the inscription is the 

placing of the shortest line, the line between the tails of the ostriches, where there was 
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 Collon 1994:37; Collon1987:87,405; Radner 2012b: 246; Thureau-Dangin, TCL III, 1912: XII. 
1564

 Collon 1994:37f. 
1565

 Collon 1994:37. 
1566

Collon 1994:37. 
1567

 Radner 2012b: 247.  
1568

 Collon 1994:38. 
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insufficient space for it, instead of in the blank space in the lower panel.
1569

 Collon says it was 

because the inscription cutter/the scribe ―wished to make absolutely clear the distinction 

between this separate text and the main inscription.‖
1570

 The signs of the last three lines in the 

second frame are smaller and sharper than the signs in the first four lines. Collon suggests that 

―the inscription could have been carved by an Assyrian, on a seal captured at Musasir, but it 

is more likely that Urzana, having acquired his seal in Assyria, subsequently had it inscribed, 

according to Urartian custom, with his name and title; the punning addition is an unusual 

elaboration.‖
1571

  

   The inscription has been transliterated and translated in different ways with various 

restorations (fig. 3.24. b). Thureau-Dangin read the inscription as follows:
 1572

 

Kunuk 
I
Ur-za-n , š r 

âl
Mu-ṣa-ṣir, âl âribi, š  kîm  ṣiri, in  š d -e limnûti

pl
, pî-šu 

pi-tu-u. 

Seal of Urzana king of the city Musasir, city of raven, which, like a snake, in the 

hostile mountains, its mouth is open.
 1573

 

Thureau-Dangin suggested another reading for lines 2-3:  š r 
âl

Mu-ṣa-ṣir u ǀ 
âl

Ú-ab-(?)-ti 

(roi de Musasir et d‘Ubati) King of the city Musasir (and) the city Ubati.
1574

 Another reading 

proposed by M. de Laigre Bühl as âl lumri (GA.ŠIR) / (GA.NU-x.MUŠEN) – ―the city of the 

ostrich.‖
1575

 Another reading of the third line published in (Collon 1987) is
1576

 ―an Urartian 

(?) city,‖ later Collon published another reading for the same line in (Collon 1994) as:
 
(URU 

ú-ra!-as-ti) ―a city of Urartu.‖
1577

 The most recent reading of the inscription published by 

Radner. She prefers:
1578

 

NA4.KIŠIB 
PN

Ur-za-na 
2
LUGAL KUR.Mu-ṣa-ṣir 

3
URU.Ú.NAGA

!
 MUŠEN

!
 
4
ša GIM 

MUŠ 
5
ina KUR-e HUL.MEŠ 

6
KA-šú pe-tu-u.   

Seal of Urzana, the king of Musasir, the city of the raven, of which, like a snake in 

difficult mountains, the mouth is open.  

In line 2 Radner read Musasir with the KUR determinative, but in line 3 the city has the 

URU sign. What Radner reads as KUR in line 2 is similar to what she reads as URU in line 3, 

and different from what she reads as KUR in line 5. We consider that Musasir is prefixed with 

URU in line 2.
1579

 Radner suggests (Ú.NAGA
!
 MUŠEN

!
) for line 3, in that generally she 

                                                           
1569

 Collon 1994:38. 
1570

 Collon 1994:38. 
1571

 Collon 1994:38. 
1572

 TCL III: XII. 
1573

 TCL III: XII. 
1574

TCL III: XII. 
1575

 Zadoks-Josephus Jitta 1952:38, no.148. 
1576

Collon 1987: 87, no. 405. 
1577

Collon 1994:37. 
1578

Radner 2012b: 247, note 34. 
1579

Professor van Soldt has drawn my attention to the fact that this sign URU is similar to the URU in the third 

line. For the differences between the signs URU and KUR during the Neo-Assyrian period see Labat, and 

Malbran-Labat, 1988: 38, 366. 
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follows Thureau-Dangin in his āl āribi (UGU.MUŠEN) - ―the city of the crow/the city of 

raven‖.
1580

  

c  

Fig.3.24. b.The seal of Urzana and its impression (Photo by Janneke van Esch, Geld-

museum, Utrecht). 

Local inhabitants from Mdjeser village found a big jar,
1581

 with an impression of a stamp 

seal on its shoulder. It was made by a round stamp of baked clay 3 cm. in diameter. It shows a 

tree at the centre with three outgrowing branches, one to the right, one to the left, and one 

upwards. From each branch there are offshoots terminating in small granulations, probably 

representing fruit (Fig. 3.25. a-c).  

If we look for a parallel we find that Urartian jars occasionally bear stamp seal 

impressions,
1582

 but for the impression on the jar of Mdjeser, I know no exact parallel among 

the Urartian stamps. This impression is larger than most Urartian stamp impressions and 

Urartian stamp-cylinder seals. Also, the late Assyrian stamp seal impressions are smaller than 

the seal impression.
1583

 It seems that the stamp seals of the 8
th

-7
th

 centuries in Urartu,
1584

 

                                                           
1580

TCL III: XII; Collon 1994: 38; Radner 2012b: 247. For further details about interpreting this line see Roaf 

2012a: 207, note 75. Radner 2012b: 247; Rashid (1978): lines, 3, 31, 37, 41; 48; 49; 15; 11. For more details and 

a new interpretation of the author for this line and the relation of raven to the city of Musasir see Chapter III, the 

city of Musasir. Also see Marf 2014: 13-29. 
1581

A personal communication with Abdolwahab Soleiman, the director of Soran antiquities, who kindly gave the 

author permission to study the jar and its impression. The large jar has a trace of bitumen on its rim and inner 

surface, so that it probably contained bitumen or liquids; for details see further below.  
1582

Kroll, et al., (eds.) 2012: 37. 
1583

The royal Assyrian stamp impressions on bulla or dockets are a type of stamp. From the reign of Shalmaneser 

III to the reign of Assur-etil-ilani they were used by the official signatory. These stamps usually show a lion 

being attacked with dagger by the Assyrian king. One example is 27 mm in diameter (see Mallowan 1966: vol.1, 

181, Fig.116); also see conoid-knob stamp seal from Balawat (Marcus 1996: pl..43 a; Mallowan 1966: vol.1: 

189, fig.116). 
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Musasir, the Northern Zagros,
1585

 and Assyria agree in one point of the scene, a single figure 

or an animal, and sometimes vegetation with the animal.
1586

 Therefore the Mdjeser stamp seal 

impression can hesitantly be described as classical Urartian in style.
1587

 The plant suggests the 

Urartian sacred tree on seal impressions and metalwork.
1588

 In iconography it probably 

represents a rare local style of Musasir, but we are unable to identify the owner of the seal. 

He/she may have been an official or priest of the temple of Haldi in Musasir,
1589

 as with other 

Urartian seal impressions on ceramic.
1590

  

 

 

 

a. b.  c.  

 

 

Fig. 3.25. a-c. The jar of Mdjeser with a stamp seal impression on its shoulder. (Photo and 

drawing by the author). 

 

The Iron Age sites where seals or seal impressions were discovered are between the Lower 

Zab and the Upper Diyala (Sirwan) rivers, part of Zamua during the Neo-Assyrian period. An 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1584

For further details of the scenes on the Urartian stamp seals, see Ter-Martirosov 2009:128, fig.2; Ter-

Martirosov 2012: pl.IIc; Kroll 2012: pl.IIc); for heads of the Urartian stamp-cylinder seals see an example in 

Collon 1987: 87, 401;402;  zdem 2003: 145-154; van Loon 1966:156-157. 
1585

 For the Northern Zagros seals (especially Hasanlu) see Marcus 1996:103ff. fig. 49-52.  
1586

Ter-Martirosov 2009:128, Fig.2; Ter-Martirosov 2012: pl.IIc; Kroll 2012: pl.IIc; Marcus 1996: PL.43 a, 103 

ff, fig.49-52; Mallowan 1966: 189, Fig.116; Collon 1987: 87, 401;402;  zdem 2003:145-154; van Loon 

1966:156-157. 
1587

 van Loon 1966: fig.20, G1, G2. 
1588

van Loon 1966:156-157, fig.19; Batmaz 2012b: 39-50; see also, Azarpay 1968: 45-46, 105, note.156. 
1589

The traits which support identifying the seal as a temple seal include the traces of bitumen, and what might be 

depiction of a sacred tree. The bitumen jar of Mdjeser might be similar to that of Ayanis, both related to rituals. 

The jar of Ayanis was found in the temple (Cilingiroğlu 2011: 354), and the jar of Mdjeser in a possible area for 

the Haldi temple (for further details see Marf, D.A. (forthcoming), 2016 ―Back to the Land of Musasir/Ardini: 

preliminary report on fieldwork (2005-2012),‖ in: Kopanias, K, and J. MacGinnis, (eds.) Forthcoming. The 

Archaeology of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and Adjacent Regions. Conference Proceedings, Athens, November 

1st-3rd 2013, Oxford : Archaeopress). Bitumen could have been used as a fuel in the temple at Musasir in the 

cold winters or for ritual purposes and the jar was temple property, since 17 column bases were found in Mdjeser 

near the place where the jar was found; for further details see Marf 2014: 13-29; and Chapter IV, 4.2.  
1590

For the details concerning the stamp seal impressions on jars in the Urartian period, see Ter-Martirosov 

2009:128, Fig.2. 

http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AO%CC%88zdem%2C+Filiz%2C&qt=hot_author
http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AO%CC%88zdem%2C+Filiz%2C&qt=hot_author
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Assyrian cylinder seal now in the Ashmolean was bought in Sulaimania. It may have been 

found around Sulaimania, since it reached the Ashmolean before 1920, or it may have been 

taken to Sulaimania to be sold. It is inscribed ―Seal of Nabû-shar-usur, th  …-official of 

Adad-nirari[III].‖
1591

 The seal depicts Ishtar on her throne on a lion. Another symbol in front 

of her is perhaps Marduk on mušḫuššu. Two worshippers are dressed like Assyrian officials. 

There are two symbols in the space above. One is the well known winged disk with a bearded 

man, and the other is a similar bearded man inside a radiating disk of sun. 

During the second season of the excavation at Satu Qala, a typical ninth century Assyrian 

cylinder seal was discovered. A bearded archer kneels on his left knee and stretches his right 

leg forwards. He is dressed as an Assyrian hunting a griffin. It has a lion‘s body, eagle‘s head 

and wings, and attacks the archer with its left front paw. The spaces are filled with a lozenge, 

palmetto, star, crescent, solar disc, and rhomb. The scene is framed with two parallel bands of 

geometric zigzag motif above and below. Such a geometrical motif is common on ninth 

century Assyrian cylinder seals and glazed bricks, and a similar motif is depicted on an 

Assyrian glazed brick from Satu Qala itself.   

   The seal is like Assyrian seals found in the Assyrian capitals and at Hasanlu.
1592

 It has 

been compared with a Neo-Assyrian style seal from Hasanlu (seal no.69), the seal considered 

by Marcus as one of the ―Provincial Assyrian styles‖ of Hasanlu. That seal of Hasanlu is more 

abstract in style than the seal of Satu Qala.
1593

 Seal no.58 has a similar scene to the seal of 

Satu Qala.
1594

 Moreover, among the Assyrian style seals from Hasanlu there are other seals 

with similar motifs. Seal no.61 depicts a similar griffin.
1595

 A bearded archer hunts a griffin 

on a seal from the territory of Sulaimania, to the north east or east of Satu Qala. The 

headdress of the archer has a long head band, and his beard is long and pointed. The griffin is 

also similar, except for some details of the head and the outline. That is perhaps because of 

the different type of stone or the different seal cutter.
1596

  

    The griffin on the seal of Slemani museum has a lion‘s body with its tail hanging 

behind its legs, but the Satu Qala griffin has the body of a horse, with its tail hanging between 

its legs. The motifs filling the spaces are similar. The rhombs are over the back of the griffin. 

On the seal of Satu Qala the crescent is over the space between the archer and the griffin but 

the seal of Slemani has no space there so the crescent is placed above the wings and head of 

the griffin. Slemani has no palmetto or star motifs, and its frame is two simple horizontal 

lines, one above and the other below. Perhaps both seals were made in the same workshops or 

by artists within the same school of seal cutters. The one from Satu Qala may have been made 

for the ruler since it shares many similarities in style and iconography with motifs on Assyrian 

bas reliefs. The Slemani seal also dates to the ninth century BCE.
1597

  

   Many years before the discovery of Idu Marcus was right in assuming that Ashurnasirpal 

II used Assyrian artisans to decorate his palace in Zamua in Atlila/Dur-Ashur, and that 
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 Collon 1987: 554; Baker 2001: 874-879. 
1592

 van Soldt 2013: 204., fig.15; Marcus 1996: 44-45 
1593

 Marcus 1996: fig.91, no.69. 
1594

 Marcus 1996: fig.80, no.58. 
1595

 Marcus 1996: fig.83, no.61. 
1596

That seal reached Slemani museum (SM 2640) from local antiquity dealers. Marf 2007:209ff, pl.68, fig.68a. 
1597

Marf 2007: Pl.68, fig.125a. 
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Assyrian seal cutters were with him ―to furnish seals for local administration‖ there.
1598

 He 

gave several possibilities about how Assyrian style seals reached Hasanlu, such as local artists 

copying Assyrian seals, or Assyrian artists carving them in Hasanlu.
1599

 These hypotheses are 

possible, but we should not forget that small seals are easily taken from place to place and are 

transferred by inheritance. If some Assyrian and Assyrian style seals are related to 

commercial and administrative transactions those were made in Assyrian workshops in 

Nineveh for Zagrosian merchants or Assyrians employed in the Zagros. 

In the Louvre there is a cylinder seal (AO 1511) very similar to the seals of Satu Qala and 

Slemani museum. It shows an archer (a winged bearded genie) and a griffin, as well as 

rhombs, a star and a palmetto in the spaces. There are two other symbols, the Sibittu (seven 

stars or dots) and the winged disc. All the subjects and the motifs are carved in a very abstract 

style, perhaps one used after the ninth century BCE. It is one of the Neo-Babylonian seals 

influenced by Assyrian seals. Collon says ―this cut style is used for scenes which have their 

counterparts on 9
th

 century BC Neo-Assyrian linear style seal.‖(fig. 3.26.a)
1600

  

 

a.   

Fig.3.26.a. Impression of the cylinder seal of Satu Qala (after van Soldt, et al. 2013: 

fig.15). 

A potsherd found at Yasin Tepe has a cylinder seal impression of a mountain goat or ibex 

with a single-horned horse. The space above the horse is filled with an eight pointed star.
1601

 

It is paralleled by a cylinder seal in the Oriental Institute Museum of the University of 

Chicago (OIM-A.17647.00),
1602

 also executed in the Cut Style. That seal shows row of 

animals with astral symbols. Both seals date to the Iron Age Neo-Assyrian period.
1603

 An 

eight pointed star appears on some Assyrian seals, including those found in the Assyrian 

heartland.
1604

 A seal from Nimrud has a similar ibex.
1605

  

                                                           
1598

Marcus 1996: 48. 
1599

 Marcus 1996:47. 
1600

 Collon 1987: p.80, no.363. 
1601

Altaweel, et al., 2012: p.26; fig.16:5. 
1602

 Altaweel, et al., 2012: fig.16:5. 
1603

 Altaweel, et al., 2012: p.26. 
1604

Collon 2001: Pl.VI. fig.68; al-Gailani 2008:155-162; Marcus 1996: figs. 79, 87-89; Collon 2001: pl. III, fig. 

27; pl. VI, fig.68. 
1605

See Parker 1962: pl.X, fig.4. 
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A ceramic cylinder seal decorated with unclear motifs was found in level I in the courtyard 

of the palace of Tell ed-Dem.
1606

  

Beyond the Zagros at Marlik several seals were discovered, including Mittanian and 

Middle Assyrian seals.
1607

 A Middle Assyrian cylinder seal discovered has a fragmentary 

inscription, perhaps to be read as ―Adad ? X? ilisu the Temple of the god? X,‖
1608

  

The vassal treaty between Esarhaddon and the Medes was perhaps made in the Assyrian 

court or one of the Assyrian temples in Nineveh or more probably in Ashur. The Median 

vassal leaders did not use their seals because they were treated as subjects of the Assyrian 

king, not as equals. Moreover, the seals used on the vassal treaty were traditional historical 

seals of the Assyrian royal family. One was the seal of a god usually kept in the temple. The 

seal of Sennacherib which was used was inscribed with a curse, a rare feature for seals. That 

seal may have been a monumental seal, echoing the inscriptions of Sennacherib‘s 

monumental rock reliefs and other Assyrian rock reliefs and steles in Zagros that usually end 

with curses on anyone who destroys or erases or changes it.
1609

 

At Nush-i Jan a badly preserved Neo-Assyrian stamp seal was found, showing a cow 

suckling a calf, and a star in the background.
1610

 Such suckling cows appear on ivory plaques 

discovered in room 10 at the Fort of Shalmaneser III from Nimrud.
1611

 

The museum of Erbil has some stamp seals found by local people from different local 

territories. The author has studied the collection of stamp and cylinder seals in the museum. It 

includes a knob-stamp seal very similar in shape to one of the knob-stamp seals from 

Hasanlu.
1612

 Marcus took the one from Hasanlu to belong to the group she called ―Other 

Iranian Styles‖.
1613

 The scene on the Erbil museum seal is different from the seal of Hasanlu. 

It shows the head of an animal (probably a dog) on a small platform decorated with vertical 

lines (fig.3.26.b).  

 
Fig. 3.26.b. A knob-stamp seal and its modern impression Erbil museum. (Photo by the 

author). 

                                                           
1606

Al-Tikrity 1960: p. 109, pl. 11. 
1607

 For further details about the discovered seals in Marlik see Negahban 1996: vol.I, pp.205-215. 
1608

Negahban 1996: 212. 
1609

 Wiseman 1958: p.15; for further details concerning the iconography of the deities on the seal of Sennacherib 

and the rock reliefs of Sennacherib in the Zagros, see the discussion of Assyrian rock reliefs on the Zagros 

mountains in this chapter. 
1610

Stronach 2008: p.834, Pl.40b. 
1611

 For instance see Herrmann, et al. 2004: pl.17. 
1612

Marcus 1996: figs.51-52, No.26, and No.27. 
1613

 Marcus 1996: p. 
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Several scenes, motifs and elements on Assyrian seals are similar to those on metal work 

from the Zagros. These are discussed in other chapters, and include depictions of Gilgamesh, 

Enkidu and Humbaba (see Chapter II, 2.4).
1614

 

During a recent survey by a German team north of Nineveh, near the lower ranges of the 

Zagros at Tell Bassetki to the west of Duhok, an Assyrian style cylinder seal was found. It is 

dated to the 9
th

 century BCE and depicts a kneeling bearded figure hunting a bird with a 

scimitar. The scene can be compared to ones on Assyrian seals from Nimrud and 

Khorsabad.
1615

  

A recent excavation by the Directorate of Antiquities of Duhok at Tell Semil revealed 

remains of an Assyrian palace which had been built by Shalmaneser III. Several Middle and 

Neo-Assyrian seals also discovered there are not yet published.
1616
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See Chapter II, 2.4.  
1615

For further details see Pfälzner and Sconzo 2015:114f, fig.28. 
1616

Personal communication with Mr. Hassan A. Qasim, the head of the team.  
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3.6. Ivories in Assyria and the Northern Zagros 

Ivories were the finest type of art of the ancient Near East, appearing first during the 

second millenniuem BCE in Mari, Elam and Ashur.
1617

 Iron Age ivories have been discovered 

elsewhere, such as Assyria, the Northern Zagros, Syria, Phoenicia, the Levant, Anatolia, and 

Urartu.  

On Assyrian reliefs and Assyrian ivory plaques elephant tusks feature among the gifts, 

tribute and booty from defeated enemies, as on the throne base reliefs of Shlamaneser III  and 

on ivory plaques from Nimrud.
1618

 The Black Obelisk of Shlamaneser III shows that a live 

elephant was taken from Egypt to the Assyrian court as gift or tribute.
1619

 Raw ivory and 

partly made ivory items were found in wells AB and AJ in Nimrud. Safar and al-Iraqi take 

this as evidence of ivory workshops in the Assyrian capitals.
1620

  

   Those bringing the ivory to Assyria come mainly from the west, although Mallowan 

hesitantly proposed that some on the Assyrian ivory plaques were ―Medes?‖.
1621

 But they 

wore shoes with upturned toes (as worn by mountain dwellers), and their dress was not the 

typical Zagrosian dress of Medes as depicted on the Assyrian reliefs of Khorsabad. Metal 

reliefs said to come from Ziwiye show a delegation bringing something like long stag horns. 

Because some of these horns are smooth they could perhaps represent ivory tusks. Some of 

the tribute bearers on ivories from Nimrud, considered by Mallowan as Medes, can be 

compared with the figures on the bronze container of the treasure of Ziwiye.
1622

 Their dress is 

different from the dress of the Medes and of the Manneans shown on later Assyrian reliefs 

from the reign of Sargon II at Khorsabad.
1623

 It is closer to the dress of the people of Gilzanu 

seen on the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III, who hold similar offerings.
1624

 Both the ivory 

and the Black Obelisk date to the 9
th

 century BCE, when Gilzanu occurs often in the 

inscriptions of Ashurnasirpeal II and Shalmaneser III.
1625

 

According to the Assyrian annals, the Assyrians mainly received ivory objects and raw 

ivories from the west, from Syria, Phoenicia and the Levant. In the annals of TukuItī-

Ninurta II, Ashurnasirpal II, Shalmaneser III, Adad-narari III, Tiglath-pileser III and Shamshi-

Adad V there are many details about ivory booty, tribute or gifts from the west and western 

parts of the Assyrian empire.
1626

 Sennacherib claims that at Nineveh he received from 

                                                           
1617

Muscarella 1980b: 210; Parrot 1961: fig.327, fig.329.  
1618

 Mallowan & Davies 1970: pl.XXIX, fig.100. 
1619

 Barnett 1975: fig.46. 
1620

Safer & al-Iraqi 1987:12; Mallowan & Davies 1970: 7. 
1621

Mallowan 1966: 250—251. 
1622

Mallowan 1966: 250; Mallowan & Davies 1970: 14; Godard 1950: figs.4-5; We have to bear in mind that the 

objects which are said come from Ziwiye reached the museums from antiquity markets, and it is uncertain 

whether they are genuine. 
1623

 Botta & Flandin 1972: pl. 145; Albenda 18=986: pl.126, Room 2, slab 22. For further details about the 

Zagrosian costumes see the section 3.9 below in this chapter. 
1624

 For the depiction of the tribute holders of Gilzanu, see Barnett 1975: fig. 49; for the tribute holders on the 

Nimrud ivory see Mallowan 1966: 250. 
1625

Gilzanu brought gold, silver, and bronze objects as tribute to the Assyrian king Ashurnasirpal II while he was 

camping in Kirruri (RIMA II A.0.101.17: i 79-81a.), and also gave Shalmaneser III teams of two-humped camels 

and horses as tribute. (RIMA III A.0.102.2: 33b-40a). 
1626

RIMA II A.0.100.5: 64b-73a; RIMA III: A.0.101.1: 118b-125a; A.10.1: 95; A.0.102.3: 98; A.0.104.8: 15-21; 

ARAB I 769; ARAB II 18; Barnett 1975: 114. 
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Hezekiah of Jerusalem ―couches of ivory, house chairs of ivory, elephant hide, and ivory (lit., 

 l ph nt‘s ―t  th‖)….‖
1627

 Once Sennacherib took ivories from Babylon.
1628

  

Once Sargon II took ivory items from the Northern Zagros, from Musasir. His records 

suggest that Musasir was one of the richest cities for ivory objects in the Northern Zagros and 

Urartu, saying that in Musasir he took:
 
―the treasure-(houses), overflowing with heaped-up 

stores, I broke open the seals of their treasure.‖
 1629

 

Those treasures included several ivory objects: ―ivory st v s, … ivory ―b sk ts for 

v g t bl s,‖ ―drinking-cups.‖
1630

 ―1 ivory couch,‖ ―139 ivory staves, ivory tables, ivory 

v g t bl  b sk ts, ivory d gg rs, poni rds of ivory….‖
1631

 Sargon took these ivories and other 

treasures from the temple, palace and the houses of Musasir palace and temple in Musasir.
1632

   

In the Assyrian heartland ivories have been discovered at Ashur, Nimrud and 

Khorsabad.
1633

 The oldest known Assyrian ivories are dated to the Middle Assyrian period. 

They are ivory boxes and plaques discovered in a tomb in Ashur.
1634

 Most ivories come from 

Nimrud, where hundreds of objects and fragments were discovered, more than from any other 

city in the Near East.
1635

 The Nimrud ivories were found in the North-west Palace, the Nabû 

Temple, Fort Shalmaneser, some private houses on the Acropolis, and the palace of Adad-

nirari III. At the fall of Nineveh, attacked by Medes and others these ivories were not 

plundered but thrown by the Assyrians into wells for safety, and even those damaged by fire 

were not completely destroyed.
1636

 

   Ivory objects, unlike metal ones, cannot be melted down for reuse,
1637

 which is why so 

many fragments were kept in storage rooms in the Assyrian palaces. Ivory was rare and 

expensive and found only in palaces, temples, or the houses of the elite. The few discovered 

in private houses on the so-called Acropolis of Nimrud are assumed to ―have been acquired at 

a relatively later period by wealthy merchants or courtiers from dismantled, damaged, or 

even looted furinture.‖ The Nimrud ivories mainly date to the 9
th

 century BCE, with a few to 

the 8th century BCE.
1638

They can be classified into three main types: Assyrian or Assyrian-

ized, North Syrian, and Phoenician. They are distinguished by their styles of carving and 

particular motifs in iconography.
1639
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1633
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Feldman 2006: pp. 21-43, fig.3-4; Parrot 1961: fig.329. 
1635

Safer & al-Iraqi 1978: 11. 
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Mallowan & Davies 1970: 1. 
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Wilkinson 1975: 10. 
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Mallowan & Davies 1970: 7.  
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The Phoenician ivories have many motifs from the art of New Kingdom Egypt; see Mallowan & Davies 

1970: 12. North Syrian ivories have motifs from bas reliefs from Zinjirli, Carchemish and Tell Halaf; see 

Herrmann, et. al, 2009: 75-100; Herrmann & Laidlaw 2013. Assyrian and Assyrianazied ivories have motifs 

from the Assyrian reliefs; see Herrmann, et al., 2009: 101-112; Mallowan 1978; Mallowan & Davies 1970; 

Herrmann, et al., 2009; Barnett 1975. 
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   Some Syrian and Phoenician ivories could have been made in Assyria by craftsmen 

deported from their homelands, and Assyrian ivories by Assyrian or foriegn craftsmen. Raw 

ivory was brought from Phoenicia or Syria and carved in the style of a craftsman. Some 

imitating the Assyrian reliefs of Ashurnasirpal II.
1640

 There are also motifs echoing ivories 

from Urartu and the Northern Zagros. In Altintepe and Toprakkale Assyrianized ivories have 

been discovered recently. Hermann hesitantly asks, ―Some Assyrianizing ivories found at 

Nimrud: could they be Urartian?‖
1641

 

The iconography of some of the carved bulls can be compared with similar Urartian 

depictions of bulls. It has been asusmed that the Urartians copied this from Assyrians, for both 

the Assyrian and Urartian items date to the ninth century BCE. But the Urartian forms can be 

dated to the eighth and seventh centuries BCE.
1642

 The ivory ND.10328. (B) is carved with a 

scene of a winged eagle-headed genie, with the ―arrangement of the hair in two large 

locks.‖
1643

 It has been compared to other Assyrian ivories from the ninth and eighth centuries 

BCE, and to three objects from Urartu from Altin Tepe.
1644

 The geni on an ivory plaque from 

Toprak Kale is similarly compared to objects from Assyria and Ziwiye. The one from Ziwiye, 

carved on a gold pectoral, has been compared to one on a Luristan type bronze situla.
1645

  

   Among other motifs to be compared with those on ivories and metals from the Northern 

Zagros is ND.7742. from Nimrud, depicting a kneeling deer and a kneeling cervid, for which 

a similar example comes from Ziwiye.
1646

 ND.10519, with ―the herringbone decoration‖ on 

the throat of the kneeling goats at the sides of palmettes, is compared to a similar example 

from Ziwiye. It is hesitantly dated to the 9
th

 century BCE, but the one from Ziwiye is later.
1647

  

   Some of the ninth century ivories from Nimrud are marked with West Semitic alphabetic 

characters. It has been assumed that Phoenician craftsmen in the workshops in Kalhu marked 

the back of their ivory items, perhaps as a guide to attach the plaques in order on wooden 

furniture, or to indicate the craftsmen who made it.
1648

 Ivories from the Northern Zagros sites 

have no such letters. 

Most of the ivories from the Northern Zagros are from Hasanlu. These, unlike those from 

Ziwiye, come from controlled excavations so specific levels and locations are known. The 

Hasanlu ivories are the second most important group in quantity and quality after Nimrud.
1649

 

The various scenes, carving styles, motifs and iconography show three styles: local,
1650

 

                                                           
1640

For further details see Safer & al-Iraqi 1987: 12ff; Herrmann 2008: 225-232; Collins 2006: 19–31; Dreyfus 

2001; Mallowan & Davies 1970. 
1641

Altintepe is geographically outside the area of the Northern Zagros, and whether the Altintepe ivories were 

made locally in Altintepe or in Toprakkale or in Musasir we do not know. Therefore we do not discuss them in 

detail, and for further details see Herrmann 2012: 339–50; also see Barnett 1975: 229, W. 13-14, pl. CXXXI; 

Barnett 1950: 1-43, fig.6-7. 
1642

Mallowan & Davies 1970: 12. 
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Winter 1977:371. 
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Assyrian,
1651

 and Syrian style.
1652

 Among the local styles are a few which Muscarella assumes 

were not been in Hasanlu but elsewhere in the Northern Zagros or to the west of Caspian Sea 

in Iran.
1653

 Some local ivories are interpreted as Assyrianized.
1654

 The ivory ―cheek piece‖ 

from Hasanlu IV is taken as a specimen of Scythian art,
1655

 to be dated before the Scythians 

arrived in the Urmia basin in the late 8
th

 century BCE.
1656

 The local style predominates, with 

images of persons, animals and mythological creatures, as well as some copying elements of 

Assyrian art. Syrian ivories are assumed to have reached Hasanlu via Assyria in the 9
th

 

century BCE.
 1657

  

   Collins assumes that many of the Assyrian style ivories were sent to Hasanlu from 

Assyria as ―imported furniture,‖ or as ―a royal gift.‖
1658

 However, Muscarella says:
 1659

 

With regard to Assyrian art it has been demonstrated that the local artisans were aware 

of specific representations on the stone reliefs at Nimrud, created there to glorify royal 

power - the massive battle scenes with chariots, cavalry, soldiers, and besieged cities.  

He notes that none of the ―Assyrian ivories recorded from Hasanlu depicts a battle scene, 

siege scene, or chariots of any kind, nor do any of the locally made ivories depict ostriches, 

figures carrying an animal, or heraldic sphinxes, scenes depicted on the imported Assyrian 

ivories,‖
1660

  and continues: ―these facts reinforce the suggestion that the larger, non-portable 

stone reliefs in Assyria, rather than the minor art of Assyrian ivory (at the very least not 

example presented at Hasanlu), played the crucial role as the source of inspiration available 

to and accepted by the local workers.‖
1661

 This is completely different from the ivories 

assumed to come from Ziwiye, which generally have carved scenes inspired by the Assyrian 

reliefs, ivories and other items of Assyrian art, including wall paintings.
1662

 Some of the local 

style ivories from Hasanlu may ―reflect a knowledge of North Syrian Art,‖ such influences, 

according to Muscarella, seem ―to derive from the non-portable stone reliefs, although the 

portable ivories and metalwork from North Syria clearly played a role.‖
1663

  

Several scholarly answers to the question of how the Assyrian and Syrian ivories reached 

Hasanlu are given. Although different in some points they agree. Dyson says Phoenician 

workers were brought by Shalmaneser III to Kalhu and they made some of the fine ivory 

pieces of Hasanlu.
1664

 The Syrian and Assyrian ivories were sent to Hasanlu as royal gifts. Or 
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Collins 2006: 19–31. 
1652

For the Assyrian ivories see Muscarella 1980b: 200ff. fig.280-284. For the North Syrian ivories and the North 

Syrian styles from Hasanlu, see Muscarella 1980b: 192ff; Dyson 1965b:199; Dyson 1965: pl.XXXVI, fig.6.A. 
1653

For further details see Muscarella 1980b: 191, fig.214-221;  
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 For further details see Collins, 2006: 19–31; Dreyfus 2001; Mallowan & Davies 1970. 
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Dyson 1965b: 211. 
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 Assyrian administrative letters prove that intensive Scythian penetration started in the first half of the 7
th

 

century BCE, first in the area of the Urmia basin, and then to the Assyrian eastern frontier. With the Cimmerians 

they attacked Media. These events are recorded in Esarhaddon‘s questions to Shamash; see SAA IV 35, 36. 
1657

Winter 1977: 375, note 19; Muscarella 1980b. 
1658

Collins 2006: 19, 28; Muscarella 1980b: 212-213; Paul 2006: 19-31. 
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 Muscarella 1980b: 210. 
1660
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1661
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For instance, see the Glazed Bricks in this chapter. 
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local Hasanlu craftsmen traveled to Assyria and learned the motifs and styles of Assyrian and 

Syrian art. Or Syrian and Assyrian craftsmen traveled to Hasanlu as envoys or captives or 

fugitives.
1665

 Perhaps craftsmen from the Northern Zagros went to Assyria with delegations, 

where they saw the Assyrian reliefs and other art in the Assyrian palaces, and may well have 

met Assyrian craftsmen and learned their skills. All this means that North Syrian objects 

probably reached Hasanlu via Assyria.  

   All these hypotheses are possible. Even if one seems stronger it lacks textual and 

archaeological support. From the records we have, especially the Assyrian records, it appears 

that the Urmia basin was under Assyrian influence during the ninth and eighth centuries BCE. 

The area was occupied or paid tribute several times after Ashrunasirpal II and Shalmaneser III 

reached the Northern Zagros. Gilzanu, which is identified with Hasanlu, paid tribute to 

Assyria and is mentioned in the Assyrian annals several times.
1666

 The Assyrians intended to 

link that area and Assyria, perhaps not only for military control and secure tribute or 

exchanging gifts, but also to foster commercial and cultural contact, for both locally made 

ivories and perhaps also elephant tusks.
1667

 Muscarella observed, ―None of the Assyrian style 

ivories seem to have been copied locally at Hasanlu, but a few of the North Syrian examples 

may have influenced the local workshops.‖
1668

 

   Scholars have compared several motifs from Hasanlu with the Assyrian and Syrian style 

of ivories. Of these we note the sphinx on an ivory plaque similar to one from Nimrud, the 

head like one on a silver plaque from Sinjirli, and the female head like those from Nimrud and 

Tell Halaf.
1669

 The best example is the plaque showing a bearded male carrying in his right 

hand a ―knob-headed staff or mace‖ and ―an animal cradled,‖ in his left arm. His hair is bound 

with a fillet, and he wears a decorated short-sleeved garment. Another notable Assyrian ivory 

plaque is No.280.A. with a winged man (genie). In his right hand are flowers held down, and 

―he carries a kid cradled in his left arm‖. This has been compared to figures in the Assyrian 

relief from Nimrud, dated to the reign of Ashurnasirpal II, where there is a similar winged 

genie. There is also a relief from Khorsabad showing a similar wingless bearded figure.
1670

 

And the round carved calves from Hasanlu to be compared with similar examples from 

Nimrud (fig.1.3.27).
1671
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Muscarella 1980b: 211. 
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Gilzanu with Hubushkia brought tribute to Ashurnasirpal II in his camp in Zamua (see RIMA II A.0.101.17: i 
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Fig. 1.3.27.  A bearded figure from Khorsabad on a relief from Khorsabad, similar to the 

iconography of the bearded man on the ivory plaque of Hasanlu (after Botta and Flandin 

1972, vol. 1, pl. 43).  

  

Ziwiye
1672

 is a mound in the Urmia basin, in the territory of ancient Mannea. It is hesitant-

ly identified with ancient Izibia, a Mannean city of the Assyrian annals.
1673

 The so-called 

Ziwiye ivories, unlike those from Hasanlu, and other treasures from there have not in general 

come from controlled excavantions at the site, but were traded by antiquity dealers in places 

including Iran.
1674

 Many of these objects may not have come from Ziwiye itself. Wilkinson 

agrees with Godard, that ―many pieces not of the treasure itself came from a village about 

three miles away which has been called Kaplantu, Qaplantu and Ghaflantu.‖
1675

  

  The authenticity of any object coming from the black market to antiquity dealers is 

suspect. Some items from what is called the Ziwiye treasure (now exhibted in Iran and other 

museums and collections in the West), did not come from scientific excavations and may not 

be authentic, as can be seen from elements of style and iconography. Wilkinson clearly 

recognizes this, and even though later Ziwiye was professionally examined, that was ―after 

the site had been looted.‖ He adds:
1676

 

… though this h lps in forming   g n r l pi ture, it does not make good the loss of 

information that a proper excavation of the treasure itself would have afforded. 

Unfortunately, what is left in an empty stable after a horse has been stolen merely tells 

us that a horse was once there – it does not identify the horse.  

Wilkinson says that ―the function of some pieces more or less in the round is obscure,‖
1677

 

which raises more doubts. Muscarella notes that ―… hundreds of objects of different materials 

– gold, silver, bronze, ivory, terracotta - some of them ancient, others of apparent recent 

manufacture, are said by dealers to have come from Ziwiye. Not a single one of these objects 

has ever come out of the ground in the presence of an archaeologist and yet many scholars 
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accept them as archaeologically derived from Ziwiye.‖
1678

 We have to treat any conclusion 

based on these objects very carefully.  

   The Ziwiye ivories are generally different from those from nearby Hasanlu, and more 

like ivories from Assyria and Syria.
1679

 Muscarella found no link between those from Ziwiye 

and Hasanlu, or between them and the second millennium ivories of Elam. He found only one 

ivory from Ziwiye comparable with Hasanlu style and motifs and styles but recognizes that 

we do not know where that ivory was made.
1680

  

Some have scenes imitating Assyrian reliefs, such as kings hunting wild bulls with a bow 

from his chariot, accompanied by horsemen and soldiers in procession in Assyrian dress.
1681

 

Other ivory plaques show a sacred tree in Assyrian style.
1682

   

Kul Tarike is located in the Urmia basin to the east of Ziwiye. Part of the Cemetery was 

excavated in two seasons in 2001-2003 by an Iranian team. What were discovered dates to the 

Iron Age and it is considered to be a site within Mannean control. Here only one small ivory 

object was discovered, carved as a flower with 14 petals.
1683

 It resembles one of those 

assumed to come from Ziwiye. Similar flowers, with 14 or 12 petals, are carved on ivories 

from Nimrud.
1684

 On Assyrian reliefs from Khorsabad a flower with 12 petals is on the bands 

of the diadem of Sargon II, and the headdress of the lamassu sculptures.
1685

 

At Bakrawa only one small ivory object was found, a loom weight from Level 8, dated to 

the Late Assyrian period, with an Assyrian parallel from Nimrud, North-West Palace, well 4 

(court 89).
1686

  

Sites excavated in Media have not produced ivory objects, as important as those from 

Hasanlu. From outside Media, in Anatolia at Kerkenes Daǧ (ancient Pteria), a plaque was 

discovered and identified as a Median ivory inlay panel from the 6
th

 century BCE. It shows a 

row of animals, including ewes and rams, framed at the top with reels and beads, and at the 

bottom with a meander motif.
1687

  

Qarachatan village is located at the foot of Mount Pir-e-Megrun (Nishpa/Niṣir) ca. 30 km 

to the east of the Lower Zab near Sulaimania. There the stele of Haladiny was found, with a 

royal inscriptiion of Iddi(n)-Sin, ruler of the Middle Bronze Age kingdom of Simurrum.
1688

 

Two miles to the east of the village at the bottom of the mountain there are fortifications and 

remains of carved architecture, controversially dated to the Bronze Age or to the Parthian 

period.
1689
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I have personally comunicated with the villagers who found the stele in their field, and 

they say that while ploughing in the same field where the stele was found they found ‗carved 

bone plaques,‘ by which perhaps they mean ivory plaques.
1690

 These objects never reached the 

local museums. The foot of this mountain was one of the areas mentioned in the campaign of 

Ashrurnasirpal II against Zamua. He camped somewhere in the valley and occupied several 

cities and towns there.
 1691

  

I conclude that in the Northern Zagros there were two important cities where ivories were 

found. Those objects from Hasanlu mainly date to the ninth century BCE, but some are 

perhaps later. While most of the ivories are found in Urartian sites outside the Northern 

Zagros perhaps they were manufactured in the Northern Zagros, such as those plundered from 

Musasir. Alternatively those ivories may have been sent as royal gifts from Urartu to the 

temple of Haldi in Musasir. Musasir probably had more in quality and quantity but for that 

city our only information comes from the record of Sargon II plundering the city in 714 BCE. 

He removed hundreds of fine ivory objects and inlaid furniture. These ivories will perhaps 

have been mixed with others in the Assyrian capitals in the eighth century. 

   As yet we have no ivories from the important Iron Age cities of Tepe Qalaichi (Izirtu?), 

Rabat Tepe, or Satu Qala (Idu), and so must hope that future excavations will provide more 

information about local styles of carving in the Northern Zagros and the Assyrian influnce on 

it. 
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3.7. Mosaic Glass 

Assyrian mosaic glass was discovered in Tell al-Rimah and dated to the early 9th century 

BCE.
1692

 It‘s comparable to a beaker from Marlik.
1693

 Calmeyer takes this as evidence of an 

interaction of glass technologies from Assyria to Marlik.
1694

 But as yet we have no evidence 

of such mosaic glass in between. If there was some interaction between Tell al-Rimah and 

Marlik it must have passed through the Northern Zagros. Any further observations on this 

must wait for further discoveries. 

In Assyria cobalt blue glass was also produced,
1695

 and at Hasanlu Egyptian blue glass was 

found in the Burned Building II.
1696

 It was made under Middle Assyrian influence, and 

Marcus suggests Kassite influence. The iconography of the reconstructed images shows 

similarities with Kassite iconography of the elite persons in wall painting at Dur-Kurigalzu, 

and comparable elements on Kassite cylinder seals and kudurru stones.
1697

  A stone bowl with 

inlaid decoration found at Hasanlu (HAS 64-656) has an inscription naming the Kassite king 

Kadashman-Enlil, this proves some Kassite contact with Hasanlu.
1698

 The fragment of a glass 

vessel from Hasanlu is similar to the ones from Marlik and Tell al-Rimah.
1699

 In general, in 

Assyria and the Northern Zagros glass was rarely found, but we have many glazed ceramics 

and glazed bricks.
1700

 A technical analysis of the glass from Hasanlu proves that it was made 

locally and Stapleton found that ―dolomite composed significant portions of the white opaque 

glaze on a potsherd from an Assyrian-style vessel.‖
1701

 

From Hasanlu also a fragment of an Egyptian blue glass vase was discovered, decorated 

with an ibex and a sacred tree in relief, the iconography of the relief similar to the 

iconography of depicted similar animals with sacred tree in the Assyrian art, as well the frame 

which is made from brade decoration is common in Assyria, Zagros and other areas of the 

Near East art.
1702
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3.8. Metalwork 

Since the Middle Bronze Age Mesopotamian records mention metal from the Zagros. 

Gudea of Lagash (22nd century BCE) brought copper from the Kimash mountains, from a 

place called Abullāt (KÁ.GAL-at.KI) ―a city of copper,‖: In Abullāt, on th  mount in r ng  of 

Kim š, h  min d  opp r,  nd h  (us d it to) m k  for him th  ―M   -unbearable-for-the-

r gions.‖
 1703

 Kimash is identified with modern Quš Tepe south east of Kirkuk in the foothils 

of the Zagros.
1704

   

The Turukkean ruler from the Northern Zagros, Pišendēn sent a letter to Yašub-Addu, the 

ruler of Ahazum kingdom, in the foothills of the Zagros west of the Lower Zab.
1705

 He asks 

Yašub-Addu for copper, tin, stones, and other items: ―14 minas of pure metal, 10 minas of 

kurbi num,‖ say ―I need the copper and the tin for (the manufacture of) weapons.‖
1706

 This 

record indicates that from Ahazum copper and tin reached Turukku. These metals may have 

been mined in Ahazum, or Ahazum may have been an intermediary post between Assyria and 

the Zagros from where they were sent to Turukku. The letter appears to show that the 

Turrukeans were able to manufacture their own metal weapons, meaning there were 

metalworkers there. And ―10 minas of kurbianum (10 MA.NA ku-ur-bi-a-nu-um),‖ is taken 

by Eidem & Læssøe to refer to type of metal,
1707

 and if so perhaps it was a metal associated 

with Kurbianum, the name of a city mentioned in Neo-Assyrian records as Kurbail/Kurban. 

The ‗city‘ at the time of Turukku and Ahazum may have been called Kurbianum, which 

became Kurban/Kurbail in Neo-Assyrian records.
1708

A similar change in Neo-Assyrian 

records occurs with Arbail, which in the Ur III period was Urbilum.
1709

 Kurbail was perhaps 

an Assyrian adaptation of the Bronze Age name of the toponym, as they adapted 

Urbilum/Urbel and recorded it as Arbail (URU arba-ìl). In Neo-Assyrian Arbail can be 

translated as ―four gods‖, but with no relation to any four gods, because in this way local 

toponyms were recorded by Assyrian scribes.
1710

 Philologically perhaps it is possible to 

conclude that Kurbail is first mentioned in this Shemshara text as a source of copper.
1711

 

Moreover, Šušarra also seems to have been rich in bronze. In one letter Kuwari, the ruler of 
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Šušarra, sent bronze vessels to Ištar (eš4-tár) (Šawuška) of Ninua (Niniveh), and in another 

there is a list of bronze vessels.
1712

  

Tiglath-pileser I plundered the temple and the palace of the Lullubean fortified city 

Murattaš, and he took ―120 copper kettles, 30 talents of copper bars.‖
1713

 

In Neo-Assyrian records metal objects and metal ores from Northern Zagros provinces and 

cities were often plundered or taken as tribute. 

Ashurnasirpal II claims that in Zamua, Ameka, the king of the city of Zamri, left his city 

and took the treasure from his palace to the mount Etini. But Ashurnasirpal chased him and 

plundered the treasure on the mountain. Although he seems to have failed to kill or capture 

Ameka, he lists the metal objects he captured during his raid: ―Many bronze utensils, bronze 

tubs, bronze casserole(s), bronze bowls, bronze tureens, the treasure of his palace, (and) his 

store house.‖ ―a dish decorated with gold.‖
 1714

 At his camp at the foot of the mount Nispi in 

Zamua Ashurnasirpal II claims, ―I received bronze, bronze ..., bronze rivets, (and) beams, the 

tribute of the land Sipirmena.‖
1715

 

Ashurnasirpal received metal tributes from the lands of Hubuškia and Gilzanu:  

While I was in Mount Kirruru the radiance of Ashur, my lord, overwhelmed the 

Hubusku and the Gilzanu (and) they brought to me as their tribute horses, silver, gold, 

tin, bronze, (and) bronze casseroles.
1716

  

The Assyrians plundered gold objects from Media. Shalmaneser III plundered a door of 

gold from the palace women of Ianziburiaš king of Paddira.
1717

 Later, Sargon received gold, 

silver and weapons from Hundir and Harhar in Media.
1718

  

Shamshi-Adad V plundered ―utensils of silver (and) gold, (and) pieces of bronze‖ from the 

fortified city Uraš in the land of Gizilbunda in Nairi.
1719

  

Rusa on his stelae claims that he brought to Musasir treasure ―…gold, silver, copper, and 

  ttl …/I brought [to] th   ity of Mus sir‖.
1720

  

The city and the temple of Musasir were plundered by Sargon in 714 BCE. He looted 

many metal objects, including several metal statues of the Urartian kings, statues of animals 

from the temple, cauldrons, metal shields, equipment, weapons, metal ores, and melted metal 

objects.
1721

 From the temple of Haldi, Sargon‘s official plundered big amounts of metal 

treasure include raw material. ―3 minas of gold, 162 talents, 20 minas, less 6/36, of silver, 

3,600 talents of rough copper.‖
 1722

 

Some metals were used for weapons:
 1723
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6 shields of gold which hung right and left in his house and shone brilliantly, with the 

heads of snarling dogs projecting from their centers (lit., hearts), and containing 5 

tal nts  nd 12 min s of shining r d (gold); ―1 gr  t d gg r of gold, th  sword of his 

hand, which weighed 26 3/36 minas of gold; 96 lances of silver, gurpisi of  silver, bows 

of silver, spears of silver, whose setting and inlay were of gold, 12 great shields of 

silver, whose edges (molding) were ornamented with heads of dragons, lions and wild-

ox n.‖ ―33  h riots of silv r, silv r bows, silv r quiv rs, silv r  m   s (?), silv r 

m nziât  (?), silv r shi lds, silv r sipr t, purdî  nd st nd rds of silv r,‖ ―25, 212 

bronze shields, great and small, siprat of bronze, gurpisi of brozne, and gulgullat of 

bronze; 1, 514 lances of bronze, great and small, large lance blades of bronze, purdî of 

bronze, kutahi of bronze together with their bronze bases; 305, 412 daggers of bronze, 

h  vy  nd light, bows of bronz ,  z nât  of bronz ,  nd sp  rs of bronz ;‖ 

There was also metal equipment and kitchenware:
1724

  

1 ……….horns, …..th   sht rti of its doors, whi h h d b  n   st from 2 t l nts of 

fine gold; 1 bolt of gold, a human finger (in form), the fastening of the door-leaf, -on top 

of it crouched a winged (lit., flying)  dragon, 1 peg of gold to secure the lock, to 

strengthen (?) the barring of the temple, to guard the heaped-up treasures and property, 

two keys of gold (shaped like) protecting goddesses wearing the tiara, and bearing 

mace(?) and ring, their feet planted upon snarling dogs, the four of them (constituting) 

the lock of the door; ornaments of the shrine, which weighed 2 talents and 12 minas of 

gold, and secured (lit., held) the door-l  v s;‖  

―67 b sins of silv r, v s s of silv r, silv r ov ns, silv r v g t bl  b sk ts, whos  inl y 

and setting was of gold, 62 silver musarirte, silver lukilte, miscellaneous (lit., not 

distinguishable) objects of silver, whose setting and inl y w s of gold;‖ ―393 p ns of 

silv r, h  vy  nd light, of Assyri n, Ur rti n  nd Kirhi n workm nship,‖ 

―607 b sins of bronz , h  vy  nd light, w shb sins of bronz ,  s llât  of bronz , j rs of 

bronze, pans of bronze; 3 large basins of bronze which held inside them 50 measures of 

water, together with their great covers of bronze; 1 great vat of bronze, which held 

inside it 80 measures of water, together with its large cover of bronze, -belonging to the 

kings of Urartu, (used) for offering sacrifices before Haldia, (and) which were full of 

s  rifi i l win .‖ 

There was a special treasure of the goddess Bagbartu:
1725

 

―Th  j w ls of H ldi   nd B gb rtu, his spous ;‖ ―1 s  l ring of gold (us d) for 

validating (lit., completing) the decress of Bagbartu, the spouse of of Haldia, was 

 ompl t ly  ov r d (full) with pr  ious ston s;‖ ―9 v stm nts, th  g rm nts of his 

divine majesty, whose embroidery (edges) was of gold, and whose iar was of gold, 

whose shibtu were held by murdû; 7 shusuda of nigsud-wood, which were full of 

(covered with) stars, with a whip of silver, whose kiblu and inlay were of gold; 1 ivory 

couch, a bed of silver, for the repose of his divine majesty, covered with jewels and 

gold;‖  

There were metal statues of deities, creatures and the Urartian kings:
1726
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 ―2  horns of th  gr  t wild-ox (aurochs), whose inlay and nikkasu (were of gold?) and 

with (?) b nds of gold  ompl t ly surrounding th ir inly ;‖… ―4 st tu s of bronz , th  

colossi which guard his gates, whose four bases, as well as their shrines, were of cast 

bronze; 1 statue of supplication, representing the royal highness of Ishtar-dûri, son of 

Ishpueni, king of Urartu, whose shrine was cast of copper; 1 bull, 1 cow, together with 

its calf, on which Ishtar-dûri, son of Ishpueni, turned and poured out for-, the bronze of 

the temple of Haldia; 1 statue of Argishti, king of Urartu, who wore the-diadem of a 

god, and whose right hand was held in the attitude of blessing, together with its shrine, 

weighing 60 talents of bronze; 1 statue of Ursâ, with 2 of his horsemen, (and) his 

charioteer, with their shirne, cast in bronze, -on which was engraved his own haughty 

(ins ription), ―With my two hors s  nd on   h riot  r, my h nd  tt in d to th  kingdom 

of Ur rtu‖; (th s  things) tog th r with his gr  t w  lth, which was without 

  l ul tion, I   rri d off.‖ 

Even more objects will have been plundered but not recorded officially, for Sargon II 

refers to ‗opening the hand of his soldiers‘ to loot the city and the temple:
 1727

 

This does not include the objects of gold, silver, lead, copper, iron, ivory, maple, 

boxwood, and all (other) kinds of wood, which the people of Ashur and Marduk had 

carried off from the city, palace and temple in countless quantities.  

These metal objects from Musasir may mainly have been gifts to the temple. Sargon says 

that the Urartian kings brought many treasures and statues for rituals there. Treasure also 

came from Urartu, Assyria and the Northern Zagros, for in the list of looted treasures some 

objects are named as Urartian, Assyrian, or Kirhian: ―393 pans of silver, heavy and light, of 

Assyrian, Urartian and Kirhian workmanship.‖
1728

 

Sargon‘s plundering is illustrated on the reliefs of Khorsabad, including the metals to be 

found in Musasir. Shields are shown hanging on the walls and on the sloping roof of the 

temple of Haldi. The soldiers grasp a shield or two shields (fig.3.28.a).
1729

 Round shields 

decorated with lion heads are mentioned by Sargon II:  

―6 shields of gold which hung right and left in his house [i.e. the temple of Haldi] and 

shone brilliantly.‖
1730

 ―12 great shields of silver, whose edges (molding) were ornamen-

ted with heads of dragons, lions and Wild-oxen.‖
 1731

  

Two big cauldrons stand in front of the temple, perhaps in the courtyard and used for 

rituals. There is a cow and a suckling calf in the courtyard of the temple beside the gate 

(fig.1.1).
 1732

 

Another scene of plundering the treasure of the city on the relief of Khorsabad shows two 

eunuchs (they are without beards) weighing metal on a balance ―constructed with tiers of 
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animal-footed and cone-shaped legs.‖
1733 

To the left there are five Assyrian soldiers running, 

the last one holding a big cauldron on his right shoulder, and the one in front of him a shield 

on his back. That shield was one that had been hanging on the temple, and it is decorated with 

a lion head. Of the two soldiers in front of him, despite the upper part being damaged, the first 

holds a vessel in his left hand and holds what looks like a sack on his right shoulder.
1734

 

Below in the ‗valley‘ three Assyrian soldiers use hand axes to cutting up a ‗metal‘ statue 

(Fig.3.28.b).
1735

  

The two statues at the gate of the temple seem to be Urartian in style. Sargon II refers to 

metal statues of the Urartian kings and other statues that had been set in the temple of Haldi 

by the Urartian kings. They were taken as booty, with their iconography, size and weight 

recorded in detail by Sargon II ―4 statues of bronze, the colossi which guard his gates.‖
 1736

 

According to van Loon the helmeted statue on the Khorsabad relief (in Room XIII no.3), 

being cut by three Assyrian soldiers was ―probably the life-size statue of Argishti I.‖
 1737

 van 

Loon‘s suggestion based on a statement of Sargon II: ―1 statue of Argishti, king of Urartu, 

wearing a crown with a star like that of a god and making the gesture of greeting with his 

right hand, including its canopy, weighing 1,800 kg of copper.‖ van Loon suggests that this 

statue must have been at least life-size, and he proposes that ―this must be the statue which is 

b ing h  k d to pi   s…‖ by three Assyrian soldiers. However, according to the inscription of 

Sargon II, the statue of Argishti was ―wearing a crown with a star like that of a god,‖
1738

 but 

on the relief of Khorsabad the fallen statue did not wear this crown. The description of the 

statue of Argishti states that the headdress is not identical with a pointed helmet. While van 

Loon may be right to say that the Assyrian soldiers were cutting a metal statue with axes, it 

cannot be the statue of Argishti because it looks different from Sargon‘s description. What is 

depicted on the slab of Khorsabad looks like one of the guardian statues in front of the temple 

of Haldi (fig. 1.1-1.2 A). 

Another relief from Khorsabad (unfortunately with its upper part damaged) shows a ―flat 

wagon with solid wheels upon which are two huge door-leaves‖, and two statues are also on 

the wagon (fig. 1.2. B). 
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a.  

b.  

c.  

Fig. 3.28.a. A relief from Khorsabad shows shields hanging on the walls and the roof of the 

temple, statues flank both sides of the gate of the temple, a big statue of a cow with its kid 

suckling, two cauldrons in the courtyard of the temple (after Botta and Flandin 1972: vol.II, 

pl.141). 

b. A relief from Khorsabad shows details of plundering the metal treasures of Musasir 

(after Botta and Flandin 1972: pl.140, 3). 

c. a flat wagon depicted on a relief from Khorsabad, transporting looted metal treasure 

from Musasir to Assyria (after Botta and Flandin 1972: pl.140, 1). 
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The treasure from Musasir was the biggest treasure looted by the Assyrians from the 

Zagros, with so much gold, silver, and bronze, including so many different objects, weapons 

and statues. It shows how rich the city and its temple were. This holy city‘s riches came from 

its temple and its strategic location. Many of the objects called with local names and some 

were identified as Assyrian, Urartian or Kirhian. Sargon completely plundered the city of all 

its treasure, but after a few years the city may have regained some richness, since Sennacherib 

mentions Musasir as having gold, silver and iron in a fragmentary inscriptipon:
1739

 

―…….silv r, gold  nd iron, I h d th m m k  …….of th   ity of Mus sir…………..whi h 

(?) S nn  h rib……‖  

In this long fragmentary text of Esarhaddon, Sennacherib talks of renovating and enlarging 

many temples in Assyria, and mentions Musasir after a long description of the temple of 

Ishtar of Arbail and its treasure. From this we can at least conclude that the city was regaining 

importance, but that is the last time it is mentioned in the Assyrian records. 

Mallowan considers some of the tribute holders depicted on the Nimrud ivory plaques as 

―Medes?‖
1740

 They hold metal objects and jewelry in the Assyrian court. Their dress is not 

typically Zagrosian.
1741

 They are holding big earrings and other jewelry, beakers, bowls, and 

even slabs of metal or precious stone.
1742

 

Different techniques for casting and carving metal were developed. In Assyria the best 

examples of most of the styles come from the treasures in the tombs of the Assyrian queens 

from Nimrud. Youkhanna detected several ways for treating gold, including casting, 

hammering, weaving, soldering, encapsulation, inlaying, granulation, and gluing.
1743

 In the 

Zagros also most of these techniques were used.
1744

  

In ancient times metal objects were among the more desirable gifts. The Assyrian annals 

mention thousands of metal objects taken from the Zagros and other areas of the Near East, 

but in excavations at the Assyrian capitals, Ashur, Nineveh, Nimrud, and Khorsabad these 

objects were never discovered. No treasure from Musasir was found at Ashur or Khorsabad. 

Perhaps for some reasons; Sargon II referred to some metal booty as Assyrian any such 

objects discovered in an Assyrian capital would not be recognized as from Musasir. Urartian 

and Kirhian objects are also mentioned, as well as some made in Musasir or assorted gifts 

from the Zagros, Urartu, Kumme and other kingdoms, but these also are never found or not 

recognized as from Musasir. The absence of most foreign and local Assyrian metal objects 

from the Assyrian heartland relates to them being melted down and reused for other purposes. 

Another reason is much foreign booty perhaps looted with much Assyrian treasure during the 

fall of the Assyrian capitals in 614-612 BCE. In Assyria the only significant cache is in the 

queens‘ tombs at Nimrud, where there are dozens of golden, silver and copper items.
1745
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While no metal object clearly identifiable as from the Zagros has been found, the golden 

jug from Tomb III of the vault tombs of the Assyrian queens in Nimrud,
1746

 probably did 

come from the Northern Zagros or Urartu, or was made by an Urartian or Zagrosian craftsmen 

in Nimrud. The jug has a unique shape and the carved decorative bands on the body of the jug 

display a hammering technique. They are showing the hunting of wild gazelles, goats, deer, 

ostriches and lions. There are also chariots in a battle in front of a castle, the gate of which is 

flanked by two towers. In contrast to the Assyrian hunting scenes, here one of the hunters 

killed by one of the lions. The iconography of the gazelles reminds the Urartian style of 

depicting running animals with only two legs on the ground. (fig. 3.29.a-b).   

There are the charioteers, and two groups of hunters, some kneeling on one leg, and others 

standing. The gazelles flee away, with their hind legs on ground and their front legs raised. 

This style is seen on many Urartian metal objects. Rows of Urartian deities are depicted on 

the bronze Anzaf shield, each one riding a similarly depicted racing animal.
1747

 This style as 

depicted on one Assyrian relief from Nimrud from the reign of Ashurnasirpal II is found later 

on the Assyrian metalwork.
1748

  

At the fall of Nineveh Assyrian treasures were looted. When Nimrud was captured around 

612 BCE, Reade says the conquerors ―discovered the tunnel in Room 74, and entered the 

vaulted complex. They probably began by collecting any gold they could see, because some of 

the seals found inside the vaults had already lost their caps or mounts; other seals were 

broken in Rooms 74 and 77.‖
1749

  

a.   
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b.  
Fig. 3.29. 

a. The golden jug from the tomb at Nimrud (after Damerji 1999: Abb.49). 

b. Details of the decoration on the golden jug from the tomb at Nimrud (after Damerji 

1999: Abb. 50-52).  

Rhyta were usually made of gold or silver but sometimes were ceramic. Muscarella 

observed that rhyta first appear in Iran in the Zagros in the second millennium BCE, and 

reached Assyria under Iranian (i.e. Zagrosian) influence.
1750

 From the west rhyta were also 

brought to Assyria as tribute.
1751

 No excavation in the Assyrian heartland has produced a 

metal rhyton, but a ceramic rhyton with ram-headed discovered in Khirbet Khatuniyeh during 

the salvage excavation in Eski Mosul Dam, it‘s dated to the Late Assyrian period.
1752

  

Nevertheless, we can see rhyta on Assyrian reliefs being used as drinking vessels in 

banquets. A relief from the reign of Sargon II shows several Assyrian officers holding them, 

perhaps celebrating a military victory in the Zagros.
1753

 In the same occasion on another relief 

two Assyrian generals stand facing one another holding rhyta with lion-head bases 

(fig.3.29.c).
1754

 There is another showing eunuchs filling rhyta with a drink from a large 

cauldron (Fig.3.29.d).
1755

 Most rhyton bases are shaped with the head of a lion or a ram. It 

may be significant that the Assyrian banquet scenes with Assyrian soldiers with rhyta are 

usually in the upper registers of the reliefs from Khorsabad, and the lower registers show 

Northern Zagros cities, mainly Median, being captured. Each banquet may be celebrating 

individual victories, with the rhyta indicating that they were looted from the Northern Zagros. 

In the Zagros several rhyta have been discovered. The oldest was found at Hasanlu. It is 

bronze with a ram‘s head base inlaid with lapis lazuli paste and bands of decorations showing 

two ibexes and a flower between them.
1756

 Of the rhyta said to come from Ziwiye or its 
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surroundings, one is bronze (now in Tehran Museum) with a ram‘s head, a silver band, and 

inlaid with Egyptian-blue. It is dated to the ninth century BCE.
1757

 

  

c.  

d.   

Fig. 3.29.c. Assyrian generals holding rhyta with lion-headed bases, celebrations of their 

victory on the defeated cities in the Zagros, scenes from the reliefs of Khorsabad (after Botta 

and Flandin 1972: pl. 64). 

d.  Assyrian eunuchs filling rhyta from a cauldron (after Botta and Flandin  1972: 

pl.76). 

 

At Nush-i Jan some metal objects taken as Assyrian, including the bronze head of the 

Assyrian demon Pazuzu of Nush-i Jan may have been looted from Assyria.
1758

 The same 

applies to a bronze fibula from Nush-I Jan which can be compared to examples from the late 

7
th

 century from Nimrud.
1759

 

The bronze statue of a human figure bearing a Middle Assyrian inscription in the Louvre 

has been assumed to come from the Urmia basin. The inscription states that it was originally 

dedicated to the temple of Ishtar of Arbail, so it may have been taken from there to the 

Zagros after the fall of Assyria in 612 BCE.
1760

  

After the fall of Nineveh Assyrian goldsmiths may have continued to work under 

Mannean/Median rule in Ashur, for according to Parpola a ―small archive discovered in 

Ashur, written in a previously unknown, presumably Mannean variety of cuneiform, proves 

that Assyrian goldsmiths still worked in the city in post-empire times, though now under 

Median command.‖
1761

 Later, the Medes were famed as goldsmiths in the 6
th

 century BCE. 
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When Darius built his palace in Susa he brought craftsmen from all over the Achaemenid 

Empire, including Median goldsmiths:
1762

 

The goldsmiths who worked the gold were Medes and Egyptians. And the men who 

carved the wood were Sardians and Egyptians. And the men who made the bricks were 

Babylonians. And the men who decorated the terrace (adorned the wall) were Medes 

and Egyptians.  

At Hasanlu about 30 iron and bronze mace heads, 40 iron and bronze swords were found. 

There were also about 25 iron and bronze daggers, bronze axes, pikes, horse armour, knives, 

swords, spears, arrowheads, vessels, a bowl and beakers, arrowheads, and helmets discovered 

there.
1763

 Among these some objects were identified as Assyrian in style, comparable to 

Assyrian metal objects of the period. For the horse armour of Hasanlu there is a similar 

example from Nimrud.
1764

 For the chariot in the first register of the silver beaker of Hasanlu 

there are similar Assyrian ninth century examples. According to Muscarella the helmet was 

actually imported from Assyria.
1765

 He considers the horses and animals with four hooves on 

the ground from Hasanlu as Syrian in style.
1766

 Diakonoff called the local styles of metalwork 

at Hasanlu, and other metalwork of ‗Ziwiye‘ as the work of ―Mannaean craftsmen‖.
1767

 But 

whether to attribute the Ziwiye treasure to the work of Medes, Scythians or Manneans is 

controversial, and Mannean styles are evidently not yet categorized. 

The bronze breastplate of Hasanlu shows a warrior with a long beard and wearing a 

helmet. He is depicted in profile fighting two bulls. The head of the warrior and the heads of 

the bulls have been cast, and are high relief. For other details the bronze was carved. The bulls 

and the hero‘s helmet can be compared to Assyrian examples from the reign of Ashurnasirpal 

II in iconography.
1768

  

The golden bowl of Hasanlu is actually a beaker, and is decorated with several mytho-

logical, religious and ritual scenes from motifs (some unknown) in local and Near Eastern 

mythology. The identification and explanation of the motifs with Mesopotamian, Anatolian-

Syrian, local Zagrosian and Iranian material is controversial.
1769

 Essentially we are given two 

different views, one denying any context from Mesopotamian and Near Eastern material, and 

other supposing the scenes illustrate a particular context.
1770

  

The tomb of Ziwiye has been considered as Scythian and to be dated to the 7
th

 century 

BCE.
1771

 This assumes that the Ziwiye treasure was buried with a Scythian prince, with 
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objects aquired from elsewhere in the Near East or copied styles of the 9
th

-7
th

 centuries 

BCE.
1772

  

A bronze coffin, said to come from Ziwiye, has a frieze on its rim showing tribute bearers 

and ‗prisoners‘ who are supposed to be Median ―natives brought as prisoners before an 

Assyrian official.‖
 1773

  

Some Ziwiye metalwork is compared to motifs on Scythian metal objects from Kelermes, 

north-east of the Black Sea, and some objects and scenes are also considered as Scythian, 

influenced by Mesopotamian/Assyrian elements. Some of the objects may have been looted 

from Assyria at the fall of  Nineveh.
1774

 Zimansky was right when he says the objects from 

Ziwiye show a mixture of local, Iranian, Assyrian and Urartian styles, reflecting cultural 

interaction of the 7
th

 century.
1775

  

Previously, the treasure of Ziwiye was considered as part of the dowry for the daughter of 

Esarhaddon who married the Scythian king B/Partatua. Barnett says, ―such an attractive 

theory is hard to resist. But I find the first objection to it in the fact that the principal pieces 

which seem closest to Assyrian art are in fact not certainly royal Assyrian gifts but rather 

suggest the possessions of an Assyrian governor.‖
1776

 It is decorated with several carved 

scenes which in general appearance look like Assyrian scenes and subjects on Assyrian reliefs 

and ivories from the Assyrian heartland. That is why Wilkinson assumes it is ―unquestionably 

Assyrian, and there are some grounds for thinking that at least this particular one was made 

somewhat earlier than the end of the seventh century B.C. It is more than likely that the man 

who receives the tribute is of more exalted rank than governor.‖ Moreover, he adds, ―such a 

man would be assumed only by the king himself or by his appointed viceroy. Such a man 

would be of exalted rank, perhaps even that of a prince.‖ He concludes, ―It could be 

Sennacherib.‖
1777

 However, we must remember that the sarcophagus of Ziwiye was not 

obtained from archaeological excavations, so we are not able to build any strong theory about 

Assyrian influence. Even though the scenes are similar to Assyrian ones some details allow 

doubts about its genuineness.
1778

 

The Iron Age graveyard of Sarrez is near the town of Kamyaran in Kurdistan province in 

Iran. That area was part of Allabria or Media during the Iron Age. In a salvage excavation 

there, metals, potsherds and bones were discovered. The site dates back to Iron Age III. Some 

metal objects are comparable to Neo-Assyrian ones.
1779

  

A bronze bowl in the collection of Foroughi in Tehran has been assumed to have come 

from somewhere in the Zagros. It has a one line inscription: EN URU (bēl āli) šá URU.za-rat 

šá Zarāt, ‗the‘ city lord of Zarāt(u).
1780

 KUR.Za-ra-a-te occurs in the Assyrian eponym of 
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Šarru-hattu-ipēl in year 815 BCE in the reign of Shamashi-Adad V,
1781

 but no exact location 

for the place is known. It could be the same as the land of Zuzarura in the annals of Shamshi-

Adad V, and perhaps located in the land of Nairi.
1782

 

Metal works from the cemeteries of Marlik are comparable to similar examples and motifs 

from Ziwiye and Hasanlu. According to Diakonoff, perhaps the rulers of Andia were buried in 

the Marlik cemetery.
1783

 The objects discovered date to the 11
th

 and 10
th

 centuries BCE. There 

is no mention of Andia and the rulers at this time in ancient records. The material from 

Marlik, especially objects from the graves, date to the late second millennium and early first 

millnnieum BCE. Piller however assumes that ―there are virtually no objects that can be 

dated to the period after ca. 1000 BC.‖
1784

 The metalwork have motifs and elements 

borrowed from Mesopotamia and Assyria, including a depiction of the mythological bird 

Imdugud on one of the beakers.
1785

 Guilloche motifs (meanders) are also depicted on Marlik 

metal objects. The demon-like and monster-like figures on the Marlik metal beakers have 

been compared to similar Mesopotamian and Assyrian motifs.
1786

 

The griffin in the upper register of the golden bowl (no.12, from tomb no.36) of Marlik has 

been compared to a similar example on a Neo-Assyrian seal and on a relief from Tell Halaf. It 

has been suggested that this motif was borrowed from Assyria from similar examples dated to 

the 9
th

- 8
th

 centuries BCE. Accordingly, Nehgahban says ―It may indicate the remaining 

influence of Mitannian art in this area,‖
1787

 unless, as mentioned, these objects of Marlik are 

to be dated earlier than these Assyrian examples. For the suckling kids of a gazelle (or wild 

goat) carved on the golden beaker (14) there are similar scenes on Assyrian ivories from 

Nimrud. There is something similar at Musasir and also the statue of a cow and suckling calf 

at Nush-I Jan.
1788

 

Many ‗Zagros‘ metal objects in museums came there from markets or dealers, they were 

said to have come from the Zagros, even from a named site are mentioned by name, such as 

Ziwiye in the Northern Zagros or the Kalamakara cave in the Central Zagros in Luristan. 

These objects have to be treated with caution, for there are many forgeries. The motifs and 

objects, especially in the Northern Zagros the objects which said came from Ziwiye where 

most items reached museums from antiquity markets, may have been copied. It is well known 

that Luristan metal objects mainly came from the markets, which includes what is said to 

come from the hoard of the Kalmakareh cave in Rumishgan province in Luristan and now in 

international collections and museums.
1789

 

Most Iron Age metalwork went to museums in Iran, Iraq or elsewhere to the private 

collections and museums in other countries.
1790

 For the Northern Zagros antiquity dealers 
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usually gave Ziwiye as the provenance, and for Luristan it was (and is) the Kalmakara cave, 

to sell anything for the highest price.
1791

 

Ancient metal objects were of interest since they were easily transported and valuable. 

They were important for paying tribute, seizing booty and exchanging gifts between states. 

The different techniques for making the objects, the carving, incising or casting for making 

shapes, images and motifs are important subjects of study. Assyria and the Northern Zagros 

would have had their own styles and motifs, but the Zagros borrowed Assyrian motifs and 

patterns. There can be seen Assyrian and also Urartian styles. Trade and migrating 

metalworkers brought styles from Assyria to the Northern Zagros and vice versa. While many 

Assyrian metal objects reached the Northern Zagros, but only one golden jug reached the 

Assyrian court from the Northern Zagros or from Urartu throught the Northern Zagros. 

From texts and visual records we know Assyria obtained many metal objects and metal 

ores from the Northern Zagros states, as booty, tribute and gifts. Urartian metal objects were 

looted from Musasir to Assyria. Assyrian metal objects were looted to the Northern Zagros 

from the Assyrian heartland at the fall of Assyria in 614-612 BCE. But the amount of Zagros 

metal objects we have compared with the amount recorded in Assyrian records is very small, 

perhaps because they were melted down and reused.   
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3.9. Textiles and Costumes 

With so few written documents and excavated sites we know very little about Zagrosian 

costumes and textiles. Some written information comes from Assyrian and Zagrosian records, 

and visual information from reliefs, to supplement the few surviving textile specimens.  

Textiles are rarely found in an archaeological context. Although a few fragments of 

garments and other textiles from both Assyria and the Northern Zagros have survived, they 

are in too poor condition for comparisons to be made to suggest influence. No details of 

decorations remain.
1792

 

Textiles were commodities in the Old Assyrian trade with Anatolia,
1793

 and locally 

manufactured textiles and garments are mentioned as items of tribute, trade and gift in 

Assyrian records on the Zagros. Letters of Shemshara indicate that garments were exchanged 

by the local rulers of the Zagros. An Old Babylonian letter from Shemshara was sent by 

Pišendēn, the ruler of Turukku, to Yašub-Addu, the ruler of Ahhazum. In it Pišendēn asks 

Yašub-Addu for several items including a coat.
1794

 In another letter two types of garments are 

named: the Tarnine garment (1 túg ta-ar-ni-ne
┌ki┐

)
1795

 and ―1 n šinnu-garment (na-ši-nu) for 

Kakme (
m
ka-ak-me).‖

1796
 The former is named after the city of Tarnine, which Eidem has said 

was probably Tarninu (URU.Tar-ni-nu) listed for a grain payment in a letter from Nimrud.
1797

  

Another letter from Shemshara mentions ―one Kamazi-garment‖ in a list. Eidem takes 

Kamazi to be an anthroponym, but Zadok disagrees saying it is a toponym, meaning a 

garment ―like other garments, which are defined by a geographical name, i.e. their place of 

origin.‖ Zadok, suggests that Kamazi could be ―a late form of the toponym Hamazi,‖ the 

capital of the Lullum in the third millennium BCE.
1798

  

The rich pastures of the Northern Zagros were the home of nomadic or semi-nomadic 

shepherds. Goat hair and sheep wool were always available. The Assyrian annals say that on 

several occasions coloured textiles and garments were taken from the defeated Zagrosians as 

booty, tax or as tribute. Ashurnasirpal II claims that he received tribute at his campaign camp 

from all the kings of the land of Zamua, from the peoples of the cities of Hudun, Hartišu, 

Hubuškia and the land of Gilzanu, which included "garments with multi-coloured trim (TÚG 

lu-búl-ti bir-me).‖
1799
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When Sargon plundered Musasir he took woolen and linen garments from the temple of 

Haldi: ―… olor d (wool n) g rm nts  nd lin n, in  ountl ss numb rs…‖
1800

 and ―130 

brightly colored (woolen) garments, purple linen garments, and wool for the scarlet garments 

of Urartu and Kirhi [Habhu]
1801

 to the Great Sea.... I   rri d off. I h  p d up….‖
1802

 It appears 

that in Musasir there were various types of locally made garments and also garments imported 

by the merchants from Urartu and Kirhi/Habhu. Probably they were garments donated to the 

temple of Haldi or to the palace of Urzana. Vestments and garments of the goddess Bagbartu 

were also looted by Sargon II: ―9 v stm nts, th  g rm nts of his (i. . Urz n ‘s) divin  

m j sty, whos   mbroid ry ( dg s) w s of gold….‖
1803

 Clearly the land of Musasir was a 

reliable source of costumes worth taking to Assyria as booty. Which seems to have been 

imported from Urartu and Kirhi/Habhu, but the rest were perhaps made locally. 

Purple was the colour of royalty in Mesopotamia and the Near East, and given as such by 

the Assyrians to the Medes and Manneans in the Zagros.
1804

 Garments with colored purple in 

the Assyrian records, in the Bible it is also mentioned as a royal gift. In a letter sent to Sargon 

II by the crown-prince Sennacherib, he says:
 
―A m ss ng r of th  M nn  n (king) h s come 

to me bringing a horse as the audience gift and giving me the regards of the Mannean. I 

dr ss d him (in purpl )  nd put   silv r br   l t on his  rm.‖
 1805

 

There were textile weavers in Arbail and Kurbail, in the temple of Ishtar at Arbail and in 

the temple of Adad at Kurbail. Two letters deal with manufacturing garments when the 

weavers of Arbail went to Kurbail to make kusitu-garments. As a reply to a previous letter 

from Esarashaddon asked Balasî where the robes will be delivered. Nabû-šarru-usur replied:
 

1806
 

I h v   sk d B l sî ( nd h   nsw r d): ―W  will supply r d wool from th  p l    

 nd th y will do  s ord r d.‖ Mor ov r, I h v   sk d Apl y  ( nd h  s id): ―Th y 

will giv  us r d wool. Th  w  v rs of Išt r of Arb l  will  om  ( nd) m k  (f bri s) in 

Kurbail.  

A letter sent to the Assyrian king (Sargon II?) from the Aplaya, the Sangu priest of 

Kurbail:
1807
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…. th  w  v rs h v  [not] giv n th   loth s. P rh ps th  king my lord will s y 

"From where did they give (it) in the past?" They give iskiiru
1808

 from the palace. The 

weavers of Arbail weave it. 

Nabû-mušeṣi, son of Nabû-reši-išši in a letter tells the Assyrian king (Esarhaddon or 

Ashurbanipal) that: ―The temple weavers have not readied their assigned quotas for me. They 

are performing masonry-duty.‖ 
1809

  

Šilisruḫ, the Median ruler of Abdadani, refers to ―plucking goats‖ in his inscription on the 

bronze plaque: “Two good t xtil s ( nd) on  […], this is th  ilku oblig tion of th  king‘s m n, 

b  th y build rs or thos  who plu k th  king‘s go ts. M y Išt r, Š m š  nd Bēl-mātāti b  th  

witnesses!‖
 1810

 Here ―royal goat hair‖ was to used for making the textile.
1811

  

The Assyrian governor of Zamua, Addad-issiya, had been asked by Sargon II to ―review 

the troops of Mazamua and write me!‖ Addad-issiya in his reply refers to chariots, 

cavalrymen, grooms confectioners, cooks and amongs twelve tailors (12 LÚ.KA.KÉŠ).
1812

  

A Middle Assyrian record from the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I refers to ―a woven mardatu-

carpet decorated with colourful figurative designs of gods, men, and animals‖.
1813

 Not a scrap 

of Iron Age carpet from Assyria has survived, but we have depictions (imitation) of carpets on 

a decorated slab in the palace of Tiglath-pileser III at Nimrud, and on a stone threshold in the 

South-West Palace of Sennacherib at Nineveh, similar to slabs in the North Palace of 

Sennacherib at Nineveh.
1814

 The rosette motif on these slabs was borrowed from the Kassites 

who used the rosette at Dur-Kurigalzu.
1815

 The rosette motifs on Pazyryk carpet echo those on 

Assyrian depictions of carpets,
1816

 despite the differences of time and place.  

The cobbled floor at Rabat Tepe is made from river-stones, set as concentric circles 

separated by rhombuses apparently, imitating a carpet pattern.
1817

 Also, on the Black Obelisk 

of Shalameser III there is a depiction of two tribute bearers brought two folded rugs to the 

Assyrian court.
1818
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   Iron Age tiles from Babi Jan in Luristan have a motif of square panes divided into 

smaller squares which are filled with other motifs.
1819

 Some of these elments are cross-

shaped, to be compared with the ―Kassite Cross‖, and other decorations are described as 

―Chequer Board,‖ these artistic elements could have been imitation of those of rug makers.
1820

 

It seems from their archives in Ashur that the Hundur family, deported from Media by Sargon 

II and settled in Ashur, became integrated into Assyrian society, some taking positions in the 

temple of Ashur, and others active in trading. They also worked with the textile called 

massuku, tentatively identified as a rug.
1821

 Radner says, ―If this is correct then we may 

perhaps credit these deportees from Western Iran with introducing to central Assyria the art 

of hand-knotting carpets with a pile.‖
1822

 The family were probably involved in trade with 

their former homeland, although the destinations of their caravans is not stated.
1823

 We know 

that the city of Hundur and the nearby Harhar gave Sargon II coloured and decorated textiles 

as tribute and as booty. Sargon II claims that when he was in the Median city of Hundir 

(URU.hu-un-dir) he received rimmed garments and linen garments as tribute.
1824

 

Musasirians, Medes and Manneans were depicted on the Assyrian reliefs in similar dress. 

Their costumes are mainly ―short-sleeved, knee-long tunics girdled around the waist, fur 

wraps and high boots.‖
1825

 The Zagrosians are depicted wearing fur from the Akkadian 

period.  

    In the Neo-Assyrian reliefs of Room XIII in the palace at Khorsabad the plundering of 

the city of Musasir during the eighth campaign of Sargon II is depicted. Apart from the 

Assyrian solders, some of the people of the city and statues from its temple are shown.
1826

 

    Some information concerning Musasirian costumes comes from these reliefs. At the 

right side of the scene on relief no.4 in the Room XIII,
1827

 there is a three-storied structure 

with a rectangular door (or doors). On the rooftop ‗tower‘ several persons standing facing 

right are wearing fur cloaks.
1828

 They raise both hands up to their faces.
1829

 This is probably a 

representation of the palace of Urzana, and these persons could be Musasirian elite warriors. 

Albenda says their cloaks are of ‗sheep‘s fur,‘ but they are spotted suggesting leopard skin.
1830

 

(Fig. 3.30.a-b). 

In the Zagros, from the third millennium to the beginning of the first millennium (towards 

500 BCE), nobles and warriors wore leopard skin cloaks. These cloaks occur first (wear by 
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the Lullubi warriors) on the Victory stele of the Akkadian king Naramsin, commemorating his 

campaign against the Lullubi people in the Zagros Mountains.
1831

 

In the Neo-Assyrian period some of the reliefs of Sargon in the palace at Dur-Sharrukin 

from the reign of Sargon II depict Zagrosian delegations. They bring tribute of horses and city 

models to the Assyrian court from the areas of the Zagros Mountains such as Mannea, Media 

and other areas. Some of them wear sheepskin cloaks and others leopard skins (Fig.3.30.c-

d.).
1832

  

a     b.  

c.  d.  

Fig. 3.30.a-b. Details of the Khorsabad relief, the warriors or nobles of Musasir stand on 

the roof of the palace of Urzana, they dressed in skin or fur cloaks (after Botta & Flandin 

1972: Pl.141, Room XIII, slab 4). 

Fig. 3.30.c-d. Zagrosian leaders and delegations, wearing leopard skins and sheepskins 

bring horses as tribute to the Assyrian capital (after Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.125-126). 

    Details of some of the Assyrian campaigns of Sargon II are well recorded and show 

attacks on Zagrosian cities and fortifications in Mannea and Media etc.
1833

 The local fighters 

defending their cities wear sheepskins and leopard skin cloaks (see, fig. 3 c). Zagrosian 

                                                           
1831

Winter, 2004: 607-613, fig.2. According to B. Foster, the defeated Zagrosian ruler of the Lullubi, who stands 

facing Naram-Sin, wears a comparable tasseled garment. Although from the photographs the tassels are 

indistinct, Foster explains ―collation of the stele revealed traces of three of them towards the bottom of his 

garment.‖ Foster 2010: 132. On the Victory Stele of Naramsin and the rock relief of Derband-i-Gawir from the 

Middle Bronze Age the hair of the Lullubu men is like women‘s braids, recalling how Ashurnasirpal II described 

the hair of the men of one of the districts of Zamua in Lullubu. He says ―the land Sipirmena whose (inhabitants) 

do their hair like women.‖ RIMA II A.0.101.1: 75-76a; also see Marf 2007; Winter, 2004: fig.2. Also see Chapter 

II, 2.1.  
1832

Albenda 1986: Pl.33-34, Room 10, slabs 13-15. 
1833

Albenda 1986: 68-69, Pl.29-30, Room 10, slab 6, 8. 
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captives wear fur/skin-cloaks.
1834

 Similar to those worn by captured Zagrosian leaders, which 

identified as Bel-š rri-uṣur (?), Kib b  (?),  nd Aššur-l ‘u.
1835

  

    The Zagrosian warriors wear knee-length tunics with short sleeves, under a cloak of 

leopard skin or sheepskin also with short sleeves. The animals‘ feet are shown as part of the 

cloak open at the front, in such a way that it appears to worn on one side of the body. The 

warriors hold a long spear and a rectangular shield,
1836

 like the Zagrosian captives on relief 

no.24 in the Room II, and the reliefs 17-18 in Room VIII,
1837

 and the captured Zagrosian 

leader on relief no. 2 in Room IV.
1838

 Warriors from other Zagrosian cities were wearing the 

same style of dress.
1839

  

    Zagrosian delegations to the Assyrian court wear the same style of dress, with knee-

length tunic, with short sleeves, under leopard skin cloaks, with sleeves reaching the knees, 

and leopard paws as part of the dress. Delegations from the Zagros to the Assyrian court wear 

a similar dress.
1840

 Warriors from the Mannean city Panzashi wear cloaks of skin cloaks 

(Room 14, slabs 1-2).
1841

 A final example of traditional Zagrosian costume on the Assyrian 

reliefs is seen on captured Zagrosian leaders wearing skin cloaks. Behind them are two 

scribes, one bearded scribe writing on parchment, and the other a eunuch using a clay tablet. 

The scene is at the camp of the limmu-official Taklak-ana-Bel at the defeat of Kisheshlu.
1842

 

On a relief from Khorsabad, the Assyrian siege of the Zagrosian city Kišesim depicted, the 

depicted warriors are bare headed and wearing skin cloaks.
1843

 Therefore, we can assume that 

leopard skins and sheepskins were traditional Zagrosian garments during the Bronze Age and 

the Iron Age for warriors and nobles, where both sheep and leopards live in the mountainous 

areas. Sheepskins were a good protection from the bitter winters there and probably acted as 

shields from the heat of the sun in summer (Fig.3.30.e-g).
1844

 Leopard skins would have been 

relatively expensive.
1845

 Leopards still live wild in the Zagros Mountains.
1846

  

                                                           
1834

In the relief of the Room 2, slab 22,  and the relief of Room 14 slabs 10-11 in the palace at Khorsabad, see 

Albenda 1986: Pl.125; 137; see Reade 1979: p.78, note 59; Wäfler 1975: 266-288. 
1835

On the reliefs of Khorsabad we see several captured Zagrosian leaders being punished. Russell identifies 

them with the leaders mentioned by Sargon II. Russell, 1985: 549:Fig.13. Also see Botta & Flandin, 1972: Vol. 

II, pl. 146, no.10-11, Room XIV. Kibaba was the city lord of Harhar, he was pro-Assyrian. According to Fuchs 

the mentioned Kibaba on the Najafehabat stele who deported by Sargon II (Levine 1972: 40f.) ―perhaps 

id nti  l with Kib biš ‖ see Fuchs 2000: 614.   
1836

Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.68, Room II, no.22. 
1837

Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.69, 119. 
1838

Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl. 81. 
1839

Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.70, Room II, slab.28; Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.77, slab.2. 
1840

Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.123-127, Room X, slab.2-5; Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.128, Room V, slab.25; 

Pl.129, Room X, slab. 7-8; Pl.150, Room X, no.8; Pl.151 and Pl.132; Room X, no.10-11; Pl.155-156, Pl.134-

135. Room X, no.12-15. 
1841

Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.145; Albenda 1986: 112, Pl.136.. 
1842

Albenda 1986:111, Pl.137, Room 14, slabs 10-11; Pl.146, Room XIV, no.10-11. 
1843

 Albenda 1986: Pl.126, Room 2, slab 22;  Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.68, Room II, no.22. 
1844

 Nomadic shepherds in the modern Zagros still wear pressed sheepskins to protect them from the cold and the 

rain of winter and spring, and from the heat of summer. Some of these cloaks are oversized, to be used both as 

clothing and as a sleeping bag and as a mat. The item is called Faranji or Kapang and Pastak in modern Kurdish 

of the Zagros. The Faranji is usually made from pressed white sheep wool, open at the front and worn over the 

shoulders. The two edges are cone-shaped, similar to the cone-shaped edges seen in the oldest representations of 

cloaks of men from the Zagros; Assyrian reliefs show the back as one edge. The ancient cloaks were shorter and 

smaller than those of the modern Faranji, and modern garments have sleeveless. Someone wearing a Faranji 
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e. f  

g.  

Fig. 3.30.e. Pastak/Kapang and the traditional cloak of the pastoral nomads, and semi-

nomads (photo by the author).  

f-g. Faranji/Kulabal the traditional cloak of the Hawrami Kurdish group who live in the 

Northern Zagros between Sharezur plain and Zrêbar lake (photo Shwan Hawrami). 

Women were rarely depicted in the Zagros or in Assyria art, but on some Zagros items we 

find female genies and deities. Queens and ladies of the court are not depicted but on Assyrian 

reliefs women with their children deported from the Zagros are shown wearing long dresses, 

cloaks with opened front and with long unadorned hair, the men also wearing the well known 

Zagrosian dress, the short tunic, and the animal skin on it (see fig. 1.4).
1847

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
keeps his arms inside the Faranji, and even the sleeves of a Pastak are not used. The depiction of Medes on the 

Qizqapan rock relief and some Achaemenid seals (see Fig. 4 a-b, c) is similar, see Edmonds 1934: fig. 2, and for 

further details about Qizqapan see Chapter IV (Qizqapan and Kur-u-Kich) 4.8.e. Also, Mallowan considered the 

dress of other tribute bearers as Medes and compared their dress with Kurdish dress. In fact they are dressed like 

the Gilzanu tribute bearers on the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III. See Mallowan 1966: 250f, fig.209; Barnett 

1975: fig. 49; (for further details see this chapter, 3.6). 
1845

The leopard is the most dangerous carnivore in the mountains, fiercer than mammals such as bears, wolves, 

or boars. The lion may be the king of the forest, but the leopard is king of mountains. Wearing a leopard skin 

cloak confers a high social class of nobility, bravery or even a leopard hunter. 
1846

Leopards usually live in the mountainous areas. In the Assyrian art royal leopard hunts are unattested, though 

there are several scenes of kings hunting lions, bulls and birds. But one of the Assyrian wall paintings of the 

palace of Til Barsip shows two royal horses with leopard skin saddles (Hrouda 1965: Pl.30.7; Pl.42.1), so those 

horses may have come as tribute from the Northern Zagros. Also, on the Iron Age steles of Hakkari we find 

images of leopards (Franke 2012: 166-167, Abb.4). 

Recently local people testify leopards in the Zagros, from the Iraqi side of the Zagros from Sirwan/Diyala River 

up to the eastern bank of the Upper Zab. The scientific name for this leopard and for the Asian Leopard is 

Panthera Pardus Saxicolor. There are reports of the deaths of some of these leopards in November 2012 and 

July 2013 in the mountains east of Mdjeser-Ruwanduz (in the area wich was called the land of Musasir). 

Personal communication with local people of that district. 
1847

SAA V: fig.33. 
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At the centre of the same relief from Khorsabad depicting Musasir and people clad in skin 

cloaks in front of the temple of Haldi we see two statues of guardians, bearded and carrying 

long spears in their left hands, standing on either side of the gate of the temple.
1848

 They are 

raising their right hands in greeting one another and visitors to the temple. They wear full 

length tunics (reaching down to their heels) with short sleeves. The one on the left side of the 

gate wears a pointed helmet (Fig.3.31.a-c.).
1849

 Although the head and neck of the one on the 

right side of the gate has been damaged, clearly he wore no helmet and was probably bare 

headed.  

a.  b.  c.   

Fig. 3.31. a-c. Sacking the temple of Haldi in Musasir, where two statues guard the gate 

of the temple. Details in Figs. 5 b-c show the helmet and garments (after Botta & Flandin 

1972: Pl.141, Room XIII, Slab 4). 

 

Another statue is depicted on relief no.3 in the Room XIII in the palace of Khorsabad. That 

statue lies on the ground, having been cut away with axes by three Assyrian solders (See Fig. 

3.32.a, b). It looks very similar to the two statues guarding the temple and it may represent 

one of them. Their dresses are identical with the two above mentioned statues, and it wears a 

pointed helmet, identical to the one I refer to as the ‗Urartian statue‘ (see Fig. 3.32. c, d, e). At 

the Assyrian invasion it may have been moved to this hill, which raises the question why the 

Assyrian soldiers vandalised it. Van Loon suggested that perhaps it was made of metal and 

had to be cut up to take as booty to Assyria.
1850

 It might have been made of stone, and they 

                                                           
1848

The spears are more than twice as long as the statues are tall. If the statues represent the average height of a 

man and the spears are proportional, they would be 3-4 metres long. 
1849

Whether the one on the left side of the gate wore a headdress is not clear because the relief has been 

damaged. It is very probable that he did not wear a helmet, and he may have been bareheaded, like the nobles 

wearing woolen cloak at the palace of Urzana. So that statue may represent a Musasirian warrior guarding the 

temple, greeting the other warrior opposite him on the other side of the gate of the temple. The one wearing the 

pointed helmet may represent an Urartian warrior. Both statues wear full-length short-sleeved tunics. According 

to C. Piller, the early Urartian short-sleeved tunic seems to be virtually identical to that of warriors from north-

western Iran, especially, from Hasanlu, but their helmets are different (Piller 2012: 390). This means that they 

had short sleeved dresses at an earlier time, and our example from Musasir cannot be Urartian. Zagrosian nobles 

and warriors are shown wearing a dress with short sleeves under cloaks also with short sleeves. Short sleeves 

cannot denote a specific style of dress, at least not in that area in the Iron Age, for some Assyrian soldiers wore 

short-sleeves (see Albenda 1986: pl.126). 
1850

 van Loon 1966:86, note.34, 36. 
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wanted to destroy it. In the same scene someone‘s arms protrude from the trees. This might 

represent a person hiding while the city was being plundered and people were being deported, 

eventually surrendering after being discovered. His (or her) relation to the statue is unclear. 

The Assyrian artist was depicting different scenes of the sack of Musasir, so it is improbable 

that the fallen statue represented a person being hacked to death by the Assyrian solders. The 

Assyrians never used hand axes as weapons, but for clearing roads and felling trees, smashing 

through the wooden gates of enemy cities, and cutting up statues of metal and stone.
1851

 The 

sack of Musasir was accomplished without a battle.
1852

 Hand axes were used as weapons by 

Scythian warriors, but they had not yet arrived here.
1853

  

a.  b.   

c.   d    e  

Fig. 3.32. a. Plundering metal objects and raw metals from Musasir. Three Assyrian 

soldiers cut up a metal or stone statue with axes (fig, 6b) (after Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.140, 

Room XIII, slab 3). 

b. Details of Fig. 6 a, three Assyrian solders cutting up a metal statue with axes (after Botta 

& Flandin 1972: Pl.140, Room XIII, slab 3). 

c-e. The headdresses of the statues of Musasir depicted on the Assyrian relief in the palace 

of Khorsabad. 

 

                                                           
1851

See ARAB. Sargon used hand axes for destroying orchards, and to clear the road to Musasir through rugged 

mountains. Ashruansirpal II cleared roads in Zamua; Marf 2009c:74-75. 
1852

 In Sargon‘s Eighth campaign there is no mention of destruction and killing at the sack of Musasir, and on the 

reliefs of Khorsabad there is no depiction of a battle or a siege of the city. See Marf, D.A., (forthcoming), ―Who 

Destroyed Musasir?‖ Procedding of the presented papers in the 61
st
 Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale in 

Geneva, on July 22
nd 

2015, Orbit Biblicus et Orientalis (OBO). 
1853

A statue discovered in the village of Mdjeser represents a life-size bearded male warrior holding an axe in his 

right hand. The statue is dated by Boehmer to the Neo-Assyrian period and taken as an example of Assyrian 

style of the 9
th

 century BCE (Boehmer 1973: 38). From archaeological evidence I suggest that this may be a 

Scythian warrior chief, an idea to be discussed later in detail; cf. Marf 2013: 13-29; Marf, D.A. (forthcoming), 

2016 ―Back to the Land of Musasir/Ardini: preliminary report on fieldwork (2005-2012),‖ in: Kopanias, K, and 

J. MacGinnis, (eds.) Forthcoming. The Archaeology of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and Adjacent Regions. 

Conference Proceedings, Athens, November 1st-3rd 2013, Oxford : Archaeopress. 
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The figs. 6 c and d show the headdresses of the statues at the Haldi temple, and fig. 6 e the 

headdress of the statue hacked by the Assyrian solders. The depiction of the statues in front of 

the temple of Haldi show that at Musasir a conical pointed helmet was worn, with leather 

flaps for covering a warrior‘s ears and the nape of his neck, a style not known among Urartian 

helmets.
1854

 At Hasanlu a conical bronze helmet was discovered, dated to the 9
th

 or 8th 

century BCE, but one without ear flaps (see fig. 7 a).
1855

 It resembles the helmet of the 

Assyrian solders hacking the statue.
1856

 The representation of helmets on this Assyrian relief 

are similar to actual helmets found from Urartu,
1857

 but Urartian bronze conical helmets, had 

no ear protection.
1858

  

   The Assyrian soldiers on the Khorsabad reliefs wearing helmets; these are similar to the 

helmets of the Assyrian soldiers shown attacking the Mannean city Panziash (Pazish), and 

similar to the helmet of the guardian of temple of Haldi at Musasir. Those helmets have 

pointed tips, with leather protective flaps for the back of the neck and the ears, but the pointed 

tip is shorter and thinner than the Musasir helmets.
1859

 That statue could represent an Urartian 

from its style, but it is not Argishti I as van Loon assumed. Sargon II states that he looted the 

statue of Argishti I from the temple of Musasir, and Sargon says that the statue of Argishti 

there wore ―   rown with   st r lik  th t of   god‖
1860

, whereas the figure on the relief of 

Khorsabad wore a helmet with a pointed tip.
1861

  

The eighth campaign of Sargon II probably led to changes in the demography of Musasir in 

the 7
th

-6
th

 century BCE, when the Scytho-Cimmerians penetrated into that area.
1862

 The 

evidence for change is based on several funerary statues discovered there.  

   Since these statues were carved in a very abstract style, generally they give few details 

about clothing, though some wore a knee-length skirt, and one a wide conical cap.
1863

 This 

was identified by Boehmer as an Assyrian king‘s cap supporting a tiara (Fig.3.33),
1864

 but that 

is improbable since the details of the conical cap of the statue, which was discovered in 

Mdjeser, is not like the well known Assyrian king‘s caps. We now know of several nude 

                                                           
1854

 Nojehdehi, 2012:Fig.1-8, 10. 
1855

Azarpay, 1968: Pl.9. 
1856

 Albenda 1986:91, Pl.133 (Room XIII, slab 3). 
1857

 The two distinct forms of Urartian helmet are crested and conical. Crested ones may have horseshoes or 

crescents on top. Conical ones are commoner, with the lower circle tapering upwards, terminating with pointed 

tip. Crested helmets were worn by Urartian solders on the Balawat Gate reliefs of Shalmaneser III. For instance 

see Biber 2011: 242, Fig.10. 
1858

Biber 2011: 242, fig.10; Seidl 2004: Pl.6 a-c. For other examples of the Urartian helmet styles, see Wäfler, 

1975: Abb.167-170; and for other examples of the Assyrian headdresses, caps and headdresses see Hrouda1965, 

Pl.23. 1-21; Albenda 1986: 94, Pl.140; Nojehdehi 2012: fig.1 
1859

See Albenda 1986: Pl. 136, (Room XIV, slabs 1-2); Pl.133 (Room XIII, slabs 3). 
1860

 van Loon 1966: 85-86. The coronation of some of the Urartian kings may have been performed in this 

temple, as well as a kind of ‗festival‘ called ‗days of joy‘ (mentioned in the Urartian bilingual stele of Merge 

Karvan) and performed over two weeks. Every day there were sacrifices and banquets for the city of Musasir in 

which the Urartian king Rusa son of Sarduri participated; for details see the Assyrian text of Merge Karvan 

Stele, Roaf 2012a:193; CTU I, A 10-4. 
1861

For further details see the section on Metalwork in this Chapter, 3.8. 
1862

For further details see SAA IV 24: 7-11; 269: 2-5; 35: 4-5; 36: 2-5; 43, also see Chapter I, 1.2.3. 
1863

 Marf 2014; Marf D. A., (forthcoming): Back to the Land of Musasir/Ardini: preliminary report on fieldwork 

(2005-2012), Oxford: BAR Publisher. 
1864

 Boehmer 1973: 38, Taf.11 3.I; Taf.12 1-4. 
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statues discovered recently in the area of ancient Musasir. One of them wears a ‗jockstrap‘, 

identical to a jockstrap worn by one of the male figures on the Iron Age warrior burial steles 

of Hakkari (Fig.3.33).
1865

 These statues might represent ‗Scythian‘ warrior chieftains, who 

penetrated and dominated that area probably during the late seventh century and the sixth 

century BCE.
1866

  

A textile which reached Assyria from the Northern Zagros was the coloured plumes 

decorating the heads of horses sent as tribute to the Assyrian court. Median horses with these 

plumes are depicted on Assyrian and Zagrosian glazed bricks and on Assyrian reliefs from 

Khorsabad.
1867

 On some Assyrian reliefs Egyptian blue and red (hematite) are used as 

pigments on the tassel and plume of carved horses, similarly, on the wall paintings of Til 

Barsib.
1868

 While some Zagros dress which is depicted on local objects is different from 

Assyrian dress there are also some objects depicting people, especially on the ivories of 

Hasanlu and Ziwiye.
1869

 

   

 

                                                           
1865

See Sevin 2005b: 163-164, Fig.1-2; Sevin 2005a; Marf 2009; Marf 2014; Marf D. A., (forthcoming): Back to 

the Land of Musasir/Ardini: preliminary report on fieldwork (2005-2012), Oxford: BAR Publisher. 
1866

 Marf 2013: 13-29.   
1867

 Collon p.fig.109, p.134; Albenda 1986: Pl.34, Room 10, slab.15. 
1868

Verri, et al., 1999: 57-62. 
1869

 See Muscarella 1982; Ghirshman 1979, also see below. 
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Fig. 3.33. Several funeral statues discovered in the mountainous area which was called 

Musasir and Kirruri during the Iron Age. (Photo by the author).  

When the Assyrians plundered the cities of the Zagros they looted garments and also they 

received garments and textiles as tribute. They dressed messengers arriving in delegations in 

purple. Zagrosians depicted on Assyrian reliefs generally wear local dress, leopard skin or 

sheepskin over a short tunic, a style of dress not worn by others. No specific headdress 

distinguishes the people of the Zagros on Assyrian reliefs. The Gilzaneans, the Musasirians, 

the Medes and the Manneans did not cover their heads.
1870

 The warriors on the city walls 

defending their cities against the Assyrians were bareheaded Zagrosians bringing horses and 

city models to the Assyrian court have short hair with a headband round their foreheads.
1871

 

The Median warriors on the walls and towers when Sargon II besieged Harhar and Kishesim, 

Tikrakki and the Mannean city of Pazashi also had short hair but in a different style and no 

headband.
1872

 The people of the mountains usually wore high-laced knee-high boots, laced but 

open at the front.
1873

  

   By contrast Šilisruḫ, the Median ruler of Abdadani, is depicted on an inscribed bronze 

plaque wearing a long dress and headdress typical of an Assyrian king.
1874

 

On metal objects of Hasanlu local people are depicted. Their dresses are not like those of 

Manneans, Medes and Musasirians. In Hasanlu the long dress reached below the knee. It has a 

thick belt, and the shoulders and the lower part are fringed. Some individuals wore no 

headdress, and others wore a tall fez, with an upward pointing tail. Some archers wore a 

headdress perhaps made from fur, with a conically shaped liner at the back.
1875

 

    Peoples, genies, deities are often depicted on local Zagros Iron Age glazed bricks, 

ivories, seals, metal objects etc. They wear different styles of dress. Most are local varieties of 

style, but some are similar to Assyrian and Urartian styles. In the main the objects themselves 

are carved or painted with motifs in Assyrian styles. The figures if not Assyrian are 

Mesopotamian, including Gilgamesh and Enkidu dressed as usual.
1876

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1870

Especially the Medes and the Manneans, they did not cover their heads with a headdress. For instance see 

Albenda 1986: Pl.34, Room 10, slabs 15.  
1871

Albenda 1986: Pl.27, Room 10, slabs 1-2; Pl.34, Room 10, slab.15.  
1872

 Some of the ‗leader/priests‘ depicted on the towers at the acropolis of Harhar are dressed slightly differently 

from the other warriors on the walls. One has a headband not seen on other warriors at Median and Mannean 

cities depicted on the reliefs of Khorsabad. See Botta & Flandin 1972: pl. 145; Botta &  Flandin, 1972, pl.55.7 
1873

Albenda 1986: Pl.27, Room 10, slabs 1-2; Pl.34, Room 10, slab.15. 
1874

Calmeyer 1973: pl.135. fig.29. 
1875

For further details see De Schauensee 2001: 1-42, fig.1.14,b.; fig.1.19. 
1876

To be discussed later in this Chapter.  
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3.10. Pottery in Assyria and the Northern Zagros 

Later Khabur ware and Old Babylonian ware is the main ceramic found over a large area 

of Upper Mesopotamia, including Assyria, the Zagros foothills and some areas of the 

Northern Zagros during the Late Bronze Age, it is particularly common in Assyria and the 

Iraqi Zagros.
1877

 It has been found in some sites of the Urmia basin. Late Khabur painted ware 

was found at Hasanlu VI,
1878

 as well as Dinkha Tepe and Tepe Giyan II.
1879

  

In the Zagros, there are local wares. A well known example is Shamlu Ware, first found at 

Tell Shamlu in the Sharezur plain in a 1960s excavation by an Iraqi team. The plain during 

the Bronze Age and the Iron Age was part of Lullubum.
1880

 Shamlu Ware is dated to the 

Middle Bronze Age, to what is known as the post-Simurrum period.
1881

 No real parallel for 

Shamlu Ware has been found at sites near Tell Shamlu, but a few similar potsherds were 

found in the Sharezur plain and in Dinkhe Tepe near the Urmia basin.
1882

 It is not know where 

or by whom Shamlu Ware was made, but it cannot be attribute Shamlu Ware to the 

Lullubeans, since other contemporary sites in the land of Lullubum have no Shamlu Ware. 

Later, in the second half of the second millennium BCE, in Assyria and the Zagros 

foothills Khabur Ware was replaced by Nuzi Ware,
1883

 throughout the Assyrian heartland and 

the Zagros foothills. It was found at Tell al-Rimah in the Assyrian heartland and in the 

Northern Zagros at Tell Bakrawa, contemporary with and comparable to the Mittani vessel 

found there.
1884

 Moreover, it has been assumed that Nuzi ware found in the tombs of the 

chieftains of Hakari in southeastern Turkey, near the Iraqi border and the Upper Zab.
1885

 

However, in the area of the Urmia basin and the Iranian side of the Northern Zagros Khabur 

Ware was replaced by Grey Ware, not Nuzi ware. Why Khabur Ware was switched to Grey 

Ware in some of the sites in the Northern Zagros is an unanswered question. While there is no 

clear textual or material supporting evidence explain the appearance of Grey Ware as a sign of 

                                                           
1877

See Edzard 1972-1975: 29-31; Postgate, et al., 1997: 52ff. For more details about Khabur ware and its 

relation with Nuzi ware see Stein 1984; also, see Al-Husiani 1962: 140-164; Madhloum 1965: 75-88; Miglus, et 

al., 2011: 136-174; Miglus, et al., 2013: 43-88.  
1878

For the discussion about the Khabur ware in the Northern Zagros and Assyria see Muscarella 2006: 72; Kroll 

1994: 159-166. The term Khabur ware was first used by Mallowan during the excavation at Chagar Bazar. 

Khabur ware spread widely from the Urmia western shores at Dinkhe Tepe to the Mediterranean shores at 

Alalakh. See Oates et al., 1997: 52ff; Hrouda 1972-1975: 29-31. For further details about the Late Bronze Age 

and Early Iron Age ceramics in Hasanlu VIa – IVc, see Danti & Cifarelli, 2013: 143-276. 
1879

Dyson 1965b: 204, 211; Kramer 1977: 104ff. For further details about Dinkhe Tepe ceramic see Muscarella 

1968: 187ff; Muscarella 1974: 35-90; Hamlin 1974: 125ff; Danti and Cifarelli 2013: 152-165.   
1880

 Ahmed 2012:75-80. 
1881

 Altaweel, et al., 2012: 11; Al-Janabi 1961: Table 5, 6, and 12; Mühl 2013: Tafel. 93. 
1882

There are two types of Shamlu ware, Older Shamlu and Younger Shamlu. Older Shamlu is contemporary 

with identical examples from Dinkha Tepe (Dinkha IVd), see Mühl 2013: 164, Tafel. 93; Al-Janabi 1961: Tables 

5, 6, and 12; Danti and Cifarelli 2013: 158ff, fig.4.9.a.   
1883

Starr 1939: 388ff.  
1884

 Miglus et al., 2013: 50f.  
1885

Özfirat discovered potsherd(s) in the tombs of Hakkari and called it Nuzi ware. By connecting Nuzi ware 

with Hakkari he concluded that the owners of the Hakkari tombs were chieftains trading metals between 

Caucasia, Urmia and beyond with Mesopotamia and Anatolia; see Özfirat 2001: 209-228; Sevin 2005b: 165; for 

Nuzi ware see Starr 1939: 219ff.; Hamlin 1974: 125ff; Oates, J., et al., 1997: 52-54; Stein 1984. 
1885

Sevin 2005b: 164; Sevin 2005a. 
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demographic and political change in the area of the Urmia basin and nearby territories. 

Muscarella raises some related questions: 1886 

Did the Khabur-ware culture originate in Iran and move west, or does it represent an 

eastern extension of a western culture? Did this culture succumb to the invading gray-

ware people or did the Khabur-ware people abandon the area before the arrival of the 

latter? Can the people of gray-ware culture be equated with any of the nations 

historically documented in the ninth century B.C. by the Assyrians and Urartians? 

These and other questions remain most interesting problems for future research.  

Curtis supposes that the appearance of Grey Ware could be linked with Indo-European 

migrations.
1887

 Abandoning one type of ware for another is mainly related to migrations or 

immigrations. Perhaps abandoning Khabur Ware was related to the transition from the Bronze 

Age to the Iron Age, especially in the area of the Urmia basin and the Northern Zagros when 

newcomers were arriving. The area was also the arena where Urartians and Assyrians fought 

for control. For some reason or other, Khabur Ware gave way to Grey Ware and other wares 

at the end of the Late Bronze Age.
1888

  

Assyrian ceramic had not so strong influence on Zagros ceramic compared Assyrian 

influence on Northern Zagrosian art, for which political and military advances of the 

Assyrians were responsible.
1889

 Ceramic is important archaeologically for determining 

cultural boundaries and migrations.
1890

 Every territory in the Zagros had its own local style of 

Iron Age ceramic, which changed or was replaced with new shapes and decorative motifs 

with changing demography because of migration or deportation. We have no evidence of 

Assyrian deportees in the Zagros,
1891

 for Assyrian penetration was mainly by soldiers, which 

did not change the pottery of the Zagros.
1892

 

Palace ware, also called elite ware, is a typical Assyrian ware made in the 8th-7th 

centuries BCE in the Assyrian heartland and in some areas of the Assyrian empire. It is found 

in the form of drinking cups, bowls and jars, usually with thin walls and small, between 

15cm-4cm.
1893

 It has been found at several sites in the Northern Zagros. The beakers from 

Bakrawa are ―a medium-fine yellow-reddish ware‖ with rounded bases,
1894

 similar to late 

Assyrian beakers from Ashur and Tell al-Rimah.
1895

 Some fine beakers and ―carinated bowls 

with everted rim‖ have been found in the Sharezur plain.
1896

 In the vassal treaty of 

Esarhaddon with the Medes Assyrian Palace ware is mentioned indirectly with ―by holding 

                                                           
1886

Muscarella 1968:196. 
1887

Curtis (ed.), 1995:18. 
1888

Muscarella 1968: 196. 
1889

Saggs 1973: 157; Dyson 1965b: 195 
1890

For instance, see Kramer 1977: 92ff.  
1891

The discovery of Assyrian style pottery in two houses in one of the Urartian settlements was interpreted as an 

indication that deportees from Assyria probably used those houses; see Stone 2012: 89.  
1892

For similar discussion see Anastasio 2010: 27. 
1893

Hunt 2015: 6ff; Hunt 2013: 135-142; Rawson 1954: 168-172; Anastasio 2010: 3. 
1894

Miglus, et al., 2013:  fig.7. 
1895

In Bakrawa a clay cone found in the layer 1 is compared with similar clay cones from Nuzi and from Assyria 

in Tell al-Rimah. However, there is no other ceramic evidence to indicate similarities between the Middle 

Assyrians and the Zagros; see Miglus, et al., 2013: 47-48, fig.7 a.; Postgate, et al., 1997:51, 67, 69.  
1896

Altaweel, et al., 2012: 26, fig.16:4.    
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breasts, you will not bind each other by oath.‖
1897

 The expression ―by holding breasts (ṣi-bit 

tu-le-e)‖ could mean holding breast-shaped wine cups. In Assyria and the Zagros no breast-

shaped metal cups have been found, but one type of Palace ware is a beaker with a nipple-

shaped base. Esarhaddon and the Medes may have used such a beaker when they swore their 

oath. The nipple-base beaker is first found in Mittani cermics from the Middle Assyrian 

period. An example was also found at Tell al-Rimah, from the Neo-Assyrian period as a type 

of Assyrian Palace ware. Other examples were found at Satu Qala in the Northern Zagros.
1898

  

Many examples of fine glazed colourful jars have been found in the Assyrian heartland. 

In Ashur the ceramics are mainly painted with colourful decoration,
1899

 and in Tell Bila, 

Nimrud, Tell al-Rimah, Qasir Shamamuk (ancient Kilizi), Arbail they are small fine glazed 

jars.
1900

 The jars at Qasir Shamamuk have a flower with yellowish and white petals, identical 

with the decoration of glazed wall knobs and glazed bricks of Satu Qala (Idu).
1901

 

In the Northern Zagros, several examples of these Assyrian small fine jars have been 

found, mainly in tombs and graves,
1902

 with plant, flower, and animal decoration in different 

colours. The one from Ziwiye had petals on its lower rim, and on a body panel a sacred tree or 

palmetto between two kneeling gazelles. This scene is identical to one on a jar from Ashur 

(see Fig. 3.34.a),
1903

 and one on an ivory plaque from Nimrud.
1904

 In the Urmia basin 

(Mannea) at the Kul Tarike Cemetery, (east of Ziwiye) a small Assyrian fine glazed jar was 

found with an Assyrian bottle. The cemetery is dated to the 7
th

 century BCE and attributed to 

the Manneans (Fig.3.34.b).
1905

  

a.  b.  

Fig. 3.34.a. Painted and glazed jars from Ashur (after Andrae 1925: Taf. 20). 

b. A glazed fine jar found in grave no.7 in Kul Tarike Cemetery (after Rezvani & Roustaei 

2007: pl.12).  

                                                           
1897

Wiseman 1958: p.42, col. iii: 155-156. 
1898

Oates, et al., 1997:57, Plate 20, e; van Soldt, et al., 2013: 202, fig.6. 
1899

Andrea 1925: Tables 12-20. 
1900

 Moorey 1985:157, 170ff; Oates et al., 1997: 57; Andrae 1952 . 
1901

Anastasio et. al, 2012: pp. 94, 153, fig. 45, fig.74.5; Anastasio 2010: pl.29.4; Anastasio, 2011: fig. 2d; for 

glazed bricks from Qasir Shamamuk, see Amastasio et. al, 2012: pp.89, 94,102, 112-13, 153. 
1902

A small fine glazed jar was found in a tomb in Arab District near the citadel of Erbil (Arbela); see Van Ess, et 

al., 2012: 104-165). In the Northern Zagros in the cemetery of Kul Tarike an Assyrian fine glazed jar was also 

discovered, see Rezvani & Roustaei, 2007: pl.12. 
1903

Ghirshman 1979: Pl. XXII, 5; Andrae 1925: Taf.20; Amandry 1966: pl.XXIX 1-2. 
1904

Mallowan & Davies 1970: No.162, Pl.XXXVIII; Godard 1950: fig. 66 and 69.    
1905

Azarnoush & Helwing 2005: 221; Rezvani & Roustaei 2007: 144; Amandry 1966: pl.XXIX, 1-2. 
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In the Northern Zagros many Iron Age sites have been excavated, but most incompletely 

during just a few seasons. Important finds of several types of Iron Age pottery come from 

Hasanlu, Dinkhe, Ziwiyeh, Qalaichi, Rabat, Nush-I Jan, Godin, Bakrawa, Satu Qala, Tell el-

Dem, and Basmusian. Most exhibit local styles sorted by colour and shape. The common 

Zagros Grey ware comes from Hasanlu,
1906

 and elsewhere. We also have ―reddish buff‖ ware 

(or red paste ware, pinkish-yellow in colour) from Northern Zagros sites.
1907

   

Several types were discovered in the area of the Urmia basin and elsewhere in the Northern 

Zagros. In Iron Age I monochrome Grey ware appeared, at Hasanlu V, Marlik, Sialk A., 

Yanik Tepe, and Goey Tepe B. Then came painted Triangle ware in Iron Age III in the Neo-

Assyrian and Urartian expansion in the Northern Zagros, in Hasanlu III B, Sialk B, Ziwiye, 

Zendan, and Yankil Tepe.
1908

 Brown Slipped ware, Urmia ware, knob ware decorated with 

little knobs and reddish-brownish ware date to the very late Early Iron Age pottery. Groovy 

pottery and Grey ware were in dozens of Early Iron Age sites and knob ware in the Urmia 

Basin.
1909

  

The area between the Lower Zab and the Upper Diyala from the Rania plain as far as the 

ranges bordering the east of the Sharezur plain was part of ancient Zamua, or Lullume. The 

ceramics there dated to the Iron Age were discovered in several sites. Some are compared to 

Assyrian ceramics in style, while other local styles occur elsewhere in the Northern Zagros. 

There are many sites, including Basmusian, Tell ed-Dem, Satu Qala, Tell Sitak, Bestansur, 

and Bakrawa.
1910

 In the Rania plain also, at Tell ed-Dem, in the second level under this palace 

a type of Iron Age ceramic was found dated to the 7
th

 century BCE and compared to Assyrian 

ceramic examples from Nimrud.
1911

  

Iron Age potsherds discovered at Sitak III (east of Sulaimania)
1912

 are compared to 

Nimrud and Khirbet Qasrij, and from the same level there is an example of ceramic dated to 

the 7
th

 century BCE, compared to a similar one from Babajan in the Central Zagros.
1913

 In 

Sitak II, other Iron Age ceramics were found, to be compared with examples from the 

Assyrian heartland, in particular Tell al-Hawa and Tell el-Rimah.
1914

 

                                                           
1906

Khatib-Shahidi 2006: 17-29; Danti and Cifarelli 2013: 183, 277-312, Table.4.1. At Hasanlu also a painted 

vessel was discovered, considered by Muscarella as North Syrian to be compared with examples from Hama and 

Charchamish, see Muscarella 1980b: 211. 
1907

Erdem & Konyar 2011: 274; Young 1965:55. 
1908

 Dyson 1965b: 204, 211. 
1909

Kroll 2005:pp.65-85; Danti and Cifarelli 2013: 277-312. 
1910

See Abu-al-Soof 1971: 9; al-Tikrity 1960; van Soldt, et al., 2013; Saber 2015; Miglus 2013. 
1911

In the Rania plain, at Tell Basmusian, a local coarse ceramic is dated to the 8
th

 and 7
th

 century BCE, al-Tikrity 

1960: 96; and also in Basmusian some ceramic is dated to the second half of the second millennium BCE (abu 

al-Soof 1970: 9). No detailed report of that excavation was published by al-Tikrity, so any relation of these 

ceramics with Nuzi ware, Middle Assyrian or local wares of the Zagros is unknown. 
1912

The site, discovered accidently, is located northeast of Sulaimania, in the ancient province of Mazamua. A 

salvage excavation was conducted by the Directorate of Antiquities of Sulaimania, see Saber 2015. 
1913

Saber et. al, 2015: 205-229, fig.13. 1-4, table 1. See also Curtis 1989: fig.40. No.266; fig.22, KQ9; Simpson 

1990: 119-140. 
1914

Saber et. al, 2015: figs. 14.7, 16.3,; Curtis 1989: fig.22, KQ9; fig.36. No.220; Postgate et al., 1997: pl.97, 

No.1173; Ball, et al., 1989: 1-66. 
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At Satu Qala several Assyrian jars and many potsherds were discovered, including 

globular goblets dated to the Late Assyrian period. An Assyrian nipple-beaker, bowls and 

potsherds were also found.
1915

 

At Tepe Qalaichi we have Fine ware, Fine Buff ware, Fine Reddish Buff ware, Common 

ware, and Glazed Common ware, dated to the late 8th century and the 7th century BCE.
1916

 At 

Kul Tarike, Zendan-e Soleyman, Hasanlu IIIB, and Ziwiye, the ceramic is mainly 

considered as Mannean.
1917

 In the Urmia basin, part of Mannea, at the Kul Tarike Cemetery, 

local style ceramics were discovered differently coloured: orange, Red ware, Grey-Black, 

Cream ware, and Glazed. The objects and the cemetery date to the 7
th

 century BCE and 

attributed to the Manneans.
1918

   

From Rabat Tepe we have Iron Age ceramics date to the 8
th

-7
th

 centuries BCE, classified 

into three main groups: ―fine ware, an ordinary ware and a coarse ware.‖
1919

 No comparable 

Assyrian ceramics examples are mentioned, but are like contemporary ceramics from other 

Mannean sites such as Zendan-e Suleiman.
1920

 

Pottery said to come from Ziwiye has nothing comparable to Assyrian jars, except for two 

fine glazed Assyrian jars (see above). It is coarse buff and brown pottery, and includes incised 

jars.
1921

 

The first evidence of Iron Age ceramic from the Musasir kingdom comes from Boehmer 

in the 1970s in Kale-Mdjeser/Kala-Mdjeser and in Ashkene, who found potsherds and jars 

there.
1922

 I have personally conducted field work in the Ruwanduz-Sidekan valleys during 

2005-2012, part of the land of Musasir in the territory of Hiptunu in the Iron Age. Intact jars 

and potsherds were collected from a number of sites. Their size, shape, decoration, function 

and find-spots deserve fuller discussion.  

   In the Diyana plain, on the east bank of the Balkian River, there are sites such as Gird-e-

Desht and its lower town Gird-e-Meer and also Dêlizian, as well as on the west bank such as 

Tell Haudian.
1923

 Local people have discovered Iron Age potsherds there as well as two 

middle sized jars.
1924

 These jars are semi-spherical in shape, handmade, similar in size and 

                                                           
1915

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 202, 204f, fig.6. 
1916

Mollazadeh 2008:p.116; Kargar 1383: 230, fig.13. 
1917

Heidari 2010: 147; Kargar and Binandeh 2009: 114; Boehmer 1986: 95-115; Boehmer 1989: 335-347. 
1918

Rezvani & Roustaei, 2007: 144. 
1919

Kargar & Binandeh 2009: 119 
1920

 Kargar & Binandeh 2009: 114. 
1921

Kroll 2003: 282; Reade 1995a: 39. 
1922

Boehmer 1993-1997: 446ff; also see Boehmer 1979: 50-51; Boehmer 1973: 31-40. Also see Lehmann-Haupt 

1926: 288-308. 
1923

The Iron Age town Hiptunu (previously read by Assyriologists as Hiparna) (medieval Tell Ḥaftun) is 

recorded in the annals of Sargon II (TCL III 425). It is located by Zadok with scholarly support in the area east of 

the Upper Zab near the Harir plain, (Zadok, 1978: 163ff.; Zadok 1995a: 443). I have proposed a different 

location, at modern Tell Haudian; see Marf 2015. 
1924

The jar of Dêlizian is 14.7 cm in diameter and 14 cm in height. The Haudian jar is 16 cm in diameter and 17 

cm in height. See Marf D. A., (forthcoming): Back to the Land of Musasir/Ardini: preliminary report on 

fieldwork (2005-2012), Oxford: BAR Publisher. 
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decorated with projecting vertical lines. The jar from Tell Haudian has in addition vertical 

excised lines and is decorated with reliefs of wild goats (Fig. 3.35.a-b).
1925

 

 

 
Fig. 3.35.a-b. Two middle size jars from Diyana plain; A. from Tell Haudian. B. From 

Delizian. (Photos by the author). 

 

   These jars are identical in shape, decoration and style with jars found in the burials and 

buildings of Hasanlu and Dinkhe Tepe in the Urmia Basin.
1926

 The jars of Hasanlu and 

Dinkhe Tepe date to the Iron Age I, to the 9
th

 century BCE,
1927

 so we can date the jars of the 

Diyana plain to the same period. They provide evidence of cultural interactions between 

Musasir and Ḫiptunu with Hasanlu and Mannea, through the passes linking the Urmia Basin 

to Assyria, such as the Kêl-e-Shin, Barbazin, Minber and Gowre-Shinke passes.
1928

 The 

discovery of these Hasanlu style jars not only show cultural contact between the Diyana plain 

and Hasanlu but also that Diyana-Sidekan-Bradost (ancient Musasir and Hiptunu) played in 

the interaction between Assyria and Hasanlu in the 9
th

 century BCE.
1929

  

                                                           
1925

In a personal communication Ms. Akhir told me that the villagers in Tell Haudian discovered the jars  and are 

now privately owned in the village. A jar from Dêlizian was brought by Mahmod Dêlizi to the Department of 

Archaeology of Salahaddin University in Erbil for its collection; see further Marf 2009c: 65-67; Marf D. A., 

(forthcoming): Back to the Land of Musasir/Ardini: preliminary report on fieldwork (2005-2012), Oxford: BAR 

Publisher. 
1926

Schauensee 2011: pl.3.26a; Stein 1940: Pl.XXIV.12; Muscarrella 1968: fig.17; Stein 1940: 399, Pl.XXIV 9; 

10; 12; Marf 2009c: 60-74. 
1927

Muscarrella, 1968: fig.17; Muscarella 1994: 143, pl.12.1.2.  
1928

See Levine 1973: 1-27: fig.1; Bendict 1961: 359-85, esp. 360-61. 
1929

In addition to these similarities between jars found at the area of the Urmia Basin and the Diyana plain dated 

to the 9
th

 century BCE, there are other signs of interaction between Mannea and Musasir. For example the 

Musasirian elite who are depicted on the tower of Musasir on the relief of Khorsabad showing Sargon II 
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The bowl discovered in Tell Haudian (fig.3.35.c) is like a number of other bowls in shape, 

size and style with a rounded rim.
1930

 Nevertheless, this bowl is most like those from 

Hasanlu,
1931

 a ‗Median/Post-Assyrian‘ bowl from a tomb in the lower town of Erbil,
1932

 a 

‗Median/Post-Assyrian‘ bowl from Kherbet Qasrij in the Eski Mosul Dam area, a bowl from 

Nimrud,
1933

 and an 8
th

-6
th

 century bowl recently discovered in Tell Bakrawa in Halabja.
1934

 

Recently a salvage excavation at Gundi Topzawa and the Qabrstani Topzawa found an 

assemblage of Iron Age ceramic.
1935

  

 
Fig.3.35.c. An Iron Age bowl found in Tell Haudian. (Photo by the author). 

 

In 2005, when constructing a road to the village of Abu-bakra, a mechanical excavator 

dislodged a slab covering a subterranean storage room, 1.8 m deep and containing sixteen 

jars. The jars had been used for storing food and drink. They were taken to the local 

authorities and the author, with help from colleagues from Sulaimania museum, conducted a 

sounding in the narrow chamber down to virgin soil.
1936

 The jars are of medium size and 

variously shaped. Two have one handle, two others have two handles
1937

 and two others have 

lids. Most have a flat base but some are oval. There are examples of incised geometric 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
plundering the city in 714 BCE wear skin cloaks similar to the Mannean dress depicted on other reliefs of Sargon 

II from Khorsabad of the same time (see Botta & Flandin 1972: pl. 141, Room XIII, slab 4). Also, the god Haldi, 

whose main centre was in Musasir, is recorded on the Aramaic stele of Qlaichi/Bukan see Fales 2003:131-47). 

Moreover, Bagbartu (Bagmaštu), the name of the wife of Haldi in Musasir/Ardini, originated in Mannea, since a 

Mannean prince from this same period was called Bagdati (ARAB II 10, 56).  The closeness of the two regions 

means strong cultural interactions are to be expected.  
1930

Marf 2009c: 60-74. 
1931

Muscarella 2012a: 272, fig.18.09.  
1932

Van Ess, et al. 2012: 133.  
1933

Lines 1954: Pl. XXXVII, 6; Curtis 1989: Fig.23, 9.  
1934

Miglus 2013: 47-48, fig.7.a. 
1935

See Danti 2014a: figs. 15–16. 
1936

Abu-bakra is to the west of the Lower Zab in Mountain range of Qandil near the Iranian border. The 

discovery proved to be a well. The team from the Directorate of Antiquities of Sulaimania (Mr. Muhammad, Mr. 

Handrên and Mr. Salih) with the author briefly excavated the site. We found nothing else in the well, which was 

only ca. 1.8m deep. Its walls were lined with stones. How the jars were stored we do not know because before 

we arrived local residents had removed them from the well. We delivered them all to the Slemani museum. 
1937

The handles are similar to some Iron Age handles in the Urmia Basin; see Muscarella 1994: 143, Pl.12.2.2.  
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decoration reminiscent of Urartian symbols for measurement on ceramics.
1938

 By their shape 

and style, they are dated to different periods, including Khabur ware and Iron Age 

Iranian/Urartian medium sized types (see Fig.3.35.d). The location where they were found is 

cold even in summer. A spring nearby has icy water even in July.
1939

 The village is located on 

the caravan route that led southeastward to the Lower Zab valley and the Raniya plain, north-

west to the Ruwanduz valley and eastwards to the Iranian border through the Gowre-Shinke 

pass.
1940

 The jars may have been made in a local workshop in different styles, some similar to 

Bronze Age jars in shape and decoration. More probably, they were kept in a well in the Iron 

Age, since most come from that period. Urartian influence on shape and decoration can 

clearly be seen.  

Interestingly, the cover of one of the jars is similar to the cover of the stone bowl of 

Hasanlu, brought there from Idu (modern Satu Qala) in the 9
th

 century BCE. That stone cover 

is inscribed with the name of Bauri, the king of Idu. At the centre is a pointed cylindrical gap 

for a finger to remove the cover easily. The tops of jars from Abu-bakara are similarly 

equipped, so they may date to the Iron Age, the 9
th

 and 8
th

 centuries BCE.
1941

  

d.  

                                                           
1938

For example, see Payne 2005: 253, Taf.79; Erdem 2013: 193-220.  
1939

The jars may have been used for long term storage of foods. Modern semi-nomads of the area told me that 

they still keep surplus food refrigerated for several months in this way, including qauirma (a kind of semi-

cooked spiced beef), cheese, and drink (do/ayran) in mountain caves, in skins and jars. The ancient jars were 

perhaps stored in this well for a similar purpose, but the owners never returned to consume the food.   
1940

See Levine 1973: 1-27: fig.1. 
1941

 Dyson 1989: fig. 21. 
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  e.    

Fig. 3.35.d. A jar with its cover, found in the well of Abu-bakra. (Photo by the author). 

 e. The assemblage jars from the well of Abu-bakra village. (Photos by the author 

and Slemani museum). 

 

The ceramics from the Zagros Cemetry/Iron Age graveyard of Sennandaj comprise jars, 

bowls and mugs mainly of coarse, handmade pottery, similar to the Iron Age II examples 

from Hasanlu, Tepe Sialk, Luristan (Kite ware) and the tomb of War Kabud (Iron Age III), 

without Assyrian influence.
1942

  

In the Northern Zagros as well as Assyrian ceramics, Urartian ceramics have been 

discovered in several sites. Dozens of these sites show an Urartian presence in the area around 

Lake Urmia and the Urmia basin, mainly based on the Urartian pottery but also on Urartian 

steles and fortifications. Urartian ceramics were discovered at Hasanlu III, Agrab Tepe, and 

Bastam, in the area of Mdjeser (ancient Musasir) and even at Tell Bakrawa in the Sharezur 

plain.
1943 

Most examples are Urartian Red Burnished ware and Urartian large storage jars, 

which according to Kroll are ―a hallmark of any Urartian site.‖
1944

 

In the citadel of Hasanlu a ―red slipped pouring jar with a trefoils spout was found,‖ dated 

to Period IIIb (Urartian period). This type of jar is known as Toprakkale ware, and found in 

the Urartian cities of Bastam, Karmir Blur, Ayanis.
1945

 A ―red polished pitcher with trefoil 

spout and twisted strap handle‖ was also found at Hasanlu, a typical Urartian style, dated to 

                                                           
1942

See Amelirad, et al., 2012: pp. 46-47, fig.23-32. 
1943

 Muscarella 2012a: 275; Kleiss 1972: 7-28, Taf. 18-19; Kroll 2010a: 21-35, fig.9. 
1944

Kroll 2013a: 185; Erdem & Konyar 2011: 268. Red Burnished ware is also called ―Palace ware ‖, ―Bianili 

Pottery‖ or ―Toprakkale ware‖; for further details see Erdem & Konyar 2011: 270; Musarella 2012: 267. 

Musarella 2012 : 265-275; Kroll 1976. 
1945

Kroll 2013a:184ff, fig.8. 
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the 9-7
th

 centuries BCE.
1946

 In Kordlar I and Haftevan IV similar pitchers were found with 

Grey ware.
1947

 In Bakrawa, ―fine reddish slipped ware‖ bowls are dated to the Iron Age II, 

similar in form to the Urartian examples from Bastam, in Urartian and Median contexts.
1948

 

Kroll assumes that the type of pottery found in Urartian sites date to a period ―later than the 

Urartian imperial period‖, and can be considered as Median. Triangle ware is one of these 

wares classified by shape.
1949

 In Hasanlu IIIA, painted Triangle ware was found in the layers 

above the IIIB structures, the Median or Achaemenid layers.
1950

 Hasanlu IIIB Triangle ware is 

―buff in color with small red-slipped bowls‖ with a preponderance of ―cross-hatched or solid 

hanging triangles painted on thin, fine, highly polished buff pottery.‖ Triangle ware was also 

found at Ziwiye and Tepe Giyan I.
1951

 

Ceramics from the period after the fall of Nineveh are sometimes called Post-Assyrian but 

that dated to the late 7
th

 century and the first half of the 6
th

 century from Assyria and the 

Northern Zagros may be called Median ware. Several sites during the salvage excavations in 

the Rania plain in the 1950s produced a type of 7
th

/6
th

 century pottery called by Iraqi 

archaeologists Median ware, although as yet there are no published reports, photos or 

drawings or descriptions of what was found. What is called Post-Urartian ceramic comes from 

the Urmia basin and Urartu, similar to the Median ceramic from Late Iron Age sites dated to 

the late 7
th

 century and the 6
th

 century BCE.
1952

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1946

Kroll 2013b: 321.   
1947

 Kroll 2013b: 319-326. 
1948

See Miglus, et al., 2013: 47-48, fig.7 a. 
1949

Kroll 2014: 203-210; Kroll 1975: 71-74.  
1950

Roaf 2012b: p.7, fig.2. 
1951

Dyson 1965b: 204. 
1952

For further details see Kroll 2014: 203-210; Abu al-Soof 1970: 65-108; Erdem & Konyar 2011: 276f; Lines 

1954: 164ff.; Marf 2009; Marf, D. A. (forthcoming), 2016 ―Back to the Land of Musasir/Ardini: preliminary 

report on fieldwork (2005-2012),‖ in: Kopanias, K, and J. MacGinnis, (eds.) Forthcoming. The Archaeology of 

the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and Adjacent Regions. Conference Proceedings, Athens, November 1st-3rd 2013, 

Oxford : Archaeopress. 
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Conclusions 

To conclude, this chapter has been concerned with objects that have been known for some 

time as well as others that are new. Smaller objects, such as seals and ivory objects, could 

easly be transported from one place to another, but that does not apply so much to glazed 

bricks, and steles or the immovable rock reliefs. 

The rock reliefs and steles in the Zagros prove that the Assyrians reached these areas, and 

wished to display on them their art and their religion. The inscriptions commemorate Assyrian 

victories there and the king‘s other military activities in the Near East. It was a way of 

symbolically creating propaganda in occupied territory, to keep their enemies subdued by the 

splendour of Assyrian might, writing and art. They never wrote in a Zagrosian language but 

wished to send their message to their enemies in Akkadian. These images of Assyrian kings 

influenced the Medes, inspiring one Median ruler to have his image cut out in the same way. 

Another local ruler tried to do the same, but with an incorrect cuneiform inscription. A 

Mannean ruler had an Aramaic inscription on his stele. There are several Urartian steles in the 

Northern Zagros between the Urmia basin and Musasir with bilingual inscriptions, in 

Akkadian and an Urartian language.  

Assyrian palace reliefs functioned as a formal means of communication for Assyria. They 

portray military successes and the punishment of non-submissive enemies including many 

Zagrosian landscapes.  

Glazed bricks made for Assyrian palaces and temples were also works of art, and they 

influenced locally made glazed bricks in the Zagros. What appears to be pure Assyrian glazed 

brick work was discovered in Satu Qala and Hasanlu. In Assyrian records glazed bricks are 

said to have been made in Zamua and Media under Sargon and his governors. The glazed 

bricks made at Rabat Tepe (the town Arzizu in Mazamua) and Tepe Qalaichi both are local 

work, Glazed bricks is all the Mannean and ‗Mazamuan‘ art we have, but some borrow 

elements from Assyrian art. Assyrian texts and visual records refer to much loot and tribute of 

art, including works in metal, ivory and stone. These objects were plundered from cities in the 

Zagros or accepted from the rulers as tribute, although this may be exaggerated Assyrian 

propaganda. In fact no Zagrosian artistic object has been excavated in Assyrian capitals. The 

metal objects may have been melted down and reused or metal and other objects may have 

been reclaimed later as loot and taken back to the Zagros. Proof is impossible. Assyrian loot 

discovered in the Zagros can be assumed to have been taken during the fall of Assyria in 614-

612 BCE. This includes the Assyrian style bronze Pazuzu head from Nush-i Jan, and the 

bronze plaque from the temple of Ishtar of Arbail. 

Stamp and cylinder seals were mainly used for validating commercial and legal 

transactions but they were also used as amulets. Actual Assyrian seals and seals in Assyrian 

and Syro-Palestinian style have been discovered at several sites in the Northern Zagros, in 

elite graves and in public buildings. All of them may not have reached the Zagros from 

Assyria but some would have been made there under Assyrian influence, to validate 

commercial and legal transactions involving Assyria. They would be used by merchants 

travelling between Zagros and Assyria. Assyrians used royal seals on barley shipments from 

the Zagros, and on letters sent from Assyrian kings to their governors, commanders and local 

rulers.  
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The only seal from the Northern Zagros with an Assyrian inscription is that of the ruler 

Urzana. The images are purely Assyrian work and the inscription is in Akkadian, but there is 

no clear evidence that Urzana used it for sealing. A local ruler using an Assyrian style of seal 

reflected the political influence of Assyria and that his city and kingdom was under Assyrian 

control, with the local ruler acting as an Assyrian governor. That happened at Musasir and Idu 

(Satu Qala). 

   The Medes did not use their own seal to validate the vassal treaty with Esarhaddon, 

perhaps because the Assyrian king did not see them as equals, and Esarhaddon did not use his 

own seal but the seals of earlier Middle and Neo-Assyrian kings. Some discovered seals from 

the Zagros conform to a central Assyrian artistic style. 

Ivories were specially prized objects of art. Those found in the Zagros are Assyrian or 

Syrian in style. They were mainly possessed by palaces and temples, and perhaps occasionally 

by the elite. What came from Hasanlu and supposedly from Ziwiye it has been assumed that 

they came from Assyria as royal gifts or in response to requests from local rulers to Assyrian 

workshops, or they were made by Assyrian craftsmen living in the Zagros. The Assyrians 

plundered much ivory from Musasir, though these were not discovered (or discovered but not 

recognized) when excavating the Assyrian capitals. Most Zagros ivory was found at Hasanlu, 

some of which has a local style. Assyrian styles of ivory are evidence of cultural contact 

between Assyria and the Northern Zagros rulers. The raw ivory from the workshops at 

Hasanlu and ‗Ziwiye?‘ will have come from Assyria. 

Assyrian references to metal objects and metal ore come from texts and images. Metal was 

taken as booty from the Northern Zagros or received as tribute. In the Zagros the techniques 

of making and carving metal objects were similar to those in Assyria.  

We have found no evidence of Zagrosian influence on Assyrian costumes. The Assyrian 

formal style was already settled under influence from Babylonia. It was the cold mountain 

weather that dictated the way the people of the Zagros dressed, completely unsuited to the hot 

plains of the Assyrian heartland. Their shoes with pointed toes marked them as mountain 

dwellers. Conversely there is some evidence of Assyrian influence on local Zagrosian dress, 

to be seen in Assyrian depictions of peoples from the Zagros. Commercial contacts with 

Media and deportations may well have brought Median carpets to Assyria. From Assyrian 

records we know that the Assyrian temples were active in producing textiles.  

There is very little Assyrian ceramic in the Northern Zagros, especially on the Iranian side, 

which may indicate that Assyrian penetration into the Zagros was not a process of migration, 

but involved official personnel, the army, merchants, and delegations. The small fine glazed 

decorated jars found in tombs in the Northern Zagros tombs and in its foothills may have 

come directly from Assyria or manufactured for elite persons. 

Influences in styles and motifs on objects of art and ceramics could have come from trade 

contacts, military conflicts, migrations, deportations, travelling artisans, and the exchange of 

gifts among the elite, but to identify the precise source of influence in any place or on any 

specific object is difficult. 

The Assyrians deported thousands of peoples in different areas of the Near East, including 

peoples from the Zagros. Some of them may have been craftsmen and artists, who worked in 

their exile in Assyria. In the 7
th

 century BCE many craftsmen were working in the Assyrian 

court and in workshops in the Assyrian capitals. Some of them after the fall of Nineveh may 
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have moved to the Zagros, which would explain how Assyrian artistic and architectural 

elements and motifs reached the Zagros and Persia.  

Some Assyrian artistic work was made by foreign hands. Assyrian ivories show a high 

level of interaction between foreign and Assyrian elements. The Northern Zagros was 

similarly open to foreign influence, with local styles mixing with foreign styles made by local 

craftsmen. 

Assyria was the intermediary in allowing Syro-Palestenian art elements on seals and 

ivories to reach the Northern Zagros in Hasanlu. The Zagros was the intermediary in allowing 

raw materials from beyond the Zagros to reach Assyria and beyond. This applies to lapis 

lazuli, gold and some precious stones. There would have been a high level of state commerce 

and diplomatic exchange, and private commercial contacts also enabled artists and craftsmen 

to travel from one area to another. 

In the Northern Zagros we find art of the Assyrian empire, and art in the Assyrian empire. 

Of the foreign elements in the art of the Zagros most are Assyrian but others include Syrian, 

Anatolia and even Caucasion ones.  
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   Chapter IV 

Architecture 

 Introduction 

There are three types of sources for understanding the plan and designs of the cities and 

their function. The archaeological evidence is unfortunately not great, for most of the 

contemporary Middle and Neo-Assyrian cities and towns in the Zagros are not completely 

excavated, and even the excavated sites give no clear picture about the plan of the ancient 

cities of the Zagros. On the other hand, there is some textual and visual evidence, mainly as 

recorded by the Assyrians. This evidence can give a general archaeological overview of the 

cities in the Zagros.  

Archaeological excavations in the Northern Zagros revealed several Late Bronze Age and 

Iron Age cities/towns. Most of these cities/towns have not yet been completely excavated. At 

some of them only a few short season excavations have been made. Therefore, we do not have 

a clear idea about plans of the cities/towns of Idu (modern Satu Qala), Rabat Tepe, Tepe 

Qalaichi (Izirtu?), Ziwiye (Izibia?), Godin Tepe, or even Tepe Hasanlu. In some of these sites, 

public buildings have been completely or partly uncovered. However, we hardly have any 

clear evidence about the private houses (see below). Even at Tepe Nush-i Jan, although it is 

mostly excavated; only public buildings are found in a good condition.
1953

 Those public 

buildings were the Temple, the Court and the Tower, and there is no evidence about any 

private houses at the site or below the citadel in the lower valley near the Tepe. Private houses 

may have existed. It has been suggested that the people may have lived below the citadel in 

tents as nomads.
1954

 In addition, the excavations at Tell Bakrawa give good evidence about an 

existing a Bronze Age ‗city‘, but for its Iron Age levels, there is not much important 

archaeological evidence. The only ‗intensive‘ and prolonged excavation was done in Tepe 

Hasanlu. In Hasanlu, many architectural remains were uncovered, such as the burnt 

buildings/Columned Halls, the fortifications of the citadel, the so-called Triple Road System, 

a name that was later corrected when it was identified as Horse Stables.
1955

 The previous 

published plans and details about architecture and the fortifications of Hasanlu have recently 

been reinvestigated by Muscarella, Kroll, and other scholars. They are re-examining all the 

published reports and details about the architecture of Hasanlu, they have found several 

instances of incorrect data published about the plan and the design of the architecture of 

Hasanlu and even their function. They also suspect the accuracy of the dating of some of the 

levels and layers.
1956

 

4.1. Assyrian and Zagrosian palaces in the Northern Zagros 

Some of the Assyrian kings built several residential palaces outside Assyria in the lands 

they occupied under their empire. The Zagros was also occupied by some Assyrian kings who 

built palaces there, such as the residential palaces of Ashurnasirpal in Atlila and Idu. Most of 

the Assyrian palaces in the Assyrian heartland and in Assyria are mainly excavated. These 

                                                           
1953

Stronch and Roaf 2007. 
1954

Further details will be given below. 
1955

Kroll 2012 b: 277-284. 
1956

see Kroll 2013a: 178; Muscarella 2006:80. Other details and comments of the scholars will be discussed in 

the next pages. 
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excavated palaces gave significant data for the architecture and ornamentation of the Assyrian 

palaces. Not only that, but also they show many aspects of the daily life of the Assyrian kings. 

The uncovered material culture, such as reliefs, wall paintings, and metal objects with 

inscriptions illuminate many aspects of the Assyrian court.
1957

 Our knowledge about the well-

known palaces of Assyria outweighs the hints we have about palaces of the Northern Zagros. 

By contrast, as yet we have no important data concerning any excavated palaces in the 

Northern Zagros. There are two reasons for that. First, there are only a few excavated Iron 

Age sites. Secondly even these Iron Age sites are not completely excavated, and some were 

not well excavated. Thirdly there are very few uncovered texts from the Zagros. Therefore, 

we rely on Assyrian and local epigraphic and visual evidence, which is nevertheless scanty. 

 In the Assyrian and the Zagrosian records there are some hints about the two groups of 

palaces in the Zagros. The first group is the local Zagrosian palaces, and the second group is 

the Assyrian palaces built in the Zagros. Unfortunately, most of the Northern Zagros palaces 

are known only from textual evidence, and in the Zagros only a few of them have been 

discovered: 

Some have supposed that the Lullubi were nomads or semi-nomads, but the Assyrian 

inscriptions show that they had fortified cities, palaces and ‗temples‘ at least from the Middle 

Assyrian period. At that time both Assyrians and Kassites/Babylonians were trying to 

penetrate the foothills and the mountains of the Northern Zagros. In the course of these 

military advances some places are mentioned which were destroyed by the Assyrians, 

Kassites and or Babylonian invaders including the Lullubean palaces of the cities of Murattaš 

and Atlila. Fortunately, the Assyrian, Zagrosian, and Urartian epigraphic records record a few 

details about existing Iron Age palaces in the Northern Zagros and its architecture. Based on 

these records and the material evidence, I shall try as much as possible to construct an image 

from these fragments. In the Assyrian records, there are some direct and indirect references to 

some of the Assyrian and the Zagrosian palaces in the Northern Zagros.  

Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076 BCE) in his annals refers to the Lullubean palace of the 

fortified city of Murattaš. According to him he took booty from the palace and the city and 

destroyed them:
 1958

 

―With my prowess, with which I conquered enemies, I took my chariotry and army (and) 

crossed the Lower Zab. I conquered the lands Murattaš (and) Saradauš
1959

 which are 

within the rough terrain of Mounts Asaniu (and) Atuma. I butchered their troops like 

sheep. 1 conquered their fortified city Murattaš within the first third of the day after 

sunrise. I brought out their gods, their possessions, their property, 120 copper kettles, 

30 talents of copper bars, the outstanding property of their palace, their booty. I burnt, 

razed, (and) destroyed that city.‖ 

                                                           
1957

For further details about the Mesopotamian palaces and their general features see Heinrich 1984; also see 

Frankfort 1996. 
1958

RIMA II A.0.87.1: iii 92 - iv 4, p.19. iii 92 - iv 4. 
1959

Saradauš is identified with the modern area of Surdash on the east bank of the Lower Zab southeast of the 

Dukan dam. See Al-Qaradaghy 2008: 92. 
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Ashurnasirpal II in his annals tells us that the Lullubean city of Atlila and its palace was 

occupied and destroyed in the late second millennium BCE by Sibir, the king of 

Karduniash.
1960

 Ashurnasirpal renovated the city and built a palace there (see below). 

Ashurnasirpal in his campaign on Zamua mentions plundering the storehouse of the palace 

of Ameka, in the royal city Zamru. Also he mentions its walls and courtyard, where he killed 

some soldiers of Ameka and mutilated their corpses: 
1961

 

While I remained before the city Parsindu I set the cavalry (and) light troops in ambush 

(and) killed 50 of the combat troops of Ameka in the plain. I cut off their heads (and) 

hung (them) on trees of the courtyard of his palace in the city Zamru. I captured 20 

soldiers alive (and) spread (them) out in the wall of his palace. 

Ashurnasirpal II in his annals mentions the walls of the palace of the Lullubean king 

Ameka. The Assyrian king claims to have captured alive twenty of Ameka‘s men and 

―immured them in the wall of his palace.‖
1962

 From this I assume that the palace of Ameka 

had two thick walls between which to immure those men. To establish the truth of this not 

improbable claim of Ashurnasirpal is possible only if it can be confirmed by excavations. It 

may only have been royal Assyrian propaganda. We have to hope that future excavators of the 

palace will be able to establish modes of burial there. 

It appears that Ameka the ruler of Zamru emptied his palace and his storehouse, and took 

those possessions to the Erinu mountain, on the other side of the Lallû river. Ashurnasirpal II 

climbed the mountain and plundered these goods:
1963

 

Moving on from the city Zamru I crossed the River Lallû. I marched to Mount Etinu 

over rugged terrain which was unsuitable for chariotry and troops (and) which no king 

among my fathers had ever approached. The king with (his) troops climbed up to Mount 

Etinu. I removed from the mountain his (Ameka's) property, possessions, [many bronze 

utensils], bronze [tubs], bronze casserole(s), bowls, tureens, the treasure of his palace 

(and) his storehouse. Returning to my camp I spent the night. 

On several inscribed bricks from Satu Qala the local kings of Idu refer to their palaces. 

For instance, on inscribed brick buildings King Abbi-zēri of Idu says:
1964

 
1
Palace of Abbi-zēri, king of th  l nd of th   ity of Idu, 

2
son of Š r …ni,  lso king of th  

land of the city of Idu. 
3
The embankment wall of the palace of Abbi-zēri. 

It appears that after the reign of Abbi-zēri two of his sons (Bā‘ilānu and KAM-ti-e-Ni) 

ruled the city one after the other, and both built a greater palace than their fathers had done, 

and they made an embankment wall for their castles. Bā‘ilānu son of Abbi-zēri says on an 

inscribed building brick:
1965

 

                                                           
1960

ARAB I 458; Thompson 1940: 104. Simbar-Shipak (Akkad. offspring of ((the god)) Shipak), Shipak is a 

common element in the Kassite personal names. Simbar-Shipak considered as the first king of the "Second 

Dynasty of the Sea-Land" /The Second Sea-land Dynasty, for further details see Brinkman 1968: 150-154; 

Goetze 1965: 121. 
1961

RIMA II/I: A.0.101.17, iii 80b-87. 
1962

ARAB I: 455. 
1963

RIMA II/I: A.0. 101.17: iii 62b-70a. 
1964

van Soldt et al., 2013: 210. 
1965

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 210-11.  
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Palace of Bā‘ilānu, king of th  l nd of th   ity of Idu, son of Abbi-zēri, king of th  l nd 

of the city of Idu. The palace that he built he made greater than that of his fathers. The 

 mb nkm nt w ll of th  p l    of Bā‘ilānu.  

Similarly his brother KAM-ti-e-ni says on an inscribed building bricks: 

Palace of KAM-ti-e-ni, king of the land of the city of Idu, son of Abbi-zēri, [ lso] king of 

the land of the city of Idu. The palace which he built he made greater than that of his 

fathers. The embankment wall of the palace of KAM-ti-e-ni.  

On these inscribed building bricks King Bā‘ilānu and his brother KAM-ti-e-ni may 

indicate that in Idu there was more than one palace. Probably the sons restored the palace of 

their father and made it bigger than before. Also, the last lines of the brick inscriptions of 

Abbi-zēri and his sons refer to ki-si-ir É.GAL, an embankment wall of the palace. This 

indicate that the palaces were placed on the west bank of the Lower Zab, in modern Tell Satu 

Qala. This embankment was made probably because this palace was built on the bank of the 

river, to make it higher and to protect it. Today the Lower Zab flows below the eastern side of 

the tell, and due to spring floods this part was eroded. Likewise, in Ashur during the Middle 

Assyrian period, Adad-nārārī I (1307-1275 BCE) built an embankment and made a quay wall 

against the Tigris to protect Ashur from the deluge. He used limestone, baked bricks and 

bitumen.
1966

  

We also have a reference for another palace of another king of Idu, Ba‘auri. On an 

inscribed glazed brick uncovered in Satu Qala, the image of a sphinx is depicted. It is framed 

from above and below with a royal inscription:
1967

 

  
1
P l    of B ‘ uri, king of th  l nd of Idu, 

2
son of Edima, also king of the land of Idu. 

Interestingly, from Hasanlu an inscribed stone bowl of the same king B ‘ uri has been 

found.
1968

 The inscription on the bowl also mentions a palace of B ‘ uri, meaning that the 

bowl was a gift of the palace of Idu and was brought to Hasanlu, sent or taken (directly or 

indirectly) from the palace of Ba‘auri. 

Unfortunately, all these inscribed building bricks (some in fragments) were not found in 

situ at the palace(s). Most of them were uncovered accidently by the local people of Satu Qala 

in different places, and some of them were uncovered during the first season of the 

excavation. They were reused in another context in the upper levels. In the survey we found 

another inscribed brick below the tell. In addition, a peasant from Satu Qala village brought us 

a brick inscribed on the edge. She informed us that they had found it in their field, near the 

tell. Perhaps one of these palaces was built outside the tell on the nearby plain, or this 

inscribed brick could have been taken from the tell of Satu Qala itself. 

 Although the two seasons of excavations in Satu Qala and the accidental discoveries by 

the locals revealed many materials from these palace(s). The inscribed glazed bricks and 

building bricks, the inscribed glazed and building bricks, however, were found in situ, but not 

in their original context. They had been reused in later periods for installations and grave 

coverings. The only evidence in Satu Qala suggesting a public building is the large double 

wall and the baked brick paving. Probably it was one of the palaces of Idu, which was 

                                                           
1966

For further details see RIMA I: A.0.76.11: A.0.76.1 A.0.76.8: 23-31; van Soldt, et al., 2013:210, note.20. 
1967

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 213. 
1968

Salvini & Belgiorno 1984: 55-56. 
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discovered in the first season in 2010.
1969

 As yet the team has not been able to find other 

details or follow the plan of the building, because it was located in the southeastern corner of 

the excavated square. These walls possibly belonged to the western part of a public building, 

but only future excavation here can let us know the real function of this public building. 

Future excavations and surveys at the site and the surrounding fields may reveal remains of 

the recorded palace or palaces. 

In the annals of Shalmaneser III he mentions the women‟s palace of Paddira (URU pad-

di-r / šur-di-ra?) in the province of Allabria. He called it ―th  fortifi d  ity of I nziburi š, 

the Allabrian (king).‖
1970

 Shalmaneser III claims that ―I took booty from him: a door of gold, 

his palace women, (and) the extensive property of his palace.‖
1971

 This is the only known 

evidence concerning the women‘s palaces in the Zagros. Although it is an indirect mention of 

it, it is important in telling us that in the Zagros there were women‘s palaces. The one at 

Paddira even had a golden door. In Assyrian architecture and art we know of metal doors and 

gates decorated with bronze reliefs, but as far as I know there is no known golden door in the 

Assyrian palaces, excavated or referred to in a text. Even the most famous palaces only had 

bronze doors. When Sargon built the ―Palace Without a Rival,‖ he mentions ―door-leaves of 

cypress and maple, I bound with a sheathing of shining bronze and set them up in their 

gates.‖
1972

  

Not only the Assyrians, but also the Urartian kings built palaces in the Northern Zagros. 

The Urartian king Menua, when he campaigned against Mannea and occupied its northern 

part, claimed to have built a palace and fortress of the city of Mešta in the province of Mešta, 

southeast of the lake.
1973

 Sargon describes the palace of Ursa/Rusa in Ulḫu:
1974

 

….into Ulhu, the store city (lit., city of properties) of Ursâ I entered triumphantly; to the 

palace, his royal abode, I marched victoriously. The mighty wall, which was made of 

stone from the lofty mountain, with iron axes and iron hoes I smashed like a pot and 

leveled it to the ground. Great cypress beams (from) the roof of his substantial palace, I 

tore out and carried to Assyria. 

Ashurnasirpal II in his annals claims that he rebuilt the ruin of the second millennium 

Lullubean palace and city of Atlila in Zamua:
1975

  

―At that time in the land Zamua, the city Atlila which Sibir king of Kardunias had 

captured, was dilapidated (and) had turned into ruin hills. Ashurnasirpal, king of 

Assyria, took (this city) in hand for renovation. I put a wall around it, founded therein a 

palace for my royal residence, (and) decorated it more splendidly than ever before. I 

stor d th r in b rl y ( nd) str w from  ll th  (surrounding) l nd. I n m d it Dūr-

Aššur.‖ 

                                                           
1969

van Soldt 2013: fig.8, 10-12.  
1970

RIMA III: A.0.102.6: iii 62-63; iv, 1; A.0.102.10 : iii 33-37 a; A.0.102.1001, line:4. 
1971

RIMA III A.0.102.6: iii 58-iv6. 
1972

ARAB II 73. 
1973

Mešta has been identified with Missi (see Young 1967:17). It has also been identified with modern Taš-Tepe. 

But the most probable assumption is to identify it with mod. Hasanlu; for further details see Al-Amin 1949: 215-

249; CTU  A 5-9 f.s. 1-5; A 5-10 1-5, p.231; Salvini 1995: 43.  
1974

ARAB II 161. Ulhu is located somewhere to the southwest of Lake Urmia; for further details about the 

location of Ulhu see Burney 1977: 4f; Muscarella 1986: 473ff. 
1975

RIMA II/I: A.0. 101.1: ii 84b-86a. 
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Some Assyrian kings claimed that they built palaces in the Assyrian empire. They called 

such a palace ―my royal residence.‖
1976

 The Assyrian kings probably used those palaces 

temporarily during their campaigns in these provinces and beyond. This type of palace was 

also used for other purposes. For example Ashurnasirpal II indirectly mentioned that his 

palace in Atlila/Dur-Ashur in Zamua was used for storing grain and straw from the 

surrounding land, probably to transfer it later to Assyria. They were probably also used by 

officials and the local pro-Assyrian rulers or the Assyrian deputies in the lands occupied by 

the Assyrians.
1977

 Ashurbanipal himself built several palaces in the occupied areas outside 

Assyria. We know of two of them to the east in the Zagros. One was at Atlila/Dur-Ashur and 

the other in Idu. In the north west of Assyria he built the so called ―Bronze Palace‖ in the city 

of Tušḫan (mod. Ziyaret Tepe). That was ―the official palace of Ashurnasirpal II‖ in Tušḫan/ 

Tušḫa province.
1978

 

A fragment of an inscription on a glazed wall peg discovered in Satu Qala (SQ 11-

T14)
1979

 has an Assyrian inscription referring to a palace of Ashurnasirpal II: ―Palace of 

Aššurn ṣir[p l, king of th  l nd of Aššur …].‖
1980

 The king was identified by van Soldt and 

Hess as Ashurnasirpal II. They assumed that the inscription relates ―the administrative palace 

of Idu,‖ van Soldt says: ―The inscription SQ 11-T14 would provide the first and so far only 

indication that Ashurnasirpal II or one of his governors built or rebuilt the administrative 

palace of Idu.‖
1981

  

The Assyrian deputy, Mannu-ki-Ninua in Media informs Sargon II that he is building the 

‗grand hall‘ (É dan-nu) with glazed bricks in the Median city of Harhar/Kar-Šarrukin. 

Probably it was the reception hall in the residence palace of the Assyrian deputy.
1982

 

The Iron Age city of Issete was located to the north of Arbail, in the triangle between 

Arbail-Kirruri and the eastern banks of the Upper Zab. It is mentioned several times in the 

Assyrian administrative letters, most famously in the itinerary of Urzana on his visit to 

Assyria (Arbail), to bring tribute and to return the statues of Haldi and Bagbartu to 

Musasir.
1983

 In an Assyrian administrative letter, we learn that Sargon II built a palace in 

Issete, the author of the letter (in which his name is not preserved) sent a report to Sargon II to 

                                                           
1976

For further details see Kerati 2013: 20. 
1977

For instance see Kerati 2013: 20. 
1978

Assurnasirpal II created the province of Tušḫan, where he built a palace for his royal residence in its capital 

city of Tušḫan. For further details see Wicke & Greenfield: 2013: 63-82. Moreover, Assurnasirpal claims that he 

resettled Assyrians at Tušḫan/ Tušh ;―I took Tušh  in h nd for r nov tion. I  l  r d  w y its old wall, 

delineated its area, reached its foundation pit, (and) built (and) completed in a splendid fashion a new wall from 

top to bottom. A palace for my royal residence I founded inside. I made doors (and) hung (them) in its doorways. 

This palace I built (and) completed from top to bottom. I made an image of myself in white limestone (and) wrote 

thereon praise of the extraordinary power and heroic deeds which I had been accomplishing in the lands Nairi. I 

 r  t d (it) in th   ity Tušh . I ins rib d my monumental inscription (and) deposited (it) in its wall.‖ (RIMA II: 

A.0. 101.1: ii 3b-6).  
1979

For further details see Chapter III, 3.4. 
1980

van Soldt, et al., 2013: 213-214. 
1981

See Chapter III, 3.4. See also van Soldt, et al., 2013:220. 
1982

 SAA XV 94: 10-15. For further details see Chapter III,3.4., Median glazed bricks. 
1983

For further details about the location of Issete, see Lanfranchi 1995: 133ff; SAA 13: XXI. 
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say: ―wh t w   r  building is  ll right[……]   p l    [……]. W   r   lso building   fort […] 

 nd will pl[   ] gu rdsm n th r .[L] t p  k  nim ls for th  gu rds  om  up h r  […].
1984

 

Visual evidence concerning ancient architecture usually comes from depictions on reliefs, 

terracottas, wall paintings, model buildings, and other excavated material. For the Zagros, we 

have Assyrian depictions, and for the Northern Zagros we have some specimens of local 

architecture. 

In his eighth campaign Sargon refers to the palace of Urzana in a fragmentary part of the 

text, ―[In th  p l   , th  dw lling of Urz n ], I took up my lordly  bod ,….‖
1985

 The Assyrian 

reliefs depict several Zagrosian cities, but as yet no depiction specifically of a Zagrosian 

palace. There is, however, a depiction of the holy city of Musasir/Ardini on the Khorsabad 

relief which shows three main structures: the temple in the centre; the private houses to the 

left of the mountain; and the tower-palace of Urzana to the right. This structure was probably 

a tower or a palace. In either case it was a secular public building used by Urzana. The relief 

depicts a few people on top of the roof of this structure wearing skin cloaks, the typical 

Zagrosian dress for warriors and elite persons.
1986

 In general the appearance of this structure is 

more or less similar in style to the depicted private houses, but it is larger.
1987 

 

This tower with two levels was called by Albenda a ―three-storied building.‖
1988

 In my 

opinion it has only two stories. The ground floor has a main rectangular gate in the centre of 

the wall, with square crenellations separating it from the upper floor. On the first floor there 

are three rectangular doors, probably for three rooms, but they are smaller than the gate on the 

ground floor. At the top of the first floor we can see similar square crenellations. On the top of 

the building are three towers, more than one metre high. We estimate the height of the towers 

from the height of the people standing on the roof. The towers are decorated with triangular 

crenellations and they are buttressed. On the top of the roof we see three Musasirian elite 

persons looking to the right and wearing skin cloaks. That was traditional clothing which was 

also worn by Lullubi, Manneans and Medes. Sargon relates that when he entered the city of 

Musasir the people were frightened and retreated to the roofs.
1989

  

The public building in Kunara in the Upper Tanjaro valley at the foot of the Baranan 

range in Sulaimania is a commemorative structure recently discovered by a French team. The 

building is dated to the fourth quarter of the third millennium BCE. The monumental building 

was in Level II. This is considered to be a major urban centre of Lullubum in the late third 

millennium BCE.
1990

 

                                                           
1984

SAA XIX 198: 6-10 . 
1985

ARAB II 213. 
1986

See Albenda 1986: pl.125; 137; Reade 1979: 78, note 59; Wäfler 1975: 266-288. Several Mannean leaders 

wear similar skin cloaks; see Botta & Flandin 1972: pl.68, Room II, no.22; P.129, Room X, no.7; pl.150, Room 

X, no.8; Russell, 1985: 549: fig. 3 d, fig.13. Warriors of the Mannean city of Panzashi wear fur cloaks; see Botta 

& Flandin 1972: pl.145, Room XIV, 1-2; Albenda 1986: 112, pl.136, Room 14, slab 2. For the campaign against 

Kisheshlu, see Albenda 1986:111, Pl.137, Room 14, slabs 10-11; Pl.146, Room XIV, no.10-11. 
1987

 Botta & Flandein 1972: pl. 141, Room XIII, slab. 4. 
1988

Albenda 1986:91, abb.18, pl.133. 
1989

ARAB II 171. Also, for further details about the roofs of the public buildings of Musasir see Marf 2014: 21ff. 
1990

Kunara is located at the foot of the Baranan range in the region to the west of Sulaimania. The site consists of 

two tells, called the lower and the upper town by the excavators. Potsherds and other material culture showed 
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Although the published report of the excavation did not mention any palace in Basmusian, 

Tenu refers to ―a (renewed) Assyrian palace in Bazmusian from the 9
th

/8
th

 centuries BC.‖
1991

 

But the published report of the excavations of Tell Basmusian, which is at present our only 

direct source about the site, did not refer to it. Even the reports of other excavated sites near 

Basmusian in the Rania plain did not refer to any Middle or Neo-Assyrian palaces. There is 

nothing in reports on Basmusian or the other 39 sunken sites of the Rania plain which have 

been excavated, sometimes by salvage excavations in 1950s, before the water of the Dukan 

dam took over. We know only of the Achaemenid palace at Tell ed-Dem. In fact a detailed 

report of one season‘s excavation at Basmusian was never published. A brief report was 

published by Abu al-Soof about the architectural remains, which are called temples in Level 

III. The area where these temples were found is called the ―district of the temples.‖
1992

 In 

these buildings several fragments of Middle Assyrian tablets were found.
1993

 

The excavations at Hasanlu revealed some public buildings called Columned Halls, or 

Burned Buildings. Many papers were published by the excavators of Hasanlu about the 

architecture and origin of the style of these buildings. Dating the destruction of Hasanlu IV B 

is still a matter of debate, with radiocarbon results giving 850-750 BCE. The contoversy about 

datings has led to disputes about whether Assyrians or Urartians destroyed Hasanlu.
1994

 If the 

destruction happened in the 9
th

 century BCE, probably it was the Urartians, who destroyed it, 

killed hundreds of its inhabitants, and burned the buildings.
1995

 Muscarella said the Urartian 

destruction of Hasanlu ―fits the historical scenario.‖
1996

 This dating makes the Columned 

Halls of Hasanlu older than the Urartian and Median columned halls. At Altintepe the 

Urartian columned hall had three rows of six columns.
1997

 It has been compared to the 

columned hall of Godin Tepe, which had ―five rows of six columns,‖ and was dated ―from the 

8
th

 or the 7
th

 centuries BC‖.
1998

 Some architectural elements of Hasanlu architecture can be 

compared to Assyrian architecture, such as ―the entry-porticos‖, which are generally assumed 

to be an Assyrian architectural feature.
1999

  

That columned halls were used as public buildings is agreed. But the purpose of the 

Collumned Halls of Hasanlu is disputed. The view that considers them to be temples for 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
that the site was inhabited in the Neolithic (Hassuna period), Chalcolithic (Ubaid period), and the Bronze Age 

and also in the Iron Age (9
th

 century BCE); see for instance, Kepinski and Tenu 2014: 8ff., 18f. 
1991

Tenu 2009:170; van Soldt, et al., 2013: 220, n.78. 
1992

Abu al-Soof 1970: 65ff; al-Aseel 1956: 141-142. Further details about these temples will be given later in this 

chapter. 
1993

The Middle Assyrian tablet fragments are too badly broken to provide any real information. They came from 

Level IV in a pit south of the temple II, B. Abu al-Soof assumed that the pit was cut by the inhabitants of the 

level II-III. Habur Ware potsherds were also found in this level, to be dated to the second millennium BCE.  

Læssøe dated the tablets to the 13th century BCE, or more precisely to the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I (1260-1233 

BCE); for further details cf. Abu al-Soof, 1970: 65ff;  Læssøe 1959: 17; Tenu 2009: 170-171. 
1994

Roaf 2012b: 8. 
1995

Dyson 1965b: 202-203. 
1996

Muscarella 2006: 80, note.9. 
1997

 Ӧzgüç 1966:pl. V, VI. 
1998

If we accept the dating to the 8
th

 century BCE, this makes the Median columned hall of Godin Tepe older 

than the one of Altintepe. For further details see Ӧzgüç 1966; Safari & Ghadim 2015: 63-70; Gopink 2011: 285-

364.  
1999

Winter 1977: 371-386. 
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public religious activities is based on the assumption that some of the installations in these 

buildings had a sacred function, such as an altar.
2000

  Others take them as features of a palace. 

Young assumed that they were probably ―residences of local rulers?‖
2001

 He thought the style 

of the ‗wide entrances‘ of the Burned Buildings (BB II and BB III originated from the Iron 

Age palaces of Tell Halaf and Zincirli, with Anatolian and Northern Syrian styles combined 

an Assyrian style.
2002

 In Assyria columns are also known, but not columned halls. Roaf 

explained that the columns in Assyria ―were placed on facades rather than in halls.‖
2003

 We 

have evidence that columns decorated the façade of a temple (or a palace) and were found in 

porticos.
2004

 

The Burned Building III also had a portico, which is to be considered as a later addition to 

the building. Dyson suggests that the original building ―consisted of a narrow rectangular 

antechamber and a spacious square hall with central columns and hearth, and a bench 

around the walls.‖
2005

 According to Dyson, ―this plan is in some respects reminiscent of the 

―m g ron‖ of Asi  Minor  nd th  A g  n. Although, th  h ll   n b  shown to h v  b  n two 

stories in height there is no evidence to show whether it was an open space or whether there 

was a balcony.‖
2006

 Muscarella comments on the confused assumptions on the ontroversial 

views of the excavators of Hasanlu in their publications, as follows:
2007

 

―Through the publications, incomplete or inconsistent settlement plans are illustrated, 

creating a source of confusion. Further, while it is stated in several publications that 

porticoes were added to the fronts of several of the Burned Buildings in Period IV B 

when they were reconstructed following the IV C fire (BB II, III, and IV-IV E, and V: 

(Young 1966:55; 2002: 387; Dyson 1965b: 210; Dyson and Muscarella 1989:1), this is 

expicitly denied for BB II in Dyson and Voigt 2003: 222, where it is claimed the portico 

was present in IV C-but the earlier claims to the contrary were neither cited nor 

explained away.‖ 

It seems that a short time before the burning of the city and its public buildings or during 

the attack the functions of some of these public buildings were changed. According to Roaf, 

the inhabitants used them as refuges for their animals, especially horses ―during the final 

assault on the city or in the days immediately before‖. This he says may explain the horse 

skeletons discovered in the Burned Buildings III, IV-E, V and VI.
2008

 

The remains of a fortress were discovered at the top of the hill at Ziwiye, with 16 columns 

of a columned hall.
2009

 The Iron Age column bases there were assumed to be part of a two-

row columned hall at the fortress.
2010

 There is no obvious ruler or group of people to which to 

attribute the columns, but Kroll points to a seal impression of the Urartian king Rusa son of 

                                                           
2000

Dyson 1989: 120ff. 
2001

Dyson 1989: 118; Roaf 2012b: 3. 
2002

 Roaf 2012b: 3; Raede 2008: 22ff. 
2003

Roaf 1995a: 65.   
2004

Reade 1983: 103; Reade 1998b: p.84; fig.3. 
2005

Dyson 1965b:198-199. 
2006

Dyson 1965b: 198.  
2007

Muscarella 2013: 323, and the bibliography. 
2008

Roaf 2012b: 10. 
2009

Rezvani & Roustaei 2007: 139. 
2010

Kroll 2003: 282; Motamedi 1997: 320-357; Kroll: 2014: 204. 
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Argishti at Ziwiye, which ―ties this fortress to the Urartian sites farther north.‖
2011

 This seal 

impression may be used as evidence of Urartian contact with Ziwiye. But one seal impression 

is not enough to prove that Urartians were present in the area south Lake Urmia. The fortress 

and the columned hall can be generally dated to the 7
th

 century BCE.
2012

 

There are columned halls in the Median sites of Nush-I Jan and Godin Tepe, and also Baba 

Jan Tepe.
2013

 Another columned hall from Tepe Nush-I Jan has ―three rows of four columns,‖ 

and is dated to the 7
th

 century BCE.
2014

 Roaf identified a ―niche with multiple rabbets,‖ in the 

Columned Hall of Nush-I Jan.
2015

 He explains that the ―doorways with multiple rabbets were 

us d in Iron Ag  Assyri   nd w st rn Ir n  nd … this f  tur    n b   sso i t d  s  los ly 

with religious architcture in Iran as it can in Mesopotamia.‖
2016

 Other examples of multiple 

rabbets are found in the Assyrian capitals Nimrud and Khorsabad. These Assyrian examples 

date to the Late Assyrian period.
2017

  

Godin Tepe is located to the south west of Hamadan, in Kermanshah province, where a 

big fortified Median manor was discovered fortified with walls and towers. It is fortified with 

walls and towers. The walls have arrow-slits.
2018

 A large 30-columned hall was discovered, 

with five rows of six columns. The palace dates to the seventh century BCE. It can be 

compared with the ninth century columned halls of Hasanlu IV, and the eighth century 

Urartian columned hall of Atlin-Tepe. In addition, it is assumed that it probably influenced 

the later 6
th

 century palace of Cyrus in Pasargadae.
2019

 Moreover, the recessed and buttressed 

facades and arrow-slits at Goden Tepe are compared by Roaf to the Zagrosian fortresses 

depicted on the Assyrian reliefs.
2020

 According to Roaf, the columned hall of Godin Tepe 

appears to be more of a secular building, with fortified towers and storage magazines.
2021

 

One needs to bear in mind the snowy weather of autumn, winter and early spring in Urartu 

and the Northern Zagros to understand that columns were needed to support the roofs of the 

big halls. The depth of snow is sometimes more than a meter, putting considerable pressure on 

the roof of a large hall. Without supporting columns the roofs would have been likely to 

collapse.
2022

 The columned hall was invented in the Zagros and the mountainous area of the 

Zagros, Urartu and even Anatolia as a consequence of the weather. As an architectural style of 

a particular area and or  period it was probably transmitted to the Achaemenids under the 

influence of the Medes. The Achaemenid columned halls were not related to protection from 

                                                           
2011

Kroll 2014: 204; Kroll, 2013: 319-326. 
2012

Kroll 2003: 282. 
2013

For further details about the columned hall of Baba Jan see Goff 1977: 125f; Stronch and Roaf 2007: 30ff, 

155-169; Stronach 1968: 178. 
2014

Stronach, et al., 2010:124. 
2015

Roaf 1998: 65. 
2016

Roaf 1998:58; Damerji 1987: 68-70. For other details about Mesopotamian temples, see Roaf 1995c: 423-

441. 
2017

Roaf 1995b: 58-59. 
2018

Young 1972: 185ff.  
2019

Stronach 1968: 178; Young 1972: 185ff. 
2020

Roaf 1995a: 65. 
2021

Roaf 1995a: 65. 
2022

Marf 2014: 13-29. 
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the weather but rather a demonstration of luxury.
2023

 Most columns in ancient Near Eastern 

buildings, especially in the mountainous areas, were to support a flat roof.
2024

 

In his report about the salvage excavations at The Rania plain on the banks of the Lower 

Zab river Abu-al-Soof discovered ―foundations made with baked bricks of some Assyrian 

buildings‖ in the Late Assyrian level on the summit of the first of the two tells of Tepe Kuran 

in the Rania/Bitween Plain. He says that both tells showed ―Late Assyrian, Median, 

Sassanian, and Islamic material remains.‖
2025

 Unfortunately, the site was not excavated so we 

have no data from architecture to suggest that it was an Iron Age public building. 

Sargon II describes the palace of Ursa, its walls and roof, storage places for grain and 

wine, gardens and the city moat.
2026

 

The Assyrian king Ashurnasirpal II in his annals claims that he renovated the ruin of Atlila 

in Zamua. He built a palace for his royal dwelling and adorned it. He surrounded the city with 

a wall. He collected grain and straw ―from the whole land‖ and stored it there, and renamed 

the city Dûr-Ashur:
2027

 

I put a wall around it, founded therein a palace for my royal residence, (and) decorated 

it more splendidly than ever before. I stored therein barley (and) straw from all the 

(surrounding) l nd. I n m d it Dūr-Aššur. 

It is suggested that Tiglath-pileser I rebuilt a fortress in Basmusian, ―a (renewed) Assyrian 

palace in Bazmusian from the 9
th

/8
th

centuries BC.‖
2028

 But as far as I know in the Assyrian 

records there is no mention of an existing Neo-Assyrian palace there, neither at Basmusian 

nor at any tell of the Rania plain. Also, the Middle Assyrian fragment tablets discovered in 

Basmusian did not give any information about any Assyrian architectural activities there. 

Jasper Eidem has drawn my attention to a recently published brick inscription by G. Frame 

dated to the reign of Tiglath-pileser I:
2029

 

"At that time, (with regard to) the great wall of the city of Pakute, which previously a 

ruler who had preceded me had built, I tore down the dilapidated (sections) that had 

become old. I delineated its site and reached (down to) the bottom of its foundation 

trench. I made bricks (and) (re)laid the foundation of that wall. I made the foundation 

twelve-and-a-half courses deep. I completely (re)constructed (the wall) from its 

foundations to its parapets (and) I built inside it a towered building (literally: house of 

towers). I surrounded (the city) with the wall. I raised (the wall) 180 courses (of brick) 

higher (than previously). I heaped up a pile of earth on top of its large mound. I made 

(it) much stronger than previously. I dug a moat round it. I built inside it a palace (to 

be) my royal residence. I completely constructed (the palace) from its foundations to its 

parapets. I raised its wall and its towers and made (them) fast with a facade of baked 

                                                           
2023

For further details about possibility of transmission of the style and the plan of Median architecture to the 

Achaemenid architecture, see Roaf 2003:13, 15f; Stronach 2012a: 667-684. Also, see Gopnik 2010: 195-207. 
2024

For further details concerning the columned halls in ancient Anatolia see Deǧirmenciǧlu 2013:6f. 
2025

Abu-al-Soof 1970: 6. 
2026

ARAB II 161. Relying on the itinerary mentioned in the inscription of Sargon II, the city of Ulhu is identified 

with Level III of modern Haftevan, see Burney 1977:4; Salvini 2011: 95; Muscarella identified it with Qalatagh; 

for further details see Muscarella 2013: 378. Further details will be given below 
2027

RIMA II A.0. 101.1: ii 84b-86a; Thompson 1940: 104; ARAB I 458. 
2028

van Soldt, et al., 2013: p. 220, n.78; Tenu 2009: 170-171. 
2029

Frame 2011: no.68: 49-63a. 
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bricks. I hung high doors of pine in its doorway(s). I placed monumental inscriptions of 

mine inside it."  

Jesper Eidem has told me that recently people in the Rania plain handed a fragment of a 

brick inscription to the Slemani museum. He feels it may have originated from the same tell 

from which the inscription published as Schoeyen Collection MS 2004 originated. Both 

mention the city of Pakute, a site not identified yet.  
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4.2. Temples and religious places in the Zagros 

An absence of written records for most of the Bronze Age and Iron Age public buildings in 

the Northern Zagros makes identifying their function difficult. Roaf refers to that issue at 

Hasanly ―it is sometimes difficult to tell whether an excavated structure was a religious or a 

secular building.‖
2030

 Based on the epigraphic, visual and archaeological evidence from both 

the Zagros and Assyria, below I try as much as possible to explain the links between the 

architecture, plans and elements of the material or depictions or records of religious buildings 

of both the Northern Zagros and Assyria: 

Some depictions of temples come from the Assyrian reliefs from Khorsabad, from the 

palace of Sargon II, in particular those of the city of Harhar,
2031

 of Kišessim,
2032

 and the 

temple of Haldi in Musasir.
2033

 There is also the temple and ziggurat of Ishtar on a relief from 

Arbail from the reign of Ashurbanipal. Several temples of the Zagros are mentioned in Middle 

and Neo-Assyrian, Urartian and local records, such as the temple of Haldi at Musasir, the 

temple, the temple of Teššub at Kumme, etc. 

Archaeological excavations in the Zagros have revealed several public buildings, 

considered as temples, and some more hesitantly religious structures, including structures at 

Tell Basmusian, Hsasanlu, Tepe Qalaichi, Rabat Tepe, Tepe Nush-I Jan, Godin Tepe, Baba 

Jan Tepe, and column bases of the temple of Haldi of Musasir, etc. 

Some structures contemporary with the Middle Assyrian period were discovered at Tell 

Basmusian in the area called by the excavators the ‗District of the Temples.‘ There were also 

several fragments of Middle Assyrian tablets found in that area at Basmusian, but there is no 

mention of temples or rituals in these tablets.
2034

 The walls are 3 m thick, with buttresses and 

recesses. The width of the niche is 2.06m near the western corner of the southwestern wall 

from the outside; the width of the gate 1.06m; also there is a platform, 4.0m wide and 25.0m 

high (Fig.4.1.b).
2035

 The temple of ‗Kumarbi‘ at Urkesh has a ―rectangular, single-roomed 

building with a broken axis‖ and is compared by Ahmed with the plan of the temple of 

Bazmusian/Basmusian, also with a ―rectangular room with the entrance on one of the long 

sides and the cella at the short side.‖ This is a common plan for the Assyrian temples, for 

instance the old temple of Ishtar in Ashur.
2036

 

 

                                                           
2030

Roaf 1998. 57. In Mesopotamia we have clear details about the temples and their architecutral details, from 

intensive excavations in most of the capitals and major cities of Sumer, Babylon and Assyria; for further details, 

see Frankfort and Roaf 1996, also see Heinrich 1982: 143-197. 
2031

Botta & Flandin, 1972: pl.55.7 
2032

For the temple of Kishesim also see Botta & Flandin 1972: Pl.68, Room 2 slab 22. 
2033

For the temple of Musasir see below. 
2034

Læssøe 1959:15-18; Abu al-Soof 1970: .51  
2035

Abu al-Soof 1970: .51 , pl. VIII 1. 
2036

Ahmed 2012: 205f, note.314; for other details about Bamusian temples see Damerji 1987: figs. 21 and 45. 
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Fig. 4.1.b. Temples I-II in Basmusian. (Abu al-Soof 1970: .51 , pl. VIII). 

 

The temple of Haldi in Musasir/Ardini was one of the most famous temples in the 

Northern Zagros. It was located in the province of Musasir, between Assyria and Urartu. But 

the temple of Haldi was considered the most important temple for Urartu, for Haldi was the 

patron deity of Urartu. The temple received gifts and offerings from Urartu and from other 

provinces and states. There are many references to the temple in the Assyrian and Urartian 

inscriptions of the 9
th

-8
th

 centuries BCE, and the plundering of the temple and the city of 

Musasir is depicted on a relief at Khorsabad. Recently the author identified a probable 

location for this long lost temple on accidental discoveries in the village of Mdjeser. There 

several Urartian style column bases were uncovered, and have been studied by the author 

during his fieldwork in that area.
2037

  

In the Urartian inscriptions the earliest known records are the bilingual inscriptions on the 

stele of Kelishin (late ninth century BCE). Ishpuini and his son and co-regent Menua say that 

they built a temple for Haldi in Ardini/Musasir. We do not know for sure if that temple was 

the first temple of Haldi in Musasir or if the temple already existed, who renovated or 

extended it, or if it is the first temple of Haldi in Musasir/Ardini. But in the late second 

millennium BCE Shalmanaeser called the city a holy city.
2038

 This means that the city even in 

the second millennium BCE was well known as a holy city, and in the first half of the first 

millennium BCE. Still there is no direct known record of Haldi and its temple in the second 

millennium BCE. 

Very probably Haldi was worshipped in Musasir/Ardini even before the Urartians made 

him their national god in the early first millennium BCE.
2039

 The stele of Kelishin was erected 

                                                           
2037

This fieldwork, which was conducted during 2005-2012 was facilitated by the Directorate of Antiquities of 

Soran, also by Slemani, and Erbil museums. The aim of this field work was to record the accidentally discovered 

material objects (column bases, statues, ceramic), as well as studying the landscape and toponyms, to give a 

better understanding the ancient Musasir Kingdom. The results of this field work are discussed in this chapter 

and other chapters of this dissertation. And in Marf 2014; Marf 2015 and Marf 2016. 
2038

RIMA I: A. o.77.1. 47-48. 
2039

For instance see Taffet and Yakar 1998: 133-152. 
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by the Urartian king Išpuini (c. 825-810 BCE?) and his son and co-regent Minua (c. 815-810? 

/ 810-785 BC?). After their victories they built a temple for Haldi at Musasir/Ardini. 

According to the inscription, they offered many expensive gifts, weapons and bronze vessels, 

and much silver, while sacrificing a large number of animals in front of the gates of the 

temple of Haldi.
2040

 

The Urartian king Rusa I (ca. 735-713?/719-713? BCE) in the inscription on the stele of 

Topzawa said that he built a temple for Haldi in Ardini/Musasir. He referred also to a festival 

which continued for 15 days to celebrate his victory over the Assyrian auxiliaries, pushing 

them out from Musasir.
2041

 We do not know for sure if he renovated the temple that had been 

built by Ishpuini and Minua, or if he built a new temple for Haldi. But in the inscription of 

Kelishin, Haldi is mentioned first and is followed by several other deities, including the sun 

god (
D
UTU / Šiwini) and the weather god (

D
IM-še / Teišeba).

2042
 On the stele of Topzawa, the 

temple was called ―god‘s hous ‖ by Rusa I:
2043

 

… …[. the king]s my fathers (ancestors) of [.] / these [.]. To the city of Musasir did not 

[bring] / [.] I during on   xp dition …I brought / [more than all the king]s. to the city 

of Mus sir I   m  down, / [ nd th  k]ing [ los d?] th  g t  of th  god‘s hous  /  nd 

fled to Assyria. Haldi, the lord [reopened its] gate; / [the religious practice?] in the 

midst (of the temple) I performed. Ag inst Urz n  I […] / [his? troo]ps Urz n  

pr[epared] to the battle against me./ By order of Haldi I, Rusa, /w[ent to the moun]tain 

of Andarutu [and I de]feated (him). I [took] Urzana with my hand / [and I overpowered 

him.] I [set] him to his (former) position for the (exercise of) the kingship.  

The gates of the temple are mentioned in the Urartian inscriptions. According to the 

inscription of Kelishin, the temple had more than one gate, and they sacrificed a large number 

of animals in front of the gates of the temple of Haldi.
2044

 The temple of Haldi, its gate and its 

‗courtyard‘ are mentioned also by Rusa I in his inscriptions on the Topzawa, Mergeh-Karvan 

and Movan steles. In the inscription of Topzawa Rusa I says that Urzana closed the gate of the 

temple of Haldi, called ‗th  g t  of th  hous  of th  god‘.
2045

  

 The city of Arinu (i.e. later Ardini/Musasir)
2046

 was described by the Assyrian king 

Shalmaneser I (1274-1245 BCE) as a city founded on bedrock: 
 
―The city Arinu, the holy city 

found d in b dro k….‖
2047 

Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076 BCE) also refers that the city Arinu as 

                                                           
2040

For further details see CTU A 3-11; Benedict 1961: 337ff.  
2041

Al-Amin 1952: 68. 
2042

CTU: A 3-11 20; also, the eighth campaign of Sargon II refers to deporting the statue of Bagbartu 

(Bagmaštu), the consort of Haldi as well as the statue of Haldi to Assyria (TCL III Sg. 385). For details about 

these deities see Petrosyan 2007: 188-189. 
2043

Roaf 2012a: 193, line: 31‘-48‘ 
2044

Al-Amin 1952: 66; also see CTU A 3-11. 
2045

There are similar texts on the steles of Topzawa and Mergeh-Kervan; this text is recorded on the Movana 

stele, face III, Assyrian version. For the details see Roaf 2012a: 193ff; CTU A 10-5; A 10-3; A 10-4; A 3-10. 
2046

The mentioned city Arinu in the Middle Assyrian inscriptions is considered by K. Radner as the same later 

Ardini city of the land of Musasir, see Radner 2012b: 246f.  
2047

RIMA I: A. o.77.1. 47-48.  
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being located ―…  t th  foot of Mount Ais .‖
2048

 Sargon II (721-705 BCE) refers to Urzana 

the ruler of Musasir/Ardini as ―LÚ.š d-da-a-‘u-ú.‖ i.e. a ‗mount in dw ll r‘.
2049

 

There is indirect mention of the temple of Haldi in the eponym of Aššur-bani in 713/712 

BCE, the text of the eponym says during the eponym of Aššur-bani, the governor of Kalhu, 

―….;[th  god]  nt r d his n w t mpl , [to] Mus sir.‖
2050

 The phrase ‗n w t mpl ‘ of Haldi 

may indicate that a new temple was built for Haldi after it had been plundered in 714 BCE in 

the eighth campaign and Haldi and Bagbartu had been deported to Assyria. The Musasirians 

(with the Urartians) probably preferred to have their god residing in a new (or at least 

renovated) temple. When the statue of Haldi had arrived in Assyria it had been sent to the 

temple of Ashur, and so when it was sent back Haldi was back in Musasir in his own temple, 

a ―n w t mpl ‖. 

The third line of the inscription on the seal of Urzana refers to the city as ―URU.Ú.NAGA
!
 

MUŠEN
!2051

 ―th   ity of th  r v n‖. This is interpreted by scholars in various ways. K. 

Radner says that the raven could be related to Haldi. According to her Mithra was another 

face of Haldi in the Roman period, and the raven was one of the symbols of Mithra. She 

supposed that there are underground temples of Mithra in the Bradost caves.
2052

 Others 

consider the word raven as an Assyrian pun on the name of the city.
2053

 More simply when on 

the seal of Urzana the city is called ‗the raven city‘ it means that the houses of the city were 

built on a rocky mountain slope, nesting there like ravens.
2054

 It seems that the Iron Age 

people also described some cities and fortresses of these mountainous areas as ‗raven nests‘. 

So the name ‗raven city‘ may not have had anything to do with Haldi and Mithra.
2055

 The 

author has seen most of the caves and surveyed some of them, and found nothing related to 

the Iron Age or Roman period, the periods when Haldi and Mithra were worshipped. I 

conclude that Shalmaneser‘s description of the holy city as founded in bedrock, Sargon calls 

Urzana a ‗mount in dw ll r‘, and Urzana‘s description of his city as ―the city of the raven,‖ 

all point to the fact that the city was built on a slope in a mountainous area. This is supported 

by the depiction of the city on the Khorsabad relief and the landscape of Musasir too (see 

further below). 

Although we have no Urartian iconographic record depicting the city or the temple they are 

depicted on an Assyrian relief in Sargon‘s palace at Khorsabad. It shows the city and its 

temple being plundered during the eighth campaign of Sargon II in 714 BCE (Fig.4.1. c). We 

have to keep in mind that the depiction of the city of Musasir/Ardini on the Khorsabad relief 

is somehow different from the depictions of other cities in the Zagros, especially the core of 

                                                           
2048

RIMA II: A.0.87.1 v 77. 

2049
TCL III 310; Radner 2012b: 251. 

2050
SAAS II: 60; Ungnad 1938: 442. 

2051
Radner 2012b: 247, note 34. 

2052
Radner 2012b: 253.  

2053
Collon 1987: 87, 405; Radner 2012b: 247. 

2054
 Similarly, the western traveler Dickson in 1910 called similar houses in the modern villages of the Northern 

Zagros ―sw llows‘ nests.‖ See Dickson 1910: 369. 
2055

Most of the caves of Bradost have been surveyed or excavated and there is no mention of any ‗underground 

temples of Mithra‘ or other gods by the archaeologists. For further details see Solecki 1952: 37-48; Solecki 1980; 

Safar 1950: 118-123; Marf 2009c: 60-64; Marf 2009b: 586-589; Marf, et al., 2011: 30-34. For further details 

about the cult of Mithra during in the Roman Empire for instance see Beck 2006; Clauss 2001. 
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the relief which focused on plundering the temple of Haldi. The text of the eighth campaign 

also focuses on that incident. Only by discovering the city in some future excavation will we 

have the right answer to the question of whether or not the city was walled. The relief shows 

some details of the temple: its facade, and its tent shape roof, the platform on which the 

temple was built,
2056

 the gate of the temple, and the two guardian statues standing on either 

side of the temple. Shields were hanging out over the wall and the roof of the temple. Sargon 

in his annals describes shields on the walls of the temple ―shields of gold that were hung right 

and left in his cell and with radiance shine, [and] the heads of wild lions come from inside 

out….‖
2057

   

To establish the actual height of the temple, its columns and gates of the temple, the tower 

and the private houses of Musasir as depicted city on the Assyrian relief, the Assyrian soldiers 

are used in some studies to establish a scale. But this is not a correct procedure. It neglects 

Assyrian principals of depiction. The Assyrians usually depicted themselves bigger and 

stronger than others. The images of the Assyrian soldiers and scribes are depicted very large 

comparing with the Urartian/Musasirian statues of persons at the sides of the gate of the 

temple. The Musasirian elite persons depicted on the relief wearing skin cloaks and standing 

on the roof of the tower of the palace of Urzana are depicted as of normal size while the 

Assyrian soldiers and scribes on the relief are taller than normal. So we should assess the 

height of the building based on the height of the non-Assyrian figures on the relief. The gate 

of the temple and both the statues were probably reckoned as normal size, which gives us a 

height of more or less 2m. Then the height of the wall as far as the ceiling was probably about 

4m. Then the tent shaped roof was probably less than 2m, and the plant/spear-shaped symbol 

at the top of the roof about 2 m high. The height of the platform on which the temple was built 

was about 2m. The height of the temple with its roof was probably about 6m. The length of its 

façade wall was probably about 9 or 10m. All these measurements have to be provisional. The 

Assyrian soldiers did not use ladders to climb the roof, not because the roof was low, but an 

Assyrian soldier is shown on the relief on the roof of the temple dropping a rope to help 

another soldier to climb the wall to reach the roof. We should not forget that Sargon II claims 

that he chose only special soldiers (the Assyrian commandos) for his attack on Musasir.
2058

   

Gillmann thought that the size of the shields on the pillars of the temple of Musasir would 

have been like the Urartian bronze shields excavated, and assumes that the pillars were 

probably more than 1 meter thick.
2059

 But there are different sizes and shapes of shield shown 

on the façade of the wall, the roof and the ‗columns of the portico‘ of the temple. The ones on 

the columns are the smallest, those on the left side probably less than half a meter across, and 

those on the right the same. There are others with a lion or dog head which on the inside of 

the pillars and they are seen in profile. The one big shield held on the right between the two 

pillars/columns is probably held on the external façade of the wall of the temple, and there are 

two other big shields held similarly between the two pillars/columns on the external façade 

                                                           
2056

Gillmann 2011: 250. Archaeological evidence shows that the tower temple of Karmir-blur is considered to be 

the only discovered Urartian temple built on an ‗artificial podium rather than directly on the rocks as one would 

expect on the basis of a two hundred year architecural tradition.‖ Dan 2010: 47. 
2057

Rehm 2004: 177f. 
2058

For further details about other suggestions and interpretations see Gillmann 2011: 250ff; Naumann 1968: 46. 
2059

Gillmann 2011: 249ff, 254f; also see Çilingiroglu 2012: 300ff.  
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wall of the temple. These three shields are very big, probably with a diameter of more than 1 

meter. A statue of a female mammal with its suckling offspring is depicted on the right of the 

gate of the temple.
2060

 The cauldrons in the courtyard of the temple were probably used for 

some rituals and ceremonies in the courtyard (Fig.4.1.d). 

  d  

Fig. 4.1. c. The city, temple, and palace of Musasir as depicted on the Khorsabad relief. 

The sack of Musasir in 714 BCE by Sargon II (after Botta & Flandin 1972: pl. 141, Room 

XIII,  slab 4). 

d. The temple of Haldi at Musasir. Details of the relief of Khorsabad (after Botta & 

Flandin 1972: pl. 141, Room XII, slab 4). 

 

Scholars disagree about whether or not to consider the platform as a feature of Urartian 

temple architecture.
2061

 No parallel to the depicted platform of the temple of Haldi of Musasir 

has yet been found. During excavations at the Urartian temples no platforms have been 

discovered, except for the Toprakkale temple, which was built on a platform on the 

bedrock.
2062

 

Probably the local topography is the reason for building the temple of Haldi on a platform 

in Musasir. This is clearly depicted on the Assyrian relief of Khorsabad. The climate was 

probably another reason for the platform. Flat areas in these valleys in the mountainous areas 

of the Northern Zagros were scarce, and what plains there were used for cultivation. That is 

probably why the private houses of the city and the temple of Haldi were built on the 

mountain slope.  

The temple was a big building compared to the small private houses. So when they had to 

build the Haldi temple in Musasir, they had first to make a platform against the slope, as a 

base. This platform gave the building a distinctive contour among the other buildings of the 

city. The temple would also have been protected by this platform from the heavy rain and 

                                                           
2060

In the eighth campaign Sargon II refers to plundering several animal statues, ―…tog th r with   bull of 

bronze, a cow of bronze, a calf of bronze, I carried off.‖ (See Lie 1929: II: 160), probably the cow and the calf 

statues are the same as are depicted on the relief. 
2061

For details about this debate see Çilingiroglu2012: 301-302. 
2062

Çilingiroglu2012: 301-302. 
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snow. It blocked water more than a meter high from entering the gates and the doors of the 

houses.
2063

 

If we look at the relief of Khorsabad which shows the main parts of the city of Musasir and 

its architectural plan, it appears completely different from the other cities depicted on 

Assyrian reliefs, such as Arbail, Harhar, Panziash and Kišesim in the midst or at the foothills 

of the Northern Zagros ranges.
2064

 In contrast to almost all the known archtecture of the 

Zagros, including that depicted on the Assyrian reliefs, all had flat roofs. Only the roof of the 

temple of Musasir/Ardini has a gabled tent shaped roof.
2065

 The temple of Haldi which was 

located in the centre of the city is depicted with a square shaped tent roof.
2066

 Boehmer says 

that the temple of Haldi in Musasir had a special shape unlike a typical Urartian Tower 

Temple.
2067

 If the relief is an accurate depiction the temple had a tent shaped roof. Future 

archaeological excavation could determine whether this was so. Although there is no mention 

of destroying the temple in the Assyrian and Urartian records even if the temple is discovered 

it will be not easy to recreate the shape of the roof. No other temple except that of Haldi in 

Musasir and no other roofs of Urartian temples have been depicted on reliefs or other 

iconography. Information obtained from archaeological excavations about roofs or roof 

coverings of Urartian temples is limited. Some scholars have assumed that the roof of the 

Ayanis temple and other Urartian temples has generally been pyramidal,
2068

 but the only 

depicted evidence is the roof of the temple Haldi in Musasir.
2069

  

The relief shows the temple with a tent shaped roof, if the roof of the temple to be tent 

shaped perhaps that was because of the weather and heavy snow in winter in this mountainous 

area.
2070

 At most times of the year it is cold, and in autumn, winter and early spring there are 

regular falls of snow. Sometimes the snow is more than a meter deep.
2071

 To prevent snow 

piling on the roof the tent shape allows it to slip away from the roofs. If the roof was flat, 

                                                           
2063

Much snow usually melts in late spring. This leads to small objects being washed away from the sites. This 

may be the answer for some scholars who wonder why there were so few potsherds on the archaeological sites in 

that area.  
2064

See for instance, Albenda 1986: pl.126; pl.136. 
2065

For further details concerning the proposed suggestions about the structure of the temple of Haldi at Musasir, 

see Gillmann 2011: 256ff; Rehm 2004: 174-178. For the details about the shape of the roof, and other examples 

of similar shape in Near East see Gillmann 2011: 256. 
2066

Boehmer 1993-1997: 448. 
2067

Boehmer 1993-1997: 448; Gillmann 2011: 253; Naumann 1968:49. 
2068

Çilingiroglu 2012: 305. 
2069

Gillmann 2011: 256.  

2070
As mentioned above Al-Qalqashandi (1355-1418 AD) recorded a local story that the reason for erecting the 

steles was to caution people about the cold and snow of summer in that area. As in the past, so also now every 

year the modern villagers of that area are cautious about the problems of heavy snow storms, which block the 

roads between the villages and the surrounding towns in the valleys and plains. As mentioned above, the heavy 

snow in ancient, medieval and modern times explains that it was snow and the topography that influenced the 

architectural style of buildings in that area (Al-Qalqashandi 1919 Subh‘al-A‘sha, vol.4: 376; Marf 2014: 13-29). 
2071

As it was in the past, the ruler of Musasir Urzana sent a letter to Sargon II, saying that he could not bring or 

send his tribute of oxen and sheep to Assyria because of the snow.  He says: ―snow has blocked the roads. (As) I 

am looking out now, it is impossible: I cannot go empty-handed to the presence of the kin[g].‖SAA V II: 146:7-

10. In reality Urzana was right, although Sargon II not believed him and attacked Musasir! 
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snow over such a large area of roof would soon make the square of supporting walls collapse 

under its weight. So many cubic meters of snow on a flat roof can be disastrous.
2072

  

Another possibility which is less probably is the tent shaped roof of the temple may have 

originated from the tents of the semi-nomadic peoples of the pre-Musasirians or early 

Musasirians.
2073

 It might be that this temple existed even before the Urartians made Haldi 

their national god. There is evidence from the late second millennium that the city of 

Ardini/Musasir was considered as a holy city before the Urartian kingdom was established.
2074

 

But until now we have no record about the temple existing before the ninth century BCE. The 

only early recorded evidence came from the inscriptions of the Meher Kapisi and Kelishin 

steles from Ishpuini and his son Minua. I hesitantly assume that in the land of Musasir before 

the 9
th

 century BC, and even during the political structure of Musasir (during 9th-7th centuries 

BCE), some inhabitants or the ‗pre-Musasirians‘ were probably semi-nomads and only a 

minority were sedentary in cities. 

The temple of Haldi at Musasir/Ardini had a tent shaped roof, which might make it unique 

among other known Urartian temples. This shape may be related to it becoming the temple of 

the chief god. Alternatively, the tent shape for the large building with a ‗main large hall‘ was 

functional, to protect the roof from the heavy snows of winter. The tent shape was the best 

choice to protect the main hall of the temple from the deep snow during the cold seasons of 

the year. It does not retain snow as a flat roof would. A flat roof after a heavy snowfall would 

have to be cleared of snow manually, as modern Kurdish villagers still do today with a 

befirmal ‗snow-remover‘.  

The reason the high platform on which the temple of Haldi was built corrected the slope of 

the site in that mountainous area. The platform also protected the temple from flood and 

heavy snow. There might also have been ritual reasons for this platform, especially when the 

temple became crowded with Urartian kings and rulers of the kingdom and their followers 

during ceremonies like the coronation of Urartian kings in this temple. 

                                                           
2072

 Today most of the houses in the villages in the Zagros are built with flat roofs, and this keeps all the villagers 

very busy when the snow starts. As a child I remember when the snow started in winter most of the men and 

women of the village were removing the snow from the roofs with a special tool, locally called a befr-mal, 

‗snow-remover.‘ Sometimes inhabitants of a house were killed because of roofs collapsing under snow. This 

happened, particularly with traditional flat roofs made with wooden columns or spar beams overlaid with leaves 

and mud.  
2073

There is no direct evidence yet from material or immaterial culture that the people of the land of 

Musru/Musasir were semi-nomads, or that some of them were pastorals. But if we look at the Urartian and 

Assyrian inscriptions we can find indirect references to semi-nomadic pastorals in the land of Muṣru/Musasir. 

The text of the stele of Kel-e-Shin refers to large number of animals which had been brought by the Urartian 

king Išpuini to  ‗sacrificed‘ or dedicated to the temple of Haldi at Musasir /Ardini, including ―… 1,112   ttl , 

9,020 goats(?) (and) sheep as an offering 12,480 large goats(?) for (the?) dedication‖ (Benedict 1961: lines 13-

15, pp.382-383). Sargon plundered tens of thousands of animals from the land of Musasir to Assyria, including 

―692 mules and asses, 920 oxen, 100225 sheep‖ (see Lie 1929: 154-155). Such a huge number of animals would 

be owned by pastorals or semi-nomads not by inhabitants of villages or cites. Also, Dyson assumes that some of 

the people living around Hasanlu may have lived in tents or as semi-nomadic pastorals. (See Dyson 1989: 110). 
2074

RIMA I: A. 0.77.1. 47-48. 
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The temple had a main gate which was depicted on the Khorsabad relief. This gate was 

guarded by two life-size standing statues. This main gate was mentioned by Rusa I on the 

stele of Topzawa. He says that it was closed by Urzana of Musasir. Probably the temple had 

more than one gate. Before Rusa I, the Urartian kings Ishpuini and his son Minua offered 

sacrifices at the gates of the temple of Haldi at Musasir/Ardini.  

The only material which might support this assumption is the life-size statues discovered in 

Mdjeser and the surrounding area. Some of these funerary statues have been likened by the 

author to the steles of Hakkari, which date back to the Late Bronze Age - Iron Age I. In my 

opinion, the tent shape may have come from the shape of the main tent of the chieftain of the 

semi-nomadic people of Musasir. This is not surprising if we look at the same area nowadays, 

where we can see that the majority of the people are still from semi-nomadic tribes. They are 

living in the villages or settlements during the autumn and winter (Fig.4.1.e.). They build for 

their animals a type of stable with a tent shaped roof. Some of them do not even have villages, 

but come down to the western foot of Bradost range where the Upper Zab flows. Here they 

spend the autumn and winter in shelters, with bases and walls made from stones. The tent 

shaped roof made from reeds and wooden spars is overlaid with leaves. Sometimes a plastic 

cover gives additional protection from the rain. Those semi-nomads move every year in April 

to the high mountains with their animals (sheep, goats, horses, donkeys, dogs, chickens, etc). 

They camp there and erect their black tents, staying until the early autumn.  

 
Fig. 4.1.e. Tent-shape winter shelters of the Bradostian semi-nomad shepherds, at the foot 

of Bradost range, and on the bank of the Upper Zab river. (Photo by the author). 

 

In the 1970s, Rainer M. Boehmer found other stone statues, some potsherds and jars. In 

addition, he recorded details of architectural remains, fortifications at the Kala-Mdjeser and 

Ashkene. Boehmer also recorded two column bases found in the Kala-Mdjeser. He dated most 

of these architectural remains and even the collected ceramics from Ashkene and Mdjeser to 

the Iron Age, specifically to the 8
th

-7
th

 century or earlier;
2075

 also, he considered one of the 

columns as Urartian (90-93cm in diameter), and the other one, which had a bell shaped base, 

as Achaemenid (Fig.4.2.a). Boehmer compared the uncovered Urartian column base of 

Mdjeser with the column bases of the temple of Çavuštepe. After the 1970s, for more than 

three decades, this region became a battlefield of the Iraqi-Iranian armies, then 
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Turkish/Iranian armies against Kurdish fighters. Therefore, this region remained virtually 

closed to archaeological activities. 

   

Fig. 4.2.a. An Urartian column base (drawn by Boehmer) found in the fort of Kala-Mdjeser 

(after Boehmer 1993-1997: Abb.3).  

 b. Achaemenid bell shape column base (drawn by Boehmer) found in the fort of Kala-

Mdjeser (after Boehmer 1993-1997: Abb.4).  

 

Since 2005, as a local archaeologist, I have embarked on fieldwork and recorded and 

studied 17 Urartian column bases, all reused by the local villagers in Mdjeser over the last 40 

years. They were reused by the villagers as column bases, or steps, or as a seat in front of or 

inside the courtyard of their houses. We found some in ruins of destroyed houses, or in the 

vineyards of the village (see, Fig. 4.2.b). Most of the columns are made from green basalt, but 

some of them are made from sandstone, limestone, and marble (see, Fig. 4.2.c) 

  

 
Fig. 4.2.b. The column bases discovered accidentally in Mdjêser village, and reused by the 

villagers. (Photo by the author). 
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Fig. 4.2.c. The column bases discovered accidentally in Mdjêser village. (Photo by the 

Directorate of Antiquities of Soran). 

 

These column bases are generally similar in size. The diameter of most of them is between 

56-66 cm, but two are different. The smaller one is 33 cm in diameter, and the largest one 

95cm in diameter. Most are 32 or 33 cm high, but two are different. The shorter one is 50cm 

high, and the taller one is 61cm high. These aberrant measurements belong to specimens 

carved from different stones, marble or limestone. There is no inscription, sign, or symbol on 

the items, apart from one with two horizontal lines incised around its diameter, and another 

with one incomplete line incised horizontally (Fig. 4.2.d). 

These column bases are comparable with those already mentioned. Most are made from 

basalt, similar to traditional Urartian the column bases used in Urartian temples, as in the 

Haldi temple in Altin-Tepe and the inscribed column bases from Van (Fig. 4.2.e-f).
2076

 

However, none of the 17 columns of Mdjeser is parallel to the one from Kali-Mdjeser 

considered by Boehmer as Achaemenid. 

e.  e.  

                                                           
2076

Ӧzgüç 1966: I, Pl.X, XI; Ӧzgüç 1969: II, Pl.XXXI; Cilingiroğlu 2011: 343. The column bears an inscription 

of the Urartian king Ishpuini son of Sarduri from Patnos (Van Museum): for further details see CTU III: A 2-10. 
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f.  

Fig. 4.2.d. An incised column base from Mdjeser. (Photo by the author).  

e. An incised column base at Altintepe (after Ӧzgüç 1966: I, pl.-Leu.XXXI 1). 

f. Column bases of the temple at Altintepe (after Ӧzgüç 1966: Pl. Leu. XII). 

 

The incised column of Mdjeser is unique among its group. The lines are probably traces of 

what might have been metal bands around the column. From Altin-Tepe came an identical 

column base with incised horizontal lines around its diameter (see fig. 4. e-f).
2077

  

On the basis of the above mentioned parallels with the columns of the Urartian temples in 

Urartu, the columns of Mdjeser may be taken as contemporary with the Bainili/Urartu 

kingdom. It is a group of 17 columns of Urartian style from the 9
th

 -8
th

 century BCE. The 

column bases of Mdjeser may come from the ruins of an Urartian temple, and if so, this 

temple could be the long lost temple of Haldi of Musasir. 

Steles were erected on the main trade route through the passes from Musasir (modern 

Sidekan/Bradost) to the Urmia basin or to the Urartian capital.
2078

 The inscriptions of both the 

Topzawa and the Kel-e-Shin steles mention ceremonies and the offering of sacrifices at the 

temple of Haldi in the city of Ardini/Musasir, which proves that the city and the temple were 

located in the district of modern Sidekan/Bradost on the east bank of the Tobzawa tributary. 

These steles were erected on the famous trade route, which can be called an ‗Urartian royal 

road‘ as well, from Urartu to the temple of Haldi at Musasir/Ardini. It has been suggested by 

scholars that probably the coronation of the new Urartian king was conducted at the temple of 

Haldi in Ardini.
2079

 Some of the Urartian kings devoted big bronze statues of themselves in 

the temple of Haldi in Musasir. A bronze statue of Argishti with its plinth was looted from 

Musasir by Sargon II during his eighth campaign in 714 BCE.
2080

  

On the basis of the above-mentioned evidence, and the columns in Mdjeser, I propose that 

the long-lost legendary temple of Haldi in Musasir/Ardini was located at the modern village 

of Mdjeser, in the district of Sidekan/Bradost in the Northern Zagros in Iraqi-Kurdistan. More 

precisely, what may be the remains of the temple of Haldi is located in a triangle, less than 2 

square km in area, somewhere beneath the house of the Bradostian chieftain, the Bradostian 

castle, or beneath the stones of a cairn in an area of a hill separating the house of the chieftain 
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Ӧzgüç 1966 I: 40; Cilingiroğlu 2011: 343. 
2078

Salvini 1993-1997: 445. 
2079

Roaf 2012a: 200f., note.43.  
2080

Fuch 2012:136. 
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to the south from a spring and orchards. That is where most of the column bases were found 

(Fig. 4.2.g). 

  
Fig. 4.2.g. The temple of Haldi of Musasir/Ardini probably lay somewhere near the houses 

and the orchards of Mdjeser village. (Photo by the author). 

 

In conclusion, the columns found in the village of Mdjeser are contemporary with the 

Bainili/Urartu kingdom, the 9
th

-7
th

 century BCE. They are identical to columns of the Urartian 

temples at Altin-Tepe and other sites.  On the basis of the columns from Mdjeser and other 

evidence from the same area published by other scholars, I can confirm that an Urartian 

temple or perhaps more precisely the temple of Haldi of Musasir/Ardini was located in the 

area of the modern village of Mdjeser.  

As mentioned above, there are two main views about the function of the Columned Halls 

of Hasanlu. One considers some of them as temples, especially the Burned Building II (BB 

II) from the level Hasanlu IVB which is dated to the 9
th

 century BCE.
2081

 No divine statues 

were discovered in the buildings, but Winter assumes that the ivory eye-shaped inlays 

belonged to such statues from the ―Burned Building II‖ at Hasanlu.
2082

 

With no inscriptions from the public buildings of the Zagros to help him, Roaf tried to 

identify some of them on the basis of architectural features of temples in Mesopotamia, 

including multiple rabbets, giving the stepped outline to doorways that is typical of temples in 

Mesopotamia.
2083

 At Hasanlu in the Burned Building II doorways with multiple rabbets were 

found.
2084

 According to Roaf:
 2085

 

The three such doorways in the south wall of the main hall of BB II at Hasanlu do not 

function in the same way as such doorways in Assyria and Babylonia where they always 

                                                           
2081

Dyson 1989: 120ff; Dyson and Voigt 2003: 219-236.  
2082

 Dyson 1989:p.120, fig.20. 
2083

For further detials see Roaf 1998: 57-80; Roaf 2012b: 9. 
2084

Roaf 1998: 63ff., fig.7. 
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 Roaf 2012b:10. 
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lead into the main shrine where the statue of the god was situated and they do not 

invevitably indicate a religious function for BB II.  

As for the temple of Hasanlu, Roaf assumes that ―if any building in Hasanlu IVB was a 

temple, certainly the strongest candidate is Burned Building II.‖ He does not reject the idea 

that ―the Burned Buildings were residential, perhaps the palaces built by successive rulers of 

the city‖.
2086

  According to Roaf if the Burned Buildings of Hasanlu were as palaces, ―then by 

incorporating doorways with multiple rabbets into his palace, the ruler, whether consciously 

or unconsciously, was adopting a Mesopotamian religious form for his own secular 

residence.‖
2087

  

The material evidence from BB II gives the structure a religious interpretation.
2088

 But as 

Roaf suggests until the function of BB II is properly solved this is only hesitantly 

acceptable.
2089

 Several stelas from and in front of BB II are over 4.5 m tall.
2090

 They can be 

compared to the rows of stelas erected in an open area at Ashur.
2091

 Similar stalas were found 

in the Urartian open air temple of the Altin Tepe. The steles of Altintepe is thought to have 

been erected on the altar, in a courtyard beside a tomb. This symbolic altar was where 

libations were offered.
2092

 It can be compared with the depiction on a seal impression of three 

stelas on an altar with a devotee offering libations.
2093

 A seal-impression from Toprak Kale 

also shows a devotee before three steles on an altar.
2094

 Other examples dating to the second 

millennium come from Hazor, Mari, Byblos, Gezer, etc.
2095

According to Dyson the steles of 

Hasanlu probably were not erected for any ritual or religious purposes, but ―stood against the 

front wall of the double portico and against the party wall in the center‖.
2096

  

In the first season of excavation in 1985 Yaghmaei found an Iron Age public building at 

Tepe Qalaichi, his team considered it to be a temple and called it Columned Hall C (19 x 

35m).
2097

 Moreover, there was a platform in the centre of this ‗temple‘ in addition to the four 

columns of the hall. The platform was decorated with glazed bricks. There are several side 

rooms, a stone-paved courtyard, and an entrance gate.
2098

 The Columned Building C is 

considered to be a Mannean temple. Karger felt there was not enough evidence to take it as 

the temple of Haldi, and compared the plan of this temple of Qalaichi with Urartian, Assyrian 

and even Hassanlu Columned Halls. He found no similarity between them and the columned  

Mannean temple of Qalaichi.
2099

 There is no doubt that the many glazed bricks at Qalaichi 
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were used for ornamenting this public building, but no inscribed glazed brick was found. A 

partly preserved Aramaic inscription on the stele of Qalaichi mentions two main deities, the 

Urartian national god Haldi, and the Aramaic chief god Hadad. Perhaps both deities were 

worshipped at Qalaichi (Izirtu) at the 8
th-

7
th

 century BCE, but not necessarily in their own 

separate temples.
2100

  

Qalaichi is located in the area of Bokan. There an important column base decorated in 

relief was found. Malazada assumed it proabably came from the Mannean site at Tepe 

Qalaichi (Izirtu),
2101

 perhaps part of a columned iwan/portico/porch on the building there, 

where glazed bricks were used to decorate the walls.
2102

  

The column base was decorated in relief with abstract plant and geometric designs. The 

main element is duplicated palmettos, linked by lines and each one enclosed by an omega like 

frame. A chain of these frames continues round the column base. The pelmet has seven 

leaves, with diamond or lozenge shapes at its base (Fig.4.3. a).
2103

 Malazada dated it to the 

mid. or late 7th century BCE.
2104

 His paper includes good comparisons with artistic elements 

in Assyrian column bases, as depicted and as actually found during excavations in the 

Assyrian capitals. From this we see that it cannot date to the late 7
th

 century BCE as he 

suggests, but in the late 8
th

 century or the first half of the 7
th

 century BCE.
2105

 The plant with 

seven buds plant is very similar to the palm with seven buds on the Assyrian wall painting of 

Til-Barsib, which is dated to the 8
th

 century BCE (Fig.4.3.b). Also, it is seen on a fragment of 

a glazed brick from Ashur.
2106

 

The elements depicted on the column base of Qalaichi are compared by Mollazade with 

local elements from the contemporary art of Ziwiye and with other elements on the glazed 

bricks of Qalaichi.
2107

 He found good parallels from Assyria. The closest parallel to the 

column base of Bukan are the column bases depicted on the Assyrian reliefs from 

Nineveh.
2108

 This type of decorated column base is rarely found at the sites of Assyrian cities, 

but is often depicted on Assyrian reliefs, where we see them used in the iwans porticos). The 

oldest known examples are two huge simple Assyrian column bases discovered near the gate 

of the palace Khorsabad from the reign of Sargon II.
2109

 Other Assyrian column bases 

decorated in relief are similar in design to the Qalaichi column base in their representations of 

plants and geometric figures (Fig.4.3. c).
2110

 A partly preserved relief shows a structure with 

rows of columns decorated in relief, their bases resting on lions. These columns decorate the 

façade of a public structure of the South-West palace at Nineveh.
2111

 Interestingly, it seems 

that in Assyria as in Qalaichi the columned portico decorated in relief was a feature of simialr 
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Assyrian style builings. An Assyrian adminstrative letter sent to Sargon II mentions casting 

column-bases for a portico palace: ―when are they going to cast the gate column-bases for the 

porti o of th  hilāni p l   s.‖
2112

 After discovering this column base at Bukan and referring 

to the plan of the public building at Qalaichi, Mollazade reconstructed the ―Columned 

Building,‘ of Tepe Qalaichi.
2113

  

There are also some porticos depicted on the Assyrian reliefs from Nineveh, which had 

columns. The columns had simple or decorated bases and decorated capitals. A plan of a 

portico discovered at Khorsabad is dated to the reign of Sargon II, and is compared by 

Malazada with the plan of the Columned Building of Qalaichi.
2114

 

a     

b.  c.          

Fig.4.3. a. A photo and drawing of the column base of Bukan, with linked elements of 

pelmet relief (after Mollazade 2013: fig.2)  

 b. The linked elements of pelmet decoration painted on the wall of Til-Barsib (after Parrot 

1961: fig. 343). 

c. An Assyrian column base decorated in relief, from Koyunjik (after Rawlinson 1876, 

vol.1, pl.LI, fig.3.I-III).  

 

During the excavation at Rabat Tepe, when the Iron Age level with glazed bricks and 

stone design pavements were discovered, Heidary assumed that he had found the long-lost 

temple of Musasir in Rabat Tepe, but his identification has been rejected.
2115

 The area is 

assumed to be the remains of a temple, with the floor of the courtyard paved with cobbles and 

bricks, the cobbles and bricks, arranged in several concentric circles intricately linked with 

one other.
2116

 The circles are framed with squares, and the spaces filled with lozenge designs 

(Fig. 4.5. a-b).
2117
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a.  b.       

 Fig. 4.5. a. The floor of the temple of Rabat Tepe, built with cobbles and bricks (after 

Heidari 2010: table. XLIX.1). 

b. the floor with cobbles and bricks (photo by R. Heidari, courtesy of Rabat Tepe Project). 

 

A ‗brick platform‘ found in the courtyard was according to the excavators probably made 

for some ‗religious ceremony.‘
2118

The cobbled floor is probably related to the courtyard 

complex that is still not excavated. The cobbles were transported from the eastern bank of the 

Lower Zab nearby.
2119

 River-stone pavements were also used for floors in Urartu, in 

Altintepe,
2120

 in Media,
2121

 and in other Zagros sites such as Area 2-Ad Iron Age BA 2207 at 

Tell Bakrawa,
2122

 in Ziyaret Tepe
2123

 and in Satu-Qala.
2124

 Reade and Finkel assume that 

―presumably these pavement designs tended to reflect the patterns of carpets, as did the 

carved alabaster doorsills in Assyrian palaces of the eighth-seventh centuries. We assume 

that Greco-Roman pebble and tessellated mosaics also imitated carpets.‖
2125

 They add that 

―the closest parallel for the Rabat mosaic is at the Assyrian centre of Ashur itself.‖
2126

 The 

one at Ashur is called ―the Karawanserai pebble mosaic‖, and the one at Rabat is also called a 

Karawanserai by the excavators.
2127

 

Tepe Nush-I Jan is located ca. 10 miles southwest of Hamadan, west of Malayer. It is an 

important site, where several public buildings were discovered, all built on a steep natural 

mound. The excavations revealed three major structures: the Central Temple which is 

incorrectly called a ―Fire Temple?‖ The Fort and the Western Building (a Columned Hall 16 x 

16m, with three rows each with four columns).
2128

 According to Roaf and Stronach the three 
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main structures of Nush-i Jan ―represented the three chief branches of the Median state: the 

 hur h, th   rmy,  nd th   ourt‖.
2129

 

The Iron Age Central Building at Tepe Nush-i Jan is dated to the eighth-seventh centuries 

BCE. It is thought to have been a ‗Fire Temple,‘ built on ―a mud-brick platform.‖
2130

 The 

temple of Nush-i Jan was filled carefully with shale, mud-bricks and stones, then abandoned 

peacefully, largely blocking it.
2131

 Gropp assumes that the Medes probably adopted 

Zoroastrianism around 600 BCE.
2132

 But as yet there is no record to support that, and even the 

available archaeological evidence at Nush-i Jan does not give a direct link to any 

Zoastrianism there. The bowl which was discovered is called a fire-bowl but considered ―too 

shallow to allow for a permanently burning fire (such as is maintained in the deep metal fire-

bowls of modern Zoroastrian temples). It has been suggested that the temple of Nush-i Jan 

was perhaps built by a Median chief for ―his foreign wife‖ as an ―alien cult‘‘.
2133

 Therefore 

this cannot be proved from the material culture. This Temple may or may not have been 

related to Zoastrianism. The Medes of Nush-i Jan may or may not have adopted 

Zoroastrianism. These are assumptions needing textual support, but unfortunately at least for 

now that is absent. The oldest known mention of Ahuramazda is in inscriptions of 522 BCE, 

of Darius I, the third Achaemenid king, on the Behistun rock relief in 522 BCE: ―King Darius 

states: Under the protection of Ahura Mazda I am king, Ahura Mazda gave me the 

kingship.‖
2134

 The design and plan of the temple is different from Assyrian architecture. It has 

been suggested that the architecture here influenced the quadrangular towers of Naqsh-i 

Rustam near Psargadae and Persepolis. A main hall with blind window, a bench, a square 

altar and a basin were discovered. Also, the south façade of the wall decoration of the Temple 

at Nush-i Jan can be compared with the decoration of the ―horned parapet,‖ of Persepolis, and 

similar decorations in Gūnespān in the Median Heartland.
2135

  

The temple of Nush-I Jan is an example of the ―carefully filled‖ temples constructed by the 

Medes, and then followed by Nebuchadnezzar II. He filled the temple of Ninmah, and his 

successor Nabonidus used sand to carefully fill the harbour temple at Ur.
2136

 Whether the 

Chaldeans or the Medes first practised the technique is not known. There is another 

possibility, already mentioned. If the temple of Nush-i Jan was a Fire Temple, filling the 

temple carefully may have related to killing the fire ritually. According to Stronach and Roaf 

filling the Central Temple of Nush-i Jan was made carefully only with stone.  They assume 

that this was related to the ‗laws of pollution,‘ in Zoastrianism; ―Perhaps there is a 

connection, therefore, between the use of stone to fill the Central Temple and laws of 

pollution such as those attached to Zoastrian religion, laws which could easily have formed 
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part of the religious background of the Medes.‖
2137

 But the practice of killing fire was known 

a century before that, for instance, from Urartu, there is a short record on a bronze shield that 

may indicate something about killing sacred fire. The bronze shield from the temple area of 

Haldi at Ayanis was probably hung on the façade of the temple. We have depictions of shields 

hung on the walls and roof of the temple of Haldi at Musasir.
2138

 The shield of Ayanis has a 

two line votive inscription, saying that the shield was offered as a gift to Haldi by Rusa son of 

Argishti. Rusa son of Argishti dedicated the shield to the temple of Haldi of Rusaḫinili 

Eidurukai (mod. Ayanis). The second line of the text gives the earliest indication of 

innovation in Urartian religion: ―Rusa says: he who takes this shield, he who throws it, he who 

…s w t rs, h  who …s, h  who throws   rth on fires and earth, he who effaces my name and 

put his name, may God Ḫaldi destroy him, his seed and the seed of his seed under the 

Sun(light).‖
2139

 This taboo probably related to ‗sacred fire‘ in Urartian religious worship.
2140

 

Cilingiroğlu suggests that probably fire was burned continuously at the temple of Ayanis, 

even in winter months. A nearby source of bitumen for fuel would be the Korzut Fortress, ca. 

50 km from Ayanis. According to Cilingiroğlu, what supports this assumption is a jar found at 

the temple of Ayanis which is full of bitumen.
2141

 He concludes that ―the 

―Zoro stri n‖r ligion, b li v d to h v  origin t d in Ir n in th  7
th

 century BC is symbolized 

by a continuous fire. More evidence is needed to clear whether the fire in the Ayanis temple 

was connected to this religion. However, it would be appropriate to add this fire cult to the 

links between these two regional cultures.‖
2142

 The bitumen in the jar was probably used in 

the temple as fuel, especially during the cold weather and with rain and snow, but not 

necessarily for rituals or for the sacred fire. A similar large jar with traces of bitumen was 

found accidentally in Mdjeser village, near to the probable location of the temple of Haldi of 

Musasir. The bitumen in this jar was also probably used for keeping warm when it was cold 

outside, or as a regular igniting fuel.
2143

 

In the 7
th

 century BCE, the Assyrian deity Girru began to be worshipped. In Tarbisu, a 

town north of Nineveh, the temple of Nusku-Girru was cited and his name occurs in Assyrian 

inscriptions. The worship of Girru is related to fire,
2144

 but he is not related to Zoroaster. On 

the bronze gates of Balawat we can see a scene of Shalmaneser III at the shore of the sea of 

Nairi (Lake Urmia) carving a rock relief. Several tables and a fire-altar are depicted, with the 
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king and others performing rituals in front of the fire altar (Fig.3.1.b). In another scene, on a 

coloured ceramic vessel found at Ashur, a man and a woman bare foot, kneeling and raising 

their hands, worship in front of an ‗incense‘/fire altar with ‗tall flames‘ and a ‗table for 

sacrifice,‘ Andrea assumes that the scene is related to the cult of Ishtar, based on the star disk 

on the palmetto as a representation of Ishtar in the temple of Ishtar (Fig. 4.6.a).
2145

 The 

Urartian votive text on the Ayanis shield and the worship of Girru in Assyria, both show that 

fire was worshipped before Zoroastrianism. So it is possible that the so-called ‗Fire Temple‘ 

of Nush-I Jan was not related to Zoroastrianism, and that Zoroastrianism later borrowed the 

‗worship‘ of fire from the eighth and seventh century BCE predecessors of Media, Urartu and 

Assyria.  

b.  

Fig. 4.6.a. A male and female praying in front of a ‗incense‘ altar, on a glazed vessel from 

Ashur (after Andrea 1925: pl. 26). 

Bît-Bagaia is another Median city depicted on a relief from Khorsabad from the reign of 

Sargon. The king in his chariot leaves the city triumphantly, with corpses of the Medes lying 

on the ground. From his chariot he aims his bow at the enemy who fall before him. The scene 

is similar to an Assyrian royal hunting scene. Bît-Bagaia can be seen in the distance on a hill 

with torches on its walls and on its towers (Fig.4.6.b).
2146

 This could show the burning of the 

city, but other Assyrian reliefs depict burning cities with flames in a different style. An 

alternative view is that the ‗torches‘ belonged to the Medes who used them with religious or 

military significance, but without evidence it remains speculative.  

 

                                                           
2145

Andrea 1925: p.50f. fig.26. An  ‗incense‘ altar is depicted in Assyrian art of Shalmaneser III, Tiglath-pileser 

III, Sargon II and Sennacherib. For instance see Jutta Bӧrker-Klähn 1982: p.58, Abb. 8. a-f. 
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Fig. 4.6.b. The Assyrians flame the towers of the Median city Bît-Bagaia, as depicted on a 

relief from Khorsabad from the reign of Sargon II (after Botta & Flandin 1972 (I): pl.76). 

 

An interesting Assyrian letter tells of six statues of Babylonian deities deported to the 

Zagros Mountains east of Arbail during the reign of Sennacherib when he destroyed Babylon. 

He reports on a ―royally commissioned visit‖ to the province of the rab-šāqê on the eastern 

bank of the Upper Zab north-east of Arbail.
2147

 The local people state that there are six statues 

of deities of Akkad, ―Mārat-Sîn of Eridu, Mārat-Sîn of Nēmed-Languda, Mārat-Eridu, Nergal, 

Amurru, and Lugalbanda.‖ The statues had been transported to the city of Issete/Issetu north-

east of Arbail, and stored ―in a single building (É),‖ ―probably a temple.‖
2148

 

These Babylonian deities were probably taken from Babylonian cities by Sennacherib 

during his eighth campaign before 689 BCE, these statues were kept far from Babylon in 

Issete.
2149

 The Assyrian scribe Šamaš-šumu-lēšir was a wise political advisor who reminded 

the Assyrian king Ashurbanipal that he could use the return of these statues to their temples as 

a diplomatic incentive for the leaders of Babylon. According to Fales, the letter could be dated 

to the early reign of Ashurbanipal when relations with Babylon were still good.
2150

 However, 

there is no proof that the statues were sent back to their temples. The question remains where 

the statues were kept in Issēte. There is no clear evidence of a temple for a local deity, and 

why these statues of deities would be kept in this temple. Were they worshipped while in 

exile? If so, we assume an Assyrian transition of Babylonian religious images to the Zagros 

foothills of north-east of Arbail. If not, we have to ask how local people looked at these 

statues? Such questions may always remain unanswered. 

The city of Kurba‟il was located north-east of Nineveh, probably in the area of the modern 

district of Akrê, to the west of the Upper Zab. The temple and its priests are often mentioned 

in Neo-Assyrian inscriptions, but we have no more information about the structure and plan of 

the temple from depictions or archaeological finds. From the Assyrian inscription we learn 

that in Kurbail and in Kilizi the akītu festival was celebrated in the temple of Adad.
2151

 

Shalmaneser III dedicated a statue to Adad of Kurbaíl/Kurbail.
2152

 It seems that both at the 

temple of Ishtar of Arbail and at the temple of Adad of Kurbail textiles were made, and more 

details were reported in a letter of the Sangu of Kurbail.
2153

 

Sargon, after destroying the stronghold of Rusa at Ulhu, mentions a temple in the same 

province of Sangibutu. According to him earlier kings made lavish offerings in the temple:
2154

 

―From Ulḫu I departed, against every (last) important stronghold of the province of 

Sangibutu I drew near. (This) province was the home of his temple, on which the kings 
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The Assyrians created a separate administrative province during (799-695 BC) called Rab-šāqê. There are 

opposing views about the location of the rab-šāqê. It is generally located on the bank of the Upper Zab between 
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Postgate 1995: 17, fig.5; Holloway 2002: 139-141. 
2148

Fales 1980: 151-152.  
2149
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of former (days) who lived (lit., went) before him, had lavished (their wealth) from early 

days, to extend (the power of) their land.‖  

Although there is no direct mention of the deity worshipped at this temple, Sargon says 

that Sangibutu (whatever that means) was ―the home of his temple‖. Did he mean Rusa? If so, 

it probably means Haldi. If Haldi was worshipped there it is not surprising because this 

province became an important centre of the Urartians, and Rusa built his luxurious palace and 

gardens in Ulhu, the stronghold in Sangibutu province. Haldi is also mentioned on the 

Aramaic stele of Qalaichi. Haldi was a well known deity in Manaea and other neighboring 

provinces. 

On the stele of Najafhabad, which commemorating Sargon II‘s campaign in Media, there 

is a possible mention of Sargon II building or renovating temples for several Assyrian 

deities:‖…I  ompl t d. His t mpl s I built and I returned his gods to their places. Of Ashur, 

Sin, Sh m sh, Ad d, Isht r, ….
2155

 

 On an Assyrian relief from Khorsabad the Median city of Harhar is depicted under a 

heavy siege and attack by Sargon II‘s army. Many details of the city walls, towers, and gates 

are depicted (Fig. 4.6.c). It seems that the city was built on and around a mound. Beyond the 

main city walls the top of the mound can be seen, with three separate structures built on top of 

the mound. It seems that there was only limited space on top of the mound for these buildings. 

They needed support, and we see that on the mound against the building façade are several 

recesses and buttresses. They function as decoration for the mound, as well as to indicate that 

there is a temple at the top of the mound. Between the three structures two persons are 

standing with both hands raised. The structure on the left is tower like, with a plant on top, 

and a person with raised hands standing on the right of it. The middle structure is also tower-

like with a plant on top.
2156

 It has a window and arrow slits or blind windows. As before, a 

person with raised hands stands on the right of it. The third structure on the extreme right is 

bigger, having four towers built with bricks or shaped stones on a platform to provide a base 

at the edge of the mound. The platform provides a level terrace, giving more space on which 

to build. A plant is growing between the two towers on the left. Two people standing on the 

two towers on the right have their hands raised, one facing and the other on the far right 

depicted in profile (Fig.4.6.d). A man falling from the tower, injured by a big arrow/spear, 

probably was one of the leaders, he is depicted in bigger size comparing to the local rulers, 

however, he is smaller than some exaggerated sizes of some of the Assyrian soldiers. The 

tower probably was representing a tower temple.   

                                                           
2155

Levine 1972: lines 44, p.41. 
2156

The depiction of these plants on these towers in the acropolis of Harhar reminds the story of the Hanging 

Gardens of Babylon mentioned in the classical sources. For further details about the Hanging Gardens of 

Babylon in the classical sources, see Dalley 2013.  
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Fig. 4. 6.c. The Median city of Harhar, depicted on a relief from Khorsabad, reign of Sargon II (after Botta &  

Flandin, 1972, pl.55.7). Fig. 4. 6.c. The Median city of Harhar, depicted on a relief from Khorsabad, reign of 

Sargon II (after Botta &  Flandin, 1972, pl.55.7).  

 
Fig.4. 6.d.  Details of the Tower Temple and towers with plants depicted on top of a mound supported by a 

platform with buttresses and recesses above the city of Harhar (after Botta & Flandin, 1972: pl.55.7).  

This structure has been described as a temple,
2157

 an idea supported by some details. First, 

it is located at the top of a mound and built on a high platform. The buttresses and recesses on 

the façade are Median architectural elements. The façade of the outer walls of the Fort of 

Tepe Nush-i Jan had buttresses and recesses.
2158

 Also the Median mud-brick citadel of Tell 

Gubba had buttressed and recessed walls.
2159

 Sometimes these can be considered as 

architectural elements of a temple or ziggurat, as in the temples of Mesopotamia.
2160

 At the 

top of the tell and at the top of the towers several unarmed people stand with raised arms and 

they are probably praying. What appear to be trees above the three structures, but Radner 

interprets differently. She says: ―A fire is burning on the roofs of this building and of the two 
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2158
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others situated prominently at the top of the mound, possibly indicating the presence of fire 

temples comparable to that excavated at Nush-i Jan.‖
2161

 Probably they are in fact depictions 

of trees, especially the ones on the towers on the left and on the right. On the middle tower 

there may be large flames, but the image is damaged at the base, where the expected tree 

trunk would have been. Trees could be symbols of a deity. Haldi is depicted as a plant rising 

from a tower, and there are dozens of towers with plants on Urartian bowls from Karmir Blur, 

in other Urartian artistic designs. On Achaemenid cylinder seals we sometimes have an altar 

looking like a tower with a plant, which is not fire.
2162

 The depiction of Harhar on the 

Assyrian relief shows two important architectural features which persuade us that we are 

looking at a temple and a ziggurat: the platform, and the buttresses and recesses. Platforms 

and terraces were built for several Mesopotamian temples, from the earliest temples at Ubaid 

and Uruk in the 4
th

 millennium BCE,
2163

 and the temple of Haldi at Musasir had a 

platform.
2164

 Buttresses and recesses were built for Mesopotamian temples and ziggurats from 

the 4
th

 millennium BCE. Even the Assyrian ziggurat in Khorsabad had buttresses and recesses 

on almost every level,
2165

 a structure contemporary with the temple of Harhar. 

 The temple of the warrior goddess Ishtar of Arbail was well recorded during the Middle 

and Neo-Assyrian periods. In the Middle Assyrian period, Shalmaneser I claimed that he had 

built the temple of Egašankalamma and the Ziggurat to the Lady-of-Arbail (i.e. to Ishtar): ―I 

built Eg š nk l mm , th  t mpl  of th  godd ss Išt r, th  L dy-of-Arbela (?), my lady, and 

its ziggurat.‖
 2166

 

 The temple of Ishtar of Arbail was the first destination of the Assyrian kings and their 

armies before their military campaigns against the east, north-east and south-east kingdoms of 

the Zagros, and against Elam and Urartu. When they came back, it was the first place they 

visited in the Assyrian heartland. There they made offerings and gave tribute to Ishtar. On 

occasions they executed prisoners there, especially the leaders, in the temple or in the centre 

of the city or at the city gate. in the temple or in the centre of the city or at the city gate. The 

Assyrian kings attended the temple of Ishtar, to ask for her support and to question her about 

their destiny and that of their army and of Assyria. The temple of Ishtar of Arbail was called 

Eg š nk l mm  ―House of the Lady of the Land,‖
2167

 In Assyrian records the temple of Ishtar 

was called Bīt-isinnāti, ‗T mpl  of f stiv ls‘.
2168

 Esarhaddon claims that ―he clothed 

Eg š nk l mm , the temple of Ishtar of Arbail, his lady, with zahalû and made it shine like 

the day. He fashioned lions, lion-headed eagles, bulls and naked heroes and griffins of silver 

and gold and set them up in the entrance of its gates.‖
2169

  

Some visual details depicted on the relief of Nineveh during the reign of Ashurbanipal 

show details of the city. It was depicted as a very well fortified city, and its upper part, the 
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acropolis, had its own fortifications, with a large fortified building.
2170

 Ceremonial poles were 

kept on both sides of the towered-gate of the temple.
2171

 There was an altar depicted beside 

the second gate of the city (see fig.4.7.a). 

Assyrian records give many details about rituals, priests and prophecies in the temple of 

Ishtar of Arbail.
2172

 It was used by the Assyrian royal family, especially the queens and the 

royal princes, who were probably raised there. Ishtar of Arbail told Esarhaddon: ―When you 

were small, I took you to me.‖
2173

 The prophet Sinqisha-amur told Esarhaddon: ―I raised you 

between my wings.‖
2174

 Similarly, the prophet Mullissu-kabtat, told Ashurbanipal:
2175

   

―You whose mother is Mullissu, have no fear. You whose nurse is the Lady of Arbail, 

have no fear. I will carry you on my hip like a nurse, I will put you between my breasts 

(like) a pomegranate. At night I will stay awake and guard you; in the daytime I will 

giv  you milk…my   lf, whom I (h v ) r  r( d).‖  

These quotations indicate that in the temple there was probably a specific area for the royal 

family to reside, for the queen and the royal princes, especially when they were young. 

It will have been plundered at the time of the fall of Nineveh, a suggestion based on the 

bronze statue of the Assyrian king Adad-Nirari I found in the Urmia basin, which was 

originally dedicated to the temple of Ishtar of Arbail. It is dated to reign of Ashur-dan I (1178-

1133 BC), and may well have been taken from the temple of Ishtar of Arbail around the time 

of the fall of Nineveh. It is inscribed:
2176

  

―To Išt r, th  gr  t l dy who dw lls in th  Eg š nk l mm  [th  t mpl ] of Arbail, [his] 

mistr ss, Š mši-bel the scribe of Arbail son of Nergal-nadin-ahi, also scribe, for his life 

and his wellbeing and the wellbeing of his eldest son has dedicated and presented this 

statue weighing 1 (+) mina of copper. The name of this statue is Išt r-ana-k ši-uzni 

(―Išt r, my   r is tow rds you‖). For th  lif  of Aššur-dan king of Assyria, his [king].‖  

Outside Arbail in the Neo-Assyrian period there was a town called Milqia. From the Assyrian 

records we learn that the Akītu festival had been celebrated there since the reign of 

Shalmaneser III.
2177

 It seems that Sargon II ordered rulers to work in ‗constructions‘ in 

Milqia. Šamaš-upahhir in a letter to Sargon II says:  

―The king my lord‘s s rv nts, th   ity rul rs und r my  uthority whom th  king [my 

lord] o[rdered] to work in Milqia [have co]me [to my presence saying: ‖…… (br  k) 

‖S nd […..to th  p ]l   !‖ th y h v  m d  [m ] s  k [th …of th  ki]ng, my lord; wh t 

does the king my lord say?‖
2178
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Ashurbanipal says that he restored Milqia, the site of the bīt  kīti of Arbail.
2179

 From the 

Assyrian records we learn that the Akītu festival had been celebrated there since the reign of 

Shalmaneser III.
2180

 It seems that Sargon II ordered rulers to work in ‗constructions‘ in 

Milqia. Šamaš-upahhir in a letter to Sargon II says:  

―Th  king my lord‘s s rv nts, th   ity rul rs und r my  uthority whom th  king [my 

lord] o[rd r d] to work in Milqi  [h v   o]m  [to my pr s n   s ying:‖…… (br  k) 

‖S nd […..to th  p ]l   !‖ th y h v  m d  [m ] s  k [th …of th  ki]ng, my lord; what 

does the king my lord say?‖
2181

  

Ashurbanipal says that he restored Milqia, the site of the bīt  kīti of Arbail.
2182

 Milqia and its 

temple were nearby and were involved in the Assyrian Akītu festival in Arbail. Perhaps the 

first known Akītu festival in Milqia near Arbail was arranged by Shalmaneser III. An epic 

poem in praise of Shalmaneser III says that ―[he arranged] the festival of the Lady of Arbela 

in Milqia,‖
2183

 This happened also during the reign of Ashurbanipal in Arbail and Milqia. The 

festival was associated with a military march and the statue of Ishtar was processed from the 

Milqia temple and returned to the temple of Ishtar of Arbail,
2184

 Ashurbanipal says:
 2185

 

―I am Ashurbanipal, king of Assyria. After I had offered sacrifices to the goddess Shatri 

 nd h d   l br t d th   kītu f stiv l,  nd  ft r I h d s iz d th  r igns of th   h riot of 

Ishtar, I entered Arbela amidst rejoicing with Dunanu, Samgunu, Aplaya, and the 

severed head of Teumman, king of Elam, which Ishtar my lady delivered into my 

h nds.‖ 

There is no archaeological evidence for a bīt  kīti temple in the town Milqia, but probably 

it was not far from Arbail. Ashurbanipal claims that he himself restored it.
2186

  

This Akītu festival of Arbail was performed in midsummer or early autumn and was 

combined with victory celebrations and the executions of enemies.
2187

 This makes the Akītu 

of Arbail different. Ashurbanipal indirectly referred to that, because Ishtar was the warrior 

goddess who helped Ashurbanipal in his triumph on their enemies. This made the Assyrian 

Akītu festival in Arbail different from the Sumerian one where the king performed a sacred 

marriage with one of the priestesses.
2188

 

In conclusion,  we recognise that our information about Assyrian and Zagrosian temples is 

unbalanced. On the one hand, we  have many Assyrian temples, but on the other hand, only 

limited numbers of Zagrosian ones. Of those we have in the Northern Zagros, the architectural 

features are not always clear. Some may have been public buildings where rituals were 

performed, but multiple rebates on the doors are considered to be a mark of Mesopotamian 
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temples, as found on the Burned Buildings of Hasanlu and the Temple of Nush-I Jan. Most of 

the public buildings are yet be confirmed as temples, for no divine statues or symbols have 

been found in them.  

Assyrian and Urartian records deal with some temples in the Zagros. Most references are 

to the temple of Haldi in the city of Musasir/Ardini. The plundering of that temple is recorded 

on the relief of Sargon II, showing that a huge amount of treasure, several Urartian metal 

statues, and the statues of Haldi and his wife Bagbartu being deported to Assyria. The temple 

is assumed to be located in the modern district of Sidekan, where the author found Urartian 

column bases apparently from the temple of Haldi during his survey of the area, suggesting to 

him that the long lost temple of Musasir was near the village of Mdjeser. 

The temples of Musasir, Harhar and Pazashi are depicted on the Assyrian reliefs, and some 

architectural features of these temples can be seen there, such as the tent shape roof of the 

temple of Musasir, and the platforms of the temple of Haldi and the temple of Harhar. Some 

of the temples were probably associated with ziggurats, such as the horned towers of the 

temple of Pazashi, and the temple towers of Harhar (Fig.4. 7.b). 

For finding any interaction between Assyrian and Zagrosian temple architecture the 

Assyrian sources are better for written and archaeological evidence for the temples of the 

Zagros. Very little archaeological evidence comes from the Zagros compared to what we have 

from Assyria. At present our discoveries in the Zagros are limited. There are very few 

important excavated sites, and hardly one per cent of the dozens of known names of capitals 

and commercial centres in the Zagros have been excavated. 

a.  

b.  

Fig. 4.7.a. An altar  depicted at the side of the city gate of Arbail; a drawing of the relief of Nineveh depicting 

the city of Arbail (after Gadd 1936: pl.28). 

Fig.4.7.b. S rgon II‘s  rmy besieges the Median city Harhar. Huge animal horns are attached to the top of 

the acropolis towers of the city (after Botta and Flandin 1972: pl.68). 
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4.3. Cities and towns 

There are many textual references to dozens of names of cities and towns in the Zagros. 

They show several types of toponyms of places inhabited by the Zagrosians, including royal 

cities, towns, fortified cities, villages and forts. The references are mainly from Assyrian 

annals and Assyrian administrative letters. There are also some local and Urartian 

inscriptions. But, unfortunately, there are usually no details about the plan and architecture of 

their cities. Indirectly some hints about architecture for some parts of the cities and towns are 

mentioned. The cities called fortified cities (URU dan-nu-ti) would have been focal centres of 

the local kingdoms of the Zagros.  

Several cities and towns were fortified during the Middle Bronze Age. In a letter sent to 

Kuwari (the governor of Šušarra) from Etellum, the general of Shamshi-Adad I mentions 

‗walled towns‘ in Aḫāzum: ―I have no troops available. The troops have been left in four 

(sections) in walled towns in the land of Aḫāzum  nd   nnot l  v  th  town(s), (sin  ) th y 

hold the towns.‖
2189

  

For almost all the provinces and lands of the Northern Zagros Assyrian royal inscriptions 

and administrative letters mention fortified cities, strongholds, forts, fortified mountains and 

passes. For instance Shamshi-Adad I says ―[I] captured all the fortified cities of the land of 

Arb l  (Urbē1). I  st blish d my g rrisons  v rywh r .‖
2190

  

Tiglath-pileser I in his annals gives more details about the walls and fortifications of the 

city Ḫunusa, the fortified city of Qumānu. He mentions that the city had three walls made 

with baked bricks and claims: ―[… th  Qumān]u as far as the land Meḫru I conquered. I 

overwhelmed the city Ḫunusu, [their fortified city], turned (it) into a ruin hill, and strewed 

ṣīpu-stones over it.‖
2191

 In other annals, he also calls Ḫunusu the fortified city of the land of 

Qumānu and gives more details about its walls and fortifications.
2192

 

 ―I overwhelmed the city Ḫunusu, th ir fortifi d  ity,….I burnt th   ity. Th  thr   

walls which were constructed with baked brick and the entire city I razed, destroyed, 

turned into a ruin hill and (vi 15) strewed ṣīpu-stones over it. I made bronze lightning 

bolts ( nd) ins rib d on th m (  d s ription of) th   onqu st of th  l nds ….On th t 

(site) I built a house of baked brick and put inside those bronze lightning bolts.‖ 

Tiglath-pileser I also gives important information about the ‗royal city‘ Kipšuna, with its 

walls and towers:
2193

 

 ―…, I took my  h riotry  nd w rriors ( nd) surround d th   ity Kipšun , th ir roy l 

 ity. Th  king of th  l nd of th  Qumānu w s fright n d of my strong  nd b llig r nt 

attack and submitted to me. I spared that city. I ordered him to destroy his great wall 

and towers of baked brick. He destroyed from top to bottom and turned it into a ruin 

hill.‖  

He also claims that he conquered the ―fortified city Murattaš‖ of the Lullubi.
2194

 Later in 

Zamua in the land of Lullubi, Ashurnasirpal II mentions several fortified cities, such as Uzê, 
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Berutu and Lagalaga,
2195

 Larbus,
2196

 Mamli,
2197

 Kiṣirtu,
2198

 Arzizu and Arsiandu.
2199

 

Ashurnasirpal also mentioned the fortified city of Libê in the land of Tummu.
2200

 Similarly, in 

Mannea and Media many cities were called fortified cities in Assyrian records.
2201

 Sargon in 

his annals refers thus to Šuandahul and Durduka, in the north-eastern border of Mannea, and 

he claims that he destroyed them with battering-rams:
2202

    

 ―with mighty battering-rams(?) I smashed their fortified walls, and levelled them to 

the ground (lit., reckoned them as ground).‖  

Adad-nārārī II referred to Idu (mod. Satu Qala) and Zaqu in his royal inscription, claiming 

that he ―brought into the boundaries of his land Idu (and) Zaqqu, fortresses of Assyria.‖
2203

  

Ashurnasirpal II in his campaign against the area of Tumme said:  

―I mustered my chariotry (and) troops. I passed through difficult paths (and) rugged 

mountains which were unsuitable for chariotry and troops (and) marched to the land 

Tummu. I conquered Libê, their fortified city, the cities Surra, Abuqu, Arura, (and) 

Arubê which lie between Mounts Urinu, Arunu, (and) Etinu, mighty mountains. I 

massacred many of them (and) carried off captives, possessions, (and) oxen from them. 

The troops were frightened (and) took to a rugged mountain. Since the mountain was 

exceptionally rugged I did not pursue them. The mountain was as jagged as the point of 

a dagger and therein no winged bird of the sky flew. (i 50) They had placed their 

fortress like the nest of the udīnu bird within the mountain which none of the kings my 

fathers had ever approached. For three days the hero explored the mountain. His bold 

heart yearned for battle. He ascended on foot (and) overwhelmed the mountain. He 

smashed their nest (and) scattered their flock. I felled 200 of their fighting-men with the 

sword (and) carried off a multitude of captives like a flock of sheep. With their blood I 

dyed the mountain red like red wool, (and) the rest of them the ravines (and) torrents of 

the mountain swallowed. I razed, destroyed, (and) burnt their cities.‖
2204

  
 

The Assyrian annals mention other details of Zagrosian towns and cities apart from 

fortifications and city walls. Some had royal palaces, such as the palace of Ameka in 

Zamua.
2205

 Storage places in Dur-Ashur (former Atlila) in Zamua
2206

 are mentioned by 

Ashurnasirpal and in Kar-Šarrukin in Media in a letter sent to Sargon II.
2207

  

The streets of the city of Ammali in Zamua were conquered by Ashurnasirpal. He claims: 

―I felled with the sword 800 of their combat troops. With their corpses I filled the streets of 

th ir  ity ( nd) with th ir blood I dy d th ir hous s r d.‖
2208
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The Assyrian annals call some cities in the Zagros a ‗royal city,‘ (URU MAN-ti-šú),
2209

 

such as the royal city of Arzashkun, the capital of Urartu, and Izirtu the capital of Mannea. 

Tiglath-pileser I claims that he destroyed the ‗royal city‘ Kipšuna,
 
the capital of Qumānu.

2210
 

The site of the Assyrian capital Dur-Sharrukin is located almost in the lower ranges of the 

Zagros at the northern edge of the Nineveh plain. Also the Urartians built their first capital in 

the Northern Zagros. Piller shows similarities between the armaments and dress of Urartian 

and north-west Iranian warriors of the 9
th

 century BCE. This suggests to him:
2211

 

that the early Urartian heartland with its capital Arzashkun could be located 

somewhere in the region west or south-west of Lake Urmia and not in the region of 

Lake Van, as previously supposed by other scholars.‖  

However, the exact location of the long-lost capital Arzashkun can only be confirmed by 

excavation. Even so this remains a probable location, especially because the Urartians built 

several cities and fortifications in the Northern Zagros, such as the capital city of Bastam, and 

the citadel of Hasanlu. 

The annals of Ashurbanipal ca. 660 BC mention what might be ‗an internal revolt‘ in 

Mannea against their king. The Manneans that were called by Ashurbanipal the servants of 

the king, King Aḫšêri, killed him in ―the street‖ of the capital city of Izirtu:
2212

 

―[Ashur  nd Isht r
┐
delivered (lit. counted) him into the hands of his servants. Into the 

str  t (str  ts?) of his  ity th y   st his body, l  ving his  orps ….‖ 

Bubuzi, the fortress of Hundur, is surrounded by two walls. In front of each tower a tubalu 

was perhaps constructed in the moat (?).
2213

 

It seems that Musasir/Ardini as described in Neo-Assyrian and the Urartian inscriptions 

was larger than it was in the Middle Assyrian period. Tiglath-pileser I called it Arinu of the 

land Muṣri (Musasir). He destroyed cities in the land of Muṣri, and confined the population of 

these cities in Arinu:
 
 

―Th  god Aššur, th  lord,  omm nd d m  to  onqu r th  l nd of Muṣri and I took the 

way between Mounts Elamuni, Tala, and Ḫarusa. I conquered all the land Muṣri (and) 

laid low their warriors. I burnt, razed, (and) destroyed their cities. The troop of the 

Qumānu   m  to th   id of th  l nd Muṣri. I fought with them in the mountains, (and) 

brought about their defeat. I confined them to one city, the city Arinu, which is at the 

foot of Mount Aisa. They submitted to me (and) I spared that city. I imposed upon them 

host g s, tribut  ( nd) impost.‖
 2214

  

The city square of Uraš (URU šu-a-tú) is mentioned in the annals of Shamshi-Adad V 

―with the blood of their warriors I dyed their city square red like red wool.‖
2215

 

Sargon II paid attention to the fortified city of Ulḫu in the province of Sangibutu in the 

Urmia basin, where Rusa/Ursa dwelled.
2216
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Some city gates are mentioned in Assyrian inscriptions, including the gate of Rising and 

Setting of the Sun at Arbail.
2217

 Some Assyrian enemies were executed in the center of 

Arbail.
2218

 In his eighth campaign, Sargon II captured Urzana and placed him at the city gate: 

―As victor I caused him to sit before his (city) gate.‖
2219

 When Sargon arrived the gate of 

Musasir the people were terrified and went up to the roofs of their houses: The ―people, the 

old men and old women, went up on the roofs of their houses and wept bitterly. To save 

themselves they crawled on all fours (before me), [wringing] their hands.‖
2220

  

From the Assyrian annals we learn that the Zagrosian cities, especially the Lullubean cities 

were built close to the passes at the foot of high mountains. The inhabitants dwelled in the 

valleys or on the bank of the rivers in these cities during peaceful times. But in some cases 

when an Assyrian campaign succeeded in occupying their city, they would flee to the 

mountains and scatter, or congregate in strongholds at the top of the mountains or beyond. In 

the mountains they apparently had strongholds, such as the Mesu garrison mentioned by 

Ashurnasirpal:
2221

 

―I m r h d  ft r  s m ny p ople as had fled from my weapons (and) climbed up into 

the mountains. They were ensconced between Mounts Aziru (and) Simaki (and) had 

made the city Mesu their garrison. I razed (and) destroyed Mount Aziru (and) piled up 

their bodies from Mount Simaki as far as the River Turnat. I slew 500 of their men-at-

 rms ( nd)   rri d off th ir v lu bl  booty. I burnt th   iti s.‖ 

Ashurnasirpal II, in his campaign against Tumme in his first regnal year (883/882 BCE), 

clearly mentions that they had cities in that area and forts in the mountains. These forts were 

built in rugged mountains and probably people hid there. The Assyrian king claims that he 

was searching in these rough mountains for three days to find these fortresses, which he 

compared to the nests of  udīnu-birds:
2222

 

I passed through difficult paths (and) rugged mountains which were unsuitable for 

chariotry and troops (and) marched to the land Tummu. I conquered Libê, their fortified 

city, the cities Surra, Abuqu, Arura, (and) Arubê, which lie between Mounts Urinu, 

Arunu, (and) Etinu, mighty mountains. I massacred many of them (and) carried off 

captives, possessions (and) oxen from them. The troops were frightened (and) took to a 

rugged mountain. Since the mountain was exceptionally rugged I did not pursue them. 

The mountain was as jagged as the point of a dagger and therein no winged bird of the 

sky flew. (i 50) They had placed their fortress like the nest of the udīnu bird within the 

mountain which none of the kings my fathers had ever approached. For three days the 

hero explored the mountain. His bold heart yearned for battle. He ascended on foot 

(and) overwhelmed the mountain. He smashed their nest (and) scattered their flock. I 

felled 200 of their fighting-men with the sword (and) carried off a multitude of captives 

like a flock of sheep. With their blood I dyed the mountain red like red wool, (and) the 
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rest of them the ravines (and) torrents of the mountain swallowed. I razed, destroyed, 

(and) burnt their cities.‖ 

Shalmaneser III in his annals says that he forced Kakia (Kaki), king of the city Ḫubuškia, to 

flee to the mountain with his entourage:
2223

 

… th y  s  nd d mount ins (25) (wh r ) th y fortifi d th ms lv s (lit. "th y took  s   

fortress"). I climbed up the mountains after them. I waged mighty war in the mountains 

(and) defeated them. 

A similar event occurred in the Median province of Allabria. Probably after an Assyrian 

campaign on Allabria, the Assyrian deputy Nabû-ḫamātū‘a sent an administrative letter to the 

Assyrian king (Sargon?) to ask about re-settling Allabrian farmers, from the six forts where 

they lived to the fields, where they could build houses.
2224

  

The Assyrians restored several cities in the Northern Zagros, once they had been captured 

and the people deported. Then deportees from other places were brought to reside within the 

restored city walls. Bīt-Kilmazah was inhabited by Kassites and Yasubigallians.
2225

 Some of 

these cities had been previously abandoned, but the Assyrians restored them.
 2226

  

The Zagrosians participated as corvée labourers in the construction of Kalhu. Ashur-

nasirpal in his annals claims that he forced Zamua to pay tribute, and also imposed corvée 

labour on Zamua to finish the restoration of his new capital Kalhu (Nimrud):
 2227

  

I put all of the land under one authority (and) imposed upon them (tribute of) horses, 

silver, gold, barley, straw, (and) corvée. 

Some rulers of Zamua refused to send tribute or labourers to Kalhu, which provoked 

Ashurnasirpal II in his third campaign in his 4
th

 regnal year to attack Zamua:
2228

 

… I w s in Nin v h ( nd)   r port w s brought b  k to m  s ying Am k  ( nd) Ar štu  

h d withh ld th  tribut  ( nd)  orvé  of Aššur, my lord.  

Ashurnasirpal also imposed a corvée on the cities of the lands of Kirruri and Simesu:
2229

 

Moving on from the land Tummu I went down to Mount Kirruru. I received the tribute 

of Mounts Kirruru  nd Sim su, th   ity Sim rr , th   ity Ulm ni , th   ity Ad uš 

(Add uš), th   ity H rg i , th   ity H rm s i  — horses, mules, oxen, sheep, wine, 

(and) bronze casseroles. I imposed upon them corvée. 

The governors of Kalhu and Arrapha co-operated in building the city wall of Dur-

Šarrukin.
2230

 We do not know if among the Zagrosian labourers there were any skilled 

masons.
2231
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Of the many Zagrosian and Near Eastern cities depicted on the Assyrian reliefs, almost all 

are related to the Assyrian military campaigns. They show sieges, attacks, plundering and 

destruction. These reliefs were displayed in the reception rooms of Assyrian palaces as 

military and political propaganda, especially to threaten foreign delegations and others 

visiting the Assyrian court. The images of the defeated cities show many architectural details, 

such as city walls, gates, arrow-slits, buttresses, merlons, windows, doors and roofs. Mostly 

they concern public buildings, but some details of private houses in these cities, such as 

Musasir, are shown. Since there is no stereotypical depiction of a city the information 

provided can be regarded as that of an eye-witness. The military campaigns against the 

Zagrosian cities are well recorded on the Assyrian reliefs. But the depiction of the city of 

Musasir is different from the depiction of the Mannean city Pazashi, or from the Median city 

Karhar, yet they were probably all made by one or one team of artists. Thus we have the 

possibility of using details from these depictions to establish a general style of the cities in the 

Zagros, especially the planning units and architectural features. 

 The depicted cities are surrounded by city walls, with all the buildings (palaces, temples, 

private houses) within the walls. This is not surprising, because the Assyrians depicted them 

as foreign cities defended against their necessarily vicious attack. Musasir and Ukku are 

shown as not fortified with a city wall. 

In the late Bronze Age, there is a mention of a fortified city of Qabra on the west bank of 

the Lower Zab River to the south of Arbail. This fortified city is well recorded on the stele of 

Daduša (19
th 

century BCE) king of Eshnunna, who occupied the city. Moreover, on the stele 

the towers of the city are depicted and described by the inscriptions.
2232

 

In its last stages of his 8
th

 campaign Sargon unexpectedly plundered the temple of Haldi 

and the city of Musasir. There is no doubt that the depiction of Musasir/Ardini includes 

special details not usually seen for other non-Assyrian cities in Assyrian reliefs. I shall discuss 

what can be seen on the relief, even though we cannot be sure that it is an absolutely accurate 

description of the actual architecture and plan.
2233

 The relief of Khorsabad depicts the tower-

like palace, the temple and the private houses as separate structures. The only wall marks a 

terrace on the slope (mountain) around the private houses of the city. We see a city with three 

separate ‗districts‘; the palace of Urzana on the right, the temple in the centre, and the private 

houses on the left, up the slope (mountain) inside the terrace wall.  

Musasir was located along the valley in modern Mjeser-Sidekan-Topzawa on the bank of 

the Topzawa River. Very probably the temple and the palace-tower were located at Mdjeser, 

and the private houses located at Shkene-Sidekan, ca. 2 km to the north-east. This might 

explain the scene on the relief of Khorsabad, depicting a slope (mountain) separating the area 

of the private houses from the temple and the palace-tower. This topographical detail enables 

us reliably to locate this famous city of Musasir/Ardini in this narrow valley beside the 

Topzawa River, flowing down from Topzawa-Sidekan-Mdjeser as far as the 

Diyana/Ruwanduz valley.  
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There are some hints in the Assyrian, Urartian and the Musasirian epigraphic records, 

about where Musasir was built. all pointing to a city built on a rocky mountain.
2234

 So we 

shall not have to look for a traditional archaeological tell, like most other Near Eastern cities. 

Very probably, what remains will be found on the east bank of the Topzawa among the 

Mdjeser-Sidekan villages. The palace-tower, the temple and the private houses will have to be 

excavated separately, because the lack of space in this narrow valley means that public 

buildings were built apart from private buildings. 

Sargon II in his annals describes the citadels of Mannea and Nairi, with ―their high citadels, 

which were firmly founded, like the mountain down to their foundation platform.‖
2235

 There 

are several cities in the Zagros, such as Hasanlu, where archaeological evidence suggests that 

they had an acropolis and a necropolis (in the lower town).
2236

  

   The recently excavated Bronze Age town/city of Kunara,
2237

 and the acropolis of Tepe 

Nush-I Jan (where the lower town has not yet been found) also fit this pattern.
2238

 The 

Assyrian reliefs show some Zagrosian cities with acropolises, such as Kišessem.
2239

 What 

remains of Godin Tepe shows that it had a citadel.
2240

From the Assyrian heartland, the city of 

Arbail during the Assyrian period had a prominent acropolis, as depicted on the relief of 

Ashurbanipal in Nineveh, its upper district identified as the temple and ziggurat of Ishtar of 

Arbail.
2241

It was a multi-walled, well fortified city during the 7
th

 century BCE. with a moat 

filled with water. The relief depicts some architectural features of the city, including several 

gates with arches in the city walls, flanked by towers. At the gate of the acropolis (the 

temple/Ziggurat of Ishtar) fly the flags of the deity. The inscriptions of Ashurbanipal state that 

in the city of Arbail the Akītu festival was performed.
2242

 Ashurbanipal claims in one of his 

inscriptions that at one of the gates of Arbail ―I chained Dunanu, Samgunu, and Palaya, 

together with a bear, to the Gate of the Rising and Setting of the Sun for a display to my 

people.‖
2243

  

He also mentioned the city centre of Arbail, where he flayed the messengers (or nobles) of 

his enemies.
2244

 Arbail during the 7
th

 century BCE was enjoying its golden age. From the 

annals of Ashurbanipal we learn that he stayed there when his army invaded and destroyed 

Elam. Probably he was not in the best of health, since he claims that Ishtar told him to stay in 

Arbail, and she as a warrior deity had participated in the battle at the Ulai river against 
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Teumman, the Elamite king.
2245

 On the relief a figure with a slaughtered head at its feet 

depicts Ashurbanipal over the head of Teumman. Ashurbanipal, holding a bow, is probably 

making and offering ―before an incense stand and table,‖ which are depicted on the relief.
2246

 

Sennacherib captured and burned Ukku, which is depicted on a relief in his palace at 

Kouyunjik. The city is described by Layard as having ―well-built houses, some two or three 

stori s in h ight. Th  fl m s  r  s  n issuing from th  doors  nd windows.…b hind  nd 

above the buildings are mountains.‖
2247

 What Layard called houses with ―two or three 

stories‖ are actually single storey houses built on a mountain slope, as in Musasir. A main 

wall with three gates in the centre was perhaps a public building, and on both sides there are 

private houses (fig.4.8.a.). 

  
Fig. 4.8.a. the depiction of the cities and houses of Ukku (after Layard 1853b: pl.74, p.7). 

 

On the Assyrian reliefs, especially those from the reign of Sargon, eastern delegations from 

the Zagros wearing skin cloaks and western delegations from Syria can be seen (Fig. 

4.8.b).
2248

 City rulers brought with them models of their cities as tribute to the Assyrian court 

(Fig. 4.8.c). Offering city models as tribute to the Assyrian court probably had political 

significance, showing the submission of the king and all the inhabitants of these cities to the 

Assyrian court.
2249
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b.    

 

c.  

Fig. 4.8.b. Median tributary (delegate) holding a model of a fortified city, depicted on a 

relief from Khorsabad (After: Botta & Flandin 1972: pl. 129). 

b. Syrian tributary (delegate) holding models of fortified cities, depicted on a relief from 

Khorsabad (after Botta & Flandin 1972: pl.126). 
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4.4. Assyrian and local fortifications in the Northern Zagros  

For fortifications in the Zagros in the Iron Age we have various sources, textual, 

iconographic and archaeological. All show well-fortified cities with many towers, and gates 

surrounded by ditches. In the Zagros remnants of many such fortifications can be seen. B. 

Dickson in a journey to the Northern Zagros in 1910 was amazed by what he saw and records, 

―Few countries have so many ruins of ancient fortresses and citadels as Kurdistan. It is a 

p r dis  for th   r h ologist….‖
 2250

 In the Zagros, there are many types of fortification, most 

local Zagrosian or Urartian. Both types were built to protect the citizens from Assyrian 

assaults. Assyrian records show that they themselves also built some Assyrian forts and 

fortifications in the Zagros,  including city walls and camps. Of those fortified structures 

attested textually and visually we distinguish cities, citadels, strongholds, forts, fortresses, 

citadels, watchtowers, outposts, and passes.  

The fortresses in the Zagros mentioned in Assyrian inscriptions were built by local rulers, 

Assyrians or Urartians. The Assyrians fortified the eastern entrances of passes to control the 

people of the Zagros and enforce taxation. This also secured their newly occupied provinces 

from any counter attack. Zagrosian fortifications were built at the western entrances to the 

passes against Assyrian assaults, and in the mountains near water sources and trade routes 

(fig.4.8.d).  

At some time the Assyrian forts were built as administrative centres to control the political 

and military situation in a certain province. The royal inscriptions and Assyrian administrative 

letters mention Assyrian forts in the province of Zamua, Media and also on the Urartian 

borders. The Urartian fortress in the Zagros was mainly built in the area of the Urmia basin 

and on its western shores, as well as near the buffer zones. The Assyrian architectural 

activities in building fortifications in the Northern Zagros cannot compare, for example, with 

the Urartian architectural activities in the northern part of the Northern Zagros, especially in 

the area around the Urmia basin, where the Urartians built many fortifications.
2251

 The 

Assyrians were more active in building activities in the provinces of Zamua and Media, while 

the Urartians were active in architectural activities in the northern part of Mannea.  

The Assyrian royal inscriptions and administrative letters mention some Assyrian 

architectural activities in the Zagros, on fortresses, forts, fortifying cities, camps, etc. which 

were built under the direct or indirect supervision of the Assyrian kings. For instance, 

Ashurnasirpal renovated the Lullubi city of Atlila/Dur-Ashur and he built a wall around the 

city.
2252

 Also, Shalmaneser III established a fortress beyond the Kullar pass in the Inner 

Zamua, he says; ―In my sixteenth regnal year I moved out from Arbail, crossed Mount Kullar, 

(and) established a fortress in the interior of the land Zamua. I conquered from the interior of 

the land Zamua.‖
 2253
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Dickson 1910: 367. 
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For further details see for instance Kroll 2010b: 150-171. 
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 RIMA II A.0.101.1ii 84b-86a. 
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e.  

Fig.4.8.d. The ruins of the Iron Age fort of Warraz at the side of Tang-i Qutabian pass in Sharbazher adjacent 

to Chami Kanrwê, the tributary of the Lower Zab. (Photo by the author). 

The Assyrians seem to have had several forts in Zamua province, judging from an 

important administrative letter sent by Nabû-hamatu‘a ―the royal official‖. possibly a deputy 

of Mazamua province to Sargon II: 
―1

 To the king, [my lord]: your servant Na[bû-hamatua]. 

Good health to [the king, my lord]! 
4
 The for[ts] of the king, [my] lord, are well…..‖ 

2254
 

In another letter, the same official mentions six Assyrian fortresses in Allabria.
2255

 In it he 

orders the people in these forts to leave them and to build their houses in the field. The 

Assyrian strategy was not to leave people in the forts as army personnel, for if they stayed 

there with no food then they may think about raiding the Assyrian administrative centres in 

the area, or plundering caravans and disturb trade routes. By moving them to the fields, they 

would become busy with farming and away from their weapons. Farming benefited them and 

the Assyrians, who would impose a tax on their produce. These six forts of Allabria may well 

have been like Middle Assyrian rural forts, dunnu, successors to the Mittanian countryside 

forts, dimtu.
2256

 

In Issete, to the north-east of Arbail in the mountains, Sargon II built a fort.
2257

 In his tenth 

regnal year he fortified cities as outposts on the Urartian border; ―The cities of Luhsu, Burdir, 

Anmurru, Ki-, Anduar-salia, I fortified as outposts toward Urartu.‖
2258

 Also, in an Assyrian 
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administrative letter, we learn that the Assyrians considered the fortress of  Meṣi as their 

fortress. A letter sent from the nāgir  k li
2259

 Ashur-natkil probably to Sargon II says, ―; ―A 

provincial governor of the Urartians came up into Meṣi. It is a fortress of my lord. The camp 

of the Urartians at the order of the City-lord of Meṣi h s b  n  tt  k d. Th    mp……of its 

r gion it r puls d. L t m  o  upy……th  w ll-b ing of my lord….‖
2260

 This fortress seems to 

have been threatened by the Urartian governor. Salvini and Muscarealla identified Qalai 

Ismail Aqa with the fortress of Uaiais/Usai/Uaijais, mentioned by Sargon II in his eighth 

campaign in 714 BCE.
2261

  

Visual evidence comes from terracotta models and from the depiction of architectural 

features on reliefs and seals. From the Zagros during the Late Bronze Age some terracotta 

models of towers were made in both Shemashra and Basmusian. The towers were made from 

baked clay surmounting a terracotta animal, usually a wild goat, sometimes two, and one 

surmounts a pig. These model towers have windows. One from Basmusian has two figures 

attached on the top, and a bird below its roof. They are crenellated and some are built on two 

levels. The figures are sitting on lion-thrones. These towers were probably censers used in 

rituals (see Fig.4.8.e-f). Those from Shemshara and Basmusian found in the temples probably 

represented towers on public buildings and were presented by the rulers to the temple as a 

protective act, showing the loyalty of the citadel and the rulers of the castle to the gods of 

these temples, in return for which the deities gave them protection and blessings.
2262

 From 

Ashur come similar towers, more or less from the same period of the Late Bronze Age, but 

simpler and surmounting animals.
2263

 We note also that in Nuzi simple terracotta towers were 

made during the Mittani period,
2264

 and the Zagrosian delegation leaders during the reign of 

Sargon II brought fortified city models to the Assyrian court in Dur-Sharrukin.
 2265
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nāgir ēk lli the ―Palace Herald‖ was the administrative office in a district created by Sargon II (see for further 

details Postgate 1995: 8-9); its center can be identified with mod. Diyana/Ruwanduz plain east of the Upper Zab, 
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ARAB II: 148; Levine 1974: 113). 
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 e.   f.  

Fig. 4.8.e. A terracotta tower uncovered on the floor of Temple I in Basmusian, level III 

(after Basmachi 1976: 402, Fig.132). 

f. Two terracotta towers from Shemshara (after Abu al-Soof 1970: Pl.XIII a-b). 

 

From Hasanlu a fortification depicted on a bronze plaque shows towers  on which are 

archers seated ready to shoot.
2266

 Similarly on an Assyrian cylinder seal there are two archers 

standing ready to shoot.
2267

  

Assyrian kings recorded their campaigns textually and visually. The visual records are 

usually on slab reliefs adorning the Assyrian palaces depicting the sieging and attacking of 

fortified cities and fortresses. Several Zagrosian fortified cities, forts, watchtowers were 

depicted on reliefs of Ashurnasirpal, Shalmaneser, and especially of Sargon at Khorsabad.  

One of these from Khorsabad shows the Mannean city Pazashi as one of the well-fortified 

cities in Mannea. It was built on a summit beside of a pass with two levels of fortification 

with six towers. There was a lower level, and the other was probably at the acropolis. The city 

had at least two main gates. On the right two Assyrian soldiers with torches are setting fire to 

a wooden city gate. On the left a big ramp probably leads to another city gate. The ramp 

would have been made from bricks or shaped stone blocks. In between another ramp leads to 

the main city gate in the centre of the main city wall. A moat surrounds the city. To mount 

their heavy attack the Assyrians used something like ‗tanks‘ to destroy the walls and they 

burned the wooden city gates (Fig. 4.8.g).
2268
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Fig. 4.8.g. The Mannean city Pazashi under a heavy Assyrian siege, depicted on a relief from the palace 

of Sargon II (713/714 BCE) at Dur-Sharrukin (after Botta & Flandin 1972: pl. 145). 

 

A relief from the Khorsabad palace depicts a besieged Median city, considered to be 

Tikrakki/Sikris, fortified with high walls and several towers, and built high on a hill. An 

Assyrian stele is set into the walls of the city itself (fig.3.2.b).
2269

  

According to Abu-al-Soof, a huge mud-brick wall surrounds the western upper part of Tell 

Basmusian, similar to the city wall which surrounds the modern Citadel of Erbil. 

Unfortunately he gave no date for the wall, and no report of the excavation was published by 

the head of the team so we have no photos.
2270

  

Excavation has begun at the mounds of Rabat Tepe but as yet only a few parts of the 

mound have been excavated. Part of a 2.5 m wide defensive wall, with two rows of stones 

backfilled with rubble have been revealed. The excavators take this to be an outer (or inner) 

wall of the Iron Age settlement (or city) of Rabat Tepe.
2271

 

Many fortified cities depicted on the Assyrian reliefs are walled cities. All the buildings 

(palaces, temples, private houses) are located inside the main walls of the city. This was so, 

even in the land of Musasir. For instance the ‗fortress of Zapparia‘ in the land of Musasir was 

recorded by Shalmaneser III.
2272

 But on the relief of Khorsabad, where the plundering of the 

city of Musasir in 714 BCE by Sargon II is depicted, Musasir is not a main fortress. There is 

no city wall around the public and private houses of the city. The different sections of the city 

(the palace-tower, the temple and the private houses) are at a distance from each other. Only 

the private houses had some fortification, with a walled terrace on the mound on which the 

houses are built.
2273
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Lehmann-Haupt visited that area in 1899 and described the Urartian steles. He was the 

first to describe the architectural remains at Ashkene in Sidekan.
2274

 According to him it is to 

be identified with ancient Musasir.
2275

 In the 1950s, Al-Amin visited the area and recorded 

architectural evidence from Sidekan-Topzawa. He confirmed what had been recorded by 

Lehmann-Haupt. Al-Amin describes the architectural remains of Shkene in the east of 

Sidekan thus:
2276 

  

―There are remains of ruins of a fortress about 1 mile (south east) of the stele of 

Topzawa at Shkene, the remains on a hill rising from the surrounding valley about 

30m. The walls of the fortress/castle can be seen to have been destroyed, even with its 

foundations taken away. There are heaps of stones which had been used in the 

construction of this building. But there are probable remains of the internal walls of a 

building or a palace, looking like the remains of a tower (36m x 32m). It was built 

with big stones, each one about 3.5-4m thick. There are remains of foundations of 

houses inside the internal walls, which were built with small cubic stones. Many 

stones are visible outside the external wall. In the valley there are remains of a long 

w ll/fortifi  tion built with sm ll ston s.‖
 
 

During fieldwork in recent years, I visited these sites described by Al-Amin, but apart from a 

few remains of stones or of what might be a foundation of a wall there is nothing else in 

Shkene. This may be because of cultivation activities. During the military unrest some looters 

also removed architectural objects from Shkene by illegal digging. 

In the 1970s, Rainer Boehmer recorded details of architectural remains of fortifications at 

Kala-Mdjeser and Ashkene. Boehmer also recorded two column bases found in Kala-

Mdjeser. He dates most of these architectural remains and even a group of collected ceramics 

from Ashkene and Mdjeser to the Iron Age, specifically to the 8
th

-7
th

 century or earlier. He 

considered one of the columns as Urartian (90-93cm in diameter), and the other (with a bell 

shaped base) as Achaemenid. He compared the Urartian column of Mdjeser with the columns 

of the temple of Çavuštepe. He also drew a detailed plan of the fort of Kala-Mdjeser, showing 

that the fort was built on and around the hill with several towers. There is a rectangular public 

building at the top of the hill inside the walls of the fort. Ceramic evidence from the fort is 

dated to the Iron Age. The two column bases, one Urartian in style and the other Achaemenid, 

Boehmer dated also to the Iron Age. 

 The Iron Age fort of Gerdesorah (Gird-e-Sore ―Red Hill‖), is considered to be an 

Urartian fort destroyed by Sargon II in 714 BCE on his way to Musasir from Mannea.
2277

 But 

it may have been destroyed later, in the Cimmerio-Scythian invasion in the first half of the 7
th

 

century BCE.  
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In 1958, Brown identified a line of huge stones on the mountain ranges of Merga on the 

eastern bank of the Lower Zab river and the Rania plain as fortifications dating back to 

ancient times.
2278

 Qaradaghy, in field work at the mountain range of Asus to the east 

identified other lines of fortification on the Rania plain, including a long wall dating back to 

the Late Bronze Age.
2279

 Dating these fortresses as ancient is acceptable because the material 

and the style are different from those in Sassanian, Islamic, Medieval, or the later 

fortressesses of Kurdish princedoms in the mountainous area of the Northern Zagros. But to 

date them more precisely we need to identify details of style and to find material such as 

ceramics and weapons (arrowheads or spearheads). At the moment we do not have enough 

material evidence. However, we do have Assyrian texts describing this type of fortress in the 

Northern Zagros. Ashurnasirpal relates that when Nūr-Adad (
m

ZÁLAG-
d
IŠKUR), the ―sheikh‖ 

(LÚ nasì-ku) of the land of Dagara in Zamua, rebelled against Assyria supported by the 

entire land of Zamua, he walled up the pass of the city Babitu:
2280

 

―In th   ponymy of Aššur-iddin   r port w s brought b  k to m  s ying Nūr-Adad the 

sheikh of the land Dagara had rebelled; (the inhabitants of) the entire land Zamua had 

banded together; they had built a wall in the pass of the city Babitu; (and) they had 

risen against me to wage war and battle.‖  

 Furthermore, Shalmaneser III, advancing against Ḫubuškia, says his enemies: 

―… s  nd d mount ins (25) (wh r ) th y fortifi d th ms lves (lit. "they took as a fortress"). I 

climbed up the mountains after them. I waged mighty war in the mountains (and) defeated 

th m.‖
2281

 

Recently a Japanese team discovered an Iron Age fort at tell Qalat Said Ahmadan in the 

territory of Qaladeze near the Lower Zab east of Shemshara. In their report they assume that 

the fort was probably destroyed between the 7
th

 and the 6
th

 centuries BCE. Iron Age ceramic 

sherds of cooking pots, jars, and storage jars were discovered at the site.
2282

 They suppose that 

the fort was probably used at the time when Sargon II campaigned in that area.
2283

 But if the 

fort was destroyed at the time they state the perpetrators may have been Scythians. 

Esarhaddon‘s letters of enquiry to Shamash ask whether Scythians would cross the Assyrian 

border and the pass of Harania.
2284

 

Muscarella discusses the citadel at Hasanlu IV and says it ―s  ms to h v  h d no 

fortification wall, although in many publications up to 1975, it was accepted that the citadel 

was fortified.‖
2285

 Here I quote some of the comments of scholars on the excavations and 

publications of Hasanlu concerning the main plan of the site and the problems in recording 

and reporting movable and immovable materials. Kroll says:
2286

 

―After getting access to the Hasanlu archives from 2007 onwards, it turned out that 

several assumptions, published before, were without foundation. Published architecture 
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pl ns show mist k s, th  ―tripl  ro d syst m‖ is in f  t   doubl  building. P riod III 

should be divided into IIIc, IIIb and IIIa. There was never a fallen Urartian fortification 

wall that separated period IIIb from IIIa. Two seals published as period IVb should 

better be assigned to period IIIb as they have no recorded archaeological context in 

period IVb.‖  

The plan of the citadel was imaginary, since only five towers (Period III) were uncovered 

there, but the map of citadel 13 shows towers. Kroll also notes problems in dating the layers 

and levels:
2287

  

―…Not all was published correctly regarding the stratigraphy of the site, the 

architecture, single finds and scientific data like C-14. In the same way critics from 

outside doubted results: this led to heated discussions over the years and to a credibility 

gap for Hasanlu project itself that has not been resolved and will persist for years to 

come.‖ 

Perhaps it will persist for ever. Also Kroll shows that even some of the recent efforts do not 

correct the mistakes, and are sometimes disappointing:
2288

   

―…Again it is unfortunate that this new plan, published for the first time in 2011, is in 

many respects not correct, but again provisional. It is correct in taking away from the 

plan structures that were never excavated, but only reconstructed. But on the other 

hand it does not show all the excavated architecture on the so-called west slope.‖  

 Both Kroll and Muscarella agree that ―throughout the publications, incomplete or 

inconsistent settlement plans are illustrated, creating a source of confusion.‖
2289

 All these 

comments directly or indirectly tell us that we have to treat previously published data very 

carefully about architecture, stratigraphy, and even the movable material culture of Hasanlu, 

especially when using the site as a scale for dating and stratigraphy or for comparative study.  

The Mannean ‗Hasanlu IVB‘ site
2290

 on the other hand has been identified with 

Gilzanu,
2291

 a toponym recorded several times in Assyrian inscriptions from the 9th century as 

a source of tribute of horses and metals.
2292

 The archaeological excavtions at the site prove 

that the city was destroyed in the late 9th century BCE. There are two different views about 

this destruction. Some scholars attribute it to the Assyrians, but most to the Urartian 

expansion in the Urmia Basin during the late 9th century BCE.
2293

 After an intervening period 

the Urartians built a new fortress at the citadel of Hasanlu, corresponding to Hasanlu III  and 

the Urartian city Mešta.
2294

 The towers of the citadel at Hasanlu are comparable to those of 
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the Urartian city Karmir Blur.
2295

 Kroll says: ―Hasanlu IIIB saw lots of Urartian construction 

activities in the reign of Rusa II.
‖2296

  

It has been assumed that the Urartians probably built this defensive fortress at Hasanlu III 

to protect the southern frontier of Urartu.
2297

 But it seems that in fact they never completed 

their architectural activites there, and they were ―interrupted, for unknown reasons.
‖2298

 The 

end of Hasanlu III and also the end of Agrab Tepe in the 7
th

 century BCE may have been due 

to the Scytho-Cimmerian penetration into the Urmia Basin and the Northern Zagros, an event 

mentioned indirectly in Assyrian letters and omens from the first half of the 7
th

 century 

BCE.
2299

  

The Fort of Nush-i Jan at the acropolis there is associated with two other public buildings, 

a Temple and a Columned Hall, and constitute a unique archaeological discovery in the 

Zagros. Almost all the buildings have remained in a good condition. The fort is small, built on 

a rectangular plan of 21m x 21m. It has a small entrance (2m wide), a guardroom and four 

magazines. Vaulting was used in the Fort.
2300

 The square pier at the centre of the square room 

in the Fort is similar in form to an Assyrian staircase. It is also like one at Hasanlu, which 

dates back to the 9
th

 century BCE, but that one is different in size and in details:
2301

 ―At Nush-

I Jan the scale is unusually generous and the grand manner in which the ramp itself is carried 

around almost four sides of the central pier before it gives way to the first steps in quite 

exceptional.‖
2302

 At Nush-I Jan, the Fort, the Temple and the Court are all surrounded with a 

defensive structure. The Fort had air vents lower down the walls,
2303

 which Roaf compared to 

similar Assyrian vents in temples and fortifications, ―in the fortifications at Ashur,‖ and in 

―Building F at Dur-Katlimmu on the Habur River.‖
2304

 The ―deep arches‖ of Nush-I Jan Roaf 

says are typical examples and have similar ground plans to those at Dur-Sharrukin in the 

―temple area in the palace,‖ and ―in the Nabȗ Temple.‖
2305

 The architecture at Nush-I Jan is 

dated to between ca. 750-600 BCE.
2306

  

Roaf also says of the fort, ―Lower down the walls were pierced by air vents,‖
2307

 and he 

compares them to similar vents found in Mesopotamia and at Dur-Katlimmu (Building F) on 

the Habur River and in the fortifications at Ashur.
2308

 Rows of arches are attached to the edge 

of the wall, and deep arcades are built along the western and southern sides of the site. 
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According to Roaf, at Dur-Sharrukin similar groundplans of constructions have been 

excavated in the temple of Nabû and the temple area in the palace of Sargon II.
2309

  

A spiral ramp led to the roof. The façade of the outer walls had buttresses and was recessed 

with ornamental arrow slots. The walls were also buttressed.
2310

 It has been assumed that 

there are similarities between these walls and the walls of the Zagrosian fortresses depicted on 

Assyrian reliefs.
2311

 The ground plan of the Fort can be compared to the plan of the ―corner 

towers‖ of the Achaemenid Apadana at Persepolis. The excavators, Roaf and Stronach 

assume that Darius may have been following ―the traditional plan of still older redoubts such 

as the Fort of Nush-i Jan.‖
2312

 Some Assyrian objects were uncovered from the site, perhaps 

looted from Assyria during the fall of Nineveh in 612 BCE.
2313

 The contemporary Median 

fortresses uncovered in the northern and central Zagros include Godin Tepe and Baba Jan 

Tepe in eastern Luristan in the Central Zagros.
2314

  

In the area called Zamua/Mazamua province (i.e. mod. Sulaimani governorate) the author 

has identified several items which are probably came from ancient fortresses. Some surely 

date back to the Iron Age. These fortresses were in the mountains of Warraz (an Iron Age 

local potsherd was found there), Surdash, and Tabin. Other items date back to the first 

millennium BCE, and could be dated to the Iron Age or even earlier. Future excavations may 

reveal more precise dates.
2315

 These ancient fortresses in the mountains of Sulaimania were 

almost always built at the western gates of the passes to protect the areas between the 

mountains from Mesopotamian/Assyrian assaults, and also to control movements and trade 

routes. Most of them are near water sources and rivers, and two are near iron deposits.  

Recently the directorate of antiquities of Sulaimania uncovered a Zamuan fortified city in a 

rescue excavation at Tell Sitak, the only Iron Age site excavated in the Sharbazhêr district, 

about 20 miles east of Sulaimania. The site is located on a hill in the territory of Sitak village, 

at the foot of Mount Azmir with its pass.
2316

 Unfortunately, the site was being destroyed by 

new construction activities in Sitak. Among the uncovered archaeological evidence in 

addition to fortifications and architectural remains there are ceramics, seals, a Neo-Assyrian 

tablet, and coins. These archaeological exhibits date the site to three main periods: the Iron 

Age of the Neo-Assyrian period (8
th

-7
th

 century BCE); local metal object(s) are identical with 

Luristan objects of the Achaemenid period; the fortress was then reused in the Sassanian 

period.
2317
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What was found from the fortifications of Sitak came from the second level, which dates 

back to the Neo-Assyrian period. It was the main part of the site which survived the 

destruction of modern construction. At this level are the remains of foundation walls between 

30-80cm high. Two main city walls have been uncovered, built with regular stones, 

measuring 110 x 40 x 40 cm and 40 x 40 x 40 cm, with a third wall as a façade for a building, 

thought to a palace.
2318

  

There are several towers built within the city walls. The distance between each tower is 

about 5m to 6m. The towers project from the wall about 1m. The excavators assumed that the 

tower was about 2.90m high of which only 1.25m remains. The walls of the towers are 1m 

thick.
2319

  

The floor of the buildings and the ‗palace‘ are embedded with well-cut sandstone slabs.
2320

 

One of the uncovered stone pavements is incised with a flower, to be compared with the 

Assyrian style of flowers.
2321

 In this second level a Neo-Assyrian badly preserved tablet was 

uncovered.
2322

 According to a preliminary reading, which was made by Farouq Al-Rawi, 

―there are two badly preserved city names.‖
2323

  

The excavators thought that probably the inhabitants were well experienced in iron mining, 

because much ore, iron slag and well-made small iron artifacts were uncovered.
2324

 Among 

these metalwork objects is a hand-axe with two heads, a hatchet with two heads, and a little 

chisel. They were probably used by craftsmen. Some of the metals are contemporary with the 

Assyrian period and others with the Achaemenid period.
2325

Unfortunately, most areas of the 

tell were destroyed during modern construction in the area around the site and at the site. The 

salvage excavation only saved a small part of it. In the preliminary report part of the main 

constructions with a floor embedded with well-cut sandstone slabs was called a ‗palace‘.
2326

 

Later, the team, corrected that, saying, ―We believe the site was probably a fortress or 

fortified site occupying the hilltop and likely commanding or protecting the nearby region in 

the late Iron Age or when the site was occupied by Neo-Assyrians.‖‖
2327

 Based on the amount 

of iron and metal ores, slag and instruments they discovered, the excavators assumed that the 

site was a fort associated with mining and iron smiths. 
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In the Zagros the Urartians also built several fortifications. The earliest Urartian 

fortresses were built in the Urmia region in the late 9
th

 century BCE.
2328

 One of them is the 

fortress at Livar, identified with ancient Uishdish,
2329

 destroyed by Sargon II during the 

eighth campaign in 714 BCE; ―From Uishdish I went and came to Ushqajia, the huge fortress 

at the farthest border of Urartu, which like a gate block the entrance to the territory of 

Zaranda.‖
2330

 Also we have the fortress of Qalatagh, identified with Uishe (or Uajiais), and 

well-recorded in the Assyrian records.
2331

 Sargon II refers to ―the city of Ushkaia, the fortress 

at the pass to the province of 
┌
Zaranda

┐
 strongly built in Mount Mallâu….‖2332 

The Urartian fortress Shardurihurda was built in Sangibutu. Scholars assume that it was 

located in the area of the Urmia basin or to the south west of Lake Urmia.
2333

 Some details 

about the Urartian fortifications at Hasanlu III were given above. The small guardpost at 

Agrab Tepe, 3km from Hasanlu is considered contemporary with Hasanlu. It is fortified. 

Inside the fortification there is a series of rooms. The rooms were probably had different 

functions, including storage and living space. The site was occupied by the Urartians. Later, 

during the 7th/6th century BCE, it was destroyed.
2334

 Haftevan Tepe (to the west of Lake 

Urmia) and Kale Siah were other Urartian fortress. These fortresses probably controlled the 

main farming areas and the trade routes, and also halted the Assyrian advances against the 

commercial routes along the west shore of Lake Urmia.
2335

 These fortresses and fortified 

cities were sacked during the 7
th

 century BCE by unexpected invasions from an unexpected 

direction, from the north. The Cimmero-Scythians invaded the eastern part of Urartu and the 

Northern Zagros as far as the north-eastern and eastern frontiers of Assyria.
2336

 The Urartians 

like the Assyrians used deportees for building the fortresss and other construction work. The 

Urartian king named them peoples from ―enemy lands‖. In some cases they settled the 

deportees in these forts in the fertile valleys, including deportees from Assyria.
2337

 It has been 

suggested that some Urartian architectural elements were transmitted to the Achaemenids. 

Probably the Northern Zagros had a role in this transition.
2338

 But Zimanski does not agree 

with all the suggestions about the transmission of Urartian architectural styles to Achaemenid 

Persia and the role of the Zagros/Media. According to him ―the idea that Urartian styles and 

conventions might have been transmitted through it to the Persians is also falling out of 

fashion.‖2339  
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In the Urmia basin there were many fortified cities and forts. Some of them are mentioned 

in Assyrian records, and others are depicted on Assyrian reliefs, such as the well-fortified city 

of Pazashi (see above). Archaeological excavations and surveys in that area discovered 

several fortified cities and fortifications which date back to the Iron Age. They are called 

Mannean fortresses, based on ceramic and architectural features, such as the fortress 

Ziwiye.
2340

A recent survey at Ziwiye shows an Iron Age columned hall within the fortress. 

Motamedi called it a Mannean-Median fortress.
2341

  

The Assyrians built several fortifications in the Zagros, and Zagrosians were doing similar 

things. For instance the Medes, after the fall of Nineveh, were building a small fort at Tell 

Gubba on the trade road to Media (Khorasan Road) in the Hamrin plain in the east of the 

Assyrian heartland, at the western foothills of the Zagros.
2342

 The fort was built with 

rectangular mud bricks. Roaf sees in the design and construction parallels with the Fort at 

Nush-i Jan.
2343

  

Several of these cities and strongholds depicted on Assyrian reliefs had a ditch as a 

defensive line around them. Arbail is depicted on a relief at Nineveh from the reign of 

Ashurbanipal with such a ditch. The ditch around the citadel seems to have survived until the 

middle of the 19
th

 century AD, for a Western traveler there on 27 October 1820 traced a ditch 

and said, Arbail surrounded with ― n  n i nt w ll  nd dit h. ‗Th  town w s on   v ry l rg , 

probably about size of modern Baghdad‘.
 2344

 

On the Assyrian reliefs we also see several Zagrosian cities and fortresses surrounded with 

ditches or moats or canals for defence and to provide a water supply. Sargon II says that Fort 

Bubzi at the city Hundur in Media had two walls, each with a moat.
2345

  

We conclude that we cannot identify any unique style of fortress in the Zagros. Usually 

they are ruined and further excavation is needed to draw plans and find material evidence. 

The roofs and upper walls and towers have not remained. Probably the upper part of the walls 

was built with mud bricks and small stones, and easily collapsed during a military attack and 

was destroyed by heavy rain and snow. That is why we know almost nothing about the 

fortresses. 

From iconography we see that there were towers with merlons and arrow-slots. Most gates 

were  arched like those at Arbail in the Assyrian heartland. The upper walls between the 

towers were often decorated with triangles. This feature is seen on most of the Zagrosian 

walls at Mannea, Media, and Musasir, on the fortress depicted on the bronze plaque of 

Hasanlu, and on the one depicted on the bronze bucket at the Iron Age graveyard of Camzi 

Mummam in the Central Zagros in Luristan.
2346

  

Zagrosians, Assyrians and Urartians all built fortresses and fortified cities in the Northern 

Zagros during the Iron Age. The Zagrosians built fortresses, fortified cities, strongholds and 

fortified passes in the mountains mainly because of the Assyrian threat. They wanted to 
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protect themselves from the Assyrian attacks and campaigns, for the Assyrian pressure on the 

Zagros was fierce. Almost all the Neo-Assyrian kings campaigned against the Zagros, 

occupied, destroyed and burned cities and fortresses there. The fortresses would also control 

the trade routes, and supervise the agricultural production and taxation of the local rulers. The 

Assyrians built their forts, fortified cities, and camps in the Zagros first of all to secure their 

stay in the occupied provinces and also to control taxation. They functioned as administrative 

posts for the Assyrian deputy or local pro-Assyrian rulers, as well as a base for the next stage 

of their campaigns in the Zagros. The Urartians built fortress and fortified cities in the 

southwest and west of the Urmia basin to control the agriculture of the plains and the valleys 

as well as the trade routes to the north to Caucasia.
2347

 The main reason was to keep that area 

under their control and not to let the Assyrian army occupy it. It seems to be that most of the 

fortresses had an economic, administrative and military purpose. 
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4.5. Temporary and permanent Assyrian camps in the Zagros 
 

Many camps (ušm nnu) are mentioned in the Assyrian annals. From the annals of 

Ashurnasirpal II we read that the Assyrian king camped at the foot of the Mount Nišba, and 

raided the cities and strongholds of Zamua for several days.
2348

 In the evening he went back to 

his camp, and at dawn he went to raid and destroy the Zamuan cities. The records give no 

detail about architectural features of Assyrian camps, but on Assyrian reliefs we see that the 

camp of the king was well fortified with towers. It was depicted from above showing the 

king‘s bedroom (with a single bed), a cooking area, and priests killing an animal and 

inspecting its liver to foretell the destiny of the army (see fig. 2.2.b; fig. 4.9.a-c.).
2349

  

a.  

b.  

c.  

Fig.4.9. a-b. Two scenes on the Bronze Gate of Balawat, depicting two different designs of  

Assyrian camp in the area of Arzashkun and Gilzānu (after King 1915: Pl.XLII, Band VII.6; 

pl.I, Band I.1). 

c. The camp of Ashurnasirpal II depicted on a relief from Nimrud (after Madhloom 1970: 

pl. LII 3). 

In another depiction of an Assyrian camp, one in the Zagros during the reign of Sargon II, 

Zagrosian captives are chained in front. It was called Taklak-ana-Bel, the name of the limmu-
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official at the time of the Assyrian campaign against Kisheshlu/Kishesim.
2350

 It had 18 towers, 

and was divided into two parts, one for the military, and the other for rituals and offerings. 

There we see an Assyrian tank, and a statue of a deity (or a person) standing with raised 

hands, and two standards on small tables. There is also an offering table and an altar, in front 

of which two priests perform rituals. In the other part of the camp there are two tents where 

servants make preparations, and a horse on the other side of the tents. In front of the camp are 

two scribes. One is a eunuch with a clay tablet and the other is bearded scribe writing out on a 

long scroll a list of Zagrosian prisoners. It is hesitantly dated to 715 BCE (fig. 4.9.d.).
2351

 

 

e.  

Fig. 4.9.d.  Assyrian fortified camp in the Zagros, from the reign of Sargon II. (after Botta 

& Flandin, 1972: Vol. II, pl. 146, no.10-11, Room XIV). 

 

It It seems that the camp made by Sargon in Musasir was very big, for it accommodated 

very many people, animals and plundered treasure:
2352

 

―As victor I caused him (i.e. Urzana) to sit before his (city) gate. His wife, his sons, his 

d ught rs, his p opl , th  s  d of his f th r‘s house, I carried off. To 6,110 people, 12 

mules, 380 asses, 525 cattle, 1, 235 sheep, I added (counted them and brought them inside 

th  w ll of my  n  mpm nt.‖ ….I  nt r d in might; in th  p l   , th   bod  of Urz n , I 

took up my lordly abode. The treasure –(house), overflowing with heaped-up stores, -I 

brok  op n th  s  ls of th ir tr  sur . ….‖ long list of gold, silv r,  opp r, bronz , ivory, 

l pis l zuli, g rm nts,  t … obj  ts plund r d.  

The follows a long list of plundered items: gold, silver, copper, bronze, ivory, lapis lazuli, 

clothing, etc.  

An Assyrian administrative letter reports the destruction of an Assyrian military camp at 

the Mannean border by a storm during the night. This may indicate that the temporary camps 

were mainly built with foldable material. Assyrian troops of Sargon II encamped on the 
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border of Hubuškia used leather in in their military camp (BÀD ma-dak-tu).
2353

 A letter (the 

sender‘s name is missing) to Sargon complains that their temporary camp faced ―extremely 

strong wind,‖ and ―the sto[rm] was so (strong) it tore off] all the tents.‖
2354

 

Esarhaddon was told about an Assyrian camp near the Mannean city Gumusanu: ―Now the 

Manneans have heard of the army of Assyria that went to the city of Gumusanu and have 

gathered a camp. One side of the camp faces Gumusanu, the other side faces towards 

here.‖
2355

 

 

4.6. The Iron Age villages of the Northern Zagros 

I have to mention that we can estimate from the Assyrian annals that in the territory of 

many Zagrosian cities, there were dozens of villages. These villages were sometimes recorded 

as numbers not by their names. For instance, the fortified city of Zaparia in the land of 

Musasir during the 9
th

 century was surrounded by 46 cities (villages) according to the annals 

of Shalmaneser III. As well, in Zamua Ashurnasirpal II in his annals claims that he occupied 

three fortified Zamuan cities mentioned by their names ―Uzê, Berutu, (and) Lagalaga,
2356

 their 

fortified cities,‖ and then he adds ―together with 100 cities in their environs.‖
2357

 In my 

opinion these unnamed 100 cities were very probably villages in the territories of these 

fortified cities.
2358

The people during the Iron Age were also living in the hinterland, outside 

the cities/towns. As well there were villages and houses in the fields/farms.  The letter (SAA 

05: 210) to the Assyrian king speaks about the forts of Allabria taking care of people 

returning to the fields to start agriculture which had a benefit for the Assyrians from taxes 

collected and tribute received. Sometimes the Akkadian term kapru is used for village.
2359

 

Nergal-uballit wrote to Sargon II about occupying a village in the territory of Arzuhina by 

Bel-apla-iddin. In the letter there is a description of the border of Arzuhina where rivers and 

roads mark borders. The villagers swore to the Assyrian king that Bel-apla-iddina occupied 

their village as ―the elders of the land, natives of the region,‖
2360
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4.7. Private houses of the Northern Zagros 

There is not so much textual evidence concerning the Iron Age private houses of the 

Northern Zagros. Only an indirect hint recorded in the annals of Ashurnasirpal II. He claims 

that he killed 800 of the fighting men of the city, and ―with their blood I dyed their 

houses.‖
2361

 This indirect mention of the houses of the city, which is more or less Assyrian 

propaganda although  probably based on reality, does not tell us anything about the 

architecture of the Zagrosian private houses. Sargon II in 714 BCE entered the city gate of 

Musasir and describes how the people of the city were terrified and stood on the roofs of their 

houses.
2362

 Even today people of these villages which are built on mountain slopes go to the 

roofs to watching an event. In the nearby village of Rust, to the east of the village of Mdjeser, 

in 1972 during Newroz, the Kurdish New Year, on the eve of the first day of spring all the 

people went to the roofs to look at the festival (Fig.4.10.a-c). 

Some of the Assyrian reliefs from the reign of Sargon II depicted Assyrians campaign 

against the cities and fortifications in Mannea, Media and elsewhere in the Zagros.
2363

 The 

visual records from the Assyrian reliefs do not give much detail. But the hint of visual 

evidence concerning the houses of some of the Northern Zagros cities is useful. The Assyrian 

reliefs, which depicted the cities in the Zagros, show that most of the private houses of the 

cities in the Zagros were usually located inside the main external walls of the cities. These 

Assyrian reliefs depicting some of the Zagrosian cites do not show any specific details of the 

private houses, simply because they were beyond the city walls. One exception is on the 

Khorsabad relief where we see the private houses of the city of Musasir/Ardini. 

The relief of Khorsabad depicts the main parts of the city of Musasir, and its architectural 

plan. The city appears completely different from the other depicted cities on the Assyrian 

reliefs, such as Arbail, Harhar, Panziash and Kišessim in the midst or at the foothills of the 

Northern Zagros ranges.
2364

 The relief shows the city of Musasir, which includes three main 

separate ‗districts‘: the set of private houses, the palace/tower, and the temple in between. The 

tower/palace and the temple have been built separately from the houses; the private houses 

were built together further away, on a slope mount, inside the main wall. It is partly joined to 

the mountain.
2365

 The private houses of the people were built beyond on a mountain slope. 

The wall which partly surrounded the private houses has triangular crenellations. Each house 

is depicted with a rectangular door, in the centre of the lower façade of the main external wall 

of the house, and three square windows. The roof of each house is flat with square 

crenellations.
2366

 This is like the Northern Zagros buildings as depicted on the Assyrian 

reliefs, all with flat roofs. 
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Sometimes, these private houses of the city are incorrectly identified as a fortress on a 

mountain, or by Albenda as ―a four-storied building,‖
2367

 and by Oppenheim as ―multistoried 

buildings.‖
2368

 Some textual evidence and similar styles of modern village buildings in the 

mountainous areas of the Northern Zagros dismiss the idea that the structures are flats, or a 

storage area. They are the private houses of the city built on a mountain slope. They were 

built together further away on a slope inside the main wall that partly joined the mountain.
2369

 

The houses were built on slopes, on the bedrock like ravens‘ nests. The city of Arinu (i.e. later 

Ardini/Musasir)
2370

 was described by the Assyrian king Shalmaneser I (1274-1245 BC) as a 

city founded on bedrock: 
 
―The city Arinu, th  holy  ity found d in b dro k….‖

2371 
Tiglath-

pileser I (1114-1076 BC) also refers to the city Arinu located ―…  t th  foot of Mount 

Ais .‖
2372

Also, Sargon II (721-705 BC) refers to Urzana the ruler of Musasir/Ardini as 

―LÚ.š d-da-a-'u-ú.‖ i.e. a ‗mount in dw ll r‘.
2373

 Also, the ruler of the city Urzana, in the 

inscription on his seal, called himself the king of the raven city of Musasir.
2374

  

From a distance the houses of these villages and towns look like blocks. Today, a similar 

building tradition persists for houses in some of the modern Villages in the mountainous area 

of the Northern Zagros. One example is Rust, a village several miles to the SE of Mdjeser. 

Others are Hawraman-i-Tekht in Hawraman, Akrê to the west of the Upper Zab, and the 

village of Berzêwa in the Handren (ancient Andaruttu) pass.
2375

 Like the private houses of 

ancient Musasir, the houses of these modern villages are built on a mountain slope, going up 

one behind the other. All the houses together from a distance look like one unit, like multi-

storey flats. These houses have no courtyard. However, the higher house uses the roof of the 

neighbour below as a courtyard. The windows and the doors are usually at the front of the 

house. Bertram Dickson during his travel in the Zagros in 1910 described this type of house in 

modern villages of the Zagros:
2376

  

―As one might expect in a mountainous country, the scenery is sometimes superb, - 

snow-capped summits and jagged rocky crags with deep gorges and canyons below, 

while, on the Persian frontier ranges [i.e. the Iranian part of the Northern Zagros], 

forest belts intervene between the snows and the canyons; the villages, placed 

picturesquely like swallows' nests against the hillsides, with their narrow terraces of 

cultivation, their vineyards and fruit trees, and the ever-present poplar grove to supply 

timber for house-building, bridges, and every other need.‖  

In ancient Musasir, as in the villages of the modern Zagros, the houses of the city were built 

on a mountain slope. That could be for security or because of the limited amount of land 
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available for cultivation, which in these mountainous areas was to be found in the narrow, 

deep valleys. This dense building also protected the houses from floods in the spring, when 

the storms come and the snow of the mountains melt bringing big floods in the valleys. 

a.  

 b. c.  

Fig. 4.10.a. Details of the relief of Khorsabad, the private houses of the city of 

Musasir/Ardini which are depicted beyond a mound and a main wall (after Botta & Flandin 

1972: pl.141, Room XII, slab 4). 

 b. A view of the Rust village in 1971. The houses are terraced on the mountain. There is 

no courtyard, but the roofs of lower houses are used as courtyards by the people of the houses 

above) (Photo by Jala Majeed). 

c. A mud brick house with flat roof in Sidekan. The roof is built from reeds and wooden 

spars overlaid with leaves and soil. (Photo by the author). 
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British intelligence officers who visited the Zagros observed similar things. They concluded 

their observations by describing the style of villages and houses of the Zagros thus:
 2377

  

―In th  mount ins, b   us  of th  s  r ity of l nd, vill g s  r  usu lly built on th  

side of  a steep hill of no agricultural value. Hill-top positions are apparently not in 

favour, villages usually being just above the plough-land; for security against attack, 

they are frequently in positions guarded by deep ravines on either side. The hill 

villages, which are usually quite small, may be either a huddle of houses, forming 

what is almost a solid block, or a group of isolated clusters. Houses are usually built 

one above the other, so that the roof of one house forms the terrace in front of the 

hous   bov ,‖ 

The mud-brick houses in the modern villages and cities of the Zagros have flat roofs, 

which are supported by wooden beams. Also the beams are covered with reeds or grasses, 

then with 10-20 cm of soil, ash, and rubble, all mixed with chaff, to help to protect the roofs 

from the rain. A big stone or wooden ca. 50 cm wide with a diameter of ca. 25cm is used to 

roll it down to protect the roof timbers from water. 

In reality, in ancient times probably not everyone built their private house inside the 

Zagrosian citadels and cities. In the Zagros probably the majorities were farmers, who worked 

in the vineyards, they mainly lived in villages. In modern villages in the Zagros we can see 

that in small villages lives less than ten families and in the biggest villages about 120 families. 

Of course there were also nomads in ancient times as also today in the Zagros. They moved to 

the pastures to breed their cattle according to the changing seasons. Today there are two main 

moves for the nomads, from the colder highlands to the warmer plains and vice versa, every 

year; in early spring they go to the highlands, and in early autumn return to the lowlands, 

traditionally called Garmiyan and Kuêstan (Hot Land and Cold or Mountain Land).
2378

 The 

Assyrian kings in their annals mentioned the names of several cities and towns to which 

another 50 villages in the surrounding area were linked. The Assyrian kings did not mention 

them by name as they did for the cities and main towns and strongholds. Many examples are 

in the Northern Zagros. When the Assyrian field marshal Daian-Ashur, in the 31
st
 regnal year 

of Shalmaneser III, campaigned against the Northern Zagros, the royal inscription of 

Shalmaneser III tells us, ―He marched to Zapparia, the fortified city of the land of Musasir. 

He captured Zapparia together with 46 cities (towns) belonging to the people of (the land of) 

Musasiraties.‖
2379

 There is no doubt that these 46 cities are simply big or normal villages. 

They were not recorded by name in this royal inscription. We have taken into consideration 

that not every determinative (URU) in the Assyrian annals means that the determined 

toponym is a city. Probably it means it was a town or a large settlement or village. At least 

this was the case for the Zagros, and probably also for other areas of Near East. 

Recent archaeological activities in 2014 by the RAP (Rowanduz Archaeological Project) 

project survey and excavations in the area of Musasir, concluded this season of their work in 

the tell Gird-i-Dasht (Gird-e-Desht). According to Danti the fieldwork and excavation 

concludes that the site was first settled ―from at least 2000 BC to the early modern era.‖ 
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Furthermore, ―the site served as a fortress controlling the plain and access to one of the main 

outlets to the Rowanduz Gorge.‖
2380

 At the lower mound of the site they uncovered Middle 

Bronze ceramic of painted Khabur Ware, i.e. Middle Bronze Age.
2381

  

Unfortunately, it seems that as yet no dateable Iron Age material has been found at Grid-e-

Desht and its lower mound. In summer 2014 the RAP expedition project uncovered masonry 

buildings in Gund-i Topzawa (the heartland of Musasasir). The storage area and kitchens of 

the masonry buildings are well preserved, dating back to the early Iron Age, in style it is 

―…terraced into the hilside,‖
2382

 i.e. similar to the style of the private houses of Musasir 

according to the private houses houses of Muasir depicted on the relief of Khorsabad.
2383

 

They based this conclusion in the season of 2014 on the uncovered architectural remains, 

materials and as well as radiocarbon dates. Danti assumes that what they discovered were 

―multiple storages of well-preserved masonry buildings terraced into a hillside overlooking 

the Topzawa valley and river below‖.
2384

 These uncovered constructions and masonry 

buildings in Topzawa date back to ―the early 1
st
 millennium BC.‖ Based on the uncovered 

ceramics from the site he proposes that ―it was intentionally destroyed in the Iron III period, a 

d t   onsist nt with S rgon‘s  onqu st of Mus sir,‖
 2385

 Danti adds that ―Our surveys show 

other sites along the Topzawa River were similarly destroyed at this time, compelling 

circumstantial evidence of S rgon‘s   mp ign.‖
2386

 What we understood from the conclusion 

of Danti is that the destroyed architectural remains date back to Iron Age III, and according to 

him this destruction was made by Sargon II during his eighth campaign in 714 BCE. But, if 

we intensively look at the annals of Sargon and the details of his eighth campaign, we can 

understand that there is no mention of destruction at Musasir. 

 In Assyrian art and texts the destruction of public or private buildings in Musasir does not 

occur. Plundering the city is mentioned in the annals of Sargon II and depicted on a relief at 

Khorsabad, but even there is no mention of clashes. Only about 6000 people of the city were 

deported to Assyria. So we have to look for another answer about who destroyed the Iron Age 

III buildings of Musasir. Of course as we explained the Assyrians had nothing to do with that, 

otherwise they would have proudly mentioned that in their annals and depicted the destruction 

on their reliefs. For instance, in the same eighth campaign Sargon, before he arrived Musasir 

in his way in Media and Mannea, had already destroyed and burned several Zagrosian cities 

and he gave details of that. He supported his annals with the reliefs of Khorsabad which 

depict the destruction of the Median and Mannean cities. As well it is impossible to consider 

the Urartians as destroyers of Musasir their holy city and the centre of their patron deity of 

Haldi. The Urartian royal inscriptions from the 9
th

-7
th

 centuries very well record the Urartian 

kings construction activities at the temple of Haldi in Musasir. Also they referred to festivals 
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in the city.
2387

 The temple was the place for crowning some Urartian kings such as Rusa, and 

in the annals of Sargon II he claims that when Rusa heard about plundering the temple of 

Haldi he killed himself with his dagger.
2388

 Although, that is Sargon‘s propaganda, it indicates 

the important of the temple and the city for the Urartians.  

The three bilingual steles of Rusa, the Topzawa, Merge-Karvan and Movana steles all refer 

to the temple of Musasir, and the arrival of Rusa to the city of Musasir and its temple. We 

hear from Rusa that the gate of the temple was closed by Urzana who flee to the Assyrian 

border. He captured him but did not punish him, allowing him to remain as ruler of the 

city.
2389

  

So if they were not Urartian or Assyrians who destroyed the Iron Age III buildings in the 

heartland of Musasir, we have to look for other possibilities. After 714 BCE we know that the 

north-eastern border of Urartu and Musasir was threatened by the Scytho-Cimmerians. 

Assyrian inscriptions record the advance of the Scytho-Cimmerian into Urartu, the Northern 

Zagros and the frontier of Assyria north-east of Arbail. This penetration into Urartu is well 

recorded in letters from the reign of Sargon II (722-704 BCE), especially after 710 BCE.
2390

 

The Scythians and Cimmerians also invaded Urartu and the Northern Zagros in the reigns of 

Sennacherib and Esarhaddon. Esarhaddon consulated the Sun god regarding his worries about 

the Scythian penetration and their attack on the Northern Zagros kingdoms of Mannea and 

Media and on the eastern frontier of Assyria.
2391

 Herodotus also referred to the Scythian 

invasion of Media.
2392

 Moreover, the presence of Scythian material culture from the 7
th

 

century in the Northern Zagros has been noted by previous scholars.
2393

  

There is also archaeological evidence about a fast destruction and abandoning of cities and 

fortresses along to the north-west, west, and southwest of Lake Urmia, For instance Bastam 

was more or less destroyed in Iron Age III, very probably by the Scythians, and the Urartian 

reconstruction of buildings at the citadel of Hasanlu was abandoned and never resumed due to 

this invasion. According to S. Kroll ―the Hasanlu IIIB saw lots of Urartian construction 

activities in the reign of Rusa II, but these activities were never finished, and were 

interrupted,‖
2394

 for unknown reasons, but probably due to the Scytho-Cimmerian penetration 

in the area of the Urmia Basin and the Northern Zagros. Also, Esarhaddon consulted the Sun 

god giving details of the Scytho-Cimmerian penetration into Mannea, Media and Assyrian.
2395

 

Moreover, the Scythian style of the funerary statues discovered in the heartland of Musasir 
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show that those who destroyed the recently discovered buildings in Topzawa valley were the 

Scythians.  

An Assyrian administrative letter refers to a peaceful negotiation with people of six forts 

in Allabria to build houses in their fields. The letter was sent from Nabû-hamatu[a], to the 

Assyrian king Sargon:
2396

 

The forts of the king, my lord, are well.  A Mede forwarded me the (attached) letter from 

th  gov rnor, s ying: ―L t your m ss ng r bring it to th  P l   .‖ I h v  spok n kindly 

with the countrymen of the son of Bel-iddina and encouraged them. The son of Bel-

iddina (himself) is    rimin l  nd   tr itor; h  do s not ob y [th  king‘s ord rs]. [I 

s id]: ―Do your work,    h in [his hous   nd] fi ld,  nd b  gl d; you  r  now subj  ts 

of the king. They are peaceful and do their work. I have brought them out from six forts, 

s ying: ―Go! Each one of you should build (a house) in the field and stay there! The 

king my lord‘s subj  ts h v   nt r d (th  forts); th  gu rd will b  strong until th  

gov rnor  om s. I  m doing  v rything, [my] I[ord], ord r d him (to do).‖ 

In the Assyrian inscriptions there is an interesting letter about pastoral nomads (perhaps in 

the plain of Arbail). Dādi sent a letter to Esarhaddon or Ashurnbanipal and complained in the 

letter that:
 2397

 

―Arb ilāiu  nd Girittu, th  sh ph rds r sponsibl  for th   ulti  m  ls, from Luddin-ilu 

refuse to come in for tax collection. Ten men run around with them, draped with 

w  pons, s ying:‘ who v r  om s  g inst us w  will  ut down with (our) bows.‖  

Probably the nomads of the Late Neo-Assyrian period moved to the highland mountain 

pastures during spring and summer. Also, we should bear in mind those herdsmen with cattle 

they could not live with their animals inside the cities, citadels, forts and strongholds because 

there was not so much space for them within the city walls. Even if there were space, usually 

it was used for small farming and vineyards, or for other public activities. Therefore, farmers 

and nomads stayed and lived outside cities and forts. 

But it seems to be that during the enemy attacks most of the villagers and even nomads 

sometimes with their cattle hid behind the walls of the cities and the strongholds. Something 

similar may have happened in Hasanlu, as well as in some Urartian settlements.
2398

 

Unfortunately, the Assyrian reliefs hardly ever depict Assyrian private houses. So we 

cannot make any suggestion about the similarity and interaction between the private houses in 

the Zagros and the contemporary private houses in Assyria. The only thing we can say is that 

the style of private houses of Assyria was affected by the weather of Assyria, which is drier 

and hotter than the colder and wetter weather of the Northern Zagros. Not only that but also 

the building materials are also different in low-lying Assyria from those in the buildings in the 

colder and wetter Northern Zagros highlands. 

From Urartu we have the bronze model found in Toprakkale in Van representing a 

structure. The façade shows a main gate in the centre with a semi-circular arch, and eight 

‗blind‘ rectangular windows. There are merlons on the roof of the building in addition of 

some triangular decoration. Akurgal reconstructed the façade of the temple of Van based on 
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this model.
2399

 The depictions of private houses and even the tower of Musasri/Ardini on the 

relief of Khorsabad are similar in some points to the bronze model of Toprakkalem. They all 

have a gate/door in the middle of the base of the front façade of the structure, and they all 

have small windows. But the gates/doors of the buildings of Musasir/Ardini are rectangular, 

while the one of the model of Toprakkale has a semi-circular arch. The windows of Musasir 

are small and square and in one row in the upper part of the walls, but the windows which are 

called ‗blind windows‘ are vertically rectangular in shape (see Fig. 4.11.a-c). 

a.    b.    c.   

 Fig. 4.11.a. The multi-storied tower/palace of Musasir, depicted on the relief of 

Khursabdad (after Botta & Flandin 1972: pl.141). 

c. Details of  the depicted facade of a house in Musasir, on the Khursababd relief (after 

Botta & Flandin 1972: pl.141).  

d. A modern house in the Northern Zagros, its front similar to the houses of Musasir, it 

has three windows and a door in below. (Photo by Shwan Hawrami)  

The Toprakkale model is considered by Herzfeld as ―an Urartaean house.‖ He compares 

its battlements with these of the Dā u Dukhtar tomb which ―run over the projecting 

entablature with its geometric decoration.‖
2400

 It is compared to the Achaemenid architecture 

of Persepolis. This bronze fragment model which was found in the vicinity of the Van citadel 

represents a tower or a palace and not a house. The crenellations suggest this and if we 

assume the height of the door was the height of an adult man, then the building would have 

been about 6m high. This is too much for a private house. In my opinion the building may 

represent a palace. Although it is similar to the houses of Musasir. But it seems to be that the 

public buildings such as palaces in Urartu as in Musasir were very similar in their façade to 

the private houses. The only difference is the size and the crenellations on the roofs. Also, the 

windows on the external walls of the Van structure can be compared to the blind windows of 

the Achaemenid tombs, but in reality we cannot consider the depicted windows on a bronze 

model of cast metal as blind windows. Therefore, maybe they did not want to make open 

windows on this small 30cm bronze model. 

There are not many contemporary Assyrian sites excavated in the Northern Zagros. Most 

are not completely excavated and, as usual, most of the light is shed from the public buildings, 

with only fragmentary ‗data‘ for the plan, design and building material. For example, from 

two seasons of archaeological excavations at Idu (Satu Qala) as yet there is no clear evidence 

about private and public architecture. All we have are some main walls and several ash pits 
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and ovens. These probably relate to the daily activities of one of the public buildings.
2401

 

Also, upstream on the Lower Zab in the Rania plain, we see that there is no clear data 

concerning the private houses in Tell Basmusian and Tell Shemshara. The data of recorded 

private houses of nearby Tell Kuran dated to the seventh century BCE is similarly not very 

clear.
2402

  Also there is no clear idea of the private houses and their designs at Rabat Tepe, 

Tepe Qalaichi, and Tepe Hasanlu.
2403

  

On the other hand, many ash pits, ovens and fire places have been discovered during 

excavations in both Assyria and the Northern Zagros sites. But we cannot make any specific 

conclusions about any specific similarities in between, because usually  specific details are 

not given, and the reports are not well recorded, especially in the Zagros. Interestingly, there 

is an indirect mention of private ovens and a bakery oven in Manaea, recorded on the 

Aramaic stele of Qalaichi. If any ―king‖ destroys or changes the inscription, the stele curses 

his people to suffer famine:―….may seven women bake in a single oven, but let them not fill 

it.
2404

 And may the smoke of the fire  of the bakery, and the sound of millstones be removed 

from his country.‖
2405

  

From this curse it seems that in every house a woman had a private oven, but in times of 

famine women baked in a single oven. In normal economic conditions the women had 

separate ovens.  

There is no doubt that in every, or in most of the major ancient cities, there were some 

artisan workshops. They may have been shops in the ‗bazaar‘ or in a separate part of the 

palace/temple. Archaeological excavations in the Northern Zagros uncovered only ‗one‘ 

example of an artisan workshop that is the so-called ―Artis n‘s Hous ‖ at Hasanlu. This 

―private house‖ or ―small domestic structure‖ was discovered in the area called the ―Outer 

Town.‖ Unfortunately, as Muscarella explained, ―its locus does not appear on any published 

plan,‖
2406

 so we are restricted in making any comparison. 

This limited and fragmentary data about the contemporary Assyrian private house in the 

Northern Zagros prohibit a good comparative study between Zagrosian private houses and 

Assyrian. But we can conclude that private houses were not like public buildings. Public 

buildings were usually built according to specific rules and specific designs and plans. There, 

when kings of Near East (for instance the Assyrian kings and Daraius I (522-489 BCE) 

proudly mentioned that they brought in foreign labourers, masons, and artisans to build their 

palaces and even temples and city walls. 

In conclusion, due to the limited archaeological excavations in the Zagros sites 

contemporary with Assyria, we know few details about private houses in the Zagros. From 

Assyrian inscriptions and reliefs we gain found a little information about the architecture of 
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private houses, but this is insufficient for any comparative study. We have to bear in mind that 

the weather and available building material in the Zagros is different from Assyria, so this 

will have affected the style and structure. 

 

4.8.  Some architectural features 

Burning altars usually indicate rituals and offerings. In Assyrian and Zagrosian art some 

altars are depicted. Also, some Neo-Assyrian reliefs depict Assyrian columned facades of 

columned porticos. These columned porticos usually represent images probably from the hilly 

area north east of Nineveh, where these porticos were probably built on the mountains or on 

river banks. They probably show scenes from the Zagros Mountains east of Nineveh/ 

Khorsabad, such as the Hinis where one of the hydraulic projects and the canal of 

Sennacherib started. I shall briefly discuss some of these images. 

A relief from Nineveh from the reign of Ashurbanipal depicts the city of Arbail. An altar 

is set on the right in front of the second gate of the city behind the first wall. A ramp leads to 

the second gate of the city (see Fig. 4.7.a).
2407

 

On an Assyrian relief from Khorsabad from the reign of Sargon II an altar is depicted on a 

hill with pine trees and birds. The hill is called by Albenda a ‗sacred place‘.
2408

 Down the hill 

there is a ‗small lake‘.
2409

 On the other side of the water, there is an Assyrian columned 

portico, and beyond the portico fruit trees (Fig. 4.11.d). The porticos had a decorated roof 

with triangular edges, and at the centre of its façade are two columns. The columns have a 

cylindrical body, circulated bases and decorated capitals. The capitals are Aeolic in style.
2410

 

However, the Assyrian example of the decorated capitals appeared more than a century 

earlier. These columned porticos perhaps belonged to a summer palace, while the altar 

indicated the ―s  r d  tmosph r ‖ of semi-open air shrines, Albenda concludes:
2411

 

―Apart from the sacred atmosphere generated by the altar on the high hill, its 

appearance may be a marker directed to the mountainous regions east and north-east of 

Assyria, through which Sargon II campaigned.‖  

The altar is compared by Albenda with Assyrian battlement towers attached to a ‗temple‘, 

similar features were depicted on a Middle Assyrian seal from the 13
th

 century BCE.
2412

 An 

Urartian bronze battlement tower found in fragments at Toprak-kala is dated to ca. 8
th

 century 

BCE.
2413

 A similar altar was found when excavating the entrance of the Kidmuri temple in 

Nimrud. This altar was also positioned in front of the stele of the Assyrian king, 

Ashurnasripal.
2414
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Fig. 4.11.d. A scene depicted on an Assyrian relief from Nineveh. There is an altar on a 

hill, a building with a columned portico on the bank of a river (after Botta and Flandin 1972: 

II, pl. 114). 

 

A relief from Nineveh from the palace of Ashurbanipal (the relief was found in the palace 

of Ashurbanipal but the king represented will be Sennacherib) depicts an altar below a stela. 

The stela is carved at a gate beside a columned iwan/portico. An aqueduct (similar to the 

aqueduct of Jerwan) is depicted, bringing water below the portico to the orchard around the 

hall. What can be seen is probably the Hinis park, where Sennacherib embarked on his 

hydraulic project, making aqueducts and canals, and carved the reliefs.
2415

 Reade sees it as a 

‗summer-house‘ of Sennacherib. He compares it to a ―similar arrangement at Bahandawaya 

 t th  h  d of S nn  h rib‘s Wadi al-Milh canal,‖ where the rock relief of  Sennacherib in a 

niche is carved above the tunnel at the top of the mound.
2416

 It is probably the view from 

Jerwan with the waterfall and orchard of Hinis (see below). The author concludes that both 

examples in no. 3. and no. 4, show Assyrian royal safari parks (paradises) for hunting during 

summer, and movable altars to celebrate rituals after or before the hunt. 

The rock-cut-tomb of Qizqapan located on the west bank of the Chami Rezan river, to 

the east of the Lower Zab about 40 km east of Dukan/Dokan. At a height  of 8m we see a 

portico/iwan and three rooms/tombs carved in the rocky face of Sir-Sird mountain. A rock 

relief in the portico/iwan of the rock-cut-tomb is depicted. There is an altar between two 

warrior/archers who raise their right hands towards a half circle image on the altar. The two 

warriors are wearing Median dress, and there are three symbols of deity above the scene. On 

the left is a four winged bearded male holding a cup. In the middle is a crescent symbol, with 

a bearded male supported on his right knee holding a cup. The winged disk originates from 

the Egyptian uraei.
2417

 It appeared in the art of Mesopotamia for the first time on the seal of 

the Mitannian king Saushatatar and other Mittanian seals.
2418

 Then it was borrowed by the 

Assyrians as a symbol of Shamash and Ashur. A bearded male appears in the circle of the 

winged disk on the seals of Hasanlu, under Assyrian influence.
2419

 Later the winged disc was 
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also depicted on many Achaemenid seals.
2420

 That one was adopted by the Achaemenids. 

After the Assyrians we see it first on the rock relief of Bihistun, which commemorates the 

victories of Darius I in 522 BCE.
2421

 There it is depicted above the center of the relief. Darius 

mentions only Ahuramazda in his inscriptions and some scholars took it to represent 

Ahuramazda, but now all agree it represents Shamash or Ashur who were borrowed by the 

Achaemenids.
2422

 Perhaps Darius borrowed the winged beared male symbol from the 

Assyrian rock reliefs and steles in the Zagros, such as the rock reliefs and the Najafabad 

stele.
2423

 Since the depiction of Darius at Behistun (Bêstun) was influnced by the 

iconography of the Anubanini on the Sarpol-e Zahab rock relief it may be that other details 

and symbols were influenced by Assyrian rock reliefs in the Zagros. To the right is a 

symbolised star with eleven points opposite cups, like symbols of Ishtar in Assyrian art (Fig. 

4.11.e).
2424

 In the iwan/portico are two semi-circular columns and a carved ceiling.
2425

 From 

the iwan/portico a small square gate leads to three interconnected rooms all with small square 

gates. In each room is a basin or a sarcophagus. The covers were removed in antiquity. The 

one in the room on the right probably had two covers, as can be seen from the carved remains 

on its edges. 

There are several things that show that the rock-cut-tomb of Qizqapan probably borrowed 

artistic elements from Assyrian art and architecture. The altars on the relief of Nineveh and 

the one of Qizqapan are both depicted with columned porticos. The Assyrian one depicts a 

royal stele above the altar and the figures of Qizqapan may also represent two kings or rulers. 

Probably the iconography of the scenes and some elements of the Qizqapan relief were 

influenced by scenes on some Late Assyrian seals. Some late Neo-Assyrian seals depict altars 

and individuals worshiping, elements reminiscent of the rock-cut-tomb of Qizqapan. One 

Assyrian seal, which is hesitantly considered to be a seal of Ahi-edi, and dated by limmu 

Upaqa-ana-Arbaili to 631 BC, shows a worshiper raising his hand in front of an altar towards 

a symbolic crescent and star above the altar (Fig.4.11.f).
2426

 

Another seal impression depicts a fire altar with flames. A warrior deity (probably Ishtar of 

Arbail) carries on her back a bow and in her hand an axe. Her right hand is raised. On the 

other side of the altar there is a worshiper raising his hand towards the altar. The sealing is 

dated to 706 BCE (Fig.4.11.g).
2427

  Another seal show one or two persons worshiping the 

winged disk symbol of Ashur/Shamash, with a sacred tree in between, and a star in the far 

right corner. On the relief of Qizqapan there is also a depiction of a star on the upper right 

corner. The seal is dated to 626 BCE (Fig.4.11.h).
2428

 The scene is generally similar to the 

Qizqapan relief. On both we see two men, with raised hands standing in front of each other, 
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and symbols above. The only difference is that instead of the Assyrian sacred tree there is an 

altar on the relief of Qizqapan.
2429

 

A fragment of a relief from the reign of Sennacherib from the North Palace of Kuyunjik 

shows the façade of a building (Fig. 4.11.i). It is decorated with columns, the bases carved in 

the shape of lions and lamassu figures. The building was called by Rawlinson an Assyrian 

temple..
2430

 Others take it to be considered as a palace façade.
2431

  

e.  f.  

g.  h.   

i.  

Fig. 4.11.e. The carved relief on the façade of the portico of the Qizqapan rock-cut tomb 

(after Edmonds 1934: fig. 2). 

f. A drawing of a stamp seal impression, from Nimrud (ND 3433), dated to 631 BCE (after 

Mallowan 1966: pl.134, fig.20).  

g. Seal of Hashini (706 BCE), a warrior deity being worshipped by a bare head but bearded 

figure; they are separated by a censer or fire altar (after Mallowan 1966: pl.134, fig.2).  
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h. Seal of Mati-ilaa (626 BCE). Worshiping a sacred tree, with a winged disk and other 

symbols (after also Mallowan 1966: pl.134, fig. 24). 

    i. A fragment of a relief from the North Palace of Kuyunjik, from the reign Sennacherib 

(after Rawlinson 1876: vol. I., Pl. L., fig. vi).  

 

The columned halls of Hasanlu were the first examples discovered in the Zagros. 

Scholars have tried to find some Hasanlu influence, for example, on the columned halls of 

Pasargada and Persepolis. They also look for the origin of the columned halls of Hasanlu. The 

columned bases of Hasanlu are similar in style to most Urartian columned bases. Both are 

rectangular in structure. In the Urartian columned halls and in the Zagros ones there is no 

uniform columned hall style. Some had two rows of pillars, and others three. Most of the 

columned halls of Urartu are considered to be secular buildings, but not all of them, there are 

some exceptions as the columned halls of Altintepe, Bastam, and Kef Kalesi.
2432

  

After the columned halls of Hasanlu were discovered in the Zagros, which are considered 

the first examples there of columned hall, later examples were discovered at sites identified as 

historically and geographically bridging Hasanlu and Persepolis. Razmjou supposes that the 

columned halls of Persepolis were imported from the Zagros, and he assumes that it has an 

Iranian, or more precisely a Median origin.
2433

 Porada also assumes that the architecture of the 

Achaemenid palaces of Pasargadae and Persepolis probably had Median prototypes.
2434

 We 

have to bear in mind that Porada said that before the columned halls of Tepe Nush-i Jan and 

Gotden Tepe were not discovered yet. If we accept the assumption of Porada and Ramzjou 

that the columns originated from Media, then we have to consider influence from Urartu and 

other parts of the Zagros on Media. Media both historically and geographically was an 

intermediary for transmitting the columned hall style to the Achaemenid architecture of 

Persepolis and Pasargade. In the Northern Zagros there are other examples of columned halls 

and porticos, such as has been proposed for Qalaichi (Izirtu)
2435

 and Zewiye. In considering 

the transition between Media and Persia, we have to take into account for example the 

columned halls in Godin Tepe and Tepe Nush-i Jan representing Median architecture of the 

7
th

 century BCE. Later we have the 6
th

 century Achaemenid bell-shape column in Kala-

Mdjeser (Mdjeser castle),
2436

 and the columned courtyard of Tell ed-Dem in the Rania 

plain.
2437

 These probably represent local activities of rulers under the control and cultural 

influence of the Achaemenids. They show that the columned hall architecture was imported 

from the Northern Zagros, from Hasanlu, Zamua, Musasir and Media, to the Achaemenid 

Persepolis and Pasargade (apadanas) columned halls. 

There are examples of simple columns. In Khorsabad two huge simple column bases were 

discovered. These are unique in size (Fig. 4.11.j).
2438

 In Ashur recently another simple column 
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base was discovered.
2439

 This Assyrian column base is similar in size and shape to the column 

bases of the iwan or porch of the rock cut tomb of Qizqapan (Fig. 4.11.k). The column base of 

Ashur was not found in a known level, but according to Miglus lying in the debris on the 

north-western slope of the central mound.
2440

  

There are two column bases from the Burnt Palace of Tell ed-Dem.
2441

 Although the 

palace and its material date back to the Achaemenid period of the 6
th

 century BCE, al-Tikrity 

compared the columns of Tell ed-Dem with the simple column bases of the palace of Sargon 

at Khorsabad, and also with the column bases of Persepolis.
2442

 Unfortunately, drawings and 

photos of these columns were never published. It seems that the columns were left on the site, 

which is now submerged by Lake Dukan, after the salvage excavations at these sites. So we 

are not able to reach any conclusion about these two columns.  

The rock-cut tombs of Qizqapan and Kur-u-Kich which are located at the east of the 

Lower Zab area, southeast of Tell ed-Dem, their columns also have simple bases. The carved 

columns of the porticos or iwans of the rock-cut-tombs and of the palace of Tell ed-Dem all 

date to the 6
th

 century BCE, to the Achaemenid period.  

The stone column bases of Tell ed-Dem probably supported wooden columns, although 

only the stone bases were found. The columned halls at Hasanlu, Tepe Nush-I Jan, Godin 

Tepe (Godin II) and Tepe Qalaichi, Hasanlu, Baba Jan IA, II in Luristan, and Hamadan were 

all probably wooden, and most of them did not even have stone column bases. At Hasanlu the 

columns were sunk into the ground. Wooden columns with stone bases were used in several 

discovered Iron Age sites in the northern and central Zagros as  Godin Tepe II, Tepe 

Qalaichi.
2443

  

j.  
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k  

Fig. 4.11.j. Two simple huge basalt column bases at Khorsabad (after Loud and Altman 

1938: pl. 38).  

Fig. 4.11.k. Broken circular column base, from the portico of the rock-cut-tomb of Kur-u-

Kich (after Edmonds 1934: fig. 5-6). 

 

Sargon II brought back building material from the Zagros for his palace,  including great 

blocks of stone from the mountains and great slabs of limestone taken as booty from the 

captured cities in the Zagros. ―… I cunningly constructed out of great blocks of mountain 

ston   nd s t th m up by th ir  ntr n  s, …. Gr  t sl bs of lim ston ,  … th  ( n my) towns 

which my hands had captured, I sculptured thereon and had them set up around their 

(interior) walls; I made them objects of astonishment.‖
2444

 Also, Sargon took wooden beams 

from the roof of the palace of Ursa/Rusa from Ulhu near Urmia to Assyria.
2445

 But Sargon II 

apparently burnt the pine beams of the palaces of Mannea and Nairi, and in several places in 

his annals he refers to burning the wooden beams of the roofs of private and public buildings 

of the Northern Zagros cities.
2446

 

In conclusion, as mentioned above, our information about public buildings and especially 

the palaces in the Iron Age Zagros is fragmentary, for many reasons. There has been only 

limited excavation of Iron Age sites, and even some we consider as excavated are not 

completely excavated. For some the reports have never been published, as is the case for Tepe 

Giyan
2447

 and Tell Basmusian. Sometimes the published data is confused, as is the case of 

Hasanlu. Some sites have been extensively destroyed, such as Tell Sitek, and there was only 

limited excavation at Satu Qala and Rabat Tepe etc. All these points lead to an unclear view 

about the architecture of the palaces of the Iron Age in the Zagros. 

In different cultures different social aspects can be reflected in their architecture. Weather, 

landscape and the availability of  building materials also affects architectural style and plans. 

Lowland Assyria was a different landscape from the highland Zagros, and this affected their 

architecture. Furthermore Assyria represented the style of an empire while in the Zagros there 

were only disparate kingdoms. 
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4.9. Assyrian and Zagrosian tombs, graves and burials 

In the Assyrian heartland, there are many examples of vault tombs, such as the vault tombs 

of Nimrud and Arbil. 

Some Iron Age vault tombs with similar Iron Age bronze basins (sarcophaguses) were 

discovered in Ashur. In some of the tombs stone sarcophaguses are found.
2448

 Most of the 

skeletons had been re-buried in the tombs of Nimrud. Most of them were females, aged 18-20, 

30-35 and 50-55. There are skeletons of babies and children as well, and a skeleton of the 

Assyrian marshal turtanu, Shamshi-ilu. A test on the skeleton of the queen Yaba showed that 

the corpse had been boiled at 150-250 degrees. Damerji assumes that probably the queen died 

somewhere far away from the capital, so that, they boiled her corpse to preserve it for a long 

time until the burial prepared in Nimrud.
2449

 

There were inscriptions and inscribed objects in the tombs of Nimrud, in the North-West 

palace, found under the pavement of a room in 1989 by an Iraqi team. The tombs are 

dedicated to three Assyrian queens; Yabâ the queen of Tiglath-pileser III (744-727 BCE), 

Bā nītu queen of Shalmneser V (726-722 BCE), and, Atalia, the queen of Sargon II (721-705 

BCE). The tombs are some of the most important treasures discovered in Assyria and 

Mesopotamia. Another tomb was discovered near these tombs, which is considered to be the 

tomb of Mullisu-kalishbat-Ninua, the queen of Ashurnasirpal II. In the tombs ca. 70-

kilograms of golden and silver jewelry was discovered, as well as inscribed sarcophaguses, 

bronze and ceramic bases, jars etc.
2450

 

Recently, two vault tombs were discovered in the city centre of Arbil, ca. 500m to the 

west of the citadel. The vault tomb of the ―Arab district‖ a few hundred metres north of the 

citadel of Arbil was excavated by a joint Kurdish-German team. The vault tomb burials are 

like the other Assyrian vault tombs of Ashur and Nimrud built with mud bricks. They date 

back to the 8
th

 -6
th

 centuries BCE, the Late Assyrian period and Median period.
2451

 The tomb 

was looted in the post-Assyrian period. It is interesting that the same area was used as a 

‗graveyard‘ after the Late Neo-Assyrian period until the Early Islamic period.
2452

 One can 

observe that this area is higher than the other areas surrounding the citadel of Erbil. That was 

probably the reason it was used as a graveyard in ancient times. Two polychrome glazed 

small jars and a large amount of other jars, potsherds, and dozens of ceramic vessels found 

would have been used for rituals. They date back to the 8
th

-6
th

 centuries BCE.
2453

 In addition, 

the vault tomb was reused during the Post-Assyrian (Median) period in the 6
th

 century BCE. 

These dates are based on the discovered material culture and the C14 tests.
2454

  

Another important vault tomb was discovered in 2011 at Tell Kilik-Mishik, ca.5 km to the 

southwest of the citadel of Erbil, and dated to the Assyrian period (Fig. 4.12.a-c).
2455
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a.  

b.   c.  

Fig. 4.12. a. Several ceramic jars, placed at the gate of the vault tomb of Tell Kilik-Mishik 

(courtesy of the Kilik-Mishik project, photo by Ziyad A. Muhammed).  

 b-c. The vault tomb of Kilik-Mishik viewed from outside and inside (courtesy of the 

Kilik-Mishik project, photos by Ziyad A. Muhammed). 

 

In the Zagros, the only known vault tomb similar (in function) to these Assyrian vault 

tombs of the Assyrian heartland is except the vault tomb of Tell Bakrawa (Bakr-awa), dated 

to the Middle Bronze Age (Old Babylonian period). The excavators compared it to the vault 

tombs from Ur. The vault tomb of Tell Bakrawa is considered to be the earliest and only 

discovered vault tomb from the Northern Zagros, with a radial vault, and to be compared to 

the Old Babylonian radial vaults of Khafajah, Larsa and Uruk.
2456

 

There is an interesting similarity between Assyrian ceramic basins (sarcophaguses), found 

in Assyrian vault tombs for burials, and some from the Zagros, basins or sarcophaguses were 

found in graveyards outside the cities. Two graveyards have been found accidentally in Erbil, 

one 1km east of the citadel of Erbil, and the other to the west of Tell Kilik-Mishik. Ceramic 

funerary basins were found at the one, but in the vault tomb at Kilik-Mishik, built inside the 

settlement, no ceramic sarcophaguses were found, but the corpses lay on the ground.
2457

 In the 

Assyrian heartland basin burials occur in different designs and shapes for funerals for the 
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elite, many of them in Ashur.
2458

 In the vault tombs of the Assyrian queens at Nimrud the 

queens were buried in bronze or stone sarcophaguses. Although in Assyria there is no other 

known example, this one is compared to the bronze bathtub sarcophagus of Arjan in the 

southwestern Iran.
2459

 Also in the Northern Zagros a bronze bathtub coffin is said to have 

been discovered in Ziwiye. 

The ‗Assyrian‘ bronze coffin of „Ziwiye‟ is a bathtub which is assumed to have been 

discovered in Ziwiye in 1946-7. The fragments of its rim show decorated bands with royal 

scenes of tribute bearers being received in a court. The dress of the people of that court is 

mainly similar to the Assyrian dress, while the tribute bearers are wearing Zagrosian 

dresses.
2460

 The shape of the bronze bathtub coffin of Ziwiye is compared to similar 

earthenware bathtub coffins from Ashur.
2461

 The depicted foreigners were tribute bearers in 

their local native dress, and the tribute receivers were wearing Assyrian dress typical of 

Assyrian iconography.
2462

 The eminent person and those surrounding him are considered to be 

Assyrians. He is not considered to be an Assyrian king, because, his dress is not a royal 

Assyrian dress. Rather he is a governor or a viceroy, or even an Assyrian deputy.
2463

  

Wilkinson concludes that the bronze coffin of Ziwiye is ―unquestionably Assyrian.‖ 

According to him it was very probably made in the early 7
th

 century. He considered that the 

high ranking person receiving the tribute bearers was probably Sennacherib, when he was a 

prince of Assyria during the reign of his father Sargon II.
2464

 If the suggestion of Wilkinson is 

correct, then Assyrian administrative letters, especially the correspondence of Sennacherib as 

the prince of Assyria to his father Sargon II, gives further support. For instance when Sargon 

II was in Babylon, Sennacherib was taking care of the issues of the north and north-eastern 

part of the Assyrian empire. In a letter which he sent to Sargon he tells Sargon that he 

received the delegation of Mannea who brought horses and tribute of the people of Mannea, 

and Sennacherib dressed them in purple:
2465

 

―… A messenger of the Mannean (king) has come to me bringing a horse as the 

audience gift and giving me the regards of the Mannean. I dressed him (in purple) and 

put   silv r br   l t on his  rm….‖  

In his paper Wilkinson fails to explain how this ‗Assyrian tomb‘ reached Ziwiye. Did the 

person for whom this coffin made die in Assyria or in Mannea, in Ziwiye? Was the deceased 

an Assyrian official or a Mannean local leader? Was the coffin looted from Assyria? All these 

questions are given no clear answer. We should also think about a royal marriage or a 

valuable political relationship if this ‗Assyrian‘ person died in Ziwiye. 
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Ghirshman published other details about the hoard of Ziwiye. According to him the hoard 

came from a royal Scythian tomb at Ziwiye. His main argument was a comparative study of 

the artistic styles of the items.
2466

  

Last and not least, I have to mention that there are doubts about the provenance of the 

treasure of Ziwiye. It came to the museums from antiquity dealers or from ―commercial 

excavation,‖ by ‗scholars‘ who claimed that they had found metal objects from Ziwiye.
2467

 

There are suspicions about many objects said come from Ziwiye held by scholars. Only those 

objects recorded from recent excavations and surveys are recognised as reliable. Muscarella in 

a very critical paragraph cautions scholars to be careful when using objects claimed to have 

been found at Ziwiye as objects actually from Ziwiye, and from a specific historical 

context:
2468

 

―The only caveat that should be ever present, indeed that should underlie any inclusion 

of th  ‗Ziwiy ‘ obj  ts into dis ussions of  n i nt  rt  nd  ultur , is th t th y  r  to b  

considered as individual pieces, with no known provenience, and without any firm 

evidence that they were found juxtaposed to any other objects. They can tell us nothing 

about a hoard/burial deposited at a particular place by a particular people; they surely 

can tell us nothing historical about the site Ziwiye.‖ 

In the Northern Zagros we have similarly shaped basin burials in Post-Assyrian Zagros. 

For instance, carvings in the Zagrosian and the Assyrian coffin style inside the rock-cut-

tombs. In the rock-cut tombs of Qizqapan and Kur-u-Kich,
2469

 which probably date back to 

the 6
th

 century BCE, this tradition of basin burials was probably influenced by the Assyrian 

ceramic basin burials. This survived into the Median period, the 6
th

 century BCE, in the 

Assyrian heartland, as discussed above in the vault tomb of Erbil. 

The rock-cut-tombs of Kur-u-Kich and Qizqapan are both mainly dated to the Achaemenid 

period. Qizqapan is cut into a rock face about 7.5 m above ground level. It is 7.13m wide and 

2.78 m deep. The portico is decorated with two semi-sculptured ionic columns, and the roof 

has spars.
2470

 The multi-room rock-cut tomb of Qizqapan and the single-room rock-cut tomb 

of Kur-u-Kich are similar to the Urartian tradition of rock-cut tombs. For instance within the 
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citadel of the Urartian royal capital of Tushpa, the Urartians carved a multi-roomed rock-cut-

tomb.
2471

 

In the tomb of Qizqapan a small door led to the chambers. Each chamber includes a carved 

sarcophagus. The coffins are small, not large enough for an adult corpse, so it has been 

suggested that probably they were used for burying bones. If that is correct, then probably 

they were buried in a kind of a ritual similar to Zoastrian burial rituals. Also, the rock-cut-

tomb faces east, so that the first light of the sunrise comes from the sacred Piremegrun 

Mountain to lighten the tomb. (Fig.4.13.a-c). 

a.  

b.  

c. d.  

Fig. 4.13.a. The façade of the rock-cut tomb of Ashkawti-Qizqapan (Photo by the author). 

b. Ground plan of the rock-cut tomb of Qizqapan rock-cut tomb (after Edmonds 

1934: fig.4).  
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c. A view inside the rock-cut tomb of Qizqapan, it shows the linked rooms and the 

carved sarcophaguses. (Photo by Awat Marf). 

d. The carved sarcophaguses in the rock-cut tomb of Kuru-Kich. (Photo by Awat 

Marf). 

 

The symbols for deities are particularly interesting in the tomb of Qizqapan. One in the left 

is of a winged disk with a bearded man holding a cup, the one in the centre is the crecent 

moon (mah) with a bearded man holding a cup. A third symbols on the right shows a star with 

eleven wings. The wings are like cups. Cups are held also by the Scythian funerary statues of 

Mdjeser. So, one of the funerary rituals during the 7
th

-6
th

 century BCE in the Northern Zagros 

involved holding a cup. Probably this occurred under Scythian influence, and was also 

performed by the ‗Medes‘ as well as in Qizqapan. 

The two archers both hold a bow in their left hand. The end of the bow rests on the tip of 

their left foot. They are both wearing Median dress and a ―bashlyk on their head.‖ The one on 

the left is ―clad in the typical Median kandys (a characteristic dress with long sleeves, closed 

at the ends).
2472

  

Although, these rock-carved sarcophaguses had stone covers, unfortunately all of them 

were looted in the past and their skeletons removed. The tradition of rock cut tombs was 

probably transmitted from Urartu to the Northern Zagros.
2473

 The rock-cut tomb of Qizqapan 

is also similar to the Urartian monumental rock-cut tombs with multiple rooms. Usually the 

main room is connected with the other rooms.
2474

 

One two-chambered tomb is considered to belong to the Urartian king Ishpuini and his son 

and co-regent Menua. The chamber of Ishpuini at the front has a ―barrel-vaulted ceiling.‖
 2475

 

It has been suggested that some of the Urartian kings were buried in rock-cut-tombs in the 

fortress at Van. There some tombs are inscribed with Urartian royal inscriptions. The Horhor 

Tomb has on its façade an inscription of Argishti I, and the Tunceli Mazgirt Tomb has at its 

entrance an inscription of Rusa II.
2476

 The Dogubayazit rock-cut-tomb has a façade with a 

rock relief of a deity and a goat.
2477

 The roof of the portico of Qizqapan is similar to the 

―semi-circular round notch recesses‖ of Mazgirt-Kalekoy.
2478

 The Assyrian style of vault 

probably influenced the Urartian rock vault tomb of Sarduri I in Tushpa.
2479

   

The rock-cut-tomb of Qizpapan carved in the rock face of the mountain of Ser-Serd, near 

the bank of River Chami-Rezan, is located in an area rich in fruit trees and orchards. It 

reminds us of a scene on an Assyrian relief from the palace of Ashurbanipal in Nineveh. That 

relief probably depicted a scene from the reign of Sennacherib of one of his orchards at 

Nineveh, perhaps from Hinis where the hydraulic project of Hinis on the Bavian river was 
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started. We can see a columned portico and a stele carved from the rocky face of the mountain 

showing an image of Sennacherib praying, and an image of an altar depicted below the image. 

The portico has a façade with four columns. An artificial waterfall from an ―aqueduct with 

pointed arches‖ flows down to the orchard below the portico, the stele and the altar. This 

structure was called by Reade as the summer palace of Sennacherib.
2480

 

From the above we have noticed that there is no clear transition from the Assyrian 

traditional style of funeral architecutre to the funeral rituals in the Zagros.
2481

 Very strong 

evidence of Assyrian influence was uncovered in Arbail from recent excavations inside the 

city and from accidental discoveries during the recent fast expansion of the city. But this 

Assyrian influence stopped at Arbail, the eastern city of the Assyrian heartland at the foot of 

the Zagros. At present we have no evidence that it reached further into the Zagros. 

From the 7
th

? and 6
th

 centuries BCE onwards in the Zagros, especially in Musasir, another 

style of burial appeared. It looks like the traditional well known Scythian „Mount Burials,‘ 

which are usually accompanied by erected stone statues of persons. As before recently new 

burials have been discovered as well as accidental finds. The deep valleys and mountain 

slopes of the topography affected the style of the burials. I have called these local styles 

‗Mountain-Slope burials.‘ They include a chamber, sometimes with a skeleton, and some 

metal and ceramic funeral offerings, and funeral statue of a bearded man.
2482

 

 The penetration of the Cimmerio-Scythians during the late 8
th

 and 7
th

 centuries is well 

recorded in the Assyrian records. The funeral statues mainly in a Scythian style and 

iconography and these burials in that area confirm what is mentioned in Assyrian inscriptions. 

Esarhaddon in a letter enquires of the sun god Shamash about where and when the Scythians 

would invade Mannea, Media and the Assyrian border west of Hubuškia.
2483

 It seems to be 

that this ‗Scythian style‘ of tomb remained into the Achaemenid period in the area of Musasir. 

The recent rescue excavation in Topzawa valley revealed ―a stone-built tomb‖ built on the 

mountain slope dated to the Achaemenid period.
2484

 

The published data about the burials of Hasanlu is rather confusing. Mainly there are no 

chronological data, and sometimes there is no photo of the burials and the graves. According 

to Muscarella, many uncovered burials of Hasanlu were not recorded.
2485

 There are some 

published photos of burials with typical funerary gift jars.
2486

 Although, the excavators claim 

that they found hundreds of graves, as far as I know there is no mention of any interaction in 
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the style and ritual between the burials of Hasanlu and Assyria.
2487

 This is probably simply 

because most of the uncovered skeletons in the buildings were of people. As well, there were 

skeletons of the ‗Urartian‘ invaders who were killed or burned when the city was destroyed 

and the buildings were burned and  collapsed.
2488

  

At the Dinkhe Tepe III, which is dated to Iron Age I, thirty-three burials were uncovered 

mainly on the mound, where no architectural remains were uncovered.
2489

 The excavation in 

that area revealed that ―the dead were buried in individual graves with no markers; the brick 

tombs generally opened to the east. Men, women, and children were buried in the same area 

and apparently given the same burial rites.‖
2490

 All the burials ―were placed within pits,‖
2491

 

there is no specific orientation. Ten of the burials were in ‗brick tombs,‘
2492

 with dozens of 

jars and vessels, mainly in local styles and similar to the Iron Age jars found at the Hasanlu 

burials.
2493

 There were also, bronze weapons, bracelets, and a cylinder seal. These objects and 

burial styles compare with similar styles at contemporary Iron Age sites in the surrounding 

area such as Hasanlu, Haftevan Tepe, Geoy Tepe etc.
2494

  

In 2008 during road construction in the southwest of the city of Sanandaj in Kurditan of 

Iran an Iron Age graveyard was accidentally discovered. A rescue excavation conducted by 

the Cultural Heritage Department of Sanadaj, part of the graveyard was left for future 

excavation.
2495

 The excavation revealed 20 graves, dating back to the 8
th

 -7
th

 centuries BCE. 

No settlement was identified near to the graveyard. The graves were arranged in a random 

way, with no specific oreientation. Some were covered with irregular stones. There are some 

graves of warriors with their weapons, and also graves with beads and jewellery etc.
2496

 The 

uncovered objects include ceramic, bronze, silver, gold and iron items and beads. The objects 

are compared with uncovered objects in burials and sites in the central Zagros, the Iranian 

plateau, the Urmia basin and also at Marlik etc. The cylinder seals are mainly in Assyrian 

style with different types, such as the so called ―Central Assyrian,‖ ―provincial Assyrian,‖ and 

or ―Syrian and Assyrian linear‖ styles.
2497

  

Recently, in 2001 and in 2003, the cemetery of 10 graves was uncovered in Kul Tarike, in 

the Urmia basin, not far from Ziwiye. ―The tomb pits have been cut through the loose 

bedrock, and capped by large slabs.‖ In the graves were ceramic and metal (bronze, iron and 

silver) objects. Based on ceramic dating the cemetery belongs to the Mannean period.
2498
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Also, there are some Assyrian glazed small jars found in grave 7 decorated with flower 

petals.
2499

 This typical seventh century BCE Assyrian style shows that Assyrian influence 

reached this area of Mannea. This type of small glazed jar was also found in the Neo-

Assyrian-Median vault tomb of Erbil, and in other tombs/graves in the Assyrian heartland. 

Also from grave no. 10 in the neighbouring area of Kul Tarike in Ziwiye, we have a ritual 

bowl with deeply incised decorations, similar to the frames of the cylinder seal of Qalaichi 

depicted. Also there is a glazed spindle decorated with a flower with eight petals.
2500

 

Some objects from the burials of Kul Tarike are compared with Urartian objects. An 

Urartian fibula might have belonged to ―an Urartian merchant or envoy buried here, or were 

the fibulae gifted to the descendant?‖ Without other evidence the second possibility is more 

probable.
2501

 ―The tomb pits have been cut through the loose bedrock, and were capped by 

large slabs. In each grave there were usually one or two burials with various funerary 

gifts….‖
2502

 Also, in the Central Zagros several Iron Age graveyards were uncovered, 

including the Chamahzi Mumah graveyard in Luristan, dated to Iron Age III (8
th

 -7
th

 

centuries BCE). In Chamahzi Mumah there were many graves with rich gifts including jars, 

ceramic and bronze and iron jewelery, ornaments and weapons. In this graveyard, many 

weapons were uncovered made of iron.
2503

 

In the area of Mdjeser-Sidekan-Topzawa valley (the area which was the heartland of 

Musasir), there were accidental discoveries of several human-sized statues. In the 1950s 

Mahmood Al-Amin for the first time published two stone statues which had been found by 

villagers in the vicinity of Mdjêser. He also carried out a number of soundings at the location, 

recovering some potsherds. Al-Amin dated one of the statues, which represents a bearded 

male figure, to the Late Assyrian period.
2504

 In the 1970s, in two very short visits to Sidekan-

Mdjêser, Boehmer recorded another four statues which had been discovered by the 

villagers.
2505

 Boehmer considered two of these statues (which are now in Slemani museum) as 

a local style dating to the time of Ashurnasirpal II (883 - 859 BCE) and Shalmaneser III (859 

- 824 BCE).
2506

  

Later, scholars commented that ―the very weathered and apparently crude statues at 

Mdjêser, a site identified by Boehmer with Musasir/Ardini, are not reliably dated and it is a 

matter of conjecture whether they are contemporary with the Bianili kingdom or not.
‖2507

 

After the 1970s, in the north-north-eastern areas of the modern Erbil governorate, in Harir, the 

Diyana plains and the Sidekan-Bradost valleys (the locations of ancient Kirruri, Hiptun, and 

Musasir), seven more male life-size stone statues/steles have been uncovered by local 

inhabitants, mostly in the course of cultivation and road construction.
2508

 Some of these 

statues were later sent to the museums of Erbil and Slemani, while one of them was sent to the 
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Archaeology Department of Salahaddin University in Erbil. During my fieldwork I have 

studied all the statues which were sent to the museums. Moreover, we can add to this 

collection another two statues which were uncovered and reused by the local villagers.
2509

  

The statues are life-size human images 150-230 cm tall. They are made of limestone, basalt 

or sandstone, and some are now partly broken. In some cases the end tapers to a point, and in 

most cases the feet are not carved. Because these monuments were fixed into the ground, they 

must be interpreted as funerary statues erected on graves or tombs. There are two statues 

where the knees and legs are clearly carved.  

On one of them the feet are depicted in relief. The heads are clearly though abstractly 

depicted and sometimes the ears are also carved. The backs are on the other hand mainly 

superficially worked. They are carved but without any specific features of the back of the 

head or body. Some of these statues, with only the front of a male figure is depicted in relief, 

can be called steles. In others the sculpture is a combination of relief and three-dimensional 

carving. All show bearded males, some holding a cup in their right hand,
2510

 with their left 

hand resting on their belly. This is identical to the iconography of the Scythian funeral statues 

uncovered in Ukraine and Caucasia.
2511

  

One of the statues of Mdjêser holds a hand axe.
2512

 In this context it should be noted that 

hand axes were one of the main weapons of the Scythians and they are depicted in the Iron 

Age art of the Zagros, Iran and Caucasia.
2513

 A torso from the burial at Mdjêser wears a 

dagger. This too is something seen on Scythian statues uncovered in Ukraine and the daggers 

depicted there look like the dagger on the torso of Mdjêser. It is a representation of the well-

known kind of long dagger/short sword called acinaces/akinaka which was mainly used by 

the Medes and the Scythians, as seen in art from the Zagros and Persepolis, and later used by 

the Greeks.
2514

  

Another point which supports the suggestion that the torso of Mdjêser can date back to the 

6
th

 century BCE is that it is wearing a short tunic/skirt above the knees, reminiscent of the 

tunics/skirts worn by some of the defeated leaders depicted on the Behistun relief of Darius I. 

Among those, incidentally, is the Sagartian leader Shitrantekhma, the ruler of Arbail who 

revolted against Darius I in 522 BCE.
2515

 Another statue represents a bearded nude male. Two 

of these statues are, however, carved in the similar abstract style of the rest of the above 

mentioned statues but they differ in some details. One of these represents a bearded male who 

holds what could be a circle (perhaps a necklace or the round mouth of a cup) with his right 
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hand; his face, ears and legs are clearly carved. For clothing he only wears a ‗jockstrap‘, an 

identical detail to one of the steles uncovered in the chamber burial below the citadel of 

Hakkari. Hakkari is located to the north-west of Musasir (ca. 230km to the north west of it) 

and has recently been identified with the ancient neighbouring Iron Age kingdom of Ukku.
2516

 

 Another statue, in fact a bust, was discovered by chance, apparently at Dêlizian in the 

Diyana plain near the Balakian River. The iconography of this statue is different from the rest 

of the other statues, the only similarities being that this one is carved in sandstone and that, 

like the rest of the statues, its back is not carved. The face is depicted and the shoulders are 

carved in a very abstract style. As far as I know, there is no parallel to the iconography of this 

bust in the art of Mesopotamia and the Zagros.  

However, a small bust uncovered by Sağlamtimur and Ozan in Siirt-Türbe Höyük, to the 

south west of Lake Van, which they refer to as a ―Spirit Stone,‖ in both shape and style is 

similar to the one of the Diyana plain. The issue here is that the bust from Siirt-Türbe Höyük 

was found in a level dating to the Middle Bronze Age.
2517

 This does not however mean that 

the bust of the Diyana plain necessarily dates to the same time. The iconography of the Siirt-

Türbe Höyük bust may be similar but it is smaller than the bust of the Diyana plain. 

Furthermore, we do not know the cultural context of the latter. 

Why these statues were carved has not been discussed by scholars so far. As a result of 

weathering and human interference most of these statues have been moved from their original 

context. Villagers from Mdjêser and Bewas informed me that the statue of Bewas was 

discovered in or on a chamber tomb, and that the torso of Mdjêser was uncovered on or beside 

a burial mound.
2518

 As mentioned above, the statues uncovered in this area are identical in 

iconography with the Scythian statues, including the thirteen steles found in a burial 

chamber in Hakkari.
2519

 So there is no doubt that the statues of Musasir and the surrounding 
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area were mainly made as funeral statues to be erected over burial mounds. The statues must 

relate to funerary rituals, and those holding a cup indeed look rather unhappy. Similar statues 

are found in Central Asia, Caucasia and Eastern Europe.
2520

 They are characteristic of the 

representational art and the funerary rituals of nomads and pastoralists, especially the 

Scythians who buried their warrior leaders in graves covered by a mound with a statue erected 

on the top. Archaeologists call these statues "Mountain burial statues/steles". Although the 

statues all differ from each other in detail, giving each one its own ‗character‘, the statues do 

not represent the buried persons or any specific person in reality. They represent human 

figures in an abstract style in the sad mourning in a funeral ritual. I assume that the majority 

of the statues uncovered in the area of Musasir date back to the Iron Age III. This dating is 

supported by the nearly identical style and iconography of the Scythian statues, which can be 

dated to the 7
th

-6
th

 centuries BCE. A fragment of ‗Urartian?‘ red polished ware which I found 

with the burial of the torso of Mdjêser also supports this dating. Moreover, Assyrian 

inscriptions record the advance of the Cimmerio-Scythians into Urartu, the Northern Zagros 

and the frontier of Assyria north-east of Arbail. This penetration into Urartu is well recorded 

in letters from the reign of Sargon II (722-704 BCE), especially after 710 BCE.
2521

   

The Scythians and Cimmerians also invaded Urartu and the Northern Zagros in the reigns 

of Sennacherib and Esarhaddon. In Esarhaddon's queries to the Sun god, the king's worries 

regarding the Scythian penetration and their attack on the Northern Zagros kingdoms of 

Mannea and Media and on the eastern frontier of Assyria are clear.
2522

 Herodotus also referred 

to the Scythian invasion of Media.
2523

 Moreover, the presence of Scythian material culture 

during the 7
th

 century in the Northern Zagros has been noted by previous scholars.
2524

 

These can be divided into three main groups. First of all, the bust from the Diyana plain 

statue, which can so far only be dated to the Middle Bronze Age-Iron Age III  (to give an 

exact dating we would need additional evidence). Secondly, the naked statue in a "jockstrap" 

which is similar in iconography and other details to the stele of Hakkari and can thus be dated 

to Iron Age I.
2525

 Finally a third group comprising all other remaining statues, which are 

mainly Scythian in iconography and style, can be dated to Iron Age III (Late 8
th

- 6
th

 centuries 

BCE) and were used as funeral statues on or beside the "Mountain slope burials" in the 

valleys of the land of Musasir. These form material evidence for the Scythian penetration into 

the Northern Zagros recorded in Assyrian inscriptions of the late 8th century and 7th century 

BCE. The Scythians brought with them their tradition of mountain burial statues to that area. 

The assemblage of ceramics recovered in the area shows important evidence concerning the 

contact with Urmia Basin, and especially the contact between Hasanlu and Dinkhe and the 

Land of Musasir. This can also be explained as a link in the interaction between Assyria and 
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the Urmia Basin, and Hasanlu in particular. There is furthermore a hint at the presence of 

Urartian ceramics, though on the base of the assemblage studied Assyrian ceramics are rare. 

However, these cannot be considered as principal arguments due to the fact that there is still 

no excavated Iron Age site in the land of Musasir which could serve as a type site for 

establishing the chronology and ceramic, artistic, architectural and metallurgical traditions of 

the region. 

In conclusion, there was no common way for burying the dead in Assyria and the Northern 

Zagros. Even in some excavated graveyards and cemeteries there is no specific orientation for 

contemporary burials. In both Assyria and the Zagros the dead received funerary gifts and 

some were buried with objects, such as the warriors buried with weapons (spear, quiver, 

sword, scabbard, etc.). Women were usually buried with jewelry. In the both Assyria, and the 

Zagros many funeral metal bowls and jars were buried with the dead. Similar small glazed 

jars with monochrome colours, usually decorated with a flower with its petals covering main 

upper part of the body of the jar, have been uncovered in some tombs in the Assyrian capitals: 

in the vault tomb of Arbail; also in the Zagros in the Mannean cemetery of Kul Tarike; and in 

Ziwiye.  

The bathtub coffins/sarcophaguses in Assyria were made of bronze, stone and especially 

ceramic, which is rarely seen in the Zagros. The remains of a bathtub sarcophagus was 

claimed to have been uncovered in ‗Ziwiye‘ in 1946-7. It had scenes similar to the 7
th

 century 

scenes depicted on some Assyrian reliefs, although, there are doubts about its origin. There is 

no ceramic sarcophagus in the Zagros, but it seems the post Assyrian Medes borrowed the 

idea of the bathtub shapes for their graves inside the rock-cut-tombs. 

The Mesopotamian and later Assyrian tradition of building vault tombs for the elite can be 

seen in several Assyrian vault tombs uncovered at Ashur, Nimrud, and recently two vault 

tombs at Erbil. The one near Erbil citadel was reused during the Median period in the 6
th

 

century BCE. As yet in the Zagros there is no contemporary vault tomb. The one at Bakrawa 

which is contemporary with Old Babylonian vault tombs is to be compared to the Old 

Babylonian tradition of vault tombs. Therefore the one at Bakrawa is the only known vault 

tomb in the Northern Zagros. 

In Musasir, it seems that another type of chamber was made. It is a chamber usually built 

on a mountain slope in stone and used for burying the dead of the elite. At these graves a 

funerary statue was usually erected. This seems to be the influence of the Scythians who 

invaded the Northern Zagros in the 7
th

 century BCE. 

I have to mention also that in the burials there are some objects offered to the dead in the 

Zagros. These objects were made under Assyrian influence, such as the cylinder seals from 

the Iron Age graveyard of Sinnadaj, which are mainly of an Assyrian type. As well there are 

the glazed and decorated small jars typical of Assyrian style from elite burials in the Assyrian 

heartland, and also from elite burials in the Northern Zagros. 
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4.10. Hydraulic projects 

In ancient times, especially during the Iron Age in Assyria, Urartu and the Northern 

Zagros, several hydraulic projects were undertaken in the form of canals, aqueducts, weirs 

(qanat), and dams (karêz/Kahrez), etc. These projects differed in size and styles, but they all 

aimed to supply the cities, towns and fortresses with fresh water, and to irrigate fields and 

orchards. Some of these hydraulic projects are recorded in the Assyrian and Urartian 

cuneiform inscriptions, and much archaeological evidence supports what is recorded in those 

inscriptions. It is interesting to note that some of the hydraulic projects have inscriptions on 

them in situ, similar to the rock reliefs, which were made at the start of the project (for further 

details about the Assyrian hydraulic projects see, Table 4.1). 

Zagros was an important economic area for the Assyrians. They used the Zagros as sources 

for food, metal, and human and animal labour, as well as for its water sources. Therefore, by 

controlling the nearby mountainous ranges of the Zagros north of the Assyrian capitals they 

could take fresh water from the Zagros Mountains by large scale hydraulic projects to the 

major cities in the Assyrian heartland, such as Nimrud, Imgur-Enlil, Nineveh and Arbail. It 

was used in the palaces and gardens, the temples, and for irrigation and domestic 

consumption.  

In the Iron Age, hydraulic projects in the Northern Zagros were started by both Assyrians 

and Urartians, including a number of small local projects. The Urartian projects focused on 

the mountainous areas under the control of Urartu, usually for the benefit of the local 

strongholds and fortified cities in the kingdom of Urartu. This included the Northern Zagros, 

and land by the western shores of Lake Urmia. Some of the small local hydraulic projects in 

the Northern Zagros date to the Iron Age. 

Some of the Old Assyrian and Middle Assyrian records deal with hydraulic projects. A 

record from the Kingdom of Shamshi-Adad I in the Old Assyrian period says that the son and 

successor of Shamshi-Adad I, Ishme-Dagan, used men from the Zagrosian army, from 

Turruku 2,000 and from Qabra 2,000 and 1000 from Iahruru (Iahrureans) to dig the canal of 

Ishme-Dagan.
2526

 That canal probably drew water from the Lower Zab.
2527

  

In the Middle Assyrian period, several kings mentioned canals in their inscriptions. One of 

the famous ones is the Pattu-mēš ri ―Canal of Justice‖ which was a big Middle Assyrian 

project. Tukulti-Ninurta I (1243-1207 BCE), wanted to rehabilitate and irrigate the fields east 

of the Tigris, to build there his new capital Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta. There are the remains of two 

canals in the area, ―one [was] running along the Tigris from the north,‖ and the other 

―diverted from the Lower Zab.‖ He claims that he ―cut a wide path for a stream which 

supports life in the land.‖
2528

 From these two examples it appears that the Assyrians in the Old 

and Middle period gave priority to the lower part of their heartland. The canals irrigated the 

fertile soil between the Lower Zab and the Tigris. 

These irrigation projects and the names of the canals are recorded in Assyrian inscriptions. 

There is also archaeological evidence to support these records from the Assyrian heartland 

and the mountains of the Zagros further east. It was there that the projects started and from 
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there fresh water was taken by canal to the Assyrian heartland. The Assyrian kings, especially 

Sennacherib, recorded what they had accomplished in their inscriptions and commemorative 

rock reliefs.  

The first Neo-Assyrian record comes from the annals of Ashurnasirpal II, who claims that 

he dug Patti-ḫegalli (―The Canal of Abundance‖) and the Negūb Tunnel to his unique garden 

in his new capital Kalhu.
2529

 His garden was planted with different kind of fruits and plants, 

which he brought back from conquered lands. He also deported people from many lands to 

the east and west of Assyria, including from Zamua in the Zagros.
2530

 

The ancient city Calah which Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, a prince who preceded me, 

had built — this city had become dilapidated; it lay dormant (and) had turned into ruin 

hills. I rebuilt this city. I took people which I had conquered from the lands over which I 

had gained dominion, from the land Suhu, (from) the entire land Laqû, (from) the city 

Sirqu which is at the crossing of the Euphrates, (from) the entire land of Zamua, from 

Bīt-Adini and the Hatti, and from Lubarna (Liburna), the Patinu. I settled (them) 

therein. I dug out a canal from the Upper Zab (and) called it Patti-hegalli. I planted 

or h rds in its  nvirons. I off r d fruit ( nd) win  to Aššur, my lord,  nd th  t mpl s of 

my land. I cleared away the old ruin hill (and) dug down to water level; I sank (the 

foundation pit) down to a depth of 120 layers of brick. I built its wall. I built (and) 

completed it from top to bottom. 

On his stele, Ashurnasirpal II recorded other details about this project:
2531

 

―(36)…I dug a canal from the Upper Zab, (37) cutting through the mountain to its 

summit, and called its name Pati-ḫegalli. (38) the meadow-land by the Tigris I irrigated 

abundantly and planted gardens in its area. (39) All kinds of fruits and vines I planted 

and the best of them I offered to Ashur my lord and to the temples (40) of my land. The 

city (Kalhu) I presented to Ashur my lord. From the lands in which I had travelled (41) 

and the mountains which I had passed, trees and seeds which I saw: cedar, cypress, 

(42-46) bitt r  lmonds, o k, pist  hio…pin …p  r, fig, plum,….‖  

This project, in addition to irrigating the orchards and gardens of the king, extended to the 

city surroundings and also supplied the capital Nimrud with water.
2532

  

The archaeological remains of Patti-ḫegalli canal can be traced in an area ca. 14 km. east 

of Kalhu, along the Upper Zab southwestwards. The canal seems to have passed the Negūb 

Tunnel, a ―rock-cut tunnel‖ to the west of Gwêr (Al Kuwayr/Quwair).
2533

 Layard found a 

stone slab here with an inscription of Esarhaddon, who claims to have restored the tunnel.
2534

 

The inscription of Esarhaddon states that Ashurnasirpal built the canal:
2535

 

―A canal and tunnel which Asur-nasir-pal, a prince who lived before my time, had 

caused to be dug from the bed of the Zab to the reservoir of Kalbi.....‖ 
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The Assyrian king Sennacherib is well-known for his military activities to occupy and 

destroy cities in the Near East. He destroyed Babylon, and dug canals to wash away the 

rubble.
 2536

 

―I dug canals through the midst of that city, I overwhelmed it with water, I made its very 

foundations disappear, and I destroyed it more completely than a devastating flood. So 

that it might be impossible in future days to recognize the site of that city and (its) 

temples, I utterly dissolved it with water (and made it) like inundated land.‖ 

In his reign by contrast the Assyrian heartland flourished with several hydraulic projects to 

revitalise Nineveh and Arbail, as well as the agricultural land around them. He inscribed rock 

reliefs to mark several of his projects. He describes them in detail. Below mention some of 

these hydraulic projects, starting in the Zagros Mountains and supplying the Assyrian 

heartland with fresh water. 

A number of canals dug at the east of the Tigris north of Nineveh is called as the ‗Northern 

System‘ by scholars, or the ‗Third Stage‘.
2537

 It is thought to start near the village of Faida to 

the southwest of the city of Duhok. There are debates about including another canal from 

Maltai in this system. The canal of Maltai is supposed to be located in the city of Duhok 

below the Maltai rock reliefs of Sennacherib at the mount of Zawa, where the rock relief is 

also associated with the canal.
2538

 If so, as Ur assumes, the water of Rubari Duhok was 

probably diverted into the canal.
2539

 

Sennacherib started several hydraulic projects to supply fresh water to Nineveh and the 

public buildings in the citadel (modern Kuyunjik). Moreover, it has been suggested that 

probably some of the water of the canals was used for irrigating his garden,
2540

 the irrigation 

of the dry-farming areas.
2541

 Sennacherib dug 16 canals during his reign.
2542

 He describes one 

of his projects in the rock inscription at Bavian, the place where his project starts in Hinis 

(ca.35 km) north-east of Nineveh. In the inscription Sennacherib says:
2543

  

―For a long distance, adding to it the waters of the twain Hazur River—(namely) the 

waters of the river Pulpullia—(and) the waters of the town of Hanusa, the waters of the 

town of Gammara, (and) the waters of the springs of the mountains to the right and left 

at its sides, I caused a canal to be dug to the meadows of Nineveh.‖  

Also Sennacherib mentions that he (i.e., his engineers) made the aqueduct (of Jerwan) to 

convey the water to Nineveh:
2544

  

―Over deep-cut ravines I spanned (lit. cais d to st p)   ‗bridg ‘ [ qu du t] of whit  

ston  blo ks. Thos  w t rs I   us d to p ss ov r on it.‖  

The Akkadian term titurru means ‗bridg ‘, but ‗ qu du t,‘ is more acceptable in this 

sentence.
2545

 There are other canals dug during the reign of Sennachrib such as Hinis/Bavian, 
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Jerwan, Bastora-Erbil, Maltai, Shiru-mltaka/Malkta. Some of these are located between the 

Tigris and the Upper Zab and are called Sennacheirb‘s northern system.
2546

 

Reade agrees with Oates that these canals were ‗luxuries‘, made only for irrigating the 

luxurious gardens and parks of the citadel of Nineveh.
2547

 Bagg has recently suggested that 

the later canals were constructed for irrigation and also as a sort of training project to develop 

civil engineering expertise in hydraulics.
2548

 Bagg assumes that the ‗later stages‘ of the canals 

of Sennacherib functioned ―as a sort of field school to train Assyrian engineers.‖
2549

 

Another opinion suggests that Sennacherib probably rebuilt Nineveh as his new capital and 

the canals emulated the urban landscape of Babylon/Chaldea.
2550

 The royal inscription of 

Sennacherib tells us that the hydraulic projects of Sennacherib had economic aspects. The 

Assyrian king wanted to irrigate the fields of Nineveh plain.
2551

 The Assyrian capitals also 

needed a supply of fresh water from the Zagros mountains for the public buildings and for 

domestic consumption. During the Neo-Assyrian period, we can see that Ashurnasirpal 

supplied Kalhu, Sargon supplied Dur-Sharrukin and Sennacherib supplied Nineveh with fresh 

water.
2552

  

Jason Ur assumes that not all the deportees settled in the Nineveh, the capital, but some 

settled in the hinterland of the city, working in agriculture. According to him it was a major 

plan to reshape the demography of the Assyrian heartland.
2553

 He assumes that there were 

other reasons for Sennacherib to supply Nineveh and its surroundings with water by these 

canals. It was needed for the deportees who had settled in the area around Nineveh, meaning 

that urbanism was one of the reasons constructing these canals.
2554

  

Near the city of Kisiri to the north-east of Nineveh was a canal described in an inscription 

of Sennacherib. He then claims that he dug the canals of Kisiri and Husur to irrigate the 

orchards in the plain of Nineveh, 

―to increase the vegetation, from the border of the town of Kisiri to the plain about 

Nineveh, through mountain and lowland, with iron pickaxes I cut and directed a canal.‖
 

2555
 

―…th  w t rs of th  Husur (Khosr river), which from of old sought too low a level (lit., 

place), I made to flow through those orchards in irrigation ditches.‖
2556

 

 

It is assumed that Sennacherib linked together several springs on Mount Muṣri (mod. Jebel 

Bashiqa/Maqlub?), and let them flow into the Muṣri canal system.
2557

 He says “I mounted an 

expedition to search for water at the foot of Mount Muṣri,….‖
2558
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The Khinis project of Sennacherib is well recorded on inscriptions in situ at Bavian. 

There are also rock reliefs made at the same time near the dam and the canal. In the same area 

carved apkallu and lamassu statues were found. In the same area carved apkallu and lamassu 

statues were found (see fig.4.14. a-g). Sennacherib in his inscription says that he collected the 

waters of the rivers Pulpulliya (mod. Gomel). Gammara (a tributary from mod. Sheykh ‗Adi), 

and Khanusa (mod. Bavian), and joined the streams to let them flow into the Jerwan canal 

(See, map.4.1).
2559

 

Map.4.1. Map of water sources, 

rivers and their tributaries, and seasonal rivers north-east of Nineveh and Khorsabad (after 

Oates 1968: fig. 3). 
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Fig. 4.14. a. General view of the Hinis hydraulic project of Sennacherib at the point where it 

begins. (Photo by the author). 

b.  

Fig.4.14.b. Tentative restoration of the head of the canal Hinis at Bavian (after Jacobsen & 

Lloyd 1935: fig.12). 
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c.  

Fig.4.14. c. The main rock relief of Sennacherib in Hinis on the western bank of Bavian 

river. (Photo by the author).  

d.  e.   

Fig. 4.14. d-e. The fallen rock reliefs of Sennacherib in the Bavian river, the reliefs were 

originally carved on the rocky face, below the main rock relief. They show Sennacherib in 

front of Ashur, standing on an animal. Below are two lamassu (fig. 1. d ) and one fish-garbed 

sculture ( pk llū)
2560

 (fig. 1. e ) figures, semi-sculpted from the rock. (Photo by the author).
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f.  g.  

Fig. 4.14.f. The beginning of the canal. This canal flows through a tunnel carved from the 

rock of the mountain, to supply Nineveh with fresh water from Bavian. (Photo by the author). 

g. The tunnel, at the beginning of the Hinis canal. (Photo by the author). 

 

Sennacherib made a summer residence at Hinis, on the west bank of the river Bavian, , and 

the preparations for a waterfall can be seen. A similar view is depicted on a relief from 

Nineveh, which shows a façade of a columned portico built on a mountain slope. On this 

relief of Sennacherib an altar can be seen below, and to the right, there are aqueducts and a 

waterfall flowing down the slope. The area is one of mountain orchards. This view of Hinis 

and Jerwan is probably seen on an Assyrian relief, the columned porticos on the Assyrian 

reliefs).
2561

 It is a general scene of the Ḫinis park.
2562

 The columned aiwan called by Reade a 

‗summer-house‘ of Sennacherib, is compared by Reade to a ―similar arrangement at 

B h nd w y   t th  h  d of S nn  h rib‘s W di  l-Milh canal,‖ where there is a rock relief 

of  Sennacherib carved in a niche above the tunnel at the top of the mountain.
2563

 But it is 

probably a view from Hinis and Jerwan (Fig. 4.14. h-i). In the spring or summer seasons 

Sennacherib may have enjoyed staying at his park at Bavian.  

h.  

Fig. 4.14. h. A drawing of the Jerwan aqueduct (after Jacobsen & Lloyd 1935: fig.4). 
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Fig.4.14.i. Carved pits and small channels on the rock for the waterfall at Sennacherib‘s 

summer residence in Hinis. (Photo by the author). 

An important canal supplied Arbail with water from the river Bastora. The Bastora canal 

had probably been a simple local hydraulic project before Sennacherib‘s involvement. 

Sennacherib renovated and extended it.
2564

 A commemorative stone inscription was inserted at 

the gate of the canal on the bank of the river Bastora at Qalamortka/Qalamuchka. Sennacherib 

states clearly that he dug this canal to supply the city of Arbail with fresh water. It was 

probably used for normal domestic consumption in Arbail, not for agriculture.
2565

 The 

inscription of Sennacherib found in situ at the gate of the canal (see fig.4.15. a-c), it has been 

translated by Safar:
2566

 

―
1
Sennacherib king of the world, king of Assyria (says). 

2
Three rivers which from the 

mountain Khani-Shade. 
3
That from above Arbail-the waters of Kunipi. 

4
Those to the 

right and left at the sides of the rivers Shatidu. 
5
I dug. And I gathered it together. 

6
I dug 

a canal to the midst of the city Arbil. 
7
The dwelling place of the goddess Ishtar, the 

great (?) lady. 
8
And I   us d its  ours s to b  str ight.‖ 

‗The mountain Khani-Shade‘ KUR Ḫa-a-ni-š d-e is probably mod. Mt. Khanzad,
2567

 from 

which three rivers flowed southwestward and were linked by Sennacherib.
2568
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the minaret of Erbil (Mudafariya). (Personal communication with Mr. Sangar Abdullah, the member of the 

consul of High Commission for Erbil Citadel Revitalization (=HCECR)). Probably the water of this river was 

used for the moat around the citadel, depicted on the relief of Nineveh from the reign of Ashurbanipal. (See 

Gadd 1936: pl.28).  
2566

General Directorate of Antiquities 1946: 50-52.  
2567

Through the Volksetymologie Hanishadi changed to mod. Hanzad, in a discussion about this identification 

which I suggest, Kozad Ahmed suggested that probably even during the Assyrian period the mountain was 

locally called Hanizhadi, according to him the letter /zh/ is a Hurrian letter, the language of the local people, 

which is probably pronounced or recorded by the Assyrians as /sh/ and by the mod. Kurds as /z/. 
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Fig. 4.15.a. The inscription of Sennachrib at the gate of the canal at Qalamuchka, on the 

Khanzad-river (after General Directorate of Antiquities 1946: 50-52).  

 

b.  

c.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2568

General Directorate of Antiquities 1946: 51. 
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Fig.4.15. b. The gate of the Bastora/Qalamuchka canal of Sennacherib on the western bank 

of the river Bastora/Khanzad. (Photo by the author). 

c. The gate of Bastora canal built with huge carved stones. (Photo by Maulud 

Ibrahim). 

 

Table 4.1. The Assyrian hydraulic projects, (include the four stages of Sennnacherib‘s 

canal system; dates based on Bagg 2000: Table 5 and RINAP 3/1; Ur 2005: 340).  

 

Name of the canal 
Period/reign 

destination 

(km) 

 

Modern name 

 

Ishme-dagan canal 
18

th
 century 

BCE 
- 

Assyrian heartland west 

of the Lower Zab 

Middle Assyrian (Tukulti-Ninurta I) 

Pattu-mēš ri ―Canal of Justice‖ 
1243-1207 BCE - Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta 

Ashurnasirpal (Patti-ḫ g lli (―The 

Canal of Abundance‖) irrigation canal. 

The Negūb Tunnel 

882-858 BCE - 
Nimrud and its 

surrounding 

Sargon II ca.706? - Khorsabad canals 

Kisiri Canal by Senacherib 702-700 13.4. 0.95(al-Shallalat-fork) 

Muṣri System by Senacherib 700-694 - - 

The Northern System: 

by Senacherib 
Ca. 690 46.4 (total) - 

Maltai by Senacherib - 4.2 4.0 

Faida by Senacherib - 9.7 1.6 

Bandwai (Bahnadawaya) by 

Senacherib 
- 5.0 

0.8-1.0 (earthwork) 

 

Uskof by Senacherib - 4.4 1.2 (earthwork) 

Tarbisu by Sennacherib - 23.1 0.6 

Khinis Canal by Sennacherib ca. 690-688 55.0 0.9 (Gomel-Jerwan) 

Bastora-Erbil by Sennacherib - ca. 40 
Qala-muchka /Bastora 

on Khanzad river 

 

The Assyrians during the reign of Sargon were amazed by the irrigation canal of Ulhu in 

the Urmia basin, at the palace of the Urartian king Rusa in Ulhu.
2569

 Although we cannot 

prove Urartian influence, we do know that the Urartians undertook many grand hydraulic 

projects (see below). But the Assyrians even before Sargon and Sennacherib were also 

similarly involved projects, which lessens the possibiliy of Urartian influence.  

A canal in Kawr Gosk village, near the Upper Zab, called by Ur ‗Canal B‘. ‗Canal A‘ 

continues to the west of Qasir-Shmamok (ancient Kilizi), which is linked by Ur to the Patti-

hegalli canal, dug during the reign of Ashurnasirpal II from the Upper Zab to the 

neighbourhood of Kalhu.
2570

 

                                                           
2569

 ARAB II 161; Oates 1968:47; Ҫifci and Greaves 2013: 191-214. 
2570

RIMA II A.0.101.1:  iii 133-136; Ur, et al., 2013: 106; Ur 2005:325ff; Oates 1968:45-48.  
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Tiglath-pileser III in 740/739 BCE, who had served in the Assyrian army (probably as an 

auxiliary army), made an outlet canal.
2571

 In the area of Kilizi deportees from the Zagros, the 

Ullubeans, worked on digging it out.
 2572

    

―…. I h v   sk d wh t my lord ord r d m  to do  on  rning th  Ullub  ns in th  

service of Inurta-il ‘i: th   quipm nt h s b  n [pi]l d up, his short g  is  ll [rig]ht…. 

…, h  will b  [in] Kilizi ( nd) [m y]  omm nd my troops. I will h v  m r hing drills 

[wi]th him, and he will then (go). I have made an outlet canal (and) the fl[ood] has 

passed by.‖  

After the fall of Nineveh some canals will have continued in use as in the past, or local people 

and local rulers will have used them for irrigation and domestic water for the nearby 

settlements. Sennacherib‘s canal of Bastora supplied Erbil with water until the 1950s.
2573

 

Locally in the Zagros another hydraulic method is sometimes now used, called Karêz in 

Kurdish-Perisan and Qanat in Arabic. It involves ―a subterranean channel, excavated and 

maintained by means of horizontal shafts that taps the water table and guides water to the 

homes and fields of villages across the plain.‖
2574

 In Erbil the Karêz-i Kasnazan starts in the 

foothills ca. 10km east of the city center, east of the citadel. It still works, and was probably 

also used in antiquity. In the city of Sulaimania during 1784-1950s the main source for public 

and private water was from several Karêzes constructed within the city. Water flowed under 

the houses and mosques of the city, and people used this water daily.
2575

 The technique of 

Karêz is not new, ―the technology (of Karêz) may have been introduced by the Medes or 

Achaemenids.‖
2576

 Probably the Karêz system was used for local projects in the Zagros at the 

time of the Assyrian empire. 

The Assyrians and the Urartians developed similar hydraulic projects, such as subterranean 

channels, rock cut tunnels, qanats, dams, barrages and cisterns. The Urartian king in the 9
th

 

century BCE, built the ―Menua canal,‖ to supply the Urartian capital Tushpa with water.
2577

 

That canal still supplies the plain east of Van with water.
2578

 The Urartian king Rusa son of 

Erimena was conducted extensive irrigation works, in this way he was like Sennacherib of 

Assyria in providing the Urartian capital Tushpa and the hill fort Rusahinili (Toprakkale) with 

water.‖
2579

 Argishti also built a dam for irrigation.
2580

  

Sargon II during his eighth campaign arrived in the area of Urmia basin. In addition to 

destroying cities and towns during this campaign, he also describes in a literary way the 

                                                           
2571

For further details about the campaign of Tiglath-pileser III on Ulluba see RINAP 1: 37, 1-54,  p.89 
2572

SAA XIX 65. 
2573

Personal communication with the older people at the citadel. 
2574

Ur, et al., 2013:107f. 
2575

Recently the municipality re-used all of them for supplying some districts of the city with water, and the rest 

of the city was supplied by the rivers of Serchinar to the west of the city, and also the Lower Zab. 
2576

Ur, et al., 2013: 107f. 
2577

Kleiss 2012: 61f., 76; Burney 1977: 4; Burney 2012.  
2578

Tarhan 2011: 290ff. For further details about the Urartian hydraulic projects see Belli 1994: 9-30; Dalley 

2005: 39-43; Ҫifci and Greaves 2013: 191-214. 
2579

Kroll, et al., 2012:17; Kroll 2012b:183-186; Roaf 2012a: 187-216. The Kešiš Göl Stele describing 

commemorates the irrigation works constructed by Rusa Erimena (=Rusa III) for Rusahinili (Toprakkale), for 

further details, see CTU A 14-1, CTU A 14-2. 
2580

For further details see Greppin 2008: 80.  
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irrigation works, gardens and fields in the vicinity of the city of Ulḫu, and the fortress of 

Shardurihurda in Sangibutu province. Sargon described the moat and the canal at the city. 

―Th    n l whi h prot  ts it, its flow (?) I blo k d (d mm d)  nd th  w t rs…….I turn d into 

a morass.
‖2581

 

Sargon also describes in detail how he destroyed the orchards and fruit growing at Ulḫu, 

and he gives other details about the palace and storage places in the city.
2582

 Roaf comments: 

―it is surprising that the Assyrian king should have devoted so much space in his inscription 

to the building activities of his Urartian enemy‖. Roaf agrees with Zaccagnini, Zaccagnini 

suggests that this passage of Sargon was probably based on a recorded Urartian royal 

inscription. If so, probably the Urartian royal inscription (probably by Rusa) was erected on a 

stele seen by the Assyrians in situ.
2583

 Although this is possible, it seems that Ulhu was one of 

the luxurious cities in Urmia basin at that time. It was the ‗royal dwelling‘ and stronghold of 

the Urartian king Ursa/Rusa.  It is described as having a canal, orchards, abundant crops of 

fruit, vast stores of grain and wine. It was the second luxurious city Sargon had plundered in 

his campaigns after Musasir. In the area of Urmia basin several canals had been dug in 

antiquity, including the rock-cut canal above Barda-kunte in Sauj-Bulagh (Mahabad),
2584

 and 

the Sangar Water Storage Pond, etc.
2585

  

The Gawri canal in the district Garmiyan is built on the Sirwan/Diyala river. It is a long 

canal built with stones in antiquity. It has been assumed that it may be date to the Sassanian 

period, but it could be older than that (Fig. 4.16). 

 
Fig. 4.16. A view of the Gawri canal, on the river Sirwan/Upper Diyala. (Photo by 

Muhamad Ali). 

                                                           
2581

 ARAB II 161. 
2582

 For further details see ARAB II 161. 
2583

Roaf 2012a: p.191, note.14. p.200, note.39; Zaccagnini 1981: 259-295. 
2584

Stein 1940: 410ff., fig.112. 
2585

Ashayeri 2012: 129. 
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It can be seen that hydraulic projects were always considered crucial undertakings for 

kings, and the kings of the ancient Near East proudly mentioned them in commemorative 

inscriptions, including rock reliefs. The engineers and the skilled workers who designed these 

projects were treated well by their kings, who presented them with luxurious gifts. 

Sennacherib awarded some men who had dug a canal with splendid gifts: ―Those men who 

dug that canal I clothed with linen (and) brightly colored (woolen) garments. Golden rings, 

daggers of gold, I put upon them.‖
2586

  

The Urartian kings also documented their hydraulic projects with royal inscriptions. They 

were inscribed on steles usually in situ or near the work itself. The Urartian inscription of 

Kešiš Göl deals with collecting water and building a dam in a mountain range east of Van.
2587

 

The inscription mentions sacrifices to several deities. It starts with Haldi and later in the list 

Ashur is also mentioned. These deities received sacrifices and were worshipped once the dam 

was finished.
2588

 Scholars are curious to know why the name of Ashur is mentioned in the 

Urartian heartland, especially ―in this rural area,‖ among a list of ―minor deities‖ of Urartu. 

Zimansky related it to Assyrian deportees.
2589

   

Zimansky assumes that it may be connected to some Assyrian deportees living in that area, 

probably used as corveé workers in that project. This reflected the Assyrian political and 

military interactions resulting from the conflicts between Assyria and Urartu. The Assyrians 

were also known to link foreign deities to their own pantheon, especially Babylonian deities. 

But we find no mention of Urartian and Zagrosian deities in Assyria in dedicatory 

inscriptions. 

Archaeological evidence from Hinis shows that the Assyrians made weirs in front of the 

mouth of the canals. The main purpose of these weirs was to divert river water into the canals. 

Several Assyrian weirs and dams are known to scholars, including Khinis (mod. Bavian) and 

Kisiri (mod. al-Shallalat), and at Tell Uskof. It has been assumed that there may be one at 

Maltai and one at Bandawi. At Bandawi there is a rock-cut relief of Sennacherib with a tunnel 

below it. As well as weirs it is assumed that Ashurnasirpal dammed the Khazir.
2590

 

At Bavian a ‗little dam‘ is carved from the rocky side of the west bank of the river, which 

diverted the flow into the gate of the canal of Sennacherib below the ‗dam‘. Above the dam is 

a commemorative inscription of Sennacherib, and remains of rock reliefs on the mountain 

face. There are eleven images of Sennacherib randomly carved into the rock at several places, 

each with a separate frame. The main rock relief depicts the Assyrian king accompanied by 

deities, probably Ashur and his partner, and semi-round sculptures of apkallu and lammasu 

which have now fallen into the river. The remains of two small lions are in situ, and a life-

sized lion is at the top of the main rock relief (Fig.4.14. d-e).  

During field work around the gate of the Bastora canal north-east of Erbil, made by 

Sennacherib to supply Arbail with fresh water from the river Khanzad. I found archaeological 

evidence indicating that at Bastora Sennacherib had erected furnished stones in front of the 

gate of the canal over a hundred metres wide and several hundred metres long. The furnished 
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ARAB II 337. 
2587

CTU A 14-1; A 14-2; Roaf 2012a:187-216. 
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Zimansky 2011: 111-112. 
2589

Zimansky 2011: 112; Grekyan 2014: 57-94. For further details see Chapter II, 2.5.16. 
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Ur 2005: 339; Reade 1998b: 87, fig.7. 
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stones were used by the Assyrians when they constructed the canal. Probably there was a 

dam-like barrier beside the canal, and these stones protected the bed of the river to maintain 

its level and direction. Otherwise water flowing in the canal would fill up, but these stones 

would keep it fresh and stop the water of the dam escaping too soon. The waters of the river 

Khanzad river and other tributaries were diverted into the canal and then to Arbail. The stones 

raised the level of the water to double its regular height, which helped it to flow to the canal, 

which is above the level of the river (Fig.4. 17.a). Similarly, in the Jerwana project of 

Sennacherib there is a long and wide area with regular carved stones. Here this was probably 

not used as a dam, but only to let the water flow over the ground and not soak away into the 

dry soil. There are parapets on the right side, probably to prevent the waters flowing away to 

the parched stone (Fig.4. 17.b).
2591

 

a.  

b.  

Fig.4. 17.a. A view from the river of Bastora, in front of the gate of the canal. The river 

bed is overlaid with stones. This photo was taken during a very late summer, when the river 

had dried. (Photo by the author) 

b. A view of the Gerwan canal. In the foreground are remains of paved stones. In the 

background is an underlying layer of concrete (after Jacobsen & Lloyd 1935: fig. 7. b). 

 

                                                           
2591

Also recently a flied work at Gerwan updated some information, for further details see Fales & del Fabbro 

2013. 225-282. 
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Weirs and dams probably needed a regular schedule of repairs and cleaning, especially 

after the heavy rains of the early and mid spring in the Zagros which still cause unexpected 

extensive floods. Even modern small dams are washed away. The floods may not always have 

destroyed the dams, but they would need the mud cleaned away.
2592

 The Assyrians and the 

Urartians constructed cisterns or ‗small dams‘ as well as artificial lakes.
2593

 

In the Zagros the remains of what were probably ancient dams and artificial lakes have 

been noted. Most of the modern villages in the valleys of the Zagros are located on the banks 

of rivers or tributaries. One or two have found ways of storing river water for irrigation. One 

method is with a ḥawz ―spring-pool,‖ built at a spring and used only for drinking and 

domestic consumption. The other methods is called binawan, built in the rivers where it flows 

naturally into a deep ‗gom‘ pond. There farmers build a dam-like barrier with stones, branches 

and reeds, and where necessary sand, soil and mud. The water collected rises and flows into 

canals, and then into irrigation channels over the fields. They build these dams usually in 

early summer, and use them until the middle of the autumn. If the heavy rains of winter and 

spring wash away the dam, or part of it, they have to build a new binawan in the following 

summer. These local projects still employ traditional techniques, but now some villages are 

using motorised pumps to take the water from the dam to the cultivated slopes. Probably in 

antiquity similar techniques were used for summer irrigation, especially in the Zagros, where 

the rivers always flowing in deep valleys and usually the farmland is much higher than the 

rivers. Probably what is called the fortifications in the Simaquly valley was a local dam. 

Recently in the same place the Directorate of Dams and Water sources of Erbil have started to 

build a dam exactly there.
2594

 

Dam-like barriers were probably also built to protect land on the river banks, city walls, 

and palaces from floods. In Ashur Adad-nārārī I built an embankment or a quay wall for his 

city of Ashur to protect it from the Tigris floods.
2595

 In the Zagros, the local kings of Idu 

(mod. Satu Qala) built embankments for the same purpose against the floods of the Lower 

Zab.
2596

 

In antiquity, cities, forts, and strongholds needed secure sources for water sources. Failure 

to do this led to them falling while others survived. It was as important for the cities, fortress, 

and strongholds at the frontiers of the kingdoms and empires, as well as for the capital and 

major cities. These water sources were usually hidden, and not very many people in a city 

knew the ultimate source of their water. Examples in Assyria and the Zagros include the city 

of Arbail. Fresh water came there from the river Khanzad via the canal of Sennacherib. The 

canal flowed directly through the residential mound beneath the centre of the citadel. There 

was a well, from which the water was raised for daily use, especially for drinking. In the 

Zagros, excavators at Tepe Nush-i Jan found a shaft beneath the Columned Hall, dug to a 

depth of 18m (fig. 4.c.). It was probably a well ―to secure water.‖
2597

 In the Harir castle in the 
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mountain range of Bani-Harir, a well was carved into the mountain, and several little channels 

were carved along the rocks to drain rain water from the well. The water was used for 

drinking. An Assyrian relief shows an Assyrian soldier finding a tunnel in one of the cities 

under siege during an Assyrian attack. He cuts the rope used to raise the bucket from this 

secure well.
2598

 It is a symbolic action for in the time of the Assyrians cutting off the water 

sources from a besieged city means it will soon have to surrender. Further resistance is sure to 

fail, especially in summer.  

In conclusion, the Assyrians undertook several large hydraulic projects, most of them 

starting in the Zagros Mountains, where there was abundant fresh water from springs and 

rivers. Assyrian kings recorded their projects in commemorative inscriptions and rock 

carvings at the site of the start of the project in the Zagros mountain ranges, to the north and 

north-east of the Assyrian heartland and the Assyrian capitals. 

The Assyrians took the fresh water of the Zagros through canals, and used the people of 

the Zagros to dig the canals and do other work involved in the hydraulic projects. This 

happened during the Old Assyrian period when the soldiers of Turruku and Qabra joined the 

labour force for a canal east of the Tigris in the Assyrian heartland. Also, during the Neo-

Assyrian period with Ullubian deportees who dug the canal at Kilizi, and  

During my fieldwork for this dissertation, I found that along the river in Bastora 

Sennacherib had lined about 100 square metres of the river bed with large roughly shaped 

stones. It is similar to the platform on the Jerwana, making the muddy water from the spring 

clear and fresh. There may have been a kind of dam with soil or sand upstream to raise the 

water level to the entrance of the tunnel. In field observations the author has discussed the 

styles of local Zagros water projects and other details about Hinis project.   

The Assyrian Hydraulic projects on the Zagros and beyond will have been influenced. We 

are sure that both Assyrians and Urartians developed hydraulic projects in the Zagros. The 

Assyrian projects were mostly designed to supply the Assyrian capitals and the major cities of 

the Assyrian heartland with freshwater from the Zagros. The Urartian projects that we know 

about supplied the royal Urartian residence cities such as in Ulhu. The Urartians also built 

several settlements and fortresses which were supplied with water through canals. Both the 

Assyrians and the Urartians used Zagrosian deportees and native Zagrosians to work on 

hydraulic projects. It is assumed that the Urartians used Assyrian deportees similarly. 

Floods from the Zagros Mountains after heavy rain and melting snow caused major 

disasters for these hydraulic projects. As a safeguard Assyrians, Urartians and local residents 

built dams, barriers, cisterns and weirs, to protect the projects and the settlements and to retain 

water for the dry season. We have given an overview of these projects. 
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4.11. Roads and passes from Assyria to the Zagros  
Gilgamesh the tall, magnificent and terrible, 

Who  opened passes in the mountains
2599

 

 (The Epic of Gilgamesh I 40-43  

There are some hints in the Assyrian inscriptions about the roads and passages and I will 

briefly discuss them, especially those related to the Zagros. In the Zagros there were some 

crossroads which gave the traveller a choice of destinations. When Sennacherib was in Media 

at one of these crossroads he decided to go to Elippi, ―The front of my yoke I turned (i.e., I 

turned about) and took the road to the land of the Elippi.‖
2600

 

The Assyrians sometimes during military campaigns followed a route through a pass, 

rather than traversing the impossible mountain terrain. Tukultī-Ninurta II (890-884 BC) in his 

campaign against the Arameans and the Lullubu at the bank of the Lower Zab describes the 

mountainous area.
2601

  

―in th  hills of Mount Išrun on   ould  ross n ith r with my  h riots nor with   v lry 

[...], I ascended after them on foot up the hills of Mount Isrun, a rough area wherein 

even the winged eagle of the heavens [cannot go].‖ 

Sometimes they opened up new routes to inaccessible places. Some Assyrian kings in their 

annals refer to their soldiers cutting trees and smashing rocks and stones to make new roads in 

untracked territory. Ashurnasirpal in Zamua claimed that the road was unsuitable for chariots, 

so he made a new route:
2602

  

―Moving on from th   ity Z mru to Mount Lār ,   rugg d mount in whi h w s 

unsuitable for chariotry (and) troops, I cut through with iron axes (and) I smashed (a 

way) with copper picks. (Thus) was I able to move forward the chariotry (and) troops. I 

w nt down to th   ity Tuku1tī-Aššur- sb t whi h th  Lullu   ll Arr kdu.‖ 

The h rr n š rri ―royal road‖ to Zamua is mentioned in two administrative letters. One 

was sent to Tiglath-pileser III by the governor of Urzuhuina, Nergal-uballit, mentioning a 

royal road from Arzuhina to Azari in the direction of Zamua.
2603

  

The ‗royal road‟ to Mazamua is mentioned in an Assyrian administrative letter sent to 

Sargon II. The beginning of the letter is destroyed, so we do not know the earlier stages of the 

road Parpola gave a title to that letter ―Cleaning up the Royal Road to Mazamua,‖:
2604

  

[I g v  him] th  follo[wing] ord[ r]: ―[……]  (Br  k)  [H  s id]: ―[……]; wh r  

[……], th y  r  s nding [….] to th  ri[ght]  nd l ft on v rious  rr nds. I r mov  […] 

from Sarê to Dur-At n t , th  Arr ph   ns r mov  […] from Dur-Atanate to Dur-

T liti, [I] r mov  [th …]  g in from Dur-Taliti to Azari (Rest Destroyed). 

Sargon II, in his annals against the eastern districts of Mannea describes the roads and 

passes and how he opened roads in the mountainous area.
2605
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―Ag inst th  l nds of Zikirtu  nd Andi  I guid d th  yok  (i. ., th   h riot) of N rg l 

and Adad, (whose) emblems go before me. Between Mount Nikippa and Mount Upâ, 

high mountains, covered with all kinds of trees, whose surface was a jungle, whose 

passes were frightful, over whose area shadows stretch as in a cedar forest, the traveler 

of whose paths never sees the light of the sun, I marched. The Bûa River, which (flows) 

between them, I crossed as many twenty-six times, my army being unafraid of the high 

waters of its flood. Mount Simirria, a large mountain peak, which stands out like the 

blade of a lance, raising its head above the mountains where the goddess Bêlit-ilâni 

resides, whose summit reaches to the heavens above, whose root strikes downward into 

the midst of Arallu (the lower world); where, as on the back of a fish, there is no going 

side by side, and where the ascent is difficult (whether one goes) forward or backward; 

on whose sides gorges and precipices yawn, to look at which with the eyes, inspires 

fear; --its road was too rough for chariots to mount, bad for horses, and too steep to 

march foot soldiers (over it). With the quick and keen understanding with Ea and Bêlit-

ilâni have endowed me,-(the same are the gods) who have freed my limbs (i.e., given me 

str ngth) to   st down th   n my‘s l nd, -I had (my men) carry mighty bronze pickaxes 

in my equipment, and they shattered the side of the high mountain as (one does in 

breaking) blocks of building stone, making a good road. I kept at the head of my army 

and made my chariots, cavalry and infantry fly over that (peak) like fierce (brace) 

eagles. I had the laborers (camp-followers) and sappers follow behind them. The 

camels and baggage asses scrambled to the summit of the peak like wild goats, natives 

of the mountain-(sid ). I brought th  d ns  m ss s of Ashur‘s hosts up th  st  p  s  nt 

in s f ty,  nd s t my   mp in ord r on top of th t mount in.‖ 

Sargon II in his eighth campaign turned from Urmia westward and took an unexpected 

road to Musasir. He went from the east of Musasir to the west and then he crossed the Upper 

Zab. He approached Musasir from the west, but even so it was a difficult route. Sargon 

describes it in detail.
2606

 

―I set out and took the road to Musasir, a difficult road and brought my army up Mount 

Arsiu, a might mountain, whose ascent, like the climbing of a peak(?), is without ascent. 

The Upper Zab, which the people of Nairi and Kirhi called the Elamunia, I crossed, 

among Sheiak, Ardikshi, Ulâiau and Alluriau, high mountains, lofty ridges, steep 

mountain peaks (?) which defy description, through which there is no trail for the 

p ss g  of foot soldi rs,  mong whi h mighty w t rf lls t  r th ir w y, ….; wh r  no 

king had ever passed, whose trail no prince who went before me had ever seen; their 

great wild tree trunks I rore down and cut through their steep peaks (?) with bronze 

axes. A narrow road, a strait passage, where the foot soldiers passed side-away, I 

pr p r d (―m d  good‖) for th  p ss g  of my  rmy b tw  n th m. My (b ttl -)chariot 

came up with ropes, while I, with (several) mounts of horses, took the lead of my army. 

My warriors and (their) horses, who go at my side, narrowed down to single file and 

made their wearisome way.‖ 
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If the Assyrian army could not find a pass or an access road, they sometimes walked 

through rivers upstream or downstream. Sennacherib's army came to a point where they could 

not find any accessible road so they waded up the Upper Zab to Ukku.
2607

   

Royal chariots are depicted on one of the panels on the Bronze Gate of Balawat which 

shows very rugged mountains  (see Fig. 4.18). A royal chariot and the Assyrian cavalry in a 

rugged mountainous area, depicted on a panel of glazed brick below the façade of the temple 

of Ashur at Ashur (Fig. 3.9.a).
2608

  

 

 
Fig. 4.18. An Assyrian royal chariot of Shalmaneser III in a mountainous area of the 

Northern Zagros in Urartu near Sugunia, depicted on the Bronze Gate of Balawat (after King 

1915: pl. III, Band I.3). 

 

Archaeological evidence is sparse. In 1989, Dyson assumed that they had found a ―triple 

road system‖ in Hasanlu.
2609

 Kroll assumes that the structure is ‗nether road, nor triple‘.
2610

 

Kroll found that the structure was originally part of a double building, according to the plan 

published by Dyson himself earlier. Kroll also noticed that the field plans and photographs of 

the structure in the Hasanlu archive show that the published plan by Dyson in 1989 ―is a mere 

invention.‖
2611

 He noticed that ―the crude stone bases and a door socket in the aisle between 

the pavements were removed from the plan as they were not in accord with the idea of a triple 

road.‖
2612

 Therefore, Kroll rejected this assumption, and re-identified the structures as long, 

narrow halls, paved with stones, with small side channels. According to Kroll they are 

actually horse stables.
2613

 He explains his arguments and compared them with examples from 

Atlintepe and Bastam. Also the ―southern citadel‖ of Ayanis he considered to be ―lodgings 

for the garrison and a horse-stable for about sixty horses; a mill, a bakery and small 

magazines were also found.‖
2614

 He concludes that the so called ―Triple Road System‖ is 

actually stabling for horses. Kroll is probably correct. He explained that the roads would go 

nowhere.
2615

 

Kroll who accepts or rather suggests that ―Hasanlu is to be identified as Gilzanu in Neo-

Assyrian sources.‖ and supports identifying what was found as horse stables. He connects it 

with Assyrian inscriptions which mention Gilzanu as a major source of horses, usually given 
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to the Assyrians as tribute, especially during the 9
th

 century BCE.
2616

 Kroll concludes that ―it 

makes sense to call these and many more long paved structures at Hasanlu as horse stables 

and not road systems.‖
2617

 On the other hand Dyson also recognised that Hasanlu and the 

Urmia basin was the main source of horses for Assyria in the 9
th

 century BCE. He recalls that 

Ashurnasirpal II was the first to add cavalry to the Assyrian army, ―perhaps inspired by 

military practices in north-west Iran‖.
2618

 Although Kroll rejected Dyson‘s assumption of the 

triple buildings of Hasanlu as ‗a road system‘ that Dyson suggested the Assyrians adopted the 

idea of using cavalry in their army from the Northern Zagros is interesting. The Zagros could 

well have been the main source of horses for the Assyrians, but it is not easy to prove it. 

At the gate of most cities and castles there were roads for chariots, cavalry, and 

pedestrians. Some of the roads were depicted on Assyrian reliefs, and others were found in 

archaeological excavations. Roads and tracks outside the city walls are rarely found in the 

Zagros. The path with a high terrace made with dry stones was identified by Akram Shukry in 

1950s. Akram Shukry in 1950s and Postgate calls it a mule-track, and Jamaladdin a chariot 

road, which went up to the Zagrosian fortified city of the land of Ulluba, occupied by Tiglath-

pileser III.
2619

 The Assyrian king recorded his triumph on the city, on a rock relief near this 

roadway.
2620

 URU.birtu of Ulluba in Assyrian records can be translated as ―the citadel of 

Ulluba,‖ not a place-name Birtu in Ulluba, and probably there was a citadel at Birtu.
2621

 The 

rock inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser III list several Ullubian cities annexed by Assyria. The 

first is Bitirru, probably because it was closest to the relief and the most important city. The 

recently discovered ramp in the adjacent rock relief of Tiglath-pileser III leading to the top of 

the mound may well be the remains of Bitirru. 

About 30km to the south of Ulluba, in Semil, to the west of Duhok, 50 km north of 

Nineveh, at the mound of Semil, an Assyrian palace from the reign of Shalmaneser III was 

discovered. The remains of the wheels of chariots were identified on the rocky ground 

there.
2622

  

In the Assyrian annals, several roads are mentioned as used by the Assyrian kings in their 

campaigns against the Zagros. There was a road from Arbail directly to the north-eastern 

mountains, to Kirruri and beyond. Another went to the mountains in the east, crossing the 

Lower Zab to Zamua and beyond. Another started at Kilizi going to the Lower Zab, to 

Arrapha or to Arzukhina, then to Zamua and beyond. Other roads to the Zagros directly from 
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the Assyrian capitals to the north-east go between the east bank of the Tigris and the west 

bank of the Upper Zab. These go directly to the provinces and lands of the Zagros near the 

Assyrian heartland. This road also led to the ‗buffer zone‘, the territories between Assyria, 

and then to Urartu.
2623

 

There was a road to Balawat, but apart from that there are no remains of paved roads 

outside the cities. According to D. Oates:
2624

 

 ―We cannot prove the existence of an Assyrian road by physical evidnece, for it was 

rarely if ever paved outside the immediate environs of cities and usually followed a 

route that had been traditional for many thousands of years. But at Balawat we may be 

certain both of the existence of the road and of its alignment.‖  

Military routes were probably different from trade routes, especially when the Assyrian 

army approached close to their targets. Then they might have used unusual roads or 

inaccessible passes. Itineraries of military campaigns did not follow direct roads, so that 

mentioning a sequence of occupying and destroying cities and provinces does not mean they 

are necessarily adjacent. An Assyrian king could camp somewhere for several days to attack 

cities and towns close by, but at night he came back to his base- camp.
2625

 

In the Northern Zagros, there was a limited amount of river transport, especially where the 

Upper Zab, Lower Zab, Sirwan/Diyala and their tributaries leave the rugged mountains. After 

Dukan dam, the Lower Zab river during the Bronze and the Iron Ages was possibly used for 

river transport.
2626

 Recently at Kani-Shaie Tell in the Bazian plain east of the Lower Zab a 

cylinder seal impression was found showing several wild goats carried by boat to southern 

Mesopotamian settlements. A legal document from Nimrud dealing with supplying corn 

downstream on the Upper Zab by kalak, from Ḫib/ptunu to Kalḫu.
2627

 Hiptunu (Tell Haudian) 

was located in the mountainous area east of the Upper Zab in the modern Diyan plain below 

Musasir.
2628

 Shalmaneser III claims that he fought the army of Idu in the ‗sea‘ of Zamua:
2629

 

―The remnant of their army boarded boats of papyrus and went down (the river) to the 

sea. The king (Shalmaneser), without waiting for the rear guard, took after them aboard 

swift boats in hot pursuit. He cut down their soldiers (and) covered the surface of the 

sea with their corpses. He brought up their booty from the sea.‖ 
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Conclusions 

In conclusion, as mentioned in the introduction comparing the rich knowledge we have 

about the architecture of Assyria and the limited knowledge we have about the architecture of 

the Northern Zagros shows great imbalance. There are several reasons for that. First most of 

the Assyrian capitals and major cities have been excavated mainly or partly, except the city of 

Arbail. But there are not so many excavated Iron Age sites in the Northern Zagros. Even the 

Iron Age sites where archaeological excavations have started have only been excavated for a 

few seasons, and many details or partly excavated buildings are still to be discovered. 

Furthermore, for one of the most intensively excavated Iron Age cities of Hasanlu it appears 

that the published results and architectural details leads to confusion, and even the republished 

and edited results for Hasanlu is rather misleading. All this means that we have to be careful 

in using the published archaeological data of Hasanlu to establish architectural norms and a 

chronological framework for other Iron Age sites where data is yet to be discovered in the 

Northern Zagros. 

I have tried as much as possible to discuss the architecture and architectural element not 

only based on excavated material but also on an analysis of the visual and epigraphic 

evidence, to bring about a clear view of the architectural interaction between Assyria and the 

Northern Zagros. 

It seems that the weather, landscape and availability of building material in the Zagros 

affected the architecture there. Therefore, the Columned Halls at the Iron Age sites in the 

Northern Zagros were built to withstand the weather. These public buildings with main halls 

needed columns to support the roofs and prevent them from collapsing, especially during the 

winter season when heavy snow in the mountainous areas usually reaches a depth of one 

metre. 

The Assyrians built several fortresses, fortifications, forts, and city walls in the Northern 

Zagros, and similarly the peoples of the Zagros built many forts, strongholds, city walls, 

moats, and blocked the passes with walls to protect their land, provinces, and cities from 

Assyrian aggression. The Assyrian campaigns recorded details of these fortifications in the 

Northern Zagros. The author has found several Iron Age fortresses in the mountainous area of 

the Iraqi Zagros, some dated to the first millennium BCE. It appears that these fortresses were 

built to resist the campaigns from Mesopotamia and Assyria, so that we see them facing the 

western approaches of the passes. 

In the Assyrian records there is also some general information about the palaces in the 

Northern Zagros, but without many details to aid the imagination of the plans and 

architecture. 

There are not many excavated public buildings in the Northern Zagros assumed to be 

temples or used for religious ceremonies and very little material was excavated from those 

buildings to help us to reconstruct the functions and rituals performed in them. The Temple of 

Nush-I Jan has been well excavated. But there were probably other temples or tower temples 

in Zagrosian cities. They are depicted on Assyrian reliefs and include the tower temple of 

Kishesim, the Tower Temples on the platform above Harhar, and the temple of Musasir. The 

author, in fieldwork in the area of the modern village of Sidekan-Mdejser found several 

Urartian column bases by accident being used by the villagers of Mdjeser. These column 

bases probably came from the ruins of the public buildings of Iron Age Musasir. That public 
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building would then be the temple of Haldi of Musasir. The author proposes a probable 

location for the temple of Haldi of Musasir somewhere under the houses and orchards of the 

village of Mdjeser. 

We have only limited information about Iron Age private houses in the Northern Zagros, 

so at the moment to identify similarities and interaction between those of Assyria and of the 

Northern Zagros is hard. 

Comparing graves and tombs from Assyria, and the Northern Zagros shows generally 

similarities for burial practices but with some variation. In both areas there are three types: 

simple burials; corpses buried in ceramic basins and tombs; vault tombs were common, in 

Assyria especially for royal and elite persons. These types have recently been discovered in 

Erbil. But in the Zagros there is no contemporary Assyrian vault tomb, except for that of 

Bakr-Awa dated to the early second millennium BCE and to be compared with examples from 

Babylonia and southern Mesopotamia. In the Zagros especially from the 7
th

-6
th

 century BCE 

rock-cut-tombs were used for royal or elite tombs. We have found only a few Assyrian 

ceramic style graves in the Northern Zagros burial grounds. The small Assyrian style glazed 

ceramic vessel is found in some burials from the Northern Zagros. Some Assyrian style 

cylinder seals have also been found in Northern Zagros graves. There is no standard 

orientation for corpses. 

The Assyrians and their Urartian contemporaries undertook large hydraulic projects. The 

main purpose of the Assyrian projects was to supply the Assyrian capitals and main cities in 

the Assyrian heartland with fresh water from springs and water courses of the nearby north 

and north-eastern mountains of the Zagros. The Assyrians made people from the Northern 

Zagros dig these canals in the Assyrian heartland. 

The Northern Zagros Mountains afforded no easy access, and the Assyrians tried hard to 

overcome this obstacle. The Assyrian annals refer to roads, passes and the detailed landscape 

of the Northern Zagros. Assyrian kings in their campaigns in the Zagros referred claimed to 

have opened up routes in inaccessible passes. The passes and roads linking the Northern 

Zagros with Assyria were used as routes for military campaigns, trade and migration. These 

passes enabled the Assyrian army to invade the provinces of the Northern Zagros, and later 

the warriors of the Scytho-Cimmerians, the Medes and other Zagrosian peoples to invade 

Assyria and see Nineveh fall in 612 BCE. 
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General Conclusions 

After discussing cultural interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros in the light 

of the available material and immaterial culture it has become clear that there was intensive 

cultural interaction between them. From the available records we learn that there was a broad 

cultural interaction in immaterial culture. However, comparatively few texts come from the 

Northern Zagros. There the people spoke different local languages and dialects, almost none 

of them Semitic, but they used Akkadian (Assyrian in the Middle and Neo-Assyrian period) 

and cuneiform script for their records. There are a few bilingual records from Urartians, and 

Aramaic script and language was used on the Mannean stele of Bukan (see, 2.1., 2.2., 2.3., 

and 3.1).  

Many Assyrian records concern the Zagros: annals, administrative and legal documents, 

and ritual and literary texts, so for the moment these can fill the gap in local Zagrosian 

records. Personal names and toponyms are the only elements of local spoken languages in 

the Zagros to have survived. Otherwise we know only of Hurrian and Urartian, at least for the 

moment. Among Zagrosian personal names we find Semitic elements, including Akkadian 

and Aramaic, and in the Assyrian heartland we find Zagrosian, Urartian and Iranian names. 

Whether these names mark ethnicity or reflect cultural interaction is unclear, some recorded 

local personal names it may have been pronounced differently (see, 1.1.3, 1.2.3, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). 

Several Zagrosian cities were renamed with Assyrian names prefixed with Akkadian Bīt, 

Dūr or Kâr and incorporate the names of Assyrian deities or kings. In Assyrian records many 

toponyms are Assyrianized by transcribing a local name as if it were pronounced like an 

Assyrian one, perhaps adding an Assyrian suffix or phonetic modification (see, 2.3).  

From a religious prospective we note that the Assyrians erected images of Assur in some 

Median cities, and deported many divine statues to Assyria. According to their political 

agenda, any revolt against Assyria is a revolt against Assur. Defeating an enemy people meant 

their deities had been defeated by Assur (and the other Assyrian gods), to be symbolised by 

deporting their divine statues with the people. Zagrosian statues of deities were distributed 

among Assyrian temples in Ashur, Nineveh, Kilizi and Nimrud. Some were returned, such as 

the statues of Haldi and his wife Bagbartu to Musasir. Urzana the ruler of Musasir supplied 

the Assyrian king with reports on the Urartian, Cimmerian, and Scythian movements to gain 

compensation (see, 2.5).  

Assyrian priests accompanied the Assyrian army in the Northern Zagros and Zagrosian 

priests served in the temple of Ishtar of Arbail. The second generation of the Hundurean 

family, after being deported from Media to Ashur, held office in the temple of Assur in Ashur. 

Zagrosians participated in rituals in the Assyrian heartland, and Assyrian kings performed 

rituals and made scrifices in the Northern Zagros (see, 2.5.12 – 2.5.15). 

Mesopotamian literature and mythology were known widely among the peoples of the 

Near East during the Bronze Age and the Iron Age. Gilgamesh, the Creation Epic, Anzu, and 

Etana epics were transferred textually and iconographically. Some elements are linked in 

Assyrian records with the landscape and the peoples of the Zagros. Assyrian kings in their 

annals sometimes allude to ancient literary and mythological motifs to portray themselves as 

gods punishing the peoples of the Zagros with evil and destruction. The Northern Zagros was 
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an important location in Assyrian mythology and literature, for it was on a mountain there that 

the Ark had landed. It is identified in Gilgamesh as Mount Niṣir/Nimuš in the land of 

Lullubi/Guti. Many events in Anzu and Imdugud relate to the Northern Zagros, and several 

Assyrian and Mesopotamian deities dwelled in the Zagros mountains, where their roots 

reached down to the Netherworld. Shalmaneser III considers himself as the god Erra, and the 

Urartians as Qutu/Guti and storm and cloud (see 2.4.).  

There is significant cultural interaction in material culture, Assyrian rock reliefs and 

steles in the Zagros with accompanying texts, confirm that the Assyrians reached these areas 

as stated in royal inscriptions. The inscriptions on those rock reliefs and steles commemorate 

Assyrian victories there and or Assyrian irrigation projects in the Zagros. They function as 

propaganda, symbolising their occupation of the territory. They never wrote in a Zagrosian 

language, but ensured their message was read in Akkadian. The images of Assyrian kings 

drove the local rulers to submit. Several Urartian steles in the Northern Zagros between the 

Urmia basin and Musasir have bilingual inscriptions, in Akkadian and Urartian. Assyrians 

would have needed local interpreters in the Zagros, and one of them is identified as a ―master 

of language.‖ (see, 2.1., 3.1., and 4.10).  

In Assyria, palace reliefs functioned as a formal means of communication, glorifying 

military success and the punishment of non-submissive enemies in Zagrosian landscapes, 

seiges of Zagrosian cities, and many architectural details. (see 3.2).  

The interaction in material culture also involved styles and motifs on objects and ceramics 

acquired through commercial contact, military occupation, migration, deportation, travelling 

artisans, the exchange of gifts between elite persons. Seals and ivory objects could easily be 

transported from one place to another. Assyrian and Syrian influnce on the ivories and seals 

of Hasanlu is clearly visible (see 3.1, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6). 

The only known seal from the Northern Zagros is of the ruler Urzana. It has an Akkadian 

inscription and the iconography is purely Assyrian. This local ruler using an Assyrian style of 

seal reflects political influence from Assyria. A local ruler whose territory was under Assyrian 

control, with him acting as the Assyrian governor happened at Musasir and Idu (Satu Qala). 

The Medes did not use their own seal to validate the vassal treaty with Esarhaddon, perhaps 

because the Assyrian king did not see them as equals. They were vassals, and Esarhaddon did 

not use his own seal but the seals of earlier Assyrian kings (see, 3.5).  

There is very little Assyrian ceramic in the Northern Zagros, especially not in Iran. This 

may indicate that the Assyrian penetration into the Zagros was not a process of migration, but 

involved official personnel, the army, merchants, deputies and delegations. The small fine 

glazed decorated jars found in tombs in the Northern Zagros and in its foothills may have 

come directly from Assyria or may have been manufactured locally for elite persons (see 

3.10).  

Glazed bricks made for Assyrian palaces and temples were also works of art which 

influenced the glazed bricks made locally in the Zagros. The glazed bricks from Satu Qala 

and Hasanlu seem purely Assyrian. Assyrian records state that glazed bricks were made in 

Zamua and Media under the supervision of Sargon II and his governors. Those from Rabat 

Tepe and Tepe Qalaichi are local with some Assyrian elements borrowed (see 3.4).  

From Assyrian texts and sculpture we know that there was much looting and enforced 

tributes of decorative objects in metal, ivory and stone. Although the Assyrians plundered 
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much ivory from Musasir, none of this was discovered when Assyrian capital cities were 

excavated. The number of objects plundered from the Zagros or accepted as tribute may have 

been exaggerated as Assyrian propaganda. Metal objects may have been melted down and 

reused, or they may have been recaptured at the fall of Assyria in 614-612 BCE (see, 3.5, 3.6, 

3.8, and 2.4.2).  

The interaction in architecture is mainly seen in public architecture. In the Northern 

Zagros the Assyrians built and rebuilt several fortresses, fortifications, forts, cities, city walls. 

Similarly the Zagrosians themselves built forts, strongholds, city walls, moats, and blocked 

the passes with walls to protect their lands, their provinces, and their cities from Assyrian 

aggression. The Assyrian campaigns recorded details of these fortifications in the Northern 

Zagros. From a personal analysis of the visual and epigraphic evidence a clearer view of the 

architectural interaction emerges (see Chapter IV). The discovery of Assyrian or Assyrian 

style glazed bricks, reliefs and rock reliefs indicate that official Assyrian architects, artists and 

scribes followed the Assyrian king and commanders on their campaigns in the Zagros and 

made these artistic objects in the Zagros (see 3.1., 3.4., 3.5., and 3.6.). 

My fieldwork in the area of the modern village of Sidekan-Mdjeser involved examining 

several Urartian column bases and statues. They were found by accident, having been re-used 

by villagers in Mdjeser. They probably came from a ruined public building of Iron Age 

Musasir, perhaps the temple of Haldi. They are comparable to the column bases of the Ayanis 

temple, Altintepe and other column bases at Urartu. This has enabled me to make a probable 

location for the temple of Haldi of Musasir somewhere under the houses and or orchards of 

the village of Mdjeser (see 4.2., 4.3., and 4.3.2).  

From my study of the architecture and building techniques of modern houses in the 

villages of the Zagros a mistake in the description of houses on the relief of Khorsabad can be 

corrected. Those houses have previously been described as towers or structures with several 

stories. But in fact the sculptor depicted them as built on a mountain slope. This applies 

similarly to the houses of the city Ukku to the west of Musasir. Houses here had to be built on 

a mountain slope because there was not enough flat ground in the deep valleys. It gave 

protection from the flash floods of winter and spring and left the valley floor free for 

agriculture. Assyrian artists who accompanied the Assyrian campaigns observed architectural 

details, and depicted the cities of the Zagros on Assyrian palace reliefs accurately (see 4.1.2, 

4.7).  

One of the reasons for cultural interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros was 

economical. Assyrian campaigns against the Zagros were motivated by a desire to control the 

territories and to plunder their cities to obtain tribute of treasure, cattle, sheep, goats, horses 

and Bactrian camels (with two-humps). Assyria needed these goods in the interests of 

expanding its empire. Horses and metals (copper, tin, and iron) fuelled the engine of ancient 

wars, and both were available from the Northern Zagros (see 1.1., 1.2., and 2.8). Assyria 

could also benefit from Northern Zagrosian manpower deported to Assyria, to work in 

corvées in construction work in the Assyrian capital cities and in digging canals in Kalhu, 

Nineveh and Kilizi. Some needs were filled from beyond the Zagros (see 1.4, and 4.10).  

The mountains were an obstacle to interaction between Assyria and the Northern Zagros. 

They afforded no easy access, so the Assyrians according to the annals, made roads through 

the mountain passes and passages in difficult terrain. Kings claim to have opened up routes 
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in inaccessible places to link the Northern Zagros with Assyria. These routes enabled the 

Assyrian army to invade and encouraged trade and migration. Rivers transport was used for 

shipping: offerings to the temple of Assur in Ashur from Idu on the Lower Zab; grain on 

kalaks from Hiptunu to Kalhu, and wooden beams from Ukku and Kumme to Assyria on the 

Upper Zab (see 4.11).  

As a result of military conflict and political tension cultural interaction developed. There 

were more travelers and commercial contacts affected material and immaterial culture. 

Migration, immigration, deportation, and runaway prisoners also played a part. The 

Assyrians adopted various policies against their enemies. After occupation there was 

annexation. A people could be punished by having the crown prince taken as hostage and or 

by deporting the royal family. Some peoples were deported with their king and their deities 

(see 1.4., 2.7). The Assyrians installed images of Assur in some Median cities, and built 

kārums in or near these Median cities. The goods traded by caravans encouraged cultural 

contact. Securing the Zagros with trade roads and kārums was important, to prevent the 

Zagros as an immediate neighour becoming a threat. Continually campaigns made the 

Zagrosians submit, and enabled Assyria to benefit economically. Military campaigning and 

trade are the two main factors encouraging interaction in both immaterial and material culture 

(see 2.8).  

That the Assyrians dominated the cultural interaction and had a deep influence on 

Zagrosian culture is perhaps related to the fact that there was no central state in the 

Northern Zagros. The deep valleys, narrow plains and high mountains separated population 

groups into small political units with their own languages and dialects. This made the 

Zagros stay on the periphery of Mesopotamia and Assyria (see 1.1, 1.2., 2.1, and 2.7). 

Both Assyria and the Zagros were intermediaries for cultural interaction. Elements of 

Syro-Palestinian art on seals and ivories reached Hasanlu in the Northern Zagros through 

Assyria. Lapis lazuli, antimony, silver, gold, and precious stones in caravans from beyond the 

Zagros found their way to Assyria and beyond through the Zagros. There would have been a 

high level of state commerce and diplomatic exchanges, and private commerce enabled artists 

and craftsmen to make contacts and travel from one area to another. The Assyrians built 

several kārums at Median cities for trade along the Khorasan Road. Another karum in Kar-

Sippar was in the territory of Musasir on the route through the passes to the Urmia basin, 

Urartu and Trans-Caucasia which facilitated geographic (horizontal) interaction (see 2.7, 2.8, 

and 4.11).  

Assyria and the Northern Zagros took over some cultural elements from an outside source. 

We know that there were Babylonian-Assyrian contacts with Šušarra (Shemshara) in the 

Rania plain and Bakr-Awa (Bakrawa) in the Sharezur plain in the Northern Zagros during the 

Middle Bronze Age. In the Late Bronze Age, the Hurro-Mittani kingdoms of Arrapha and 

Nuzi maintained contact with the Northern Zagros and were intermediaries for Mesopotamian 

culture. From the east Arrapha (especially its immediate neighbor Nullu/Lullu) was in direct 

contact with the Northern Zagros through trade in goods and slaves, according to Nuzi 

records. Mittanni seals from Bakr-Awa and other material in Hasanlu and Marlik prove such 

contact. In Nuzi and Hanigalbat Hurrians and Mittanians adopted motifs from Mesopotamia 

which appear in literature, religion, and on their seals. Later the Kassites were in direct 

contact with the Northern Zagros, as we see from Kassite artistic elements in Hasanlu and the 
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stone bowl inscribed with the name of the Kassite king Kadashman-Enlil. Some elements are 

best described as generally Mesopotamian. Epics and myths related to the Bronze Age were 

known before any Assyrian contact, so Akkadian elements in toponyms and personal names 

in the Zagros does not necessarily show Assyrian influence. Babylonia had had an influence 

since the Middle Bronze Age, which continued during the Iron Age, especially to the east of 

the Diyala in the areas of Namri, Media and Ellipi. The peoples of the Zagros were also 

subject to Aramaic influence, directly or indirectly through Assyria. Also, the Lullubi families 

(merchants) from Zamua and Arzuhina travelled to Sippar (see 2.1., 2.2., 2.3., 2.4, and 2.8). 

Esarhaddon may have relied on support from the peoples of the Zagros to ease the progress 

of his chosen successor. He made vassal treaties with the Medes, Zamua and the western 

provinces and kingdoms of the Assyrian empire indicating that his young son Ashurnasirpal 

was to be the crown prince. Royal dynastic marriages were made by most ancient Near 

Eastern potentates to confirm an alliance, and the Assyrians practised this in the Zagros, to 

preserve the peace and to discourage revolt or any threat from elsewhere. These were all 

factors in the fall of Nineveh in 612 BCE, and Zagrosians, especially the Medes, were 

familiar with Assyria‘s weak points (see, 2.7).  

The Assyrians deported thousands of people to different areas of the Near East, including 

peoples from the Zagros. Some of the deportees may have been craftsmen and artists, who 

worked in exile in Assyria. In the 7
th

 century BCE, there were many artists and craftsmen 

working in the Assyrian court and in workshops in the Assyrian capitals. After the fall of 

Nineveh, perhaps some architects and artists from the Assyrian capitals went as prisoners to 

the Zagros. They had experience of building several Assyrian administrative palaces in the 

Northern Zagros during 9
th

-7
th

 centuries BCE, and it would explain how Assyrian artistic and 

architectural elements and motifs reached the Zagros. Later they appear in the Achaemenid 

palaces in Persia, (see 1.3, 1.4, ,and 4.1.). 

Dozens of important cities of the Northern Zagros are mentioned in Assyrian records (see 

tables 1.2.-1-4), but only a few of them have been excavated. This severely limits the 

information we need. The important Bronze Age city of Shemshara and the Iron Age cities at 

Tepe Qalaichi (Izirtu), Rabat Tepe (Arzizi) and Satu Qala (Idu) have only been excavated for 

a few seasons (see 4.1., and 4.2). Future excavations may fill the gaps, for in recent years the 

Northern Zagros has attracted several archaeological missions. They have moved their 

attention there following unrest elsewhere. From them we hope to learn more about cultural 

interaction between the Northern Zagros and Assyria, as well as between the Northern Zagros 

and Babylonia, Urartu, Trans-Caucasia, Elam, and with the Persia. 
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  Appendix  

 
(Appendix to Chapter I ) 

Table. 1.2. The peoples of the Zagros and their lands, their capitals, their main cities, and 

the general distributions during the Iron Age.  

peoples Lands Capital  city 

Cities during the 

Middle and Neo-

Assyrian period 

General location and its 

neighbours 

N
ew

 c
o

m
er

s 
(I

ra
n

ia
n

s)
 

M
ed

es
  

Medes 

 

 

 

Hagmatana? Bît-Daiukki 

-Sisirtu and 

Kummahlu in the 

district Bīt-Barrû. 

Elnzash (Kār-

Sennacherib), 

Harhar. 

 

From the west bordered 

with Namri, Ellipi, from 

the south with Elam, from 

the north with Parsua and 

Mannea, and from the east, 

the land of the Medes was 

streached in a vast area to 

the Iranian plateau. 

E
ll

ip
ea

n
s 

 

Ellipe Royal cities 

Maru‘bishti and 

Akkuddu 

 Between Namri from the 

west, Media from the 

north-east and Elam from 

the south, the land of Râshi 

separating them from 

Elam. 

P
a

rs
u

a
n

s(
M

ed
e

s?
) 

 

Parsua  Parsua  Puštu, Šalahamānu, 

also the cities of 

Ganu. Šurgadia one 

of the cities of 

Gizilbunda annexed 

to Parsua. 

Media from the south, 

Namri from the southwest, 

Zamua/Lullume from the 

west, Karalla and Allabria 

from the north. 

A
ll

a
b

ri
a

n
s 

 Allabria(its 

people perhaps 

were Mannean 

and or Medes 

Allabria, Paddira  Parsua from the south, 

Karalla from the 

southwest, the Mannean 

district of Surikash from 

the north. 

K
a

ra
ll

a
 

(m
ix

ed
 

M
a

n
n

ea
n

 

a
n

d
 M

ed
es

?
) Karalla KUR/URU 

Karalla/Karallu4 

Karalla annaexed to 

KUR. Lullumê by 

Sargon II. (ARAB II 

208). 

 

Allabria from the north-

east, Mannea from the 

north-west, Lullume from 

the west, Parsua from the 

south. 

 

C
im

m
er

ia
n

s 
 

Gammira 

(KUR.Ga-mir-ra) 

  Nomad cavalries Went 

down from Guriana north-

east of Urartu in 

transcaucasia, they were 

moving and travelling on 

their way attacked the 

Urartian eastern frontiers 

and cities in  Mannea and 

Media. 
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Table 1.3. Table of the lands, cities and capitals and the general distributions in 

distributions during the Iron Age. 

 

S
cy

th
ia

n
s 

Askuzâ (KUR as-

ku-za) 

  Nomad cavalries Went 

down from north-east of 

Urartu in transqauqasia, 

they penetrated in Mannea, 

attacked the Assyrian 

border, and with the 

Cimmerians attacked 

cities, Mannea, Media,as 

well perhaps Musasir and 

Arbail. 

peoples Lands 
Capital  

city 

Zagrosian cities during 

the Middle and Neo-

Assyrian period 

General location and their ancient 

neighbours 

H
u

rr
o

-U
ra

rt
ia

n
s 

 

Ulluba of the 

Ullubeans (KUR.ul-

li-ba/ul-lu-ba) 

 ―Bitirru, Parīsu, Tašuḫa, 

Manṭun, Sardaurrianan, 

Diulla-ana-Nal, Sikibsa, 

Aššurdāya, Babutta, 

Luisa, (and) Tapsia.‖ 

(RINAP I 37: 24b-25a). 

Buffer kingdom between Assyria and Urartu, 

it was enighbour of Ukku and Kumme. 

Qumānu (Qumēnu) 

KUR.ú-qu-me-ni) 

and 

Uqumānu/Kumme 

 

Kipšuna  

 

and the stronghold city 

Hunusu (Hinis the place 

where Sennacheirb‘s 

water project on Bavian 

river begans). (RIMA II 

A.0.87.1:  v 82 - vi 21; 

A.0.87.2: vi 22-38).   

Buffer kingdom between Urartu and Assyria, 

neighbour  of Ulluba and Ukku. 

Ukku   Buffer kingdom between Urartu and Assyria, 

neighbour  of Ulluba and Ukku. 

 

Kirruri province 

(geographical 

district) never 

formed a kingdom 

 

 

Kirruri 

 Arbail from the west, Enzite from the east, 

Upper Zab from the west. 

Enzitu/Enzi 

 
Enzitu 

 Kirruir from west, Daiēnu  nd Arz škun  

from north, Hubuški   from   st, H bhu  

from south. 

N
a

ir
i 

la
n

d
s 

 H
a

b
h

u
 Ništun  

To the east of Kirruri, southwest of 

Hubuški ,  nd w st of M nn  . 

Habhu 
 On the Urartian border, neighbours of 

Ulluba, Ukku. 
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Inner 

Habhu 

 

 In the land Habhu, to the east of Kirruri. 

 to the far west of Habhu west of Lesser 

Habhu. 

The land 

Daiēnu, its 

capital 

Arzaškun  

(Urartian 

capital) 

 

Arzaškun, 

the 

Urartian 

capital. 

 to the north-east of Kirruri. 

H
u
b
u
šk
ia
  

City and land 

of Hubuškia 

 From east bordered with Mannea, from 

north-east bordered with Gilzānu, from the 

north with the land Daiēnu and the city 

Arzaškun. 

G
il

zā
n

u
 

 

Gilzānu 

 From th  w st Hubuški , from north-east 

Nairi sea from north-west bordered with 

Musasir. 

G
iz

il
b

u
n

d
a

  

Gizilbunda?  

 

Kinaki, 

Uraš, 

Sassiašu 

and 

Karsibut

a. 

 

Bordered with Mannea from the west, 

Karalla, Allabria and Parsua from the 

southwest. 

M
u

sa
si

ri
a
n

s 

Muṣri/Musasir 

Musasir/

Ardini(Ar

inu) 

 Bordered with Nairi from the north-east, 

H bhu  nd Gilzānu from south ast, Urartu 

from north, north-west. 

U
ra

rt
u

 /
B

ia
in

il
i 

The land of 

Urartu/Biainili 

 

Arzaškun  

located in 

the land 

D iēnu. 

 
Bordered with Enzite from the south, 

Musasir from the north-east, Kirruri from the 

west. 

Tušp /Tur

ušp  in 

Van area. 

 

Lake Van 

Rusahinili 

north of 

Nairi sea. 

 

North of Nairi (Urmia) lake 

Ulhu near 

Nairi sea. 

 
West of Nairi (Urmia) lake 

M
a

n
n

ea
  

Mannean heartland 

Zirt 

(Zirta)/Izi

rtu  

Udaku, Izibia, 

From w st bord r d with Hubuški    nd 

H bhu, from north  bord r d with Gilzānu 

and Nairi sea, from southwest  bordered with 

Zamua, and from southeast  bordered with 

Gizilbunda, Karalla and Allabria. 
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Table 1.4. a. The Zagros kingdoms and district,s their contemporery local kings and rulers 

to the Assyrian rulers. 

 

Assyria 

 

The Zagros kingdoms and districts (the local kings and rulers) 

Assyrian 

kings 
Media 

E
li

p
p

i 

C
im

m
er

ia
n

s 
a

n
d
 

S
cy

th
ia

n
s 

Ukku 

M
u

sa
si

r 

N
a

ir
i 

H
u

b
u

šk
ia

 

Gizilibundaeans 

 

Shalmaneser 

III (859-824 

BCE) 

Ianzû, man of Bīt-

Hanban 

Barû  

 

      

Shamshi-

Adad V (823-

811 BCE)   

       Pirišāti king of 

the cities Kinaki 

and Uraš. 

-Titamaška king 

of the city 

Sassiašu. 

-Kiara king of the 

city Karsibuta. 

Tiglath-

pileser 

III(744-727 

BCE) 

Kakî king of Bīt-Zatti 

and the city Ušari. 

-Battānu son of the 

city/tribe Kapsi. 

-Mannu-kîma-sabê 

son of the city 

Abdadani. 

      

Mannean districts 

Andia  Eastern part of Mannea 

Zikirtu  Eastern part of Mannea, neighbour of Andia. 

Surikaš 

Missi 
 

From north-east  bordered with Gizilbunda, 

from south  bordered with Karalla and 

Allabria 

A
ra

m
ea

n
s 

  

The Aramean 

emigrants were the 

only Semitic and 

western group, who 

emigrated from the 

west to the Northern 

Zagros during the 

Middle and Neo-

Assyrian period, 

their emigration 

reminds the 

Ammorite emigration 

to Mesopotamia 

throught the Zagros 

foothills down to the 

plains of 

Mesopotamia. 

 

 

-the Arameans 

tribes(houses) plundered 

Idu during the late 12th 

century BCE. 

-the Aramean emigrants 

were living with the 

Lullubeans in 30 cities of 

th  l nd L dānu on the 

western bank of the Lower 

Zab, they  fought Tukulti-

Ninurta II. 

settled in the area of the western banks of the 

Lower Zab in western Lullubu. 
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-Ramateia of city 

Arazi. 

-Tunî ruler of 

Sumurzu was 

neighbour of Bīt-

Hamban. The city of 

Kizauti. 

-Uksatar, Durisi, 

Satarešu were 

chieftains of ‗the river 

(country)‘. 

-Anzî of Halhubarra. 

-Paiaukka of 

Kilambate, 

-Uzî of Mâli, 

-Uakirtu of Nappi, 

-Makirtu of Bīt-

Sakbat,  

-Kitakki of Uriangi,  

-Mašdaiaukku of 

kingaraku,  

-Uzitar of Kantâu,  

-Pâukka of Bīt-Kabsi,  

-Humbê of But-

Zualzash, 

-Uzumanda of 

Kisilaha    

-Burburazu of Bīt-

Ishtar  

-Bagbararna of 

Zakrute, 

-Darî of Shaparda, 

-Usharâ of 

Kanzabakani,  

-Šarruti of Karzinû,  

-Mashdakku of 

Andirpatianu,  

-Akkussu of Usi,  

-Birtatu of Siburâ, 

Zardukku of 

Harzianu, 

Mashdakku of 

Aradpati, Satarpanu 

of Barikanu, Karakku 

of Urikaia.‖(ARAB II 

147). 

Sargon II 

(721-705 

BCE) 

 

Sikris (ARAB II 214). Taltâ king of Ellipe, 

and his sons Nibê 

and Ispabâra. 

Maniye Urzana, 

Abaluqunu 

(SAA V 

84). 

 

  Zîzî governor of 

Appatar. 

 Zalaia governors 

of Kitpatai. (see, 

ARAB II 149; 

Radner 2003b: 

124). 

Esarhaddon 

(680-669 

BCE) 

mKaštaritu a Mede? 

Ruler of the city Kār-

K šši. 

- Uppis, chieftain of 

the city Partakka.  

P/Bartatua king of 

the Cimmerians.  -

Išpakāia king of the 

Scythians. 
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-Zanasana chieftain of 

the city Partukka. 

-Ramateia, chieftain 

of the city. 

Urakazabarna. 

(RINAP 3/I 1: iv 32-

45). 

-L nd P tuš rri in th  

land of the distant 

Medes, chieftains 

Šidir-parna and E-

parna.( RINAP 4 1: iv 

46-52).  

- the Cimmerian king 

Teušpa killed by 

Esarhaddun in 

Hubušna/Hubuškia  

 

 

Table 1.4. b. The Zagros kingdoms and districts their local kings and rulers contemporery 

to the Assyrian rulers. 

 

Assyria 

 

the Zagros kingdoms and districts(the local kings and rulers) 

Assyrian kings Lullubean 

Kings and rulers of the cities in 

 Hubuškian 

kings 

Kumme/ Qumānu 

Qumenu/Uqumenu. 

 

Nairi lands 

 

 

 

 

Gilzānu 

 Lullubme, 

Zamua/Mazamua, 

Inner Zamua  

Mazamua/Inner 

Zamua and Idu 

Tukulti-Ninurta 

I (1243-1207 

BCE) 

 

  

 

 

-Šara…ni 

-Abbi-zēri son of 

Šara…ni. 

-Bā’ilānu son of 

Abbi-zēri. 

-KAM-ti-e-ni 

another son of 

Abbi-zēri. 

 

(These kings of 

Idu ruled in the 

period between 

late Middle 

Assyrian period 

to beginning of 

the Neo-

Assyrian period. 

(see van Soldt, et 

al., 2013: 212ff). 

 

-Imzuyānu 

-Edima son of 

 Abulê   

 

  

 

Tiglath-pileser I 

(1114-1076 BCE) 

[mI/E-ri]-iš-ti-e-

en-ni)  king of the 

―Lullub   n 

l nd.‖ Th  t xt 

which mention that 

king date back to 

the Middle 

Assyrian period. 

 

 

 

 Sēne king 

of the land 

Daiēne  

 

 

Adad-narari II 

(911-891 BCE) 

  Iluia 

 

  

Ashurnasirpal II 

(883-859 BCE)

 

 

 

 

  

Nūr-Adad 

(mZÁLAG-
dIŠKUR) sheikh of 

Zamua. 

- Muṣaṣina ruler 

of th   ity Bunāsi.  

-Ameka ruler of 

Zamru (the capital 
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of Zamua). 

-Araštua ruler of 

the city Ammali. 

(ARAB I 452). 

-Kirtiara ruler of 

the cities Larbusa 

 nd Bāru. 

-Ṣabini ruler of the 

 ity Kiṣirtu. 

-Ata ruler of 

Arzizu (Rabat 

Tepe).  

(see, RIMA II 

A.0.101.1: ii 23b-

86; Reade and 

Finkel 2014: 593). 

Imzuyānu. 

Ba’auri son of 

Edima. 

 

Shalmaneser III 

(Šulmānu-

ašarēd) (858-824 

BCE)  

Anarê king of the 

land Bunisu. 

Nikdēme and 

Nikdêra the 

Idean rulers of 

cities in the 

Interior of the 

land 

Zamua(Zamua 

ša bitani). 

(RIMA III 

A.0.102.2: ii 10-

15; 75b-78a). 

(Edima 

compared with 

Nikdima, see, 

van Soldt et al., 

2013: 212ff). 

-Kakia (Kâki) 

king of the 

 ity Hubuški  

. 

-Datana king 

of the land of 

the city 

Hubuški   

-Magdubu, 

ruler of the 

Madahusaean 

in Hubuški  . 

 Kakia king 

of the land 

Nairi 

(perhaps 

was the 

same Kakia 

of Hubuški   

because 

Hubuški   

was also 

mentioned 

as capital of 

Nairi). 

 

-Asia king 

of the land 

D iēnu, 

which was 

belong to 

the land of 

Nairi. 

Asû (Asua)  

Šamšī-Adad V 

(823-811 BCE)   

  

 

 

 

Dadî  - Šarṣina 

son of 

Meqduara 

ruler of 300 

cities.  

-Ušpina 

ruler of 200 

cities  

(its an 

exaguration 

perhaps 

both were 

chieftains of 

dozens of 

vellages and 

towns).  

 

 

 

Sargon II (721-

705 BCE) 

    Ianzu king 

of Nairi. 

-Adâ the 

ruler of the 

l nd Šurd , 
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perhaps 

Šurd  w s 

part of 

Nairi or its 

neighbour. 

Esarhaddon(680-

669 BCE) 

La-ar-ku-ut-la city 

lord of the land 

Zamua (KUR Za-

mu-u-a) (Zadok 

2002b: 8.9.8.2). 

     

 

Assyria 

 

Rulers and kings of the kingdoms and districts in the Northern Zagros 

Assyrian 

kings 
Urartian kings Habhu 

Mannea 
Karall

a 
Allabria 

Namri 
Mannean 

heartland 

Kings  in the 

capital 

Zirta/Izirtu 

Mannean 

districts 

Zikirti 

  

Ashurnasirp

al II (883-

859 BCE) 

 Būbu son of 

Babua from 

Ništun 

     

Shalmanese

r III (858-

824 BCE)   

 

 

-Aramu from the capital 

Arzaškun (mentioned in 

859, 856, and 844 BCE). 

-Sarduri son of Lutipri 

(ca.840-830 BCE) (from 

the capital 

Tušp /Turušp ), 

mentioned in 830 BCE. 

 Ualki  

 

 

  Ianzibu

riaš 

 

-Marduk-

mudammiq 

-Ianzû king 

of Namri 

Šamšī-Adad 

V (823-811 

BCE)   

 

 

Ušpina/Išpuini (ca. 830-

820 BCE) and his son 

co-region Minua (820-

810 BCE) 

-Minua son of Išpuini 

(ca. 810-780 BCE) 

      

Shalmanese

r IV (782-

773 BCE)   

 

Argišti I, son of Minua 

(780-756 

BCE)mentioned in 774. 

      

Aššur-nērārī 

V (754-745 

BCE).    

 

Sarduri II (756- ca.730 

BCE) son of Argišti I. 

      

Tiglath-

pileser 

III(Tukultī-

apil-ešarra) 

(744-727 

BCE)  

Sarduri/Sardaurri  

mentioned in (743, 

735?). 
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Sargon II ( 

Šarru-kīn 

)(721-705 

BCE)    

Ursā/Rusā I son of 

Sarduri (ca. 730-713 

BCE) 

Argišta II son of Rusa I 

(709 BCE)  

 

Anonimous 

queen of 

Habhu 

assasinated 

(SAAV 108). 

-Aza 

-Ullusunu son of 

Aza 

 

Baghdatti 

 

-Daiaukku 

 

-Mitatti 

Ashur

-li’u 

 

Ittî  

Esarhaddon 

( Aššur-aha-

iddina)(681-

669 BCE)  

Ursā II (673/672 BCE) 

son of Argišti 

 

      

Ashurbanip

al( Aššur-

bāni-apli  

) (669-627 

BCE)   

 

Sarduri III (Ishtar-duri) 

son of Sarduri 

mentioned in 646/642 

BCE. 

-Rusa III son of 

Erimena. 

-Sarduri IV son of 

Sarduri III (The list of 

the Urartian kings based 

on a combination of the 

recent proposed lists of 

(See Salvini 2015: 

393;Kroll, et al. (eds) 

2012: 11; Roaf 2012a: 

table.14.01, p.188)). 

 -Ahšēri 

–Ualli son of 

Ahš ri 

-Erisinnni son 

of Ualli 
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Samenvatting 

 
Het landschap, de flora en fauna, de grondstoffen en het klimaat in het laagland van 

Assyrië waren zo anders dan die van het hoge Zagros-gebergte dat ze elkaar in economisch 

opzicht mooi aanvulden. Omdat het noordelijke deel van het Zagros-gebergte voor Assyrië de 

dichtstbijzijnde plaats was om aan grondstoffen, arbeiders en paarden te komen, waren de 

Assyriërs vaak in conflict met noordelijke volkeren, maar er waren ook commerciële en 

diplomatieke betrekkingen. Deze wisselende contacten leidden tot een wisselwerking in de 

materiële en immateriële cultuur. 

In dit proefschrift worden hoofdzakelijk drie soorten bronnen gebruikt: 

 de materiële cultuur, waaronder de architectuur en kunstvoorwerpen die in Assyrië en 

het noordelijke Zagros-gebergte ontdekt zijn; 

 visuele bronnen, zoals Assyrische reliëfs, waarin de architectuur van de steden zo 

nauwkeurig is afgebeeld dat elke stad aan zijn bijzonderheden (zonder stereotypen) te 

herkennen is, en waarin torens, ommuringen, tempels en geplunderde voorwerpen tegen 

een juiste achtergrond worden getoond; 

 en de immateriële cultuur, zoals verwoord in schriftelijke bronnen. De meeste teksten 

zijn Assyrisch, maar er zijn ook een paar lokale bronnen uit Satu Qala (het antieke Idu), 

Rabat Tepe en Medië (in het Akkadisch), en de tweetalige Urartiaanse steles (in het 

Urartisch en Assyrisch, in spijkerschrift), en de Aramese stele van Bukan. Bovendien 

worden Medië, Mannea, Scythië en de Cimmeriërs diverse malen kort in de Bijbel 

genoemd en komen daarin soms ook volkeren ter sprake die van de Levant naar de 

Zagros werden gedeporteerd. In klassieke bronnen, met name Herodotus, lezen we ook 

over volkeren uit het Zagros-gebergte, bijvoorbeeld de Meden en de Scythen. 

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit vier hoofdstukken. In hoofdstuk I bespreek ik het landschap, 

het klimaat en de flora en fauna van zowel het Assyrische kerngebied, dat laagland is, als het 

noordelijke Zagros-gebergte, dat een hoogvlakte is, om de diversiteit tussen de twee gebieden 

aan te tonen. Ook introduceer ik de volkeren en groepen die in deze landschappen een rol 

speelden, met hun verschillende politieke staten, grondgebieden, de beperkingen van hun 

macht en hun verhuizingen als migranten, immigranten, deserteurs of gedeporteerden. 

Hoofdstuk II gaat over de immateriële cultuur: talen en schriftsystemen, literatuur, 

mythologie, persoons- en plaatsnamen, religie en feesten in oorlogs- en vredestijd, de sociale 

structuur, politieke en administratieve contacten, de post, dynastieke huwelijken, de economie 

en handel. 

Hoofdstuk III bespreekt de materiële cultuur in de vorm van kunstvoorwerpen en 

keramiek, rotsreliëfs, steles, zegels en verzegeling, ivoorwerk, metaalwerk, mozaïeken, glas, 

vaatwerk, glazuurstenen, muurschilderingen, textiel en kleding. 

Hoofdstuk IV onderzoekt de architectuur van paleizen, tempels, steden, vestingwerk, 

particuliere huizen, graven, wegen en paden, kanalen, dammen en dijken. 

Ik heb zoveel mogelijk tekstuele, visuele en archeologische bronnen proberen te 

combineren om elementen van interactie tussen Assyrië en het noordelijke Zagros-gebergte te 

vinden. Elk hoofdstuk is voorzien van tabellen om deze aspecten van interactie te verhelderen. 
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